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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION. 

Sometime in August 1913 at the instance of some, 
friends I undertook to write a few articles for g, 

magazine on the Rise and Growth of the Indian 
National Congress, the most important and pheno-

. inenal movement in the political history of new 
Indijt. After only a few pages were written, it was 
discovered that such a subject could not be properly 
dealt with in the spare columns of any magazine in 
the country without taxing its capacity to an unrea
sonable extent and that for a much longer period 
than was perhaps consistent with the sustained 
interests of such a review. The idea was, therefore, 
abandoned. In January following while turning 
~ver so~e of the materials which I had collected 
and arranged for the articles, it occurred to me that 
these might be published in the furm o£ a pamphlet 
so that they may be of some use to any one !:ho may 
be disposed to write a well-digested history or this 
evolutio~ry movement. That i~ the origin of the 
little vt>lume which is now presen'ted to the public. 
The '?Jook was fairly completed by July 1914 when it 

was partly banded over to Mr. G. A. Natesan of 
Madras, who kindly .· u~dertook to illustrate and 
publish it. In August the great vVar broke out and 
u.s the book necessarily contained occasional criticisms. 
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·of Government, it was deemed proper and expedient 
to defer its publication until the War conditions 
were fairly settled. Those conditions having passed 
,the doubts and uncertainties, as well as the excite
ment, of the preliminary stage and taken a definite 
shape as afso a favourable turn, the book is now 
issued to the public. 

My most grateful acknowledgments are due to my 
Bsteemed friend and chief, the Hon'ble Mr. Su.ren
.dranath Banerjea, who not only readily supplied me 
with whatever information I wanted from him, but 
also in the midst of his multifarious duties, kindly 
went through a considerable portion of the manu
script. I am also deeply indebted to my esteemed 
friends, Mr. D. E. Wacha and Mr. G. Subramania 
lyer for a lot of valuable information which they 
from time to time gave me regarding their r~spectivs 
Presidencies. To Sir William Wedderburn I 
am no less deeply indebted for the kina permis
sion~h,islh he gave me for the free use of his 
·excellent memoirs of Allan Octavian Hume, 
though I was precluded from using an~ of his 
private correspondence. Mr. G. A. Natesan of 
Madras materially helped me with a number of his 
valuable publications bearing on the Congress ; 
while to the Education Department of the Govern
ment of India I feel deeply obliged for the courtesy 
-and readiness with which they supplied me with 
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the Educational Statement of March, 1~14. ' 
Mr. Satyananda Bose, the energetic Secretary of , 
-the Bengal Provincial Congress Committee, was 
good enough to supply me with the papers relating to 
the Surat incident which will be found in an appen
·dix. Lastly, I am highly indebted to my friends 
Mr. Amrita Chandra Ghosh of the Ripon College, 
:Calcutta, and Mr. Prithwis Chandra Ray, late Editor 
ofthE4 Indian World, who kindly undertook to read 
my proofs when my eyes being affected I was 
:incapacitated from dealing with them myself. 

I am perfectly conscious of the many defects 
which will be noticed in these pages mostly written 
cat intervals of a protracted and distressing illness. 
These defects may,however, stimulate others to write 
:a more careful and exhaustive book on the subject. 
If in the :meantime these imperfect and desultory 
notes will attract the attention of my young friends 
·Of t.he rising generation and direct them to a careful 
study of the Indian Problems and of the~ian 
Administration, I shall deem my humble labours as 
amply reJarded. , 

FA. R. I;PORE,} AMVIKA CHARAN MAZUMDAR. 
S.~l!t. 1915. 

\' ·,~;,,,,,,.,q,,~~'i.r.:-"'-
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• INDIAN NATIONAL·, ,EVOLUTION .. 
-"" CHAPTER L 

• 
, INTRODUCTORY; 

AFULL and critical account of the ori~in, progress• 
and development of ·an epoch-makmg political 

event in any country is always .a very delicate and· 
difficult task; for, the secret and sometimes silent origin 
of such a movement, like the many-sided meandering 
course of a deceptive rivulet ab ibs source, is often: 
shrouded iu the mazes of imperfect records' and con
fii'Cting rep~rts ; while the subtle influence of jealousy 
and spite on the one hand, no less than that of suspi
cion and distrust on the other, leading to misrepresentac 
tions and exaggerations, serves not a little in it~ard 
course to obscure the vision and warp the judgro:ei:ll; 
of contero:J£rary minds. Then the effects of divergent 
views an.f colliding interests have also to be re~koned 
with t11 no small extent. Even the histories of such· 
great events as the birth of American Independenca 
and the establishment of the French Republic, not to 
speak of the Great Revolution, have not been altogether 
free from doubts, difficulties and contradictions. But 
if the histories of revolutions are sometimes so varying. 
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and divergent in their accounts, the history of 
an evolution must be still more obscure and defec
tive in its narratives. There a much larger area of 
time and space is covered by the slow and silent 
trend of gathering events w.hich in their noiseless pro
.gress at first r1aturally attract much less attentfon and 
are more tardily recognised than the sensational and 
dramfLtic developmenl;s of a revolution, and then by 
the time the tangible results of these events begilr-
to be realised much of the historical accuracy Qf the· 
process is lost, if not actually sacrificed, to the extrava
gant demands of either individual or sectional pride 
and egotism. ,,The hiatoxy qf.the Jpqja.l:l. .. ~.a~i9n,~l ()on
.gress is the history of the origiP. ... ~nd dev~lopment.of 
national life in Ir~dia, and .. a .b.a.re .c~i!i~~~ :P't':'th~t·.·his
tory would involve a critical analysis of the diverse 
phases of that life in its different bearings and with all 
its recommendations and its lapses, as well as its suc
MRRas ancl its failures during the past thirty yaars. T~e 

object o{ this book is not, however, to attempt such 
a venturesome task, nor has the time probably fully 
arriv..!!J.or a complete and well-digested history to be 
written on this great evolutionary movement. Its 
humble aim is to record a raw contemporane .. us events 
a,nd impression::~ which, in the peculiar ~ortness 
of Indian memory on matters historical, are •!ready 
fast drifting towards the realm of faint traditions, and 
thus to rescue them from possible oblivion, so that they 
may be of some use to the future historian. For a 
correct and adequate appreciation of the movement, it 
would, however, be necessary to -recapitulate, tao ugh 
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'Vary briefly, the condition of the country immediately 
preceding its inauguration, as well as the circumstances 
which gradually led upto its inception. 

The In.dian N:atiqn~J,! Qongres;:; U/~rks an iooportant 
• ·epqchin.the history of 13ritish R1:1Je inin.~i,a,, :4p;ut from 

the questions of reforms with which it is immediately 
concerned, it is engaged in a much wider and nobJer task 
~or which it has already laid a fairly solid foundation 
-the task of Nation-buil\ling in India after tbe model 
-of rilbdern Europe. Coming in contact with Western 
.people and Western culture the Indian mind could not 
'fail to expand in the direction of Western ideas and insti
tutions. It is as irnpossible for one civilization, whether 
superior or inferior, to come in touch with another civili
.zation without unfolding its own cha.racteristios, as it is 
impossible for one vessel to throw its search-light upon 
another without exposing its own broad outlines to the 
.gaze of the latter. A barbarous race may become extinct ; 
,~ut two civilized people coming in close contact are 
in spite of f1ll their differences and conservatism bound to 
coalesce and acil and react upon each other. The 

cSUperior may dominate the inferior ; but can~trans
form it altogether: while the latter, however vigorously 
it may;'ruggle to maintain its peculiar identity, is 
bound gradually and even unconsciously to imbibe and 
assim,late, either ior the better or for the worse, some 

.of the properties of the former. The Indian National 
Congress and the evolution which is slowly working 
its way through almost every phase of Indian life, are 
'the natural and, visible manifestation of such a contact;. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE GENESIS OF POLITICAL MOVEMEN~ IN INDIA. 

Raja Ram Mohan Roy, the recognised progenitor
of moclorn India, was the first apostle. of a politi
C!l>l creed based upon constitutional ~~:gitation in tbie. 
country. But the political gospel which his versa
tile genius preached was, under the circumstances of the 
country very properly subordinated to the prior cl.oaims
of religious, social and educational reforms, and like 
all gospels of truth, which have revolutionised human 
society whether in ancient or modern times, it natu· 
rally took time to establish its hold upon the public 
mind and presen~ any tangible results. His mission 
to }!!qgla.,usiF.iu. · .w.as 1\0, .clO"\lb.~ a p,olitical one; but 
the rernarkabl ev1 f3D~~ wlli,~h· '~~~, g~v.e before a com

mittee of the .. House of Commons attracted more atten-• 
tion in England than in Xodia, and althollgh tha"t 
evidence was largely responsible for some' ofthe reforms 
effootad in t.he Indian administration shortly after bis
death~Indian public were very little influenced by 
it at the time. It was not until the. fifties of the last. 
century that with the dawning light of West~ Educa
tion, of which the pioneer Indian Reformer wa~erhaps .. 
the greatest champion of his time, the public•mind 
began to expand and political ideas and activities began 
~o manifest themselves in one form or another in diff~ 
erent parts:of the country. Since then an association· 
here and an association there sprtilng tl.p, like a few' 
cases in the desert, some of which no doubt possessed> 

• 
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ca. degree of vitality, but most of which were of ephe
,meral existence. The Bri~ish Indian Associl\fiion in 

"ilML~~~~~i~~~t:l<">,,I,~\.',_1·•·-

Bengal and the Boinb~y "~~s,Qc!atJqp,, ·in · the Western 
rPresidency were almost simultaneously started about 

be~13:ufl,\~~~"'~JJl,,~!J,!(j~~~er und~r tb? ~~idance and ins· 
tPJration of stalwarts like M:r. Prasanna Kumar Tagore, 
lur. Rajendralal .1\'litra, Mr, R~tmgopal Ghosh, Raja 
tDigamvar Mitter, Mr. Pearychand Mitter and Mr. 
Barish Chandra Mlilkherjea, the pioneer of independent 
tndi\n journalism; while the latter owed its origin to 
the patriotic labours of Mr. Jugganatb Sankersett, 
who was the first non-official member of the Bombay 
Legislative Council established in 1863, and of that 
·venerable political Rishi who, thank God, after a 
strenuous active life extending over half a century, now 
·sits in his quiet retreat at Versova as the patron saint 
·Of the Indian political world silently watching and 
guarding its interests and occasionally cheering it with 
~essages of hope and confidence-Mr. Dadabbai Nao· 
roji .. ~r As the genius of ~r. 1\ril:~todas Pal, ultimately 
raised the British Indian Association to a power in 
:Bengal, so tba Bombay Association owed noJ; a little 
of its usefulness to its sub~equent acquisitior~"'"of the 
services oj Sir Mangaldas N athubhoy and Mr. N aoroji 
Furdun~who for his stout and fearless advocacy of the 
pcipulg.r cause received, like Ramgopal Ghosh and 
Kristodas Pal in Bengal, the appellation of the "Tri
bune of the People" in connection with his many 
;fights in the Municipal Corporation of Bombay so 
graphically described in tba.t excellent book which has 

• D,ied on June 80, 1917, 

• 
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recently been written by Mr. Dinshaw Edulji Wacha on. 
'' The .Rise and Growth of Bombay Municipal Govern
ment.""' But while the British Indian Association has
vigorously maintained a useful existence for more than 
half a century, the Bombay Association did not survive 
more than a decade, and l\lthough it was revived in 1870 
and ga.Jvanized into fresh life by Mr. Naoroji Furdunji 
ih 1873, it shortly became practically extinct in 
an unequal competition with the East India AssO
ciation which again in its turn fell into a morif:Jund 
condition in the early eighties. The Southern Presi
dency was still more slow in developing its public life ; 
there was an old association called the" Madras Native 
Association," chiefly worked by some officials, which· 
posi'lessed very little vibality and had practically little or 
no hold upon the public mind in Madras. Madras was 
first vivified into life by that able and independent 
journal, 'l'he Hindu, whieh was started in 1878 under 
the auspices of a gabtxy of stars in Soutliern Indi'!.l. 
composed of Anauda Charla, Veeraraghavachari, Ran·· 
giah Naidu and G. Subramania Iyer (alas l all of whom 
have JlQ,'#vanished into space). At Poona the Sa1·vafa1tik 
Sabha was started towards the middle of the seventies 
under t;be management of Rao Bahadur Krisb\.aji Laxa
man Nulkar, Mr. Sitaram Hari Chiplonkar an~ seve~al 
other gentlemen of light and leading who ·ga~ the 
first impet,us to public activities in the Deccan. 

TheRe were practically all the important public 
bodies in the country between the fifties and the early 

• The Rise and Growth of Bombav Municipal Govcrn~nt. 
lly D. E. Wach~~o. G. A. Natesan & Co., Publishers, Madra.s. 

• 
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~eventies of the last century which, thopgh exercising 
no inconsiderable influence within their limited spheres 
ol particular activities, were but the general exponents 
of particular interests and for a long time devobed 
mainly to occasional criticisms of important ad
ministrative or legi~lative measures affecting their 
respective provinces. Constructive policy they bad 
none, and seldom if ever they laid down any programme· 
of systematic action for the political advancement of the
cour~try. In fact the idea of a united nationali-ty Mld of 
national irite;ests; the culHv,ation of pol,itics·hji~$\vl~er 
aspect's' ~s the fundamental basis of nati~~al progress 
and not merely as a means to temporary adminis
trative make-shifts; the all-embracing patnotic fervour 
which like the Promethean spark has now made 
the dead bones in the vailey i~stinct with life; 
and, above all, the broad vision of political eman
cipation which bas now dawned upon the people and 
Pl::lcussed their energies anq has directed their operation& 
towards a definite goal and common aspiration, throw
ing all l~cal and sectional considerations largely inho 
the background-these were still very remQte though 
not altogether foreign to the aims and objects of these 
Associations. But from this it must not be inferred 
lihat itofs at all suggested, that these conceptions were
the oodden evolution of a single year, or the revelation 
of a single evangelist who saw them in an apocalypse 
and proclaimed them to a wondering people ali a single 
session of the Congress in the blessed year of 1885. 

G_~~~t .. -~Yents. 11-lwayt,t 9fl!J;~t their shadows before.... Prior 
t~ 1880 even the semblance of a political .sta_tus the 
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. people had none,· while their economic condition was 
becoming more and more straitened every day. Indian 
wants and grievances were accumulating with the rapidly 
changing conditions of tbe country, education was ex
panding Indian views and aspirations and Indian 
thoughts from ve.rions causes had• been for a long time 
in a state of fer'ment vainly seeking for some sort of 
.palliatives for the complicated diseases from which the 
.country had been helplessly suffering in <almost ElVery 
direction. Many were thus the causes ab work which 
contributed towards forcing the educated Indian mind 
·into new channels of thought and action. 

CHAPTER III 

T:a~J EARLY l!'RIENDS OF INDIA. 

H must be gratefully recorded that while India w~ 
-thus struggling in a sub-conscious state, aHernat
ing between hope and despair, painfully alive to her 
snfferings, yet quite helpless as regards any ap'propriate 
and effect1ve remedy, she was not a lihtle comforted by 
tbe fact that even among Englishmen, who were held res
,ponsible for the situation, there were men who~though 
·they belonged to a particular nationality, werq. men 
~orn for justice and fairness towards suffering huma
-nity. Since the time of Edmupd Burke scarcely a 
voice had been heard in England in favour of the 
"voiceless millions'' of India untiiJobuBdght .. souuded 
bis warning note against the injustiot:l systematically 

• 
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done to this country. In 1847 Bright entered Parlia
ment and be was not long in the House of Commons 
before his generous impulses turned his attention to 
fndia. From 1847 to 1880, amidst his multifarious 
·duties as a British politician and cabinet minister, he 
worked for India as none had worked before him. In 
the famous debate on Sir Charles Wood's India Bill of 
1853, Mr. Bright entered a vigorous protest against the 
,gystem of Government established in India and cate
.goricaJly pointed out nearly aH the defects of that 
system some, if not most, of which are still applicable 
"to the present-day arrangement. In hia. passionate 
.eloquence he called the attention of the House to the 
.extreme inadequacy of Parliamentary control over the 
administration of India which both sides of the House 
'formally agreed in proclaiming as a "solemn sacred 
trust'', bhough nei~her side raised its little finger even 
to treat it as more than a grazing common. He held 
th}>t there • was no continuity or consistency of any 
settled policy with regard to India, while everything 
was allowed to drift, there being no real disposition to 
.grapple with any difficulty; that Indian opi!lion was 
unanimous in calling for a constitutional change and 
.in complaining of the delay an1d expense of the law 
courts, t~ inefficiency and low character of the police 
and tl:jp neglect of road-making and irrigation ; that 
the poverty of the peopJe was such as to demonstrate 
·of itself a fundamental error in the system of Govern
.ment; that the statute authorising the employment of 
lndians in offices of trust was a dead letter ; that 
the continuance of the system of appointments and 
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promotion by seniority in the covenanted service was a 
"great bar to a much wider employment; of the 
most intelligent and able men among the native popu· 
h\tion; " that taxation was clumsy and unscientific 
and its burden intolerable to a people destitute of 
mechanical appliances; that the salt-tax was unjust. 
and t.be revenue frolf opium precarious; that the 
revenue WI~S squandered on unnecessary wars ; that the 
Civil Service was overpaid ; that there was no security 
for tho competence and character of the collictors 
whose power was such that each man could make or 
mar a whole district; that Parliament was unable to 
grapple f<tirly with aJ:)y Indian question; that the people 
and Pf1rliament of Brit!).in were shut out from all con
siderations in regard to India, and that " on the whole 
the Government of India was a Government of secrecy 
and irresponsibility to a degree that should not be toler
ated." In bhe peroration of this remarkable speech 
roforriug to the Indian people John Bright said:- • 

"There never was a more docile people, never a more tractable· 
nation. The opportunity is present, and the power is not wanting. 
I,et us 11b~ndon tho policy of aggression and confine ourselves to a 
tcrritoty ten times the size of France, with a population four 
times. ~1s numerous as that of the United Kingdom. Surely, that. 
i~ enough to sn.tisfy the most gluttonous appetite for glory and 
supremacy. Educate the people of India, govern th\ffi wisely, 
and gradually the distinctions of caste will disappear, and they 
will look upon us rather as benefactors than as conquerollil. And 
if we desire to sec Christianity, in some form professed in that 
country, we shall sooner attain our object by setting the example 
of a l1igh-toned Christian morality, than by any other means we· 
can employ." 

Again in 1858 -when the question of the reconsti
tution of the Government of India came up fb.r 

• 
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discussion in Parliament after the M:utiny, John 
:Bright submitted a scheme of his own for the better 
Gov~rnment of India embodying many a liberal principle 
which have not yet been fully accepted. He contended 
that 

"The population of India were in a condition of great impove
rishment and the taxes were more onerous and oppressive than the 
taxes of any other country in the world. Nor were the police 
arrangements, administration of justice, the educational policy and . 
the finances in a satisfaetory condition." 

• 
And he urged that what was wanted with regard to 

the administration of India was "a little more daylight, 
more simplicity a,nd more responsibility." It may not 
be generally known that, although Lord Derby had a. 
just tribute paid to him for the drafting of the Great 
Proclamation of 1858, its original inspirer was John 
Bright. In the celebrated speech to which reference 
has just been made, he said : 

• "If I had the responsibility of administering the affairs of 
India there are certain things I would do. I would, immediately 
after the Bill passes, issue a Procbmation in India which should 
reach every subject of the. British Crown in that country and be 
heard vi ln the territories of every Indirm prince or m,ja~." 

Much of what he suggested was actually embodied 
in the Gre~rb Proclamation and almost in .the form and · 
style in ;hich the originator of the idea put it. Accord
ing to ~right's biographer, the opportunity of " adminis· 
tering the affairs of India" was actually offered to him 
by Mr. Gladstone in 1868, bnt unfortunately for India 
he did not see his way to accept the Indian port· 
folio, not only because the task was too heavy 
for his delicate health, but also because he thought 
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·that public opinion in England was not sufficiently 
advanced to allow him to adopt his views with regard 
to the Government of India. But although he declined 
to be the Secretary of State for India he never lost 
sight o£ India during his a.ctive Parliamentary· career 
which extended down to 1886. So great was his genuine 
sympathy for the Indians, that when on a certain 
occasion a responsib'le member in the House of Com
mons made certain unparliamentary observations with 
regard to the people of India Mr. Bright indigJlantly 

· observed :-

"I would not permit any man in my presence, without 
rehul1e, to indulge in tho calumnies and expressions of contempt 
which I hlWe recently heard poured forth without measure upon 
tho whole population of India.'' 

And in that last great speech, which be made touch
, iug India in the House of Commons, he poured forth his 
genuine love for the Indian people in the following 

'patbebic strain :- • 

" AH over those vast regions thoro arc countless millionR, helpless 
a,nd dofoncoless, deprived of their natnralleadns and their ancient 

. chiefs, looking with only some small nty of hope to that omnipre
sent and irresistible power by which thoy have been snbjocteJ.. I 
appeal to you on behalf of that people. I h~wo besought your 
mercy and your justice for many a yettr past : and if I speak to you 
earnestly now it is because the objec~ fo1· which I plead is dear to 
n1y heart. Is it not possible to touch a chord in th11 hearts of 
Englishmen, to raise them to a sense of tho miseries inflicted on 
that 11nhappy couFJtry by tho crimes and the blundm~ ;Jf our 
rulers here? If you have steeled your hearts against the natives, if 
nothing can siir you to sympathy with their miseries, ~tt least have 

··:pity upon your own countrymen.'' 

It may be interesting to l~arn that the great Indian 
·orator, the late Mr. Lal Mohal.1\ Ghose, was a political 

• 
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disciple of John Bright and tl!le m!l.sterly diction and 
style which he commanded in his orations be inherited· 
from his great master. The one great lesson which he· 
learnt from John Bright, as be himself once said to the· 

• writer of these pages, was to make as few speeches as· 
possible, but always to make those few speeches tellin~ 
an(!} effective-a lesson which the apt Indian pupil 
religiously enjoined upon himself with rather too much, 
austerity in his after-life. 

Next to John Bright, Henry Fawcett was one of 
the greatest and truest friends of India in England. 
He was a triJ.ined financier and economist and entering 
Parliament in 1865, he soon fmmd ample materials to, 
direct his attention to the Government of India which 
soon earned for him the sobriquet of " Member for 
India" by his close vigilance and unremitting attention 
to the Indian finance. Mr. :Fawcett always maintained
that "the natives of India should be given a fair share-

• in the administration of their own country" and that 
the ablest among them should be provided with 
"honourable careers in the public service". In 1868 
he accordingly moved a resolution in the Erouse of' 
Commons for holding the Civil Service Examination 
simultane~msly in Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, a:;; 
well as in London. H was precisely the same resolution: 
which ~5 years later Mr. Herbert Paul moved and 
carried in the House to be only ignominiously consign-
ed ultimately into the dusty upper shelves of the India 
Office. He bitterly complained of the culpable apathy 
and indifference of the British Parliament towards the>· 
grievances of the Indian people. Twitted in Parliament• 
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•·· and noh unof~en charged out!~id~ it with. negl!3.ctiug the 
in.terest of .hi13 own. constituency, Fa-wcett fought for 

. ·India sio.gle-banded with a. .resoluteness of purpose, sense 
of justice and mastery of facts which 'tlxtorteq the 
admiration .of even his wol'st cl'itics. Addressing his own • 

· constituency of Brighton in 1872, he said:-

" 'l'ho most trumpery question over brought before Parliament, 
a. Wl'<tngle over the purchase of a picture, excited more interest than 
tho wolfa,rc of one hundred and o1ghty millions of our. Indian 
follow-subject~. 'I'ho people of India have no yotes, they cannot 
bring even so much pressure to bear upon Parliament a~ ca.n bo 
brought by ono of our Railway Companies ; but with .gome 

· oonfidonpe I believe that I sh:>ll not be misinterpreting your wishes 
if, l1H your mprcsontativo, I do whatever can be done by one 
humble inrlividu::tl to · render justice to the defenceless and 
powerless." 

\iVbile on a,nother occa>Jion speaking from his place 
in the House of Commons he boldly said, that all 
the responsibility resting upon him " as a member 
of P<Hliamont was as nothing compared with the res
ponsibility of governing 150 millions of distant sub
jncts." In 1870 IJ'awcett vehemently prote~ted against 
the orthodox practice of introducing the Indian 
Budget at the fag end of a session to be silently 
debated· before empty benches. He maintained that 
India was a poor country and complained that the 
British public failed to appreciate the dangerously 
narrow margin upon which the mass of the population 
livea on the verge of starvation. In 1871 it w:s at his 
instance that a Parliamentary Committee was appointed 
to inquire i<nto the financial administration of India, be 
himself being elected as its President. All this t.irne 
India was keenly watching the movements of the one 
:man who was single-handed, fighting her cause against 

I 

I 

I 
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'tremendous odds, and in 1872 a huge public meeting 
in Calcutta voted an address to Fawcett exprel,lsing 
India's deep gratitude towards him and urging bim to 
-continue the fight in defence of her dumb and helpless 
millions which he had voluntarily and so. generously 
··expoused. At the general election of 1874, Fawcett, like 
many other Liberals, lost his seat for Brighton and for 
the first time in those days, l ndia seemed to have prac~ 
tically risen to the exigencies of the situation. A sub
script~on was at once started in this. country and a 
sum of £750, in two instalments, was remitted to 

.England to enable Fawcett to contest another seat at 
the earliest opportunity, au:d soon after, Fawcett was re
turned member for Hackney. In 1875 Fawcett vigor
ously opposed Lord Salisbury's well-known ball to ttw 
Sultan of Turkey at the expense of India. Fawcett was 
not satisfied with his specious plea and pointedly 
asked Lord Salisbury how he could " reconcile it to 
hi.mself to tax the people of India for an entertain
ment to the Sultan" in England. It was on this 
occasion that Fawcett coined that smar~ expression 
which has since become so familiar in Euglish. phraseo
logy; He described the ball as an act of ' magnifi
cent meanness'' which in later years Lord Morley by 

slight embellishment converted into "magnificent 
melan•holy meanness " on the occasion of the Suakim 
Expedition. The "magnificent meanness," the nnlt 
·of a series, was commihted in spite of Fawcett's spirit;ed 
.protest and was soon followed by the Abyssinian war 
when the member for India again stood in defence of 
;the dumb Indian tax-payer, and it was owing to his 

25992 
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repeated protests tha.t at last the cost of that undghteb 
ous and abortive war was divided between England and 
India. Fawcett again protested when the Duke of 
Edinburgh's presents to the Indian princes were also 
debited to the Indian account, and violently opposed 
a.n0ther pvoposal for display of "magnificent mean
ness " by debiting the entire expenses of the Prince 
of Wales' visit to India to the Indian revenues, and 
as 1\ result of this protest poor India · escaped with 
the payment of £30,000 only, making the 'Jil,agni

(icencc of the meanness still more visible. · · In 1877 
he denounced Lord Lyhton's unjust and irrdefe11;5ible 
sacrifice of the cotton import duties for the sake 
of party interest in England and raised, though 
ineffectually, his loud voice against the uncons
cionable extravagance of the Delhi Asse.mblage in the 
midst of a terrible famine. Lord Lytton's Afghan War 
also came under the searching examination and 
scathing criticism of Fawcett who, in 1879, broug'bt 
forward another motion asking ·for the appointment 
of a Select Committee of the House to enquire into the 
working .of the Government of India Act. In 1880· 
Fawcett· had the satisfaction of seeing at the end of a 
series of extravagance of a dark and dismal administra
tion the dawn of a bright morning usberell by the 
appointment of the Marquess of Ripon as Vice"!'Oy and 
Governor-General of India. 

Last but not least there was Charles Bradlaugh, 
the poor errand boy, who had by the sheer force of his 
character raised himself into a power in British poli
tics of the nineteenth century. Born of the people 

• 
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his attention and sympathies were paturally directed 
towards the people. Charles Bradlaugh was however 
slow in developing his sympathy for India ; . but; 
having once developed that sympathy he became the 
staunchest friend of the Indian people. It has been 
truly said that " slow rises merit when by poverty de
pressed," and added to that this freedom of conscience 
proved a serious obstacle from his early career towards 
his advancement in public life. But even in tbe 
midst. of the deadly struggle in which he wa.s 
engaged, with very few friends to back him up 
and a host of enemies to put him down, in his legiti
mate way to Parliament, he never ceased to study Indian 
problems. His prominent attention to India was drawn 
by the Ilbert Bill agitation of 1883. The man who in his 
early career had espoused the side of Republican 
France against Imperial Germany, the man who 
had enlisted his sympathies for the Italian patriots, 
G"'ribaldi and Mazzini and congratulated Signior 
Castela upon the establishment of a republic in Spain, 
was not likely to tolerate the grossly selfish and insen
sate opposition raised against a measure whi(4h aimed 
at nothing more than the removal of an unjustifiable 
stigma on the Indian judiciary in the administration 
of their own country. Mr. Bradlaugh's subsequent 
Iaboura.in the cause of India relate to a later period and 
will be noticed in their proper place. 

These three remarkable British statesmen were 
among the early pioneers of Indian reform in the British 
political field. Most of their projects no doubt failed, 
as they were hound to fail in a cold atmosphere of 

2 
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ignorance, apathy and indifference ; but they largely 
succeeded in drawing the attention of the British public 
to the affairs of India and in impressing them with the 
idea that there was at least something rotten in the 
sta.te of Denmark. They also by their example served 
in a large measure to couciliabe Indian feeling and 
inspire the Indian mind in the seventies and early 
eighties with the hope that all may still be well. There ~ 

were many in those days to twit these political 
philoHophers and brand them as visionaries ; b~t the · 
time may not be far distant when they will be fully 
'recognised by all parties concerned as the truest friends 
of both India and England. 

Following in the footsteps of this distinguished 
triumvirate there were also a few other fair-minded 
Englishmen who interested theml'lelves in Indian affairs 
at this early stage, .Among these may be mentioned 
Sir James Caird, Sir William Hunter, Lord Dalhousie, 
Mr. R. T. Reid, M. P., Mr. Stagg, M. P., Mr. Bax~r, 
M.P., and last but not least that extraordinary English
woman who, having passed through different phases in 
her li.fe• and undergone persecutions of no ordinary 
,character, bas at last made India her home and her 
special interest-Mrs. Annie Basant. In 1878 when 
Benjamin Disraeli was the Premier and Lord Lytton the 
Viceroy of India, Mrs. Besant, who was then the> friend 
and co-adjutor of Charles Bradlaugh, wrobe a iittle book 
entitled England, lndia and Afghanistan exposing 
the misrule in India in such fierce and bitter language 
that it bas been truly observed by a shrewd writer 
that " if it were published by an Indian at ~oo 
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•present time he would likely enough strand himself 
into difficulties oi a highly serious character." Lord 

'Ripon's sympathies for India even after his retirement 
were too well-known to require any mention. If the 
utterances of these early friends of India in England failed 
to render any immediate practical good to India, they 
at all events served to inspire men of light and leading 
in this country with the hope and confidence that if they 
.,could organize themselves and carefully formulate their 
griev,nces, men would not be wanting in England to 

.defend their cause either on the floor of Parliament, or 
at the bar of public opinion in Great Britain. 

In India and among the Anglo-Indian officials, 

:Mr; A. 0. Hume. wa~ for·. a Io~g time. noted for . his 
"stfo.ng ~sympattries · for the inaia~· J)~~·pl~·: . ., His kind 
,and considerate treatment; of the people of Eta; wah during 
the dark days of the mutiny endeared his name through
out the Punjab and led the people of the country justly 
-to regard him as a friend and as a rare officer truly wqrthy 
of the administration of Clemency Canning . .SiT- J;Ienry 
cCotton in Bengaland Sir WiHiamWedderburn in Bombay 
also developed their love for the Indian pe;ple.from an 
e_~JY.,~.tag~ oJ tqeir India!!- career, and both of them suffer
ed not a little in the hand of the bureaucracy for their 
•remarkable independence and strong sense of justice 
~nd fai~ness. These three Anglo- Indians were regarded 
as the_ most sincs-;e friends of the people and the brightest. 
,ornaments of the Indian Civil Service. 



. OHAPTER IV. 

THE IN.DIAN PRESS. 

While the public associations were thus slowly butr 
steadily inoculating the educated community in the· 
country with political thoughts and ideas, and the 
early friends of India in England persistently, though· 
ineffectually, drawing attention of the British public 
to Indian affairs, there· was yet another and a more 
powerful ag~ncy at work silently moulding and shap
ing public opinion on a much larger scale throughout 
the country. The Indian Press, which, like the public 
Associations, was founded after the Western model, 
was with the ra.pid spread of education steadily gaining 
in strength and rising into power. The early history 
of that Press does not date back earlier than 1780, 
when the Bengal Gazette was started in Calcut~. 

From that time to the first decade of the nineteenth 
century it was practically an English Press conducted· 
in Englis.h and managed and edited by Englishmen 
only. The Indo-English and the Vernacular Press 
were of much later growth and strange as it may 
sound, the Vernacular Press preceded its Indo-English 
comrade. The Vernacular papers were at first few and 
feeble ana -~ot much given to politics. The Sambad 
Kaumudi of Raja Ram Mohan Roy, the pioneer of pure 
Indian Journalism, sometimes purveyed but rarely 
criticised the acts of the administration. It was 
generally devoted t.o social; religious and educational~ 
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..questions, although it must b0 conceded that as the Raja. 
was the founder of the Bengali Press he was also the firs~ 
and foremost advocate of the liberty of the Press in India. 
From 1799 to 1834 the Press in India was kept under 

• strict censorship .and instances were neither few nor 
·far between where European editors sharply ·criticising 
the Government were visited wibh deportation to 
Europe, In 1835 the Government of Sir Charles 
Metcalfe restored the freedom of the Press and it was 
from tlbis time that the Vernacular fress began to make 
rapid strides and the Indo-English Press gradually came 
into existence. The Probhakar of Iswarcbandra Gupta 
was probably the earliest Vernacular papar in the country, 
which ventured to tread on political grounds though not 
without a faltering step and quivering hand. The 

'Gagging Act of Lord Canning, necessitated by the exi
gencies of ttae Mutiny in 1858, was in force only for a 
year and did not much interfere with the normal 
exPansion of tha Press~ .~~The Hind,u Patriot, the Hur~ 
.J~ura, the Indian Mirtor, the Amrita Bazar Patrika, 
which was at first an Anglo- Vernacular papar, the 
Brahmo Public Opinion which, under the name of Bengal 
Public Opinion, was subsequently incorporated with the 
Bengalee, the Reis and Rayet, the Somprokash, the 
Nababibhakar, the S'ulabh Samachar, a pice paper, the 
Sanjibtni, the Sadharani and latterly the Hitavadi and 
several others in Bengal ; the Rast Goftar, the Bombay 
Samachar, the Indu Pral•ash, the Jmn-e-Jamshed, the 
Maharatta and latterly the Dnyan Prakash and the 
Kesari in Bomb!\Y ; the Hindzt, the Standard, the 
Bwadesha Mitran and several other papers in Madras. 
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and laterly the 'lhbune in Lahore, the Herald in Behar 
and the Advocate in Lucknow became powerful instru
ments of poli~ioal education for the people and exercised 
considerable influence over the public mind up to the· 
eighties of the last centur-y. Io spite of all that was said, 
written or done ~~gainst it, the growth and development ofi 
the Indian Press was almost phenomenal, so that in 1875 
there were no less than 478 newspapers in the country tho 
bulk o.f which were conducted in the vernacular languages 
and freely circ1>lated broadcast throughout the coftntiry•· 
In Bengal particularly quite a number of cheap news 
sheetB, written mostly in tbe Bengali lang11age, purveying 
all sorbs of informations and criticisms, sometimes .ill· 
informed and somei;imes over-balanced, but seldom losing· 
touch with the new spirit, rapidly sprung up, ttnd 
congregations of dozens of eager, illitern.te listeners t.o a. 
single reader of those papers at a stationery stall or a 
grooer'R shop in the lei<mrely evening became a comm~n· 
sight. Thus from t•he petty shop-keeper to the princely 
merchant and from the simple village folk to the 
lordly landed aristocracy all were permeated with the,. 
spirit of"this Press. The Anglo-Indian Press, though. 
n.ow naturally jealous of its formidable rival, was in· 
those days sometimes conducted in, a more liberal 
spirit and contributed not a little to the diffusion 
of western methods of criticism and the expa~sion of 
the political views of the people. It is not contended 
that a section of this Press was not altogether amenable 
to the charge so often levelled against it, that it was as 
inefficient as it was iii-informed and injudicious ; but. i6·,. 
can hardly be denied that on the whole the much-abused 
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Indian Press acted not only as a powerful adjunct to
wards popular education, but might have with a little 
more sympathetic treatment been easily turned into a 
useful guide to a more popular administration. John 
Bright, a peaking of the Indian Press of the time, once 
made the following trenchaJ'!t observation:-

" There are two sets of newspapers, those first,-which are· 
published by Englishmen, and these being the papers of the 
services, cannot, of course, be in favour of economy. They assail 
me every time I mention India in a speech, if it is even only in a 
paragrttph, and no doubt they will do the same for what .I am 
saying now. Then there are the native papers; and although 
there are a great many published in the native languages, still 
they have not much of what we call political influence. 'l'he 
Government officials look into them to see if they are saying. 
anything unpleasant to the Government-anything that indicates 
sedition or discontent, but never for the purpose cf being influenced 
by the judgment of the writers and editors. 'llle actual press of 
the country, which touches the Government is the press of the 
English; and that press, generally, has been in favour of annexa
tion of more territory, more places, more salaries and ultimately 
more pensions." 

• What a mastery of facts relat,ing to India which he 
had never visited and what a remarkable insight into 
its internal administration with which he was never 
connected? It would perhaps be no wonder ·if Indian 
youths of the present generation, who know nothing 
about the situation in the seventies and eighties of 
the last century, were to regard the above observation 
as on :try a prophetic pronouncement of the present
day condition of the Indian Press clothed only in the 
language of the past. Lord Lytton, like Lord Welles
ley, became nervous and, at the instance of an impatient 
bureaucracy, gagged the Vernac~lar Press in 1878. 
Four years later the Vernacular Press Act was repealed. 
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by Lord Ripon as an early instalment of his noble policy 
of conciliation. The subsequent history of the Indian 
Press is well-known and though not altogether irrelevant, 
it seems hardly necessary to pursue it; for the purpose of 
this na.rrative. Suffice it to say, that; with all its 
defects and lapses, as well as its numerous disadvant
ages, difficulties and disabilities, the Indian Press 
has played an important part in the evolution of the ll 

national life, and its chequered history is no mean 
evidence of the sustaining energies of a growing :tJ.130ple. 
It has suffered in the past and is passing through a 
severe ordl'!al at the present moment. :Elrom the proud 
position of the Fourth State it has been reduced since 
1910 to a humble suppliant before a district officer with 
the halter tight around its neck, and yet there is no know-
ing when that halter will be either removed or relaxed to 
enable it to breathe more freely. But there is no 
cause for despair. The Indian Press Act of 1910, with 
its drastic provisions for security, forfeiture and prose<l'U-
tions without any remedy and the almost arbitrary powers 
vested in the magistrates, is no doubt a serious menace 
to the healthy growth of public opinion in the country 
and has practically paralysed for the moment all honest 
and independent criticism; but all violent measures defeat 
their own end and the vitality of a national life gathers 
strength not 110 much from easy indulgence as lihrough 
violent repression. Liberty is always nurtured on the 
lap of Persecution and "action and reaction " is the law 
of Progress in allliving organisms. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE GATHERING CLOUDS. 

Those who confidently indulge in lavish criticisms 
,of the present unrest as a sudden and unprecedented 
.development of public agitation in this country would 
·do well to remember, that it is not altogether a new 
organic change in the body politic, but only a recrudes
cence. of the malady, though somewhat in au aggravated 
.form, from which the country has suffered in the 
.past and is likely to suffer still more for some time 
at least in future. The Government of the East India 
.Company was largely tainted with corruption, and 
the trial of W arran Hastings and the judicial murder 

.of N und Coo mar were only typical illustrations of 
.the kind of administratiion established in this country 
>Since the battle of Plassey. The military rising of 
l/i57 was· a protest against that scandalous administra
tion, although for the time being religion was the 
·Ostensible compelling force. Though the people wisely 
and loyally dissociated themselves from tha~ protest, 
.there are enough evidence on record to show that there 
was as much discontent among them as there were 
<insecurity, inequality and injustice prevailing in the 
counbJ:¥. The transfer of the sovereignty of the country 
{rom the Company to the Crown in 1858, therefore, led 
not a few to suppose that a mUlennium was at last in 
sight and the change was hailed by the people with a 
.deep sigh of relief ; while the great Proclamation simul
.taulilously issued to the princes and the peoples of 
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India filled the publia mind with high hopes of reform 
and progress. But a few years' experience greatly 
disappointed them. For, although peace was restored· 
and substantial measures were adopted for the improve
ment of the administration of justice and three U niver
sities were established in the three Presidencies fo:t; the 
spread of education among the people, the political 
aspect of the defunct adminiRtration remained alto
gether unchanged, if it did not in some respect becom6 
even more retrograde. The Secretary of Statil for 
India became a more autocratic .and irresponsible sub
stitute for the Court of Directors without, however, a. 
Board of Control to supervise his action ; while the 
control of Parliament which used periodically to enquire 
inbo the affairs of India upon the renewal of the Com
pany's charter at the end of every twenty years-a. 
salutary check faithfully exercised since 1773-was prac
tically wholly removed. A whole nation was disarmed 
and t.be entire administration was vested in a bureaucraey 
which with all its recommendations became in its gradual 
development as imperious in its tone and as unsympathe
ti.c in its ~~tttitude as it was •saturated witb the principles 
and prejudices of autocratic rule. Tbat bureaucracy was 
no doubt at times and within certain limits, generously 
disposed to grant patron~ge and extended favours of 
a minor description to any native of the oountry 
who might suc!lessfully court them : but as regards any 
material advancement and participation in the ad
ministration, the entire population were jealously kept 
at arm's length and the sligMest indication on their 
part of a desire to enter even the border land of its close· 
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preserves was resented as an intolerable and dangerous 
trespass. In fact no better expression than " benevolent, 
despotism '' could be coined honestly to denote the form 
of administration established in the country. The vast 
mass of the people were suffering from abject poverty and 
practically living on "one meal a day"; while at recurring 
intervafs of few years they were decimated not by hund
reds or thousands, but by hundreds of thousands, through 
famine and pestilence. The indigenous industries of 
the cd'untry were ruined and the bulk of the population 
driven to the soil to eke out a precarious subsistence 
as best as they could and left wholly without any sub
stantial means to keep the wolf out o£ the door. The 
people bad neither any share nor any voice in tbe a,d
ministration which was conveniently allowed to drift 
according to· the current of events and circumstanees. 
The feeble and ineffectual complaints fro'm time to time 
made eit.her by the public AE~sociations, or by the Press, 
ar:'d the failure of the spasmodic, though perfectly 
honest, efforts made by Government towards a super
ficial treatment of these organic deseases caused a deep 
and widespread commotion among a patient a·na docile 
people until a strong tide set in to swell the wave of 
popular restlessness and discontent. The invidious 
distinction sharply drawn along the whole line between 
the rulfng race and the ruled, and t'be repeated instances 
of glaring and irritating miscarriage of justice in cases 
between Indians and Europeans-a most deplorable ... 
phas~ if not a foul blot, still extant-served as a cons
tant reminder to the educated community, which every 
year received fresh accessions to its strength, weight and·, 
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importance, that some solution must be found for this 
highly unsatisfactory, if not intolerable, situation. That 
situation however reached its climax during the weak and 

··extravagant Viceroyalty of Lord Lytton who in his 
innate love for the romance came with a light heart 

· to play the role of an administrator in a country fabled 
for its romances. The military ruled, while a· selfish, 
short-sighted bureaucracy found it convenient to 
Pf1nder to the extravagant tastes and designs of a 
modern Dupleix without however the consur!l.mate 
powers and abilities of the great French adventurer. 

· The co~tly .and g_i~.~P:~!~ f.al:.cfit o£ .,~11-~ pel hi A~~~wblage 
was enacted in 1877 while a terrible '{~tlih1e'~wp.s com· 
mittiug lHWoc among m.illions of qelpleSE! popqlation in 

. Southern India whose dire effects were severely felt 
even in Bengal and the Punjab, and which led an intra· 
:piri veteran journalist in Calcutta openly to declare that 
"Nero was fiddling while Rome was burning." The 
wanton invasion of Oahu!, the massacre of Sir .LoJ!s 
Oavagnari, and his staff followed by the Second Afghan 
War; the large increase of the army under the hallucina· 
tion of ttre Russian bugbear ; the costly establishment of 
a "scientific frontier" which afterwards did not stand 
the test of even a tribal disturbance, the complete dis· 

. arming of an inoffensive and helpless population, 
.although the Eurasians were left untouched; t!!e gag
.. ging of the Vernacular Press as a means to stifle public 

··voice against all these fads, which led another indomit-
able jcmrnalist in Ben{!lal to convert in one night '* 
Vernacular paper into an Eoglish journal; the sacrifice 

, . .of the import cotton duties as a conservative sop to 
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Lancashire, and the unmerited and undignified rebuff· 
administered by the Viceroy personally to a leading 
association in the country which bad the temertiy to· 
raise its voice against this iniquitious measure and 
which was deeply resented by the entire Indian Press. 
not altogether unsupported even by a section of the 
more fair-minded Anglo-Indian journalists, followed in· · 
quick, bewildering succession ; and at last a reckless 
bureaucratic Government, as bankrupt in its reputation 
as in ~ts exchequer, sat trembling upon the crumbling 
fragments of a " mendacious budget" on one side and· 
the seething and surging discontent of a multitudinous 
popula.tion on the other. The theory of the dis
appointed place-seekers" and the " microscopic mino
rity" of the educated community wa.s invented to mini
mise the importance of the growing unrest. The edu• 
cated community in the minority in every country, but 
none the less it is everywhere the mouthpiece of the 
m&jority a,nd the exponent of the popular voice. His
tory does not perhaps present a single instance 
where the mass has been actively associated in~any 
evolution, although it has everywhere been l:a.rgely in 
evidence in a revolu~ion. Besides, if any evidence were· 
needed to show that the discontent had sunk deep into· 
the mass, enough of such evidence was furnished to an 
unbiasii6d mind:' by the mass-meetings held at Jhinger
gacha, Salem and other places where the people attend
ed in their thousands to ventilate their. grievances 

, though they were unable to formulate any remedy. 

It was about this time that the Indian"Asaociation 

·-was established in July )~76 witq .U:J}il~.a,~j,~~.~. of. 
""'t: ' 
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organising a. .. .system oLactive· .. political propagand!l, 
throughoqt the country and to rouse ~he peoplet; is11rise' 
of political unity and concerted a~tivity. As the Britis.h 

.: , ' ., ' ' ' . "' ·, ,,,,, .. , •·'~"."rM;'"·1•o,'fl''l'•'"•''''·''."\ ,·JI{• 

Indi!ln Associati<i>n was mostly composed of the landed 
arisl;ocracy, the Inqiao .. AssQqia.tio.n. heQJJ.J;t:l~ ... ~he centre 
of the t3ducated community in ;Beog.al ..... nlt.s,.wo.viug spirit 
w~s Mr. Surendra Natb Banerjee who had, luckily for 
hirnself f1Ud for the country, been recently discharged 

wara a a ~anguly, Mr. Barna Obar·an Banerjee, 
the brother of Mr. Justice Pramada Obaran Banerjee 
and the founder of the Utterparah Hitakari Sa.bha, Ur. 
Bbairab Chandra Banerjee, cousin of Mr. W.O. Bonnerjee, 
and Mr. Jogendra Chandra Vidyabhusbana who was one 
of tbe eg.rly pioneers of practical social reform and a 
remarkably independent member of the \JUbordinate 
Judicial and Executive Service, are worthy of particulrur 
mention. .Xheftt~t"P"tesiden.h.of..the.,A.saooi.a.ti,op,tl'$!.~ that 
eminent junst, the .. auhhor ol the ·'Vi iidastka ,J)a,rpan. 

aran ar ar who was shortly .. after· 
the illus . nfi and. r 

· e. The f!!St sec 
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the oubset to place a ''dismissed servant of Government" 
Ut tbe executiVe head of a newly establish d olitiQal 
cassoc1a wn. hat; dismissed servant of Government '' 
lias howev~r long outlived that dreaded disqualification 

I. which was noli only voluntarily rem_oved .by a ~ieutenant 
I! LGove_rnor, but acted as no bar to his bemg twiCe elected 
I 'PY his countrymen as president of the great National 
\ 1\.ssembly, four times as their trusted representative in 
I the Bengal Council and at last as a prominent member 
·of the.Supreme Legislative CounciL The Indian Associa
tion was hardly a year old when the Gove;nment of 
Lord Salisbury reduced the age-limit for the Civil Service 
examination to nineteen years. Strong and emphatic 
were the protests raised throughout the country and 
none stronger or more emphatic than that entered by 
Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji, a host in himself, through the 
columns of the English Press. ~~"~fi .... A,\1£1-0~a,tion 

·hc~:<Y.~Xc!'$,]YJJ.~,W,QJi\w.~~~~l!k~~~""~j,~~;;,wiB,R,;clYQ~~· ,,, ..• );~ · at 
:ira.t organised. !l< r.;~_p.ra§ep..tativ.e,. m.etlt(pg, . .Q.eld at the 

1 Q,~f,~~~E~~/f,.~.~.!;l.,J.:l.:JrU/,tl'r!i:J:Q.,Jl«+:~ll£1~,witib,. its .. J;ll.l\P,cl.a~e o paned 
· a. ·.~i~icai carilpaign, the first of its kind throug~out the 

.·, ..... ,.., 

cq;untry·. ' · :l}i,r;,, .:S,J+t:,II.P.r9,~!t<,~~{ib.,~AA,.,~,~P~ .. ~;.,.P,Pe .. P.rst 
~f,~sigpa,r,y Jip qn\ll;lJ:~~~~~.i,os,,Jt<.aiii~~4l9J#.~~N,\i,Qt:.Rtl~~ a. nda. 
:ftr~madehis·fic!lsi!"~~·o1lhe¥stua;~,Q,l.J')J:,Q,t,~.~,U •... 1,!.H.~4:rou.gh 
N qrtAOJr:IJ' India fro~~Q ,,,~.~~~r~.Scc·~Q,,.~~~~~ip,4i. . The 
prf~'~i~·~l,que~tions··~~-i~~d in this c:~.mpaign were (1) the 

raising of the ~~~:!iffil~~J1.~~~}~~~~~~.~~mina.tion 
which a. conservative Government had reduced to such 
an extent as to practically shut out all Indians from 
admission into that service, and (2) th.e .. ~a.hliahment 
.ofSiruulaneous Examinations held .both in .Euglllnd and 
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in Indi ., for the recruitment of the service. M.e.e.tingS< 
were b d and a.dressed. by the rising orator at Ben ares,. 
Alla4~,t~d, Lucknow, Cawnpo~e, Melli"ut,' ,t\gra~ 'Delhi, 
.~ligarhi Amritsar, Lahore and Rawalpindi 1 at all of 
which he was listened to with breathless attention which· 
·~~.Sir· Henry 0'>tton .. to make pgin~!;l.d rsfet:encE!jQ .. kh.is, ~· 
sig!Mti-eant .. iu9.l.cle.n tiu .. b.is.w.N;,eij;~ .. .lf&i.ia., ..... At ~i,e11AJ~&ub.~ 

AD·~~i,Qg.J3}J.~SY..IW . .Ab.w~q,J!j,~ .. w. L.u_r-'! .. f# ... ·de.fil~ ... 'a.adc~trongly 
· *fi\l.IU!.9rted . the .. pro.posad. Simult~ne~P,~"-'·';EJS.tHJJination, .. 

;; .. J;loughf-;;--;~~os''"b"es"t'''k'~~;~·"t~"'l'lim, as a Oiember· 

of tbe :Public S~r:ice C~r;n~issio?• he a.fterw~.rds resiled'_,..~ 
£tom that pos1t10n ... The great meetmg at Lucknow 
J~~ h~id:''i~'''tile"''hf~to;i~·bBurdwari palace and· waS< 
attended, as at Aligarh, by a large number of respect
able Mussalmans who form such an influential majority 
in that city. On his return journey Mr. Banerjee· 
St()pped at Bankipur and addressed a meeting there. 
Tha tour was a grand success and, as remarked by Mr .. 
Na~\Joshi of the Poona Sarvajanik Sabba, fl11.ly 
demon~'~ted that educated India, despite all racial and· 
linguistic ilifferences, could easily be brought upon a 
common• platform on political ground, .It will be re· 
membered that Mr. Banerjee also attended the Delhi 
Assemblage as the representative of the Hindu Patriot, 
Men like Sir Jam<:~etji Jeejeebhoy, the second baronet 
of that name, Mr. Viswanath Narain Mandlik, Sir 
Mangaldas Nathubhoy and Mr. Naoroji Furdoonji 
with many others from different parts of the country 
witnessed the brilliant . function. It must have· struck 
these men of light and leading, that if tbe princes and. 
the nobles in the land could be forced to form a 
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pageant for the glorification of an autocratic Viceroy, why 
could not the people be gathered together to unite 
themselves to restrain, by constitutional m9al'ls and 
methods, the spirit of autocratic rule ? Mr. Banerjee 
personally gave expression to a similar sentiment on a 
subsequent occasion which will be noticed in its proper 
place. The idea worked and was freely, though some-

4 what vaguely, discussed in the Associations, as well as 
in the Press. The platforms had not up to this time 
come jnto such prominent use as now for the discus
sion of political subjects. Verily good often cometh 

<"out of evil, and H Jheidea of a unite,d llJ4i~,., .. ~,il\§J~re
,,~se.Q~eii ... Qy,,~. ~ii;;t,~~.~i~l;:::4';;.~~l!~r.~~iQ.it,y~AA D~l~i. Ass em

·~Q.J~~t.OJ l~7,,'l,W~~$"'~;Q"§,P,.\,t,e, gt7~~ ••• ~~t~:V,.!Iig,{l:JH~~.'•·•Jf)llY a 
b!~UL~l~'"'~'~"~~"'' M-r· Murdoch gives currency to 
an opinion that" the idea of a Congre~:s was suggested 
by the great International Exhibition" ... beld. in Calcutta. 

in 1884. ~~~.~.!l.~~SQ.r,~,J~~f;MU:~!J,x,.a.:S~,tW~~'~AA, ~QH~isten t. 
t}:).iOf.¥· $6mS·cto.··b~thati••it,ba.Q,,iJ;a., . .i~pi1;~i,Q,J.l.,trg.m. the 
De1hi .. A;sa~1&'i:~ •. ' .. The Exhibition might have 
supplied an immediate impulse to put the idea into 

·- execution, but if ever there was an objec~ lesson, 
as con temporary testimony bears out that there was, for 
the great movement, that lesson could only have been 
furnished by the Assemblage and not the Exbibitiolil, as 
the on~ could appeal only to the passive admiration of 
1the people for the economic and scientific developmen~ 
of the world ; while the other was calculated directl-y to 
force their attention to the political aspect of it, and as 
the country secretly resented tbe useless display, the 
princes on account of their humiliation and the people 

3 
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for its painful extravagance, it is not unnatural to 
.suppose that it created a general desire to draw some 
honey out of the sting. Besides, the object-lesson~ pre
sented by the Assemblage could not be wholly lost upon 
the mind of a quick an·d imaginittive people. Encouraged 
by tbe success of his first tour Mr. Surendr~a Nath 

/,.'Banerjee undertook a second tour in ~he. foll()wing year, 
· \ i~. ·rs7s he traveU~d th,Eg:o.sh Weste~n· 9.P,~,;.southern 

Liut'Ha holdiug meeti'Ogs"";_tBombay, S\.l.~.a.t..,,A4ooedabad, 
.Poona and Madras, and as a result of this .oa.rnpa~n an 
All-India .Memorial was presented t(), the House of 
·Comg~go,a.,a.r;:t.the Civil Service question. 

CHAPTER VI. 

T.!UJ CLOUDS LIFTED. 

Whether it was a n1ere accident, or the part of. a 
·settled policy, a progressive and broad-minded statesman 
of the School of Bentinck and Canning followed a short
sighted '\nd reactionary administrator of the Dalhousie ~

typfJ: Lord Lytton was succeeded by Lord Ripon. He. 
was evidently chosen by the Government of Mr. 
Galdstone to save the situation, and inspired by a 
genuine desire for the permanent good of Engkvtd and 
India, Lord Ripon came holding the olive brancll 
of peace, progress and conciliation .for the people. 
Landing', in Bomba,y in Jan nary 1880 bhe first words 
which the noble Marquess uttered were:-" Judge me by 
my, acts and not by my words." And judged he was by 
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"his various acts of beneficence and high statesman
'!!hip which, in spite of the systematic attempts of sue
. cessive administrations to stunt, stint and starve, if 
not actually res~ind them, stand to this d!!iy as the 
strongest cement which not only successfully !liVerted 
at the time the severe shock of a lowering storm, . bub 

·still holds a discontented yet grateful people recon
ciled to the unpopular methods of a bureaucratic ad. 
ministration. Few Englishmen in this country prob
ably even now realise and appreciate what and how 
'much they owe to that large-hearted nobleman and 
far-sighted s!iatesman whom they were not ashamed at 
tbe time foolishly to hoot and insult even under the gates 
of Viceregal palace. Lord Ripon at once put an end to 

>the Afghan War and further development of the Seientific 
;Frontier which with the reckless expenditure of the 
pageant show at Delhi had drained the public ExcliequeT 
to such an extent as to compel the author of these 

,exhravagauees ul r.irnately to submit to the humiliation of 
having recourse to a. aecrot loan raised at the metropolis 
with the. help of a plastic lieutenant and through the 
good offices of a prominent leader of the people who acted 
as a non-commissioned broker in the transaction. Lord 
Ripon concluded an honourable tre3(ty wil:ih the Ameer 
which has since prove:i a much stronger bulwark against 
Russia!": invasion tf1an tbe fortifications in the Khyber 

'and Bolan Passes. Lord Ripon uuderl;ltood that the most 
effective defence of India lay in the construction of a. 
rational interior rather than of a scientific frontier broad
based upon the (lontentment, gratitude and loyal co
operation of a prosperous people! and one of the first 
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acts of his great ad min istratiou was t'he repea.l of the• 
obn,oxious and invidious Vernacular Press Aot amidst.~ 

the rejoicings ol a whole nation when not a few of; 
those who had stood at the baptismal front to ann$Unce.< 
themselves as Us godfather eagerly came forward with 
their "shovelful of earth'' to bury the ill-starred. 
measure. Then came the inauguration of Local Self
Government throughout the country, the greatest measure. 
ever inaugurated by any Viceroy either before or after· 
him. It was the first step taken towards the f>oliti
cll-1 enfranchisement of the people. In foreshadowing; 
the future of the measure the noble Viceroy courageously 
observed that " ~ocal Self-Government ~ust precede.· 
National '!:;elf-Government.'' With all its drawbacks
and difliculties it has initiated the people in the art of' 
local administration and supplied a nucleus and a. basis. 
for the recent expansion of the L9gislative Councils. 
It may not be known to many that Lord Ripon also• 
contemplated a tentative reform of the Indian Le~isia--

"' tive Councils. But there was yet another measure of' 
his reign which further stimulated the political activitielil'
of the p·eople and roused their national self-respect. 
In evolution the highest successes are often achiev· 
ed through reverses and the Ilbert Bill turned a signal' 
defeat into a decisive victory. Lord Ripon made a despe· 
rate attempt, even at no small personal risk, to ~emove:
tbe racial bar which he found to be one of the foulesb .. 
blots in the administration of criminal justice in this 

. country. T.i:\t) . matter was . .ipiti~teq by ._a .spixit~.q,Qqte 
· submitted by Mr. B. L. Gupta to the Governme;o..t .-of 
Sir Ashley Eden in 1882. In the au huron s~ssioq _of 1883' 
;the llon. Mr. C.P. Ilbert, as Law Member to the Council 
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iintroduced a Dill whica afterwards went by his name 
with the object of removing the improper disqualifi

·Cation attaching to the Indian Magistracy in the trial 
.of European and American offenders. It was a spark 
thrown into a powder magazine, and the entire Anglo
Indian community, both official and non-official, at 
once rose in arms headed by a rebellious Lieutenant

·Governor to oppose the innovation, not so much from a 
real sense df actual danger as through pride and vanity of 
a rulioug race coupled with a feeling of practical immunity 
which they {lnjoyed under the existing system, Lord 
'Ripon stood alone having his own Council, including the 
'Commander-in-Chief, divided against him, with only the 
nomiual support of the framer of the Bill and of Major 
'Baring, now Lord Cromer. We have it on the authority of 
Mr. Buckland that. ''a conspiracy had been formed by a 
number of men in Calcutta who had bound themselves in 
the event of.Government adhering to their projected legis
l~tioll to overpower the sentries at Government House, to 
put the Viceroy on board a steamer at Chand pal-Ghat and 
send him to England via tbe Cape.'' The existence of 
this conspiracy, it is said, was known to the Ueutenant

·Governor of Bengal and also to " the responsible officer'' 
who subsequently gave this information to the author 
of ''Bengal under the Lieutenant-Governors." The 
Europ•eans have taught many a lesson to the Indians, 
but, thank ·God, they forebore to teach them this one 
lesson .of supreme folly. An Anglo- Indian Defence 
.Association was hurriedly organised and at its instance a 
wanton and savage attack was made upon the natives of 

tthe country by a rising English counsel in Calcutta, 
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which was followed by an equally virulent rejoinder· 
frem an eminent Indian member of the same bar, and•. 
the estrangemen~ of the two communities was complete. 
But while the opposition to t,be Bill was so welL 
organised, tbe support given to it by the Indian 
community was certainly very weak and extremely in
adeqMte. The agitation stirred up the public mind only 
in Bengal and Bombay. An influential public meeting:· 
was held in the Bombay Town Hall which voiced Indian 
public opinion in the Western Presidency and s~vern.l 

dem.onstrations were held in Bengal in support of the· 
measure. But the agitation produced little or no effect in 
Madras, while theN. W. Provinces and the Pu"?iab were. 
perfectly silent. Practically most of the agitation was con
fined to violent recriminations in the columns of the Press. 
Lord Ripon's just and generous attempt practically 
failed and a concordat was arrived at towards the close· 
of the year 1883 upon a bttre recognition of the prin
ciple in the case of the District Magistrates and t!.e · 
Sessions Judges only. A section of the Bengal public 
seemed at first irreconcilable to tbe "Compromise" and 
it was fea;ed that it was going to "throw native Bengal. 
into a fury '' making the position of the great Viceroy 
still more critical. Bombay discovered the rock ahead 
and promptly issued a manifesto , counselling the· 
~lOuntry to stand by the mr:wh-abused Viceroy .. This. 
timely action successfully . baulked the Anglo-Indians 
and their organs of their secret desire to see tbe7 
Viceroy suffer as much in the hands of the Indians as 
he had suffered at their own. But though the measure' 
failed, it opened the eyes of tha people to two cardinal·, 

\ 

i 
1 
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p0.Wtsin the case. It,. was recognised that the failure 
was largely owing to tb~ wan.t of aqequate, vigorous and 
united support throughout the country to. couuter
ba,l.ance the spirited and well-organised opposition of 

,.,,the Anglo-Indian .conununity, al!Q • JL:was further felt 
.·. ' hat if political advancement were t~ be a.ehieved ih 

_ld. only .. be·"W" the .org~;t:qis\l!tiPn pf _:;t .1? a.~J,9p,~}as~embly 
"WhQlly devoted to wider politics than hitherto putsued 
in the different provinces independently of el).~,j!J,,,g~!J~r. 

The l'lbert· Bill agi.tation thus went a great way .. towards 
impressing the Indian races, .that in the politi9~:tl ~0rld 
s:uccess did not depend so much upon men as oo 
organized effods and .. so pa:ved the Wl\Y to ~1nit(jd .·and: 
O.bl).~~J:t!J,Q,,,lW·tian. It also pr~ved an E•y~-op~~~r t~' those 
talented and highly educated Indian gentlemen who 
h~ ving returned from England and adopted English 
habits and manners bad lost nearly all touch with their 
countrymen and were apparently seeking to form a class 
• by themselves in t.be vain hope of assimilating themselves. 

as far as practicable with the Anglo-Indian commu
nity. Forces were thus at work driving the people from 
different points of the compass to a common fbld and to 
concentrate their th~ughts, ideas and activities to a 
common focus for the attainment of the political rights · 
and privileges of the people who being under a common 
rule, it was understood, could have but a common goal 
and a common destiny. All the time the Indian Press 
throughout the country was incessantly urging the peopl& 
to unite under a common standard. 



CHAPTER VII. 

THE })AWNING LlGIIT. 

AIQlost simultaneoqsly ... with the ... ~~qse .o.f the 
llbert. Bill agitation, the new idea, as indicated a.bove, 
forcibly burst forth into the minds of ~he. pepp}e, and 
Bengal, Bombay and Madras sat to work to put their 
own houses in order and prepare themselves for the 
coming struggle. In . Bengal, a. ne.\Y. j,qa,tit}Jt!()n was 
.st.~rteq)n ~$84 whi~G:· I~ it's' c~onstltqtion, ;;··;;ii as in 
its aim and object, bore ummistakable testimony to the 
fact that the old orthodox associations of the previous 
generation were also caught in the rising tide a.nd bad 
considerably drifhed away from their original moorings. 
The National League was established under the leader
ship of Sir Joteendra l\!r"ohan Tagora, who wn.s then the 
first citizen in the metropolis and one of the centn.l. 
pillars of the British India.n Association, wrth the qneA
tion of representative institutions for India in the fore
fron.t of itJi programma. 

But. there was yet another~movemant in Bengal 
which seems to have anticipated the. Congraf:)!) b,y two 
.years and in a. large measure prepared the g~:oup.,d for 

, the great national assembly. At the. inatanoE;J qof the 
In~ ian Association a National Conference w~~ . held iu. 
Cai'cutta in 1883 with almost the same programma 
;,hich was ~-;ib~equ~~tly formulated by the first Con
gress held two years later in Bombay. The Conferepqe 
w~s held at the Albert Hall, opposite the old Hindu and 
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'Sanskrit College,s on t.I:Ie ~o~th. and the new Presidency 
College ·buildings ~~'''th~"··~;~t. It is a historic place 
associated with the Royal family and other memories 
and a wise and thoughtful government bas recently 

A.;tmved it from a threatened dei!truction. :Ltw.a,s.~n un
:~J!recedentedga~heriog attended, by a large nu):llber of edu
' .~';;;~.d men from dift.erent parts of B~Jpgal !J.nd in which 

old men like the venerable Ramtanu Lahiri rubbed their 
shoulders with a much younger generation beaded by 
Messr~. Anand a Mohan Bose and Surendra Nath Baner
jee. It was an unique spectacle and the writer 
of these pages still retains a vivid impression 
of the immense enthusiasm and earnestness which 
·throughout characterised the three days' session of 
the Conference and at the end of which everyone 
.present seemed. to have received a new light and 
·a no~.flt. ip,t!piration. It was in his opening ail dress 
~t this Conference that Mr. Surend .. ra N a.~h Banerjee 
.•:ref~rring to the Delhi Assemblage exhorted the audience 
to Ull!lite and orgauise themselves for the counhy's cause. 
!t is worthy of note that Mr, '·/W.Hf,t;(i.lg, )~lunt ana 
~Mr. Seymour Keay, M.P., were present at t'he Con· 
•terence. Mr. Seymour Keay spoke at the meeting, while 
Mr. Blunt bas left a pointed notice of this significant 
•movement in his personal memoirs. In the following 
year, ~en the great International Exhibition was 

·held in Calcutta, the Conftlrence could not some
;.~.pw'be organised ; bp.t tbjs y~;~~r, ·.M!'· B_urf;Jndra Nath 
·~~e his third tour visiting this time Multan ani ot.her 
plac~s.,Jn the Punjab where he preached the impo:rtance 

' . 
of national unity and the necessity of establishing.a .... 
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nati9ual fund .. for· tbe. systematic catryi~g. ou.t9L~ _politi

c~.~~~,~~~~~. .. 
In Madras the old "Madras Native Association" 

which, in the words of Mr. G. Subramania lyer, dragged 
on for some years only" a spa>~modic life" died a natural 
death with its last feeble gasp over the Self-Government 
Resolution of Lord Ripon's Government. But the quiet 
and ~toady people of the Southern Presidency at 
this stage mganised a more powerful and energetic 
political association to keep themselves abreast•of the 
sister presidencies in the coming struggle. The" Madras 
Mahajana Sahha" was established early in 1884: 
u~'tt~~~· ~~~pi~;"ci"those thoughtful and saga-'''· 
cious publiemen who had started the Hindu in 1878. 
This new associa.tion was invested with a truly popuh1r 
anfl representative character and it naturally very soon 
<·HJlisLed the aet,ive sympathy and co-operation of almost 
all tho eulture a,nd public spit'it of the presidency. As thH• 
popula.r Viceroy could not arrange to pay a parting vfsit 
to l\bdr~ts be{ore leaving for England at the close of a. 
most brillia,nt and beneficent reign, the Mab~tjana Sa.bha 
sent a d~putation to Bombay to bid farewell to Lord· 
Ripon vt;hose departure from this country was marked by 
an outburst of popular demonstration simply unparal· 
leled not only in India but also probably in the history 
oJ any other civilised country. Before the detmtation 
started there was also a Provincial Conference held in 
Madras. Both in the capital city as well as in the districts 
of the Presidency several active and energetic men ca.met 

·Iii 
into prominence and began to work harmoniously 
under the guidance of the Hindu and, the ''Mahajanp, 
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Sabha '' for public weal. It seems worthy of remark 
that though Madras was rather slow in developing 
her public life, she bas been most forward in associating 
herself with the work of the Congress since its 
establishment. Not only in the first session but in 
almost all the subsequent sessions of the Congress, she 
has, despite her distance and other inconveniences, 
both climatiic as well as social, contributed a larger 
contingent of delegates than any other province, the 
particlllar province where each session was held being 
of course excepted. 

A great development also took place at this junc
ture in the politicial life of Bombay. Every since the, 
collapse of "the old Bombay Association" that great 
city of light and leading had no popular political orga
nisation to join hands with the sister presidencies in 
undertaking any common political movement, But 
from this it is not to be understood that she wa.s altio
get4Hrr a Sleepy Hollow. Apparently cold, calcuiating 
Bombay was usually immersed in business taking 
things quite easy under ordim1ry circumsbauces, hut . 

. when the wind blew high she at once put iorth all 
her sails and was seldom found to lag behind any of 
the provinces in any public movement, although the 
occasion and its turmoil over, she again relapsed in to 
her ordi.nary calm, But this was not a condition which 
was permissible in the coming con!;est. " Even five· 
years before, " wrote a political RiBhi in 1885, " the 
country was wont to set its eyes on Calcutta and take· 
its inspiration more or less from her." " The luminous. 
intellect," he added, " and the spirifi of eloquence which' 
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the Babu carries ahou~ biro wherever be goes, as if it 
were his natural birth-right, gave biro a vantage ground 

·over the rest of India." But the new situation demanded 
all the provinces' not only to rally under one common 
sta.nd11rd, but also to shue equal responsibility and to as
sume equal command. Bombay was equal to both. A pub
lic meeting of the citizens of Bombay was convened on the 
3lstJanuary, 1885, at the Framjee Cowasjee Institute 
in response·. to an invitation from that distinguished 
triumvirate who largely controlled the public life•of the 
Wel:ltern Presidency, the Hon. Mr. Budruddin Tyabjee, 
Mr. Pberozeshah Mancherjee Mehta and the Hon. Mr. 
Kashinath Trirobak Telang. The rqeeting was pre
sided over by the distinguished Farsi baronet Sir ,Tam
setjee Jejeebhoy, and the present "Bombay Presidency 
Association" was ushered into existence under very 
happy auspices and with imposing ceremony. Mr. 
Pherozeshl\h Mehta, the Ron. Mr. K. T. Talang and 
Mr. Dinshaw Eduljee Wacha were appointed .J<fint 
Secretaries, a position which the IA,st named gentleman 
still holds with tlo small credit to himself aud to the 
Association. 

Another incident, as narrated by Mrs. Anuie Besant 
in her admirable book, How India Wrmtght joT F1·eedom 
took place about this time. In December 1884 there 
came a number of delegates from different pariftl of the 
country to the Annual Convention of the Theosophical 
Society at Adyar. Ather the Convention was over 
seventeen prominent Indians met in the house of Dewan 
Bahadur Rttgbunath Rao in Madr!J:S. They were the 
Hon'bie Mr. S. SubramaPia Iyer, Mr. P. Rangiah N aidn 
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and Mr. P. Ananda Cbarlu of Madras, Messrs. Norendra 
Nath Sen, Surendra Nath Banoerjee, M. Ghosh and 
Charan Chandra Mitter of Bengal; the Hon'ble Mr. V.N. 
Mandlik, the Hon'ble Mr. K.T. Telang and Mr. Dadabhai 
Naoroji of Bombay; Messrs. C. Vijiaranga Mudaliar and· 
Pandurang Gopal of Poona; Sirdar Dayal Singh of the· 
Panjab ; Mr. Haris Chandra of Allahabad; Mr. Kaliprosad 
and Pundit Lakshminarayan of N.W.P., and Mr. Shri· 
Ram of Oudh. These seventeen'' good men and true" 
met add discussed various problems affecting the interest 
of the country and probably supported the idea o£ a 
natj.a:qa~ rp.ovement started at the Calcutta ConferenCie· , 
oU§~3. 

• 

CHAPTER VIII. 

THE INAUGURATION AND THE FATHER 

OF THE CONGRESS. 

The country was thus fully prepared boLh. in men· 
· as well as materials for the construction of. a• national 
or~~.l1Isation. It only required the genius of an expert 
architect to devise a suitable plan and lay the foundation 
stone truly and faithfully. Tbl;!IL~!!:GI:!ite.qt, ~as found 
in Alla~ •.. o~~¥,i~, ,:ij~!l;.~1,J;W"'"Y'.J~.r;}~"'':Y.P..v .. !lf.!i!. ~J;u;~ .•. : ')l'!J. t.b er 
Qf . the l;gdi~p N,atiopa)_ .. Qqggt:§J?~.:;., ....... ~~,. ll,.~m,e.. who 
was Secretary to the GovernQ:li3J:lt of India J~.. the
Home. Department in 1870 and .then in its newly created 
Department of Revenue, Agricult~;;~nd Commerce from 
1871-1879, had closely followed the trend of events. 
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particularly during the Viceroyalty of Lord Lytton 11.nd 
'anxiously watched the gathering clouds which were 
·slowly but ominously rising above the horizon. The 
more he watched a.ud studied the ~itua.tion the more 
he became convinced that some definite action was 
called for to counteract the growing unrest. WhenJhere
fore in 1882 he resigned service Mr. ~ume S,!'Jttled at 
Simla and beganto apply his gre~tt andalmo$h inexhausti
ble energies and his intimate knowledge of the people, as 
well as of the Government, to the task of directrng the 

•iJOpular impulse into a channel of constitutional agitation 
for the common benefit of both. As--.the ..... :wo.~thy. son of 
the founder of the H,a.di4)<J.LP;'ltr..t.yiu England, Mr. A. 0. 
Hut:ue W(l.s esse:11ti!;l>lly :4.eJ)lOc~,a..t,ic iu. his instincts, but 
a.s ~t sfnewd Scotohm<tr1 he wail also fully conscious of 
tlw limiliati~ns which. mus~ be imposed .on 11Jtiil£fi''~ s~fe
guards to be pwviiled against democratic inst.itu tion» in 
a. country governed like India. The first st,ep he took 

• towards the roalisa.tiou of l1is pl,m was shadowed .forth 

' '~~ i n··lil<~l'·Ai!Pf;ln,l~~~~~,·~~~~,.~&:~,J,!,;)., .. ,.~.~;~,~M~t~,4~~~~l,§,a~, .•... ~.h .. i.Qb .h!'l 
~q~~~,~,l'l~·~-~,.~t~,~~~:.M,~~~~;,~.~., •• ~~,~~~-.~~., "'8-~.~::~t.t_~ ..... ·.:s .. ~~.~.~ .. ~~· .... 
s~~,X,,,,,.};\.~.,J~~·~'~!.$1, .~~.l)~.\1.~,9-~~~J.?.f{ ,., .~b,~ .. ~~\'f<l.llit~~ ... POW)ll.Ur! tty 
,m .. Jl:l~ country. In it.s deep pathos !i.nd fervid elo

.quence, no less than in it;; burning zeal and warm 
sympathy, this remarkable letter reads like St, P.aul's 

t ' ;··· _1,>;:.:,.,,i.'- I·''·· 

epistle to the .. ~B,.~~:~,~J,'·•Ii·!iriJ£9!:• ;;;~ .:.fuU .a.ud adequate 
, ·:r appreciation of this spirited appea.l to educated India. 
\i~referenoe is made to S.k. Willi all) W edderbp.r.q's ~~()ellent 

~tai~\l$~~~,~~~M:~t:l:.;~;~~~~~~~R;.~~-~~P .. ~!¥.:;~iii~::~~~~~~~.~ 
,~~~'£~~~~~.M.~g:~21~;·~·~:·~~~:~S~:~;~.:; ~~.~h.e pres~nt 
·ll!l=twl~:·<l~.qot, .. o~.(;l.v~r,,~jia!!t.,.~.~,.~~mpt;~..W.Q~:~,.p.f,,J;t.~~-ttQ,g ... 
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t~.!.-~£a~,9.2.!~~ .... J?,8,!;.~},~,B,.~,~ •. ~~t* .. J~.~~~w{<W~~ ,le)l~.~r .•. VJ hich..,y' 
·l'~.~:Jf!Uows :-

'~\, "And if even the leaders of thought ~re all either such poor 
il~:eatures, or so selfishly wedded to personal concerns that they 
dare not strike a blow for their country's sake, then justly and 
rightly are they kept down and tra:p!lpled on, for they deserve 
notl:f~IJKbetJ;!3t· .... ;I!:lye.t;y,. .p.a.tion·SOQlJfe~ };1recisely ali goo£\.~.: govern
:qJ,@!&~ .•• l)l~ ... !,W •..• ~ita .... lf you, the piqked. men, .. tl;l&.~:W?tlt highly 

·educated of the nation, cannot, scorning personal (lase awf selfish 
objects, make a resolute .struggle to secure greater freedom for 
yourselves and your country, a more impartial administration, a 
larger share in the management of your own affairs, then we, your 
friends. are wrong and our adversaries right, then are J..~ord Ripon's 
noble aspirations for your good fruitless and visionary, then, at 
present at any rate all hopes of. .pxqg+o;:ss. are,at.,an.end, and India 
truly neither lacks nor deserves any better government than she 
enjoys. Only, if this be so, let us bear no more factious, peevish 
complaints that you are kept in leading strings and tre~.ted like 
children, for you will have proved yourself such. Men know how 
to act. Let there be no more complaints of Englishmen being 
preferred to you in all important offices, for if you lack that public 

, spirit, that highest form of altruistic devotion that; leads men to 
·subordinate private ease to the public weal, that patriotism that 
has made Englishmen what they are,-then rightly are thesB pre
ferred to you, rightly and inevitably h:tve they become your rnlerH. 
And rulers and task-masters they must continue, let the yoke gall 
yo~r shoulders never so sorely, until you realise and stand prepared 

~1.... to act upon the eternal truth that self-sacrifice and unselfishness 
are the only unfailing guides to freedom and happiness." 

T4is pa.ssiona,~f;l a,.ppJ;~a.l,.djd l,lOt gq fp,r,t;Ai.p ~a.in. Men 
who had already waked up and were only looking {()r a 
modus operandi mustered from the different provinces 
at the trumpet call of a beloved friend and a trusted 
guide ~d the "Indian. NatiQn.at . .U.uiQn,~' was formed 
~awards tb e close of 1884 whie.l:l., .. :aQwq~ver, like the 

,J;Iro:verbial crab died immedif!>t.sJl~,~!!l~su::. li,g~ .. ~h~r.lih. qf .its 
· iilaue •. A lot of correspondence passed between Calcutta 
and Bombay, though it is now difficult to trace them 
,accurat~ly with hhe exception of one addressed ,bY Mr. 
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Telang to Mr. Surendra Nath Banerjee enquiring about. 
matters connected with the National Conf~.:t:~tJ,g~,g,t,U~.~.~.~.{; 
~··Marc.!! H!$J5.Jt :was.deci.ded·by the. Union to hold. a· 
~eating of representatives from. all parts of India at the
fortpccnnJng Cb.J:istanas i.n. Poona which was considered 
th~ most central and convenient place for the purpose,. 

111nd iJ~>,.~nr.il.::th@ .. followiq.g ~,m.~.!t\i~~~~., .. Y';'~.s issued .. ~[ld 
cir..culated throughout the ooantry :.....:.: 

\ - ' : "'' ~, ' 

"A Conference of the Indian National Union will. be h!lld at 
Poona from the 25th to tha 31st December, 1885." • 

"The Conference will be composed of delegates-leading poli
ticians well acquainted with the English language from all parts of 
Bcnga.l, Bombay and Madras Presidency." 

"Tho direct objects of the Conference will be-(1) to enable all 
the most. earnest labourers in tho cause of national progress to be
come perdonally known to each other, (2) to discuss and decide upon 
tho political operations to be undertaken during tho ensuing year.'' 

"Indirectly this Conference will form the g11rrm of a Nn,tive 
l:~;uliament and, if properly conducted, will,·c.onJ>titute in a few 
yd~s an unanswerfloble reply to the assertion that India i~ still 
whoijy unfit for any form of representative institutions. The first 
Oonfo'r,once will decide whether the next shall be again holQ, at 
Poona, or whether following the precedent of the British Associa.
tion, tho Conference shall be held year by year at different 
important centres." · 

"Th4; year the Conference being in Poona, Mr. Chiplenkar. 
and others of the Sarvajanik Bahha have consented to form a 
Reception Committee in whose hands will rest the whole of the 
local arrangements. The Peshwah's Garden near the Parvati 
Hill will be utilised both as a plaee of meeting (it contains a fine 
hall, like the garden, the property of the Babha) and as a residence· 
for the delegates, each of whom will be there provided .with suit
able quarters. Much importance is attached to this since, when all 
thus reside together for a week, far greater opportunities for 
friendly intercourse will be afforded than if the delegates were (as 
at the time of the late Bombay demonstrations) scattered about 
in dozens of private lodging houses all over the town." 

" Delegates are expected to find their own way to and from 
PoGna, but from the time they reach the Poona Railw~y Statil!Oiil• 
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until they again leave eYerything that they can need, carriagll 
accommodation, food, &c., will be provided for them gratuitously." 

" The cost thus involved will be defrayed from the Reception 
Fund which the Poona Association most liberally offers to provide 
in the £rst instance, but to which all delegates whose means 
warrant their incurring this further exrense will be at liberty to 
contribute any sum they please. Any unutilised balance of such 
donations will be carried forward as a nucleus for next year's 
Reception Fund." 

"It is believed "that exclusiYe of our Poona friends, the 
Bombay Presidency including Sindh and the Berar will furnish 
'about 20 delegates, Madras and Lower Bengal eaeh about the 
same 11umber and theN. W. Provinces, Oudh and the Punjab 
together about half this number." 

Mr, Hume was wisely and appropriately .pla,ced at; 
the head of the. move1X!ent and the ,ta.iik of fr~ming an 
organisation and settling the details naturally devolved on 
him. A preliminary report was issued to the members of 
the Union, that'' so far as the Un-ion was constituted 
there was absolute unanimity that unswerving loyalty to 
the British Crown was the key-note of the institution," 
al¥1 that the Union was also '' preprwed when necessary 
to oppose by all constitutional methods all authorities. 
high or low, here or in England, whose acts or omissi·ons 
are opposed to those principles of the Government of 
India as laid down from time to time by the British 
Parliament and endorsed by the British Sovereign." As 
bas already been stated, Poona, the capital of the Decc:tlil. 
was selected as the place of the meeting and the historic 
place of the Peshwas, the Heerabag standing on the lake 
at the foot of the famous Parvati Hill from the 
windows of whose sacred temple the ill-fated Peshwa. 
Baji Rao witnessed the fatal battle of Khirki, was 
chosen both for the Conference as well as for the resi
dence of the delegates. Those who attended the eleventh 

4 
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.session of the Congress held at Poona in 1895 must have 
visited this intereshing spot. As stated in the manifesto 
quoted above, the " Poon.?~.SeJr.vajauik ~~bha," hhe mQ3t 
im~JOrtant ·and influential public bo,d,y: jp .M::!.\'t.Deccan, 
genewusly undertook all thc1 necessary. an;angem-ents 
il;wluding the feeding of the dele~ates ; in fact it a.ssumed 
all t.hfl functions of tbe lflHer day Reception Committee 
to the Congress. When all the preliminaries were thus 
settled, Mr. Httme left for ffingland to consult.frhwds anrl 

. part.icn\arly with the object of guarding the rlritish 
public !tgainst all possible misrepresentation, suspicion 
and distrust to which the new organisation was llatu
rally tlXDOsed. · Like the shrewd Scotchman that be was, 
Mt·. Hume cautiously cleared his way in this country 
also before leaving for Euglltud. He saw Lord Dufferiu 
aud expl;tined to him the scheme which had been settled. 
We ln.ve it on .th'J :wbbori~y o( Sir: William Weddti,t;pllm, 
\'H1sei1 upon Mr. Hnme's owu note~. that '' where.as he 

' ' ' . 
(Mr. Hume) W>td himl:lelf d\Hposed to. begin his r.e.to.rm 
propaganda on tl.1d social side, ib w.as lpparently.by Lord 
Dufferin's ad vice that he took up the work of political 
org>vliBat,on 11s the matter firs.t to be dealt with. L()rd 
Dufferin seems to have told him that "as the head of 
tlw Government he had found the greatesl; difficulty in 
ascertaining t 11c real wishes of thf'l people, and t;hat for 
purposoR of administra,tion it would be a public b:nefit if 
there existed some responsible organisation through whinh 
the Government might be kept informed regarding 
the best Indian public opinion." His L::>rdship is said 
to ha.ve further observed, that owing to the wide diff<w
~nces ia caste, race and religion, social reform iu Iudia 
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·.z;equired local treatrrl6nt, rather than the guidance of 

h natiomtl organisation. Ther.e .. is .. a .iHrtht)r-,.(!l;UTobo-

. ~~~;;:ri~:r t~~!: ... -.. ~~.~ar.~:1~~~~Ui~~:.:~~;.~,Q;;~~~P;~;;!;i;~~:b:: 
whom no . .otber Indian perhaps ever enjoyed a closer 

·t6u,gp-~ud greater iqtim&CY witl,l Mr, Hum~. Writing 
,f<); the Indian Politics ise'luerl bY, ~fi~C ~~;·t~rprising 
publisher Mr. G .. A. Natesf>n of Madras in 1898, Mr. 
Bonnerjee recorded his testimony as follows :-

"~_will proaahly.be. n~;JWS to many tJ;;a,t thll ... J::uiljap National 
Ccmg~ess as it was originally stari;ed :<nd as it ha,s siuce been 
ca:rriecl on, is in reality the work.of. the J';Ia,rquoss o.f Dufferin and 
Ava when tha,t nobleman was the Governor-General of India. 
Mr. A. 0. Hume, C. B , had--in ·1884· ·conceived the idea that 
it would be of great advantage to the country if leading Indian 
politicians could be brought together once a ye>H to discuss social 

. matters and be upon friendly footing with one another. He did 
not desire that politics should form part of their discussions, for 
there were recognised po],itical bodies in Calcutta, Bombay, 
Madras and other parts of the country, and he thought that those 
bodies might suffer in importance if, when Indian politicians from 

-difierent parts of the country came together, they discussed 
pQolitics. His idea further was that the Governor of the Pro
vince where the politicians met should be asked to preside 
over them and that thereby greater cordiality should be estab
lished betvreen the official classes and the non-ofticia,I Indian 
politici>tns. J!lull: of these i<1c;,,s hr sn.w the noble J\brg_;,1sss 
when he went to Simla early in 1885 after ha,ing i!t December 
previous assumed the Viceroyalty of India, Lord Dutl'erin took 

.great interest in the matte-r >tnd after considering over it £or 
:some time sent for Mr. Humo and told him th[l,t in his 
opinion Mr. Hume's project would. not be of much use. He swid 
there was no body of persons in this who perfowled.the 
functiol!s which Her Mo.jwsty's Opposition in E'*'"nci. Tbe 
new.spapers oven if they really rcpresentc(l tho v.iews of tho people 
were not reliable, and as the English were necessarily ignorant of 
what was thought of th~m and their policy in native circles, it 
would be very desirable in the interests as well of tho rulers as o.E 
the ruled that Indian politicirtns shonlil. m.eot yen.rly itnd poim out 
to Government in what respects the administi'al.ion was defective 
and how it could be improved; and Jao r1ddod that an assembly 
such as he proposed should not b'e presided over by the local 
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Governor, for in his presence the people might not like to s:reak: 
out their minds. Mr Humc was convinced by Lord Duffcrin's. 
arguments, and when he placed the two schemes, his own and Lord.' 
Dufforin's, before loading politicians in Calcutta, Bombay, Madras. 
and other parts of the country, the latter unanimously accoptecl 
I.ord Dufferin's scheme and proceeded to give effect to it. Lord 
Dufforin had n1adc it a condition that his name in connection with.·· 
tho scheme of the Congress should not. be divulge<). so long as he 
remained in the country and this condition was faithfully main
tltinod, and none but the men consulted by Mr. Hume knew· 
anything about the matter." 

And it is ail open se'cret tha..t Mr. W.C. Bonnerjee was .. 
'one of the men who were associated with Mr. Hume in 
organising the new movement !l.nd who were consulted 
by Mr. Hurne on the subject of this importR.nt and· 
interesting interview. Those who at a later period: 
openly charged the Congress as being an unsavoury 
political organization fraught with dangerous conse
quences might well have profited by the information, 
that though Lhe main idea was th!l.t of Mr. Hume and 
his co-adjutors its immediate political aspect was due to. 
the suggestion, though not the actual inHiation, of•a .. 
responsible Viceroy and a states)llan .of no ordinary 
distinction who had added a territory of over 150,000' 
square mil.es to the British Empire. The subsequent 
change which apparently took place in the attitude of 
the great Viceroy and of which so much was at one 
time made by the critics of the Congress will be noticed 
in its proper place. • 

In the meantime encouraged by the success of the.· 
flfstNational Conference of 1883, th!'.l three. ~e~J,ding Asso
ciations in Calcutta, the British Indian Association, the· 
Indian Association and the Na,tional Mahomedan Asso
ciation coojy,iJ!,HY,,.,iijY:!~.!lC! ,and (.)rganised the seco~(],~ 
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N a tiona! Conferenee ·wl:l-iohme.t in the apaaio:U(? 1;\,~ll Pf.tbe 
Jaritish Jn.O.ian.A.ss.qci,a..~i9p .on the 25.tb, 26th au.<l 27th 
()f.])eeewher .1885. Nearly .. all the districts including 
many of the sub-divisions and even imporba.ut villages 

··Of Bengal were represented at the Conference. Nor did 

the other pwvinces go wholly uurepre~ented. Bomb&.y 
was represented in the person of the Hon. Rao Saheb 
Viswanath M andlik and Behar in the person of His 
•Highness the Maharaja of Darbhanga as the President 
·of tbi Behar Landholders' Association. Delegates also 
·came from such distanh places a.s Assam, Allahaba,d 
Benares and Meel'ut. Among the distinguished visitors 
·present there were His Excellency the Ambassador of 
Nepal, Mr. H. J. S. Cotton, I.C.S. and Mr.' Ameer Ali. 
All the representatives of the ancient houses of the 
Ghosals of Bhukailas, the Singhs of Paikparah, the 
Mookerjees of Utterparab, and the Tagores, the MallickB 

.and the L'l.WS, as well as the Marwaris of Calcutta were 
:t~ere; while the intellectual aristocra.cy of Bengal 
was fully represented in the persons of Dr. Gooroodas 

:{afterwards Sir Goqrqpdas},.Ra.thar,jlle,. Messrs. Kali 
Mohan Dass, Mohesh Chandra ChoudhuJ;y, Peary 

, Mohan Mookerjee, Surendra N ath Banerjee, Kali 
Oharan Banerjee and Dr. Trailokya Nath Mitter. Mr. 
Anauda Mohan Bose was at this time touring in 
Assam.in connection with tbe political mission of the 
Indian Association. There were nearly 200 delegates 
to the Conference, while the visitors densely crowding 
the back of the hall, the corridor and all tne passages 
:from where a glimpse of the aesembly could be secured 
:.numbe(e(i. over a thousand,.,,; It was a grand epectacla 
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whe\·e the old ll.nil the young vied with one another, 
in their ent;huHia.sf.ic zeal :.tnd patriotic fervour. under 
a new inspin;.tion. On the first; d'1Y Rajcth DnrgA. 
Charan Law, the merchant prioce of C:dcutta presided, 
on the second dttY th,4b h:'<lf-blinrl a'>tqt,J statistici~n. 

Mr . .Toykri;;han Mukherjee, who. waR not inapt;ly called 
the Indi,~n Fa,wcett;, and on the third }l,tld !aRt day 
l\fa.ha.ndrt Narendr<t KriRhnn, the heir and snccessot· to 
tho hiHtorie NabgkriRhna, occupied the ()hair. Tbe 
Conforonee in if;R three d>tys' h.bours difHmssed. and 
pn.Rsed flix resolutions on (1) hhe Reeonstitution ~f 
LEJgisl:tt.ive Council8, (2) the modification of the Arms 
Act, (3) the retrenchment of public expenditure, (4) t,he 
Civil Senrioe QueRtion, (5) the sepanthion of the Judicial 
from the Exeoutive funetions n,nil (6) the Reconstitution 
of the Poliee. It will be seen later on that t.he pro
gr~.nune of t,he Conference Wf\S practieally the same f\S 

that. of trHJ fH'Rt Con.grel'ls, with 1;his noticeable difference· 
that while tlw Cot1gress t'lid not., the conferenea ilid, t11lie 
1Jp :tnd l;llOwughly discURR tho important que>~tion of the 

Hop?.,mtion of the Judicift! 1\nd. the Exeontive Func· 
i;ions in ~lEJ Criminal Administration of the country. 

It is wol'tl~y of remark that Mr. H. ,J. S. Cotton (now 
Sir Henry Cotton) who rtt the time wrts on activo service
not only attended the Conference as Amici cnrie, but. 
also took part in its deliberaf;ions. Speaking ~n the 
importanb and foremost ques~ion of the reform of the 
Legislative Councils, Mr. Cotiton said1 :-

",Even in India amongst membm:s of my own sm-vico u,nd out 
of it, I do not think many will be found who deny that a oha,nge

, must now take place in the constitution of our Legislative Councils . 
.And I am quite certain that in England all liberal politicians will 
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be found to take this view. The view of Lord Ripon, as he bini
self told me when discussing it with me last summer, was almost 
identical with that stated to you by the mover (Mr. S. N. Banner
jee), and there can be no doubt that he would use his powerful in
fluence in England in assisting any proposal which the natives of 
tl1is country may make in this direction.'' 

The· Cot;tJons and the Wedderburns, who h.ave for 
· three generations served India, have always been among 
her best and truest friends whether here or in J1lngland, 
and Mr. H, J. 8, Cotton in speaking of the mernbers of 

,.~~s own service could only speak of the Cottons and 
('', . .t;be Wedderburns, but not of many others of his service. f\ ~. !:'o~ference w~s a grea~ success, aud on tbe .J~st day 

or\ ce1pt of an Ipformat!on that on the followmg day 
the s.Hndlap .. J{l:ttiop.Jl,:f,Qg.pgr,l'}ss.,:w.a'l going to.meet .in 
Bombay, the w(?,pl~ .. ~~~e.~\:{ly, .. ~©nt .into a rapturous 
acclamation, and a message was despll;iched from. the 
Confenmce. welcoming the bidh. o.f.tfl.e . .lq,qg e,l>Pe>l~ed 

N~tjo,J;~at,As.s,am.bly. Both· the ConfercHce and the Oon
~ress were thus the simultaneous offshoots. of the same 
rifovement ; bub the Bengal leaders wisely and ~atrioti
c'ally merged their movement in bhat of the one inaugu 
rated at Bombay, as it had indeed no necessity for 
separate existence except to the detriment of.the other, 

. or possibly of both. 
To return however to the .main topie and to Mr. 

Hume. In England Mr. ITume saw Lord Ripon, Mr. 
~~'""''" . -
John 'Bright, M.P., Mr. R T. Reid, M.P., (now Lord 
Loreburne who has figured so promine~tl~ in connection 
with the Home Rule agitation in Enr;land), Lord Dal· 
housia, the heir and successor of tbe renowned Indian 
Governor-General, .Mr. Baxter M.~., Mr. Blagg, M.P., 
and many other friends of India. He explained to them 
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the critical nature of the situation, the aims and objects. 
of the new organi;Jation, its constitutiona.l character and 
the dangers which it was intended to forestall. Under 
the advice of Mr. Reid he saw nearly 150 members of 
the HollSEl of Commons and succeeded in obtaining 
from t;hem a promise, though not a pledge, that they 
would pay some n.ttention to In<lian affairs, and also 
made arrangements for the reception and publication 
of the Union's messages by a section of the Liberal 
PrilSS. Haviu:g fortified hit:P,-~elt .. ~,i.t,\}, ,,tJ:M~~El ... meajures 
and assuran;~s. Mr. ':S:ume ~~turned to India i? Ngvem
ber when he found ttll the arrangements complete, 
bU:·t a discussion was g~ing on as regards .th.e name by 
w*ch the new orgauisation was to be baptised. Some 
wdre for calling it the National Union, some National 
Cohference, while the majority were for christening it 
as the Congress, though not a few o£ them were afraid 
that it might carry a bad odou1: in cert<J.in quarters. 
At last it WitS detJided tba.t . .it. should be styled <~.s thoe 

Iudi<~n .. N<J.t.iorHd Congress. It may be relll~'1lbered 
that early in 1885 a deput>~.tion WI}.B sent to England 
·composed .of Mr. M•1nomoha.n Ghose of Bengal, Mr. 
Narayan Ganesh Cbandt.warkar of Bombay and Mr. 
Sivalaya Ramaswami Mudaliyar of Madras. They were 
called Delegates and to distinguish from them it was 
further decided that the members of the Congress 4!hould 
be called Representatives. It may not be known to 
many at this distance of time, that it was at first actually 
proposed to ask Lord Reay t.o preside at t~e first Con
gress. Lord Dufferi.n was. approached on the question, 
but the Viceroy, while welcotuing the proposa.l " as 
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·shewing the desire tof the Congress to work in com p!ete 
'harmony with the Government;" considered such a sbep 
ina.dvisable as many difficulties might arise both for the 
people as well as for the Government if a high official 
were to preside over such au assembly. The proposal 
was therefore dropped. But nevertheless the .. ,.fu:.s..LCon
gress .. received official sympathy in an unstiu.ted measure . 

• 

/cHAPTER IX. 
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' ,came forward to saucti~ .... 2oL&.i..!!LI£~Se their inst;!tu
;\ hi'();TlJylenar;:igit~~;~~c1 buildings, as well as its boarding 

~~~~~{()r~~~~~,~-~.~!2~.-~nd the a.ccommodation ~U~e 
\ epresentatives. The phce is situated on the Gowalta 
\ i'ilF1f~';:C'!~Tt;1~~·-~ity and any one feeling mterested on 
~r;~·-·;;;b)eer· n)ayy~1t·-~\sib trHJ~~fJ.Creg hall where the 

"',{')~~rrwe b~nd of 721\e~rosmJhatives met.~:~~"di~~;~;~;r·tlle 
r .)iv·st programme .of the fin<t N[ttional A.asmnhly of 

. Ipdi11. 

By the morning of the 27bh December the Reptesent
ative«""f'rom\IT!fere'nt parts and provinces-began to arrive· 

ann were duly conduc:ted to the _q~,.~~~iliRal 
~l.hJ5le. Jrl .. tl~e,\)y~ping som.e of the le}1ding official a_nd 
non-oflicial gentlemen came to the College to meet the 
Repi'e"iiOntatives. Nearly-;;;;~·~{ the evenrng we~e· 
devor<;;;rt;()'''t,T;;;-;ecept,lon of the Hon'ble Sir William 

Wedd<~rburn, the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Jardine, Colonel 
Pholps, Professor 'Wordsworth anc1 a large number of 
other distinguished citizens of Bombay who came to the, 
College to welcome the Representatives and express their 
S1~V'Witfi~'t17~~;;;~ere about to 
entEJr. ''-During the whole day," says the official repor· 
ter, •· and far into the night of t,he _:.nth, iuformal discns-

sion.::_~~~-,~b,~li\~,een the fu~!ln.d 
t'IW'" proceedings of the next three da.ys were settled. The 
number of Representatives registered was 72, dis'-ributed. 

as follows :-Qf!.~il.~J::?..\ilmR~Y 18, Madras 8~ Karach~ 
2, :y'jra[l]gam 1, Surat6,, ]l6ona .. 8. Agra ~. Bepares 1. 
Si~I~(Lu"~kn~w·a;· '1\H~i;~·t;~a'i; L~h~~~ 1. Amballa 1. 
Ahmedabad 3, Berhampore (Madras) 1, Masulipatarn 1. 
Chingleput 1, Tanjore 2. Kumbakonuru 1, Madura 1. 
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Tinnevelly 1, Coimbatore 1, Salem 1, Cuddapah 1, An
antapore 1, and Tiellary 1. The Bengal c<mtingent was 
numerically weak owing, as tbe president sai<l, to a 
series of misfortunes arising from det~hb, illness 11nd the 
like, but perhaps chiafly on account, of the N a.tional 
Conference which w~s almost simultaneously h0lding 
its second session in Calcuttn. Nearly all t-be promi· 
nent men of Bombay and Madras were present, while 
Eeng.ftl wa,s. represent~d hr Mr. W. C. Bonnerjee, 
M:r. .. N~ret\dra Nath Sen aQdi\:'Ir. GirijabhuHan Mvkherjee 
whose 1 premature death was a heavy loss to the 
Bengal public. That silent and devoted votary of the 
Congress who never missed a single session of it, although 
~eidom taking .any prominent part in its deliberations iu 
ai.ny, Mr. Janaki Nabh Ghosal., came from Allahabad 
while Mr. Ramka!i Choudhury represented Benares. 
It \leems worthy of note that Mr. Hume although coining 
from Simla appears to bave sat as a representative for 
Be11.ga! probably as it wonld seem to make up consider
ably for the weakness of her numerical strength. 

1: The fin.lt meeting of i<l.v1 CongreEs took place at 12 ·""'· 
/ ),:clovk r1oonou tvlond<J.y t,!,e DecBml)6r lB~tGiiiJ:ie/ ) 

G~eat· H.a.~l of the Golwldas.s Tt"i~~f.:.~;:;,:l:l.~;jt College:.~/ 
w'here all the Representative§ WE!l'B a~('lembleri amidst a 
distinguished, though ~o~~;b~t .li~lt~d, gathering of 
officials .and leading citizens of Bombay. It was a 
solemn and imposing spectacle where all were animated, 
both the representatives and the visitors, the officials as 
well as the non-officials; with intense interest and in
spired with noble enthusiasm ou t.be birth of a new epoch .. 
There sat Mr. Woomesh Chandra Bonnerjee, the 
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Doyen of the. Calcutta Bar and the fir.st. Indian Stand
' ing Counsel jp a .Chartered High Court, in his taU 
land graceful figure with broad forhead and beaming eyes 
\calmly awaibiog in his firm ahbitude and sober aignity the 
great and unique honour which all the provinces were 
about to confer in his person upon their eldest sister pro-
vince of Bengal. There was that slim but godly figure 
sh1ning like a chiselled marble stS:t~~;'"~h'~~t'"fr:l · s't~tu~e 
but colossal iu intellectual equipments, whose national 
turban considerably made up for his height and in. whom 
nature seemed to have wonderfully blended the dwarf and 
the giant, the Grand9;d,M;a.t:l 9,t!~,<li.~.~;:;;7.M;~, .... :P!l>d,abhai 
N~~:o~qji, There sat thatJ9~Te.Pl~ •. ~?~~e~~:H~.t}n.?is flowing 
hairs re<whing down to his broad shoulders and with the 
fixed glare of a bull-dog countenance which quailed not 
even under Viceregal palace, the brave. editor of the 
Jndi~Jn.Mirror......,M.r. Narendra. :t'fath,Be~. ··Ther'e'~ .were 
thow two ou\; of that bright constellation. of '(;'h~' three 
rising shat~s of the Western Presidency, who formetd a 
happy conjunction combining patriotism with sobriety, 

·enthusiasm and moderation of three different races,-:- .. 
Mefls.t·s .• Ka.shinath ~,d~RJl,,k.,. .. ,'Xel.aug and Pherozesh-ah 
Mancharjee Mehta, while the posi'tion of the third was 
·not uuworbhily filled by another luminous member of 
his race, Mr. Rahimatulla Sayaui. There sat beside 
'the Grand Old man that well-posted statistioian and 
indefatigable worker who has never flagged in his zsal 
and devotion during the lifetime of a generation in the 
service of the Cougress,-Mr. Diush.al'V:.:mllJ.lljee Wacha. 

'There was thab unostentatious, silent worker who was 
··behind almost every public movement in the U uited 

t 
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Provinces, but whose modesty seldom pushed him to, 
the forefront in any, although grown grey iu the service, 
of his country-Mr. Gang,a~s-~)l,~~Jl4a;whilefromthe
Punjab there was that quaint and caustic critic whose 
familiar face has seldom been missed in any of the subse
quent Congresses,-Lala Murli:lhar. There also sat tbab· 
level-headed, sober yet keen-sighted veteran lawyer,. 

'I Rangiah Naidu, the respected President of the Mahajana 
Sabha, supported by that noble band composed of Messrs .. 
Subraatania !yer, Anand.a Charlu, Veeraraghavachariar~-

G. Hubr~lll~~E\' 'IY:a~·-~c;;al!!'~b~pathi 'M:ud~Ii~r of whom 
Madras bas been ever so justly proud. There came from 
Poona Krishnaji Luxman Nulkar, the President and• 
Bitaram Hari Chiplonkar, Secretary of the Sarvajanik 
Sabha, who but for the unfortunate accident already 
noticed would have had the honour of being the host tq 
'the delegates to the firsh session of the Indian National 

>''~pgr{lss; and above all, there sat the . '' .F.aJll .. e~ of the· 
· Qqlfgfess ;" who haJ refused a Lieutenant-Governorship 

t~)'!.erve a people, beaming with anxicms joy iuid hope at 
the birth of his own child and inspiring and moying all> 
with the maguetie current of his own ardent soul,
:M:r. Allan .Octavian Hume. , Among the. distinguished 
visitors there were men like Mr. D. S. White, President· 
of the Eurasian Association, Dewan Bahadg_t Raghu
natha l:tao, Collector of Madras, the Hoo, .. M1:1,hadev· 
Govinda Ranade, Judge, Small Cause Court, Poona and 
a member of the Bombay Legislative Council, Lala 
Baijnath of Agra, Professor Abaji Visbnoo Kattawatha 
of Ahmedabad, Professor Kadambi Sundararaman ov' 
Arcot, ProfeiiJSpr R.. G. Bhaudarkar of the Deccan College, 
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anil many others who, with two notable exceptions, sa.t 
as Amici Curie oolyJqJAs~t}!l iJ.Pd .ad vise. 

Qn..tho motion of Mr. ll\Wl.~"(.B.eng.a.l) .... "a~c.onalild,Jw 
·the Hon. S11lm~m:~llilt Iyer. (1VI11Jdra.t~) a~d suppo_rtt~d by 
the Hon. K T. 'J~elan~: (B.um.l,}ll>y) Mr . ., W. C .. Uol;ln.(:l;riee 
~.>18 unanimou>;ly ehJched !tr~l(}qly installed as President 
of the C:mgl'ess, " tile wise :.~ond firm lu<nd that t~qk .. the 
}wlm when bbe good ship was .lauuuhed." The Reception 
Commi';t.ee '"'Hl its. Ch:1inuan's address vvhich hij>S now 
a9sunwd such indordinate proportions, probably beyond 
ibR l<·J~it;imat;o Hllope, have btJeu a la.ter development, and 
consequently t.he first Congre>Js opened with the inaugural 
andres:> of tlw Pre8id.:mt of tbe Congress. Tbat speech 
though ()ondonsed a.nd short; W!~S fully worthy of the 
m>Lll at"1 wofi;hy of tbe oom~sion. Mr. Bonnerjee, who 
Wf4'; eminently n,

1 

J)ritcbic,1l politican, n.fter gt:~tphically 
dcseri bing trl~:l rept:et~et! i;:~ti. v.'~ Cti!1>J;'lt\lh<;\t~.,o.C~h~.,._g!!l;thel:ing, 

laid down the objeot;s of the Congress with great f!Jrce 
arv1 sober dignity wbiclt drew th,~ twstiuted ~d~l~~tion 

'of all see:;ioos of thf~ Pre~s. The address concluded with 
the follolving J)regnant a.ud pithy observ>ttiun :-

"She (Gc~at Britain, ha.d given theru order, she had given 
them railwa.yR ;<nd :tb.ne a.ll Hhe had given them •he inestimable 
b\•os~ing of 'vVesr,ern Eduefl.tion. Bur. "great; de>tl still remained to 
be done. The more progrdss the poflple ID>lde in education ;md 
ID>tterial pro,;pHit,y the gro:>tet Wun!d 08 thn insight in~ political 
matGnrs A.nd tn•e "''<mer their d<3sit·a Eor palitic1al ad Vflncement." 

He though~ t;heir 

" desir~ to be governed acoording to the idea.s of GovMnment 
·prevalent in ]Jnrope W3.G in nv way incompatible with their 
tl;t·nough loyalty to the British Governmeur.. All that they desired 
was that the basis of the Government should be widened and that 
,the people should hav@ their proper and legitimate share iti it." 
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The proceeilings of the meeting were marked by 
aobriety, judgment and firmness and the speeches 
characterised by dignity, independence and deep study 
of the subjects, which have probably been seldom 
surpassed in any subsequent 'session of the Congress. 
The subjects discussed were :-(1) Enquiry into the 
working of the J ndian Administmtion by a Royal Com-

t mission, (2) the abolition of the Council of the Secretary 

• 

, of State as at present constituted, (3) t!;w,J:tlform and 
e));,paBsf'on of the Imperi>tl and the,,,Local JJ\lgif!lative 

'09uncils, including the right of iuterpellationandtbe 
~ubmission of the Budgets to the Council~: , (4) the 
sin:wltaneous Examination,for the OiviLS<lrNice, (5) the 
reduction of Militar:,r Expenditure, (6) the re-imposition of 
the import cotton duties >tnd extension 9£ the License 
Tax, bogether wi:,h an Imperial gua,ran~ee l;o Lhe Indian 
debt and (7) separation of Burma from the Indian Vice
royalty. It was also resolved that the foregoing resolu
tion·s of the Congress be fonvarcled to all the politieal 
assoeiations in tbe country with request to adopt such 

measures as may be caleulated to :\dvance the settlement 
of the various questions dealt with in those res·olutions. 
It"was decided that the next Congress ,sbouJd r<il-.asse.mble 
in,,·C:Jaicutta. 

Am~ng the offlcial visitors, that intellectual giant 
of thEJ_J)eccan, the ,):I9n'hle J¥fa,b~g~y; (}pvjpda, .~:>Pade, 
who did not finn it impossible for biro boldly to attend 

many a session ot the Congress, and whose loUly patrio
tism combined with honest loyalty always bore him 
straight, was the only person who could not forbear 
from addressing the meeting on. the second day, upon 
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the hotly debated question of the proposed abolition of 
the Council of the Secretary of State ; while Mr. D. S. 
White, the President .of the Eurasian Association struck 
a most important note which although som:.ewhat lightly 
treated at the . time has now: a.:ssumed cat:~siderahle.· 

impottance in connection; with· the labours of the Raya.·i 
Cotnmissio.u which.is uow c-onducting its investigations 
and patticularly in tb.e 'light of the opinion wbjoh. has t 
been so forcibly· ex:ptessed by that: st!).unch friep.d of 
India, Sir Henry Catton, thro~gh the columQs~of" tha 
Contemporary Review on ~he question of the reconsti.tn~ion 

• of the In.dia,n Oi.vil .Service; . 

After :the' tnree day's labours 'the. C'Ongreas. was 
dissolved with' the ,;chstomary vote ·Of thain'ks· to the 
president ~hioh·be mor~. than deserved for .. the grea.fJ 
tact and judf(rnent with which he had taolHe.d n:~any 
a knotty point during the debates atid for 'his '·· very 
ll'ble conduct . hi the chair :" ~is:".W,\l(\'\,,}~,!!9.~~-g. by 
'hh.cee cheers:• for 1fr. Hume ..... whic,j:.};,uh~ "Father of 
the CongJ;Els~·· ever sin~~ received.~sLan. a~~~·~i"t-~ih~te· .. at· 
e~(;lrysession of tbeCongresf:J ~Qt~Ul.is,.de~th; ~~ifhy an 

:• ' • .' \ ' • '.'·,\, tt' "''"'"-'. :'• "". L 

optburst of loyal demonstration when Mr. Hume called· 
for "three times three cheers'' for Her Majesty the Queen 
Empress. 

Here closes the narrative as regards the .Origin of 
the great national movement. Twenty-nine sessione of 
the Congress, with one lamentable break, have since • 
been held in different centres of British India, the his
tory ef which is well preserved in the records of the 
'Congress which may be said to form a most valuable· 
compendium, if not a. library, of the modern Indian-
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political literature of more than a quarter of a cefltury. 
It is perhaps not necessary to agree with all or 
any of the conclusions arrived at in these voluminous 
·records to form a just and adequate estimate of the 
·encyclopedic character of the mine of informations 
which they contain,. the vast .amount of thought and 
•reflection em various subjects which they embody and 
the awakening of self-consciousness among a rising 
·people, as well as the tren.d :of popular ideas and 
aspirations, which they di<Jclos101 at a momentous period 
of trarfsition in a world of rapid chan:ges and transfor
mations. A.U.Ji.b.~ ... !Jl\1!.~.!!X1~!,§,w~.~X,l;l .• thw;e .. ~ox, .. th~. Juture 
J?,olitiPa.L·hi.stQ,r~..tM~!.J~\!~\lz;,,wl{;!J;~*.~"g;J;l,ll,{.)i!utvey ·· of the 
··various phases through which the Congress has passed, 
the trials and tribulations it has undergone, the difficulties 
it has overcome, the success which has so fa.r atte.nded 
its labours and the prospects it has opened for future 
progress, may net be altogether out of place and without 
:aome .interest . 

• 

CHAPTER X. 

• THE CAREER OF THE CONGRESS. 

. It was .~'"'.G~QJ::@,..,};;M~,,.~bp,~"'j:o., his presidential 
;:tddxess at. the . .fourth .sessi<>n of the Congre;;s l;leld. ali 
Afhthabad, said that there are three phases through 
·w:hich all important movements have to pass :-that of 

'i 5 ' 
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•· ridmule," ''abuse!' and "partial concession," which> 
with a slight modification might be termed the stages of 
Ridicule, Opposition and Surrender. It was truly a 
prophetic pronouncement which is fully illustrated iu 
the history of the Congress. At first the movement was
ridiculed by its critics as a fantastic dream which they 
confidently hoped would shortly meet the fate of 
Alnasker's glass-wares. The first; stage was, how" 
ever, quickly got ovet· : for, although Anglo-India at 
the outset pooh-poohed the idea of a United I'ndia, it 
was shortly disabused of its delusion and im!>ressed 
with the seriouA nature of the business to which th\t 
educated community had solemnly and deliberately 
put its hand. But the second stage was a rather pro
longed period during which the Congress was engaged• 
in a desperate struggle against calumny and misrepre· 
sentation on the one band and the difficulties of defeat 
and t'lespair on the other. The etubbom opposition of 
a powerful bureaucracy, backed by the Anglo-Indian 
Press and coupled with the growing despondency ottbe 
people t;hemselves, made the position of the Congress. 
at times almost critical. The leariiers, however, learnt 
to "labOur and to wait " with the fullest confidence in. 
the justice and righteousness of the c&.use and in the 
ultimate triumph of British statesmanship until, as a 
reward for their honest perseverance, the third and the 
last stage of " partial concession " may fairly l:fe said to· 
have at last dawned upon the country. 

Although the Congress was born in Bombay its real 
baptism took place with all the formal rites and cere· 
monies in the following year in the metropolis of the, 
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Empire under the high prelacy o.f the Nestor of India,. 
Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji. In the C.alcmtta.Do;ugress of 
1886, a Reception Committee wa.s fonned wi_tb that 
illustrious savant. and antiquarian, Dr. :Sajendralal Mitra, 
who was then the President of the British .Indian 
Association, as its chairman, and the representatives 
(henceforth styled delegates) were formally elected 
etthar-hy established associations, or at duly organised 
public meetings held throughout the country. The 
representation thus secured was naturally much larger 
and :nora thorough than at the first Congress. The 
npmher.of delegates rose from 72 to 406 and .. ioch1ded 
all that was best in the land whether in poin.tpfiutel
lect, wealth or influence. An opening address by the 
Chairman of the Reception Committee welcoming the 
delegates was introduced, and for its graceful language, 
fervid eloquence and patriotic zeal, no less than for its 
political insight, the spirited address delivered by the 
le~rned doctor on the occasion stands to this day as a 
model for the Reception Committee's address of welcome 
to the delegates. The Presidential Address of the Grand 
Old Man, embodying the results of a lifelong study o.f 
Indian problems and the direct experience of English 
politics, was listened to with reverent attention by an 
assembly of over four thousand educated people. The 
meetin~ was at first arranged to be held in the ball of 
the British lnd.ian Association where 1the National Con
ference had been held in December previous ; but judging 
by the number of the registered delegates, as well. 
as the vast number of expected visitors, it,, ,was wisely 

ramoved ,to the Calcutta. Town Ball witJl:,AbJ;l, .. Jlo.oghly 
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·decked with its splendid shipments on one side and 
the grand maidan with thEJ imposing Fort William 
and the beautiful Eden Garden::; on the other. · The 
historic !1all was densely packed to its utmost capa
city und u small temporary platform had to be impro-' 
vised for the President in the middle of the southern 
side of the spacious hall, as he would have been 
otherwise lost to view amidst the sea of faces around 
him. Tbe large dais which now adorns the eastern 
end of the hall was not then in existenee. The su_bjects 
discussed at this session were also more comprehensive 
and better digested than at the first Congress and 
included the important question of the separation of 
Judicial from Executive functions in the administration 
of criminal justice in the country. As a practical step 
•towards the working of the Congress, Provincial Com· 
mittees were also established throughout the country. 
The session marked throughout by unabated enthusiasm 
.and earnestness as well as by animated debates, soma of 
which had to be settled in committees, was a grand 
success and staggered not a few among the Anglo-Indian 
Communjty who had lightly indulged in a belief of the 
'"effervescent character" of the movement. At the close 
of the session, Lord Dufferin very courteously received a 
·deputation from the Congress headed by the President. 

If the Congress of 1885. was little more iban !J.n 
·experiment, and the Congress .. of 1886 marked ~period 
·Q,f vigorous adolescence, the Cong·res-s· .,.of ,.l8a7.,., ... ~~ .. QQre • 
·~\Very appearance of its. having becowe a. perw~q.~nt 
llfatiop~l insti~~ti()n." The third Congress held in 
Madr~s .evoktld still greater enthusiasm and .. "the 
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n.t1mher .o.f de.le~~t\1.1! XQ.s<:Lt.o •. oY:.GX 6.0Q, pJ ~pqm . .f.ully ... 25(} 
}J.ai:led from outl!i4~t.the. Madras Bresi.deP:GY,, .The bulk 

, of the Bengal delegates, numbering about 80, chartered 
,,the B and I Company's S. 8. Nevassa which, starting 
from Calcutta and after· experiencing a severe gale 
continuously for three days and three nights in the Bay, 
at last landed the delegates from Bengal in Madras 
amid the hearty cheers of a vast and expectant crowd 
awaiting the distressed vessel Otlj the magnificent beach 
of wh,ch ForG Sn. George is so justly proud. It was in 
Madras that for the first time a special pavilion was 
constructed for the meeting of the Congress, which 
in1 Tamil was called Pandal, aud this term bas since· 
been accepted by all the provinces for the p11.vilion at 
all successive sessions of the Congress. That veteran 
statesman who, after a long and distinguished career 
as the Prime Minister of three of ~he most important 
independent principaliti~s of Travancore, Indore and 

• Baroda, eacb and all of whom owe their advancement 
in no small measure to his gimius, had retired into 
private life, VVlJ.S··draw.n Il.'o·m ·tris ·::ee>l!J:tsi~~ ,i~. l:!,~s old 
~g~, . ~q .&s~u me .. ,th~,ftL.Q,{)t,ipn. ,,Qir, .. (;)J),~iltim.AA •.. 9i·,J\~·i•:~W-l~P-
~~w-- ' • ' ' • ~· ,• 

~jQ,J+,:,C\~Iinffl·iiitee.;.··.a·ud. the.•:f!;l~~~+J,¥11 ,~.9-:t~~~,.~,i.t,~,,,~J;ti~h 
· ·aSh· T. Madbava Rao cordially welcomed. the dele-

te~·'·Q)~y:··~;·~;· t~'· tlll8''cfaj; '1>6 ' ~ea4 with much profit 
~ , f, • • '• • >~.·.-,~ow(;', '.'(, < • ,-

both by the memblJrs of the Congress as well as its 
critics. Refe:rriug to the latter, he said : 

"Judged most unsparingly, tbe worst feature of gatherings of 
this description might be super-abundance of enth~siasm and 
youthful impetuosity. But, as a great thinker bas said, men 
learn to run before they learn to walk; they stagger and stumble 
before they acquire a steady use of their limbs. What is true of 
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individuals is equally true of nations ; and it is uncharitable to 
form a forecast of the future hom the failings and weaknesses, if 
any such should exist, incidental to a nascent stage." 

Addressing the members of the Congress, he coun
selled moderation and forbearance. " It is the character • 
of renovated youth," he said, "to be carried away by 
excessive ~eal. Ste(3r clear of. such shoals and quick
sands. Discuss.;itbout prejudice; judge witb()Ut bias; 
and submit your proposals with the diffldence th~t must 
neceHsarily mark suggestions that are tentative in •their 
e:baracter.'' T,he .. Presi;hmt of.. tii1e .. Congr~ss t.b.i .. EtJime 

w!is. the ft~mR!tP~,\?}.~ .• J}1~!};;•J}S,q.~$!l~.!:li.·t:?;X~~.Bth •• "~~., .. t?at 
time a distinguished member of the Bombay B~r. and 
the first and foremost Mahomedan who if he. failed 
actually to attend the first Congress yet heartily sup
ported tbe movement from its very inception. It was 
at this session that a coQstitution was also sought to be 
provided for the !institution. A committee was formed 
which drafted a set of tentative rules, and an attempt 
to adopt these rules was repeated from year to year 
without any decision being arrived at until it was over
taken by •a catastrophe twenty years later. But for 
the vacillation and indecision of the leaders, who bad 
been repeatedly warned of the dangers to which such a 
huge organisation was naturally exposed in the absence 
of fixed rules and regulations defining its constftution 
and laying down a procedure for its working, that catas
trophe might POlilsibly have easily been avoided. 

For a closer touch among the delegates some sort 
of social entertainments WAre contrived from the begin· 
ning of the Congress. In Bombay, the Representatives 

.. 
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ibesides being housed at one and the same place were 
taken to a visit of the celebrated cave temples at 
iElephanta. In Calcutta, although the large number of 
delegates did not admit of their being accommodated 
in one and the same house, a magnificent slieamer party 
was organised by Mr. Moheschandra Choudhury, a 
'leading vakil of the Calcutta High Court and a promi
nent member of the Congress, in which several promin
ent o~cials, including the Hon'ble Mr. Justice, after
wards Sir. Chunder-Madhav Ghose joined ; and pleasant 
·entertainments were combined with serious business as 
-some of the matters referred to a Committee of the Con
·gress were discussed and settled on board the vessel as it 
,glided along the Hoogbly, decked wibh hundreds of flags, 
amidst the playing of bands on the flats on either side 
and the cheerings of thousands of specliators who lined all 
the way up along the shores. At Madras, it was under
sto~d that Lord Conuemara was personally desirous of 
attending the Congress; but Lord Dufferin thought it 
would be preferable for the Governor to receive the dele
gates. Lord Connemara accordingly first atteJlded the 
magnificent reception given by Mr. Eardley Norton and 
on the following day, himself received the delegates at 
Government House in a manner befitting his exalted 
positionitnd fully worthy of the occasion. It was a 
brilliant function in which His Excellency freely mixed 
and conversed with the delegates and gave unmistakable 
evidence of his sympathies with the movement. 
Sumptuous refreshments were also provided for the 
-delegates and. the Governor's own band was in atten· 
uance. 
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But here the curtain dropped over official sympathies 
for the Congress an(\ .. the f@rth >JE)SSi~,?~ -~~ ,~l!ahabad 
witnessed a coooplete change in the official attitude to
wards the movement. T!Jo.eAqglo,·I~.d,L~!i conHnunity.ano 

:their organs had from the .beginning..;sil.lilill..l.,~.,,iilea. 

o~ ... ~,JJ:~icp,I,)~'LlP,!li~.,\lill,~.w!lfl~l-l.S?.Jili~,~r,FJ\\~~.-~-~y,aJ:~~·~xv:Jce 
· made no secr;;t"'()£''•'1t'ii'' dislike for the movement it was· 

precluded from manifesting any open hostility to it 
owing to the sympathies evinced by the head~ of the 
administrations. It is a significant fact that the firstr 
and the third Congresses were held within Presioency 
Governments and although the second was held within 
the territories of· a Lieutenant-Governor, it was held in 
thecapital of the Empire where his presence '11'0\as com
pletely overshadowed by the higher persoDality and· 
influence of the Viceroy. Thus it was not until the· 
Congress removed its seat to within an independent 
Lieutenant-Governorship that the official circle foun~ a 
free scope to vent its antipathy towards the new move
ment. A.few perfectly ha.r.mless.leRfle.t>s, !fCJch .. ,a,~. "the· 
Old Man's Hope," wriHen by Mr. llume •. a catechism in 
Tamil ~ritten by Mr. Veeraraghava 0hariar .and a 
parable in the formrof a,o dialogue between one Moulvie 
Fariduddin and Rambuksh, circulated among the people· 
for a.ttracting public attention to the movement, were . . 
regarded in official circles as savouring of the practice· 
of the Anti-Corn Law League in England; and the 
Reception Committee of the Fourth Congress beaded by 
that enthusiastic congressman and recognised leader or 
publ'ic opinion in tbe United Provinces, l:?Gooi.t;,A,j.udhya. 

N:!:\tb, experienced . c?nsid,~!,\!,l;?,!,~:·,,P,~~Jll~:y,::m;~i'ii~'i~ao 
'"'"J·• '·'~'!'\ ,'P!PJi,•!l ,,h,_,_,.,,,, ~''''"'•' (e·1'-'"'·"" "' •J,•.['! (•O, ~ ','"'''·- -.:•,• .~,.\:,,, 'I, .f 

.. 
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,~r 
?Uita.hll}:$ .. sit.<•L.{!?.1;~,~!!;~11;?,., They were driven from· 
pillar to post both by the civil and the military authori
ties until that patriotic nobleman of Behar w bo was a. 
Gothio pillar of the Congress, Maharajah Sir Luchmes
war Singh Bahadur of Dhurbunga, came to the rescue. 
He hastily purchased Lowther Castle just opposite· 
Government House 'and Rt once placed it at the disposal· 
of the Reception Committ.ee saying, that the firs!; .. 
use to which the newly acquired property was to 

·'$e ded!cated was the service of the motherland. .Sir 
l'J~ckland Co.lviu lefLG.ov:axnmE;Jnt II.Ql1~E! ,!J:J?d, went out 

on 'tour shortly.befonJ.tlle .. ,l)itting of .~he Copgr(l,E1S. The 
interest and enthusiasm of the people however rose in 
proportion to the oppositiol\ which they received, and 
Pundit Ajudhya Nath with his oharacteristic genial 
good.-.humour bulletined from day to day the· large 
number .of delegates who. were. pouring in by .almost 
ev~ry train ·into the e·itry:, !l:h~.~~lli~~.Q~,,"p,t9J,;l;\W~llt 

Ql~J:t ~.~ . J4.i~· ... ,HW.!\l, ... D'4.9 }'q,?.~.,.tp.,,St{~,/k~ltl:,,,~,f~J:t~.ti9.<l~ c.e by 
-~ t~L . .2£!?.2 .. ~!H?.~, .. ~~.1:,!;!,;;,,,9~~~"';, . .,,.,~rJ~ .... :!k~~t::~:§l~:t"::':SYed. 

~~~~!.'l;;J£,?.,~r;,,~~.;.;,~~!;~:~J:h .. ~ud,.,th,~.A~b,!'l4., .-~~j~~ ... · Siva 
. Prasad. of .. BJ;lnar~lil.., ,,.~;;tjah Siva Prasad, a~parently 

bent upon attra.oting-pointed attention of the authorities 
by openly denouncing the Congress, managed to secure 
a representation from the Benares division, which bow
ever wls strongly repudiated by the other delegates. 
from that division as a fraud, and personally attended the. 
Congress. His fellow-delegates from Benares though 
submitting to the decision of the Congress authorities
declining for several reasons to exclude him from the· 
meeting, had to' be partially reconciled_ by allowing biro. 
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a seat outside the delegates' enclosure and far away 
. from their block. It may be noted here that the practice 
of arranging th~ delegates in groups or blocks according 
to provinces was started at this session and Rajah Siva 
Prasad though admitted as a delegate had to be provided 
with a separate seat close under the pres~dential platform. 
'The Rajah though appearing in the garb of a delegate 
took advantage of his position to pronounce, like Balaam, 
'<1n anathema on the movement which so much exasperat· 
eel the v!l.st assembly that at the end of the da/s pro
ceeding he had to be sent to his quarters under a strong 
escort supplied by the Reception Committee. All 
the leading men of all the provinces were present at 
this session which besides 1being held at the most 
eentral city in India also carried with it the additional 
attraction of a sacred place of great antiquity and the 
just pride of a spot where the Great Proclamation of 
-tbe" White Queen" was announced to her Indian SJlh
,jects in 1858. T!,m::.f · ial Address of 1\frt,, X!lle, 

f-·:~0 c:~t!~!i::1:·!d~i~it~~~~~ ~~i·~~:~·6r~te:g;~a~~ 
th~·a~;;g.r;~~ ~nd whose association with the movement 
was a powerful vindication of its legitimate character, 
was a masterly document unsurpassed by any in, .. ~he 
a,nnals of the Congress either in manly dignity, .s.ober 
'~•!ldgment, or fearless independeng(l, . .J;beu 1~i~~~~ cor· 
ir,~!!<pondence which followed between Sir Auckland 
¢C:tv'IP:~'';.'ria'•'·w.rr·:··'li'u~e·:· 'th~'"{~im~t"at't'iciJdng . a~~ the 
'l~ttet"'"Cf~t~i:rli'l'rig .· '•'the ., ·ati'nzr~ss ;··:'I§': ""t~ett:~l;l() wn .. Ji9 .• Jbe 
· ·u6n~·~·····<;;·~~d' ~~tb'6"·~;:~·;·'it'ul~ted t:t:~r~~.:.:The An lo· p ... .-... ~~·=·•"'M o...,Q,,_.t-""~·'"·~'·~··.,,.,.,._.;h\,,....,,'""'l.,);t'\)\');r.:Jti\'"IY.!'il'/t~~~HI'\i;,W;?)c,;t~'J~<ft<<'<"'-·'Nll'Y"'~',<";... '~'"'~· ,' • • • 'c~~~ 
-~ndian .. Press, which hard: tr-ell:i .. Jh~ ~~?in1ling s~~!!~~ 

• 
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'DO sympathy, active or passive, towards the move
·ment, now began to manifest symptoms of open suspi
·cion and distrust of it. The Pionem' led. hhe: eX¥ .against 
t!he Congres'! and the whole Jingo .fress yelled out 
i~ a responsive chorus denouncing the movement and 

·its methods as resembling Irish Fenianism and strongly 
s.avouring "of a lurking seditious organisation devoid 
of .representative character an(!, sM.\'tua-l)ce. It was; 
however, a significant feature of the situation that 
·the sup~eme head of the administration, the Viceroy, 
imbued with the spirit of the British cqnstitution and 
accustomed to the methods and practices of public 
.agitation at Home, never winced, and although sur
rounded by bureaucratic influences that supreme 
•authority was generally found to regard the move
·ment as perfectly constitutional. It is perhaps as true 
of the moral as of the physical world that the higher one 
mou~ts, the purer becomes the atmosphere. ~~¢! 

·~P.~OI·00ll1'1Jeously received the delegates to the 
S,~condJJ.ongress orwniy said that the .·proposal for the 
separation of the Judicial from 'tiJ~ Ei~~utive func
tions was a " counsel of perfection " to which "he was 

:Jeady to subscribe, though on a subsequent occasion 
··;:;\,t,tw same strong Viceroy appears to have succumbed to 
· ··fii's stronger environment and char:a.cterised the Con-

-' ~,;;li~ittt!M·~,1{~'···-··,·, 

.. ~I~~!!. · .. PI.I.d;',-;,, .. ~~,.,.~w"~;,~?~~i.;!;,y,~.;,,.,,,ij>,.ftQ, their 

, t,a,\:~}.~,11.~~ .... a!¥ pJt.i9 H .~!',,,,~,, .• , :.:,,R,i~.,,j,\W\!JiltJ,~J$.,.~~,$;,~.~~B g w n.'' 
lif;).!'P.J2,are[J~lY. forcrot his early conversations wipb, Mr. 
Ffume ;~:rbJ;";;·~,.~~~:;~:j:p:;;:~~~~:~~~tp~~~~:'·.4~~~Jgh· ... it 
must be said to the credit of the leading congressmen 
·who were in the known that they could hardly be 
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persuaded even under extreme provoca~ion to a.buse the· 
confidence reposed in them. The after-dinner speech of· 

., r 't*l:t~~\l.>ll'l;,;ii·~·~,;.J',I,•,,),:,,- . 

Lord Dufferin was however promptly met by a most 
(l~~;t'i'i>;~To'l'nlle'rlroul'Mi:. E arctley'N'orlon'; who~~ II open 
tetter" to His.Lor"dsb.'ip was ~ec~ived.";Yth"·the utmost 
gratification throughout tt;e oo~n·t;y:·a,r;a·c~;eat.ed a sensa
tion in the official circle. The whole Indian Press joined 
in the protest in some oases even bordering on disrespect 
to the high authority from whom the unfortunate observa
tions emanated, as it formed also the subject ~f not a 
few severe tbp1:1gh well-restrained comments at the next 
session of the Congress. But there was yet another and' 
a more powerful man possessed of "·a frame of adamant 
and a soul of fire" who stood Go defend the Congress 
and its propaganda against these light-hearted stric
tures. Q~1arle§ .. Bradlaugh's at~et~tion w~;~.s d.~awn by a. 
r'eport in the Times to }:J9!:9, .•. ;QJU;t~~MP-~~,q~~iv.ered 

.,\t~J~.Ji,l!JJ.JS .. ~' A. P.QI;e~:.~:~ ... :O .. iilll~.l; ... jn.,, Q~t9~~Jt~(,.q.~,..N.Q¥.eQJ ber 
· fO~, ... ,:J.,,a§,$,., •. ,"~!:!sl .. JJI.~. '.' Member for India'' ..in a great . 

ipeech made at .. Nt;JWC!l.l;lt)e at once J'8J?li!'!<l to Lord 
:bufferin's oriticism1;1 with such driving f~;ce and con-

, ! ,• •• I • • ' ' ' ' ' " ,,,. •,\), .,o>·,' 

~inoing arguments as made the latter unreservedly to 
olimb down, if not actually come down on his knees,. 
before his powerful antagonist. Lord, Dufferin forth
with wrot.e t;o Mr. Bradlaugh explaining himself. .In 

• 
his lettElr. Lord.PPffe1tn .~,ll!!Hl:!.'efi,)¥1;r, Jilr~;~.dlaugh : 

"T~aJ. he ... had not misreprese:ntt:;~ the. Co.ngr.ess, tlnt l;l.e.neither •. ~ ·· 
directly nor by implication suggested that the Congress was 
seditious, that he a!wa~·s spoke of the Congress in terms of 
sympathy and respect, and treated its members with grertt personal:·. 
civility, that he was always in favour of Civil Service Reform, so· 
that Indians might obtain more appointments in it, as proved by 
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•his appointment of the Indian Civil Service Commission and that 
he himself was in favour of such a reform of the Provincial 

·Councils ID India as he !Mr. Brad laugh) appeared to advocate." 

Theq after his retirement from the Viceroyalty of 
India at Lord Dufferin's special. request an interview 
was arranged and held in London between the two, in 
whi~h Lord Dufferin further explained himself; while 
in writing to Mr. Bradlaugb after his appointment as 

.Ambassador in Rome, Lord Dufferin said:-

" I 4;hink our efforts should be applied rather to the decentra
lisation of our Indian Administration than to its greater unifica
tion, and I made considerable efforts in India to promote and 
expand this principle. In any event, I am sure the discussion 
which you will have provoked will prove very useful, and I am very 

.glad that the conduct of it should be in the hands of a prudent, 
wise and responsible person like yourself, instead of having been 
laid bold of by some adventurous franc tireier whose only object; 
might possibly have been to let off a few fire-works tor his own 
'glo~ification.'' 

As regards his '·'big jump into the unknown," he 
·had.no doubt his defence as well as his explanation; but 
if the conqueror of Burma bad been living to-day, be 
would certainly have had the gratification to find how 
grievously mistaken he and his advisers were and that 
in spite of his and their warning at least an inftial step 
towards the "big jump" has been taken without the 

·Government eibher in England or in India being any the 
worse for it. 

~(" . 
. The. most brilliant sessio~ !luring the first period 

~.r'~i the Congress wa.s howev.e~:: t,b11t o£)889, commonly 
known as the '' Bra.iUaugh. . ..S~i!ssioiJ.,'' .l:teld in" Bombay 
under the presidenQ:y;, .. qt .. S.jJ:r.~~IJ!r+~· .We94eJ:purn. The 
·number of Delegates who attended the session was 1889 
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a :figure strangely coinciding with the year, and it has. 
been the highest on the record up to this day. lLwa,a a. 
historic ses~on wJ1ich attracted an unusual number of 
people, including e~en officials in disguise, ·to ~13\:l and· 
he3.1r.J,b,QJlJ'.~!!>Il.,c9.~l;ll,.Qn.e:r, .. J;lJ..a,Jl0ro .. ot a.l;u:p:ulrad fights on 
:tb.ll .. fl.qgr.,9Jj9.~ J;l:.~H+Iil·~ of. CotnJP.9nS aud o~e of the early 
friends of India in the pr13-Congress period, who by his. 
unswerving conviction and dauntless courage, as well as. 
by his sympathies for poor suffering humanity, had• 
created a name known throughout the civiliz~d world 
and which was almost a household word among the edu
cated community in India. 

Although the question of the Congress-constitution• 
was repeatedly postponed from year to year, an import
ant rule was passed at the fifth session of the Congress .. 
by which the number of representatives returnable from, 
each Congress circle was limited to five per million of 
its total population. This salutary provision was found 
necessary party to avoid disproportionate representa
tion of the various provinces and partly to check the 
enormous size to which the assembly was growing; but. 
this rul.e seems never to have been strictly observed 

·except at two or three sessions of the Congress. 

Speaking of the Congres of 1889 it is impossible 
to avoid a passing reference to au important debate· 
which took pla(.le a.t this .. E!til~l?lRH.9.R th(j.J3ill .. wh.i.ch the 
" merpber for Iudjp, ·.~ l;l~.xrw~!f):~~·~'L,~l.'!;l!t~fl4JC!r. ~ptroduc
tiou in the House, .. oLCommOcll,~ .. ;J9J:, ·~4\:le, .. ,refop:u pf the.· .. 
~~~i,~~L~.'l.t1J1Cils. One of the objects of Mr. Bradlaugh's 
coming out to India was, as he himself, said, personally 
to ascertain th(j views of the Indians on the spot aZl· 
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regards the provisions of his Bill, and be had the pleasure 
of listening to a full dressed debate on tbe subject. 

Ho~ t}l.at_ )3iJI !')'!},~ "S,,Il;I1~I~J,~,~~ •. h,.Y, .~JiH!\~~il:!g measure of 
!lqrd Cros~ .• al]d, tb~ .~9.13.!-:i~R.:,~g., ,Q.Q.P • .:l~ .. C~f the Indian 
Nationalists defer,red fox .. ~.noth@r.~llCP.d~ i~:~ w.eU-known 
to cong~;essinen. But if a kind Providence had spared 
Charles Bradlaugh for another ten years he would have 
bad the sahisfaction of seeing that his own Bill was
accepted as the substantial basis for the reform and 
expansion of the Legislative Councils in India at the 
hands 'bf a future Secretary of State. At the conclusion 
of the proceedings of the session ~p , a.dd~:esli .. ».'..§,tl .• ,9 Pre· 
se~t~d.tQ,l};{J;,,.lka.P.Jaugh.lram···tb·e'-Oiitagress, . ..and ... quite
a pile of addresses in silver and gold caskets as weU as. 
other presents from different parts of the country were 
laid covering the large presidential table, which could 
only be taken as read. Mr. Bradlaugh then. delivered· 
an address which in its ear.ne&tll!3Jl~ •.. !li.g.Qel,'~ty, !).S well as 
fer.viiLeloqu.!'}us;:.e ... p::J,il<d~.""''··deJ:lpJmp.r§11§i9A-9A~l+§.minds 
of the audienctl, which comprised aiBo a section of the~ 
European population of Bombay. In his deep, resonant 

/("'voice, which held the vast assembly spell-bound, the 
"' ~~.. \ " . 

/ "•great friend 11nd .cha.t:npion of II)di!1,. §~i,.d,..;:::;::: J.l:g_r whom \ 
' should I ~ork if nq't 'jo,~:. the .. people ? Born of the \ 

people, truste(LPY Ph e .. people, l will. (l'e .9( the people." 
tlere was'a ~~n who was a fearless ~d~od~t·e of truth 
3\nd justice, who ''never dreamed, though right were· 

,.. worsted, wrong could triumph; " and when shall Eng
land and India have such another! 

The next Session of the Congress held under the· 
leadership of. Sj~: J?her,qz,e,sh.ah Mehta in 1890 in the 
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., <:ity of Oalcu.tta wa.sc d.i.!thpg,~is~J~'~'' no l~s~ for its 
<~.splendid organization thaq fm; its enthusiasm. It 
/ '~llorou~thly exposed the secret antipat]ly.,.,,o£ ... thlil, .bureau-

. C,raoy .and at the same time. established it~? .. qwn claim 

and posi tiou as a. ,.~~g~tiJ~a~~ , .. ~eXJ);~.~.~~.t!!:!.!!~,.,JH.§.H~ption. 
The amusing incident which drew this important 

. declaration from the Government of lQdia is quite 
illustrative of tbe tf;lmper and attitude which the Civil 

. Service has throughout maintained towards the national 
movement. On the eve of the sixth session of the 

" -,,, ,_.,."''~--·'~H:~ ~w~-~·:!J~'-':-,(~·:.d.:.>~J:'· 1 .::.e- ·: ·' 

·Congress in Cal<mtt~ .. t,~~ ,J>~~,~~'~:"'''~,f:l~~~,:.,.~,~~gd.~~d by a 
notice which appeared in. the variou~ fi!?J~lp~Indian 

.newspapers in the metropot'is whi~h~~n''~~f'ollows :-
,' ' ' .. ,._. '··~r':'~lf' ·.·'~'>t't•\ .' ' ·, ( ' • 

"THE CONGRESS." 

"The Bengal Government; having ·learnt that tiokets of ad-
· mission to the visitors' enclosure in the Congress Pavilion have 
been sent to various Government officers residing in Oalcutta, has 
issued a circular to all secretaries and heads of department 
subordirutte to it peinting out, that under orders of Gover~ment 
of IndiH. the presence of Governm~n~. officials eveu as visitors as 
such meetings is not advisabfe, ·'and tli'alrtl:'ie'W'"'fil.lfi!ng part in the 
proceedings of any such meetings is absolutely prohibited." 

A nod this was followed by a characteristic reply from 
Belvidere to the Secretary to the Congress Reception 

'Committee, who had with respectful compliments sent 
some cards for the use of His Honour the 'Lieutenant-

. Governor ana his household :- • 

"DEAR SIR, 
''B~J:.VIDERE~~Q.th.,,IJ~.~Jl111(p~r, 1890."' 

'~~·"<Pif~i"~"\W',1_.:\f~+·~f¥W,.~M,.,l!Ji~)tJ!'.i'.~II,~~,\~I';.!XJf';,~,''v,',:,·l~j ,'Ct.!• ·i , • 

"In returning herewith the seven cards of admission to the 
· visihors' enclosure of the Congress pavilion which were kindly sent 
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by you to my address yesterday afternoon, I am-kG,~~·~·~say 
,, tl:!~t th!J LieutenanM3:qyewo! ~lid, t,lyi! ~,l;lJ;!l}:)e~~ of his household 

,.·,{ could not possibly avail themselves of these tickets, si®e the 
r1i~ilers of tbe Government.,of lAdi~, .~m.P\'it!IIY.,.p?Co,hibit the presenee 

of Government officials at su.ch me~tings.'' 

This communication, which was read by the 
Anglo-Indian Press as a.highly gratifying snub adminis
tered to the Congress, y.>"!!.S..,QX!;l.l:' •.• ,t.h.l;l.,~ .. J~l!m!\~IJ~~·.9~M:r. P. 
c.,):-!YOll who was. then th~:~ .J;>riyl),t!;l ~~~Q,t;e~i}t)' •. to Sir 
Oha.rle~ ]lUiQ-~ .l!!I:\9: ~!;tq Jp f!L,s, .subsequent, .. disti.ng1lished 
career .j'ound much ampler and freer SC()pe ... for associat
ing his name with circulars and manifestoes which, 
though no longer extent, have acquired a historic fame. 
This stra.nge correspondence formed the subject of a 
heated discussion in the Congress in course of which 
that level-headed typical Scotchman, Mr. Ge.9rg~ .Yule, 
described it as the production of "some Dogberry 
clothed in a little brief authority" and characterized 
it as "a piece of gr()SS )J?J'!,Qll"P.!le','. gffare.(l ~() .a body of 
meft who we:t:e .. pe.~:h.ll<PS iJl.,l+Q, .. wa:y:jnfeiio,: ~Q a;qy official 
iut~e la.Q.ii,. ei~he.r iu. thei~:- "honesty. p{ p:q::rpose," or 
"devotiol! ~Q,,v4!'l ... Qijaen." Mr. Yule visibly waxed red 
when he said from his place in the tribupe, ''any 
instructions, therefore, which carry on their face, as 
these instructions do in my judgment, an ijtsinuatia)l. 
that we are unworthy to be visited by Governmen.~ 

officials,. I resent as an insult and I reiort that in all · 
the qualities of manhood we are as good as they.'' A 
reference was made .to H. E. the Viceroy .. wh.Q at once 
declared that the Belvidere interpretation of the order 
of Government of India was based upon a !llear misap
prehension, that in the opinion of Governmaat the 

G 
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.Congre"'s Movement was "perfectly legitimate in itself," 
tl:rat the "Government of India recognise that· the Con
gress Mot·ement is regarded as representing in India 

; what in Europe would be called the mm;e advanced Libe
. ral Party, as distinguished from the great body of 
~Conservative opinion which exists side by side with it," 
and that the real attitude of the Government uJas one 
<Jj perfect "neutrality in their relation to botk"part'ies.'' 
TliePrivate Secretary to Lord Lansdowne while clearly 
indicating that it was only participation in its p~oceed

iugs from which Government officials were necessarily 
'.debarred concluded this important letter, addressed to 
the General Secretary to the Congress, with the follow
ing observation :·-

"In reference to a specific question which you addressed to 
His Jilxcellenoy, I am to sa.y, tha~ the orders apply only to those 
who are actually, at the time oeing, Government Servants but not 
to pensioners and othGrs who have quitted the service of Lbe 
Government for good." .. 

A pointed reference to this passing incident ?tas 
been deemed necessary not only to exemplify the 
secret disposition of the Indian bureaucracy towards 
popula.r institutions, but also to remove, if possible, the 
lurking suspicion which, having regard to hhat dispo
sition, yeyrevails in certain quarters and particularly 
among a class of Indian officials, that the Government 
is really ill-disposed towards the Congress and tl!tat it is 
not safe for pensioners or even retained Government 
advocates to express any sympathy for the Congress 
movement. It cannot, however, be denied that a though 
the Supreme Government has been generally quite 
frank and intelligible in the exposition of its views 

... 
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<about the Congress, the ideas of the subordinate ad· 
;ministrations in their practical application have seldom 
been free from a distinct bias against it; and those who 
·bad from an early stage of the Congress looked through 
the rose-tinted official spectacles and could never 

·discern the rock ahead regarded .tbe. n;u:rv~.Plent with 
positive jealousy and suspicion, .and ... ever since the 
fourth Congress at Allahabad a systematic cajllpaigtr 
was kept up not only to discredit the organization, .but 
.also to. caluminate it before th.e British public. The 
'bureaucracy a,s a whole was like Narcissus of old so 
<(jnchanted with the loveliness of its own shadow that it 
had neither the leisure nor the inclination to contem
plate beauty in others : while those placed high in 

.. offices tesen ted all suggestions at improvements as a; 

direct reflection against them. 

It was at this session of 1890 that a decision was 
arrived at for holding a session of the Congress in 
:Lon•don in .. 1892. Owing, however, to the impending 
general election in 1891 the proposal was subsequently 
postponed and never afterwards revived owing to a 
difference of opinion al'l regards the relative adnntages 
and disadvantages of such a venturesome. step. l11 1892 
Bir Charles Elliott's notorious Jury N otiftc~ttior. was 
published and the whole country was convulsed by the 
threatened abrogation of a valued, vestedright. Bengal 
naturally led a violent agitation; but the country was no 

' longer a congeries of disinbegrated peoples and the 
Congress at once took up the question in right earnes~. 
A Jury Commission was appointed and in the end not; 
,only wa.a tbe obnoxious notification withdrawn, but a. 
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distinct advance was secured towards a further, though<•· 
limit.ed, extension of that system. 

Another brilliant session of ·the Congress was that-. 
hel~l.i~~~,, in.the . llistoric ca.pita:I of the .. Punjab. 
llt·. J)adabhai Naoroji, M. p,, who recently return~d to. 

Parlia.m.~Jlt. bs. tl;l~. ~:r;H,i;§~ .. ,.igc;>.Q,,~ti~He'1P¥ .Pr Ce~t;al· 
FJn.sbury was the. :first Indi!!on jhat .. s.at .• in tbe .British· 
HouRe of Commons, waR again unanimous~y elected as. 
PreRident of the Congress this year. The trem~ndous 
ovation which be received from the wartn-hearted and' 
chivalrous peo.ple of the land of the Five Rivers. 
resembled more the triumphal ent·ry of a conquering
hero than a customary ceremonial demonstration : 
and a conquering hero it was who had not only 
opened the gate of the Mother of Parliaments to the
Indian people; but also llama out triumphant with the 
famous Resolution of the House of Commons of the• 
2nd June on the important question of the SimuJta
neous Examinations for the Indian Civil Services. 
Mr. Dadabhai llll!39 J;u:ought .w.it4 ... hJan., the. "welcome 
~(:1~~.~.ge~ of good ~ill .and .SYI?;lP\l!.tl:Jy n.~t. q~ly fro91 ?is. 
owrJ .constitueucy, bttt ... also.fro!Jl.,.,t~.J;ri.sb,.;La.bqu,r .. and 

I RidiqaJ .. memheps. of the House, who through their 

~;:£~~J,~~~~~.,,..,~QP,,~,I]J?,jt;1~~~' .. ~t;.";·.:Qil':vitt.-.. cha.r~~~ him on 
tue eve of his departure from England,-,. DoJI~t.for· 

~et to tell your colleagues at the Cong1·ess that every one of 
ireland's Home Rule members in Parliament is qLyour ' 
b:a~k in the cmtse of the India?t. ~(1opl~." A session of 
the Congress held uuder such happy auspices and undez: 
the leadership of such a mau was bound to be a most, 
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'Unqualified success both in form as well as in substance. 
'[t wa~ .at this session that the question of the 
Medical Service, of which the late lamented Dr. 
!Bahadurji of Bombay was such a stau·nch advocate, 
received the earliest attention of the ~ational asseUJ hly, 
and the imporbant question of the Separation of Judicial 
a.nd. Executive functions assumed _a practical shape 
in the appointment of a Committee of the Congress 
-to formulate definite schemes for the proposed reform. 
Sut p3rhaps the highest interest evoked at this session 
was embodied in the protests which the Congress entered 
.against the closing of the Iridian mints to priva.te 
·coinage of silver, whereby the people were subject
·ad to ft further indirect taxation and some of the 
most important trades and industries in the country 
seriously disorganized and injured, as ahlo against a 
system of State-regulated immorality practised in the 
[od!an cantonments which had been dragged ~nto light 
by a Purity Society in England specially under the 
indefatigable exertions of Mrs. Josephine Butler, whose 
thrilling revelations were at first stoutly repudiated by 
Lord Roberts, then tbe Commander-in-Chief in India, but 
were ultima.tely fully confirmed by a. Departmental Com-· 
mittee appointed by the Secretary of State to indepen
-dently investigate into the matter. n must be said to 
.the crecfit of Lord Roberts that when tbe odious 

, .charge was proved beyond question, the gallant soldier 
volunta.rily ca.me forward to offer his''unqualified apology 
'to Mrs. Butler and her colleagues among whom were 
~included two American ladies who were also members 
..of the Society and had taken a prominent part iu the 
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shameful disclosures which, in the words of Mr. D; E;. 
Wacha who with his characteristic force of facts and? 
£gures moved the resolution, at lash " unmasked the' 
organized official hypocrisy of those in In(HR. who had 
so long successfully misled the British public.'' 

The Madras Congress of 1894 under the presidency 
of Me Alfred Webb, M.P., was marked by considerable· 
excitemetJt over the questions of two fresh imposts 
proposed t,o be laid on the already overburdened Indian
taxpa.yer: one was called a countervailing excite duty 
on Irioif1,n cotton manufactures evidently introduced 
under pr~lRStll'e from LancaRhire; while the other waEI 
the levy of an arbitrary penalty in the 5\hl'l.pe of costs 
o{ punitive policA forces qu~trtered in disturbed areas
under an amendment of the Indian Police Act of 
1861. The excise duty bas done its best to cripple the 
infant textile industries of Bombay, while the police
pen<tHy bas ever Aince fallen heavily on the guilty and·· . .· . 
tho innocent alike and is most sorely resented by a,. 

suffering people as being due solely to the incompetefjcy 
of the ordinary poliee to preserve peace and order in the-, 
country .• It is felt and regarded by th.e people as one 
of those 1\Venging thunderbolts, too common in InQ.ia,. 
which are visited on the Indian peasant wben ,T upiter 

opp rt.unity tbe capital of the Deccan bad to wait for 
ten long years to secure her turn in the yearly ex:pand
ing cycle of the gigantic movement. Mr.. Surendranatb, 
:Banerjee, whose name was a signal for popular 
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T. ..... thusiasm, .. \\.as .. the l!~f'liliO!iilUJd~t hhjs sel!sion 1Jtnd th& 
r ~a~;kable address which he deliV)lred ~xtemmzr~ for over 

two hours and . .a. half -.v.as, a· master.· eo nee 
com tning .acts. w1t rhetoric. The @Utltry was at this 
time threatened with another reactionary measure of 
far-reaching consequences to the nationa.l movement. 
The legal practitioners formed the bulk of the indepen
dent educated community, who len public opinion and 
guarded popular rights and privileges in the country. 
Being ~irectly' under the authority of the High Courts 
they were comparatively free from the nightmare of 
local official influence, and in 1894 a Bill was intro
duced in the Supreme Legislative Council, ar. the in
stance of a bureaucracy which was never shown to devise 
means for striking at tbe root of the n,;iog spirit, to 

I 
amend the Legal Prac~itioners' Act of 1879, by which 
the provincial legal practitioners were sought to be 
con:wletely subordinated to the District Judges ~nd the
Revenue Commissioners. Bengal again led the opposi
tion which the other provinces soon joined, and the 
Congress of 1895 entered a vigorous protest of tbe 
uuited country against this mischievous measure. The 
High Court.s generally and the High Cou<t at Fort 
William in particular here supported the people and a.s 
in the oa.se of the Jury Notification so in tbe case of 
the Legal Practitioner's Bill a threatened danger was 

' turned into a signal success. The legal practitioners 
were not only saved from the clutches of the bureaucracy; 
but the dignity of their position was further enhanced 
by the repeal of the degrading provisions in the exist
ing law as regards imprisonment in certain ca.ses of 
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professiona.l misconduct.. In 1897 the people were 
rudely apprised of the existence of three rusty but 
deadly weapons in the armoury of Government to 
summarily dispose of the liberty of a British subject. 
The Sirdars Natm brothers were deported by the Born
bay Government under Bombay Regulation XXV of 
1827 without a trial and without their offence being 
ma.de public, and the Congress of the years entered a 
vigorous protest against the use of an obsolete Regula
tion which was expressly intended to meet the <!ircurn
stauces of a time when British power was hardly esta
blished in the country and was positively threa.tened 
with internal commotions of no ordinary magnitude. 
The Congress also urged for the repeal of the three 
cognate measures for the three Presidencies which, like 
the three Gorgon Sisters, had but one eye and one 
object to terforize the people-the Bengal Regulation 
III of 1818, the Madras R,gulation IT of 1819 .and 
the Bombay Regulation XXV of 1827. Unfortunately 
however a nervous bureaucracy was unwilling to part 
with even the ooost indefensible of the offensive weapons 
in its possession, and neither the religious nor t}le 
social reformer, nor the educationist, nor the political 
demagogue ha.s since escaped their ruthless operation ; 
while the barbarous measures are still suspended like 
the proverbial sword of Damooles over the heads of a 
devoted people living in British territories. H was in .. 
this year also that the initial step was taken towards 
widening the scope of the law of sedition by amending 
Section 121-A .of tho Iudiau Penal Code agaiosli the 
pledge of the expert political juggler, Sir James Fitz 
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James Stephen, and the first foundation laid for the 
suppression of liberty of speech and freedom of the 
Press. The Congress at. once raised its voice against 
"this dangerous innovation in the raw of the land, but 
that voice went altogether unheeded in the rising 
·temper of the bureaucracy wi'th what result is now 
well-known to the country. The Os:mgre§s <d .}901._ 
under the presi~.,Ef .. Mr .. R ~,__,.~as re- .. 
·~e interest it ~.the qU8smon 
ot~;;-AS~e " melan~h~iy ~ea;::-·~·-
ness'' to which the Government of India had submitted 
in postponing the very small relief which Sir Henry 
Cotton had fought so hard to grant to the inden
·tured labourers in the tea-gardens. It was at this 
Congress also that, with a view to meet the deficit of 
the expenses of the Congress organ India and of the 
British Committee in England, the '' delegation fee " 
was raised from Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 .with effect from 1902. 
'Th~ increase was to no small extent responsible for 
thinner attendance of delegates at some of the aubse
.quent Congresses and continued to be a source of bitter 
complaint until the Bankipur Congress of l9J.2, when 
it was remitted to its former incidence. 

rishna Gokbale were also a. 
e swns of the Nationa ssembly. 
ith the reactionary policy of Lord Curzon's adminis

t ation as evidenced by the Indian Universities Bill, 
t e Bengal Partition Scheme and the Official Secrets 
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Bill ; while the latter witnessed tho first manifestation 
of the new spirit evoked by the raoent.]y established 
Swadeshi movement consequent upon the Partition of 
J1engal, which will be separately dealt with later on. 

H has been already observed that whatever the 
attitude of the Anglo-Indian bureauuracy was that. 
;mpreme bead of th(1 administration hail throughout 
maintained an attitude of perfect netftrality between 
that bureaucracy and the people as represented by tho· 

• ConJ:lress. It was, however, rese~ved only for Lord 
Curzon to thoroughly identify himself with the bureau
cracy and to treat the Indian National Congress, as 
indeed everything Indian, with positive discourtesy. He 
refused to receive a deputation which proposed to wait 
upon His Excellency under the leadership of Sir Henry 
Cot.tou with the resolutions of tho Bombay Oougres::l of 
1904. The refu3al though meanly discourteous was 
not alGogetlwr unexpected. The Congress or l\il04 
bad not only eotored itt'~ protests agR.inst the officiali
zation of the Universities and the newly hatched 
scheme of the Partition of Bengal, two of the most 
ch(;rished fads of. the Inciian Kaiser, whose <:hief 
enemy according to the Times was ·his own tongue 
next to his manners; but ih was tbis time presided 
over by a man whose pro-Indian tendencies h~d been . 
long known to the bureaucracy, a man whose stern 
oppositiou to any scheme of dismemberment. of a pro
vince, which he was proud to_ call the land of his 
adoption for which he earned the sobriquet of the· 
" White Babu " from the demoralized members of his 
own service, was pronounced as long ago a:::~ 1896 and' 
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whom the "Superior Person" had n&t only treacherously 
thrown to the wolves for his benevolent efforts to add· 
an eight anna silver piece to the hard lot of legalized: 
slavery in the tea gardens of Assam, but had actually 
removed out of his way by effectually barring biro from· 
the Satr~tpy of Bengal even at the risk of sacrificing 
another valuable life, and above all a man, whose im
mense popularity in the country could by no means 
have been pleasing to the proud Viceroy, was perhaps 
not tb~ man whom his Magnificence couid have con
sistently with his high dignity and higher insolence· 
admitted to his august presence. Sir Henry Cotton, 
however, presided at a huge anti-partition demonstra
tion held at the Calcutta Town Hall and then went to 
Assam the closing scene of his distinguished official careet' 
in India. Such was the demoralisation of the bureaucracy 
that there too he had ho encounter a worthy lieutenant 
of a worbhy general. His successor Mr. J. B. (after
wards Sir Barofylde) Fuller treated him with such 
groqs discourtesy as was uttedy repugnant to the· 
ordinary rules of hospitalihy in Eastern countries, and 
people were not wanting who actually gave expression 
to a. supposition that the Chief Commissioner acted 
either under inspiration, or through intution. But 
Sir Henry had his ample compensation in the unique· 
hearty rtloeption which tbe people of Assam gave him 

.., on the occasion to the infinite chagrin l\nd mortification 
of ·the future hammering Lat, who to avenge a supposed 
insult thus offered by the people completed the triumph 
of his magnificent meanness by ordering the removal' 
of a silent portrait which a grateful people had presented 
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to the Gowhati College whose name however he was 
·Unable· to efface. In 1902 when Sir Henry Cotton 
left Assam he· received such. an ovation as had never 

·been accorded to any admini~trator of that planter
ridden province, and so great was his popularity i•n 
.Bengal that a whole district town came with a farewell 
address to receive him at a railway terminus on the 
sandy banks of the Ganges whBre he .first touched the 
soil of Bengal on his return journey, whil~ the warm 

·reception given to him in the metropolis of the ~mpire 
·was second only to that of the Marquis of Ripon in 
1884. The people had, under the inspiration of the 

·Congress, learnt to rise above the frown of official dis
plea;wre, learnt to respect themselves and learnt to 

·honour those to whom honour was justly due. 

But perhaps the most brillianli session of the 
·Congress held since the Bradlaugh·Oongress of .1889 ~pd 
undoubtedly the mash stormy session that came to a 
successful termination was that held in .~WJ.l:~'in 1906 
under the third and last presidency of . Mr. Dl~da).lha.i 

Naoroji. It WillS at this session tbat the long pent-up 
•resentm~nt of the people at the apathy and indifference 
·Of the Go~ernment towards popular demands, inten
. sified by an avowed policy of reaction and retrogres· 
·sion along the whole line, burst forth into. a blaze 
and the Congress was for the first; time threatened with 

'a split which only the strong and revered personality "' 
of Dadabhai averted for the time being. In this 

'Congress the four famous resolutions were passed which 
embodied the spirit of the time and afterwards became 

.. at least the ostensible cause of a most regretta.ble 
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schism in the Congrees camp. It was at this Congress. 
that Mr. Dadabhai in his Presidential Address used 
that historic expression swaraj, which was subsequently 
used as a watchword by a Section of the Nationalist 
Party !<'lading ultimately to a.n ugly development of the 
new situation. These will be noticed in detail later on,. 

Such is the short summary of the strenuous career 
of the national movement during the first twenty-two, 
years of its life. All the twenty-two sessions were 
marke~ by unflagging zeal and earnestness and by a 
spirit of self-sacrifice which alone could have kept the· 
fire burning in the midst of the frosty atmosphere by 
which its path had been throughoub surrounded. The· 
abortive session of 1907 opened a new chapter in the· 
history of the movement which with its subsequent· 
career is reserved for separate treatment. If only a few 
of lihe sessions have been selected for special reference 
in this report it is simply with a view to direct the, 
attootion of the young student of Indian politics to 
those landmarks which may serve as a useful guide· 
to a careful study of some of the important stages 
through which the Congress hae passed in ihs e.volution 
of the national life. Among the various subjects, 
embracing nea,rly all the political issues, material to, 
the development of that life, which have received the 
attentioq, of the Congress during this period, the reform. 
and expansion of the Legislative Councils the separa-

.. tion of Judicial and Executive functions, simultaneous 
examinations for the Indian Civil services, the reduction· 
of Milit-ary Expenditure and a fair adjustment of 1\Ccounli· 
between the Indian and the British Exchequers, the· 
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la,rger employment of the children of the soil in the 
Public Services and the maintenance of strict economy 
in tbe most costly, if not the most extrava.ga.nt, 
administration in the world, the reform of the Executive 

·Councils of the Governor-General and of the Secretary 
of State by the admission of qualified natives of India 
into them, the position of Indians in the Colonies of 
Great Britian, the expansion and improvement of Edu
ca1;ion in all its branches, and the economic develop
ment of the country as a means to prevent pe~odical 
visit.ations of famine, and a fair reduction of the heaviest 
of taxations upon the poorest of people in the world have 
been the most important and common to all the Con
greAseR, a.lthough new facts have been adduced and fresh 
lights thrown on almost each of these questions at every 
succeeding session. The many-sided activities of the 
movement, together with the vast amount of thought it 
has given to nearly all the grievances of the people, the 
means which the collective wisdom and patriotisr1'l. of 
the country have been able to formulate for thoir remedy 
and above all the path which it has so clearly and defi
nitely IJ>id out for the ultimate attainment of the 
salvation of the country, will be found writ large 
in the pages of the Congress records and it will be 
for the future historian to critica.lly analyse and sift them 
for tbe student of Indian politics. • 

The history of the Constitution of the Congress of 
which so much has been made in latter yeai!S may also .. 

.. be briefly noticed here. It was at the third Congress 
held at Madras In 1887 that a Committee was appoint· 

. ed to frame a set of rules for the guidance of the 
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•Congress. The Committee submitted a set of well-devised 

" rules which the Congress from year to year put off for 
otbe consideration of each succeeding session. In fact 
some of the<leading members, pointing to the unwritten 
constitution of some of the most advanced representative 
•institutions in the world, vehemently opposed the for
•mulation of a bard-and-fast constitution for the Con
gress. In 1898 the m'atter being closely pressed, the 
Congress passed a resolution asking the "Standing 
Congrejs Committees" appointed by the Second Con
gress in 1886 to form " Central Committaea" in their 
respective provinces and appointed another Committee 
·to consider the Draft Constitution circulated by the 
Reception Committee of Madras. In the following year 
when the policy of procrastination could be carried no 
further, the Congress at last paBsed eleven good rules 
defining tbe object of the Congress, tbo_ugb somewhat 
loosely expressed, as being the " promotion by consti
-tutio'bal means of the interests and ~he well being of the 
people of the Indian Empire." The other rules provided 
for the establishment of a Committee styled "The 
Indian Congress Committee,'' afterwards known as 
the" All-India Congress Committee'' ftnd the appoint
ment of "Provincial Con grass Commibtees" at ~he 
capitals of the different Provinces. It was at this 
Congress • also that the nomination of the Congress 

yresident as well as the drafting of the Resolutions 
were formally made over to the Indian Congress Com
mittee. The maintenance of the British Com,mitliee in 
England was also made obligatory on the part of the 
Congress. Then there was a lull until 1906 when tbe 
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rules were furhber extended and revised. This time· 
the Stand'ing Congress Committee was fully organised 
by a fair re-distribution of its members among the· 
various provinces, the rule for the selection of the 
President made still more circumscribed and the deci· 
sion of the Standing Congress Committee on the nomina
tion of the :President-Elect made final to avoid an ugly 
discussion on the subject at any session of the Congress. 
a ~endenoy which had manifested itself at some of the· 
preceding Congresses. For several years pa¥ some 
difficulty had been experienced in forming a properly 
representative Subjects Committee and one of the rules· 
now framed not only limited the number of members 
{or the Subjects Committee, but also distributed the· 
number fairly among the different provinqeA, The Con
gress broke down in 1907 and the next; step taken by 
tho Congress was the comprehensive and codified regu
lations provided by the Allahabad Convention of 1908. 
Mr. flume was the General Secretary of the Con~ress 
from i-ts very beginning. It was severa.l times· propos,"'d 
to install him once in tho Presidential Chair ; but 
the " F6ther of tbe Congress" could never be persuaded 
to exchange the sword for the crown and so he con
tinued to be its Secretary till his death in' July 1912. 
In 1890-91 Pundit Ajudbyanahb and in 1893 Mr. 
Aua.nda Charlu acted as JoiJ;J.t General Recretaties. 
Mr. Hume left India in 1894, and Mr. D. E. Wacha. 
was appointed Joint General Secretary to act for him~ 
in India from·· 1895, Mr. Gokha.le being appointed 
Additional Secretary from 1903. Since 1912 Mr. D. E. 

Wacha and Mr. G. K. Gokba.le were Joint Secretaries. 
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Mr. Wacha still holds his appointment; but Mr. Gok~ 
hale was succeeded by Mr. Daji Abaji Khare in 1908. 
The birthplace of the Congress has long maintained 
the executive leadership of the organis'ation ; but it. 
has recently bee:p transferred to Madras. In 18&9' 
Messrs. W. C. Bonnerjee, Pberozeshah Mehta and 
Ananda Charlu were appointed Standing Counsel of 
the Congress to advise the Secretary in all matters of 
importance, an arrangement which afterwards ceased t@ 
be necessary under the subsequent Cotlstitution of the· 
Congre~s. In point of organising spirit evoked by the· 
Congress, Bombay again heads the list among all the· 
major provinces. While it has been so far possible· 
for Bengal and Madras to hold their turn of the Con
gress Sessions only in the two capital cities, and for the 
!Jnited Provinces in three places, Bombay has held the 
Congress at five different centres within the Presidency· 
with equal zeal and enthusiasm. 

··' ~pou ... !li-P.aJ:j:}!p.,t,~~\\W.\,Q~,~~"'''Q£".~1;}~,.~'\\~,~p..l, .lli't~eer· 
~:of. ~p.e .· 0o1;1grj:}~i ,,~;v~~t~.~~~.;;;~i::ttil~J<,,A;Jaat ·iw one 
/o~eCct has been. the.upb.uil.ding..of.a.u .. Inclian ,:Nationallif& 
1 and'"".to that end it bas throughout laboured to generat& 
forces'' for the fusion of a heta~::og1;3peous. popp1ati.on into 
a homogeneous mass and then to dirsat its weight and 
impetus to operate against the stubbor,n resistance of 
an imprewable bureaucracy as strong in its organiza
tion as it is conservative in its instincts and traditions. 

"Th; various questions, to which the Congress bas 
drawn attention, a.re all supplementary to that on& 
great object, and although they are apparently inde
pendent of one another, they form as it we1·e close links 
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in a chain which drawn like a cordon converges to a. 
·.common point encircling a common centre. It is some 
times argued that the Congress might have done better 
by concentrating its attention only to a few important 
points instead of dissipating i'ts energies over an · 
immense area. But it is as often overlooked that such 
>& selection is onl~: p~ssible where the contending forces 
.are fairly matcb.!Jd, lind both sides command a. base for 

• 

their respective operations. Here the entire ground ~t; 

·being in the effective occupation of one party, the other 
side was bound to deliver an attack everywhere lo gain 
a footing somewhere. The work of the Congress at the 
QUtset was more of new creation than of normal develop· 
ment. It had to produce men as well as materials and 
to devise plans for the execution of its uphill work. 
There was not a single ground upon which the people 
could stand on their legs. Every avenue in political 
life was closed against tlilem, while the people themselves 
were disintegrated congeries without any clear parcE\,l)tion 

.of the various disabilites under which they laboured and 
without any locus standi anywhere in the administration 
.of .the• country to press for their solution. They were 
practically Utilanders in their own native land. Besides, 
where a body suffers from serious complications of a. 
.number of acute maladies, it is difficult to prescribe or rely 
.upon a single specific as a panacea for all the o.ompla.iuts. 
The Congress was therefore, fully justified, at all events 
in its initial stage, to draw attention of both the peoiinr 
as well as the Government to all the grievances from 
which the country suffered, and which were its avowed 

, .object to remedy by constitutional means. and met hods. 



CHAPTER XI. 

'THE SURAT. IMBROGLIO AND THE ALLAHABAD 

CONVENTION. 

Twenty Sessions of the Congress were held in per-
11ect peace and patience supported only by an unswerving 
··confidence of the people in the strong sense of British 
>justice and the ultimate triumph of British statesman
ship oJ which it was confidently affirmed that if it 
bad blundered in many places, had failed nowhere 
-at the end, although within this sufficiently long 
•<period the only concession of note obtained was a 
•-half-hearted measure of nominal reform of the Indian 
Councils under a Parliamentary Statute of 1892 which 
the Government of India took precious good care still 
further to restrict in its aP,plication as an experiment. It 
was a reform to which the Congress had attached the 
greatest importance from the very beginning and for 
which it had made no small sacrifices both here as well 
as in England. In 1890 Charles Bradlaugh on behalf of 
the Congress at last introduced in the Commons a 
Bill for this reform and the Government of the day, 
true to its conservative instinct and tradition, seeing 
that a change was inevitable adroibly wrested away 
the propesed legislation from the. hand of a private 
~cal member and introduced a Bill of its own which 
was a perfect counterfeit, both in form as well as 
'Substance. In vain Mr. Gladstone expressed the hope 
that in its practical operation it might carry some value 
'With the people and Lord Cross' ao-oalled reformmeasur~ 
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fell flat upon the country. As regards the other com
plaints of the Congress and the people not even a courte
ous reply was vouchsafed to any of them. A feeling was 
thus gradually gaining ground in the country, in spite 
of the robust optimism of its leaders, that the Govern
ment with all its commissions and committees, as welle 
as its elaborate minutes, despatches and resolutions, 
was not disposed to make any real concessions to the· 
people : that its settled policy wafl to keep the people 
under pet·petual tutelage and govern the country'" by its 
annual pyrotechnic displays of honours and titles and 
by occasionally throwing, when absolutely necessary, a 
morsel here and a morsel there to the children of the 
soil in the public services aud above all by steadfastly 
clinging to the postilental doctrine of divide-et~empira .. 
The feeling was perhaps somewhat exaggerated and not. 
fully justified; but there it was among a considerable 
section of the people who sincerely believed that the 
authorities ware, as a whole, strongly opposed tO" the 
slightest modification of the vested rights and privileges 
of the bureaucracy upon whose inviolable strength the, 
safety Qf the Empire was supposed to be based and that 
as such tbey were fully prepared to treat Indian publiec 
opinion as voiced by the Congress, as wall as the Press, 
with perfect indifterence if not with absolute disregard, 
and contempt. Men were not inGleed wantiilg even in 
high places who decisively snapped their fingers at the 
suggestion of drivi~g discontent underground. Tb';;', 
regrettable feeling became further intensified during the. 
weak Viceroyalty of Lord Elgin, when the bureaucracy 
attained its highest ascendancy and secured a complete, 
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mastery over the administration. When King Log was 
succeeded by King Stock the position of the Congress 
\became still more critical. No Viceroy ever came oub 
to India with brighter prospects of success and lef~ 

it with greater unpopularity than Lord Curzon. The 
retrograde policy which he so vigorously and un
resen,edly initiated in all directions culminated in a 
·series of unpopular measures which successively mark
ed the unfortunately extended period of his Viceroyalty. 
The <Jfficial Secrets Act, the Indian Universities Act; 
and last of all the Partition of Bengal followed in quick 
suc~ession and the wave of popular diMontent began to 
surge from one end of the country to the other. He was 
reporhed to have actually proposed the appointment of 
a permanent Viceroy for India, and whether he bad an 
eye on himself or not it. was a most fortunate circums
tance both for India as well as England that such an 
·extr~vagant proposal was not entertainable under the 
British constitution. The effects of the Congress during 
this period wer·e almost paralysed, and the bulk of the 
,people nearly lost all confidence in its propagan~a. 

Towards the end o£ J 905 the Liberals came into 
.power with Mr. John Morley as Secretary of State for 
India. The people who had the utmost confidence in 
Mr. Morl:'y's liberalism fondly hoped that with the 
change of government a change would also be perceive1 
'f1i'tbe policy of the Indian administration. In this 
they were painfully deceived, and a section of the 
Nationalist party, as represented in the Congress, feeling 
themselves tired of what they called the " mendicant 
1policy" of the movement wanted to divert it .on new 
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lines. This the sober leaders, backed by an overwhelm·,. 
ing majority in the Congress and the country, stout-· 
ly resisted and the result was that the peopl~ were
divided into two camps, the Mode1·ates and the Extre
mists-terms invented by the offi.cia,l organs since 1904,. 
but whieh are used in these pages in no offensive sense. 
The earliest symptom of this difference appeared at.: 
the Benares Congress of 1905, and !;he first open rup• t 

ture manifested itself in the Calcutta Congress of 1906· 
when a small body of these Extremists £nding'them-
Aelves unable to have their own way rushed out of the 
Palldal leaving, however, no perceptible void in the 

densely packed assembly of over sitxeen hundred 
delega.tes and £ve times as many visitors. It w:a.s no· 
doubt true that the whole country had grown dissatis-
fied with the stolid indifference and immobility of the· 
Government and that nn overwhelming ma~ority of the. 
eaueated community had taken deep offence at .. the· 
constant flouting of public opinion and the deliberate· 
substitubion of a policy of reaction in almost every 
branch .of the administration. Moderates and Extre-
mists alike and with equal emphasis protested against 
the attitude of the Government and with equal firmness. 
deprecated an ignominious begging spirit a.ud urged• 
the people to take their stand more upon jus~ioe than 
upon generosity and upon their own just rights more· 
than upon concessions of Government. There ~ 
however this difference, that while the majority of the, 
Nationalist party knew what. they were about, the· 
minority hardly knew their own mind and in a spirit. 

·of exasperation lost their balance. At this memor~ 
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a.ble session held under the third and the last: 
distinguished presidency of the Grand Ofd Man of 
India, hhe Congress unanimously passed four important 
resolutions which bore unmistakable evidence of the< 
spirit of the times, confining itself however within the 
strict limits of constitutional agitation and in keeping: 
with its original constitution as wail as its past tradi
tions. These were Self-Government on the Coloniat 
lines, National Education, Swadeshi and Boycott of 
foreigllf goods. The first bad been the avowed object 
of the Congress almost from the very beg\nning. It 
was now laid down with precision and firmness as the 
ultimate goal of the National Assembly, The second 
resolution was felt as necessitated by the oflicia.liza.tio~:l 
·of the Universities and the threatened curtailment of 
Education under the policy inaugurated by Lord 
Curzon ; the third was deemed imperatively necessary for 
the ~rotection and !:encouragement of the dying indus
trios of the country ; wbila the fourth and tha last 
was intended as a protest a.gainst the systematic 
flouting of public opinion in the country, as also tO> 
draw the attention of the Britieh public and • Parli'l.
ment to the grievances of the Indian people. The· 
first resolution was announced by the Exuremist 
prtiss as the Swarai resolution though the dubious word· 
Swarai .;as to be found nowhere in the resolution itself, 
~ was used only once by the President in his inaugural 
address, of course, in a perfectly legitimate sense. The 
separatists evidently smarted under a sense of wrong 
and throughout the year tbat followed kept up an 
agitation through the columns of their papers as well as 
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upon the platforms decrying the Congress and preaching 
the "utter futility" of the Congress propaganda; although 
what other propagandum there was to present to the 
·country, they were able neither to formulate nor to 
indicate. Theirs was apparently a work of destruction 
and not of construction. 

The next Congress was to have been held at 
Nagpur, but some serious local differen<.>es arising, the 
All-India Cong~ess Committee had to change the venue 
of the session from N agpur to Surat which W\.s the 
rival candidate for the honour at the previous session 
·Of the Congress. Early in November 1907 a rumour 
was circulated by some mischievous or designing people 
:that the Twenty-Third Session of the Congress would 
·have nothing to do with the four new res'.:llutions of the 
·preceding session and t.bis canard was persistently kept 
·up till tbe 24th and 25th December when all the dele
gates to the Twenty-Third Indian Nat ion al Conf1iess 
arrived at Surat, although no one, when asked, was able 
·precisely to refer to the source of his information. It 
was evidently like the proverbial story of the ghost 
whom every one had heard of, but none had seen. 
'The Extremists under the leadership of that remarkable 
ma.n, Mr. Bal Gangadhar Tilak, encamped themselves at 
a place three miles distant from the Congress camps, and 
many were the rumours afloat that something serious 
was going to happen at this session of the Congress. 'I'l'm"
,baseless accusation about the exclusion of the four reso-
3utions was "again repeated ; but it ~as at op.ce refuted 
not only by the verbal assurances of the 1;esponsible 
;authorities of the Congress, but also by the subsequent; 
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i)roduction of an agenda paper containing those reso
lutions. The oppositionists then laid hold on the 

.. question of presidentship and urged that Lala Lajpat Roy 

.and not Dr. Rashbebary Gbose shoulrl have been nomi
nated as president-elect. The patriotic Lala ho~ever cut 
the Gordian knot by publicly declining to stand 'as 
.candidate for the presidential chair. Upon this another 
person was mentioned as a probable candidate for the 
posh. It seemed rather difficult to ascertain what really 
·the mfill;ive was in all these manoouvres; but people were 
·DOt wanting in the Congress camps who actually believed 
that the speech of Dr. Ghose, the president-elect, bad 
somehow leaked out and that the extreme section of the 
<Jongress party having discovered that there were certain 
·caustic observations regarding them and their ideals in 
that speech they were determined at all hazards to pre
·vent that speech from being delivered at the Congress. 
How.ever that may be, the Congress met on the 26th 
i[)ecemher at about 2-30 p.m., on account of the sudden 
death of a Sindhi delegate, in the grand pavilion 
.constructed by the Reception Committee in the old 
historic French Garden, which had been converted 
into a pretty little town for the occasion. Full 1,200 
-delegates and over 5,000 visitors were assembled in the 
iPandal. Every face was beaming with enthusiasm and 
as every

8
prominent man passed on to the dais be was 

-i'n'!f£ily cheered. At last the president-elect entered the 
,ball in a procession and be received such a tremendous 
-ovation that the last shred of doubt and suspieion about 
•the success of the session seemed, at once to have 
·vanished from the ball. No sooner calm was restored a 
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whisper was however beard going round a very limited 
block that all was not well and that an untoward 
incident was brewing somewhere; but not a few among· 
the robust optimists confidently hoped thab the lowering 
cloud would instantly pass awl1y and the session prove 
a brillh1nt success. The rest of the painful and humili
ating episode may, however, be narrated, for merely 
historical purposes, in the word,; of an impartial observer. 
The following helegraphic report, urider date the 26th 
December, from the special correspondent of the 'filtates
man, appeared in that paper and was reproduced in the 
Pionea of the 30th idem :-

The twenty-third National Congress met on Thursday after
noon in the grand panda! at~ Surat a~ a. place known as the French. 
Garden. The pimdal is a h>rge square with seating capacity for 
ovet 7 ,000, anct tl:w whole place W»S tilled to its utmost C>\pacity. 
Long bofore the President-elcot, the Hon. Dr. Ghose, arrived the. 
delegates 11t1d spectators had taken up evety available seat and' 
~omo of tbe busy :mxtremist. leaders took occasion to harflugue 
their followers. Mr.. Khare, an .ExtremiBt leader of Nasik, intimrtted 
to '' group of M,.bmtta gxoremisr,ti that the Congress shoultl be 
asked to include !;he resolutions on boycott, swamj, and national 
educmtion in t,he year's programme rtnd if this was uot considered 
favoura.bly, Mr. Tih1k was to oppose tho mot,\on formally voting 
Dr, Ghose to the presidential chair. This announcement was
received voith approval and applause by tho Poona Extremists, and 
also elicited approbation from the feeble tanks of the Madr>ts Ex
tremists. There were appeals made to the exoitrtble spectators by 
irtesponsible and mischievous preachers in the panda!, with the 
result that for ovet an hour before the President's arrival, the 
scene was one of excitement among the l<Jxtremists and intenee 
anxiety a.mong the Moderate~. • 

Meanwhile the leading Congressmen from several parts as. 
they arrived were received with ovations. Lala Lajpat Rai's a~ 
val was the occasion for the greatest entbusia~m, demonstrated in 
a most unmistakable manner. He was conducted to the platform 
a.D.d took his scat between Dr. Rnt,herford and Mr. Surendta Natb 
Banerjee. Sardar Ajit Singh also received some demonstrations. 
The long platfor'l:n at the western end of the hall was occupied by 
a distinguished gathering of the principal Congressmen and visi-
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tors. There were among those present at the Congress, leaders 
like Sir Pherozesbah Mehta, the Ron. :M:r. Gokhale,Sir Balchandra 
Krishna ; merchant princes like the Ron. Vithaldass Da.moda.r 
'l'hakrrsey, Lalubhai Samal Dass, Ibrahim Adamji Peerbhai from 
Bombay ; patriots like Surendra Nath Banerjee and Bhupendra 
Nath Basu from Calcutta ; and Punjab leaders like Lal Harkisen 
L~.l and Lajpat Rai from Lahore, and the Hon'ble Ktishuasami' 
Iyer and Govindaraghava Iyer, N. Subha Hao and others from 
Madras ; also Extremist leaders, Messrs. 'l'i!B.k and Khaparde. 

Dr. Ghose arrived, accompanied by Sir Pberozeshah Mehta 
and other members of the Congress executive, and was welcomed 
with loud 01,nd prolonged cheering, not unmingled with stray 
shout1r:g of '' Shame" from some of the Extremists. 

A51. soon as Dr. Ghose took his seat the Chairman of the· 
Recepmon Committee (Mr. Thribhuvaudas Malvi), delivered his 
address of welcome to the delegates, in the course of which he 
referred to the great historic antecedents of Surat a.nd its sub. 
sequent downfall 01,9 a <'Jommerical centre, and in consequence, the· 
rise of Bombay. He also dealt with the good work which the 
Congress had done in the past in the cause of the oounocy, and 
hoped that it would continue its policy of moderation, loyalty, 
firmness and unity. 

This statement roused the fire of the Extremists, who hi~sed 
and cried "No, no" and otherwise attempted to interrupt him• 
whenever they heard him preach moderation. 

When he sao down Dewan Ba.badur A:r:ilbalal Sakar La! Des&i 
pro}fosed that Dr. Ghose do take the presidential chair, in a shor~ 
speech in which he extolled his p:.triotic services, and he, too, W:>S· 

again inte~rupted by cries of" No, no" from the Extremists. 
Then Mr. Surendranath Banerjee rose to address the assem

bly. It was hoped that he would be able to command the audience 
with his powerful voice and compelling eloquence; but tl!e moment 
he uttered the first word the Extremists were determmed to give 
him no 'chance, The greatest disturbance proceeded from the 
front rows of the Madras and Deccan blocks of delegates which 
were nearest the platform, and the rowdy section among tho 
Extremists made a determined effort to obstruct the proceedings. 
They oall~d loudly for Mr. Tilak and Lajpat Rai, and would have 
no;;Je of Mr. Banerjee ; but the Moderates urged him to go on 
and he made repeated attempts to make himself heard, but 
scarcely & word could be heard above the noisy clamour of the 
Extremists. 'l'hey were only about 30, the majority of these· 
coming from Madras. At this stage the Chairm.an of the Recep
tion Committee stood up and warned the Extremists that, if they 
kept up like that, the sitting would be impossible, and he would~ 
be compelled to suspend the Congress. Even he was not heard, 
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Mr. Banerjee made another futile attempt amd was obliged finally 
to retire, giving rise to great stwuts of triumph on the part of the 
disturbers. 

Meanwhile some pa.rleying went on among the leaders and a 
movement in the direction of Messrs. Tilak and Khaparde wa.s 
not.ioed with a view to persu>~.de them to intervene. This attempt 
w:t" unsuccessful. Either they did not intervene, or only did so 
in :~n eqUivocal manner, so tha.t their following could not under
st;;nd them. Mea.nwhile the Bengalis in pa.rtioular, and the audi
ence in general, resented the insult offered to the great Beug:tli 
le>tder :md orator, and would not hea.r any one in preference to 
him. The rowdies, however, continued their noisy demonstration 
<Lnd l;he Chairman was compelled t:> declare the Congress suspend
ed lor the day, and. the leaders retired. Bat for long afterwards 
the r~xtremisLs held possession of the panda.!, men of both,aruias 
crying" Shame" 1\ga.iust each other. 

Ir. is obvious that the disturb>\noe during the l>fternoon was 
the result of a deliberately pre-concerted plan of action on the part 
of the l:il:uremist leaders. These seeing that t.hey aud their party 
wero in :t hopeless minority were determined not to take defeat 
on tho industrial resolutions before the Congress and so resolved 
to m~tk<• the situation impossible .~t the outset and wreck the 
Congress, The ostensible pretext of the Extremists• in support of 
t.beir conduct is the a.lleged omission of the Congress authorities 
to include resolutions on boycott, swara.j, and national education, 
which turns out to be absolutely unfounded, A statement 
denying the ramours set afloat by scheming ExtremiBt le!fders 
was circulated over the signature of the Secretary, but appar
ently they were spoiling for a split, and they have succeeded in 

·creating flU impasse. 

Tel"graphing on the 27th the same correspondent 
·added:-

" Since last night a manifesto has been issued over the signa
tures of about twflnty leading Congresslnen of all p>trts of the 

·.country appealing to the delegates. The manifesto is signed for 
each province by $he respective leaders and runs as follows:-

' Babu Surendra Nath Banerjee, who was to second the pro
position moved by Dew:.n Bahadur A mba Lal Sakar Lal De!l'l!.i, 
for the election of Dr. Ghose as President of the Congress has betln 
prevented from Rpeftbng a.gai""" the established pr·aatice of the 
Congt•ess and violation of old traditions. The session of Congress 
bas had to be suspended for the day. If similar obstruction 
continues it might be necessary to close the session of Congress, 
a situation which is humiliating for all delegates and an event; 

t 
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which will bring disgra~e to the country. It is requested that alL 
delegates to the Congress of all shades of opinion will express their· 
differences in a proper constitutional manner and it is hoped that
all will use their influence towards this end." 

The Congress assembled at 1 p. m., a large number of visitors 
and delegates were present, The proceedings began where they 
were left yesterday by voting Dr .. Ghose to the Presidential chair. 
This was supported and declared carried. Dr. Ghose stood up, but 
before his address began Mr. Tilak went up on the platform. The 
audience would not hear him and cried "Shame." Great eon
fusion then ensued. Mr. Tilak would not leave the platform des
pite pressing requests from eminent men, including Dr. Ruther
ford. Dr. Ghose then proceeded with his address whereupon Mr. 
Tilak appev.Jed to his followers, who were considerably excited and 
rushell'up to the platform and attacked every one with sticks with. 
which they were armed. The ladies were removed in safety. Confu
sion still reigns supreme. The police came in and made arrests. 
Tb.e Magistrate of 8urat on the afternoon of the 27th, telegraphed 
to the Government of India that, •· Indian National Congress. 
meeting to-d~.y became disorderly blows being exchanged. The 
President cf>lled on the police to clear the house and the grounds 
which was done, Order now restored. No arrests. No one re
ported seriously hurt. No further hurt anticipated." As a matter 
of fact some arrests were made, but the Reception Committee de
clining to proceed the prisoners were at once released by the police. 

" The following official statement was issued on· 
tbe 28th Friday evening by the Hon. Dr. Rash Behari 
Gbose, President, Mr. Tribhuv~ndas N. Malvi, Chair
man of the Reception Oommittee, and Mr. D. E. Wacha 
and Mr. G. K. Gokhale, Joint General Secretaries of the· 
Indian National Congress;-

"The twenty-third Indi<~.n National Congress assembled 
yesterday in the Pavilion erected for it by the Reception Com
mittee at Surat at 2-30 F.M. Over sixteen hundred delegates were 
present. •The proceedings began with an address from the Chair
lll'lifl of Reception Committee. After the reading of the address. 
was over Diwan Bahadur Ambalal Sakerlal proposed that the Han •. 
Dr. Rash Behari Ghose having been nominated by the Reception 
Committee for the office of Presideqt under the rules adopted at 
the last session of the Congress, he should take the Presidential 
chair. As soon as the Dewan Bahadur uttered Dr. Ghose's name, 
some voices were heard in the body of the hall shouting "No, no "' 
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and the shouting was kept up lor some time. The proposer, 
"howeve~. somehow managed to struggle through his speeob; and 
the Chairman then oa.lled upon Babu Surendra.na.th Banerjee to 
-second the proposition. As soon, however, aa be began his speech 
-before he had finished even in his first. sentence-a. small aection 

·of the delegates began au uproar from their seats with the object 
of preventing Mr. Bil.nerje!l from speaking. The Chairman 
repeatedly appealed for order., but no hoed was paid. Every time 
Mr. Banerjee attempted to go on with his speech he was met by 

, d•sordorly shouts. It was clear ~hat rowdyism had been determin-
, ud upon to bring the proceedings to a standstill, and the whole 
demousc.rations seemed to have been pre-arra.nged. Finding it 

·impossible to enforce order, the Chairman warned the House that 
•unless t.he uproar subsided at onoe, be would be obliged to suspend 
the si&ting of the Congress. The hostile demonstration, ~wever, 
continued and the Chairman at last suspended the sitting ~or t.he 
day. 

'rhe Congress aga.in met to-day at 1 P.M., due notioe of the 
·meeting haviug been sent round. As the Presideut.elect was being 
. escorted in procession through the Hall to the platform, an over
whelming majori&y of the delegates present gree&ed him with a 
most enthusiastio welcome, thereby showing how thoroughly they 
dis>lpproved the organised di,gorder of yesterday. As this proces
sion was entering the Pandal a small slip of paper written in 
pencil and bearing Mr. B. G, Tilak's signature was put by a 
volunteer into the hauds of :'.1r. Malvi, the Chairma.u of the 
Reception Committee. It was a notice to the Chairman that after 
Mr. Ba.nerjee's speech, seconding the proposition about• the · 
"President was concluded, Mr. Tilak wanted to move " au amend
·ment for an adjournment of the Congress," The Chairman 
•considered a notice of adjournment at that stage ~o be irregular 
oand out of order. The proceedings were then resumed at the point 
at whioh tbay had been interrupted yesterday, and Mr. Sdrendra
nath Banerjee was called upon to conclude his speech. Mr Baner-

jee having done this, the Ch~.irm9on called upon Pandit Motilal
Nehru of Allahabad to support the motion. The Pandit supported 
it in a brief speech, and then the Chairman put the motion to the 

·vote. An overwhelming m11.jority of the delegates sign~fied their 
assent by crying "All, all" and a small minority shouted "No, 
no.'' T'be Chairman thereupon declared the motion oarried and 
the tiori. Dr, Ghose was installed in the Presidential chair amidst 

>ioud and prolonged applause. While the applil.use was going on, 
a.nd·as Dr. Ghose rose to begiQ his address, Mr. Tilak Game upon 
t·he platform and stood in front of the President. He urged that 
oJloS he had given notice of an •' amendment to the Presidential 
•election, '' he should be pefmitted to move his amendment. 
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Thereupon,. it was poilated out to him by Mr. Malvi, the Ch:~'irmaa 
of the Reception Committee that his notice was not for' 'an a.mend
ment to the PreBidential election," but it was for "an adjournment 
of the Cong~ess," whioh notice he had considered to be irregular 
and out of order at that stage; and that the Pres,ident having been 
duly installed in the cha.ir no amendment about his election could 
be then moved. Mr. Tilak then turned to the President and began 
.arguing with him. Dr. Ghose in his turn, stated hovv matters stood 
and ruled that this request to move an amendment about the 
election could not be ennertained. JI/Ir. Tilak thereupon said, "I will 
not submit to this. I will now appeal from the President to the 
delegates." In the meantime an uproar ba.d already been commenced 
by some of his followers, and the President who tried to read his 
.address could not be beard even by those who were seated next to 
him. Mr, Tila.k with his back to the President, kept shouting that 
he insil'ted on moving his amendment and he would not allow 
the proceedings to go on. The President repeatedly appealed 
to him to be· satisfied with his protest and to resume his seat. 
Mr. Tilak kept on shouting frari tically, exclaiming that he would 
not go back to his seat unless he was " bodily removed." This 
persistent defiance of the authority of the chair provoked a hostile 
·demonstration .against Mr. Tilak himself and for some time, no
thing but loud cries of "Shame, shame'' could be heard in the 
Pl!indal. It had been uotioed, that when Mr. Tilak was making his 
way to the platform soine of his followers were also trying to 
force themselves through the volunteers to the platform with 
sticks in their hands. All attempts ou the President's part either 
to p~ceed with the reading of his address or to persuade Mr. 
Tilak to resume his seat having fr..iled, and a general movement 
among Mr. Tilak's followers to rush the pl9Morm with sticks in 
their hands being noticed, the President, for the last time, called 
upon Mr. Til&k to withdraw and formally announced to the 
assembly that h13 had ruled and he still ruled Mr. Tilak out of order 
and he called upon him to resume his seat. Mr. Tilak fefused to 
obey and at this time a shoe hliltled from the body of the Hall, 
struck both Sir Pberozeshah Mehta and Mr. Surendranath Baner
jee who were sitting side by side. Chairs were also hurled towards 
the platform and it was seen that JI/Ir. Tilak's followers who were 
brandishiijg their sticks wildly were trying to rush the platform 
which other delegates were endeavouring to prevent. It should 
be stated here that some of the delegates were so exasperated by 
Mr. Tilak's conduct that they repeatedly asked for permission to 
eject him bodily from the hall; bu& this permission was steadily 
refused. The President, finding that the disorder went on growing 
and that be had no other course open to him, declared the ses9ion 
.of the 23rd Indian National Congress suspended sine die, After tb& 
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lady-delegates present on the platform had been escorted to the· 
tents outside, the other delegates began with difficulty to disperse, .. 
but the disorder, having grown wilder. the Police eventually came 
in and ordered the Hall to be cleared.'' 

The heavy Deccan shoe which hit Sir Pherozeshab , 
Mehta f\nd Mr. Surendranath Banerjee may be stiU 
in the possession of the latter and if its fellow could 
be found it mi~ht well have· been preserved by the· 
former also, and both might have left them either as a 
trophy or as a memento from their countrymen for their 
lifelong services to the country. On the evening of the 
26th the bulk of the Bengal delegates issued a ma'!lifesto· 
protesting against the proceedings of the day and the 
insult so gratuitously offered to Mr. Banerjee ; while· 
the lead i ug delegates from al~ the provinces belonging to 
the moderate camp issued an appeal to all the delegates 
imploring them to use their influence to effect a settle
ment and avert a catastrophe. But all was in vain; the 
Congress was broken up. Statements and counter-state
ments were subsequently issued by both sides tlaoh 
presenting its own view of the case, for a better under
standing and fair judgment on the merits of 'which all 
these papers are published in an appendix. 

On "the evening of the 27th after the Congress was, 
suspended sine die, the leading delegates met and dis
cussed the situation, and on the 28th nearly 900 of the· 
delegates in the presence of a large number of visitors, . 

• who had been greatly excited over the disorderly pro-
ceedings of the previous day, again met in the Congress. 
pavilion and adopted a manifesto calling upon the· 
country to 'subscribe to an article and revive the 
Congress under convention. A committee was formed 
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to frame a well-defined constitution for the Congress 
and it was decided that this committee should meet 
at Allahabad in April next. Aher this a few speeches 
were made by some of the prominent speakers present. 
for the satisfaction of the Sumt people and with a view 
to alleviate to some extent the grievous disappointment 
and mortification of the Reception Committee who had ·. 
worked so bard and incurred so much expense for the 
session ; but no business of the Congress was or could 
be transacted and the meeting dispersed in solemn 
silen!e as on a mournful occasion. 

Thus ended the Twenty-Third Session of the 
Indian National Congress which had promised to be> 
one of the most brilliant sessions of the National As
sembly. The Anglo-Indian Press of the time while gene
rally deploring the incident could ill-disguise its secret. 
satisfaction at the threatened collapse of the national 
movement .. One paper used the incident as a most power
ful &rgument, as it thought, for its invincible contention. 
that the Indians were unfi~ for representative institu-

. tiona and that if the Indian Legislative Councils were 
made elective they would soon be converted. into so· 
many ·bear-gardens, conveniently forgetting of course 
that even graver incidents not infrequently occurred in 
the British House of Commons and .French Chamber of 
Deputiert, although these two were the highest exponents 
of democratic evolution in modern European civilization. 
The great Liberal organ of the London Daily News, how
ever, with its charcteristic firmness and frankness observed
that it " hoped that the fiasco at Surat may d<il good, and 
that tbe failure of the Moderates was due to the slow 

. s 
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pace and grudging scope of British reforms," and it urged 
the '• adoption of a policy of restoring faith in British 
wisdom and justice.'' In closing this lamentable incident 
it should however be remarked, whether it is very material 
or not, that there seemed to have arisen considerable bona
fide misapprehension eit;her on the one side or the other as 
regards the actual purport of Mr. Tilak's missing slip to 
the Chairman of the Reception Committee, and that 
however deplorable the action of the rovvdies was al!ld 

however mistaken Mr. Tilak may have been in assuming 
the attitude which he ultimately did assume o~ the 
platform, it is hardly conceivable that a man of Bal 
Gangadhar Tilak'a position and patriotism could have 
knowingly and willingly associated himself with any plan 
of action calculated to wreck the Congress. Whatever 
may have been his actual share in the business Mr. 
Tilak has since paid heavier penalties for his courage of 
conviction a.t,1d undergone severer trials and tribulations 
for his rare freedom of thought and expression, and ie ia 
very much to be hoped that his services to the country 
will not be lost for ever. 

~HE CONVENTION AND .AFTER. 

Agreeably to decision arrived at Surat, over a hundred 
<lelegates from the different provinces met at Allahabad 
in Aprill908, and at two long sittings held in the Town
Hall of that city on the 18th and 191ih April,· dtiscussed 
and s~ttled a constitution for the Congress and passed .a 
set of rules and regulations for its management. The 
object as set forth in the constitution was commoniy 
known as the inviolable creed of the Indian National· 
Congress to which every member was required uncondi-
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•;tionally ho subscribe before he could take his seat in the 
<assembly, It may be here remarked that the Bengal dele
<ga~es, numbering no less than 38, supported by a few 
delegates from the other provinces, strongly urged that the 

)Rules and Regulations so passed by the Convention Com
•mittee should be submitt~d to a whole house of the 
Congress at the next session. The proposal, however, 
,did not recommend itself to the majority of the 
•Committee. 

J:he first Congress under the Convention was held at 
'Madras in December 1908 with Dr. Rash Behary Ghose 
:as its president and under the happy auspices of Lord 
<Morley's Reform scheme. How sad iu is to contemplate 
'that if these reforms had been inaugurated one year earlier 
the deplorable split among the Nationalists, nor the yet 

·more deplorable consequences which have since flowed 
>from it, might have happened. Born at Bombay and 
'burjed at Surat, the Congress attained its resurrection 
at Madras, purged and purified Ghroagh ye11.rs of parse

. cutions, trials and tribulations, it rose from its grave in 
, triumph vindicating the truth of its gospel and restor
. ing public hope and confide!}ce in the u!timatl!l success 
·of its mission. It was a red-lettru· day in the history 
of the country when after twenty-two years of patienb 

. and persistent knocking, the barred gate was at last 
opened ·unto the people. Though attended only by 
the conventionists, the Session of 1908 was a most 
enthusiastic one, at which nearly all the veterans of the 
Congress were present. The masterly address of the 
learned president enlivened by his forensic skill and 

dbsbes of caustic good humour, no less than by its. 
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manly flignity and incisive argumenlis, presented a mosli> 
graphic account of the origin aud ebamcter of the pre·· 
vailing unrest which at the time engrossed the attention .. 
of the Government and the public. The Madras Con· 
gross of 1908 was recorded . as the 23rd Congress, the· 
people having like Alexander Selkirk in crossing the 
burning Equator lost a day in their political almanac .. 
Although the Bengal proposal was rejected by the Con
vention Committee, the Rules ~~ond Regulations passed by 
it were formally laid on the table of the Congress o419Q8;, 
and duly adopted a~ the Calcutta Congt•ess of 1911, .. 
whereupon Mr. A.• Rasul, than whom a more ardent. 
lover of his country's cause was scarcely to be found on 
either side of the Nationalist party, with a few others
rejoined the Congress. These Rules and Regulations. 
with certain amendments were again, submitted to and 
re·aflirmed by the Ba.nkiJ"ore Congress of 19 i2 ;, but the-· 
rest of the separatists have still bald out although ~pon 
what reasonable ground it is difficult to appreciate.* 

In 1909 Lord Morley's reform of the Legislative· 
Councils came into operation and the Hon'ble Mr. S. 
P. Sinh; was appointed as the first Indian member of 
the Viceroy's Executive Council and the Right Honour· 
able Mr. Ameer Ali as a member of the Privy Council;. 
but the Congress while fully appreciating thelj,e liberal· 
measures of reform had the. misfortune to enter its 
emphatic protest against the Council Regulations. 
which in a large measure neutralized the effects of 
these wholesome changes. In the following year· 

• The :Natioua.!ists have since joined the Congces~. 
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. ~Sir William Wedderburn, who came oub for a se:Jond 

.:time as President of the Congress, made a vigorous effort 
rfor a rapprochement between the Mahomedans and the 
·other communities so fully represented in the Congress, 
.and long and earnest were the debates which took place 
·in Committees on the Coancil Regulations in course of 
·which prominent Mahomedan leaders frankly admitted 
<the unfair and disintegrating tendencies of the regula
·tions and the anomalous distinctions introduced by them 
in t4J_e composition of the Councils. The Congress of 
1911 witnessed a complete change in the political 
atmosphere of the country. The King personally 
appeared on the scene, modified the Partition of 

;Bengal and sounded the watchword of hope and 
contentment throughout the country.. The long-deferred 
·policy of conciliation was at last substituted for 
the policy of repression which had been tried for 
•SeVJ~n long years and found wanting. With the dawn 
.of the fresh bright mor!ling, the great' Mahomeda.n 
·{Jommunity also awoke to a consciousness of their situa
tion, and in 1912 the Moslem League under t.the guidance 
. .of that distinguished and patriotic Mahomed!!:n leader 
&ir Ibrahim Rahimtullah, openly accepted the Congress 
ideal and the Congress programme for the realization of 

• .the inter-dependent, inter-woven, and inseparable destinies 
,of the dlverse communities owing allegiance to a common 
Mother-land. The Congress this year was appropriately 
·bald under the guidance of another patriotic Mahomedan 
tieader in the new Province of Behar, where the Hindus 
,and Mahomedans had lived for generations in perfect 

1peace, amity and concord, and it laid the foundation 
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for the re-union of the two great communities which<· 
was materially advaneed twelve months later in the·· 
rising capital of Guzerat under the presidency of 
N a wah Syed Mahomed of Madras. 

U poo a careful examination of the political situation 
of the country during the last six or seven years it will' 
appear tbat the Surat incident marks a turning point in 
the history of the Indian National Congress. It baa. 
given a de.fiuite shape and form to that movement and• 
marked out a well-defined course of action for the Iooian 
Nationalist. It has also dispelled some of the crudest
and most fantastic misconceptions with which its aims 
anil objects were shrouded at the hands of its critics· 
ever since its birth. If it has to some extent thinned 
the ranks of the Nationalists, it has, on the other hand,. 
strengthened the movement by laying its foundation 
upon a >~llre concrete basis and by investing it with hha· 
unassailable character of a constitutional organiza.tioon· 
completely divested of all wild fancies and feverish .. 
excitements of impatient idealism. Every great move
ment has its ups and downs, its successes as well as sit .. · 
reverses. • All evolutions in human society are marked·· 
by a 'continuous struggle between divergent currents
of thought and action, and a virile people ought only 
to gain and not lose by occasional differences of ~pinion· • 
in its rank, when such differences are inspired not 
by any sordid motive, but by a common impulse towards. 
its general advancement. In England the political field 
is held by a number of factions arrayed in hostile camps 
and representing different shades of opinion and interest •. 
These divergent f1:lrces at times seem to shatter the; 
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constitution, but in reality th~y serve only to strengthen it, 
The Tories and the Whigs, the Liberals and the Conserva
tives, the Radicals and the Unionists, and the Labourites 
and the Socialists are all but the diverse manifesta
tions of two grand evolutionary f~rces tending towards 
the maintenance of an equilibrium which is so essen
tial to the growth and preservation of the entire system. 
If one of these two main opposing forces were to be 
either destroyed or removed, the other would fly off 
at a-tangent leading either .to anarchy or despotism. 
No honest differences of opinion in politics can, there
fore, be either unwelcome or undesirable, provided 
!;hey are all constructive and not destructive in their 
tendencies and are sincerely prompted by a healthy 
patriotic impulse for the common gobd of the com
munity. If the separatists at Snrat had, instead of 
attempting to wreck the Congress, started a counter 
org\)onization with a definite policy and programme, 
they might well have established their position either 
as progressives or conservatives in Indian politics ; 
and if even after the regrettable incident they had 
openly and earnestly ~placed a legitimate• schema 
before the country instead of sulkily retiring to their 
tents and dissociating themselves from all practical 
politics, .they would not have been charged wihh com
mitting" political suicide," and they could have in all 
probability gained and not lost by their opposition. 
Healthy opposition is the highest stimulant of political 
life, and if both parties to a question can honestly carry 
on their propaganda beyond the range of mere destruc
tive criticism, the direct result of such contests can only 
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tend towards the invigoration of both and the ultimata 
attainment of their common object. 

Upon the Reform of the Councils the force of 
reactionary policy was supposed to have spent itself, 
:and it was confidently hoped, that the tide would now 
roll back removing one by one some, if not all, of the ugly 
stains which that policy had engraved on the adminis
tration as well as on the national character, healing the 
wounds it had inflicted upon the public 'mind and res
toring peace and confidence in the future administMtion 
·of the country. But here again the people were doomed 
to considerable disappointment. Lord Morley's ·reform 
was no doubt a substantial measure of improvement, 
though by an irony of fate the Rules and Regulations 
framed by the Government in this country considerably 
neutralized its effects and largely frustrated its objects 
by providing wa.tertigbt compartments for the Councils, 
onfair distribution of seats, differential treatmen4; of 
cl11.sses and communities tending towa.rds a disintegra· 
tion of the national units and 'by placing the educated 
·community which had f()ught for the reform under 
·oonsiderftble disadvantage. People were, therefore, 
not wanting who openly indulged in the belief, that 
when the long discussion over the reform of the Coun
<Cils was nearing its conclusion and a change. in the 
·constitution could no longer be deferred, the bureau
.cracy at; first att;empted to divert it; by certain fantasti'ic 
proposals for ;he establishment of Advisory Councils 
.of Nobles and Princes to the practical exclusion of the 
l?eople; but when this idea of creating an irresponsible 
House of Lords without a representative House of 
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1Commons for the Indian administt·ation was stoutly 
.opposed by the people and a Liberal Government was 
found ill-disposed to repeat a blunder in India which they 
were bent upon rectifying in the constitution at Home, that 
bureaucracy'apparen!ily summoned aU the resources of 
its ingenuity to devise means for the maintenance of its 
own threaten~d prestige, for accentuating racial differences 
by dangling the bait of communal representation before 
.certain classes and above all for avenging themselves upon 
·those-who were primarily responsible for these disagree-
1\ble changes of far-reaching consequences. There was no 
-doubt the other side of the shield; but in their positive 
distrust the people were ill·disposed to turn to it. Lord 
Minto succeeded to a legacy of sedous troubles left him 
by his predecessor, and though his administration was 
marked by a series of repressive and retrogrR.de measures, 
•it must be admitted that he had to deal with a situation 
of e~ormous difficulties for which he was hardly respon
sible, except for the extreme remedies with which he was 
m-advised to combat it. The violent dismemberment of 
Bengal and the other reactionary measures of Lord 
Ourzon still rankled in the heart of the people ~ho were 
1':0aded to desperation under the relentless operation of a 
number of repressive laws, recklessly driving discontent 
.undergro.und, when the hydra-headed monster of 
.anarchism at last reared its grim bead in a country 
where its existence was wholly unknown and unsus
pected. The hammering lieutenant, whom the real 
,author of this ugly development had left in charge of the 
new province and whose unhappy allusion to his " two 
wives" disgusted the Hindus and Ma.bomedans alike, 
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went on with fad after fad until Lord Minto was com
pelled to take him up in band and send him away bag; 
and baggage to England. But even Lord Minto ulti
mately succumbed to the irresistible influence ·of the 
bureaucracy and in 11.n. evil hour lent his sanction to· 
the forging of the most indiscriminate and drastic 
measures for the treatment of the sihuation. Con· 
ciliation was regarded as a sign of weakpess although 
the fear of being regarded as weak was perhaps a much 
greater weakness, and the situation without being 'in the" 
least improved began to grow from bad to worse. During 
this period the Congress was driven to a position very 
nearly between the devil and the deep sea. On the one 
hand there were the forces of disorder which very much 
weakened its position and hampered its work, while on 
the other an unrelenting bureaucracy found ample oppor
tunities of attacking it with redoubled violence and fury. 
Tbe Congress, however, went on urging its demands owith. 
mtlrnness and moderation laying particular stress on the 
adoption of a policy of conciliation. While strongly 
denoun~ing lawlessness, it clearly pointed out that 
conciliation and not repression was the true remedy for 
the situation. But the Government turned a deaf ear 
to its advice and went on forging one after another a 
series of repressive measures muzzling the pres~J, closing: 
the plat£ orms and placing even the colleges and schools 
under surveillance. ] n an apparent display of its undis
puted power and strength the Government betrayed in 
no smaW degree the nervousness from wbich it. 
suffered. The plainest suggestions for peace were re
garded with suspicion and the most friendly warnings. 
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ware mistaken for covert threa.\s. In 1910 the vexed 
question o£ Separation of Judicial and Executive func~ 
tions, which was at the root of most of the troubles, was 
taken up for d:wislon and it was indeed understood that 
a despatch was also sent to the Secretary of State 
with definite proposals on the subject. But again a 
nervous bureaucracy stood in the way and taking advan
tage of the alleged disturbed state of the country 
succeeded in shelving the measure in the India Office •. 
All m~sures of progress were stopped, the spirit of 
repression was rampant and even the genius of British 
justice seemed for a time to stand in a state of sus
pended animation. The advent~,~,l'!.~rong.Qhl~.t.Tustice 
for the High Cou~Ji.,,Qf .. ,Judiot~.tu~,e, .a.t, .. F~ ... V,\l'illia.m in 
l.3engal aU his jun~~-qJ;e WM t4a. ouJy, .. t~~!:lf.ltQjng,J~.a~ure · 
t?£ the desperate situation. Xf Lord Modey h't,s. estab
lished his claim to the lasting gratitu~e of India l:>Y his 
reforrg of the Indian Legislative Councils, he will also 
be long remembered for his .most judicious appointment 
of Sir Lawrence Jenkins at tbe head of the highe>~t 
tribunal in the most disturbed province at this critical 
time. Tbe chartered High Courts in India form tl1e only 
palladium for the protection of the rights and liberties of 
the Indian people and constitute the sole counterpoise to 
a.n absolute, s.utocratic rule in the country. But even 
the High Courts, being only the expounder('! and nob the 
h:amers of the law, were hardly able to maintain tho c 

balance in a position where tbe Lagial~,ture wai'l practi·' 
cally a. machinery in the bands of the executive to decree 
and register the fiats of a burea.ucra.hic administratiort 
Thus matters went on from bad to worse until 19f 
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when the King, who lu a single previous visit to this 
.country appeared to have studied the people far more 
accurately than his responsible officers during the long 
·tenure of their service, at last personally appeared on 
~he scene and with the single stroke of a policy of con

·ciliation, for which the Congress had so long va,ioly 
pleaded, dispelled all the figments of sedition and dis~ 
<loyalty and restored peace and order, pouring oil upon 
troubled waters and reviving faibh and confidence in 
1Bdtisb justice. • 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Henceforth the Congress found itself upon a much • 
;firmer ground and in a more secure position. The 
royal message of good-will and confidence which the 
·Congress of 1911 received in return for its loyal welcome 
to Hie Majesty set as it were a rpyal sanction to its 
perfectly legitimate character and constit;u~ion; while 
,Jibe outburst of stupendous ovations which spontll.neous· 
•ly greeted the royal progt•ess throughout the co,untry 
at once hushed the insensate m:y of sedition into 

·silence. Fortunately also there was a strong and far· 
sighted sbatesmaa at the hea.d of the Indian Government; 
at this •time. Lord Hardinge, who was primarily res• 
ponsible for the modi:fieation of the Parti tion• of .Benal, 

:firmly took the bull by ibs horns and impressed upon the 
bureaucracy that despibe its long legend of infallibility 
and inviolable prestige, ita orthodox practices ~nd tactics 

·of mutual admiration and whitewashing most have a 
limit prescribed to tberu. The firmness with which he 
vas understood to have handled the Iooa.l authorities in 
:mnection with a. serious riot in course of which the 
etropolis of the Empire Wll.S disgracefully a!iowed for 
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three days to be in the hands of an organized mob 
before the eyes of the ambassadors of the civilized world, 
and which was supposed to have compelled another· 
bureaucrat to retire before his time, and the bold 
magnanimity and keensighted statesmanship with which 
he rectified the bunglings of an incompetent Executive in 
a most regrettable dispute over a mosque in defence of 
which half-a-dozen unarmed people lost their lives, clearly 
marked him as the strongest of Viceroys who bad come to, 
rule J;pdia in recent years ; while the extraordinary forti
tude with which he bore a most dastardly attempt on his, 
own life, which under another Viceroy since Lord Ripon 
would 1undoubtedly have set in motion the most dras
tic of punitive measures, and the calm and self-sacri
ficing spirit with which he faced the situation without, 
budging an inch from the declared policy of trust and 
confidence in the people, filled the country wilih a 
thrilJ of gratitude and admiration unparalleled in the 
history of British rule in India since the dark days of 
the Muliiny of 1857. 

In higher politics Lord Hardinge's famous despatch 
1 of August 1911 contained the first recognition of the 

ultimate aim of the Congress and foreshadowed the future 
destiny of India in the evolution of her national existence· 
As a preliminary step towards ths solution of that pro
blem, Lord Hardinge took up the thorny question of tba 
position of Indians in the colonies of Great Britain. Th& 
question bad engaged the attention of the Congress ever
since 1894 when delegates from Natal and other South 
African colonies first joined the national assembly and 
explained the barbarous treatment accorded to the-
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· Indian settlers in South Africa. The Government of 
England, although it referred to the Indian question as 
one of the grounds justifying the Boer War, again relapse<l 
into its normal apathy and indifference when that war was 
ended and the Union Government established. The 
Indians in South Africa were not only not allowed the 
ordinary rights of citizenship, but were actually treated as 
helots burdened with disabilities and penalties of the most , 
outrageous description, while the colonists themselves 
were free to emigrate to India and enjoy all the riihts of 
British citizenship in this country. The question was at 
last brought to a head by a resolution rpoved by Mr. Gok· 

, hale in the Supreme Council and which was accepted by 
the Government ()f Lord Hardinge restricting Indian 
Emigration to South Africa. But the Union Government, 
in its utter disregard for all consideration of justice and 
fairness, went on forging the most humiliating and exa-s
perating conditions against the Indian settlers whose 
services they could not dispense with, bub whos: per
sonal rights and liberties they would neither recog
nize nor respect beyond those of hewers of wood and 
drawer~ of water.. One brave Indian like Hampden at 
last rose against this selfish confederacy of burghers 
whom a conquering nation had iu its generosity granted 
an autonomus Government over. a territory four 
times the size of their original country. Mr. M:ohandas 
Karamchand Gandhi, assisted by a band of noble-minsed 
Englishmen among whom Mr. Polak was the most noted, 

·organized a fierce passive resistance in course of which 
hundreds of men and women with dauntless courage 
suffered incarceration rather than submit to the indig-
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"Dities of legalised slavery in which even the sacred ties 
·{)f marriage rights were not respected. In this struggle 
·Lord Ha.rdinge, as the responsible protector of the 
Jndian people, threw the whole weight of his a,utbority 
with the resisters and by his firmness, no less than by 
hi? tactful intervention, in the face of not a little hostile 
·criticism even in England, at last succeeded towards the 
beginning of 1914 in bringing the question of the South 
African imbroglio to a temporary solution and thus 
paving the way to a final adjustment of the Indian 
que!!titln in all the British colonies on the basis of per
fect reciprocity. n undoubtedly marks an important 
landmark in the evolution of Indian National Life. 

CHAPTER XII. 

• THE WORK IN Jl,NGLAND. 

It has already been stated that early in 1885 Mr. 
Hume visited England and in consultation with 
Mr. Reid, Mr. John Bright and other parliaQ1entary 
friends of India arranged for a Congress propaganda in 
England, The first step towards the establishment of 
a Congress organisation in England was taken by Mr. 
Dadabhai•Naoroji who volunteered to act as a Congress 
agant before the British public. But nothing import
ant wa.s done until 1888 when Mr. W. C. Bonnerjee 
and Mr. Eard.Iey Norton joined Mr. Dadabhai and 
succeeded in enlisting the sympathies of the great labour 
leader, Mt·. Charles Bradh.ugh, who wita the consent 
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of his constituency of Northampton openly assumed
the title of " Member for India." A British Commit
tee of the Indian N atioual Congress was established in 
July, 1889, and it was confirmed by the Congress of 
that year held at Bombay which voted Rs. 45,000 for 
its maintenance. Now the chief diffioulty:in the suc
cessful working of the Committee lay in the Council of 
the Secretary of State which, composed mainly of 
the veteran~ of the Indian Civil Service, always present
ed a roseate view of Indian affairs in tbe House of 
Commons and thus prevented the British Comfnlttee· 
from obtaining a fair hearing either in the House· 
or from the British public. This Jed to the organ
isation of an Indip.n Parliamentary Committee in 1893: 
chiefly through the exertions of Sir .William Wedderburn 
and Mr. W. S. Caine both of whom were members 
of Parliament at the time. The apathy and indiffer
ence of the authorities in India who had not evinced 
the slightest inclination within a period of nine "ears 
towards meeting even in a small degree the crying 
demand;, of the people, or for removing any of their· 
long-st~nding grievances, fully convinced the leaders 
of the movement that there was no hope of success in· 
India unless pressure could be brought to bear upon the· 
Indian Government by the British public and the 
British Parliam·ent. Mr. Hume accordingly E.nally 
left India in 1894 and threw himself heart and s.oul, 
into the working of the British Committee of the Con
gress and the India Parliamentary Committee in theo 
House of Commons. Towards the ciose of the session 
DO less than 154 'members of the Houset.joined the In diaD 
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Parliamentary Committee and for a time the star of 
India seemed to be in the ascendant. The result was at> 
once manifest. With the support of this formidable 
array of members, among whom were included men 
like Messrs. Jacob Bright, W.S. Caine, John Ellis,. 
W. A. Hunter, Swift MacNeil, Herbert Paul, C. E. 
Schwann, Herbert Roberts, R. T. Reid, Samuel Smith, 
Sir Wilfred Lawson, Sir .William Wedderburn and many 
other friends of India, the British Committee of the 
Congress was able in 1894 to address Sir Henry Fowler,· . " 
th\ro Secretary of State for India, pressing for a search-
ing enquiry into Mr. Westland's Budgets under the weak 
Viceroyalty of Lord Elgin. This led to the famous debate 
in Parliament which resulted in Mr. Dadabhai N aoroji's 
motion for a Parliamentary Enquiry and eventually 
obliged Sir Henry Fowler to appoint a Royal Com
mission, known as the 'Welby Commission on Indian 
Exp.,enditure. Then for nearly nine years the Conservo.tivef'l 
were in power and the Indian Parliamentary Party 
gradually thinned away. At the General Election of 
1906, the Liberals again came into power and Sir 
William Wedderburn, who bas been the most £teadfast· 
moving spirit of the Congress movement in England, 
lost no time in resuscitating the Indian Parliamentary 
Committee under the leadership of Mr. Leonard (after
wards Lord) Courtney. Nearly 200 members of th€1 
House . joined the Committee, and among tbe new 
members there were distinguished men an.d sincere friends 
of India like Sir Henry Cotton, Sir , Charles Dike, 
Dr. Rutherford, Mr. Ramsay Macdonald and many 
:others. The invaluable services which they rendered 

9 
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particularly at a most trying and troublous situation are 
all recorded in the Parliamentary proceedings of the 
period and are well-known to t;be Indian public. Though 
the Liberals are still in power, the Indian Parliamentary 
Party gradually became very much weakened by the 
retirement from the House of devoted and ardent workers 
like Sir Henry Cotton, Sir William Wedderburn and 
Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji, and by the death of powerful 
friends like Charles Bradlaugh, W. S. Caine, Schwann, 
John Bright, Sir Charles Dike and Lord Ripon, and bas 
now practically ceased to exist. • ... 

In England no reform, whether social, economic or 
political, can be achieved without the aid of the Press 
which has thus come to be recognised, along with the 
two Houses of Parliament, the Church and the Sove
reign, as the Fifth Power of the State. In the earlier 
stages of the Congrees the British public were found 
densely ignorant of the real state of things in India, 
while the natural prido, so common even in individuals, 
which makes people loath to believe in their own short· 
-comings, often prevented even enlightened Englishmen 
from eaiilY crediting any story of injustice or wrong 
perpetrated by their accredited agents ten thou.sand 
miles away and who were besides invariably supported by 
the mini2ter in charge with a council mostly composed 
of retired Anglo-Indian fossils whom it may be no disres
pect to describe as King Arthur's Knights of the Round 
Tabla. An incident fully illustrating this ignora.nce, 
apathy and indifference of the ordinar,y British. public 
was not long ago quoted in an English paper. Two 
:average Englishmen,. says the paper, were one day travel· 
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iling in a railway carriage. It was the day following the 
death of Lord Northbrook, late Viceroy and Governor
·General of India. One of them looking through the 
.news columns of the paper in his hand quietly asked, 
"Who is this feller Lord Northbrook that snipped off 
.yesterday?" "Who knows," replied his equally indifferent 
.Companion, " may be some relation of Lord Cromer.'' 
Whether Lord Northbrook was a relation of Lord Oro
··mer, or Lord Cromer was a relation of L::>rd Nortl!lbrook, 
the-RJl'thetic humour of this simple incident was quite 
.c~aracteristic of the prevailing temper and attitude of 
the British public in general towards Indian affairs. 
'['o acquaint that public, who are the virtual makers of 
the House of Commons and of the Ministers of the 
'Crown, with the actual state and condition of 
rlndian administration was the first and foremost duty 
of the national party in this country. It was early 
re~gnised that the battle of India must be fought, 
·if it has to be fought, on British soil, and in that tight 
.the British Press mus!i be our ally to guide and direct 
'the operations if noli ac!iually to deliver. the frontal 

r .attack. The journal India was acoordingl~ started 
·bY the British Committee in 1890 for a correct and 
,faithful statement of India's complaints and wihh a view 
toyopulatise Indian thoughts and aspiratioM in England, 
as also to interest the British public generally on Indian 

·([bastions. It was at first conducted by Mr. William 
.Digby and is now edited by Mr. H. E. A. Cotton, that 
worthy son of a wodhy father who ever since his return 
borne has been closely following in the footsteps of his 
-illustrious parents in watching and serving the intereets·, 
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of India. The Cottons have for tluea . generations:~ 
steadfastly served India and loved her devotedly, as. 
only few Englishmen have done, through good report. 
and evil report and often at no ama1l personal sacrifice .. 
It is a great pity that so few people in this country 
have even now fully realised the importance and 
necessity of maintaining the British Committee and the· 
journal lndia in· au efficient condition. True it is 
that a~loh of money bas been spent upon them and 
there may or may not be any just ground for th!'J,dis-
appointment felt in some quarters at the present ;or~
ing of th~se agencies. But it was clearly understood<· 
ltli the very outset that it was an uphill work and" 
the country must be prepared to make enormous 
sacrifices both in money as· well as in patience for· 
it. Then it would be quite unfair to deny that both 
the Committee and the paper have advanced the 
Congress cause a good deal in England. It Ul,llSt. 

he gratefully acknowledged that all the prominent men·· 
in the British political field and a large number of 
influential men outside Parliament; now know more and· 
discuss mme seriously about the Indian polity, and: , 
India is no longer that Terra Incognita, that region of 
romance and "barbaric gold," which it used to be even 
fifhy years ago ; nor is England so profoundly apathetic 
to-day towards the Indian administration as she was 
even twenty years before. India bas now become a"n·· 
important factor in the policy of the Imperial Govern-
ment, and she looms very much larger in the eyes of 
British statesmen on either side of both the Houses. 
lndian grievances, which sometimes fail to attract the:· 
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'attention even of the local administrations, do now go 
•Seldom unnoticed in the House of Commons. An act of 
.. oppression in a tea-garden, a gross insult offered to an 
Indian gentleman in a railway carriage, the mal-prac· 
'hices of the police and the buoglings of the Executive, 
.though these scarcely :find a remedy, now all find 
•their way into Parliament, and indirectly exercise a 
·chastening influence upon the Indian administration. 
''The questions of the separation of Judicial from Execu
.tive functions, of simultaneous examinations for the 
•C,i.wrl Services, of the expansion of the Councils and of 
-the admission of the children of the SJoil into the ad
,ministration of the country, as well as the other 
reforms formulated by the Congress, are now all nearly 
.as familiar to the enlightened British public a,s they are 
in this country. India now finds greater notice in the 
British Press and there is now a marked disposition on 
.the part at least of the thinking portion of the British 
,pu~lic to know more of the country which rea.lly con· 
.stitutes the British Empire. All this has been the 
work of the British Committee and its orga.n India. 

After years of stress and storm the tid~ seems to 
-have at last set in for India, and it would be not only 
,deplorable, but simply disaEJtrous, if Indians should ab 
>this opportune moment give up their oars and cry out 
1in despair, that they have worked at them hard and 
}Gog and can now work no more. If they give up now 
the agencies which have been established at such im
mense sacrifice, they simply lose the money they have 
.spent as well as the opportunities which they have 
..created. Even in ordinary life no substantial business 
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can be carried on without suitable and pro
perly equipped agencies at all important centres and, 
particularly without necessary advertisements andr 
reliable quotai;ions of its principal market. There may 
be occasional lapses and failures of such agencies ; but. 
no prudent man can dispense with them unless he mea.ue. 
to close his businese and go into voluntary liquidation. 
The Moslem Leag~ is quite a recent case in point. H 
it had not its London Branch, the Mahomedan commu· 
nity in India could hardly have made one-tenth of the
progress it has made during the last few years. rrtQe· 
British Committee of the Congress is no longer as active
as it used to be at one time, the true remedy lies n,ot in 
either abolishing or starving it, but in improving or, if 
necessary, in reconstructing it and galvanising it into· 
fresh life again. · These remedial measures may not be· 
altogether free from practical difficulties ; but they hav& 
to be boldly faced, discussed and solved if the labours of 
a generation are not to be thrown away in a fit of vexa· 
tion or distemper. 

People are not wanting who, in their earnest desire· 
to burry .up, simply retard progress. With them the 
work of the Congress in England though a foreigu 
agency is practically at an end and other means should 
be devised to give it a fresh start. It is vaguely urged
that we must stand on our own legs. Standing on one's
own legs is undoubtedly a counsel of perfection, pro
vided it is not used as a preted for sitting altogether· 
idle. Besides, until the legs are sufficiently strong ill
would not do to throw away the .crutch because it fail& 
.to help us. in running. Noble things are better said 
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than done, and nothing seems ;asier than to talk of 
putting in ''fresh blood " in a long-standing publifr 
institution; but it ought to be remembered, that tru& 
blood, whether fresh or old, is always thicker than water 
and that there can hardly be enough of superfluous 
blood to be gratuitously spared for us in an alien country 
and by an alien people ten thousand miles away. The 
idea of placing the management of the British Com
mittee and of the paper India in "Indian hands" 
may be refreshing ; but let us first arrange for tbe, 
ha~ and then there will be enough time for arranging 
the management. There was not perhaps an abler or 
more generous " Indian hand'' than Mr. W. C. Bonner
jee practically settled in England, or one who has· 
more freely spent his blood as well as his purse in the 
Congress cause, and yet he did not feel himself equal to the 
task of directly managing either branch of the agency .. 
As to the suggestion made in certain strange quarters for 
man·~ging the Committee or editing the paper India 
either from Calcutta or Bombay-well, that is an idea 
which does not strike very forcibly the ave1:age Indian 
intellect however tempting to its ambihion it _may. be. 
If the British Committee were to be discarded like an 
opera house that fails to produce fresh sensations every 
night, or the organ India either discontinued or 
supplanted by .a ''live paper" because H has yet failed 
to ·fit up an Argonautic expedition in search of the 
·• golden fleece," it is very much to be doubted if ths 
Indian Nationalist will ever achieve any more progress 
than present the same texture every day and count his 
time like the faithful Penelope unraveling by nigh!;. 
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what is woven hy day. The work of destruction is 
a-lways much easier than the process of construction 
and the people are not wanting who in the name of th'e 
<me contribute simply to the other. It is want of proper 
·nourishment more than any organic disease that often 
()a,uses anromic condition in a system. The Congress 
agencies seem to be all right. Give them sufficient food 
and exercise, or to be more explicit, put sufficient money 
into their poGJkets, and the necessary blood will come of 
itself. 

DEPUTATIONS TO ENGLAND. 

Another means adopted by the Congreas for popu
'iarising its propaganda in England and acquainting 
the British public with the wants and wishes of the 
Indian people was by sending from time to time depu
tations of competent men to England. The earlie't of 
such deputations, since the time of Raj11h Rammohan 
Roy, was that sent under the auspices of the In~ian 
National U oion in 1885. It was composed of three of 
the r.blest public men of the time, viz :-Mr. Mono
mahan G,hose of Bengal, Mr. Ganesh Narayan Chanda
varkar of Bombay and Mr. Sivfl.laya Ramaswami Muda
liar of Madras. They formed as it were the adva~ce 
{nard of the Congress mission. The first Deputat.ion 
formally appointed by the Congress was in 1889 and it 
was composed of Mr. George Yule, Mr. A. 0. Hurne, Mr. 
J. Adam, Mr. Eardley Norton, Mr. Pherozeshah Mehta, 
Mr. Surendranath Banerjee, Mr. Monomohan Ghose, 
Mr. Sharfuddin, Mr. R. N. Mudholka.r and Mr. W. C. 
:Bonnarjee. The work done by this deputation was 
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·simply invaluable ; for while Messrs. Bonnerjee and 
Norton succeeded in thoroughly establishing the 
·Congress agency, Mr. Surendranath Banerjee made 
•a. profound impression upon the mind of the British 
public. by his able and eloquent exposition of the Congress 
•propaganda. It was on this occasion that Mr. Hume 
saw Mr. Gladstone and urged him to support Mr. Brad
laugh's India Bill, when the great Commoner was 
•reported to have said, "I wish your father were present 
to-day." Mr. Bradlaugh's Bill forced the Government to 
iut~uce a Bill of their' own and the historic speeeh 
which Mr. Gladstone made on· the occasion of the 
passing of that Bill is well-known to the public. He 
.asked the Government to construe that half-hearted 
measure in a liberal spirit and clearly foreshadowed the 
real reforms that were demanded and which sixteen years 
.later were canied out by his friend and biographer. 
The next deputation appointed by the Congress was in 
1890• and it was composed of Messrs. George Yule, 
Pheroze.shab Mehta, W. C. Bonnerjee, John Adam, 
Monomoban Ghose, A. 0. Hume, Kalicbar~n Banerjee, 
Dadabhai Naoroji and D. A. Khare. It s~uld be 

.gratefully recorded that Mr. W. C. Bonnerjee and Mr. 
Dadabhai Naoroji, both of whom practically, settled 

:themselves in England in the service of the country, 
were among the strongest pillars of the movement, as 
they were among its original founders, and neither 
grudged their time, energies or money in the sacred 
·Cause to which they had consecrated their lives. In 
1889 Mr. D. E. Wp.tcha, Mr. G. K. Gokbale and Mr. 
:Surendranath Banerjee were deputed to give evidence 
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before the Royal Commission on Expenditure and th& 
remarkable evidence which they gave not only fully 
justified the confidence reposed in them, but also vindi
cated the character and weight of the political organiza
tion started in India. The next Congress deputation in 
1904 consisted of Mr. G. K Gokhale and Mr. Lajpat· 
Rai. Mr. Gokbale was again sent in the following 
year and on both the occasions he made such an im
pression as to mark him as one of the foremost politi
cians in India. For careful study, lucid marshalling of 
facts and incisive arguments, no less than fo~is 
unassuming manners and devotion to duty, Mr. Gokhale 
stands out a most prominent figure in .the Indian poli
tical world. If Mr. Surendranath Banerjee towers bead 
and shoulder over his colleagues in his stupendous ener
gies and matchless eloquence, Mr. Gokhale* also appears 
to be unsurpassed in his mastery of facts and close rea· 
soHing for which Sir Guy Fleetwood Wilson went so far 
as to compare him with Mr. Gladstone. But thro~gh a 
strange'irony of fate, for which India is not at all respon
sible, neither of these trusted leaders of the people has 
yet bee~found worthy of a place in the bureaucratic 
administration of the country. The last deputation 
sent by the Congress was that authorised by the Karachi 
Congress of 1913. It was composed of Mr. Bhupendra 
N ath Basu (Bengal), Mr. Sarma (Madras), Messrs, 
M. A. Jinnah and N. M. Samarth (Bombay), Messrs. 

• Sinoe these pages were sent to the press Mr. Gokhale has 
been out off in the prime of his liie, aud both the Government. 
and the country have now come equally to mourn the irrepa.rabl~~> 
loss. 
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8. Sinha and Mazhar-ul Haque (United Provinces and 
Behar) and Lala Lajpat Rai (Punjab). In one sense it 
wa,s a most unfavourable time for an Indian deputation, 
as the British public were almost distracted over the 
Irish Home Rule Bill introduced in Parliament and which, 
obliged the King to make an extraordinary step of 
summoning a conference of all the leading politicians in 
the country to avert a civil war with which it was threat
ened; while on the other hand it was a most momentous. 
occasion for India when i1ord Crewe introduced in the 
Up~House a Bill to amend the constitution of the· 
India Council in Whitehall. The extremely unsatisfac
tory composition of that Council was fully discussed by 
the first Congress in 1885 which passed a resolution for 
its absolution in the form in which it stood at the time. 
Lord Morley, along with his Reform Scheme, consider
ably liberalized the constitution of the India Council by 
an informal admission of two Indian members into its 
composition. Lord Crewe proposed to go a step furthet· 
by giving a statutory sanction to the Indian element
of the Council and by providing a system of nomination 
for this element out of a panel of forty to be el~cted by 
the various Legislative Councils in India. lt was of 
course not a measure of perfection, while its proposal 
for instituting a departmental system of administration 
by the Council was certainly open to grave objection. 
But; tbe Bill contained germs of great potentialities and 
if passed through the Lords might have undergone fur
ther impro.vements in the Commons, and there is an· 
overwhelming body of opinion in this country that there· 
was a great tactical blunder committed in allowing Lord, 
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'Curzon and others of his school to be able to lay hold on 
Indian opinion, of whatever character or complexion, as 
.an additional weapon of attack in their oppositiouto 
the proposed legislation. It is to be deeply regretted 
that in this, as in not a few other cases, India has 
inadvertently played into the hands of her shrewd 

.adversaries. It is, however, no use crying over split 

.milk. Attempts should now be made to have a Bill 
introduced in the Commons at an early oppor
tunity to deal with the question. If one thing has 
·been made clearer than another by the failure o~ord 
·Crewe's Bill it is the fact, that there should be some 
Indian representative in England to ...:Vork in conjunction 
with the British Committee, to stimulate British sym
. pathy and to take time by the forelock at every oppor
hmity _to further the interests of ,l~dia at the seat of t•eal 
power. Such were the works which ~were at one time 
done by Messrs. Dadabhai Naoroji and W. C. Bonnerjee 
and means should he devised to install at least one • such 
Indian reprasenhative in London. 

' CHAPTER XJII. 

THE CONGRESS: A NATIONAL MOVEMENT. 

For a long time the claim the Congres.s to be 
·styled ~ n)l.tional movement was strerluously,. if 
oat quite seriously, disputed by its cd.!iics.. Some 

·derisively caped it a '' Bengalee (}opgress,''. ~lthough 
· 4;he Bengalee's bad clearly no more band in it, either 
~in its inception or in its davelopmenii, thau the Pa.rei!;, 
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the Mabarattas, or the Madrasis, and the Bengalees 
would have been simply proud to accept the doubtful 
compliment paid to them if only it were the barest, 
truth ; others, profes~ng'"'to be'llv ,litUe .... :W.Qr;e .. catholic· 
dubbed it a~ .. a. " .E{lp,g.p.Qqq~r~~·~··: a~ if the :);IipdUE! w.ere-, 
altogether a negligible factor in the. country and that. 
such a disqualification was sufficient for its disparage-
ment in the estimation of the public and to discredit 
its weight and importance with the authorities : while· 
the more adroit among these crit~cs deuounced .. it. as an 
org~ation of the ... Edqcated .. Minor.ity~' iu .. the. coun
try, as though it were an established fact, tbl!<t th.e re
cognized political associations in all other civilized1 

countries were, as a rule, composed of their illiterate· 
majority and that; where such an element failed au 

. ;.-fugatl1~~tion, however strong in its moral, intellectual: 
. or mate~lai-equipment, must stand forfeited of all claims 
to be recognized as a national institution. The truth, 
however, seems to be, that early exiled from the healthy 
public life of tbeil' own native land, trained in all the, 
ways of a dominant rae~ in a subject country and, 

,• nurtured in the tradj,h?~~ary legends of the~ racial 
superiority, the An&l6'-Indian community naturally re

§ 
ceived a rude sbo~J<" at the first appearance of the new 
spirit and taxed ;!ill the resources of their ingenuity to· 

' nip it in the )'ud. These captious critics, to whom 
history, !!:P.P~-~ntly furnrshed no logic of facts, bad the 
cat;ching aa:pr~~sigg ..... Q,t::.JD1S:Ji9,~2,2J~}~ ,~,inority ···.·coined 
for them by a. high authority, while' they · th€nnselv'es 
were not slow to invent a few more smart phrases to 
d.iscredit the movement in this country and prejudice· 
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public opinion in England. No abase was dearned too 
atrong l.t.nd no llritiC>ism too· severe for tbe condemnation 
-of the new movement whose aims and objects v.rere re· 
garded ,,,ot only fl,fl a. threatened invasion or their pres
eripLi>o rights R.nd privileges rendered indefeasible by 
long onjc,ymant, Lut also as a seriou" disturha.nce of the 
c:bhlid.,ed order »f !;hings permanently sanctioned by 
·CUstorr~, nsa~;e and i;rad' ~ion oflthe country. .. Dreaming 
idealists, "imvotent se'ditioo-mongers/' " self-constitut· 
-ad delegate:l," "disappointed place-seekers," ''pretentious 
body oi: irresponsible agitators," and many other ~ant 
phrases of tha fH<Ule description were among the ~veape:ms · 
offensive and defensive forged by these critics to dispose 
-of the mer<.Jhers of the Congress and to disoreiht the 
movemeni;. But if the movement was really as.nothiog, 
it is ntther difficult f.n apprecia,te why Ro much/{>\Jwdel'~:_, •. ~ 
.tm1 sho'. were simply wasted for destroyin~.:,u~h a r.iny 
gnal; 'tnd why snob severe attention was paid

0 
to a 

handful of politiea.l somnambulists. H was, however, 
not found possible to sustain these reckless charges for a 
.'long time, !!.Iii quite a different,verdict was pronouneed a.t 
t>U ear~stage both here as w~h~~ in England establish· • 
iug the claim of the Congress to represent the enlightened 
views of the Indian public witbout'«?.istiuation of (\l\Ste 

or creed, colour Ot' race. It may be ~,rfectly true, that 
aU the communitim'l in the country &~ve not ~c;qually
,distinguished them~>elves on the Coograsl:l"'''~J~t<,n:m ; bub 
it can hardly be denied that the better minds of every 
community have been throughout in perfect agreement 
with its aims and objects and have never dissented fi'om 
-it~ programmi). 
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It has aJeellidy been pointed .oria, !ihat so .back 

ca.s 1890, when the Congress was but five yean;; old, tbe 
Govermnent. of Lord · Lansdowne. that tbe 
·Oongre<m was .regaxded as representing tlB .aclv~.;1ced 
Liberal Party in Indi~as distinguish!'Jd from tho pov?er
.l'ul body of conserveJive opinion the cnuntry, 
Hinee then Lord Morley, Mr. JusL:n McCa.rthy, Sir 
William Hunter, Sir Oh>J,des Dilke, Lm;:; Randolph .Chur
qhill, Mr. Herbert Lord) Gladstone, Sir 'li,k'=P\rd. 

·Garth and many other disfiinguishect ;;,ud. 
au~ities have from tima to time admi!;t~(tho charac· 

of the Congress as a ·natioAal asliemh!y fairlY'· :repre
sentative of the Indian people. Spe~king 1n 1$90 Sir 
Chrnle.s Dilke said :-

Argument upon the lll(l,tter is to be desired, but: not in· 
••3: ''':'{('lS, and ~l:wre is so much reason to think that the 
mcvcm!.~t really represents the cultivated inte1Hgeuc8 the 
·COUntry tf.cJ, those who ridicule it do harm to the imperiai interests 
of Great Brita'in, bitterly wounding a nil \1,\i.aua.ting mrm who are 
justifi<t.d in what they do, who. do ic in reasonable aud cautious 
for~ and who ought to be oonoiHatedby b.,ing ntet half .. way." 

Th·.'>re b t.be testimony of Ml".Harbert. Glad:atcne vc:ho 
'iilaid tbat: 

"The nationu,l moveiJ7.~6t in India, whioh has tak~a purely 
llCDBtitution9,l and loyal,/orm and which expr.esses t!'U"ough the 
Congress the legitimat,(:' hopes and requirements o!. !;he people. is 
nne wiGh which I sinS;erely sympathise. I dwuid consider it a. 
hi~h honour in ho!ever small a dilgree to be asijoc:iated with it." 

,f 

Sir Williitril Hunter, tll:an,w-J:wxn there is hardly !h 

moi'l:l0''\~'~R~Jl;;;i:lced Indian authority, observed : 
" The lnt?ian NH.tional Oongrew is, eae~:>ntia.Uy .t~e child of 

British rulll, the product of OIU sohools ;un'l nrciversitjeg, .. We ba.d 
created and foatereii the a.apira.iiions whhh animated .tae.Cougress, 
and it would be both childish and unwise te re!ur,e now to those 
.aspirations both our aympa.'thy and respilotlulconaideratiou." 
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• Loril Morley, speaking from his place in the House·· 
of Commons a.s·tbe responsibleminister for India, said:~ 

,; ·I do not say that :t agree with all that the Collgreas desires; 
but speaking broadly of wha.t·r conceive to be at .the botwm of the· 
Congress I <:It? not see why any one who takes a 'Mol and steady 
view of Indian Government should be frightened." 

·The Right Hon. Sir Richard Garth. Kt., Ohief 
J ustioe. of Bengal, writing in 1895, said:~ . ' 

"It seems to me that so far frqm. beipg .in· any ~:VaY objeo. 
tionable, the Congress affords an open, honest and loyal means 
ol making the views and wishes of the most intelligent section of 
the Indian peorle known to the Government;". . ' 

And, above all, Hirr Imperial Majesty George V, was 
himself pleased to accord his recognition to the Congress 
by accepting its message of welcome: and thanking it fot' 
its loyal devotion to the Throne on the occasion of· his. 
auspicious visi~ ~o India in 1911. H seems unn~'if~r1'\;J"',''"""'' 
to multiply further evidence in support of t~.tfffi.cial as, J . . 
well as the popular verdict in favour of . the claim. and 
character of. the Congress as a ,representative institution. 
II; may simply be added for the satisfaction of thos.e who· 
may still continue to be at hea t dissatisfied with that 

\ 

verdict,~ the oa~ens.ible .groun of the. mass of the:. ,j 

populattan not betng m evtdence on the Congress plat• 
form, that the." microscopic minorit ,, in every Qouutry~. 
w'bether in the East or in the W , have always 
represented the telescopic majority, and qat · nowhere, 
have the inarticulate mass of a people apt 
through the mouth of the educated few. 'rhea as. 
regflirds the old, orthodox and favourite argument of the: 
Anglo-Indian community based upon the assumed 
differences between the classes and the masses ib were' 
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well to remember, that even in the seventies of th"J, 
eentuty that bas just closed over us John Bright;. 
had to complain that the Parliament of Great Britain 
was not after all a "transparent mirror of public 
opinion" and that the· Labcror party in that Parlia
ment :representing the . masses .of England is only of 
ver.y 1'ecent growth and as yet furnishes but a wholly 
inadequate representation of its immense working popu· 
lation. It may be. no mere: disl'Jutatious argument to· 
advance, that if the Mother of Parliaments, which in 
it~figin was no more than an assembly of a handfu~ 
of'' wise men," and which even in its later developments 
was composed of a hereditary aristocracy and a few. 
,hundred chosen representatives drawn only from the· 
ranks of advanced enlightened communities could 

"."~lilt~~'>< 

/havi'(t:i<~nstitutionally governed for centuries the destinies 
~ of the ~~~J,j,est empire in the . world, it would hardly, 

be dli!cent to put forward any pre,text based upon 
a question of class interest to dispute the represent• 
ative character of an advisory political organization 
without any legal origj;fn or statuliory constitution .. 

•( Nobody aontends.thao/"'t,he Oongres:;ds a" t~nsparenl; 
mirror of public pinion" in India ; bu6 if ib is 
not so transparen as the Parliament of Great Britain, 
or. the Chamber .. f the French Republic,. is it really very 
much more Ol?£t~ue than the Duma of Russia, or even 
the ~&l;J9tacg""of Germany, as far as reflection of public 
opinion is concerned? If there has been no objection to 
the National Laague representing the cause of Ireland 
for more than half-a-century, with one of ius four divi
sions in open arms against it, the title of the I~dian. 

10 
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National Congress, with only one of ita m.a.ny communi
ties partially sbanding u,side a.s neutral and passively
watehlng the fight, may not be deemed so extravagant;· 
1~0 to form a poiut in a serious discussion on suoh general 
issues as are in:volved in i.his great movement. The Con
gress is not even thirty years old, "nd if within this short 
period it has es~ablishe(1 its elaim to be the mouthpiece 
of the beaming millions of India even in some respec~s 

and has mwer done anything to forfeit their tacit con1i
t1ence, thea··· ·nobOdy need fa.i"rly grudge jta 4ush and 
logibima~e aspiration to be called a National A.sse~'h'. 

It is certainly not the essentin,l c~~dTti~n of a 
;ua,tional institution that; every member or even every 
<eommunity of the nation should be t;.ctively associated 
v,rith it ; for if it were so, even the most thoroughly 

~,..'!J'IP,·~--

1·epresentative o:l Parlia,ments would cease to bt;.ili "'"na-" 
i;ional institution. An institution is quite ..iDlffional if } 
Itt possesses iu the' main a .ropresentati:v.e cbara.cter, 
eJphqdios the national spiriti and is guided):)¥ aims and 
o!~iec~s of national aJvancement. It may sowet.i.mes 
{s.i! to be a transparent mirron.c9f public opinion parti-
-culo.rly where such opinion is in ·:.~'"tcC! a nebulous con- • 
ditiou as"1o be unable to ca"t & dii~\nct· reflection even 
01;1 the. most powerful camera; but it {~.,always expected 

. . ""• 
faithfully to reflect 11n interest whieh'\once it is pre· 
sent,er1 in proper shade and light, at o~e catches the 
al;tention of the public and attracts the ·~~~-lsi~),(;l.:;;l~;.'Sym
pathLes and energies towards its attainment. In tbi8 
way national organizations have ~verywhere preceded 
:oational awe.koning in its widest sense, IUJd sometimes 
a. single individual gifted with extraordinary vision has 
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.i~volutionized a.n entire national life. ~~i.e~~"'~;.~ not 
· •li!kP.J:~uLr.u~~>dl'h .~.11<:1 ~h~ ... hJi.ll~~.~-~y.QJ.q4~o!l of national, 

"ljk;~ jn.dividual, Jif<L is .... a.t~l).in~;d, .. ,.th~Qugh. a slo~ and 
•laeorious proees~ of"·6rg1llfti~d·'Sff~r~s •.. " ... J;uil.&t~l1, .. by the 
above t.est the daim . of the Coogt:ess to . be . recog-
··~<!.Jki~J!!.~~tJQ~,"<~¥:; .~~~1Ji .. ".l\i.J<dl¥.~, •.. be .•.. dis
·ng~~d ... "J~y. !!<PY ),lut ...• tAe .... IllQ,st ,.H~t:Y,.~,{c,\l}~"'·•'J~,t;~~j.Q~. If 
Mr. Disraeli, Lord Hartington, Mr. ,Joseph Ohamber
•lain, Mr. Balfour and other millionaires could represent 
the labouring classes of England, because a percentage 
of »h:m were able to exercise their forced votes in their 
•<favour, then surely men like Dadabhai Naoroji, W. C. 
Boonerjee, Pberozeshab Mehta, Sureodranath Banerjee, 
Rash Behary Ghose, Kashinath Trimbak Telang, Bud
ruddin Tyabjee, Gopal Krishna Gokhale, Abdul Rasul, 

1

1 Au;otT& Charlu, Krishnaswami Iyer, Sirdar Dyat Singh, 
Lajpat R'!i.'i·,,Madan Mohan Malaviya, Muzur-ul-Haque, 
,f.rasap Imam aad many others, men all born of the 
people, might well have been <lapended on to voice forth 
.more faithfully the wants and wishes of the voiceless 
millions of India than tte editors of the Pioneer, the 
·Civil and Military Aazette, the English,q,n, the 
.Statesman and otherl};irds of passage of nearly the same 
feather, whatever. their pretensions may be in the 
position which t{ey occupy in the administration of the 
•·country. ·' , 

~\mon~. the Indians themselves the Parsis as a 
.community were no doubt for a short time wavering 
in their attitude; but the great personality of Mr. 
Dadabhai N aoroji and the firm attitude of men like Sir 
Pherozesbah Mehta and Mr. Dinshaw Edulji Wacha. 
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settled the question, and tba~ important community· 
bodily cash in their lot with the nationaL movement •. 
The Eurasian community, bavi~g its stronghold in 
Madras, did not fail to ·realise its true position during 
the I! bert Bill controversy and having wisely stood aloof, 
at least. in the Southern Presidency, fro!X} that ~ontroversy 
it heattily joined the ne"V movement under the Ieadersbipc 
of Messrs. W. S, White, and W. S. Gantz; while Capt~in 
H<mon from the Punjab. Mr. Howard, the President of 
t.he Anglo-Indian and Eurasian Association at Allaha.bad,. . ~ 

Captain Hearsay from Debra-Dun, Mr. Crowley· of ~be 
firm of Messrs. Crowley & Co., and Mr. George Yule
from Bengal with many.other Europeans a.nd Eurasians 
of note from time to time joined and strengthened the 
rank atld file of the organisatioN. 

, I 

An !trtificial and mischievous manoouvre. was en- ., · 
,gil'leered by a section of the Anglo-Indian ,Pt<ss which 

_ .... ·,,wit.·i·l· the active support o .. f a. shortsighte. d hu·r· e.a.!lcracy 
·ed on the mean policy of .... "Dimdl):et-impem and 

, cap 1lt:ed the great but ba~kw;r~_,.M.!lhom~~;:~p,):Pp.;un~
ity who were taugbh t.be unworthy tactics o.f b:LH$ in 
wait. for .~e otb~r communi tie~. draw th~ c!;lt;w,tputs 
out of the fire, so that they wight \omfortably mounch 
them without b.·urning their fing.ers i\. the fire .. of official 
displeasure. At .. thefirst .. Congress in '885. Mr.:Rl1him
tullab Sayani was the only. Mabomedan. prejlen~, .. and 
the Anglo-Indian Press of the time complacentl"Y 1'6-

marked that even he did not take any active part in its 
deliberations. But it would appear from the subse
quent presidential addrea,~ .. CJ> •.. o,f ... ~ot~ .. Mr .• ·B.~qruddin .. 
Tyabji and Mr .. Rahimtullah Sa.yani ·t'hab thtl~'1'Were 

,.. 
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·'hsa.r.lt an-d soul wil>b the .. mo:v.em.en.t J~p.roH tpj;j,Y.9~Y begin· 
•;pj,~;i_..,,,, .. J:n.tbe Second Congress ··tbe··nmnber· of· Mussal· 
Q:l!JIO Delega.tes wasc ·33; while at Madras in. 1887. tl:leir 

··~p.rnl;l('lr rose to Sl. k~t •. tl;te."(q,u.x.th Congress at Allahabad 
!jlu},.l}L!l<bpAJ.ad».uv . .Ll~l~AJi~.,,p,.,J.l~h~I~4,~~~.,.,9Mt, .. 9f .. a. to tal 

·of 1,248 Delegates. Thus the interest of that great corn· 
rnunity in the national movement, in spite of the syren 

·song of the Anglo Indian press, was steadily and rapidly 
'increasing. But since the Allahabad Congress, when the 
attitude of the authorities become more pronounced, the 
Mah~rnedans began to secede, and their " approved . ' 

•loyalty", which some silly persons on the other side 
irreveretttly called " oilty ", was turned into a ''valuable 
asset" by certain designing people. 

It is no doubt true, that in the fifth session of the 
· Cor.gress held. at Bombay the number, though not the 
·'Percentage, of Mahomedan Delegates rose higher than at 
the •preceding .session A.t Allahaba.d. There were 254 
Mahornedans out of a total of 1,889 Delegates. But it 

,,should be remembered that it was a historic session corn· 
, monly known as the "Bradlaugh Congress'' wbicb, as 
•has been already pointed out, attracted ~ unusually 
large number of people, including even officials in secret 

·to see and bear lihe great champion of democracy, and 
that a large majority of these Mahornedan Delegates 

. att,eoded from the Bombay Presidency where the 
:Mahornedan cornmuQity, though numerically srnaUer, 

•.has been until vary recently ever more progressive 
.than in the rest of India. It is however worthy of 

·notice that two of the ·Mahornedan Delegates at this 
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very Congress, one hailing from the Punjab and the other 
from the United Provinces made no secret of their racial; 
opposition to the Congress proposal as regards the
re·form of the Legislative Councils. :Besides, the remark
able dearth of Mahomedan Delegates. at all subseq.uent. 
sessions of the Congress, until the last sessions held afl. 
Karachi, conclusively proved that the official reporter of 
1889 was quite premature in his forecast of growing· 
Mahomedan interest in the national movement. It is. 
doubtless true that advanced Mussa.lmans like Mr. Abdul 
Rasul in Bengal and Mr. Comuruddin Tyabji in Botobay .. 
not to speak of stalwarts like Messrs. Budruddin· 

.. ':f Tyabji and Rahimtullah Sayani, never swerved from 
/~eir allegiance to the national cause ; but tba.bulk of' 
' :~he Moslem community were led .P.a.tray ·· a.llwihsuccessful-

lykeptback for a long time from joi!ling, tl:!.~ .. "r,J.JQYement. 
S~veral unfortunate incidents also co9tributed towards. 
widening the breach between the two main communities. 
in the country, while their separation from a com·mou 
platform served not a little t~ make the· relation between 
them more and more strained rtnder ·'the continuous. 
fanning of the Anglo-Indian community who scarcely 
made any "ii6cret of their policy of playing one against. 
the other. But the game has happily been almost played 
out. The intelligent Islamic community, with the rapid• 
growth of education, are gradually awaking to a consci
ousness of the ignominious position into which they have· 
been led and are steadily pressing forward to take their 
legitimate place by the side of the other communities, 
fighting shoulder to shoulde:r for the attainment of their
(lOtnmon destiny. 
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The Moslem League, whatever the object of its 

founsers and the attitude of some of its early members 
may have been, has, in the dispensation of a.n inscrutable 
providence, done for the 1\fabomedans what the Congress. 
had done much earlier for the other communities in the 
country. It has slowly imbued them with the broad 
vision of national interests and inoculated them with 
ideas of common rights and responsibiiities, when at the 
last Session of the League they openly embraced the com
mon political faith so long preached by the Congress. If 
~ert like Mazur-ul-Haque, Hassan Imam, Wazir
Hussain, Ibrahim Rabimatullab, Jinnah, Mabomedali 
and last but not least the present Agah Khan couldhave 
appeared in the Eighties and joined band~ with Messrs. 
Budruddin Tyabji, Rahimatullah Sayaui and Abdut 
Rasul the history of the Indian National Congress, might 
now have been written in an altogether different style. 
But it must be said to the credit of the Mahomedan 
community' that although for a long time they kept. 
themselves aloof from the Congress, they never coula be. 

·~"-"'persuaded to s~art any active•movement to counteract its 
?"'~!-'ogress. The ,fiotit;ioas counter-agita..tion was kept up 

on}y by the selfish A:pg)p-Jnq,j~npJ:JJilS ~;~t t~ instance of 
a narrow and nervous bureaucra()y jn the ostensiblE!' 
name .oLt.he. Mahomedan- _cGmmun ity,.- and.thereis suffi
.cient reas.on.to hl'lie¥.\'!t-b~~.IJ;tt~lHge:pt,M!lllJoroeda.Ps .werEt 
po~. wanting wbo.saw .. tb~ough.tbe bluff an4 t!l-Qroughly 
u-nderstood in whose interest the agitation was really 
engineered, though from prudential considerations they 
were unable openly to denounce it .. T.bQ...g~li.,,ii!!,gp,pf 
Aiig~rh, who ih:u;jng,hi&,liietW:J.e~¥1!a.a,~bt> ,.f~JtQ~Jl.~~~cl,_~l).der-
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1 ~the communi~y. d!C!..!l.<:l]J.!I!U . .i~~t.!!l;!x.~~"'~~~llowledgo 
'Jih~b the Hindus and the Mussalma..nsin.lniia." were 
like .the two eyes .oL.a f~ir .;oo.tJoiden~' .. ap.q, ... th~t" it was 
fmpossible to injure the one without affecting .tba.other,'' 
~nd, be might well have added, without disfiguring the 
maiden altogether. It ie worthy of remark, that the 
Congress from an early.stage took care. to .. sa.f.eguard the 
interm;ts of .all minorit;,~Slland with. a. vJeW··.to .remove all 
poE~sible misapprehension. from .the. tpjp,g~ qfJpe Mussal
mans distinotly provided, that when a11y community in 
the Congress being in the minority should a.pp!'.!\t'. tet be '' .,, ... 
ev!'ln .nearly unanimous in opposing any .moti.on such 
tr1otion shall be ~lropped. Beaides,.it is an incontrover
t,ible fact that the Congress bas up to this time never 
passed a. single resolution advocating the interests of any 

1pruticular community, or of the classes against those of 
the m~sses. On the contrary it has throughout recogniz
ed that the future destiny of the country largely, if not 
solely, depended upon the harmonious co-operation • of 
all the communities and the amelioration of the condition 
of its huge working and agricultural population, and has 

,.,as such persistently urged for educational facilities for 
~·the backwaril,. communities in the country. Educ.ation' 

"f,.• 
t 1t t.b.e only leaven that can leaven the whole. lUl:pp, and 

~h.~Congress has never failed to realize that.al:) ed)lc!l.tion 
~dyt~.:oces the appat·ently heterogf1[)60US eleroeqts in the 
·&ountry .. are .bound to coalesce . and solidify. into a 
homgg~,t:~eous mass. 

In +;ba meantime, however, in the midst of the 
perennial controversy that raged between a j~alous 
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''bureaucracy and a distrustful public and in spite of the 
·Opposition, ca.lumny and misrepresentation which never 
·ceased to dog its footsteps, the movement went on gaining 
strength both in volume and intensity every year. In 
its majestic march it swept away all obstacles presented 
by differences of creed and caste, of language as well as 

·of customs, habits and manners, and the process of uni
·:fication wen.h on apace rounding off those local and racial 
:angularities which stood in its course and bearing down 
those treacherous shoals and bars which the opposition 
fond~y hoped would wreck it one day. It bas passed 

• ·t~rough many t~i&ls and tribulations and tided over many 
dangers and difficulties which lay in its way. Many 
were the "candid friends " who in season and out of 
season raised their warning voice against what they 
·deemed its "mad career"; but the collective wisdom of 
a renovated people under'the guidance of a higher inspir
ation bas gone on working in bhe sacred cause with 
·stout heart and sincere devotion. The acuteness of the 
opposition has now nearly died out; while with the falsi
fication of the ominous prophecies of the "birds of evil 
prl;lsa~e '' their shrieks are heard growing fainter and 
·fainter as. the day of the inevitable seem!il to ~approach· 
ing. lt is no less an authority than Sir William 
Hunter who has borne his ungrudging testimony to the 
'fact that ''the Indian National Congress bas outlived 
the early period of misrepresentation; it has shewn that 
it belongs to no single >~action of the population "; while 
·it may be fairly remarked, that Hindus,. Mussalmans, 
Pars is and Christians, all have been proud of the honour 
of ocaupying the presidential chair of the Congress as the 
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highest distinction in the gift of the country and its 
,.pt'lople. 

·)~':1\. It;. is however still argued, that. altb.oug.bJ,b.e .. Cougres& 
· may be a national assembly ill oaa-.f!e,ver .... bope .... to .. attain 

its chimerical object.in view...,-tbe est&hlis.hmf;lnt of an 
Indian ... o-a.tione.liby·;,·f:or.thlilta.Jl.J:f:l .said to be four essential 

' . ~~~~illll!lllfti'J rt'lm!WI.O''«<~~ ,. 

C?,.~£!.L~L<!!!.§.J.9J; .. ~.JlQ.~itWii.9JJ,,_,Q.t.P."J;I,l\.~Q;:Q~;i~.: :tb a. t there 
~~~ • .!?Jt,.,!\,,,\i~J¥1.W,9.Q,~9.~,.!1.H.~ttl9.~ · . .SQX.~;tlll.m&~.n~~· ... common 
t~m.~q~, ~p~.fJ..,g<?,~J~9.9.J~.~j~i.9I?!!l..~$\.~~~!lo.~-.~~fll.a .. p.eing a 
congeries ofpeoi>le.iacking In all these essential elements 
can never hope to evolve a nationality out of a Baf>el~f • 
confusion into which she has been hopelessly plunged 
by centuries of revolutions and changes unparalleled in 
the history of the world. Tpe-se are all pfausible' argu-
ments no doubt ; . but not one of them will probably 
staud the test of careful examination in the light of 
modern political evolution of the world. ,:f!u!,..,;~~at:"f 
question, strictly speaking, is mere ·or" less of a larger~''· 
or smaller formula of ethnological classification. • The- ,, 
modern Indians are broadly divided into two races,. 
the llindus and Mussalmans, the former having larger 
and sharper sub-divisions than the latter ; but both ; 
descended ""'qm a common Aryan stock, more agnatic 
in their relation to each other than most of the 
European peoples.' The Hindu anthropology indeed 
traces them to one common descent within t.he legendary 
period of ancient history. However that may be, the
question is, d0es this difference in races constitute· 
a permanent bar to their so uniting as to constitute a. 
political unit or nation? Without going far back into
antiquity it may be confidently asked, is there any 
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nation of modern times which is not composed of distinct 
and different racial units which have been welded 

.-· together by forces other than those of mere ethnology 't 
The Pichs and the'Scots, the Angles and the Saxons, the 
Celts and the Welsh are all innorporated in the ~reat 

British nation, although they one ani all still retain· 
distinctive racial characteristics of their own to no small 
extent. In Germany the Teutons and the Slavs, the
Prussians, the B~~.varians and the Silicians and in that 
curious Dual-Monarchy of Austria-Hungary the Germans, 

• t~ Magyars or Hungarians, Czechs, Poles, Slavs, Serbs, 
Croats and Roumanians are all distinct racial units 
consolidated into a national federation of no ordinary 
solidarity and strength. So it is idle to contend that· 
racial differences in India can by themselves stand as an
insuperable difficulty in the way of the Hindus and 
Mussalmans, with an intermediate link of the Parsis
between them, coalescing and forming a political unit. 
The process bas already started and it is only a question• 
of time when they will become completely fused into a 
consolidated Pational organization. 

llil· .x~ga.r~, .. ,,J:'fJlW.R!Jl" ..... jt must. be admitted, that 
although in the early stages of social e10ofution and 
even down to the end of the middle ages religious faiths 
constituted the strongest cement of national unity,. 
a mighty change has taken place in modern times all 
over the world. With increased facilities of com
munication, both through land and water, and ever· 
increasing expansion of trade and commerce a rapid· 
diffusion of people throughout the world has taken 
place converting every civilised country. into a congeries.-
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-of people, each with distinct habits, manners and 
religious beliefs. Tbe ancient territorial distributions on 
the basis of religious ties have all been broken UJ.?, and ·
with the advancement of science and development of 
matedttlism a nation has received the connoija.tion more "'' 
,of' a political orgamza.tion than of a religious confeder· 
a.cy. Ji1reedom of conscience· a.nd religious toleration 
have revolutionized every country and every society, 
and different and even divergent faiths no longer count 
against the forces of a natiional evolution, Even 
education has been secularized throughout the \\ror~d,. 

ann the spirit of ~1artin Luther's reforn;J, which first 
effected in Europe a perm'l.nent divorce of Education 
from Religion has peimeat,ed the entire civilization of 
the world and considerably weakened, if not complete-
ly shabbered, the influence of the church and clergy of 
,every ereed in moulding and shaping the destinies of 
nations. A nation therefore is now more a political 
unit than a religious. organiza.tion. The differences 
~between the Saivas a.nd Vaishnavas and Saktas, or 
for the matter of that between the Hindus and the 
Buddhists, the J ains and the Sikhs are not more 
'marked th'ln those between the Catholics and the Protest· 
.ants, tne Methodists and the Greek Church, ':pheu 
are there not Unitarians and Positi vista, Free-thinkers 
and Non-conformists side by side with members of the 
·Orthodox Churches in every country in Europe aud 
America forming integral parts of one, indivisible 
n11tion? No man now cares more about the religious 
oonviotions of his neighbour than of his, private character. 
It is now the p~blic life of a P.eople, as refl!'}cted ,ip 

1 



opinion, 
of purp(;se rcnd of aims and 

'we'~~~!,, constitutes the national. spirit, It jc; not at an 
suggest.:Hi' ·that other rno;:al and Bpi ritual qualities do ,,ot 
gJ>, far to eiii'It,tbe i:Jdividual as woH as tbo nation , hut 
these higher a'!i,hributeR are not among the insepari;ble 
accidents of nati6,,~td life;:: 

Comm.QP , gove,,.,.,_:~nt 00mc:o•j 'nG 

doubt f~~~m the \:la,sis of s national organisation, the one 
articulata e~pression of Mmmon jnterests a~d '-

• c3mmon sen'.iments and '::he other ~hem into 
action,, In Indi.11, the Eoglish bts becorH~ 

t;he linaua of the €!ihwated eommunity whose 
number is daily ;q,nd whose ideas, thoughts 
and actions are purveyed to the rest of the population 
through the medium ot ;<, number or allied dialeets an 
derived from oo::nmoa source, and it is no more dilf;~ 

c1,1lt jor the people of the di.fferenh provincefl to under" 
stand eaoh other. tban itc is for the mass of 'the 
Scotch and V\Telsbman t;o understand the Englishman, 
.A. comrnor, script fot aH the Indinn hrngnages would 

of Euroye, tho gtudy of 
country; but evtm if that 
may be solved by 

Lhe case 

th<:; Vll,rious di~ei:« in thic; 
is not ~Jossible difr!culty 

some of tbese languages 
in an interprovincial et:rrieu!rnrc 0l the departments or 

universities a,t cEn:hdn st;;,ga of the edne:11:ional syst<oi'G 

of the different provi,Jces, The Bengalee, the Hindvs
tani, the Mah"r',tte: ~,,nd tbe Telugu are the most 
important ilrnoag the and vuritt€w languag0s in the 
countJ•y a,nd if these cue taught in our schools or 8 
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. of all the provinces the linguistic connection bebween 
the different ra.oes may be satisfactorily established. 

As regards government, the Indian peoples,.~~·, 
a still more favourable position. For the ~,:tiffion of a . ''".,,:/ 
national life it is absolutely necessary 'a.t the ent~rr · 
·population of a geographical unit, wh 
there may be in their racial, l 
'position, should be under on 
Where this condition fails there is disintegration even 
•among people belonging to the same race, spe~tking the 
·same language and prefessing the same faith, and e~h • 
. integral !lection under a separate rule forms a distinct 
·nation. As has already been said, a nation in, the 
modern acceptance of the term is now a political unit 
,formed out of community of interest, community of 
laws and community of rights and responsibilities. 
These are all created and conserved under the guidance 
and inspiration ~f a force which is generatetl J:>y a 
common rule whether it be monarchical, democratic ot 
republican in its character, There was a time when 
the Bengalees, the Punjabis and the Mabrattas form-
ed distinct nations, as the Prussians, the Bavarians and 
.the Silicia~ on the one hand and the Bohemians, 
the Magyars, the Czechs and the Slavs on the other 
did at one and no distant time. But being brought 
.under the same rule, subject to the same laws and 

. .invested with the same rights and responsibilities, 
emanating from the same fountainhead, the Bengalee, 
the Panjabi and the Mahratta are now but different 
factors of one and the same political unit or nation. 
Tbus th~ Pa.rsi or the Mahomedan in India no 
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'~ongetc"fwes · any- temporal allegiance to the Shah 

-, ~";~ Persi~o~ the Sultan~£ Tur~ey, 'nor do they belo~g 
· tl.i~~";l',--:~sian or Turkish natiOn. They a:re both ID· 

.corporated~'::i.~. the body of the vast Indian Nation. 
Governm~'/;;;t is the cement--of .a .natiopll.l organi-

-,.·"~"'· ,. "~~1~:"-'' 

.zat10n and witll;-,nt such a cement even the most ad-
vanced co_~ntries··;'iu th~"'world . would fall to. pieces 
li~e a, house- of card·~~:: .. ::-:it is quite trjlE), that. under the 
.existing 'conditions it is simply impossible for India to 

,-;;t~aim at sovereign independt:;~nce and yet maintain its 
~~~onalism; for. no .. ao~IJ£lr.sU;O.h .. an-a~lie.AlP~is mad.:J it 

ID~\lt ,st&nd split u-p into i.lis raQial fa9tors, the cement 
would be gone aQd t)le vast fabric of. its.national orga
nization tumble down entirely. broken up. There may 
be then a Bengalee, or a Punjabi, or a Mahratta State, 
but no longer an United-India, or an Indian Nation. 
For the higher evolution of such a nationality the 
Indiaq National Congress from the very beginning 
set up an ideal o~ the permanent basis of a great 
·confederacy under a common rule such as was 
furnished by the paramount authority of Great Britain. 
The Congress certainly aims. at. frE;Jedom.; l?,ut not at 
separa~ion.' Ou tl:w contrary it is the ~eedom of 
the different members of a body which while they are 
perfectly free to discharge their respective functions 
independently are at the same time dependent upon one 
.another for their vita.l existence as a whole, and which 

.,).P th~ir muta~l relation imply no s~bj~otio~, but enj~in 
·; equality and mterdependence. It 1s JD thts .. c~.meept-IOn 
~'ali lies the true inwardness of Indian naMoPiiltlism and 

it is this ideal which constitutes the just cl.IJ.jm.of the 
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~Jl~4hlJ_l"'!~tion,,~.L?,?~.~.:·.~-~.~- .. ~?.,b.o .e~yleil a. ~:~tjor;tl;~mo~~
ooent. Lord H!i.l'amge s famous despatch ofttne 25tb 
~-,r~~ '"'f:f''·-.< ';,·,·• '· .. , • - ' _ . J _ _ .. , ·/·~":\ 

~u,.guuli un l give~ a' qqr:rect expmssion to thf;l,";·~·;~·!";·-~· 6( 
. ·' . . • . , ,£'Y 

that IJioven:wnh and Cleatly indic~ttll~ ~ho OQ"!.V logit.inJ:\te ,. 
deve!opme!lt of a pen.uaoeot Britlsh,,:iu'le in lrl'<:rl~." 
flowevor muoh Tiritish dlploma.cy rryf::Y, turn !tnd twist 
tbo plain terrut3 of that imp&;·~ant (k~cumont to wriggle 
out of an inevitable· sil;uation, ·:·.,''is bound to work Oil~· 
ibii vo;H~eful sol11tion at .first in the forrnation ._,f a confe· 
dera,e;y of autonomous JuitR within the country and >lfl· 

· the consun1ruation iu the evolution of a largpr, strOUJI!e'l• 
and prouder unit, self·conbained, self-adjusted, seH

relianh, and standing side by side and co·oper.ating with 
the other soH-governing limits of the Empire. Slil-eh a 
conception U:lW;J!; no. qou'Qh t7 ak~ timo lio materlaJiy," 
ib·~~lf; l>ut it is by no mean~ a fn.nt11Stic dream, .:Uoside:,, 
tht~ world hu,'l always dreamt before its wa.king and 
evolved iliB ';tenaJ.st realities ont of wildest dnlams .. 
Hut '3Ven without. indulging in dreams it .is permissible 
to reao the signs of ·time which in its onward and 
irresistible march i3 visibly ru·rayin1~ i;he moral forces 
of humr.nity ·for a thorough revision and re-adjustment 
of the de~ies of the world from which India ltlone 
cannot be .excluded. If the Pbilippi.nos in the Pacific;, 
th~ Polss in CentralEurope, and (Wen. the Negroes of 
I.Jioeria have succeeded in evolving their destinies aR 

><elf-governing people, the claim of India fm· an equ:ti 
parbnershlp in LhEl federation of the British Empire may 
be neil;hsr Ro extr!l.vag~,nt., new ><n rrmlQte £mf! visionary 

as to be altogotber beyond the range of practical politics. 
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tJnification. 

IIurilan nature,· ',ays Hw';lbes, ;s a; s~range:admi:Ktu~e of 
!jOntnl:di:ltias. It i~-'~·\:'!:?'<1~ alS'1H!.Mr11".8d . with the present; 
and while bhe aternal'IJ. w of pro.g>:ess · il:ioessa.nlily tmpe!s 
i~ to eo1ll;:h' the future1 i!i !HWer tired of l~S 

.. ~ntations for ii,h'9 !• good ol:1 n which it Jha& deli,.: 
berately and whi.ch JOitVtl'~ Call return, If 
!~consistency i.s only a.n :tbcrration of human nr"ture. in 
general, it is the marked characteristic of 
t(3mpeniment, To the Present il; can hurd:i:9 be recon~ 
oiled unt;il it h;:~,Et vanished into the Past, wbilo itfl'. 
feeble attraction the .Future looses aU itb forGe aveD: 
as it makes a new approach to the Present 
Vvhile the robust naltions of .the 
as tliey do in its perpetual ~volution, generally l.ook 
the past only to receive inspiration fct the fut,urJ, 
decaying people like the Indians, whose.01:ily pride ,.a 
in their 'PMlt; :regard the moral prCJgre.~.e of th1d> 

ld h • a · ..r ·a· " wor as avmg pa,s"e 1ts mer1 zan anc 
as now- being on its descending node. They have np 
faith in .tJae world's resurre0tioo until itSi annihilation 
ttnd as such very little confidence in its future. Centuries 
of revolution<' and changes have made them sceptical of 
the justice aw" cont.;danoe of a materialistic world, whila 
the .teacbing;J R" ·philosophy, whioh represents. 
:tHat world a delusion, furniHh them. sufficient. 

1~ 
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what are they to . ..Oay_? They are now aU untt!)d'~ by' Ill' , 

strong and indi::Hmlub'le Me of brotherhood, 9clerriding:. . f 
al'l distinctions of aa.ste 1\nd creed, ll.Od in~pi,Jl~·-··! 

:o~t•""" . mutual appret:E:J.tion l~nd common fellowship. natred has. . ,.;· I 
given plo.co to love and cs.Uousnes;; to syf';~hy. In/o~"""" 

·prophetic woo:l;, of Dr. RajendraJn.la Mt,;Jlier" the scatter·· 
t"l units of the race have con,;: ;seed a:f'd come together." 
l'bo '· g&ograpbical exprosrdon'·"·- ~"become a political 
o•.>l;it.y ~nd the " cougori!'lH of people" have come to
fqnn t\ nation. The doscenilants of the Burgis ara now' 
m10og the faste11b friends o[ t!w .Beugalees and man~.ao 

v:)ung man now in l;ho Gnugotic dalt>l ~on!ler why there, 
07oc WMl >JUch a thint~ ~tS thE> Mal.u~.ratta Ditch, or QOW! 

tho sweet lulhby with which ~he Bengaloe baby is com
posed to sleep was evor invented by tho matrons of an 
aarHor genond;ioo:'' A ma,gnetic current hl\S been estl\
b!ished frorn North to Souhb rtnd from l1~11St to West and 
a common pa,lsat;ioa now vibratoR throughout theltwd. P"' 
J~nnrl Alienation Hill or a Oolooi;;;ation Bill in the Puniab, 
a 1evi:3ion ef l,fmd Settlement in Bombay or Madras, a 
t•3rritorial redistribution in· Bengal and a mosque dit~pute 
in the United P~·ovinaes-now aU s~rilw the national 
chord and th,a whole country resounds in unison, aml' 
whatevex adminisfin~tive measure injuriou£1y nffects one 

' As the Ger.m•>!IJ nm nick-named by tho French <18 Boches, 
~o the M:abarattas who used to carry on depredations in Bengal 
;md levy the chouth were Ollo!led B1t,.gis by tbe Bengaieo~. ~f'he 
\ioggerel to which refereuce is made may be rende~ed as foHows;-
"M y baby sleeps ; th& ueighbours have gone to rest ; but th0 Bu~·gi&. 
have dome ; tbe locusts have destroyed.bhe crop, and whencE' t<llall I 

ay tho chouth ?" The Burgi at one time was lihe Bona ol India. 
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.province is now sorely felt and automatically resented by 
the other provi~ces. India is no longer a menagerie of 
wild apd ~isoordent elements and its peoples can now 

''- ·hardly be ed as game-cocks to one another. They are 
ucw imbued · · h a national spirit an:l are daily growing 
•in solidarity ana .ompactness. The Congress has thus 
!aid the first conc~ate foundation for the colossal work 
.of nation-building an~ the establishment of an united 
Indian federation under the regis of the British 
,Crown. 

··- DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL CHARACTER. 

During ~he last thirhy years the national character and 
·characteristics have also undergone a remarkable ch-ange. 
,As under the breath of the new spirit the popular mind 
bas expanded and narrow communal sentiments have 
.broadened into wider visions and conceptions, so the 
·national character bas also acquired a corresponding hue 
d healthy tone A.Dd complexion. Ideas of self-respect, self
reliance and self-sacrifice, though not yet fully developed, 
.are quite manifest in almost every grade of society and 
·in nearly every phase of life; whiie greater love of truth, 
courage and straightforwardness, sometiraes bordering 
·even on impertinence, are among the notable traits in 
<the ~haracter of the educated young men in the country. 
The sense of humiliating dependence even in domestic 
;relation is fast dying out, while in some places even the 
time-honoured corporate character of the family, the 
.speeial feature of Indian social organisation, bas become 
·so much loosened as to be almost threatened with a 

• .collapse. Individualism is the most marked characteristic 
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of the educabed community and whether young or old' 
they are all animated by a manly desire to think and 
p.ct for themselves, although this tendency is• top often· 
carried to exbtavagan t excess, on the one b through 
blind, indiscreet atteq1pts to enforce im It obedience;. 
and on the other hand from inordi ate conceit and 
impatience of control. It is in facb ir< this development. 
of their character, even more than.in their higher con· 
ceptions of future hopes and aspirations, ·that the 
educated community as a wbole have come into direct 
cont11ot and conflict with the notions and traditions of .&.no 

orthodox bureaucracy ~which, 'unable to divee~t itself of 
its long-standing prejudices, lilt arts at every· change and· 
suspects every fresh development to be a malignant. 
growth. A claim for better treatment, a tendency to· 
resent gratuitous insults and resist forced exactions 'Of 
homage, so loog enjoyed as abwabs by a dominant race, 
and above all a demand for justice and fairot:>ss are the 
nah1ral outcome of the educ~ttion which the people have 
received and the new consciousness to which they have. 
awakened. Whether in official or public life there is no· 
longer in.the country that heavy atmosphere of cringing: 
servility whi~h provoked Lord Macaulay's highly colour
ed picture of the lndian character towards the middle Qf 
the last century, and if the noble lord had been living 
to-d(!.y he might well have been surprised to :find, that 
while the people themselves have so largely shaken off 
the moral weaknesses with which they were so lavishly 
charged, there are those among his own countrymen· 
who secretly regret the change and would fain perpetuate· 
in this country the spirit which be so strongly .and! 
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eloquently condemned. n may be said with pardon• 
able pride that in uprightness and integrity, in honesty 
of purpo~e and devotion to duty, in fortitude and patience, 
no less than in their intelligence and aptitude for work, 
Indians in the inferior ranks of the public services, to, 
which their lot is generally confined, fully hold their 
own against Europeans who are sometimes very much 
their artificial superiors in position, authority and influ
ence; while as regards the larger body of the educated 
public it may be no exaggeration to say, that with all 

.Ji,lleir defects and shortcomings, they are on the whole 
now a manlier race imbued with higher ideas of public 
duties and responsibilities in the di:ocharge of which 
their own patriotic impulse supplies the only motive 
power and for the fulfilment of which they neither 
claim nor expect a higher reward than the appreciation 
of their countrymen and the approbation of their own 
conscience. Whether it be a disastrous flood or 
a decimating famine, an awful outbreak of pestilence
or an overwhelming pressure of a vast religious eon
course, everywhere tbey are ready bravely to face
the situation and make the necessary sacrifice~. Even 
in anarchism, the ugliest development. of the pre
sent situation, which is regarded in this country no!t 
simply as a social crime but as a mortal sin, there 
is a spirit of wreckless courage which, if directed in 
proper channels, might have proved a valuable asset. 
towards a higher development of the national life, and 
many a young man like Kanayelal Dutt might have 
under better guidance and with proper opportunities 
died as martyrs, rather than as murderers, in the service-
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of their King and their country.* It is not at all sug· 
·gested that this national character is above reproach, or 
has become even properly developed. On the" comtrary 
it still suffers from many a serious defect which severe 
training and systematic discipline alone can eradicate. 
It lacks that vigour and tenacity, patience and per
aeveranoe, and above all that stiffness and elasticity 
which constitute the backbone of a people and make 
burnan nature proof against reverses and despair. ~ 
People still want that confidence in themselves and 
trust in others which respectively form the asset ana. 
credit of the corporate life of a nation. However un
palatable and humiliating the confession may be, if 
we are only true to ourselves, iii must be frankly recog
nized that one of the darkest spots and weakest points 
in our national character is jealousy. Many years ago 
in course of a private conversation, a European friend,, 
who subsequently rose to the position of Commissioner 
of a division, asked the writer of these pages,-Whaf; 
was the distinguishing feature between the Indian and 
European character which made merit rise so slow in 
India and so fast in Europe? Tbe writer began by 
referring to .the superior intelligence, sagacity and 
industry of tbe European ; but before he could proceed 
,further his friend interrupted him saying, that he was 
mistaken and going in a wrong line, as the real expla
nation lay in another and in quite a different direction. 

• The present European war has opened such an opportunity. 
1ndeed the French who are nothing if nou original in everything 
have formed regiments of their "criminal heroes" who are giving 
good account of their desperate character and a similar e:s:peri
~ent in this: country might prcve i'gually suucet~~fui. 
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'The average European, be said, was not more intelligeflt 
than the average Indian, while as regards industr~ he 
-had alwltys found to his surprise that the ill-paid 
!Indian ministerial officers worked more assiduously 
'and with greater devotion than any European officer 
{lOUld be expected to work under similar conditions. 
The real answer to his question according to him was 
to be found in the national trait and not in any indi
·vidual characteristic of the two races. "In a Western 
.country," he said, "when a man shows signs of any 

•&'ttraordinary talent in any direction the whole com
·munity rushes in to push him up; but in India the 
..general tendency is to pull him down." Although 
there are other material differences in the circum
-stances of the two races and much may be said 
,against a generalization of this kind, it seems im
.possible to deny that there iii! considerable force in 
this observation. The Indian character has no doubt 
attained, as has already been observed, a higher level 
in many directions ; but it can hardly be denied that 
·even now public men have more detracters than admir
ers and that appreciation of public services, which is 
the most potent incentive to public action., is yet very 
feeble and inactive in this country. lf we are :r.eally 
·anxious to elevate ourselves in the scale of nations we 
must not deceive ourselves by putting the flattering 
unction to our soul. True patriotism does not consist 
either in blind, idolatrous veneration of a dead past, or 
in subtle ingenuity to extract metaphysical secrets out 
of metaphorical aphorisms for the gratification of vanity 
-and egotism. A thoughtful writer has somewhere 
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observed, that "there are natures which can extracl;, 
poison from everything sweet," and it will be found upon 
close examination, tba.t a spirit of captious• criticism 
wanting in due appreciation of merit, whether in a friend 
or an adversary, is a mental disease which in its chronic 
stage workli as a slow poison to the understanding as 
well as to other mental faculties and in the end termin· 
ates fatally to the moral nature also. There are always 
two sides to a question, and a cultivated mind ought 
carefully to weigh the p1·os and cons before pronouncing 
judgment on it. A well-regulated, disciplined charactcw• 
is the first requisite of a national development. As 
license is not liberty, so arrogance is not indepe[ldenoe. 
Leadership is not a privilege· but a responsibility, and one 
must learn to follow before he can aspire to lead a 
community where everybody is ready to command and 
none to obey mush be either a Babel, or a Bedlam, or a 
Billingsgate. 

SOCIAL AND INDUSTHIAL PROGRESS. 

Next in order of importance is perhaps the inau· 
guration of social reform and industrial development to 
both of which the Congress ha>J so largely contributed. 
It will ba remembered that at the outset many were the 
"candid friends " who ad vised the movement to be 
directed towards social and industrial reforms rather than 
towards premature political activities. The membera of 
the Congress, however, neither overlooked nor under
estimated the importance of these reforms, as they were· 
perfectly conscious that in the process of an evolution 
<oU the three were handmaids to one another, alhbough ~It 
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was equally dear to the:::c that with all the diversities of 
manners, customs, habits and even laws and religions of 
the vario11s races inhabiting such a vast continent, it was 
not possible directly to bring all the people together ex
cept upon a political platform. As the three reforms. 
were inter-dependent, moving on a common axle, they 
understood that if a force could be imparted to one of 
the wheels the other two also would automatically move 
with it. It is a well-known fact, that it was largely the 
members and the supporters of the Congress who indivi· 

.,Jually and in their respective spheres of influence start• 
ed social and industrial movements which gradually 
spread throughout the country, the Congress itself being 
the centre from which the forces emanated in difl'erent. 
directions. The Social Conference started in 1888 
and the Industrial Conference inaugurated in 1904 
were two important bodie;, which, like two satellites 
revolving each on its own axis, have moved round 
the Congress in its annual course and contributed not 
a little towards social and economic advancement of 
the country. The Hon'ble Mahadev Govinda Ranade 
on the social and the Hon'ble Rao Bahadur R. N. 
Murlholkar on the industrial side are two o.£ the outstand
ing figures of the Congress whose services to the cause 
of these reforms must be acknowledged with gratitude 
and respect. The Congress as a huge 'deliberative bo(ly 
cannot, as a matter of course, concern itself with the· 
details of these reforms which depend upon different 
conditions in difl'erent provinces, but it cannot fairly be" 
denied, that it bas always acted as the pivot of all the 
public movements and the mainspring of all the activities, 
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·which are now at work in all directions· and throughout
the country. Whether it be the question of sea-voyage 
-or of the "depressad classes," whether it is the cause 
--of marriage reform or scientific education, the actual 
working bodies may and must be different ; but the 
motive impetus generated and manifested in all these 
directions may easily be traced to one common source
the spirit of national consciousness evoked by the 
·Congress. It bas roused a slumbering people from the 
lethargy of ages and vivified them into new life. The 
Indians have drifted too long; but they are no Ionge~. 
·disposed to drift. Conferences, associations and organiza
tions have become the order of the day, and whether it 
be literary or historical researches, or scientific studies, 
or the resuscitation of decaying arts and industries, or 
the solution of knotty social problems, everywhere there 
is the manifestation of a new spirit. The restlessness 
and commotion which are observable almost in every 
walk of life, the zeal and earnestness which chara~terise 
·the activities of almost all classes acd communities for 
•bettering their ~:otatus and prospects in life and the high 
ideals which animate the people, are all symptoms of 
a mighty evoltJtion that is noiselessly working its way. 
:In the ferment of this evolution some objectionable 
things here and there have no doubt come to the surface, 
'but this was unavoidable. It is impossible to extract 
the crystal without bringing the impurities of sugar on 
the surface in the boiling cauldrcm. The Congress no 
doubt is primarily a political organisation ; but its social 
4l.nd economic aspects cannot also be disputed. Mr . 
. Humc in hia celebrated raply to Sir .. -\uakland. Colvin 
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·elea.rly enunciated the real aim and object of the move· 
ment, They were, be said, at that early stage of the ins· 
titution, 1'the regeneration of India on all lines, spiritual,, 
moral, social, industrial and political." "The main body 
of the Congress," he added, "was directed to national< 
and political objects upon which the whole country was 
able to stand on a. common ground." But, as was 
pointed out, " the social requirements varied according: 
to race, caste and creed, so that they had to be dealt by 
1Jeparate organizations suited to each province or 

o..oommunity.'' Thus while the actu~l working machi
neries were different, the electric installation which 
supplied the motive power for all of them was one and· 
the same, which led Sir William Wedderburn to point. 
out that as a matter of fact "the workers for political 
progress were the most active friends of social reform," 
and, be might well have added, that they were also among 
the early pioneers of the industrial movement and the 
founders of not a few of the small industries which mn.de 
such marked progress during the last few years. Sorue of 
these enterprises hn.ve no doubt suffered a serious collapse; 
but these occasional lapses are almost incidental to 
a nascent stage. Children. stagger and ~tumble before 
they acquire a steady use of their limbs. Want of train-· 
ing and absence of sound knowledge and experience 
and possibly some lack of moral strength also are at;.. 
the root of these failures which, however deplorable in 
themselves, afford no just ground either for alarm er 
despair. The South Sea Bubble in England and the 
Panama enterprise in France were far greater disasters; 
but both the British and the French peoria have long. 
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·outlived these misa.dventures. A spirit of enterprise 
once created cannot die ; but fanned by its own wings 
Phceoix-like it is bound to rise out of its own afJbes. 

The much-abused Swadeshi movement has a his
tory of its own. Bombay was earlier in the field of 
industrial development ~ith modern appliances and 
·machineries; but Heng~~>l aud Madras had an indigenous 
textile i'ndustry on a more extensive scale which was 
•practically .. extinct under foreign competition. The 
situation was everywhere viewed with grave anxiety, 
though nowhere, except in the Western Presidency,... 
any active effm·t was made to grapple with it until 
a cry for the revival of the indigenous industries was 
•raised in Bengal where the immortal patriotic song of 
:Mr. Mon Mohan B:lse, the founder of the now defunct 
Swadesbi Mela, is still heard with thrilling interest;. 
The necessity for preferential treatment of indi~euous · 
article was vigorously pressed at some of tbe earlier 
Provincial Conferences in Bengal, notably at Burdwan 
in 1894, and also on several other occasions where 
ardent Congressmen drew prominent attention to the 
growing poverty and helplessness of the people for want 
of sufficient ellcouragement of .indigenous industries . 
.A formal proposal for preferential treatment of home· 
made products was for the arst time submitted to the 
Subjects-Committee of the Congress held at Ahmedabad 
in 1902; but owing to a divergence of opinion it failed 
to pass through the Committee. In 1905, phe people 
.of Bengal exasperated by a violent disruption of the 
province adopted a general boycott of all foreigu arti· 
'ilies. On the 'ltb-.of August, a huge and unprecedented 
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<lemonstration was held at the Calcutta Town Hall in 
which at a modes~ calculation over thirty thousand people 
took part !n three different sections, two in the upper 
and lower floors of the historic hall and the other 
and by far the largest section in the spacious open 
maidan in front. So intense was the feeling that the 
spirit of the movement marched like wild fire and the 
·contagion spread in no time from Labore to Tuticorin 
.and from Assam to Guzerat. n was generally based 
.upon economic grounds ; but it ca.nnot be denied that 
the movement bad its origin in Bengal as a protest 

":'gainst the Partition. The Congress, while not coun
tenancing the boycott, gave formal sanction to the 
.Swadeshi in 1906 and enjoined the people to give 
preference to indigenous articles " wherever practicable 
and sven at a sacrifice." · With all its lapses and 
indiscretions, which are almost inseparable from all 
<movements which have thCJir origin in tremendous 
popular excitement, the Swadeshi movement must be 
,admitted to have given a great impetus to the develop
ment of indigenous industtries in this country. That 
development may not yet have been very remarkable; 
,but it is doubtless gratifying that it has revived the 
weaving industry and directed the en"ergies of the 
people into new channels of activity. For soap and 
scent, shoes · and trunk, nib and ink, socks and 
vests, pottery and eutlery, as well as various kinds 
of woollen and s~lken stuff, the country can now 
well afford to stand, though not in the best style, sub
stantially on its own leg; while the Bengal Chemical 

.'and Pharmaceutical Works started under the initiative 
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and guidance of that eminent Indian scientist, Dr. P.C~ 
Roy. have· elicited the unstinted admiration of even ' 
those who 'are disposed to draw a sharp distinction 
bet.ween true and false Swadeshi. ' 

Above all the patriotic labours of Mr. Jamsetji 
Nesservanji Tata hav~ created an epoch in the indus
trial regeneration of India. Bombay received her early 
initiation in Industrialism from the American Civil War 
of 1861-65 when her attention was drawn to her 
opportunities in cotton trade. Although Bombay bas 
never ceased to complain about the arbitrary and ex-· -acting system of her land settlement under the opera-
tion of which the fruits of the agricultural labours are pe· 
riodically shorn off like the proverbial sheep to meet the· 
demands of the State, she may yet find sufficient consola.
tion in the thought that the industria.l activities and en
terprises of her people may be due in no small measure to
the depressing conditions imposed in their case upon agri
cultural pursuits which appear to have so largely absorbed. 
the comparatively indolent population of the permanent
ly settled provinces ; while her own people driven from• 
the fields to the factories have found ample compensa
tion for the precarious doles of nature in the larger boun· 
ties of arts a.n"d industries. The first cotton mill in Bombay 
was started in 1855 byCowa.sji Nanabhoy Davar who was 
followed by a noble hand of equally enterprising indus
trialist among w_hom the names of Roychand Preu:.chand,. 
Sir Jamsetji Jejeebhoy and Sir Dinshaw Manekji 
Petit are known throughout the country. But the· 
greatest and brightest of this galaxy of stars who usher
ed in the industrial ren'a.issance of modern India was 
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perhaps J amsetji N asservanji Tat a. Full of patriotic 
ideas and sentiments Mr. Tata established in 1886 a 
new cottron mill which he appropriately styled the 
" Swadeshi Mills.'' But the greatest work of Mr. Tata 
which will ever enshrine his name in the grateful 
memory of his countrymen is the Scientific Research 
Institute for which be made a princely donation 
of 30 lakhs of rupees and which planned and matured 
during his lifetime was subsequently established, with · 
the help and co-operation of the Government of India 

M~~tnd of Mysore, by his worthy son Sir Dorab Tata at 
:Bangalore within the territories of the latter. Mr. Tata's 
Vulcan Steel and Iron Factory recently established at 
Sakchi within" the territories of another Indian prince, 
the Maharajah of Morbhunj in Orissa and his Electric 
Installation at Bombay for utilizing the waters of tihe 
Western Ghauts, are colossal projects which bear testi
mony not only to his extraordinary g~nius and enterprise, 
but also to the vigour and robustness af the industrial 
renaissance which has dawned upon the country with the 
first awakening of its national consciousness. Truly has 
the biographer of Mr. Tata remarked that he "was a 
Swadeshi of Swadeshists long before Sw.adeshism was 
boomed in Bengal.'' 

The Co-operative Movement, 1which has made such 
rapid strides during the last few years throughout the 
country and particularly in Bengal, is another evidence 
of the spirit of self-help which has come to animate the 
naU'Onal character and of the aptitude which the peoplt~ 
have acquired for the management for their own affa,irs. 
It is indeed a matter of as much regret as of gratification, 

12 
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that in all this healthy developments the people had so 
little to count upon the active help and co-operation of 
the State and so largely to depend upon llheir own 
.resources. With tbe notable exception of the Tata Iron 
Works there appears to be no industrial project in 
which , the Government has as yet either taken the 
initiative or generously extended a substantially help
ing hand. Whether for training men in scientific 
and industrial education in foreign countries, or 
in starting new industries at home, pbe people have 
had practically to depend upon their unaided efforts anQ.. 
their extremely limited resources; while the examples 
of Japan and China in the East and of the Philippines 
in the West have served only ~o tantalize and mortify a. 
people proverbially the poorest in the modern civilized 
world. The patriotic efforts of Messrs. Norendra Nath 
Sen, Jogendta Chandra Ghose in Bengal and J, N. Tata 
in Bombay for giving technical education to our young 
men were movements in the right direction ; but for want 
of adequate support and encouragement they practically 
collapsed after a short but very useful career of existence. 
It may be remembered, that even in the seventies and 
eighties of the}ast century it was almost a fashion in 
certain quarters to twit the people with their universal 
hankering after services under the State which it was 
truly impossible for any Government to satisfy ; but 
now that the people have realized their mistake and 
turned their attention to industrial and other develop
ments, men in authority are not wanting to remind 
them tr~at "India is essentially an agricultural coun
try," and that as such their bands should be directed 
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to the plough and not to the steam-engine: while a 
'responsible IX!_ember of the Supreme Government, being 
•recently ·driven almost to a corner on the question of 
:State aid to some of the crippled industries in the 
·country, pl~inly said, that India need not care about '• 
·her industrial development when there was England to 
supply all her requirements. 
,and a bitt;er disappointment! 

What a frank confession 
If England could have 

supplied all the wants of India it would not have been 
possible for Germany to swamp her market. Besides, 

.,.where is the Ordinance of Nature which has made this 
.classification among mankind and provided that some 
people must not learn to govern themselves, but be 
.content with being well-governed, and that some coun
tries must extract only raw materials from Mother Earth 
leaving others to convert them into more valuable 
;finished 'articles? Providence certainly has nowhere 
prescribed these conditions and sanctioned this division 
.of labour. True i£ is tha,t all people are not at all 
times equally trained and equally competent to parti
.cipate in the blessings of arts and sciences ; but it 
should be the highest aim of a benevolent Government, 
whether foreign or indigenous, to foster .and stimulate 
as far as lies in its power the energies and activities of 
the people committed to its care in every right direction 
for the advancement and amelioration of their economic 
condition. Even free and resourceful countries like 
•Germany and Japan have had to count upon state 
bounties and subsidies for their economic development, 
and India cannot fairly be expected to work out her sal
vation through more enquiries, reports and axhibibions .. 
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The present European war bas opened a vast field for
the expansion and development of Indian industries. 
The extensive trades of Germany and Austria have been 
driven out of the India,n market and if prompt measures 

-~ 
could be taken to replace them by indigenous produc-
tions, tho economic problem of the country might be
easily solved and at the same time the position of Gov
ernment materially strengthened. But the Government. 
seems hardly to realize the importance of this oppor
tunity which bas arisen as a unique good coming out 
of a dire evil. The Congress at its last session ~>s wellw 
as the Indian public, earnestly pressed the question 
on the attention of Government, nor has the European
mercantile community altogether failed to express its 
views on t.be subject. Mr. Ledgard, as Chairman of the· 
Upper India Chamber of Commerce, is reported to have 
pressed at its last annual meeting "the importance of 
vigorous preparations for stepping into Germany's shoes
in the matter of trade" and regretted that the "Govern
ment had not been able to give any indication of a 
poliey of assistance towards industrial enterprise that 
might enable the country to tak~ advantage of the
situation." It p1ay, however, be hoped that it is not yet-., 
too late to indicate that policy, so that the precious .. 
opportunity may not be entirely lost. 

LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT AN]i) REFORM OF 

JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION. 

The efforts of the Congress towards the expansion 
of Local Self-Government and the refonn oHhe Judicial 
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Administration have not, however, met with any en· 
·eouraging success. Nearly thirty years have elapsed 
.since Lard Ripon introduced the principle of Self· 
'Government in the administration of the local affairs 
of the people in the ardent hope that it might prove the 
stepping-stone towards their attainment of National 
'Self-Government in the higher administration of .the 

,t -country. But within this period the institution has 
not advanced one step forward and it is still held in the 
-same leading string with which it was started, though 

..Jt seems doubtful if in certain directions its tether bas 
not been even appl.'eciably shortened. The number 
of tbe ·municipal corporations, which are properly 
speaking the really self-governing bodies in the country, 
bas undergone no perceptible increase, while their 
powers tJJ~d p'rivileges have clearly not been enhanced, 
although in not a few cases they ,have been ruthlessly 
curtailed. As regards the larger bodies of District and 
Local Boards, these have been practicaiiy converbed 
into a department ·of the District Administration 
d.irectly under the District Officer, and ill certainly looks 
tJtrange that noli a. single District has been found 
wfbhin the life-time of a generation tit to be entrusted 
with a non-official Chairman for. this institution. Times· 
without number has the Congress pressed for a provi
-sional experimenli which the law expressly provides, 
'and at least one Commissioner of an important division 
in Bengal strongly recommended such a trial. But a 
consideration of the official prestige of the District 
Officer, w:ho must be provided octopus-like as it were 
with a number of tentacles. to enable him to maintain" 
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his position and dignity, has apparent;ly overridden 31lli 
claims of justice and fairness, and perhaps it would be n0 
exaggeration to say that the Loaal Self.Goverpment Acts 
of the different provinces are, to all intents and pur• 
poses, a misnomer and the institutions themselves have 
become fossilized without any possibility of growth of 
development, though they may of course be liable t0 

furhher decay. There can be no reasonable complaint '-
against legitimate controL But' if the Government has 
a responsibility in suptqrvising the workings of these 
popular institutions, it is also not without its cor;.. 
responding obligation to foster, develop and improve 
tl:iem. Control without co·operation is only another 
name for ohstructiou. It is in the air, that it is in 
the contemplation of Government also to oilicialize th~ 
Co-operative Credit Societies which the people have 
evolved and worked .out partially to relieve their eco
nomic pressure. It is to be hoped that a powerful 
government will not lay itself open to the charge of 
assuming the sponsorship of ipstitutions in whose· 
baptism it had little or no hand, and however justly 
responsible it may feel for safeguarding the honesty 
and integrity. of these institutions, it may be fully 
expected that; nothing will be done either to stunt their
growth, or to alienate popular sympathies and confidence

from hhem. 
As regards bhe reform of 'the Judicial Adminis

tration. hhe first principle enunciated by the Congress is 
practically admitted, aud it is no loqger disputed that 
.the administration stands in need of revision ; but here 
also, as in the case of Local Self-Government, th& 
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morbid bugbear of official prestige stands in the way, 
The Decentralization Commission simply evaded the, 
question ; . but the present Public Service Commission 
will have to decide it either one way or the other. 
Various palliative,; have been suggested by those who 
are no longer able to defend the existing system, but are 
at the same time unwilling to part with it. But these 
are mere makeshifts which can only defer and not solve 
the question. The question has considerably matured 
itself and the Congress will have to start a fresh campaign 
in the light of the Royal Commission's pronouncements 

-to drive the discussion to a satisfactory conclusion. 

PARLIAMENTARY ENQUIRIES. 

As has already been observed, tbe last Pariiament·
ary enquiry into Indian affairs was made in 1854, and 
ever since the tmnsfer of the rule to the Crown 
in 1858 both Parliament as well as the Government,. 
whether Liberal or Conservative, were alike indifferent 
to the Indian administration which was complacently 
left into the hands of a clof!e bureaucraey. The very 
first Congress of 1885 vigorously protested ag'ainst this 
indifference and pressed for a Royal Commission to 
enquire into the Indian administration. • In 1897 the 
Welby Commission was appointed, and since then there 
have been the Decentralisation Commission in 1902 and 
the Chamb\lrlain Commission and the Islington Com
mission whieh are now carrying on their investigations. 
The Governreent of India also instituted the Education 
Commission of l 882 and the Police Commission of 1902. 
The results of these Commissions may not have so far 
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·come up to the fullest expectations of the people and may 
have in some cases proved even disappointing to them. 
But they bear undoubted ~estimony to the. growing 
interest felt both in England, as well as in this country, 
in the increasingly important and complicated adminis
tration of India. It is in the nature of all bureaucratic 
.rules to 11ccord a· readier acceptance to retrograde 
suggestions than to progressive recommendations; but 
the Indian Nationalist need not despair. However 
cautious or dilatory the Government may be giving 
·effect to the various wholesome recommendations of these 
Commissions, it can never hope to set them aside. There • 
they are among the permanent archives of the Govern
ment laying down policies and principles which may .be 
carried forward, but upon which it would be difficult, 
if not absolutely impossible, to go back. Stern, neces· 
sary changes may be deferred, but cannot be ·averted 
when they are pressed by the irresistible force of time• 
and circumstance. 

PUBLIC MIJ:N AND PUBLIC SPIRIT. 

The vitality of a nation is gauged by its power of 
producing capable men at all critical stages of its life. 
Mazzini and Garibaldi in Italy, Thiers and Gambetta 
in France, Yungsbi-kai and Sun-Yet-Sen in China, Enver 
Bey and Izzat Pasha in Turkey,-all have proved, that 
though pas'sing through the severest ordeal of their 
national e;istence, neither the Italians nor .the French, 
neither the Chinese nor the Turks were among the 
dead nations of the world. The Indian N a tiona! Con· 
gress, though doa.li:::g with 11, subject race, labouring 
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·under enormous difficulties and disabilities, has produced . 
. a class of self-sacrificing, self-reliant, resourceful, robust 
and patriotic men s.ome of whom, at all events, 
>.under more favourable circumstances might well have 
taken their places by the side of some of the foremost 
•men in European politics. Their lot might have forbid
den them from commanding the applause of the politi

,cal world and consigned them to the strictures and 
captious criticisms of an orthodox and inf!atod bureau
cracy ; buli there are men among them who, if their 

·Sovereign bad commanded, might have formed a cabi-
1'\'et or held a portfolio. The most obdurate of pessi
mists will probably admit and the most cynical of 

, critics acknowledge, that with all their shortcomings 
these men are not altogether unworthy products of 
the modern Indian renaissance which has dawned 
under the regis of the British rule. They have at all 

.. events conclusively proved that most of the Indian 
races still possess sufficient vitality and moral stamina 

•to aspire to a place in the comity of civilised nations in 
tbe world. The public men whom the Congress Las 
.produced and the spirit of self-help which it has evoked 
,are perhaps among hhe most valuable working capital of 
, the country. 

The nineteen eminent Indi~ns who have so far 
adorned the presidential chair of the Congress will, no 
doubt, go down to posterity as among the pioneers of 

:Indian nation-builders. They are all men who have 
made their mark in Indian History. But besides these, 
the Congress has produced a galaxy of men of whom 
.a.ny country might be justly proud. Dr. Rajendra Lala 
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Mitra, Rajah Peary Mohan Mukherjee, Sir Romesh. 
Chander Mitter, Sir Goorudas Banerjee, Mr. Mono
mahan Ghose, Mr. Norendra Nath Sen, Mr. (now Mr., 
Justice) Ashutosh Choudbur,y, Mr. Baikunta N ath Sen,. 
Dr. Rabindra Nath Tagora, Mr. A. Rasul, Mr. Motilal 
Ghose. Mr. Kalicharan Bannerjee and Mr. Bhupendra 
N11th Basu *in Bengal; Maharajah Sir Luchmaswar 
Singb, Mr. (now Mr. Justice) Hasan Imam, Mr. Dip. 
Narain Singh, Mr. Guruprasad Sen, and Mr. Mazar-ul
Haque in Behar; Pundit Ajudbya Nath, Puhdit 
Biswambhar Natb, Dr. Sunderlal, 'Mr. Ganga Prasad, 
Varp1a and Ra)a Rampal Singh in the United Prcf-
vinees; Sirdar Dayal Singh Mejbatia, Lala Lajpat Rai' 
and Mr. Mahomed Ali in the Punjab; Mr\ M.G. Ranade, 
Mr. K. T. Telang, Mr. Daji Abaji Khare, Mr. Lnxman· 
Nulkar, Mr. Hari Chiplankar, Mr. Bal Gangadhar
'filak, Sir Ibrahim Rahimtullah, Dr. Bhandarkar, Mr. 
Setalvad and Mr. Mabomedali Jinnah in Bombay ; and. 
1\fr. Krishnaswami Iyer, Mr. G. Subramania Iyer, Mr .. 
Veeraraghava Achari, Mr. Ramaswami Mudaliar, Sir" 
Subramaniya Iyer and Mr. VeejMaraghava Aobari in 
1\iadtas,-all rank· among the shining lights of this-· 
period. Many of these distinguished men would e~e 

long have taken their places in the illustrious roll of the
Congress Presidents but for premrttura death which 
seems to be the prevailing curse of India. The public 
services of some of these men have a!Slo been recognised. 
by the Government, while all of them occupy a high> 
position in the estimation of their co~ntrymen as ·their· 
trusted guides and leaders. 

* Since eiecteO. rrcsidant "f the Madras Congress of 1914. 
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THE PUBLIC SERVICES. 

From the very beginning the Congress has per
sistently urged the larger admission of the children of 
the soil into the public services of the country, and a 
mere glance through the pages of the Civil Lists win, 
at once show what substan~ial advancement the ·coun
try bas made in this direction. Even up to the Sixties 

'- of the last century the average people were under the· 
impression, that the Principal Sudder Ameen on the one· 
siile an:i the Deputy Collector on the other were the 
~ghest appointments open· to the children of the soil and 
the idea of a native of India sitting as a Sessions Judge 
or as a District Officer appeared only as a dream. The 
first Indian Civilian who was a Bengali was not appointed 
to his own province; while the distinguished trium
virate, also Bengalis, who followed in the next decade, 
received an ovation upon their return in 1871 which is 
now seldom accorded to the Governor of a province, 
Whole Calcutta went to the Seven Tanks Gardens in 
the Belgachia Villa to witness as it were an exhibition 
of a curious specimen of speaking lions brought from 
Europe; while no less a sober person than the venerable 
Dr. K. M. Banerjee in his patriotic pride and exultation 
cried out at a public meeting that the event was the 
''second great battle of Plassey foaght on British soiL". 
Many a "battle of Plassey" of the same description have 
since been fought and won without attracting much atten
tion. Compare the earlier picture of the public services 
with the present and there will be no difficulty in realis
ing the actual measure of the in ward ness of that robust 
optimism which possess the minds of the veterans of, 
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the Congress as regards the future prospects of the people 
dn the administration of the country; Even so late as the 

• ,Eighties of the last century none dared seriously entertain 
the faintest hope of seeing Indians on the Council of the 
Secretary of State, or in the Executive Councils of the 
Governments in thi01 country, or even in a Provincial 
Board of Revenue. Yet all these are now accomplished 
facts. The Indians have now fully established their 

, claims from the chartered High Courts and the Execu
tive Governments downwards to almost every branch 
of the Civil administration, and the question no.r 
is only one of percentage, regard being had to 
alleged efficiency '-Of the services and exigencies of the 
State. There is still a sharp distinction drawn between 
what are called the Imperial and the Provincial Services 
in the general administration, as well as in the Educa· 
tion, Medical and almost all other departments of the 
State; but this is a shallow, artificial devise to keep up 
a monopoly which cannot, however, be long maintained, 
and a systematic vigorous campaign is all that is neces-

,sary to break down this racial and colour-fencing 
which still bars the people's entrance into the inner 
sanctuary of the administration. But as the irritating 
and invidious distinction cannot be defended on any 
rational principle and as breaches have been effected 
at certain points, the surrender of the stronghblds of a 
close, selfish bureaucracy can only be a question of 
time. Attempts may be made, as are not infrequently 
'made, to repair these breaches, but the ultimate fall of 
these citadels is inevitable. It is, however, a matter 
of great regret, if not of surprise, that men are not 
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wanting even among veople of this country who having: 
themselves risen high in the rung of the public 
services as the result of pEJrsistent public agitation
should be among those who denounce such agitation 
lest further agitation might interfere with their 
future prospects. There is a grim humour about such an· 
attitude which is not unlike that of a belated railway 
passenger who, before he reaches his station, eagerly 
wishes that the train might be a little late ; but 
as soon as he hae comfortably secured his own berth lj; 

b'gins to grow impatient that it should be any mo1·e 
late in starting, Apparently with a view to covel.· their 
own selfishness these good people confidently assert, 
that public agitation bas stopped tbe right of public 
meeting and necessitated the Press Law. But can these 
critics picture even in their own mind a public meeting 
without some sort of agitation behind it ? Or, can they 
conceive of any use of .tbe valued right o£ the freedom 
of public meeting and of speech if it were to be divorced· 
from agitation either for tbe removal of existing griev· 
ances, or for the acquisition of fresh rights? Public 
meetings cannot be always confined to singing req1tiem, 
to an ex-judge or a retired magistrate however brilliant 
his career may have been, nor does the saivation of 
the country wholly depend upon the success of a few 
subservient officers who seem to have learnt the art 
of " kicking the ladder behind" almost to gymnastic 
perfection. As for the new Press Act, or the other 
repressive measures which the Government has latterly 
introduced, it is the grossest ignorance that can attribute 

these to public agitation which the British constitution 

• 
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·not only allows, bub also encourages. Even the 
authors of these reactionary measures did not attribute 
them to public agitation, but to some other condition 
top well-knowtl to require any parhioular reference. It 

· ii! bea!hhy agitation that invigorates public life in every 
civilised country; and it is a well-recognised fact that 
it is opposing forces which, in their resultant action, 

J>eHp up the vitality of a system, and serve to 
maintain and strengthen it. Those who are afraid of 
agir:ation and enamoured of the calm repose of an 
easy-going, smooth, indolent life ought to remembJ6r 
that the stagnant water of a pool, though branspaFent 
and tempting to the naked eye, is always full of noxi
ous germs and injurious to the system : while the 
muddy water of the running stream is not onl}' whole· 
·some to drink, but is also fertilising to the ground 
which it inundates. 

T:a:E YouNG MEN VoLUNTEERS. 

Another achievement of which the Congress may 
justly be proud is the healthy and vigorous impetus 
which it bas given to the development of moral cou~age
and discipline of the Indian youths. The system of 
"Volunteers," which was :first introduced in connection 
with the Second Congress held in 1886 and was more 
fully organised in Madras in the following year, was a 
very useful institution for the training of our young 
men not only for the immediate object with which ib 
was started, but also for preparing them to become · 
proper and efficient citizen-soldiers for the battle of life. 
These "Volunteers" no doubt came to carry a bad '( 
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··odour with the authorities at a subsequent stage and in 
conneeliion with a situation for which no one perhaps 

·deplored more deeply or suffered more grievously than 
the Congressmen ; but the Indian public have never 
been able to divest themselves of the belief that the 
'.'Congress Volunteers" were really more sinned against 
·than sinning and that they bad a bad name given to 
them only to justify their being afterwards hanged for 

·it. If their open and occasional services to the Con
,.gress really could have anything to do with the secret, 
.bominable practices of a disreputable gang of fanatics, 
:why, then, the drilling and the gymnastic exercises 
in the schools and even the laboratories in the 

.. colleges, for which the Government itself so amply and 

.generously provided, might with equal; if not greater, 
propriety have been held responsible for these untoward 
·~and disgraceful developments. It seems to have been 
well remarked by a shrewd Frenchman that " when 

.John Bull begins to suspect he generally begins at the 
wrong end.'' This suspicion has no doubt· succeeded in 
.a large measure in segregating the youths of the coun
try, not sparing even young men in colleges, from the 
sphere of all political activities; but' no reasonable 
explanation is forthcoming as to how beardless boys 
.are strangely developing criminal instincts and disposi
tions being practically confined within wh'at may not 
·be improperly called as insecure goals under a strict 
politico-educational surveillance. In a laudable anxiety 
·to protect the boys the schools have been practic<J.Ily 
.converted into plague camps where, completely cut 
~ff from the bracing atmosphere of healthy public 
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influence, these unsuspecting and impressionable inno-
cents fall easy prey to the insidious, pestilential spiri~s

wbich are abroaq and which, working in secret, find 
ample opportunity to penetrate into the closest recesses 
to misguide these immature lads under grossest mis
reprefH:mtations and allure them to their ultimate ruin .. 
It Sflerus extremely doubtful if the moral nature of 
ma.n C<ttl be entirely governed by physical Jaws and 
regulations. Stunt that nature in its normal develop~ 
ment in one direction, it will burst out in a malignant 
growth in another. Besides, there are to be found_, 
few black sheep in almost every !flock to poison the rest. 
Thus schools may be barricaded and studeutl'! segregated 
and circularized; but there seems to be no island 
of Juan Fem"andez where a resourceful mind may 
not devise means for its occupation and ultimately 
escape out of it. It seems a grievous mistake to exclude 
impressionable young minds altogether from the chas
tening influence of public opinion and try to turn 
useful citizens out of cloisters and dormatories. The 
public is 11 great monitor and ,a force, and if it. 
sometimes misleads, it oftener exercises a healthy ~ 

influence in shaping and moulding social life. What-
ever that may be, the Congress Volunteers practically 
discharged from the Congress service have found scope-
for more active occ)l'pation in other and more useful 
directions. Mr. Gokhale's " Servants of India" in 
Bombay and Mr. Krishna Kumar Mitra's "Irregulars" 
in Bengal are highly useful bodies ~hose invaluable· 
services in time of· distress and difficulty have not 
f11,iled sometimes Lu eliciil the unstinted approbatiou i 
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and admiration of even responsible officers of Govern
ment. They may not yet be recognized as occasional,. 
useful adjuncts to the administration ; but they are• 
undoubtedly a most valuable help ho the public on· 
many a pressing occasion. On the whole these insti
tutions are a training academy for lihe Indian youths. 
which have made them ever so manly, so enduring, SO' 

courageous, so resourceful and so self-sacrificing i~ 

their life ~nd conduct. 

THE EXPANSION OF THE LEGISLATIVE 

.. · COUNCILS. 

Among the many minor reforms effected at the in
stance of thE! Congress may be mentioned the increase 
in the taxable minimum for the Income Tax ; the rais
ing of the age-limit for the Civil Service Examination ; 
a further extension of Trial by Jury though on a very 
limited scale ; a partial redress · of forest grievances ; the 
re•imposition of the import duties on cotton, though with· 
a countervaiiing exoise duty on the indigenous products 
which practically operates as a protection to British
manufactures, and the repeal of the English duty oo 
Silver plates, for all of which the Congress carried on a,. 

persistent agitation both in this country as weU as inr 

England. But by far the greatest political achievemenli 
of the Congress is perhaps the refdrmiand expansion of 
the Legislative Councils and bbe appointment of Execu
tive Councils for the major provinces in which at least; 
one Indian member bas foundi a place. AU the provinces 
an,d administrations, whether under Lieutenant-Gover
nors or Chief Commissioners, are provided with loeal 

18 
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Legislative Councils of their own. The number. of mom· 
hers for the Councils has been increased and the area of 
representation considerably widened. ':rhe right of inter
pellation with the power of putting supplementary ·ques
tions and the righb of moving resolutions and introducing 
Bills, are all important privileges secured, tho value 
of which cannot be under-estimated. Tho Congress 
.strenuously fought for ~hese reforms ever since 1885, 
and it is these substantial privileges, which were 
.partially conceded in 1892 and more fully granted iu 
1910, that have led many an alarmist to cry 1 halb '.,and 

4 
to urge that the Congress having achieved its main 
object bas no just ground for its further existence. To 
tbe Indian Nationalist, however, it is only the thin end 
of the wedge, and if ever there was a time to strike 
vigorously that time bas now arrived. The Oougre1:1s · 
.bas never made any secret of its ultimate goa.l, and 
while tha~ goal is yet faintly looming in tile dim, distant 
future, it cannot afford to rest on its oars, nor. regard its 
mission as even partially fulfilled. 1If the attainment 
of national Self-Goverument' within the Empire is 
its aim, if India is to ,throw off the yoke ot a Depen
dency and acquire the statu,s of a Dominion, then it 
must be admitted that the Congress has only just; 
.entered on a career of useful existence and that these 
reforms mark only the beginning and not the end of its 
a-rduous task. It is no doubt a matter of rejoicing that 
a. breach has at last been effected in the outer ramparlis 
.of a. benevolent Despotism ; but if the inner citadel ba 
the real objective it would be simply foolish to ·pa.ss the 
live-!cug d111y in only dancing arid revelli~g over tha.li 
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\breach. Besides, what are the reforms that have 
'l'eally been effected? Without being guilty of want of 
.proper appreciation it seams quite permissible to point 
out that these reforms are mere faint adumbrations of 
a rough political sketch, the full representation of which 

:in its true colours bas yet to be evolved, It is only the 
·Shadow and not hbe real substance which has beau thrown 
·~n the screen. The representation granted is still very 
inadequate and the electorates highly defective ; the 
·•majority is still with the Government and where ·it 

•·has been conceded to the people it is simply nominal 
.and illusory. The representatives of the people have 
yet no control over the finances and the resolutions 
-which they are privileged to move, and upon which 
'they are entitled also to divide the councils, too often 
·prove to be the' proverbial Dead-Sea Apple that crum
·bles to hhe touch. They have yet no binding force and 
.cannot influence the policy>of Government, As regards 
,,the substanti11J modification introduced in the composi
tion of the Executive Councils of botb the Imperial and 
.the Provincial Governments it has to be noticed, that; 
'public opinion does not count for anything and popular 
•representatives of unquestioned ability, judgment and 
'independence; who fought for the reform, are carefully 
~xcluded from the list. Men like Sir Pberozesbab 
Mehta, Mr. G. K. Gokhale, * Mr. Surt)ndra Nath Baner
jee and Dr. Rash Behary Ghose have no place in these 

·----------

• Alas I Mr. Gokhale is no more! Since these pages were sen~ 
ito the press the saintly politician has passed away leaving a void 
~ll 'this ill-fated country which is~not likely ~t;o be soon filled up. 
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Councils, and the people cannot be very much blamedl 
if they still labour under the impression that th& 
bureaucracy are ill-disposed to admit their equals and• 
that there is still a marked :tendency to take away 
with one hand what is given with the other. Th&· 
voice of the people thus still continues to be practi· 
cally the same cry in the wilderness that it used· 
to be before, with this difference that, that voice bas. 
found a channel for 'its articulation and cannot now 
be stifled. People are not therefore wanting who· 
honestly think, tbat the present Councils are at • 
best counterfeit t·epresentations of representative insti
tutions as understood in the British constitution. They 
certainly bear a striking family resemblance to not a. 
few of the mimic reforms which have found their way 
in this country and among which mention may bet 
made of the system of trial with the aid of assessors. 
with which a renowned political juggler, more than 
thirty years ago, hoodwinked the people of this coun
try as being a fair substitute for Trial by J.ury. From 
this, however, it must not be inferred that these reforms .. 
are altogether discounted. In fact they are neither 
such _shams as some hyper-critics among us would 
represent them to be; nor are they the very quintes
sence of British statesmanship as Sir Valentine Chirol 
and others of his school would have. us believe. They 
undoubtedly mark a distinct advance in Indian poli
tics and constitute a substantial instalment of poli
ticai enfranohisemen!; of the people. If they have· 
done nothing else, these reforms must be a().mitted to
have furnished the people with powerful weapons foiY· 
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dearing the ground before them, while they are not yeli 
·OUt of the wood. Lord Morley's imagination may not 
•be able to pierce through the prevailing gloom to catch 
the faintest glimpse of India's future destiny; but all the 
•Bame he may have been the unconscious instrument in the 
band of an inscrutible Providence to work out her 
i!alvation, and it may be the proud privilege of tbe 
future historian ·to reckon him as the Simon de Mont
rfort of an Indian Parliament. The Congress from the 
very outset pressed either for the abolition or for 

• ifibe reform of the Council of the Secretary of State . 
. Although no statutory reform has yet been introduced, 
the appointment of two Indians to this Connell has gone 
,a great way towards a fair recognition of the principle of 
representation in this Council so persistently advocated 
-by the Congress; while the t•ecent attempt of Lord 
'Crewe for the reform of this Council was an augury of 
~ceonsiderable importance towards a satisfactory solution 
-ef the question, though unfortunately that abbempt; bas 
proved abortive at least for the present. 

Such is the brief survey of the work done by the 
<Congress during the last twenty-eight years of its 
existence. With all its lapses and shortcomings, it must 
•he fairly conceded even by its worst critics, that this 
,j.s no mean record of its achievements; while its friends 
will readily admit that the Congress has worked out 
almost a revolution in tbe country unprecedented in the 
bi~tory of a subject people under an alien rule, Apart 
~from its political aspects the Cotlgress has been the 
mountain-head and mainspring of not a few of the activities 
-which have manifested themselves ~n various directions.. 
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during the lash quarter of a century and inspired the" 
people with ideas of a nobler, manlier and bealtbeir life,. 

THB NATIVE STATES-AN OBJECT LESSON .. 

H may not be in the recollection of many at this 
«istance of time, that at one of the early stages of the· 
Congress a question was actually raised 11.nd discussed' 
in the Press as to whether the sphere of the movement 
!'lhould not be extended to the inde'pandent Native 
St~ttes. It was, however, wisely decided that the subm 
jects of these Statefl should be left to themselves and • 
the work of the Congress confined to British India only. 
But tbt~ blesBed contagion did not take much time in 
cro8sing the frontiers and spreading far beyond the· 
British territories when the euho of the Congress was 
also beard in some of these independent principalities, 
although it was tbere the Princes rather than the People 
who took time by tfle forelock and adopted tbe initiativfr 
in advanced administration. The enlightened rulers of 
Baroda, Mysore and Travancore have set an example 
even to the paramount power, the significance of which 
cannot be lost upon the minds of the more advanced· 
British subjects. Much bas been said and written on 
the supposed differences tletween the East ai:ld the West· 
and where logic has failed, fallacies have been invoked· 
to support the contention that. India is constitutionally 
unfit for the advanced institutions of the Wes.t and that, 
no ·attempt can therefore ~a mad·a to cultivate them even 
in a hot-bouse in thie country. But these Indian· 
Princes have, among other things, conclusively proved· 
that representative institutions' are' not altogether foreign· 

.. 
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to Indian instincts and that there need be no nervousness 
about either the introduction of free and compulsory 
education among the masses, or in the separation of the 
judicial and the executive functions of a State. What a 
sad commentary this to the vacillating policy of a mighty,. 
distrustful bureaucracy! 

CHAPTER XV . 

THE PARTITION OF BENGAL. 

There are certain paradoxes which the accumulat
ed experience and the collective wisdom of ages have· 
accepted as established truths all over ttHJ world, and 
"good cometh out of evil" is one of them. Of all the 
blessings in· disguise, whic.b ever fell to the lot of the; 
Indian people, the Partition of Bengal by Lord Curzon 
was perhaps one of the most rem'l.rkable in the history 
of British rule in India. If the Ilbert Bill agitation 
first opened the eyes of the Indian people to the utter 
helplessness of their position and forced their attention 
to the real source of their national weakness, in the 
Par~ition of Bengal and its sequel they received the 
first open 9hallenge for a trial of the moral strength 
which they bad steadily developed during the past. 
twenty years under the guidance and discipline of 
the national organization. The Congress bas made 
the dry bones in the vaHy instinct with life and 
breathed a new spirit into them under. the spell of 
which tpe "scattere~ units of the race" had coalesced 
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and come to realize that in national evolution unity 
was the main cement and that in the race of life firm
ness, determination and perseverance were the only 
passports to success. Little perhaps did the vigorous 
.author of this violent measure and his advisers calculate, 
that although hammering was one of the orthodox 
methods of effecting division aud disintegration, it 
served sometimes also to beat soft metals into solid, 
hard lumps. They were also probably unaware of the 
·real extent to which the Congress bad worked towards 
infusing fresh vitality in the people, in unifying them. 
for common action and in stiffening their backs against 
i·evet•ses. It was apparently overlooked that the India 
.of 1903 was no longer the India of 1883, and that 
within a single decade the force of a new spirit had 
.completely transformed the caterpillar into the butter· 
;fly. New ideas had burst upon the eyes of the people 
and new ideals had tak.en possession of the public 
mind. In the new cult preached by the Congress the 
people had received a higher revelation under the 
imlpiration of which they had renounced individualism 
and embraced nat.ionalism as their common article of 
.faith. Twenty years had wrought a great transforma
tion, if not a complete revolution, in the country, and 
.a people who in 1883 scarcely knew how to organize 
themselves even in support of the Government were 
now fully prepared to oppose that Government in 
.defence of their just rights and were certa.inly not dis
posed to take lying down any outrage upon the 
~berished ideas and sentiments of a growing nationa
lity. The. history of the ili·s~a.rred measure of the 
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Par~ition of Bengal and the various phases through 
which it passed may not strictly appertain to this 
.narrative ; but a. brief survey of its origin, the part 
,played in it by the Congress and tbe influence it exer
,cised on the national character may not be deemed 
irrelevant and out; of place. 

Although the project; of dividing an indivisible 
people was entire! y his own, the idea of territorial 
·redistribution of Bengal did not, originate with· Lord 
'Curzon. The proposal to dismember the largest and 
.premier province of the Empire sprang from a very 
small beginning. In 1874 the two districts of Cachar 
and Sylhet, which formed part of Bengai, were for 
administrative convenience transferred to Assam. There 
was hardly any public opinion at the time and the 
·severance of two frontier districts did not attract much 
public attention. In 1891 a small conference between 
the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, the Chief Com
missioners of Burma and Assam and a few military 
authorities ~as held to consider measures for the 
greater protection of the North-Eastern frontier. It 
was hhen proposed to transfer the Lushai Hills as a 
,further addition to ABsam co~pled with a recomroenda• 
.tion that the Chitta~ong Divi,;ion might also go wit,h 
them. In 1895 Sir William Ward, who was then the 
•Chief Commissioner of Assam, submitted an elaborate 

, ·scheme for tbe transfer of the Chittagong Division 
oand expressed, in a general way, a hope. that the 
two districts of Dacca and Mymensingh also might 
-eventually be given to Assam. It was precisely the 
.old story of the camel and the tent-keeper. Fortun-
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ately, however, just at this time Sir Henry Cotton· 
auoceeded Sir William Ward and the broad-minded' 
administ~ator, who could never be persuaded to sacrifice· 
the interes~ o! justice and fairness to an aggrandisemeut;. 
of his own power and authority, lost no time in nipping 
the project in the bud. With his intimate knowledge of 
Beugfll and the Bengalees, with whose legitimate aims 
a.nd aspirations he always sympathised, Sir Henry Cotton 
opposed bhe scheme of his predecessor and condemned 
flhe idea of severing the Chittagong Division and the two· 
important districts of Dacca and Mymensingh an(\, 
thereby emasculating a rising people. The result was· 
that only the:Lusbai:Hills, which were mainly inhabit
ed by a number of wild tribes, w~re made over to'· 
Assam and t be :question of the' transfer of the Chittagong 
Division a rid the two trans-Gangetic districts of Bengal 
was entirely dropped. 

Then came the vigorous administration of Lord 
Cur,;on who was nothing if not original in everything,. 
:B'ull of the idea ,that the past administration of India 
was a series of blunders he was reported to have come· 
with " twelve problems" in his pocket with which he
w~ta re~olved to overhaul every branch of that adminis
tration ~\nd recast it in a new mould. In course of this
Herculean adventure a series of reactionary measures 
were passed which naturally produced wid~spread· 

alarm in the country. Tbe first ordinary period of his. 
Viceroyalty, though not quite sensational, sufficiently 
disclosed •the original bent of his mind. In 1899 when 
he assumed. charge of his exaltl:ld office he began his 
policy of efficiency by reducing the elected members, 

• 
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of the Calcutta Corporation to half their origiuo.l num
ber and practically vesting the administration in a 
General Committee in spite of strong protests on the 
part of the electors. · This was followed by his honest. 
denunciation of a British battalion iu Rangoon, some· 
privates of which were believed to have outraged a 
native woman to death, but could not be detected owing. 
to a conspiracy of silence among the members of the 
battalion. This gave umbrage to a section of the· 
Anglo-Indian community with whom the honour and· 
ijfe of a native woman were apparently not of much· 
consequence when compared with the posi~ion and 
prestige of the British soldier iu India. In the follow
iug tear Lord Curzon increased his uupopularity among: 
the same class of Anglo-Indians by punishing the 9th 
Lancers because at Sialkot two other privates were• 
chargee with having beaten a native cook to death for 
having refused to procure a native woman for them and 
who likewise remained undetected. In the same year 
Lord Curzon carved out the North-Wast Frontier Pro· 
vince, and the last ye~t,r of his administration of this. 
period was signalized by a costly· Durbar at Delhi 
which bore striking resemblance to the Imperial Assem
blage o£>1877 in that it followed upon another terrible· 
famine which decimated the Central Provinces in· 
HJOO-L Unfortunately for Indill., as well as for his 
own reputation; Lord Ourzon obtained an extension to 
his Viceroyalty and it was within ~his extended period that 
were crowded almost all the violent, reactionary mea
sures with which his efficient administration is so largely 

t' associated. In all these measures the Indian public· 
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Paw nothing but a deliberate reversal of the generous 
,.policy which, laid down by the Proclamation of 1858, 
had been the recognized guide of successive administra
tions and which if not uniformly observed in practice had 
never been openly violated in principle, Lord Curzon, 
·began by laying the axe at the root of Local Self-Govern
ment and emasculating the premier corporation of the 
metropolis of the Empire. Then the officialization of 
the Universities, the curtailment of high education, the 
abolition of open competitive tests for the Provincial 

·Civil Services, the penalization of tha civil official secrets • followed in succession, and nowhere were these retro-
grade measures more keenly resented, or more sharply 
critici:r.ed, than in Bengal which the offiaial baro

.meter always pronounced to be the centre of political 
disturbances in the country. Lord Curzon determir:.ed 
to break this centre to facilitate the progress of his 
poliey. He turned up the old records which had been 

·consigned to the upper shelves of his Secretarirtt and 
ransacked them to ·reopen the question of the territorial 
readjustment of Bengal, and on the 3rd December 1903 
there appeared the famous Resolution· of the Govern.· 
·ll'lent of lndia over the signaturf:l of Mr. now Sir., 
Herbert Risley, then Secreta.r¥ to the Home Department, 
announcing the intention of Government to revive the 

,question of the transfer of the entire Chittagoug Division 
.and the two districts of Dacca and Mymensingh to Assam. 
Without any complaint from the local Government, 
without any suggestion from any quarter and without a 
warning, Lord Curzon proceeded to relieve ·the Govern· 
.ment of Bengal of its heavy burden, and his proposal 

I 

... 
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fell like a bomb-shell among the people. But th~r 

people though surprised were not staggered and the very 
announcement of this Re~tolution was the signal for an· 
outburst of opposition throughout the Province which,. 
in its magnitude, vnlume and intensity was simply 
unprecedented in the history of public agitation in
this country. It stirred the public mind in Bengal to 
its very depth, and the rich and the poor, the prince
and the peasant, the educated and hhe uneducated all 
rose as one man to oppose the violent dismemberment .. 
~ theil· ancient province, and with it the dissipation of 
their cherished hopes of forming a united nation. From. 
December 1903 to October 1905 over 2.000 public 
meetings attended by 500 to 50,000 people were held 
in the two parts of Bengal at which Hindus and Maho· 
medans with equal zeal and earnestness joined in the
protest. The late N awabSir Salimullah of Dacca at an, 
early stage of the agitation was reported to hav~· 

denounced the scheme as , a " beastly arrangement,"· 
thou gb at a later period he seceded from the oppositior•, 
for reasons well-known to the public. 

As the agitation began to increase ~ord Curzon 
grew more and more nervous; while public criticisms, 
both in the press as well as on tbe platforms gradually 
made him more and more relentless. In February 
1905 Lord Curzon made his famous speech at the Con
vocation of the Calcutta University in which he would, 
not tread, as be said, on the ''dusty fields" of educa· 
tion ; but read a homily on the difference between 
Eastew and Western ethics and wantonly charged tbl')• 
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oriental character with want of veracity, He had evi
.dentlv drawn his inspiration from Macaulay, but had 
rfailed to study the character of the people who had 
,long outgrown Macaulay's over-drawn picture. The 
Am1·ita Bazaa1" Patrika at ouoe met this sweeping 
denuneiation with an· equally scathing retort. An 
ugly incident ft·om an account of his lordship's early 

, travels in the Far East was unearthed out of ita for- "' 
gotten pages with which he was rudely reminded 
of the trite old saying,- that it was unwise for one who 

'lived in a glass bouse to pelt stones at others. Thic 
was followed by a huge demonstration at the Calcutta 

·Town Hall where on the 11th March 1905 the people 
.of Bengal met to protest against the utterances and 
proceedings of the Viceroy which bad irritated the 

, people beyond all measure of endurance. The meeting 
was presided over by Dr. Rash Behary Ghose who, deeply 
immersed in his professiona.l business, had so long held 

, himself aloof from all political discussions in the coup try 
and whom the sheer necessities of the situation forced 
to throw himself into the vorte:x of the. agitation. The 

'meeting after reviewing the entire administration of 
Lord Curzon passed a Resolution condemning all hil:l 
retrograde proceedings culminating in the proposal for 

. the disruphion of an advanced province and of an 
extremely sensitive people passionately attached to their 
country. This was the first time when the people met 
openly to pass a vote of censure upon a Viceroy. This 
was, of course, too much for an equally sensitiVfJ Viceroy 
to tolerate and, descending from the proud pedestal of a 
'Vice~oy, Lord· Curzon .g,ssumed the role of a political 
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·agitator which he had SO strongly condemned in his COD• 

·vocation speech. Fully resolved to crush this new spirit 
by dividing the people against; themselves, Lord Curzon 
proceeded to East Bengal and there at large meetings 
-Qf Mahomedans, specially conveneil for the purpose, 
~xplained to them that his object in parti~ioning Bengal 
was not only to relieve the Bengal administration, 
-but also to create a Mabomedan province, where Isla~, 
would be predominant; and its followers in the 
asc~ndancy, and. that wfth this view he had decided 
to include the two remaining districts of the Dacca . . . 
Division in his .scheme. The Mussalmaps of East Ben-
.gal headed by Nawab Salimullah of Dacca saw their 
opportunity and took the bait. Henceforth the Mabome
-dans of Eastern Bengal forgetting the broader question 
-of national advancement and ignoring the interests of 
their own community in Western Bengal deserted the 
national cause and gradually began to secede from the 
anti-partition agitation. It is, however, only fair to 
.admit that the most cultured and advanced among the 
Mussalmans did not flinch and speaking at tbe Congress 
.of )906, Nawabzada Khajah Atikullah, the brother of 

· ~ ~awab Salimullab openly said, "I may tell you at 
/once that it is not correct that the Mussa.lma.ns of 

J Eastern Bengal are in_ favour of the Partition of Bengal. 
The real fact is that it is only a few leading :Maho
medans who for their own purposes. supported the 
measure." The Central Mabomedan Association in 
Calcutta, in submitting its opinion to ~he Governmenli 
through its Secretary, the late Nawab Ameer Hossain, 

..,. ·O.I,E,, observed:-"My. Cowmittee' are of opinion t.hai 
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no portion of the Bengali-speaking ra.oe should 'H~il 
separated from Bengal. without th~ alel\rest necessiliy fdp 
such sep~ra.tion, and they think in the present caae;; 
such necessity do,es ·not exist." , , .~:~ ;;:., 

The ~gitation, however, went on in course of which; 
hundreds of m~morials wery submitted to Government;~ 
as well as to the Secretary of State, one of which was 
submitted over tbe signature of 70,000 people of 
Eastern Bengal. But the Government maintained an. 
attitude of mysterious silence until .July, 1905, when a.f 

Gover'nment n'otificatiou suddenly announced that th•' 
Secretary of· State had sanctioned the Partitio~ with! 
effect from the 16th October 1905 and that the new' 
Province was also to include the six districts of' 
Northern Bengal. The people of Bengal would not 
however yield and took courage from despair. The idea · 
of protecbir:Jg indig~nous industries had been long 
before the country, and now the people in different; 
places begiLn' to discuss the question of eschewing:! 
British artiCles, when that devoted and unostentatious 
worker, Mr. Krishna Kumar Mitra, openly advocated ·a,' . . . 
general boycott in .. the columns of his well-known paper· . 
the Sanjibani. About a dozen of the l'eadera in Beng~l; . • · 
met to discuss the situation at the Indian Association \ 
and after solemn deliberation resolved to boycott all.· 
foreign goods as a protest against this act of flagrant 
injustice. And on the 7th August was held the· 
memorable meeting which i.oaugurated the Swadeshi 
Movement. Such was the intensity of feeling created' 
and snob the stubbornness a.oquired by the nationa~ 

eharaoter, that on the fa.t!\1 (\,ay o1.,.~6.tb 9otober ,. the' "T 
' I ' - . . ' ,.·:, .... 
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scene in Beri,gaf becilime · d~' of wild demonstr~tionS:. 
unparalleled in tb.e f.\ist9!:,}:.,9t ,tl;te c,ountfcy.. As on th~· 
day: of the $Xecution .Of ' Maharajah ~ und Oooma~; thEt 
people. 'of Calcutta tu~hec:l to the banks ol th:S .G~~ooget;t . 
and ~bat bed them!:!elves .· iri its sacred water as an eJ.<:;pia•: 
tion o.f the sin;they ·had committed tn witnes:sing.for:thE)' 
first time•a;juaieiwl murder< iu: the Ja~d, soAr,om:tbe ea;r!y, 
morning iof."tbe,l,Qth :.(}ctober, .1905, ·QOrresponding to th& 
30th Asvdn'iJ:Bl2, of the,. Be:n~a.ie~.<.;&wa;, .. ,the. people .in 
their bund~eds· .and: thousands in every city, town an:d 
¥illage .ma!lched ;in aole).Dn ptOCf:lSSions b~re·footed an~ 
bare-bodied chanting, ;as· dirges, n!l<tion~;>I songs ind, 
repaired to the • Ofilf.l;rest chap,nel or .. stream and after 
pedormiug their abtution tied the Bakhi, the silken 
band of unity .and fraternity, round one anoth6r's
wrists .when amid ,the deafening cries of· !J.andemataram· 
booktbe solemn vow in.tbe name. of God !-1-qd Mohber-. 
land, tbakunit!<ld: they stood and no ~a,rpbfy power. 
sb()uld dh!ide them, a9d bbat so long as ~~e ·Partition 
was not .undone they would eschew as far a.e practioabiEI[ 
aU foreign articles ... They:f,l\.s.~~,,.~hEI·~hole .. daY. qu~·tl}g, . 
w~ich .all .shops wer,e.c}osed, .. ap,dhusil:le~s f(t)d ·.a.~qse-1 
menta .stopped, :while many were ilh(l towns. wh.icli. even 

('according. to official reporters, wore the aPpear1u:~c.e or · 
the city oi tl;le .dead. · ... Men, • woQleA an.d 53hi~~rl:!p. !Jol~ 
joined in the demonstration. ,S,o .i:nti:Jnse and: w,ide,sprea<), 
was the o.utburst.,oi this uup~:ecedi:mted upheaval of tb6 
popular, .senthnent that , the .. authorities had ~o taktil, in 
many. places, IJ'I\rticlllady .in· the several districts, ex-, 
tra.ordiuary measures ·in a)liicipation of breach of tb~ 

peac!l, But the· .leaders had, strictly .resolved upon. 
14 
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passive resistance and constitutional agitation and every. 
thing passed off without any hitch anywhere. In their 
utter dislike of the Partition the people nicknamed 
the new Province as Ebassam and to accentuate their 
solidarity paradoxically designated the two severed Pro· 
vinces as United Bengal. For seven long years the 
people persistently carried on the struggle and every 
year with renewed vigour and energy observed the 7t\:t 
August as the day of national rejoicing and the 16th 
October as the day of national mourning, 

Thus the Partition of Bengal was forcibly carried. 
out in the teeth of a most frantic opposition, an'.l 
although Lord Curzon appeared to have been fully 
justified in his bold assertion that, as far as the British 
public were concerned, the opposition would end in a 
blank volley of " a few angry speeches " on the floor of 
Parliament, he was entirely mistaken in his calculations 
that hhe last words on the subject would be heard in tna 
Hoooe and that the people would after a short struggle 
quietly submit to the inevitable accepting his decision as 
a final aettlement of their destiny. As has already been 
said Lord Curzon was reported to have come to India . ' 
with " twelve problems" in his pocket : but whatevel! . .. 
the other problems were, the three which be had ~ 
put forward on Local Self-Government, Education 
and Administration were sutlicienb to convince the 
people that he came with a veritable Pandora's Box: and 
let loose all the forces of disorder in the country, Hope 
a.lone remaining, Even the Anglo-Indian Press which 
was ever so loyal to the bureaucracy found itself unable to 
support his extravagant measures which, in the name of 
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.efficiency, aimed at a complete revision, if not a revolu
tion, of the entire system of British rule in India. The 
Times of India remarked :-

"Que might well wish that Lord Cun1on had not returned to 
'India for the second time, for be could not have chosen a more 
,effective way of wrecking his reputation than he has done." 

Another Anglo-Indian paper observed, that :-
"Best of the measures (of Lord Curzon's a,dministra.tion} 

,against whioh public eriticism has lately been directed are design
·ed to oheck a dev~lopmeot which has at once been the conscious 
,aim and the jus~ifioation of British rule in India, and the worst 
of them are nothing more nor less than deliberate steps in,reaction, 

.. opposed in method and in character, to those traditions which 
•underlie what is commonly allowed to be, not only the greatest 
experiment, but the most remarkable attempt towards the govern-
ment of an alien people of which the modern world h<'s a.uy 
.record.'' 

The Englishman, writing shortly after the Town 
Hall Meeting of the 7th August, 1905, said:-

,,The ohange which is threatened has been determined upon 
·in the teeth of a practically unanimous public opinion. There 
·is no reason to suppose that this public opinion will become silent 
or non-existent as soon as the Partition is carded into effect. 'rhe 

"Situation will therefore be this : An administra.tive Coup d' etat 
without precedent will have been carried out, The people wh" 
·will have to live under its results will be dissatisfied and uneasy. 
Now all governments, even the most despotic, are obliged to rule 
in· thelrmg run in a.oaordance with the wishes of the governed, or 
at least to refrain from governing in direo~ opposition to those 
wishe~. The difficulties of the Governor of the now province 
under the peculiar oircums~ance of its emergence would, one 

,.fears, be extreme, if not insuperable." 

The Statesman of Calcutta wrote:-
" There never was a time in the history of British India when 

·public feeling and public opinion were so little regarded by the 
'Supreme Government as they are by the present administration. 
·In this matter of the Partition of Bengal the force of public 
opinion has bee11 remarkable. It could not indeed be otherwise, 
-ior in spite of their parade of consulting the • legitimate interests' 
·of the districts involved m the proposed separation, the Govern
;ment is well aware that its scheme is a direct a.tta.ak upon tha 

• 
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soiidarity and the growing polihic11ol strength of the Bmaga.li rape,. 
• • • Tbe Government may or lll(I.Y not choose to give weight. 
to the outburst of feeling on the subject of the Partition, but it;. 
will necessarily recognize the new note of praotica.bility which. the· 
present situa.tion has brought into political agitation and it will 
sooner or later realise, that just as religions thrive on persecution., 
so there is nothing half so effectual as the systema.tio disreg!\td of' 
public opinion for fostering political discontent." 

The following is take~ from a leading article wb ich, 
appeared in the Lo,ndon Daily News :- ~ 

"VrJry little is known in this .:!ountry concerning the schema 
for Lbe partitioning of Bengal as to whiob our Calcutta. > corres
pondent addresses us. Even the Indift Office is so much in thee 
dark as to the merits and demerits of the propositi that it Wf'S · 

unable to provide Mr. Brodrick with an intelligible brief when the· 
qneAtion was raised by Mr. Roberts a week ago iri the House of' 
Commons. In India the announcement seems to have coine as a. 
complete surprise. In 1903 Lord. Curzon waQ compelled to bow 
to the storm of criticism aroused by a much. smaller rcadjust
n19rJt, of n.reas, and positive consternation bas been created by the 
preHent proposal under which twenty-five millions of the people 
of Bengal are without a word of consultation to be handed over 
to 11. new local administration .. , . The inhabitants of BengaJ·, 
cont>\in a la~ge. proportion of educated persons, very manv of 
whom oer.upy positions of inftuence and responsibility. What 
was t.hete to prevent Lord Ourzon taking counsel with thele~tding 
oi t,iv,cns and :•scertaini ng the views of the localities concerned 
before enacting this tremendous change? We are afraid the 
only answer is, that. Lord Curzon well knew the views of the· 
people, but declined to ,argue with them, or to endeavour to 
persuade them •.. , That re-consideration is desirable, is obvious· 
from every point of, view. It cannot be good statesmanship to 
Ia.unch these new provinces in a condition. of seething discontenl;, 
or to alienate a third of our fellow-subjects in India.. There is no 
suggestion that the matter is a pressing one, and whatever elements. 
of good the scheme mav contain are likelier to be appreciated if a 
truce is called lor the ·present· than jf Bengal is incontinently 
hurried up. The cost of the new administration, which is put in 
some quarters at nearly three millions sterling, calls lor special· 
attention at a time when India is suffering from heavy additiona..l1 
charges. We are convinced that 1\i[r, Brodrick would greatly ad;i 
to the service which he has already done to Iudia if he could• 
"all a halt in this matter of the Partition." 

• 
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Such was the verdict pronounced upon the efficient 
:administratiol>l of the brilliant Viceroy who after seven 
years of vigorous rule found his unpopularity to he so 
'Universal that be advisedly left India as it were by the 
backdoor without paying even tbe customary farewell 
visit to the Metropolis where the historic Viceregal 
Palace recalled to him, as be himself said the memories 

,of his baronial castle at Keddlestone. 
The Congress usually dealt with questions affect

ing the wbole country ; but it also occasionally 
;interested itself in matters of special local importance. 
Although, the Partition of Bengal was apparently a pro
vincial gri,wance, in its wider aspect it was regarded 
as a na!iional question of the gravest significance, and as 
such the Congress took it; up at its very inception in 
1903, aod year after year persistently repeated its pro· 
test in different centres until the whole country re
sounded with the voice of that pl'otest. Apart from 
the special grievances of Bengal the measure involved 
a question of far-reaching consequences which was in. 
,conflict with its propaganda and threatened its ulti
mate aim of nation"building and national evolution 
with a collapse. The whole country, therefore, took this 
:flagrant act of high-handedness as a most outrageous 
flouting of public opinion and a mosfi callous disregard 
.of the feelings and sentiments of the people. Besides 
it was pointed out that if such could be the fate of 
Bengal, what guarantee WfiS there that a similar fate 
:might not in future overtake the other provinces also'? 
While, pointed reference was made to Sindh as a prob
~ble factor in the noli too unlikely contingency thalt 

• 
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might arise in the case of Bombay. Thus the Parsi,. 
the Maharatta, the Madrasi, the Sindhi and the, 
Punjabi rose as one man with the Bengali to undo the 
"settled fact." Speaking at the Congress of 1908, the, 
Hon'ble Mr. Krishnan Nair of Madras feelingly observ
ed, ''the Partition of Bengal affects the whole country 
like a deep, bleeoing and unhealing wound. So long.: 
as such a wound exists in the human body it is 
difficult, if not impossible, for that body to know pel1Ce· 
or enjoy repose.'' Severe unrest prevailed throughout. 
the country, while a most distressing development of th~ 
situation manifested it.self both in Bengal as well as in. 
the Deccan. Tbe contemptuous treatment of public· 
opinion by the authorities and tileir absolute indifference
to every proposal of the Nationalists became the theme· 
of public discussion both in the Press as well as on the· 
platforms throughout the country ; while a series· o~ 
ropre~sive measures inaugurated by the Government of. 
I1ord Minto in quick succession to one another instead: 
of providing a remedy for the situation served only to
intensify the popular discontent. Advantage was taken. 
of an old obsolete Regulation to deport, without a trial, 
men whose only fault lay in stubbornly opposing the
" settled fact." Sober and dispassionate men like· 
Mr. B. N. Mudholkar from the Berar and Mr. Subba Rao 
from Madras earnestly appealed to Government for a• 

modification of the ill-starred measure, and ·none more· 
t:-assionately joined in the appeal than that young lion 
of the Deccan, Mr. Gop·al Krishna Gokhale, who from· 
his place in the Supreme LegislativeCouncil, addressing· 
tbe Victn'oy, said, " My Lord, conciliate Bengal." But . 

• 
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in aD atmosphere of prejudice and passiqn, the fetish of 
Prestige was .in the ascendant and all the protests and 
appeals went unheeded. Mr. Gokhale went to England 
as an accredited representative of the Congress in 1905 
ana 1906, and on both the occasions he used his great 
powers of persuasion to impress the authorities as well as 
the public in England with the extreme'inadvisabilit;y of 
persisting in the unpopular measure adopted by the 
Government of India. Mr. John Morley, who was 
then the Secretary of State for India, was by no means 

.satisfied with the performance of Lord Ourzon. But,. 
although he found that the Partition had gone " wholly 
and decisively against the wishes of the majority of the 
people concerned," and openly characterised it as not 
being a sacrosanct, be dismissed the question as being 
a" settled fact." His predecessor in office Mr. Brodrick 
(afterwards Lord Middleton) had also in a spirit of 
half-heartedness, while not fully approving of Lord 
Ourzon's proposals, sanctioned the Partition, and all 
the voluminous representations submitted to him,. 
including the one containing over 70,000 signatures 
frem Eastern Bengal, went for nothing. It has 
always been like this in India. She has suffered for 
things for which she could be hardly held responsible. 
Mr. St. John Brodrick had to provide an unguent. 
for the wounded pride of a meddlesome Viceroy in 
the Curzon-Kitchener controversy; while Mr. John 
Morley, the author of Compromise, bad to piloli 
his Reform Scheme through both the Houses of 
Parliament. There never was perhaps a better case 
so summarily dismissed in all its stages. People 
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in this country who bad all their life worshiped "honest 
John " with almost idolatrous veneration lost all con" 
fidence in him, while men were not wholly wanting who 
actually went so far as to regard British Liberalism, so 
far as applicable to India, as a ma~;tningless creed. Men 
like Sir Henry Cotton, Mr. Hebert Paul and Mr. Keir 
Hardie, however, kept up a continuous fire over the 
burning question in the Lower House and it is believed 
that i.t Wf19 thi::~ incessant heckling over Indian questions 
whieb was responsible for Mr. Morley's translation to 
the mtlmer region of the Upper House and his ultimate. 
resigrtabion of the Indian portfolio. In the Lords also 
the noble-Marquess of Ripon in his old age raised his 
trembling voice against the infamous measure; while 
Lord Macdonald openly denounced it as " the hugest; 
blunder committed since the battle of Pla.ssey." And 
Lord Cnrzon finding that there was "none so poor as 
to do him reverence " attempted to throw the responsi
bility, like a hot potato, on Lord Ampthill and lJord 
Arnpt.hill on Mr. Brodrick. But although the measure 
wu.s thus denounced on all hands and there was none so 
bold as to claim its authorship, it yet seemed to possess 
a charmed life. At last Lord Morley was succeeded by 
IJord Crewe and in May, 1911; Mr. Bbupendranath 
Basu was deputed by the Indian Association, Calcutta, 
to represent the case of Bengal to the new Secretary of 
State, as it was felt that the forthcoming Coronation Dur
ba,r in India might be a fitting occasion for a satisfactory 
:solution ·of the situation. No better selection could 
have been made and the trained lawyer and astute 
politician performed his mi.,sion in an eminently 

• 
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·satisfactory manner. With the help of Lord Reay Mr. 
Basu obtained an interview with Lord Crewe about tbe 
end of June and explained to him, with a degree of 
·fulness and clearness hardly possibl.e except in a per
sonal interchange of view<.:, the intolerable li\ituation 
which had been created by the Partit.ion and the 
.;remedy suggested by the people which was calculated 
not only to mend that situation, but which also afforded 
the most legitimate solution for the administrative 
difficulty of the vast Province. Lord Crewe gave 

.him a patient and sympathetic hearing. This was the 
first pl'actical step taken by the people since the 
Partition was effected towards the solution of the thorny 
.question which had set the country ablaze and let loose 
such harrowing miseries and disquietude through
out the country as even the Councial reforms of Lord 
Morley were unable to remove. At this juncture. 
•hap~ily for India, as wall as for England, Lord Hardinge 
·succeeded Lord Minto with the rich legacy of a multi
tudinous population driven almost mad by a violent 
·disruption of an ancient province and exasperated by a 
·s~ries of repressive and retrograde measures which a 
.bold Indian jurist, enjoying at the time no less confi
dence and respect of the Government than of the 
people, openly denounced as "lawless laws." 1t bas 
·been truly said that history repeats itself; and Lord 
Hardinge like' Lord Ripon came at a critical moment 
'holding the olive bran~ch of peace, sympathy and con
·ciliation for the people-. Lord H;rdinge assumed office 
in November, 1910, and the leaders of Bengal at once 

,organised a fresh campaign of anti-partition agitation. 
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Arrangements were made some time in May following· 
for holding a demonstration of United Bengal in the' 
Calcutta Town Hall as a signal for a fresh agitation 
under a new Secretary of State and a new Viceroy, A 
police officer was at this time assa,ssinated in the streets 
of the metropolis evidently by an anarchist; and Lord. 
Hardinge at once sent for Mr. Surendranath Banerjea. 
and asked him not to create further public excitement 
at such a junotp.re, adding at the same time that if the 
object of the proposed demonstration was to draw atten· 
tion of the Government, then the best course for the people • was to submit their case quietly to the Government of 
India, and be assured Mr. Banerjea that such representa
tion would receive his most careful consideL·ation. The 
propo~;md campaign was accordingly dropped and a. 
memorial was drawn up briefly reviewing the history of 
the disa8trous measure and narrating the grievances of 
the people as well as the disturbances which had flowed 
from it. The memorial also dealt with the financial. 
aspect; of the question which the author of the partition 
h~•n studiously avoided in the formulation of his scheme 
and finally, among several alternative suggestions, it, 
earnestly prayed for a re-union of the several provinces of. 
Bengal under a Governor in Council as in Bombay and. 
Madras. The 1memorial concluded in the following words:-

"In conclusion, we beg to submit that for the first time in 
the history of British Rule in India His Majesty the King of 
England will be proclaimed Emperor •f India on Indian soil, 
and His Majesty's loyal subjects in this great dependency look 
forward to the auspicious occasion wij_h the sanguine hope that. 
it will be marked by some substanftal boons to the people. 
We venture to assure your Exoellenoy, that as far as the bulk 
of the Bengalees are concerned, no boon will be more Watml)' 
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appreciated or more gratefully acknowledged than a modification. 
of the Partition of Bengal." 

It may be here mentioned that previous to the-· 
adoption of this memorial a private conference of some 
of the leaders of Bengal and of Behar was held at the 
Indian Association where it was found that Behar 
could not subscribe td any proposal which did not 
seek for her divorce from Bengal. The memorial 
was accordingly drawn up on Bengal's own account, 
signed only by some of the leading men in the two 

• provinces of Bengal and quietly submitted to bhe 
Viceroy on the 12th June, 1911. This was the 
last representation of the people on the subject. 
A copy of this mAmorial was also despatched by one· 
of the members to Sir William Wedderburn as Presi
dent of the British Committee of the Congress which 

·reached him at a most opportune moment as Sir 
William had already arranged for an interview with 
the Secretary of State on the subject. Sir William. 
Wedderburn met Lord Crewe with this memorial and 
like au honest ad vocate and a dispassionate media
ttor laid the, whole case before him. In was a most. 
important interview, although Sir Williaro with bis 
characteristic reserve could hardly be persuaded to 
disclose more than an oracular· version of what actually· 
transpired at it;. It is to be highly regretted that 
much of the valuable service actually rendered by 
him at this juncture must go unrecorded. It was, 
however, broa.dly understood in this country that as. 
a result of all the deputations, interviews and the· 
discussions which took place in and out of Parliameu~ • 
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the authorities in England, and the JJiberals in parti· 
·cular were fully convinced of the grave injustice 
which had been done to an inJ?OCent and inoffensive 

•people and of the severe unrest for which this ill· 
advised measure was m<tinly, if not f>lolely, respqnsible. 
It was also believed, that although the question was not 
free from difficulties, there was no cause for absolute 
despair and that after all if the people could prevail 
upon tbe Government of India to reopen the question 
and suggest a modification, neither the present Secre
tat•y of State, nor t.he Cabinet would stand in the way • 
of <1 reVil:liou and fresh settlement of the "Settled fact." 

It \Vas a strange case of retributive justice both 
1in procedure a.s well as execution. As in 1905 the 
,p,tr1;ition in its enlarged shape and form was hurled 
like a bolt from the blue without a warning to the 
p~Jople who ~ver since their last representation to the 
Secretary of State were living in a Fool's Paradise fondly 

-clinging to the hope, that nothing so violent could 
"be done by British statesmanship as to go so decisively 
against the cherished wishes and aspirations of the 
people concerned; so in 1911 the Indian bureaucracy 
having a few public buildings hurriedly eonstructed iu 

·the ruined city chosen to be the capital of the new pro
vince fi;~mly believed, that the new administration was 
built upon a rock and that any further struggle on the 

·part of the people was bound to be sheer waste of ener~ 
gies, if not a risky pursuit after a phantom which could 

/afford them no relief, but could only: tempt them to 
greater danger and disaster. In tbe secrecy of its plan 

.and the abruptness of its execution, the partition mot. 
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the same fate at its exit as at its entrance and was;. 
equally dramatic at its both ends, with this difference· 
that opening with tragic scenes of thrilling interest it .. 
ended in a comedy exposing a series of errors productive· 
of the gravest consequences. It would appear that Lord 
Hardinge bad carefully studied the case even before he 
came out to India and that ever since ·he received the.· 
memorial of the 12th June he was busy working out his 
scheme for a satisfactory solution of ttJe vexed question 
and for the restoration 9f peace and order in the country. 

• This scheme was embodied in a secret despatch, dated· 
the 25th August, 1911, recommending formation of a 
Presidency Government for re•united Bengal, a sepa
rate Lieutenant-Governorship for Behar and Orissa 
and the transfer of the Imperial Capital from Calcutta. 
to Delhi, with the dominating idea of gradually 
extending autonomous administration to all the Pro· 
vinces. All this was, of course, kept a dead secret 
from. August to December. But although nothing 
definite oozed out, there was persistent rumour· 
throughout the country that a final pronouncement. 
would be made, either one way or the other, on the forth-

-c~ming occasion of the Royal visit, the halancfl of Tndian 
public opinion being of course in favour of a possible 
modification of the Partition, though the offiCial circle 
generally scouted such an idea as being a dream and a 
violent improbability, if not a,n actual impossibility, 
The mystery was however soon cleared and it came as a 
stunning su·rprise to Anglo-India, both official and un
official, which firmly beJieved in its prescriptive right 
to be in the know in every administrative measure of 
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,importance. The pronouncement, however, did not 
.appear in the ordinary garb of a routine work; but was 
ushered in with quite a dramatic effect. On the me
morable 12th December, 1911, at tbe Coronation Durbar 
at Delhi, in the midst of an imposing ceremony and in 
·the presence of a gorgeous assembly, His Majesty 
·George V personally and through his Viceroy an
noum:ed one aftor another aU. the boons which were 
granted on the ocoasion to the people of India; but 
there came no response to the wail of Bengal, and the 
vast crowd of Bengalees, who had gone to Delhi in thee 
--earnest expectation of hearing their sore griev!mce 
removed, became despondent. · At last when the King 
was about tp leave the pavilion upon the close of the 
-ceremony, he stood and said :-

" We are pleased to announce to our people that on the advice of 
our ministers and after consultation with our Governor-General-in-

. Council, we have decided upon the transfer of th~ seat of the Gover1l
ment of India from Calcutta to the ancient capital of Delhi and 
simultaneously, as a consequence of that transfer, the creatibn at as 
early a date as possible of 11 Governorship-in-Council for the 
Presidency of Bengal, of a new .Lieutenant-Governorship-in-Council 
administering the areas of Behar, Chota Nagpur and Orissa and 
of a Ohief-Oommissione,·sh,ip of Assam, with such administrative 
changes and redistri~ution of boundaries as our Governor-Generi:tt
in-Oouncil, with the approval of our Secretary of State for Indirt;·
in-Oouncil, may in due course determine. It is our earnest desire 
that these changes may conduce to the better administration of India 
and the greate1· prosperity and happiness of our beloved people." 

The gracious announcement was at once received 
with tremendous acclamation in which even those wbo 
could nob be very well pleased with the cha,nges made 
lustily joined not understanding of course what the 
announcement really was. One Bengal officer after
wards humourously said, that he did not know that he 
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was cheering his own death -knell. So great Wtts the 
joy and enthusiasm created by the announcement 
that after the King left a number of young men, mostly 
Bengalees, rushed in and kneeling before the throne 
·reverently kissed the footsteps from which the an
nouncement bad just been made. The glad tidings 
were flashed tbroaghout the country and was the 
,signal for an outburst of loyal and enthusiastic demons
·tration throughout Bengal which was as genuine 
as it was unprecedented. By a subsequent notification 

.-United Bengal was raised to the status of a Presidency 
-Government from the 1st April, 1912, with Lord Carmi. 
ohael as its first Governor who was specially chosen by 
.the King to take the helm of the new administration. 

Thus the single stroke of Lord Hardinge's concilia
tory policy, as by a magic wand, at once dispelled the 
·severe unrest which half a. dozen repressive measures of 
his predecessor were unable to cope with. It must 
here be acknowledged that though Bengal had no doubt 
-fought bravely for six long years under the indomitable 
J.eadership of Mr. Surendranath Banerjea, the un
,stinted moral support which she received from tha 

~hole country throagh the Congress, as well as from its 
individual members, in the hour of her trials and tribu
"lations, not only largely sustained her in her great 
struggle, but also added considerable weight and im· 
{lortance to the &uti-partition agitation. But for the 
support which the Congress and the country lent her 
'lt seems doubtful if Bengal unaided could have either 
,,sustained the agitation, or brought it to a suc
.cessful termination upsetting a settled arrangeu.ent 
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within such a compa.ratively shorli period. IIi shoulit 
also be gratefUlly acknowledged, that tbe 'SUppqtfl. 

'accorded to it by sympathetic Englishmen, 'in an& 
out of Parliament, was ma.beri:fl.'Jy helpful in bringiri~, 
the issue to a successful •termination. Nor should it be·' 
forgotten that when the matter was discussed in ·the· 
O~binet prior to His Majesty's departure for India., I-'ord· · 
Morley did oot stand in the way of the propo8ed un; 
settlement of his "settled fact." 

The anti-partition agita:tion was not only. a suo~ 

cessful test of the strength of the oemeuli which th&• 
Cong.ress had created for its work of nation-building ;. 
but it has also signalised the triumph of public opinion 

' in its trial of strength with a strong bureaucracy. It. 
bA.s resloved India's faith in British justice and her 
confidence in the ultimate suocess of constitutional 
agitath;m under British rule. 11; bas also inspired the· 
Indian mind with a firm conviction in the strength o£ 
public opinion properly, organised, wisely directed and 
zealously carried on within tl~a scope and limits of the, ' 
British constitution; That constitution yields to no. 
other force but that of moral pressure and answers to. 
no other call than that .of publia opinion. '' Op~ 
Wheat" and '' Open Barley" would be of no avail. IIi 
is the " Open Sesame" of persistent constitutional agi
tation which alone will throw open the door of its 
conscience. If the history of the Pa-rtition of Benga,l. 
has one lesson clearer than another Jor the Indian, 
Nationalist, it consists in the weight and importance of 
public opinion which is the irresistible and uuresisted 
master of the British constitutivn. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

The 11nresli in In~ia has been ~he thelil.e of earnest;.. 
and perSi<Jtent discussions during. the past. fe.w years 
both here .:as well. as in Englan'd. Whether it. be. th& 
'customary pronouncement of an ad!illinistrator, 01: the. 
official kflport. of. a:ny branch of th~ administration ; .. 
whe~er'it be the ·criticism of a publicist, or the harrau-
gue ·Of !the .political agit;ator on the public platform, 

• aod wheflber it he 8. debate in Parliament, or the acade-. 
mic. disc:ussion irr an )indian Legislative Council,. nothing 
passes. wrtbout/at least; a parting shot an the Indian 
unrest Bind without every one in his OWll Way recom
mendin~ his own specific for its treatment. The unresh· 
is admitted ; but while the bureaucracy would fain 
attribute:it to a .. sudden restlessness. among the ·l;Jeople, 
owing, ·tb an unwholesome developmimt of certain 
extravagant ideas in their ~inds, the people with .eqUal 
emph~tsis,< though. not with equal authority, would lay. 

·it. at the do01: of that bureaucracy who unable to adapt 
~Ji,bemselv:es .to the aHered stat~ of the count.ry, have los!! 

all sympathy for their legitimate wishes and aspirations 
and !).re evidently determined not to guide and control, huh 
simply to curb and crush the rising spirit. of a renovated 
people with old, antiquated methods of reaction and 
repressjon. It is, however, a patent circumstance tha~ 
in a g,ependency governed like India the people hav~ 
nothir,1g to gain but everything to lose by unnecessarily 
irrit!lltipg ,the authorities : while an autocratic rule, such 

:' . 15 . 
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as is firmly established in this country, has very little 
:to care about and certainly nothing to fear from any 
·sullen discontent of the people. It is a common saying 
among the people in this country, which even the 
meanest among them accepts as a rule of conduct in 
daily life, that even the lunatic understands his own 
interest, and agitation which always involves heavy 
sacrifice of time and energy cannot be a pastime with an 
Oriental people nurtured upon a philosophy which 
represents this mundane world as a delusion and guided 
by religious faiths which preach only eternal peace and 

;repose. " 
It was Edmund Burke who speaking even of free 

,countries said, that whenever there was a friction be
tween a people and its government it was invariably 
the case that the former was in the right and the latter 
in the wrong. It has always been conceded even by 
,their worst critics that the Indians are, by nature, as 
well as their religious instincts, an extremely docile 

• 

and a tractable people and that· whatever the other 
,defects and blemishes of their charact!lr may be it is 
genera.lly free from the taint of ingratitude. Tl:te 
Indians have always recognised the manifold blessiniio...
<Of the British rule, notably the security of life and 
property it has secured, the administration of justice it 
has established and the education it has fostered and 
extended throughout the country. As regards the 
development of the internal resources of the country 
and its economic condition there is no doubt considerable 
difference of opinion ; but there is an absolute consensus 
of opinion as well as of feeling throughout the country, 
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·that but for the British rule it would have been impos· 
·.sible for the various races inhabiting this vast continent 
to have attained ~he peaceful progress it has attained in 
•many directions within the last hundred and fifty years. 
Even the most unrelenting critic is forced to admit, that 
if India has paid a heavy price for that progress, her gain 
also has not been inconsiderable, and that plus and 
minus the balance of advantage is still on her side. On 
the other side it is hardly disputed that India was not, 

,correctly speaking, conquered by the sword, but won by 
• the willing allegianae of a people who were unable to 
;govern themselves. If that is so, the question naturally 
arises, how is it that the Indians have, after a peaceful 

•beneficent rule of more 'than one and a half century, 
suddenly developed such a spirit of restlessness and dis· 
content? Can it be s~dition-an earnest desire on the 
part of/ the people to overthrow the British Government 
at)d establish their absolute independence ? If that were 
so, any attempt on the pa.rt of the people to shake off 
the British yoke would have proved as disastrous a 
,failure as the maintenance of settled Government by 
·Britain hersetf even for a year despite her nava;l and 
~illtary strength. The cry of Sedition was as false as it 

was senseless and ,impolitic. There never was in these 
'Years a movement anywhere to subvert British rule in 
rlndia, nor was there a single overt act lending colour to 
a possibl,e tendency towards such a movement, besides 
some insane, meaningless, incoherent, inflammatory 
-effusions contained in a few anonymous pamphlets or 
leaflets which some mischievous urchins might circulate 
for creating either a. fun or ~ senseless sensation in tha 

• 
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country. If a dastardly. attempt on the life of C.~:ar, 
Nicholas, or the murder of King Humbert, or the assassi· 
nation of President Oarnob could not be construed into. 
an attempt to overthrow the Russian Empire, or the 
Italian Mona.rchy, or the French Republic, it seems diffi., 
eulti to conceive how t,he secret manufacture of some bombs 
in a privR.te garden, the a.ssa'lsination of a few police· 
officers, the secret murder of a Magistrate, or even the· 
daring attempt; on the life of an innocent Lieutenant· 
Governor at a public place, however atrocious these acts. 
may be, can be regarded as any evidence of sedition or • 
treason, or· bow any people outside an asylum could ever· 
dream of driving away tbe British from India with the 
help of some bundles of bamboo st~cks, a few ounces of' 
picric acid, a few packets of gunpowder, or even of a 
few dozens of old, rusty smuggled revolvers. The· 
idea is sirnply quixotic. To whatever lengths human 
ingenuity may go to strain and stretch the definition of 
sedition or high treason, common sense must always. 
refuse to believe that a handful of .misguided young 
men, with no other instruments than these in their
possession, could really have thought of "waging warr 
against the King.'' However seriously the situatiorr
may have been taken by a bureaucracy placed in a 
distant foreign land, even the most ardent loyalist in 
the o~untry :r:~garded the panic as quite mistaken and 
exaggerated beyond all proportion. 

The Indian bureaucracy, particularly the section of 
it belonging to the Indian Civil Service, may be disposed 
to regard every member of it· as a limb of the Sovereign 
authoriLy ani! as such misconstrue every serious offence· 

• 
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:against any such member to be tantamount to an 
·Offence against lese majeste, i.e., high-treason, But the. 
Eastern mind draws a sharp distinction between the 
·Crown and its servants, and between an impersonal 
-Government and its personal officers, how highsoever 
they may be. The expression "Representative of Gov
·ernment" is loosely extended, even sometimes in official 
-documents, to officers whom the people regard as no 
more than " public servants." A good deal oi the 
misunderstanding seems to be due to an oversight of 

••this distinction on the part of a governing class, every 
. member of which carries in him the natural pride of 

being a ruler of the country. ·The late Mr. Kristodas 
Pal most forcibly and faithfully drew out this distinction 
prevailing in the Indian mind in his celebrated contro
versy with the Government of Sir George Campbell who 
was not inaptly called the Tiberius of the Indian Civil 
'Service. Raving been charged, as Editor of the Hindtt 
Patriot, with "ill-will towards Government," the great 
Tribune said:-

" The words ' ill-will to Government' are not however 
·e:iplioit. Is ~he word Governmem in the phrase intended to mean 
the Queen's Government or the Looa.l Administra.tion ?-the 
ruling power, or the executive agency ?-the Sovereign Mistress of. 
.the Empire, or her officers· in the country? Neue is better aware 
than H1s Honour tha.t the Supreme Power a.nd the administrative 
authority ar.e quite distinct ; and nowhere is this distinction made 
so broadly and clearly as in England, When, for instance, 
Mr. Disraeli denounced the other da.y the present Government of 
Her Majesty as "blund~ring a.nd plundering," it would be a gross 
.perversion o( language to interFret this imputation into 'ill-will 
·tO Government,' that is, Sovereign authority, the Queen herself. 
And yet I fear the charge brought against the Patriot involves 
.this misuse of words, It would be impertinent in me to remark 
,that i.t criticisms of J;!Ublio men and measures be construed into 
·• ill-will to Government,' there is not a. single journal in this 
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country, with the slightest pretence to independence, which would> 
not be open to this charge. Constituted as the British Govern
ment in India is, in which the governed millions are utterly 
unrepresented and which is administered by aliens in birth, 
religion, habits, sentiments and feelings, the Press is the only, 
ch>tnnel for the communication of the views and wishes of the· 
people,-the safety-valve, so to speak, of the political steam 
working in the body of the masses. None is better aware than 
my humble self that the Native Press haa many shortcomings;· 
that it baA much to learn and unlearn ; but nothing, I respect
fully submit, could be more unjust than to ascribe to it 'ill
will to Government,' because it considers it its duty to criticise 
the proceedings of the local administration, or particular officers
of Government." 

If Krisbtodas.Pal had been living to-day be would·• 
have not only found the charge more lavishly and indis· 
otimiuately laid against his countrymen, but also a 
more forcible illustration for the distinction and the
defence ; when it has been permissible in our own times 
for Orangemen, under the organized leadership of a man 
whom even the King was not precluded from inviting to
a conference, to rise in armed rebellion against the· 
established .Government of the country without however· 
forfeiting their allegiance to the Sovereign under th& 
col'lstitution. Sedition in the sense of treason really 
existed nowhere in the country except perhaps in tile· 
wild hallucination of a pa.oio·stricken bureaucracy hypno
tised by an unscrupulous Jingo Press, and the cry of 
Sedition was only either a blind roan's buff, or .a wild. 
goose chase in the country. If an occasion should ever· 
arise to put India's loyalty to a real test it; will then be· 
realized how silly and injudicious it was to cry "the· 
wolf" when there was actually no wolf in the field.* 

• The recent war in F.nrope has furuished such an occasion; 
aucl such a test. Whole India has enthusiastically risen in 

• 
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A question thus arises, what then was thi.s unrest 
and why was there such constant friction between the 
people and the Government ? And again the dictum of 
Burke comes to the reply. If it be true as Lord Glad~ 
stone has said on a very recent occasion in South Africa 
that "convulsions could not happen unless there was 
something gravely wrong," then the cause of the unrest. 

.,.._ in India was not perhaps too far to seek. As has already 
been pointed out the stolid indifference and unsympa
thetic attitude of Government towards popular aims and 

• aspirations, the imperious tone of the bure:1ucracy and its 
marked disposition towards opposing even the normal 
growth and development of the political rights and pri· 
vileges of the people, the repeated instances of flagrant 
miscarriage of justice in cases between Indians and 
Europeans and the recurring famines had long created a 
deep-seated and widespread feeling of dissatisfaction,
but not disaffection unless want of gushing affection is tan
tamount to ib as Justice Strachey would have us believ& 
-throughout the country. The thinking porMon of the 
people laid all Phase preventible grievances at the door 
of the Governmen~, while the ignorant mass attributed 
them to their invisible Kismat or insorutihle Provi
dence-the last great argument of the Eastern mind 
which reconciles it to all worldly sufferings. But th& 
feeling was there every year gaining in ·its volume as. 
well as in its intensity. Then there came a lull, like 
the short interlude in a tragi-comic drama, during 

defence of the Empire and there is now not a man in England who· 
seems to entertain the shadow of a doubt as tega.rda India's devo
tion to the Impedal connection. 

• 
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which the people· caught fitful glimpse of a struggling ray 
.of hope ; but again the clouds thickened and d~;trkened 
.the atmosphere, when a~ last a strong, reactionary 
Viceroy appeared on the scene, who by his rigorous 
,policy put a severe strain upon the patience of an 
calready discontented people, and all discussions of 
public questions, not only in Bengal, but in the other 
Provinces also, assumed a new tone and complexion. 
With the Partition in Bengal, the Colonization Bill ,in 
the Punjab and the Official Secrets Act, the Press Mes· 
sages Act and the. Universities Act for the whole country, • 
the Indian people were exasperated beyond measure, 
and a section of the Press also began to give vent to 
the feeling in the country with a degree of warmth and 
licence which the authoritie!! construed into Sedition. 
In the prevailing temper of the bureaucracy repression 
was prescribed as the properremedy for the situatil)o, 
and the Government of Lord Minto went on forging a 
series of drastic measures, suoh as the further widening 
of the Official Secrets Act, the Public Meetings Act, the 
Pre!!s Act, the Sedition Law, the Explosives Aot, the 
Seditious Meeting!! Act and a number of ordinances and 
.circulars by which the right of free speech and free 
criticism was practically abrogated ; while quite a.n 
:army of inefficient and unscrupulous men under the 
name of O.I.D. officers was let loose upon society, whose 
impertinent attention did not spare Members of Cou11cils 
or even.of Parliament travelling in the country. Some 
old, obsolete Regulations, whose existence was nearly 
forgotten till the Bombay Government discovered it, 
were brought out of the dusty armoury of Government 
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'and several man of note, some of whom were fully 
•believed by the pepole to be quite incapable of any 
:offence, were deported without a ~rial. In Bombay the 
Natu Brothers were thus dealt with in 1897; in the 
-Punjab Mr. Lajpat Rai and Sirdar Ajit Singh were 
·deported in 1907; while in the following year, out of a 
lopg list of eligible candidates in Bengal, the following 
nine persons were selected to receive the compliment; 
-viz,,-Messrs. Krishna Kumar Mitra, Aswini Kumar 
Duth, Shyamsunder Chuckravarty, Subodh Chandra 

.Mullik, Sachin:lraprasad Bose, Satish Chandra Chatter-
jee, Pulin Behary Das, Monoranjan Guha and Bhupesh 
·Chandra Nag. All of these men were evidently ready 
:to make whatever sacrifices were demanded of them for 
:the country's cause and a few ofthem were probably 
•also not a little proud of the advertisement thus given 
to them. Press prosecutions, proscriptions and confis
·ca.tions also became very frequent. The Bande mata1·am, 
the Jugantar and the Sandhya, a most intemperate and 

•scurrilous paper in 'Bengal, and several papers in the 
other provinces were suppressed. Mr. Tilak as Editor 
-of the Mahmtta was sent to prison ; Bromho BundbaJ:? 
'Upadhya, Editor of the Sandhya, died in hospital, and 
Mr. Aurobinda Ghose, the supposed Editor of tbe Bande 
mataram sought refuge in French territory. Police-raids, 
house-searches and espionage became the order of the 
·day; while conferences and public meetings were forcibly 
broken up and suspended in many places, particularly in 
~Eastern Bengal. Even. the Education Department so long 
,held almost sacred in the estimation of the public was 
.pressed into a secret service with the "little barbarians " 

• 
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in the schools as polibical suspects. Like the red rag to· 
the bull, the innocent expression Banrle mataram became· 
almost intolerable to a certain class of officials. Some, 
interpreted it to mean 'seize and beat the monkey,' others, 
suspected it to be a secret watchword for committing· 
violence; while in point of fact the harmless expression· 
coined by a novelist more than a decade before meant 
nothing but-'I salute thee, my motherland.' Even the 
sacred Geeta was not spared, and in many a house-searc~ 
where nothing incriminating lcould be laid hold on the· 
Geeta was eagerly seized and carried away as an import- • 
aqt find, The people became incensed and that was but, 
natural. The Swadeshi-Boycott was rightly or wrongly 
started as the first open protest against this high-banded' 
administration. But to add fuel to the fire the fanatical' 
Mahomedan mass were incited by a class of designing 
people against the Hindus, and several cases of riot,. 
pillage, desecration, sacrilege and outrage upon women 
took place in Eastern Bengal and the Punjab. People· 
were not wa.nting even in official circle who exultantly 
cited these instances as a foretaste of what might be in 
store for the Hindus if tbe strong hand of the Govern-
ment were either withdrawn or even relaxed; while the· 
bureaucracy generally were not slow complacently to
refer all these disturbances to the Swadesbi Boycotfs .. 
movement and the "National Volunteers," as if when 
that was said all was said against these acts of lawless-
ness. A suspicion arose in the minds of some people
that all these were parts of a settled policy to put down· 
the new spirit and that tht~ Swadeshi movement was
made only a scapegoat of that policy. Impartial and! 
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independent officers were not, however, altogether want
ing to speak out the truth. In Eastern Ben'gal one· 
European Magistrate, who is now a member of the 
Bengal Government, openly said that " the Boycott 
was not the cause of the disturbances," as it could not. 
possibly be since that movement inured more to the 
direct benefit of the poor low-class Mussalmans who 
formed the bulk of the weavers and shoemakers in t.he 
country; while another Special Magistrate, a Maho
medan gentleman of culture and independence, trying· 

• 9o batch of these. Mussalman rioters, remarked in his 
judgment that " there was not the least provocation for· 
rioting; the common object of the rioters was evidently 
to molest the Hind'us." In another case th~ same· 
Magistrate observed :-

"The evidence adduced on the side of the prosecution shows 
that on.the date of the riot the accused (a Mussalmanl read over a 
notice to a crowd of Mussalmans and told them that the Govern
ment and the Nawab Bahadur of Dacca have passed orders to the
efiect that nobody would be punished for plundering and oppres
sing the Hindus. So, after the Kali's image was broken by 
the Mussalmaus. the shops of the Hindu traders were also· 
plundered." 

Again another European Magistrate in his report on 
another riot case wrote, that "some Mussalmans pro-
claimed by beat of drum that the Government has per
mitted them to loot the Hindus;'' while in an abduction 
case the same Magistrate remarked that "the outrages 
were due to an announcement that the Government had 
permitted the Mahomedans to marry Hindu widows in 
Nika form." There was, however, yet another and a 
more disgraceful incident. In 1910 the Metropolis itself 
was in the hand of a Mussalman mob and for three, 
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·days and nights the rich Marwari jewellers of the city 
were plundered with the Lieutenant-Governor himself at 

.13elvedere and an indignant though powerless Viceroy 
at Government House. And what was still more dis· 

'graceful and demoralizing, the Lieutenant-Governor 
lost no tiq1e after the riot was over in coming out 
with a long winded rigmarole manifesto defending and 
whitewashing the police. That weak Governor, one of 

·the best in the service, no doubt, soon paid the penalty 
. of his weakness at the hand of a strong Viceroy ; bufi 
the painful impression produced in the mind of the • 

. community by these incidents had (ts, baneful effect. 
The true explanation, though not the real interpreta· 
tion, of these harrowing disturbances was, however, to 
·be found in what was called the "Red Pamphlet," 
whiob was written by a Mussalman and circulated 
broadcast among the Mahomedans of East BengaL 
This inflammatory leaflet bad not the faintest allusion 
either to tl;e Swadeshi or tbe Volunteer movement; 
but it delibera.tely incited the Mussalma.ns against the 
Hindus on racial and religious grounds a.nd upon the 
sup).)osed bias of Government in favour of Islam ; and 
strange to say, that the man who preached this Jehad 
was tardily brought to trial long after the mischief had 

• been done and only bciun d down to keep the peace for 
. one year ! While instances were not altogether rare 
· where Hindus for writings of less graver description 

were sentenced to transportation. No sensible Hindt;t · 
of course believed in the so-called Government Orders, 
·but apparent bias of the local authorities naturally alien~ 
ated the bulk of the Hind~s who were' chafing under a 
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sense of unredressed wrongs if not actually " burning 
with resentment." All this was in Bengal ; while in 
the Punjab, six lawyers of position were placed on their 
trial at R~walpindi as political offenders who, accord
ing to the alarmist crowd of Sedition-mongers, bad by 
their inflammatory speeches incited violent riots. For· 
six long months these respectable professional men were 
detained in prison and ultimately they were all honour
ably acquitted, the special Magistrate trying the case· 
holding that the evidence for the prosecution was 
~·suspicious if not fabricated.'' 

"" ~t is a significant fact that these tactics were 
largely in evidence in the two provinces where the lower 
elements of the Mussalman population were in the majo
rity. The attempts of the inferior officers of Government. 
to whitewash themselves and make their occupation 
smooth and easy by referring these disturbances to the· 
leaders of the people, who were nearly all Congressmen, 
constituted another blunder which went a long way 
towards alienating the public, and people were not want
ing who actually argued that if the popular leaders could, 
be .accused of inciting one community to commit distur
bances, with equal.propriety the local officials could be 
charged with indirectly fomenting violence among the 
other community. The natural leaders of the two com· 
munities and indeed the upper classes of both throughout 
maintained their longstanding friendly relation in the 
least unaffected by these disturbances. If the volumes of 
confidential reports and cypher messages which came 
very largely into use at this period could see the light of 
day, ib might be possible to make a fair apportionment 
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of the responsibilities of the situation thus created 
, between the bureaucracy and the people; but to all out· 
ward appearances the former made a grievous mistake 

·in making an indiscriminate attack upon all the parties 
affected-the masl!les and the classes, the aristocracy 
and the gentry-and the moderates aud the extremists. 

·They were all made the common target of official criti-
, cisms and subjected to one sweeping condemnation. In 
the Swadeshi movement the Mahomedans were actively 
associated with the Hindus in several places ; but they 
generally received a differential treatment. Anyhow. 
the tension between the Hindus and the bureaucracy 
became strained almost to the breaking point and even· 

·sober, impartial Mahomedans were not wholly wanting 
who felt that the policy of divide and rule could hardly 
have been extended more openly or more aggressively 
in certain direction. A number of thoughtless but 
impressionable young men w'ere taken of their feet 
under the influence of some violent speeches and writ
ings of a few enthusiasts and these running amock 

· committed several dastardly outrages which furnished 
the Government with a legitimate excuse for a series·of 

'repressive measures unheard of in this country since 
,the dark days of the Mutiny. The grim spectre of 
anarchism at last reared its head in a country noted 

,for its piety and overscrupulous tenderness even for the 
>insects and the worms. Secret murders ani assassina
tions took place in towns as well as villages and some' 
secret societies for the commission of crimes were also 
discovered in the country. In panic the bureaucracy, 
..fanned by a hysterical presl:l, oded out th~t the country 
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·was on the verge of a mutiny. At this critical situation 
the Indian National Congress and its members rendered 
.a, service to the State as well as to the country which, 
in the heat of passion and prejudice, may not have 
.:been properly recognised by either; but which the 
~impartial future historian of this gloomy period will 
·be bound nngrudgingly to record. In a strong ad
verse current the nat~ual leaders of the people as 

.•.represented in the Congress stood firm and by their 
example as well as their influence kept the public under 

.. control. Not a few of them on critical occasions flung 
~P \hemselves boldly in the midst of seething disturbances 

and where the police failed with their regulation lathies 
-succeeded in maintaining .peace and order by their 
,moving sympathy and persuasive eloquence. But for 
the firmness and the restraining influence of the Con
.gress and the much-abused Congressmen, the country 
•might have been involved in a much wider and a more 
serious conflagration. If they were unable to do more, 
dt was more on account of want of confidence in them 
than any want of earnestness on their part. Unfortu
·na~ely, however, all the reward that they earned for 
their services Wfi,S unmerited calumnies and aspersions 

.. on the one hand and wanhon insults and opprobrium on 
.the other, and when all was over, the bureaucracy in
"dulged in mutual admiration of lihe valour, tact and 
xesourcefulness of its members in having successfully 
averted the repetition of a second chapter of the affairs 
.of 1858. 

Unrest had no doubt reached an acute stage and 
.the deadly spirit of anarchism and lawlessness was 
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undoubtedly stalking the streets of cities and towns 
even in broad daylight; and it was also true that the· 
situation became such as not only to justify but also to· 
make it incumbent upon a civilized Government to 
take ~tringent measures for the preservation of peace' 
and·order and for the security of life and property. NO> 
one could 1·easonahly complain of any legitimate and 
adequate measure that Government might adopt for· 
the suppression of these heinous crimes. The differ· 
ence lay only in .the .. means and methods employed •. 
Measures were .introduced which made no distinction_ -between the innocent many ·and the guilty few and in 
their operation the guity and the innocent were in· 
volved in one confusion. In fact, in some cases the· 
rigours of these bad la.ws were visited mostly upon the 
peaceful citizens, while the criminals escaped scot-free. 
For instance, in the case of the Press Laws, the people 
were perfectly at a loss to understand how the muz
zling of a public press could help either in the sup· 
pression or in the detection of the dark deeds of the, 
anarchist who moved in secret, hatched his plans in 
secret and carried them out in secret. In a situation· 
like this the forces of public opinion should have been 
rallied on the side of the bureaucracy ; but they were· 
simply alienated. It was complained, not without soma· 
show of reason, that the people withheld their co
operation from the Government; but ib was evidently 
overlooked that Government itself made hearty co
operation practically impossible. Sentiments are often 
reciprocal, and it is confidence· that begets confidence. 
When the Government evidently distrusted the people 
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and was busy continuously forging fetters for them 
without distinction it was idle to expect any active co
operation from the people. It is always a bad policy 
to burn the candle at both ends.· 

Anarchism was soon followed by another seriomJc 
crime-Robbery, The truth, however, seemed to be· 
that a section of the bureaucracy were unable to divest 
themsel vas of their erroneous impression that both. 
anarchism and robbery were the outward manifestanions. 
of an undercurrent of treason. It has been truly 
~bserved that when John Bull begins to suspect, b& 
generally begins at the wrong end and that even when 
the oliher end forces itself upon his attention he refuses 
to retirace his step. A little refleotion would have· 
shewn that the real objective of the anarchist and the· 
robber in this country has been the police, the approver 
and the witness, and in one case only it was also the 
Magistrate in a criminal trial. None but an anarchist 
need defend anarchism. The anarchist is the common 
enemy of God and man, and in every age and every 
climate civilized humanity has refused to recognist} 
th6 b.rotherhood of .the secret murderer and the dast
ardly assassin. But anarchism is not one of those 
tropical diseases which a European need study and 
investigate in a tropical country at the expense of a 
tropical people, Its therapeutics ought to be welJ 
known to him. Anarchism like plague has undeniably 
been imported into this country, one from the Far East 
and the other from the West. They were the unavoid
able concomitants of free trade and free communica
tion, and ib is the characteristic of both that wherever 

16 
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they fmd their way they come to stay until the poison 
has spent itsl:llf. A civilized Government is no doubt 
bound t.o fighb out both ; but in either case the opera
tion should be carefullv· confined to the rat and nob 
·indiscriminately exttjnded to the cat and the kite as 
well. No sensible man will burn the curtain to get riii 
of the bug. In this eountry, however, laws are soma
timeR made more with a view t9 make the administra
tion easier than to meet the a.otual necessities of a 
·situation. The laws of rioting, of aecomplices and of 
conspiracy, all woven w~tb the imaginary thread of a. 

' . -.legal fiction, are so many arbitrary inventions for 
·rum!ing the administration on convenient lines though 
at considerable sacrifice of the best interests of just.ice 
and fairness, not to speak of the individual rightli! of 
free cHizenship. One false step imperceptibly le~tds to 
another and the law permitting, for bhe ends of justice 
in ext.reme ca.ses1 the conversion of an offender to a 
witness has in recent years been carried too far, parti
-cularly in the so-called political trialA, at the instance of 
a police as notorious for its inefficiency as for its 
corruption, The practice bas assumed the proport\on 
of such a scandal as to attract the notice of Parliament 
and a proposal is actually on foot to amend the law on 
the subject. The anarchists in this country will gene
rally be. found associated with gangs of robbers and 
secret assassins with no ulherior political object in view. 
·They are a revised edition of the Thugs and Goondals 
of a previous generation with this difference that they 
have ascended a little higher in the scale of society and 
have taken to more refined weapons of destruction. 
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'Whatever their naeans and methods may be, their aim 
,generally is the police and the approver-the man who 
manipulates evidence against them and the man wbo 

·either betrays their secrets, or securely perjures himself 
·against them. To invest those pests of society with the 
title of political offenders is to inspire them with an idea 

·Of false martyrdom and to indirectly set a premium upon 
'lawlessness. 

It has been p0inted out that the unrest in India 
· c&nnot logically he tmced no a really sedi t;ious or treR,

,. .. sonable movement in the country. It is the visible 
.manifestation of a deep-sea.ted and widespread discon
tent which hrts gradually a.ccumulateo through years of 

·Unsympathetic bureaucratic administration and which, 
in its latest development, is onl~r a rigorous though 

·ill-advised protest against that administration. It may 
be disaffection; but with due deference to the Indian 
'Legislature and the Indian Judges it is neither Sedition 
nor Treason. The origin and growth of this unrest and 

·the causes undedying i~ may be summed up as follows:-

The extremely slow a,nd over-cautious movement of 

the Government and its inabililiy to keep pace with the 
,.general advancement of the people to which it at the 
.same tim<l largely contributed may be regarded as the 
primary cause of the. deplorable tension that has arisen 

·between tbe two parties. The termination of the mis
rule of the East India Company at the end of a greab 
military rising and with the establishment of a settled 

''Government directly under the Crown marks a turning 
410int in the history of British rule in India. The 
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Queen's Proclamation of 1858 following a drastic: 
change in Government filled the people's mind with th& 
ardent hope of not ouly peace and prosperity hut 
also of steady progress and consolidation of their poli
tical rights and privileges as British citizens. Peace-· 
wa., restored and justice was ,firmly established ; hut,. 
the free citizenship was still withheld from them. On 
the whole, the Government up to 1898 was no doubt 
a progreRsive one; but its motion was so slow that for· 
all_practical purposes tbe people regarded it as a fixed 
body and its immobility became a byword in the coun· • 

~ 

try. A complete generation passed away aud every 
reform fn~m time to time proposed er promised proved• 
a source of fresh disappointment ; while the occasional 
shortening of their tether in one direction or another 
mH.de the people completely distrustful of the adminis-· 
tration. 'rhis want of confidence led to misunderstand-
ing, and misunderstanding to irritation fHHl disconLent •. 

The uext.cu.use which more tha.n any other aggra
vated the situation, was the racial distinction manifested 
in the administration of criminal justice. From the· 
trial of Maharajah Nund Coomar down to the latest. 
prosecution of a European upon a charge of murder of a 
native of the country, the people were never able to· 
divest themselves of the belief that there was invariably 
a gallimg failure of justice in oases between Indians and" 
Europeans. Apart from the numerous cases of indigo· 
planters and tea planters, there was hardly to be fouud· 
a single instance where a European, whether a soldier 
or a civilian, voluntarily causing the death of a defence
less Indian did no~ escape with the paymen~ of a fine· 
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'Dot exceeding rupees one hundred only, tbe usual scale 
tbeing fifty. A man dragging a live fish or breaking 
.tbe legs of a crab was sometimes fined Rs. 50 and the 

i!pectacle of a European causing the death of a human 
obeing and the penalty being the same amount was 
-neither edifying nor c':".<.\.lucive to cordial relations 
•between the governing classes ~tnd the governed how· 
-ever fragile and enlat.·ged the Indian spleen might be. 
The Fuller Minute of Lord Lytton, the Resolutions of 
.Lord Ourzon in the cases of the Rangoon and Sialkote 

•. battalions and the proceedings of the O'Hara ca8e in 
.Bengal may be read to form only an imperfect estimate 
.of the depth of feeling with which the people generally 
.regarded these cases between Indians and Europeans, 
.and, what was still more regrettable, men were not 
.. al~oge~ber wanting who would quote old Jl:lamt to justify 
.these proceedings at the present day. 

The third and immediate cause of the unrest must 
'be referred to the reactionary policy V\lhich asserted 
itself iu the councils of the Empire in recent years. 
l~ has been truely remarked by Mr. Henry Nevinson 

.. that "although no hard-and-fasb line 
1
can be drawn in 

history, the arrival of Lord Ourzou as Viceroy on 
.December 30, 1898, marks a fully strong and natural 
·divisiou.'' During tbe fort;y years that elapsed between 
1858 and 1898 the Government in i~s oscillatory motion 
;going backwards and forwards on the wbolt:J marked a 
steady though slow progress. It was Lord Curzon 
who set back the hand of the clock and reversed tba 
olicy into a complete retrograde one. It may be 
1ali he was in his own yvay right in thinking that.. 

• . . 
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the policy of 1858 WM wrong; but that policy hn.ving,. 
been accepted and worked upon for. nearly half a 
century wit.h the fullest consciousness of its ultimate,. 
results, Lord Curzon was himself in the w rang in trying· 
to change it at this distance of time when the people· 
lntd outgrown the old system, and as I.~ard Macaulay lu1d 
fully anticipated, were with the expansion of their minds, 
a::;piring to institutions, rights and privileges with which 
that policy had naturally inspired their minds. It was 
too late. This retrograde policy which sharply manifest-
ail itself in almost every branch of the ad minis- • ~ 
tration and which was received with a choruH of· 
applause by a notoriously Conservative Bureauorn.cy 
supported by an equ:tlly ConHervative Press gn,ve a rude 
shock to the popular mind ~tnd the discontent. which' 
had long been brewing in the oount;ry hurst into a 
flame. Lord Curzon evidently struck by the magni-
tude of hhis discontent attempted to throw the responsi-
bili hy on his f:!uccessor saying that there was no distul· .. 
b>~,nce so long as he was in this country; but the populat· · 
verdict Wf\S unanimous that it Wf~R his policy which Bat, 

the bouse on fire, though he w<ts just lucky enough 'in· 
successfully rnrtking his esc~tpa before the smoking fire 
blazed out. 

The repressive policy wbicb r~ord Minto adopted· 
to cope with a situation for which he was not himself 
responsible, was a mistaken remedy and served only to 
aggravate the siGuation.. The various measures with 
which he sought to restore peace and order iu the coun 
try wore the appearance more of a. newly conquer€ 
territory than of a settled country. The suppression 
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free speech, the muzzling of the press, espionage, house
searches and polict:l surveillance from which even th& 
most respected in the land were not exempted, became tbe 
order of the day; while quite an army of C. I. D. officers 
mostly recruited from among the refuse of society n.qd 

who acted more as spies than as detectives made the 
situation still more intolemble and completely alienated 
the public. These so-called C. I. D. officers were regard· 
ed with distrust both by the people as well as the
regular police who, with all their defects, were immensely 

• sn peri or to them both in point of ability as well as 
efficiency. They in fact served no other useful purpose 
than tbat of exasperat;ing the people and in making the 
situati()n still more strainGd which it was the avowed 
object or the Government to smooth and improve. 

A fifth cause underlying the unrest was the sup
posed policy of stirring up racial jealousy and setting 
one class against another in the administration of the 
country. That policy was once tried in favour of the
Hindus and agains~· the Mussalmans . at an early period 
of th~ Bt"itish rule and was again repeated now only, 
the order being reversed. Whether in the public ser
vices, or in the Municipal and Local Boards, or in the
Legislative Councils, the people perceived the working of 
this racial bias and although the Government W!OS not· 
altogotber without some justification in certain cases,. 
the najority of the people were not slow uo a.ttribul!e 
its acliions to the working of a settled policy: 

rhe overbearing and imperious conduct of th-& 
bure~ucracy was also not a little responsible for th& 

' 
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f:lrowth of this unrest. Every one cried peace when 
·very few by their act and conduct contributed towards 
·peace. There was more talk than act of living sym. 
pathy between the local authorities and the people; 
while as to mutual trust and confidence both sides 
were aware that they were s~rnply conspicuous by their 
absence. In fact to such an extent was official SU!i>Pi· 

cion carried that it sometimes interfered with natura.l 
affection and violently disturbed ·domestic relationship. 
CaRes were neither few nor far between where brothers 
were forced to break up from brothers and fathers from • 
their sons. While such was the state of things enforc
·ed by the condition of the services, the feeling ()f dis
·Content nat.urally grew from day-to-day .and spread 
from family to family. 

Another cause which has largely contributed to 
the growth of this unrest was the constant and syste
matic flouting of public opinion by the a.uthorities in 
·this country. The practice of treating Iudia.u public 
.opinion with perfect indifference and of running cduuter 
to such opinion on almost all questions of l)Ublic 
importance was often carried to such irritating el.tent 
t.hat the average people came to regard it as part: of a 
·settled policy. Indeed bitter experience had el10wn 
that to anticipate the decision of Government ill any 
important question, one had only to spin out all, con
-ceivable arguments against the trend of public oi5nion 
and the result of such a process seldom turned outto be 
incorrect. This not infrequentiy led cynical publicists 
sarcastically to suggest that the engine should ke re
versed and that the very opposite of what the JiloplE 

• 
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wanted should be the theme of the public platform and 
.. of the public press. Public censure of· an officer often 
acted as a passport to this advancement and instances 
were neither few nor far between where the sharp criti
·cism of the acts of an unpopular officer happened to be 
met by his almost immediate promotion. The popu
larity of an officer counted only for disqualification. 
All this was said to be due to the fet~sh of official 
.prestige; The prestige of a Government is no doubt its 
most valuable asset ; but true prestige does no~ consist 

., _.in riding rough-shod over public opinion and in in
spiring dread ir:to public mind, but in securing the 
allegiance and approbation of the popular voice and in 
enlisting the confidence and co-operation of the people. 
_It is despotism that trusts on its iron will; but a con
stitutional government is always founded upon the bed
rock of popular ideas and sentiments. 

Iu the majority of cases where anarchism has 
developed into robbery and other crimes affecting pro
.perty, it will be found on careful examination tbat they 
Me more economic than political in their origin, 
.although the authorities find it more convenient to 
group them all together with the so-called polit,ical 
offences. The poor but respectable people who gene
rally !)ass by the name of bhadralokes are hit the 
hardest by the economic condition of the country. 
'They are nobody's care and their position is being 
gradually more and more straitened. Whether in the 
Legislature or in the administration their condition 
receives very little attention ; while driven alike from 

·the soil and the services they have long been a standing 
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menace to society, and it is these people who are now 
}argely in evidence in the daaoities that have become·· 
rampant throughout the country. They no doubt resort 
to po!iticml cauts; but this they do as much to divert 
official attention from them as to facilitate recruitment 
of unsuspecting immature youths in their ranks. 

The last cause which aggra.vatad the unrest must. 
he traced to the intempet·ate writings and wild vapour
ings of a flection of. the people who found ample oppor· 
tunibies in thl'l unsympathetic attitude of the authori--
ties to foment the irritation which rankled in the• -
mindA of the public. These people did not hesitate, 
either to distort facts or to exaggerate situations and 
create sensation more fot· self-arlvertisement than for 
any real remedy for the actual situation which was bad< 
enough even without them. 

\Vhether this ugly d~velopment was due to bureau
cnttic melhods or to a malignant growth in the body 
politic, or to the economic condition of a certain class< 
of population, its appearance was undoubtedly a grave .. 
meuace to society and a serious ohstacle to orderly pro
gress. Whatever might be the true genesis of thcise 
sporadic instances of moral depnwity, the qut~stion still 
remained to be considered whether general repression 
was tb.e proper remedy even in view of a possible out
bre~k of such a malady. The true remedy for anarchy, 
says Burke, is conciliation and not coercion ; for 
coercion, however drastic, always leaves room for 
coercing again. If therefore these disturbances were no· 
more than abnormal developments of crimes the arm of 
the ordinary law' of land was surely long and sbrong· 

,. 
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enough to reach and put down these criminals; but if on· 
the other hand they were connected with any political 
condition in the country, the remedy applied was singu
larly inappropriate. The first manifestation of this unrest 
was admittedly political and the present condition of the· 
country amply illustrates the truth of Burke's dictum. 
It. l~as been admitted even by Sir Valentine Ohirol that 
the 1 ndian political atmosphere bas been largely cleared 
up by the inauguration of a policy of conciliation, 
which bad been so darkly clotlded by a policy of re-

.... • pression. If Lord Curzon was primarily responsible 
for the outbreak, two methods were open to his suceessors 
to deal with it, and both the methods were tried one· 
after the other. [,ord Minto was advised to resort to 
repression, and be tried it to the fullest extent, but. 
failed'; while Lord Hardinge took to the other method< 
of conciliation and at onco succeeded. That is a practi
cal demonstration whose visible resu ~t can neither be· 
disputed nor ignored. A question, however, still arises, 
-has the unrest been completely dissir;ated and do we 
now live in perfect sunshine ? Are the people ~nd the 
bureaucracy fully reconciled, and is there no cause for· 
further a,nxiety? In justice to truth and frankness 
these unpleasant queRtio-ns must be acswered in the 
negative. Undoubtedly the situation has vastly im
proved; but in spite of the prevailing calm and cheering 
signs of peace all round there is the sore still rankling 
in thB bosom of both the bureaucracy and the people. 
The loud talk of official sympathy, with which the offi
cial documents and utterances resound and which for 
ought we know, may be perfectly genuine and undefilecL 

' 
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. at its fountain-source, seems however to tou,ch the 
heart of the country very lightly. The tension between 

'the executive officers and the educated community is 
not yet relaxed to an appreciable extent ; while in 
some places the habit oi distrust and suspicion and the 
dogging of the innocenl;s seem to be still in operation. 
The policy has no doubt changed ; but the practice bas 

•ZlOt fully moved out of its old groove. The represal ve 

measures still stand on the statute book, while occa
sional rtJminders are not altogether wanting to apprise 
the public that there is no intention of even t,reating • • 
·them aq dead letters. The higher officials have no 
doubt became in many places more. polite and courte· 
ous ; h1~t it seems extr;;mely doubtful if any real cordia-
·lity ha.s been established between the official hierarchy 
and the leader" of public opinion in the country. l<1ven 
the serene atmosphere of the legislative assemblies is 
not sometimes free from the flying dusts of tbe street;s. 
If the situfl.tion is to be radically and permanently 
improved mere superficial treatment must not he 
dependeil on and a more searching enquiry should be 
made into the real causes of discontent and a genuine 

.effort made to remove them root and branch, t.hough it ' 
may involve some sacrifice and a little loss of official 
prestige. 

As regards the remedy it should be borne in mind 
that although every doctor, and specially the authorized 
house-surgeon in a hospital', is entihled to his own pres
,criptioo, the disease really requires but one treatment, 
aad that no surgeon however skilful should resort to 
..Crnsarian operation until all the ordinary rules of mid-

• 
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wifery have failed. If the most drastic methods hitherto 
employed have failed to produce the desired result,_ 
there must be other methods which ought at least to 
have a fair trial. And above all; a et~rrect diagnosis of 
tbe situation should be attempted without any bias or 
prejudice. There are, as bas been pointed out by an 
eminent authority, a number of forces at work in the· 
Indian polity at the present moment which must be so· 
regulated and co-ordinated that their resulbant force may 
make for progress on the line of least resistance or 
frietion. These forces are,-lst, the Parliament, tbe· 
central body, from which all the other forces radiate and•. 
to which all powers, when once created, are supposed to. 
gravitate and which is tbe uitimate authority controlling· 
the entire system; 2ndly, the Secretary of State or the· 
Minister for India, the seat of Parliamentary power,. 
who holds all the threads of, the Indian administration 
in his band and directs all its operations from Whiteh!cll, 
being nominally responsible to Parliament; 3rdly, the· 
Viceroy and the Government of India, the lever which, 
with the assistance of the local administrationB like· 
so. many flywheels, works the entire machinery on the· 
spot; 4tbly, the Anglo-Indian Bureaucmcy, a compact. 
hierarchy dominating the entire. administration from 
top to bottom and mounting guard over every passage
and avenue leading to the itmer sanctuary of that 
administration; 5thly, the Indian People as represented 
by the Indian National Congress, the howling pariRh· 
dog that barks out the thief all night to receive in the· 
morning occasional lashes for disturbing the master's 
sleep with a few crumbs from the refuse of the morning: 
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and the evening meals as the reward of his thankless, 
gratuitous services, and 6thly and lastly, the growing 
spirit of crimes and lawlessness, the anarchist and tbe 
robber, a direct oballenge to force No. 4, which being 
.primarily responsible for ·exercising this evil spirit is 
now una.ble to bottle it and in its just endeavour to 
t:ontrol it largely tends towards general mischief though 
in a differen~ direotiou. 

'l'o pursue these points a. little further, the first is 
no doubt the highest and the most important of these 
forees; but it travels such an immense distance awl. 
PMlfles through so mitny media that its real power is • ·~ 
hrJtt,,~r understood than felb in this country. The 
parliawent1try oontrol over Indian affairs was consider· 
ably we:Lkened after the transfer of the sovereignty of 
t.ho country to the Crown, and it would perhaps be uo 
great ex!tggaration to say that it has gradually been 
reduced almost to a vanish in!'( point. "The nearer 
the Church the f1uther from Taitb," is a trite old saying 
which seems to apply with equal force to the great 
Mother of Parliaments as any other institution; for as 
fat· as India is concerned that august body now s.its 
. almost quiescent like the great cosmic force in Hindu 
philosophy which is supposed to have existence without 
action and consciousness without volition, a mere silent 
witness to the ' wondrous creation around, which how
ever cannot go on without its metaphysical existence: 
Instances are not wanting where this supreme authority 
ha.s been non only treated with soan t courtesy, hut its. 

·solewn decision also over-ruled with perfeot impuuity 
<by authorities »,dmittadly subordinate to it. This bas 
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a very unwholesome effect upon Indian minds which 
regard the British Parliament as a palladium of just.ice 
-and the final arbiter of the Empire's fate. In the. vast 
and varied organisation of an Empire like that of Great 
Britain delegation of authority is certainly unavoidable; 
but delegation is not surrender., any more than that 
an agent can be an irresponsible substitute for the 
vrincipal. Abdica-tion of power without the safeguard 
-of necessary control is the surest passport to abuse, and 
where a helpless subject people at a distance is concern
ed it is a free license to injustice and corruption. It is 

"" "' doubtless true that the British Parliament bas not by 
_any statute divested itself of its supreme authority ; 
but in point of practice its interest in Indian affairs 
appears to be so feeble anci so transitory, that the Indian 
public are seldom inspired with any g~eat confidence in 
the justice of its action, or in the earnestness of its 
intention. At the bar of the IT ouse the Indian bureau
"'cracy should be ordinarily COlJ sidered as put upon i~s 

trial; but the position is more often than not reversed, 
,the bureaucracy appearing as the prosecutor and a tota,lly 
uprepresented people as the accused, and the judgment 

-of the House generally goes ex parte against them, 
The general result of questions and debates in Parlia
ment regarding matters Indian, therefore, produces a 
very unfavourable impression upon the people, who are 
thus not unnaturally driven to the conclusion tba~ 

there is hardly any remedy against the vagaries of the 
Executive out in this country. The first step towards· 
,any improvement of the present situation would, 
tberefore, be for Parliament to assume greatC:lr control 

• 
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over the Indian administration and to exercise closer· 
supervision over its management, The theory of the-
" man on the spot" has been carried to extravagant
excess a.nd it is high time that it were thoroughly 
revised, 

The Secretary of State is the real seat of power· 
under the present arrangemeqt. He is assisted by 11. 

Council of 9 to 15 retired veterans of th~ service; but-
he i~. in practice, though not under the statute, a perfect 
autocrnr., ltltbough one of the greatest autocrats that
India has ever seen since the days of Aurangzeb has at last • • 
openly confessed that " anything which has a suspicion 
of autocracy in a case like that of India" should be care-· 
fully avoided and he hztmbl?J submitted to the Holl'se 
that in India autocracy" would not only be a blunder 
bub almoat a crime." That crime, however, has been an· 
outstanding feature of the Indian administration since· 
the battle of Plassey. The India Council is mostly 
composed of a number of retired Anglo-Indian officials
grown grey in Ango-Indian prejudices .and strongly 
saturated with the instincts and traditions of an almost. 
irresponsible Anglo-Indian autocracy. The first Con
gress in 1885 urged for the abolition of the Council 
which only worked for mischief by stiffening the Sec
retary of State against any substantial reform of th& 
Indian administration, and five years after, the sixth 
Congress also repeated the charge. The only chang& 
that has since taken place in the constitution of this 

·Council is the introduction of two fndian members intc> 
it by Lord Morley without however any statutory recog
nition. Lord Crewe attempted to give this improvement. .· 

• 
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the force of a legal provision and make it a permanent 
feature of the institution; but Lord Crewe's India. 
Council Bill of 1914 has been rejected by the House 
of Lords. The Bill was not a measure of perfection ;. 
but yet it contained some germs of reform which once 
accepted might have in fut.ure years paved the way 
towards popularizing ·the Council of the Secretary of 
State. The proposed nomination of the two Indian 
members out of a panel of forty elected persons was no 

doubt' a curious invention, although such inventions,. 
like the mock creations of Viswamitra of old, were 
not altogether foreign to the British Indian adminis· 
tration. In the establishment ·of Trial by Jury Sir
James Fitz James Stephen introduced a. system of trial. 
with the aid of assessors which was a pure mockery 
neither sweet nor sour. Then il? the reform of the· 
Councils under Lord Cross' Bill of 1892, a systeui of 
election was introduced which was subject to the con
firmation of Government. Again in the domain of 
education a novel principle has recently been entm
ciated by Sir Herbert Risley, which still governs tlm 
Educational policy of Government, that " it is not in 
the interest of the poor (in India) that they should 
receive high education.'' India is a proverbial land of 
surprises, and it h!l,s never been her lot to receive a. 
full loaf at a time. It is gravely contended that her 
soil, bar climate and her traditions stand ·in the way 
of her normal expansion and development. However that 
may be, the statutory position of the two Indian members 
being once secured, it would not have been difficult 
to remove the panel afterwards. The Conservatives 

17 
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,fully grasped the situation, and it is a great pity 
that they were able to lay their hand on some Indian 
()pinions also in support of their arguments. Thus a 
great opportunity bas been lost for the improvement 
.of the real seat of power in the administration of the 
·country, which may not recur within another decade. 
Whenever that opportunity comes, it shall be India's 
.case, that although the Viceroy and the Government 
.of Iudia should never be subordinated to any member 
or depadment of the ludia Councii, the constitution of 
that Council should be materially altered, so that not • 
less than one third of its members may be Indians, ""' 
.another thiTd taken from among tried politicians in 
England totally unconnected with the Indian adminis· 
tration a,nd the rest selected from among a certain 
.class of retired Anglo-Indian officials of experience. 
Thus there will he one section of the Council faithfully 
representing the Indian view, another section the view 
of the bureaucracy, while the third will bold the 
balance evenly between the two. The present arrange
ment l!l.nder which bureaucracy has an overwhelming 
prep;nderance in that Council practically sitting .in 
judgment over its own actions may be convenient for 
the administration, but can never be good for the people. 
It is not enough that the real seat of power is just ; 
but it is also necessary that its justice should be felt 
a.nd understood in this country and its people inspired 
with confidence in the justice of the administration. 

Then co~es the Vieeory; the supreme bea.d of a.U 
the local administration and the real representative of 
.the Crown on the spot. He is generally a British 
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-atatesman of distinction and comes out to India appa
'rently without any bias or prejudice. But· once he 
assumes office he finds himself isolated, or more correct
•ly speaking, hemmed in on all sides by bureaucratic 
influences wbioh it is his duty to control, but to which 
o:he is often bound to succumb. Experience is no d•oubt 
a valuable asset in every worldly concern ; but keen 

·insight and sound judgment based upon a dispassionate 
·survey of both sides of a question are of far greater 
,importance towards the suecess of a great administra-

..,.tion. An ex~ggerated importance seems always to have 
>been attached to local knowledge both in regard to tbe 
•Council of the Secretary of State a.s well as the Execu
tive Council of the Governor-General : but in both these 
.case~:~ it is apparently overlooked that local knowledge 
and experience may oftea be . a bundle of prejudice, 
<begotten of one-sided study of the people and the country, 
of natural pride of superiority, as well as of the bias of 
;jealousy and selfishnesss. Familiarity often breeds con
tempt, while class interest sometimes nnoonsciously 
magnifies our preconceived notions and ideas. So that 
'" the man on the spot" has his advantages as well as 
·his disadvantages, Nature has its counterpoise in all 
its arrangements, and so long as tbe Council of the 
,Governor-General, no less than that Of the Secretary of 
State, is nat well proportioned and evenly balanced 
in its lilureaucratic as well as popular influences, the 
-best intentioned and the s~rongest of Viceroys must fail 
to give effect to his noblest ideals and projects, and the 
legitimate aspirations of the people mast remain indefini
•tely postponed resulting inevitably in irri!iation and 
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discontent. If the administration is to be popularized as. 
a means to secure tbe real co-operation of the people and) 
thereby shift a portion of the responsibility as well as 
its unpopularity from the Government to the people, 
the overwhelming preponderance of the bureaucracy 
in the Government of India as well IUl in the Locali 

Governments, must be reduced to a minimum. 
The fourth power of the. State, the bureaucracy, 

is the real power felt and understood by the people in· 
every day life in this country. By it the entire weight 
of the administration is measured and its quality both• .. 
in tone and char~cter determined. The theory of 
efficiency has of recent years been carri~d to extra-· 
vagant excess, reducing the administration to a lifeless· 
machinery without the initiative of any sentient being. 
And the working of this machinery is entirely vested 
in one train of officials all of whom are ca8t in one mould,, 
trained in one uniform standard and all revolving as it
were on a common aXiA and regulated by a COmmon, 
impulse. Their discipline is exact and praiseworthy and 
their cohesion almost metal'lic. It seems impossible· 
to touch this train at any one point without au instan
taneous response being transmitted thoughout the 
entire system. Such a system no doubt secures smooth
ness of routine work and uniformity in its outturn ;, 
hut can hardly be progressive. Its power of resistance' 
to innovation is both natural and enormous. Then 
again, it is not simply the great departments of the· 
State, but also the occasional enquiries into these· 
departments when initiated in this nountry, are prac
tically vested in the members of the bureaucracy •. 
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If Oanabis Indica be really a "concentrated food " and as 
such a remedy for Indian famine, it seems fairly 

•.intelligible why a member of the Indian Civil Service 
should be selected as the President of a Ganfa Commis

·sion ; but what special qualification thel'e is for a 
,member of that pervice to preside ·over a Sanitnry 
Committee, or an .Elducation Commission or a judicial 
enquiry, it is rather difficult to a.ppreciate. This centrali
·sation of all authority in one particular service has a 
distinct tendency towards .creating a rigid official caste 

"""""system, which like all caste systems presents a dead 
wall against any change and works only for mischief. 

'The result is, that as the bureaucracy generally looks 
with disfavour upon any proposal of reform advanced 

•by the people, so the people view with distrust any 
measure inaugurated by the bureaucracy. The first 
step towards effecting a cordial rapproachment, bet
ween the two, must therefore be to strike a golden 

•mean where each may meet tbe ot.hHr half way, and 
<this can only be done by breaking down t];]e official 
caste system which is rapidly crystallizing itself and 
grndually alienating the people from the Government, 

'The subject forms the crucial point of the administra
tion and will be more fully dealt with in a separate chap
ter, 

The next great force is that of public opinion as 
•represented by the Indian National Congress to which 
•the Moslem League is also rapidly coverging. VrJX 

Populi Vox .Dei may not be fully true of a subjeet 
,peQ.ple in a dependency; but no Government however 
.strong or -despotic can afford complatoly to ignore public 
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opinion in the matter of its administration. 
of the people may not he sometimes wise; 
often be irresistible ; and to keep it within 

The voice, 
but it may 
reasonable· 

bounds it becomes necessary to conciliate it by sympathy 
instead of exasperating it by show of vi.olooce or open· 
diAregar.d. · Public opinion in this country is not yet. 
sufi!cienL!y vigorous to assert itself; but it is gaining· 
strength every day both in volume as well as intensity 
and is sufficiently pretty strong not to be treated as-
an altogether negligible quantity. ' Various grounds. 
may be urged by a stereotyped bureaucracy why ... 
every Government cannot be by the people, but even 
the most cynical bureaucrat has not been bold enough· 
to dispute the proposition that a civilized Government 
can only be for the people. It tberefGre follows that. 
in order that a Government may be for the people ifJ 
must t,o a large extent conform itself to the views· 
and wishes of that people. A regular tug of war in 
wbicl) the people pull in one way and a close bureau
cracy in another, may be an exciting trial of strength;: 
but it a! ways acts as a dead weight to progress and orderly 
Government; while persistent flouting of public opinion· 
must inevitably let loose forces of disorder in 6!0ciety. 

This brings us to a consideration of the sixth 
and tbe last force which having recently. come into 
painful operation has been greatly exercising the 
administration of this country: the force of disorder 
and lawlessness. Without entering into any discussion 
li·R t.o the orgin of this uglv development and without. 
making any attempt towards an apportionment of the· 
responsibility of the situation between the people ancl> 
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the bureaucracy, it may be pointed out that this new 
phase is as much a slur upon the administration as it is 
upon the character of the people themselves. Tb~ 

sinister spirit of heinous crimes seems not to have wholly 
died out and sporadic cases of assassination and robbery 
are still reported from different parts of the country. 
They are mostly actuated either by motives df seif
preservation, private grudge, or avarice; but what is 
most deplorable is, that they are not confined to the 
habitual criminal population of the country. People 

••• who happen to belong to poor but respectable families 
and who have some pretention to education also, have· 
been drawn into these dark and dismal W:l,yS, while· 
even schoolboys in some places appear to have been 
inveigled to join their ranks under L.dse hopes and 
absurd misrepresentations. This is a most distressing 
phase of the situation. Various attempts have been made 
for the protection of these boys. Education has been 
officialized, schools have been barricaded and !:!chool
boys segregated and placed under surveillance. Under 
the ban of political association these boys have been 
completely dissociated from healthy public influence 
with the result that they now deem themselves some
times absolved even from their natural allegiance to 
their parents. It is the trite old story of "from thEt 
frying pan into the fire." To save the youths of the 
country from the hands of the much abused political 
agitators these innocents have been driven into the 
folds of desperate criminals. It is, however, no use 
crying over spilt milk and abusing one another. 
Attempts should be made in all earnestness to eradicate, 
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the evil, even the latent germs of which unless care
fully weeded out, are bound to grow and spread like a 
catching contagion. Of all the difficulties in practical 
me the greatest is perhaps that of admitting our owu 
errors and divesting ourselves of our prejudines. The 
roetboos hitherto adopted for dealing with this new 
spirit of crimes have admittedly not succeeded, yet 
there Reams to be no disposition to try other methods. 
Of the forces mentioned above, the first, second, third 
and the fifth should be combined. and arrayed against 
thc1 fourth and the sixth, both of which make for mis- ..., 
chief though in different lines. The true remeily for 
the situation does not lie In new inventions, but in 
proper control and regulation of the forces that are 
.already in existence. It is no doubt the common 
object of all the other forces to put down the last : but 
the operation is left entirely to the discretion of one, 
i e., the fourth, while the other forces stand almost 
pttralyBed. Public opinion is wholly discounted except 
for the purpose of ahus~. and the controlling, powers 
a.re practioally led by that one force which , dominates 
the entire administration. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

THE DEPRESSION, 

IL i~ BOtJ:l<jtiwas complair1ad, though not altogct.he~ 

without some show of reason, , that the enthusiasm 
for the Congress is on the wane and that ever sin_ce the 

• 
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:Surat imbroglio the response to the call of the 
national assembly has been growing fainter and fainter 
every year. This no doubt is painfully true to some 
-extent. But without; directly connecting it with the 
:Surat incident it is possible to trace this depression to 
other causes also. It may be borne in mind that such 
a state of temporary deprei!siou is almost unavoidable 
in a continued struggle extending over the lifetime of 
an entire generation. Human nature, says Smiles, 

·cannot perpetually sustain itself on high pressure, or 
..,....continue to be indefinitely in an elevated plane of 

·existence without occasional breaks in its career. There 
are ups attd downs in national as well as individual life, 
and an unbroken line o£ progress is seldom vouchsafed 
to either. Then it is also clear that upon attainment 
of some signal succass after a protracted struggle human 
nature seeks some rest for recouping its lost energies. 
It is apparently with the object of racommending this 
spirit of relaxation that Sir Vaientine Chirol has neively 
'remarked that since the reform of the Legislative 
•Councils has been effected, the Congress bas no just 
ground for ita further existence. The Indian public 
cannot, however, endorse such a view; nor has the 
,guccess of the Congress p,robably been such as to justify 
its members in winding up their business and go into 
voluntary liquidation. In fact the advantages which 
they have at last secured ought on the contrary to 
stimulate them in pursuing those advantages with 
.greater vigour and energy. If they have so far groped 
their way through the darkness of defeat and des
.pa.ir, they have now to push on with the cheering 

• 
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lighh of dawning success before them. The promised: 
land is, however, yet far off, and those who have deli
berately undertaken · to lead a wandering people, 
through a dreary deserh cannot afford to cry out in 
despair, "How long ! Oh, how long is the way to 
Canan!" 

There is another aspect of the depression which,. 
paradoxical as it may seem, may be distiucbly traced 
to the gradual expansion of the movement in differenb· 
directions. The Congress has in its progress directed 
the att;ention of the public to the social, educational, . ....., 
and economic developments of the country which have· 
claimed not a small share of the national energies and 
thus contributed not a little to divert a considerable· 
volume of the public enthusiasm which originally 
flowed through the maio channel. As in irrigation 
the rushing current of a mighty river is often reduced 
both in volume as well as intensity by heavy drains on 
its resources , for the requirements of weh tracts on 
either side of it, so the superabundance'of enthusiasm 
flowing through the main politic!l.l bed of the Con
gress movement ha.s, in its onward course, turned into 
other channels and found its way into other fields of 
national activities. This was fully expected and cannot. 
in any way furnish a reasonable ground for regret. In 
the evolution of a national life all these developments 
are but hand-maids to one another, and it would be a 
foolish, if not a futile, attempt on the part of the people· 
to confine their energies exclusively to the political· 
aspect of the situation leaving all other fields of necessary 
activities as barren, uncultivated wastes. All the-
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phases of a national life are interdependent and no 
substantial progress can be made in any one of them
to the total neglect of the others. Tbey are the 
different factors of a_ single problem in the correct 
solution of which not one of them can be either ignored 
or eliminated. The relative importance of all these, 
phases may be different and circumstanced as the 
country is, the political aspect of the situation un
questionably dominates the consideration of all the other 
issues. It is in fact the main current, if not the fountain-

~ head, through which the other channels of activities 
receive their supply, force and vitality, and while such a 
diversion is to certain extent unavoidable, public feelings 
and sentiments must occasionally be dredged so that the. 
main current may not suffer stagnation leading not only 
to its own depletion, but also to a serious detriment of 
the subsidiary channels which it feeds. 

Much of the present depression therefore iR due to
the many-sided activities which the Congress movement 
itself has created, supplemented by the vexations and 
disappointments brought about in weaker systems by 
the extreme slowness of progress and severe moral 
exhaustion. The situation is not unlike that of a 
chronic patient who having 'really lost confidence in 
himself as well as in his doctors always seeks for 
new remedies without giving a sufficient trial to any. 
There i'!, however, really no lack of enthusiasm in the 
country. It is more a case of want of self-confidence 
and of restlessness and impatience. It is a significant;" 

fact that public men and measures now receive wider· 

• 
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and closer, if also a somewhat more irreverent, atten-
tion than they ever did before: Public criticism is 
·undoubtedly on the increase, and it is not only the 
,public associations which are yearly growing in numbers, 
bat <~ven the boarding-houses, restaurants, counting
houses and even railway carriages present the appearance 

·Of teeming hee-hives buzzing with discussions of public 
interest. Conferences and congregations of various 
denominations are the order of the day, and throughout 
the country and in every grade of. society there is a 
manifest upheaval of no ordinary magnitude or character ...... 
The whole country is in a ferment of agitation undergoing 
as it were a process of foaming and frothing preliminary to 
.refinement in a boiling cauldron. Unfortunately, however, 
there is too much of gas and dissipation as are sometimes 
unavoidable in a period of transition in national evolution. 

'There is more of destructive than of constructive methods 
·in these diverse movements which sometimes counteract 
·One another and not unfrequently tend to hamper and 
neutralize all of them. There are apparently more 
,men busy each in his own way for discovering the 
Philosopher's Stone than for patiently and ·persistently 
,drudging at the ore for the true metal. In this state 
.of things a temporary and partial relaxation in one 
direction to supplement the supposed requirements of 
.another seems almost inevitable, and it is pretty 
.certaip that until the malcontents are made to realize 
that there is not only no antagonism between these 

e•diverse movements, but they aro absolutely inter-
·dependent on one another, the quarrel between the 
.different members of the body politic will not cease 

• 
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and the idle stomach continue to receive its proper 
nourishments. 

Perhaps it may be useful also to bear in mind that 
the Congress has now worked incessantly for nearly 
thirty years, and a new generation has sprung up to take 
the place of those whose rank and file are gradually thinn
ing from death, disease and infirmities of age. The
difference in the spirit and temper of the two elementA 
is due largely to the difference of conditions and circum
stances in which they are placed. In the estimation of 
those who have weathered the storm in a dark and dis
mal night the progress made is sufficiently marked to 
inspire them with robust optimism and confidence in the 
future; but a younger generation who have awakened 
with the dawning light of the grey morning without any 
experience of the night's adventure and with the vast 
immensity of heaving expanse still darkly stretching out 
before them, cannot be expected to be equally impressed 
with the difficulties -that have been overcome, the 
distance which has been covered and of the ultimate 
success of the voyage that bas been undertaken. This 
difference in the perspective accounts in no small 
measure for the scepticism of the younger generations 
and their want of confidence in the methods which have 
been so far employed by their more experienced elders. 
In the race of life foresight is no doubt a great virt.ue: 
but the habit of intently looking too much ached regard
less of tba obstacles that lie immediately in front of 
one's steps, is the surest way of courting a disastrous 
fall. 

• 
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People are not also wanting who unable to bear the 
strain of the fight as well as of the immense sacrifices it 
necess~trily involves, seek repose in quietly taking a 

·defeat and to cover their own weakness dilate on the 
utter futility o( political agitation in a subject country. 
·These people are generally too precise in their vision to 
waste their energies in the vain pursuit of unattainable 
object.s and are always ready to dissuade others from 
doing so. They seem to know more of the future 
than of either the past or the present and in their 
innate love for the original, are always busy pres- _ 
&ribing their own patents for the treatment of the 
situation. They apparently forget that an uphill 
ascent is always a tedious and weary task, and that the 
higher one ascends the greater becomes the exhaustion 
and the slower the progress. As there is no royal road 
to learning, so in practical politics there can be uo arti-
ficial lift to carry up a people to its destination by a 
mere swi~ch of the bat~on. 

Apart from all natural causes this temporary de· 
pression may be referred to some other sources. There 
are several classes of critics wP.o, in spite of their best .., 
intentions, have indirectly contributed not a little to 
the growth of th4s depression. Some of them have 
preferred to attack the , Congress from the flank and 
the rear, the frontal attack delivered by the Anglo
Indian community having been successfully repulsed. 
They apparently forget that by so doing they are 
indirectly phying in the hands of their adversaries. 
It has almost grown into a fashion with, some of these 

,critics to indulge in a flow of correspondepce through 
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the columns of the press on the eve of every session of 
the Congress earnestly appealing to the "leaders" to 
remove all "sources of irritation'''and to make it pos
.aible, as they say, "for all classes and parties to meet 
and join hands once again on the Congress platform." 
What those sources of irritation are, 'nobody how
·eVer chooses expressly to state, although a vague 
~eference is invariably made to the Surat incident, as 
well as to the thrice-told tale of the "Convention 
Congress." There is, of course, no doubt as to tbe 

_.honesty of purpose and sincerity of intention of ti!Jese 
ct'itics; but if half the number of people who seem 
never tried of indulging in these cants either in public 
-or private life had actually rejoined the Congress, much 
of the so-called " sources of irritation " would. have at 
once disappeared and the outstanding differences easily 
solved themselves. But no, the practice has been to 
·keep this real ot:' supposed " irrit<~tion " afresh like the 
proverbial wound of the tiger by constantly licking it. 
Nobody is ab!o to point out that there is any thing 
really objectionable either in the creed or in the con
sti.~ubion provided for the Congress in 1908. All that 
is still urged is, that these were the workings of a Con
vention whdch never received the sanction of the Con
gress. As a matter of fact they were placed before the 
·Congress in 1908 and bodily passed by a whole House 
in 1911 and again re-affirmed with certain modifica
tions at the Session of 1912. But then the cry is, 
that they have passed only through a '' Convention 
Congress " and not through a free Congress, whatever 
.that may mean. It is only fair ~o note, that before 

.. 
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se~ting out for the Allahabad Convention the BengaF 
delegates, at all events, made i~ perfectly clear that'they 
would solidly vote for whatever constitution the Conven
tion might adopt being formally submitted to the" 
judgment of the whole House at the next Sessiou 
of the Congr~ss, and they accordingly earnestly request
ed their colleagues to attend tbe Convention in sufficient 
strength to carry the day, It is also well-known that· 
at the meeting of the Convention they lost only by a
couple of votes, Now if only three of these critics had,. 
instead of sulkily keeping themselves aloof, taken the . 

. -trouble to go to Allahabad, they might easily have scored 
a victory at the outset and much of the powder and 
shot, which they have since wasted, usefully saved. 
Then in spite of the initial nervoasness of some of the 
provinces the creed and the constitution provided by 
the Convention have ultimately passed through the 
Congress, call it " Conven~ion Congress" or whatever 
you choose. They could not have beau submitted to 
another bear-garden without running the risk of demo
lishing the Congress altogether. Besides, what practi
cal difference would it have made in the situation even 
if such a risky experiment could have been successfully 
carried out ? Do the non-Conventionists mean to sug
gest that it would have been wiser for their friends, 
even if they agreed with them in some of the issues 
raised, to have seceded from the Congress because the 
majority did not concede to their views and thereby 
obviously wrecked an organisation which was the result 
of the labour>~ of a generation and fQr, which such enor
mous sacrifices had been made? It is presumed 
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that no same mari who has the country's cause at heart
would have approved of suoh a course. Whajl then in. 
the name of good· sense and patriotism is the objeotion 
to join the Congress now. on the saore of old soroo
wbicb have practically been healed up, the oioatricea 
only remaining to remind· the combatan.Gs of a pa.sli
cooflic~ of opinions ? Such conflicts are sometimes 
~navoida.ble even in a well-governed family, and must. 
they eternally rankle in the breasb of those who have 
pledged themselves to fight out a great common cause? 

-If the uon-Conventionists are truly inspired by a patrio
tic impulse, as some of them unquestionably are,. 
tbere seem to be no insurmouotable difficulties in makiog_ 
up their sentimental differences and bodily returning to 
the common fold for the purposes of strengthening. 
a common cause. If it; bas been po~<sible for the 
Ulstermeo and the Irish Nationalists to sign a truce to a.. 
civil war !lot their country's call, surely there ought to be. 
no difficulty for the Moderates and Extremists of the 

Indian Nationalists Party to bury their petty domestic· 
quarrels and re-unite on a. common platform. A 
m.pproachment may easily be made by mutual surrender 
of some fanciful positions on either side, unless these 
oositioos are sought to be maintained as a mere pretext 
:Jr carrying o~ a suicidal controversy. In practical 
'>litics in every country and under every popular 
ostituliion it must always be a question of majority. ' 

well as -of expediency, and where differences aris& 
policy must be one of give-artd~take. Wbere 

3 is 111 pra.otic:alagreement ilil aim .and object, a. mere 
·ence in procedure ought not to divide those whose. 
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unity is their only strength. A man's principles a.re. 
no doubt his religion ; but it were well to remember 
that principles, like religion, carried to excess are soma
times a.pb to degenerate into bigotry and fanaticism. 
It is all very wall to talk of fighting for principles ; bul; 
it seems allowable even wihhout going the actual length 
of flaying with the shrewd French philosopher, tha.t 
prejudices and prirwiples are sometimes merely inter~ 
ehangeable terms in <:ontroversies between parties of 
opposite views, to point out that even in ~be case of 
·people more favourably circumstanced th11,n ourselves -
a.ccepted principles have not unoften to conform them· 
selves to practice and · expediency according to the 
exigencies of a situation. 

Then as regards the conternptuons expression 
"Convention Congress," any one acquainted with the 
biatory of the Congress must know that it had its being 
in a Convention and th~~,t the Consuitution of 1908 was 
not an innovation, but only a repetitiotl and amplifica· 
tion of the original Constitution with wbioh it was 
·started in 1885. As has already been pointed out, early 
in 1885 a Union was established by a dozen leading 
people under the name and style of bhe National 
Union, and it wag this National Union which called 
tl.o Indian National Congress into existence with the 
folll/)wing expr<\sa declaration of its object and it 
method, viz :-(1) That " unswerving I·oyalliy to tr 
British Crown sballlile the keynott. of bhe institution 
and (2) that "the Union shall be prepared, wb 
·necessary, to oppose by all constitutional methods 
~uthorities high or low, here or in Engbnd, whose 

• 
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"and omiSSions are opposed to those principles of the 
<Government of India as laid down from time to time 
by the British Parliament and endorsed by the British 

·Sovereign." Now let any honest critic say if the Con· 
stitution framed by the Convention of 1908, after a. 
most regrettable incident, was anything new or retro
grade in its character or whether those who had been 
thoroughly loyal to the Congress down to 1906 bad 

. any just cause to secede from it since 1908? The 
--declaration and subscription to the creed was a mere 

.,.matter of form necessitated by the exigencies of a painful 
situation and aEJ.opted with a view to ensure the due 

-observanoe of the Constitution. If that Constitution be 
accepted in principle, it is difficult to conceive where the 
-shoe pinches, or what reasonable objeebion there may be 
to signify that acceptance in writing. The misfortune 
,~s, that there is too much logic in this country and 
particularly in Bengal. ~o practical people, much less 
a subject race, can afford to live in the dreamland of 
~Utopia, or indulge in fighting upon bare theories wholly 
divorced from practice. Tbe ceuntry bas admittedly 
reached a sbage of its evolution, where all its strength 
and available resources should be concentrated and 

·-brought to beat upon decisions of issues which are "'s 
,momentous in their chara.cter as a,re the contending 
forces with which they are confronted stubborn and 
,irresistible. At such a grave situation for a weak and 
helpless people to flitter away their energies in fruitless 

-controversies and academic discussions over mere theo
'ries and prooeilura seems to be little short of reckless 
,dissipation a.! together un worlihy of men who have pu~;-
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their bands in to serious business and. are responsible for
the future of the country. It is high time that these~· 
unseemly squabbles were ended and aR practical men 
all parties in the country presented a solid, united front. 
sinking all their differences in the name of the Mother
land. 

There is another class of critics who with equal' 
vagueness urge the Congress to be directed on " prac
tical ·lines;" They maintain with perfect sincerity 
that the Congress should now devote its energies to 
the vractical development of education, sanitation and -
various kinds of industries. This no doubt in the·· 
abstract is a ''counsel of perfection" ; but is it also· 
practical within the scope and capacity of the Con
gress ? These critics apparently forget that the Con
gress is essentially a huge deliberative body ·of a vast. 
continent; which can and does formulate ideas, gene
rate impulses and also indicate the lines on which, 
the energies and activities of the people may be 
directed for the amelioration of their condition. It can, 
and does also urge lilpon the country as well as the· 
Government to adopt measures which in its opinion. 
are calculated to foster education, improve sanitaion· -~ 
and develop indigenous industries. But it has neither 
the means, nor the organisation, to establish schools, 
open drains, provide watter-supply or build industries,. 
and cannot possibly be asked to undertake any of 
these operations, throughout the country. It can, as it. 
always does, enunciate principles and !Ry ,down lines 
upon which the national energies are to be directed· 
arid the methods by which they are to be guided, 
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' ,,and controlled. It also allows petitions and representa-
tions to Government ; hut it is a gross mistake to 

·Characterize its policy as mendica.ot. Its prayers are 
all demands based upon rights and its appeals to the 
people are exhortations to them to stand on their own 
legs in defence of such rights, The Petition of Rights 
is the strongest bulwark of the liberties of the British 

•.people, and the highest function of the Congress is to 
.initiate the people into the secrets of those means and 
'methods by which that people has acquired it;s valued 
rights of free citizenship. The Congress is a great 

·school for the national education of the peo!Jle and its 
practicability can no more be questioned than those of 
the other educational institutions in the country. But. 

•beyond these, what practical measures are actually open 
~to the Congress it. is difficult to conceive. Even in 
polities the Congress cau only formulate the legitimate 

·rights and privileges of the ~ople and preas for the 
·remov~tl of their grievances and disabilities. The Con
gress is a great force-centre where the united intellect 
and moral strength of the country generate steam and 

ogiye the impetus necessary to :move the body politic; 
>:but there must be other maqhineries and appliances to 
utilise these forces and turn them int;o proper account. 

'The Congress seeks to represent; the entire country 
with its diverse, races and communities, and beyond 
indulging in vague generalities and vaguer pla~itudes 

·no one bas yet suggested how it may be possible for 
such an organisation to go into practical details for 
working out saniliary, educational or industrial 
atorms applicable to each particular community or 
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province. Perhaps an attemp~ in that direction, e.-en, 
if it were possible, would only lead to a disintegration, 
of the units which the Congress ha.s so• far laboured to,, 

combine. After all, if those who find fault with the· 
Congress as not being p?'actical were to cease firing ali, 
a long range and come to close quarters with a view te 
associate theooselves with it and submit any practical 
scheme of work suited to its constitution. there is no' 
reason why they should not receive a patient hearing. 
and respectul consideration. 

There is yet another class of cri~ics of the Coogress·
who would kick the ladder behind them. They seem to· 
fancy that if the Congress had any use. it was for their 
individual or class advancement and when that is satisfied 
it bas no more claim to i~s earthly existence. Most of 
these arm-chair critics come from the official rank who· 
owe no allegiance to the Congress, but seem to have the 
largest claim to its servicms. Outside the official circle· 
these critics are mostly like the cynic Diogenes walking 
in broad daylight with the lamp of their O'<IVn uuerring; 
intellet.lt in the vain quest of a single capable man , 
in the countt·y. They h,av:e neither the sincerity 
nor t.he earnestness ofl the other two classes of critics. 
and are rea.dy at all times to indulge in tirades 
and raphsodies which are as inflated as they are violent 
and sweeping in their denunciations. They represent· 
the destructive and not the constructive element of 
sooiety ; and not having taken e.ny part in building it 
up, they are for the most part for demolishing !lh 
. Congress altogether. In their impotent vanity ar 

' conceit these cynics regard the Congress a.s perfec' 
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" useless " and " almost unnoticeable " and denounce 
the Indian leaders as ''no politicians," but as mer!l' 
" mimic actors on the political stage.'' They would 
take exception even to Mr. Montagn or Mr. Asquith 
denominating them as "bad politicians(' for to be a '"bad 
politician" one must first of all be "a politician." 
E rostratus acquired a lasting notoriety by burning the 
lie mple of EJ,:.hesus on the birthday of AlexRnder the 
Great and all incendiaries may well imitate the example
of their prototype to leave their names in history. Sharp 
criticism of notable men and measures is no doubt one of 
the cheapest methods for mediocre intelligence getting 
into prominent notice; but such wild effusions as those
above noticed can serve no other usefu1 purpose than 
that of a hawker's advertisement. It seems high time 
that these flambuoyant critics were disabused of the 
impression, which was at one time rather too common in 
this country, that such advertisements also pay. Sir 
Ohareles Dilke bas neatly disposed of these traducers of 

the Congress in his own trenchant style. In hi!!' 
" Problems of Great Britain " that shrewd statesman 
observes:-

"Argument upon the matter is to be desired and not invec
tive, and there is so much reason to ~hink that the Congress 
movement really represents the cultivated intelligence of th& 
country that those who ridicule it do harm to ~he imperiO\l 
interest of Great Britain, bitterly wounding and alienating men 
who are justified in what they do, who do it in reasonable and 
cautious form and who ough"t to be conciliated by being mot, 
half-way. The official class themselves admit. that many of the 
natives who attack the Congress do so to ingratiate themselves with 
their British rulers and to' push their claims for decomtions." 

Now, whatever these various classes of critics may 
or may not say, it seems as useless, as it is harmful, to 
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disguise the fact, that there has come some sort of 
·depression in the country which is necessarily reflected 
in its national assembly. Tbe fault is not in the 
shadow, but in the substance behind it. Whetl:ier it 
be due to the despicable tyranny exercised by the 
dastardly proceedings of a few gangs of unhinged fana
tics, or the result of unremitted hammerings of a series 
of repressive measures unknown in this country even in 
the dark days of the Mutiny, the popular mind bas 
visibly received a rude shock from which it is bound 
to take some time to recover. The bureaucracy may 
rejoice over this set-back; but it cannot fail to create 
some anxiety in the minds of responsible statesmen. 
For, the normal growth of a 'people cannot be stunted 
with impunity by any violent artitioial process, and 
when under any abnormal pressure national life 
begins to stagnate, the forces of disorder must gain 
strength and become rampant in society. Iu is a danger· 
.ous experiment which bas had its fair trial in almost all 
·despotic governments, whether in ancient or modern 
times, and invariably ended in disastrous results. It 
is not the Coo~ress alone that is likely to suffer by this 
·inanition, hut the general state also stands the immi· 
nent risk of falling into a deadly relapse. As for the 
Congress itself, it has to be borne in .. mind that the 
rank of its veterans must; be thinning away every year 
from death, illness and infirmities of age ; while some 
ofitR best members are occasionally taken away to the 
services; but fresh recruits are neither so adeq nate, 
nor Rnffieiently strong to supply thair deficiency. It is 
,almost the same old familiar faces that ye seen on the 
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<Congress platform every year. Politics is a science 
which requires careful study, deep thought and strong 
.,practical common sense. It embraces a much larger 
"area than any other practical science and commands a 
ikeener insight and broader vision of the social as well 
as economic condition of a people. It fact, as the Lord 
Mayor of London once felicitously observed, there is 
scarcely a phase of life where politics does not in one 
shape or another play an important part. Then with a 
,peoJ?le circumstanced like ourselves progress must 
necessarily be slow and inadequate, and consequently 
there must be sufficient asset of patriotic impulse and 
spirit of self-sacrifice to counterbalance all our losses, 
defeats and disappointments. It is for our young men 
to study soberly the political as well as the economic 
condition of the country, to indulge less in platitudes 
and to have greater faith and confidence in their leaders. 
A spirit; of bon est enquiry is good, but a tendency towards 
hair-splitting arguments is a positive evil. Original ideas 
in this world are not so plentiful as blackberries, so that 
caoy one who iJI!.Sses by may piok them up. No one 
deprecates fair criticism, but captious criticism is a kind 

-of dissipation which weakens the intellect; and inebriates 
·the mind. Beolides, it cannot be too carefully horne in 
mind that in depreciating great men and measures we 
may sometimes uncocsciously indulge in arguments 
simply to cover our own incapacity to follow them, or as 
a pretext for our inability to make necessary sacrifices. 
Every generation has itfl common succession of rights and 
Tesponsibilities, and no generation can therefore safely 
'indulge in intellectual profligacy without serious prejudice 
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to the general estate and ultimate ruin and bankruptcy 
to its posterity. There are no doubt almost irresistible' 
moments of depression in the life of a naj;ion as of an indi
vidual ; but it is also as true of the individual as of the· 
nation, that tbe correct test of its strength does not· 
consist in never f~tlling, but in rising every time it falls. 
As this depression often proceeds from physical as well ,as 
mfmtaJ and moral exhaustion, a rising people should he 
the quickest in shaking it oti lest it should supol'Vene in 
l\ collapse, The means by which the national life may 
be cured of its present depression and galvanized into· 
fresh activities may be considered separately. 

CBAPTTR XVIII. 

RitORGANIZATION OF THU CoNGrtESS. 

A little reflection on the narrative as given in the· 
foregoing chapters will probably shew that the history 
of the Congress so far roughly divides itself into four 
periods. The first three sessions held in Bombay,, 
Calcutta, and Madras may be taken as the period of its 1? 
incephion during which the Congress propaganda was 
formulated and submitted to the judgment of the· 
country. From 1888 to 1896 was the period of ite
.development during which that propaganda was, with· 
the sanction and approval of the country, actively 
preached both in India as well as in England, the British· 
Committee was established, an Iridian Parli~:~ornentary 

Party organised and its organ India started. In India-
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the movement was properly organised by the establish
ment of provincial committees and a network of district. 
organisations ali working under the control and 
guidance of a central body known as the All-India, 
Congress Committee. It was a period of vigorous 
adolescence marked by .the zeal and earnestness of a. 
rising spirit during which all the national forces and 
,energies, were unfolded and brought to bear upon the· 
realiz,;,tion of the ideal which bad dawned upon the 
minds of the people. Roused to a full consciousness 
of the situation and with a comprehensive view of the· 
endless restrictions and entanglem~nts by which their 
normal growth and expansion as a nation were found 
closely barred, the people rapidly sun.k all their differen· 
ces and eagerly rallied under a common standard. In· 
fact, many of the older institutions and associatiomk 
were readily merged and absorbed in the swelling cur
rent Of the new movement. It was a period of incessant· 
activities in course of which the movement extended and 
received fresh reinforcements from every direction both 

' here as well as in England. It was a sacred task for 
·which no labour was deemed too exacting and no sacri
fices either too onerous or too burdensome. This period 
was certainly no.t marked by any appreciable success,. 
hut the people were still borne up by unbounded hope 
and· confidence. 

The next decade from 1897 to 1908 was a pro
longed period of a deadly struggle marked by the· 
stubborn resistance of a reactionary government 
and the growing discontent of a people aimost;" 
driven to despair by a series of violent, retrograde· 
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measures designed to curb the new spirit. Lord Curzon 
,{}arne to rule th~ country with an iron hand and set 
back the ha.nd of progress in every dire,ction. Begin
'ning with the enactment of a fresh law of Sedition. 
and a curtaihneut of L->cal SEllf-Government by the 
em11.sculation of the premier Municipal Corporation in 
the Metropolis and ending with the officialization of 
the Universities and the dism:llnberment of the fore
most p'rovince of the E:nnire, the E>1rl of Keddlestone 
gave clea.r notice to the people that he was not going 
to toltH·ate the new spirit, and then as the situation 
became more and more acute with the inauguration of 
still more drastic repressive measures under the govern
ment of L:1rd Minto and the appea-rance of anarchy and 
lawlessness in the country, the people nnd the 
Government were almost at the parting of their ways 
nnd the Coogres::'l found itself placed between the 
devil and the deep sea. It, however, sat tight at tht~ 
,bairn slieering clear of all shoals and sands until 
superior British statesmanship was roused to a sense of 
the impending danger when at last there appeared li~ 
a silver lining iu the threatening cloud the reform 
scheme of Lord Morley, which marked the first mile
post in the fourth stage of the progt·~ss of the national 
movement. From 1908 starts a new chapter in the 
history of the Congress. The reform of the Qouocils 
was not however altogether a voluntary concession, and 

cas it was practically wrung from Government it natural
ly lacked that generous and ungrudging support from 
the local authorities which alone could have ensured 

-iits lull me:lsura of suooe!:ls and secured an adequate 
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appreciation of its benefits from the people, H has 
been truly said that even " rich gifts wax poor when 
givers prove unkind.'' Ever since then the policy of 
Government bas been one of oscillation swinging for
ward and backward and attempting to treat the situatlion 
as it were with alternate dozes of concession and· 
repression- a curious application of heat and cold as in 
a Turkish bath. That is the stage at which the 
movement has arrived after thirty years of patient. 
labour. The auty of the Congress at this juncture is 
neither to fall back, nor to relax its energies; but to push 
forward with renewed .zeal and earnestness to arrest this. 
vacillation of Government which once removed it is. 
bound to maintain a steady course of uniform progress. 

Whether the success so far attained by the Congress. 
be regarded as either gratifying or disappointing, it 
must be fairly conceded that the great task of nation
building in which it is engaged has been fairly started .. 

,]!; cannot be gainsaid, that if its progress has been 
- '1\?w and tedious, it has so far fairly succeeded in 

co11'M.tiing rren and materials, laying out a proper pla,p 

arid in \digging out a concreate foundation for the 
superstnlcture. It_?. ould be as grievous a mistake to 
regard its past )Btours as a wholesale failure, as to 
count the few 'outpost skirmishes it bas won as complete, 
victories. With the reform of the councils it ma.y be 
said to have only driven the thin end of the wedge, and 
it is the duty of its members, however exhausted they 
may feel them·selves, to screw up all their strength and 
strike 'ever more vigorously than before if ali their 
past labours are not to be thrown away. With the 
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changed situation its plan of action must however be 
somewhat modified to meet its' altered condition. The 
old desultory method of the Congress was not without 
its use; but it bas done its work for the preliminary 

·stage of its operation by rallying the people under a 
. common standard and mobilizing them for a regular 
campaign. H is now tirue for the movement to 

. organize and direct the fore as it has created to a regular 
·~nd 6\ystematic course of action continuous in itiS 

nature, persistent iq its character, aod vigorous in its 
policy. It has now got to create fresh enthusiasm for 
its new operations and to galvanize itself for its future 
activities. The Congress must, therefdre, be now re" 
organized on a permanent and substantial working 
basis. Its annual session must no doubt bo maintained : 
hut it should only be in the nature of an anniversary 
where it will review its year's work, take measure of 
the distance it bas c<;~vered and then provide for t;be 
next stage of its advance. As at present carried on 
the annual session practically constitutes its sole exist-~"·
ence. The All-India Congress Committee is no d~ 
a VtJry usfJful organization; but from the very patura 
of its constitution jt is adapted only ~the requirlll:nents 
of a purely deliberative assembly wit~t hr.wever au 
efficient executive agency behind it. Tha't'' Committee 
can take no initiative, ca~ry out no programme o{ 
action and discharge no function besides that of doing 
the work of a post office throughout the year and, if 
required ultimately, selecting a president for tbe 
Congress. But such a constitution ie no longer permis-
sible at the present stage of the national movement . 
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If the Congress is to make further progress and fulfil 
·its mission, it must now be provided with a strong 
Executive Council with a fixed headquarter and an 

·efficient staff xegularly and systematically working out 
its programme all the year round. From an annual 
·effervescent display the Congress should now be con
verted into a permanent living organization constantly 
at work and perpetually in session. Tbe Congresf3 hi!Ai\ 

already got a complete network of territorial organi
.zations in the Provincial Com mit tees and the District 
and Taluka Associations established in all the provinces 
and throughout the conn try. Most of t.hese have xe· 

>lapsed into a moribund condition, and it is high time 
that they ·wexe again galvanized and once more put into 
active operation to ·further the work of the Congress. 
The annual session of the Congress having formulated 
itis programme of action, it should be the duty of the 
proposed Council or Committee, by whatever name it 

-,!llay be designated, to give effec~ to thi~ program me by 
'', viug from time to time both tQe Government as wfiH 
as iameut, by organizing agitations whenever neces
sary, bo hera as well as in England with the help 
of its es!J blisbed a~cies, by publishing tracts and 
leaflets eire ed ~'l!adcast among the masses not only on 
matters poli~ica , but also bearing on social, educational, 

·economic as well as sanitary improvements for the 
country, by establishing a regula.r mission for the spread 
ol the Congress propaganda and by adopting such other 
means as may from time to time be found best calculated 
to furliber the cause of national development in all 

.directions. Having the foregoing observations in view, 
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the following practical suggestions may be made for "' 
fresh revision of the Congress organization. There is no
claim to any originality for any of these suggestions; nor 
is perhaps much of originality needed for an organization 
which has stood the test of nearly thirty years' experience. 

Ib has already been pointed out. in an earlier chapter 
that much of the lost enthusiasm for tbe movement is 
attributed by a section of the people to the hard·and· 
fast constitution provided . for it by the Convention· 
of 1908. Whether such an assumption is correct, or 
how far a relaxation of this constitution is likely to
conduce to a substantial improvement of the situatiou, 
is a point on which there is ample divergence of' 
opinion. For; while the non·Oonventionists still main·· 
tain that. their secession from the cause is du~ to that;. 
constitution, the ~ulk of the nationalist party hold that 
the constitution was necessitated by a wave of reaction 
which had already set in to wreck the movement and· 
which bas uot as yet fully spent itself. Whether tlhe· 
Convention was really the cause or the effect of th 
waning of genuine enthusiasm in the caul\e is a p 
ly unprofitable discussion in which no one n a no·w 
indulge. Those who lightly in e in thr ts that 
unless the rulel!l and regulations o 1e ,ogress. are· 
modified the movement is " destined to die a natural 
death,'' ought to remember that there are those who 
are not so much afr.aid of a natural death as of a 
violent death for the movement. However there seems 
to have arisen during the last few years a genuine· 
desire for a rapproachment between the two parties. 
There seems to be no longer any difference of Qpinioe. 
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as to the main article of thfr constitution commonly 
called ,the creed of the Congress. The point of differ
ence lilQW seei:nsc to li$3 only in certain rules which 
though somewhat relaxed by subsequent Congresses are· 
piessbd for a . ftlrther modification to meet the scruples 
of the Separatists. Tb.e first of these objection refers. 
to· the subscription to the creed and the second to the· 
ele~torates of tbe Congress. Tbe first is no doubt. a 
Pii·rely sentimental objection, .since the creed is 
adiUittet} on all hands to be perfectly legitimate and< 
unques.Monable, But here the wishes .of the noti-Con• 
ventioni!'!ts can, easily· be met by a provisioa to the 
effect that any· one accepting a delegation to the 
Congress shall be , deemed to have subscribed to th~: 
constitution in all its details. There seems to be no 
charm· in a pen and ink signature unless there is. 
sufficient guarantee in the personal honesty and· 
qp~~jrl\cter of a delegate; fot· there is notbiug else to 
~W6V13J:lil a. qelegate from signing a declaration on the· 

c~,of a six-inch. piece of printed form and then after 
i~;~.g . pis adinis,sion into the panda,Z treat ib as 

o.f. p~~oper used only a11 a passport. The real 
to lie in the electorates, and it is 

dad by the rules which limit the 

i~gs organized at the instance of such associations. 
l?his · is. sufficiently wide to admit of the election of 
everybody who is anybody in the country honestly 
to associate hjmself with. the deliberations of the 
Congrese. To ensure a proper observance of the last 
clause of this rule it may be necessary to make the 

19 
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convening of such· public meetings compulsory on the 
requisition of certain number of residents within a. 
certain area, provided that not more than one such 
meeting shall be held for any such area and not more 
than a fixed number of delegates shall be elected at 
such a meeting. To throw open the election of dele· 
gates to every association or any kind of public meeting 
might not only expose the organization to further dis· 
memberment, but would evidently take away much from 
the weight of its representative character. Anyhow if 
there is a reasonable spirit of mutual concession on both 
Bides, a re-union does not appear to be at all difficult at 
the present stage, and it is a consummation which is 
devoutly to be wished for at an early date. The 
material gain of such a step may not ultimately prove 
to be very marked, but the moral gain will undoubtedly 
be quite considerable. 

Another point which deserves earnest attention of 
the Congress is the development of its strenghh in 
another direction. It must have occurred to ever 
thoughtful observer of the situation that the b of 
the landed aristocracy in the country have 
suffered a most deplorable relaps 'n their a usiasm 
for the national movement. In the rly ges of the 
movement they were inspired as any ot er community 
with a rema.rkahlf> zeal for the advancement of the 
common cause. Maharajah Sir Luehmeswar Singh 
Bahadur of Durbhauga, the princely houses of Paik
parah, Bhukaliash, Sova-Bazar and Utterparab, the 
Maharajah of Natore, the linea.l representative of the 
historic .Rani Bhava.ni, M~harajah Suryakanth Acharye e 
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Bahadur of Mymensingh and Maharajah Manindra 
·Chandra Nandi of Cossimbazar and many other mag
nates in Bengal ; Rajah Rampal Singh and the scions 
d not a few of the other historia Taluqdars of Oudh ; 
:·Sirdar Dayal Singh of th{l Punjab ; the Rajah of 
Ramnad, the Zamorin of CaUcut in whose territories t.he 
Parsis first found a hospita.ble refuge, Rajah Sir T. 
Madhava Rao and m!l.ny others in the Southern Presi-

~ dency, aud last not the least, the merchant princes of 
Bombay, were all bodily with the national movement 
during the first period of its existence. It was since 
the Allahabad Congress of 1888 that like the Ma,home
dans they began gradually to secede from the move
ment, and the causes which led to their defection were 
·very much similiar to those in the case of the Mussal
mans. They were taught to think that their interests 
.did not lie in the popula~:: movement, although they 
were dubbed with the title of the "uaturalleaders" of 
the people. The uwre astute among them no doubt 

'early saw through the gfl,m~ ; but there were other 
-sin'tlit.~influences at work which . in their peculil1r cir
·cumstames the}' were unable to resist though they 
heartily r~nted ther- If the stories of some of these 
.cases caul~ u~rthed and brought to light there 
might be such a revelation as would probably scanda
lize a civilized administration and compromise not a 
·few among the responsible authorities in the count~:y. 
[f the people were openly repressed, the , landed aristo
.cracy felt not a little the pressure of secret and subtle 
·Coercion. The case of the " conduit pipe" which is so 
well-known was only a typical illustration of many such: 
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cases which have gone unrecorded. Any how the bulk; 

of this important community have fallen back, and ih 
should be the earnest endeavour of Congressmen to· 
strengthen their position by recovering their powerful 
help and co-operation. These fortunate possessors of 
we>J.lth and influence ought also to remember that in a 
country wh!jre happily there neither is nor can be a 
permanent hereditary aristoora.cy any a.tterupt on their· 
par~ to establish after the Western model azul a·rliinciaJ, f 

·class by themselves is a delusion a.nd a snare, Their 
legitimate position is at the head of the people from• 
whose rank they rise and into whose rank they 
fall, and with whom they are indissolubly linked 
in blood and society. With all its defects there is• 
in the mechanism of Indian socia.l organization a. 
democratic force which it is not possible even for tbe· 
strongest to overcome. Besides, these wealthy men 
ought gratefully to acknowledge that the position of 
real power and 1\Uthority, to which they have been 
recently admitted in the higher a"dministration of thr 
country, they owe primarily to the exertions 9J .rha-· 
people, and it may be no disparagement to thetd"'to say 
that these privileges, like the ~ch herit!l' which· 
they enjoy, are practically unearn~ a~sitions for 
which injustice to themselves and to tl'ie country they 
ought to make a fair contribution to the common stock. 
The material help rendered by them as a class towards. 
the beginning of the movement, is well-known and' 
full'r recognized ; and if their stake in the cou,ntry is. 
much great!'lr than those of others they cannot fairly 
xefuse to makei at least proportionate sacrifices for the• 

• 
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•,common cause~ They mush have had sufficient experi· 
·ence of the insecurity of their isolated position and if they 
want really to safeguard their own interests they must 
.east in their lot with the people and abandon their 
·ostrich-like policy. Many of them are men of culture 
and education, and they must know the difference that 

·exists ,between marching in manly dignity at the head 
of one's own people and being dragged at the tail of 
.guilded equipages for the glorification of other and 
stronger men with however no other recognition than 
that of a side glance with a smile or an empty title 
rfor all the indignities to which they are sometimes 
,subjected. The British people with all their defects 
are a manly race and nothing is really more repugnant 
to their ideas and instincts than cringing servility 
and fawning hypocrisy. 

It has already been observed that the movement 
·stands in need of a readjustment and revision of its 
method of working. It is no doubt a deliberative body 

-tt.nd it cannot be altogether divested of its deliberative 
c\Jaracter. But it has also a practical side in which it 
ha;s top reach its propaganda, educate the mass, generate 

1.fresh enthusiasm a.nq take definite steps towards 
the attain.ment of its objects. For doing all this in an 

. efficient manner it must be provided with a permanent 

. active organization working all the year round and 
throughout the country. If it is to have an active 
propaganda, it must have a permanent mission to carry 
•it on. It ought to be provided with a permanent office 
at a fixed centre and a sufficient establishment regu

<larly to carry on its work. The establishment must be 

• 
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paid. Honorary duties lack in vigour and persistency 
and carry no sense of responsibility witt-1 them. It may 
be found useful to attach this office to the AU·India, 
Congress Committee, which should have a respensible" 
paid executive secretary working under the guidance· 
and control of the .Joint General Secretaries assisted 
hy the Geneml Committee. The .Taint General Secra-
tariml may be elected every year from the province in
which the Congress is to hold its next session; hut the 
Executive Secretary must be a whole-time permanent 
officer. From this office and under the sanction and 
authority of the All-India Congress Committee, approved 
tracts and leaflets translated into the vernacular 
languages of the country should be issued and circul-
ated broadcast among the .liwsses bearing on political;. 
social, economic, sanitary and educational problema 
engaging the attention of the Congress and thereby 
a strong healthy public opinion should be created in· 
tho country on all the phases of the national life. 
Much may be done through these publications to
direct a campaign against anarchism and other .acts 
of lawlessness which are not only a stigma on the 
na,tional character, but have. also proved serious l 
impediments to tnauy a reform of the admi'::tistration. 
Above all, there ought to be a systematic missionary 
work carried on in all the provinces explaining and 
impressing upon the public tbe real nature of the work 
upon which the Congress is engaged and upou a proper 
solution of which the future destiny of the countiry so 
largely depends. It bas almost grown into a. fashion 
among a certain class of people to .decry the art Of 

• 
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speaking. The cry is a meaningless, mischievous cant. 
Word· without action may no doubt be useless like 
powder without shot ; but the shot is equally ineffective 
without the use of the powder. Practical politics cannot 
be taught in Deaf and Dumb Schools by mere signs and 
srmbols. 

This missionary work cannot, however, safely be 
entrusted to immature and irresponsible agencies. II; 

should be undertaken, at all events, at the outset by the 
leaders themselves. Each Provincial Committee may be 
left to choose or elect its own missionaries with their 
jurisdictions or circles defined and allotetd to them through 
which they must make occasional tours holding meetings 
and conferences for the dissemination of the Congress 
propaganda. If properly arranged, this need not very 
much interfere with the ordinary avocation of the 
missionaries themselves, while it is sure to bring them 
into closer touch with the people and secure for them a 

• stronger pold upon the popular mind. While our 
public men are ever so justly persistent in their com
plaints against the aloofness and the unsympathetic 
attitude pf the execu~ve officers of Government, they 
cannot themselves consistently with their protestations 
live in a state of splendid isolation from their own 
countrymen. None of the leaders, not even the tallest 
among them, should consider himself above this work 
and grudge whatever little sacrifice it may involve, if 
the flame which they themselves have lighted is to b& 
kept burning. The annual session of ~he Congress 
should thus become an anniversary of the movement. 

• 
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at which the works done during the year by the entire 
organization should come under review and the opera
tions of the next year carefully planned and laid before 
the country, Without being guilty of pessimism ifi 
seems permissible to draw the attention of the leaders of 
the movement even more pointedly to the future than 
to the present. The assets of a national life cannot be 
the subject of a free gift or a testamentary bequest : 
They mus~ be the heritage of natural succe\'lsion. Every 
generation of a nation succeeds to the acquisition of its 
past and, whether augmenting it with ibs own acqui
sitions or depreciating it by its own extravagance, is 
bound t.o transmit it to the next. Tbe tra.ining of a 
succeeding generation is also an imperative task in the 
work of nation-building which cannot be accomplished 
in a single generation. If Rome was not built in a day, 
the Roman nation was not built even in a century. 
Those who have laid the foundation of a new structure 
in this country upon the shapeless ruins of its deJ.lluted 
.glories and upon whom the shadows of the evening are • 
deepening may well pause for a moment and seriously 
·consider whether they have sufficiently trained those 
·upon whom their mantle will shortly fall. Qf course 
•· there may be a'S good fishes in the sea as ever came 
·Out of it"; but those who have spent nheir life-blood 
·in the undertaking cannot better close their career 
than with a clear knowledge and confidence that they 
are leaving the work to successors who will carry on the 
work, raise it higher and if they cannot themselves 
.complete it will at all events leave it far advanced for 
.those who will come after them . 

• 
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The next step in tba reorganization of the move
'mant must be directed to its work in England, The 
British Parliamentary Committee which after a brilliant 
career has ceased to exist should be restored. The 
euphimistic platitude that avery one of the Six Hun
dred and odd members of the House, including of course 
:Sir J. D. Rees, was a member for India, was only a para
phrase of a sounder and truer dictum that very man's 
business is no man's business, and Congressmen cannot 
forget that India received the largest amount of atten
tion in England when the Parliamentary Committee 
was at its highest strength. In a Liberal House of 
'Commons there are no doubt apparent difficulties for the 
maintenance of such a special body; but where both 
sides of the House can conveniently agree to treat 
India as being outside the scope of party politics, the 
·existence of such a body, to watch the special inter
ests of India, cannot be deemed either superfluous 
or anomalous. On the contrary, its absence is sorely 

• :felt in this countr'y when the Liberals are apparently 
·disposed to take long holidays under the spell of a 
nominal improvement of the situation which needs 
·not onlY. consolidation, but is also threatened with a 
.reverse from underground sapping and mining opera
tions in this country. In this as in every other 
.operation at the main theatre of the struggle in 
which the Congress is engaged, its British Committee is 
·its principal ally and no sacrifice can be deemed 
ttoo heavy to maintain it in an efficient condition. 
'That Committee ought ;dso to be strengthened from 
.time to time by the addition to it~ roll of prominent 

• 
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Englishmen who evince a genuine interest in India.G 
problems. Sir William Wedderburn who has so long· 
been the moving spirit of the Committee as well as of 
the Parliamentary Party anc!l who has ever so freely 
and ungrudgingly sacrificed his time, energies and· 
resources for the cause of India would probably be· 
only too glad to undertake both these reforms if only 
the Indians themselves could make up their minds 
to supply him with the sinews of the operations .. 
Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji, Mr. W. C. Bonnerjee and Mr. 
R. C. Dutt, practically settled in England, proved a 
tower of strength to the British. Committee, and an 
earnest attempt should again be made to instal a 
couple of well-posted Indians at the seat of power to· 
pilot the course of that important body. And lastly th·e 
paper India which is the sole organ of the Congress iu 
England ought to be considerably improved and popu
lari7.ed in both countries. It must of course he con
ducte9 in England and by an Englishman thoroughly 
conversant with British politics and in full touch with • 
the trend of British public opinion ; but to maka it
more interesting and serviceable a few Indian pub'li·
cists either as sub-editors. or col!tributors o~ht regu- ' 
larly to co-operate with the editor in purveying Indian. 
views on all important questions and making its. 
columns more weighty and attractive to the British· 
public. 

Another remedy, though of an adventitious charac
ter, which suggests itself from some of the foregoing 
observations, refers to the concentration and co-ordina.
tioN of all the public movements among which all th& 
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national forces are now distributed. The social and 
the industrial conferences are already closely associated 
with the Congress movement. But there are many 
other organizations which have sprung up in thE!' 
country which are all crowded within the Christmas 
week at different places in absence of l!nore convenient 
occasions. If it is not possible to deal with all of 
them, the Moslem League at all events should b& 
held every year at tLe same centre and if possible in 
the same pavilion where the Congress is held either on 
successive or on alternate days. By this mea,ns not only 
all the communities may be brougbb into closer touch 
with one anpther but a greater enthusiasm may be 
secured for all of them. Since the League has already 
come into a line with the Congress, such an arrangement 
may not be at all difficult if the leaders of both the 
organizations will put their beads together and work out
the debails of the scheme. 

It may be said that the above sugga~tions form a 
very large order; but large or small, some such order 
must be substantially complied with if the struggle is to 
be continued and further success achieved. To carry 
out a scheme of action which bas for its object the 
regeneration of a nation through a process of evolution 
in which all tbe moral and intellectual forces on a 
subject people have not only to be called out and harmo· 
nized, but also arrayed against the colliding interests 
of a powerful dominant race, is no light work and 
cannot be approached with a light heart. The first 
and foremost condition of such a scheme is that of 
ways and means. A national organization must have. 

• 
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at its back a. national fund. As no sustained move· 
ment is possible without a well-defined organization, 
so no organizaMon can subsist for any length of time 
without the sinews of war. If there is any depression 
in the movement it is largely due to the stagnation 
with which it is threatened in the absence of such an 
effective organization. It is no small surprise to 
many, that the movement has not collapsed within 
this suftieiently long period without a solid financial 
•f0undation for its basis. For thirty years it has fought 
.out its way on a precarious dole annually voted to it 
Qnd its agencies, the tardy realization of which has not 

.!J. little hampered its progress. Its vitality is no doubt 
·tiiue to the intense patriotic sentiment that has been 
1.its underlying motive power ever since the movement 
was started; but even patriotism requires a healthy 
nourishment unless it is to degenerate into a spasm 
.of fitful excitement a.nd then die out like a flame 
.fed only on straw. So early &.s 1889 it was proposed 
.to establish a Permanent Congress l!,und and a sum • 
of Rs. 59,000 was voted to form the nucleus of such 
a fund. Out of this a. small sum of Rs. 5,000 only 
was realized and deposited witl• the Oriental Bank 
which was then considered as the strongest Exchange 
.Bank in India. In the Bombay crisis of 1890 the bank 
·however went into liquidation and the small sum thus 
··credited to the fund was lost. Ever since then no 
·serious attempt has ever been made to re-establish 
this fund, and the undignified spectacle of one of the 
•leaders at every session stretching out his beggarly 
•' Brah minical hand " and the Congress going out hat 
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in hand for a precarious subsistance allowance towards 
the maintenance of its British agency and its office 
establishment bas contributed not a little to the 
bitlier sarcasm of its critics, as much as to the mortifi. 
cation and discouragement of its supporters. The· 
messages of Sir William Wedderburn alternately coax· 
ing and threatening for financial help every year for the
work of the British Committee seem to have lost their< 
sting, and the whole business is carried on perfunctorily. 
in an atmosphere of uncertainty and despondency .. 
Complaints are often heard that the British Committee·" 
is no longer as efficient as it used to be. But whose 
fault is it if it has really fallen off from its pristine< 
vigour and energy ? It has certainly not deteriorated. 
either in form or substance. Its weakness lies in its. 
financial embarrassment created by our own inability tt> 
regularly meet its requirements for useful action. 
It; is a bad policy to try to cover one's own failings. 
by throwing dirt upon others. It cannot . be denied 

• that although the Congress has many critics, it is ali 
present maintained only by the devotion and self~· 

sacrifice of a small baud of its supporters, who have· 
always borne the bru:o.t of the action, and strange as it 
may seem, its loudest detractors are to be found generally 
among those who have been least disposed to make any 
sacrifice in its cause and at the same time most exacting 
in their demands for its account. If the members of' 
the Congress seriously mean, as they no doubt mean, to. 
carry on its work and not throw away the immense·· 
labour and sacrifice of an entire generation, they should· 
lose no more time in providing it with a permanenh . 
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working organi-sation and investing it with a solid 
permanent fund sufficient to carry on the work before it 
efficiently and in a thoroughly methodical and business
like manner. The work before the Congress is much 
stiffer than its work in the past, and its present equipment 
must necessarily be of a. more efficient and substantial 
character, If the Congress bas so far successfully 
carried on a guerilla campaign it has now arrived at a 
stage where it must be prepared to fight the real issue 
involved in the struggle at close quarters, and for this 
no sacrifice in money or energy can be too great. In a 
country where fabulous sums are still available for a 
memorial hall, or a ceremonial demonstration, surely 
a decent contribution for the emancipation of a 
nation ought to be so difficult a task as to be 
beyond the capacity of genuine patriotic self-sacrifice. 
It would be a stigma and a reproach on our national 
character and a sad commentary o~ our patriotic 
fervour if after having advanced so far the national 
energy were to break down at this supreme moment • 
with all tile sacrifices made, grounds gained and. the 
prospects opened lost for ever. 

CHAPTER XIX. 

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THill INDH.N CIVIL SllliWIOffi. 

Haying so far cursorily dealt with the past career 
of the national movement and glanced over its present 
condition, a brief survey of the diffiault task which 

\ 
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"'1LWaits its future labours may not be deemed altogether 
out of place. Following the question of the reorganisa
tion of the Congress, there is another very serious 
·question which must sooner or later press itself upon 
the closest attention of its members : It is the question 
.of the Indian Civil Service in which is vested the 
actual internal administration of the country. The 
Congress has so long discussed the questions of simul-

~ taneous examinations for the recruitment of that service, 
its age-limit, and the comparative importance of the 
various subjecus of that examination from the Indian 
point of view. But these are all side issues forming, as 
it were, the mere fringes of the real crux of the case, 
which, divested of \tll shuffling and circumlocution, 
resolves into the plain question1-Is the Indian Civil 
Service, as at present constituted, to be the permanent 
basis of the Indian administration, or whether the time 
bas not long arrived when that service should be 
thoroughly overhauled and reconstructed not only witrh 

• reference to its own defects, but also in the light of the 
vast changes which the. country has undergone and the 
enormous difficuHies which have grown round the 
Indian ad,!Dinistration ?- A little consideration of only 
three of the most vital points upon which the Congr.ess 
bas so far directed ibs main operations may afford a 
sufficient clue to the right investigation of this import
ant question. 

At the outseb, the leaders of Indian public opinion 
appear to have strongly believed that the real remedy 
for nearly all the grievances of the people lay in the 
reform of the Legislative Councils and in th11.t view 
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their energies were largely directed towards the expan
sion of these Councils on a representative basis. Lord' 
Cross' reforms of 1892, though it would be quite unfair 
to characterize them as mere lollypops, practically turn
ed out to be very unsubstantial; while, eighteen· 
years after, the very substantial l'eforms initiated by 
Lord Morley, also met with a similar fate. Although 
Lord Morley most gratuitously taunted the Indian 
public at the time with asking for '' the moon," a. 
prayer which they in their senses could never venture· 
to make even to any one who may be supposed to be· 
nearer that orb, yet people are not altogether wanting in 
this country who only after five years' experiment have· 
come to regard his great reforms of 1910 as no more than· 
mere moon-shine. The failure· of these reforms,. 
manacled and maimed in their operations by a set of 
Regulations framed in this country, bas revealed 
the fact that there is one powerful factor which has
to be seriously reckoned with in dealing with any 
real reform of the Indian administration. That factor • 
is the strong, stereotyped Indian bureaucracy whicb 
stands between the Government and the peopla and can· 
always make or mar the prospeet of peaceful develop
ment of the country. The object of the best-i~tentionec:l 
legislative enactment may easily be defeated by those 
who must be ultimately entrusted with its practical' 
application, and so the most generous measure of the· 
British Parliament granted after full half a century of 
cool and collected deliberation has been allowed to be· 
practically stranded on the bed-rock of bureaucratic' 
oppesition in India. The Councils, upon which the. 
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people built; their hopes and pinned their faith, have 
been reformed and the popular representatives in much 
larger numbers armed with powers of interpellation, as 
well as of moving resolutions and dividing the Councils 
upon tbem ; but the cry still is that these privileges 
have proved quite disappointing if not altogether illu
sory. The debates in these councils still retain their 
academic character, the results being generally a foregone 
conclusion. The most modest prayers of the represen· 
liatives are sometimes summarily rejected and their 
most reasonable resolutions treated with scant courtesy 
or consideration ; while, with a highly inadequate repre
sentation of the interests of the educated community 
on the one hand and a mischievous communal repre
sentation on the other, the real strength of the non
official members of these Councils has been reduced 
almost to au irreducible minimum. 

Again, on the vexed question of the separation of 
• judicial from executive functions, although there was 

apparently none to oppose the much desired reform, 
V!'hile every one seemed to be unreservedly in favour 
of it, a mysterious force has in spite of all the authorita
tive proll'lises and pro~ouucements succeeded in shelving 
the proposal with the flimsiest of excuses and evasions 
which cannot; deceive even the most credulous of 
schoolboys. 

Then there is yet another question of vital import
ll.nce upon which the Congress has directed its energies 
ever since its beginning : The admission of the children 
of the soil into the higher offices of the State having 

20 
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regard to their fitness and capacity for such appoint
ments. It would be uncharitable not to recognise the 
fact that Government has in recent years shown a 
J.anchble disposition t;o admit, though very sparingly, 
the just and natural claims of the Indians to participate 
in t,he a,dministration of their own country. But here 
ag:tin the galling injnstiec~ n:ianifest in almost every 
ileparhmenb and which is the root cause of the popular 
disst1tisfaction may easily be traced to a common source 
from which mainly flow all the other grievances of the 
people and the unpopularity of the administration. 
What is .that source of mischief and where lies the 
remedy? Upon a closer examination of the situation, 
it will be found that the real obstacle to all substantial 
reforms in this country is the bureaucracy. It is the 
same narrow, short sighted and close-fisted official hier
archy which crippled Lord Ripon's early measure of 
Local Self-Government by a set of model Rules, practi
cally over -riding the spirit if not the letter of the law, 
that has again sucoessft:llly defeated Lord Morley's great • 
scheme of national Self-Government by a set of Regu
lations circumscribing and barricading the measure in 
such a, way as to render it almost important in sub
stance though not in form. And it is this bu;eaucracy 
which in its nervousness, no less than in its blind 
selfishness, has stood bodily in opposition to the judicial 
reform and the admission of the children of the soil into 
its close preserves to which it believes to have acquired 
an exclusive and indefeasible right by virtue of its 
prescriptive enjoyment. The Indian Civil Service forms 
the citadel and the stronghold of this bureaucracy, anil 
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lthat service is so deeply saturated with selfish prejudices 
and so highly inflated wibh the legend of its natural 
,superiority that it cannot heartily entertain any propo
Bal of reform which necessarily militates against its 
vested interests and which)f forced upon il; by higher 
statesmanship naturally excites its secret opposition. 
'fhe entire administration from the Government of 
J:ndia down to the smallest distriat charge, is practi
·cally vested in one train of official:? who belong to 
this Service and who as such form a compact fraterniliy. 
They are, with honourable exceptions, traditionally 
oonservati ve in their ideas and exclusive in their habits 
,and manners, while their syetematic training in the arts 
.of autocratic government leaves little or no room for 
the development of those instincts which might go to 
.curb their insular pride and inspire confidence and 
re~Spect for those whom they are called upon to govern. · 
In vain ~auld one try to find a single instance in which, 
with very rare exceptions, the members of this Service 

• have supported any great measure of reform of the 
admini~tration which they as a body naturally regard 
either as an infraction of their status or as a reflection 
upon their. capacity for•good government. They appa
rently do not believe in the dictum of their own states
men who have repeatedly held that no good government 
can be a substitute for a government; by the people 
themselves. Very well-intentioned British statesmen 
·Coming out as Viceroys or Governors find themselves in 
~he hands of the veterans of this Service and however 

.strong they may be, they can hardly be sufficiently strong 
to overcome the deep-rooted prejudices and the all-per-
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vading and overpowering influence of the bureaucratic• 
atmosphere into wbioh they are placed. Unless aml 
until that atmosphere is cleareCI, it would be useless, 
to expect any great results either from any parlia
mcmtltry measure or from the ablflRt of Vicerop1 and
Govemors whom England may send out for the admini
strat,ion of her greatest dependency. 

Nobody denies that the Indian Civil Servide has 
a bl"illiant record in the past. It was eminently 
adapted to a period of consolidation when by its firm· 
ness and devotion to duty it not only established peace· 
and order, but also inspired confidence in its justice and 
moral strength. But an archaic institution is ill-suited 
to a period of development in an organised administra
tion and is an anomaly in an advanced stage of 
national evolution. The Indian Civil service has long 
outliveCl its career of usefulness, and however benevolent 
may have been the patronising methods of its adminis
tation in the past, those methods are neither suited to, 
t.he preslmt condition of the country nor are they 
appreeiated by the people. Besides, people are not 
wanting who honestly believe that the halcyon day. of 
tbe Inrlian Civil t::lervice bas lo;g passed aw.ay, that it 
no longer commands the characteristic virtues of the 
Rturdy Anglo-Saxon race and bas largely degenerated 
into a mutual-admiration-society, demoralized to no. 
small extent by the unrestrained exercise of its exten
sive powers and the extravagant ·adulations lavished· 
upon it in season and out of season and sometimes 
beyond all proportion. It is no wonder tba1; in the· 
circumstances under which they are trained from youth 
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"'" to age in bureaucratic methods, the members of the 
Service should become obstinate, conceited and impa
tient of criticism. It is the system, more than any indi
vidual, that seems to be responsible for the decadence of 
this once magnificent Service. In point of compactn~ss, 
the Service bas been organised into a rigid caste system 
where it is impoBsible to touch it even in its remotest 
·extremities without exciting the susceptibilities of tbe 
entire system. From the Lieutenant-Governor to the 
rawest assistant magistrate there seems to be establish
·ed a magnetic current which is responsive to the mildest 
touch on the bert1ditary prerogatives of the service, and 
the highest demands of justice and fairness are some
times cruelly sacrificed on the altar of a blind prestige, 
the maintenance of which appears to be the paramount 
.consideration of the adminietration. Instances are not 
wanting where a young civilian insulting an Indian 
gentleman of position for no other offence than that of 
intruding upon his august presence without taking off 

• his shoes, or walking before him with au open umbrella 
in his hand, i,; broH.dly justified by the head of a pro
vincial administration ; while the forcible ejection of an 
Indian member of a Le:,gislative Council from a first class 
.compartdlent in a railway carriage is hardly considered 
sufficient to call even for a mild rebuke. On the 
contrary, such is the idolatrous veneration for the jeti~h 
of prestige and so undisguised is the contempt dis
.ph.yed towards public opinion, that a stronger public 
.censure passed upon the vagaries of an erring member 
of the Service has come to be regarded almost as a 
passport for his advancement rather than as a drawback 
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in his official career. Young men juilt above their teens;, 
who are probably bad enough for the Home Service and 
not good enough for the Colonial, are generally supposed 
to be drafted for the Indian Civil Service and, placed in 
important positions of trust and responsibility, they learn 
more to depend upon the extensive powers, privileges and 
immunities attaching to that Service than upon the art 
of governing well. Whip in band, they, learn only to 
sit tight without acquiring the easy grace of. aB 
accomplished rider. They .are often placed when 
only a few months in the country in charge of sub-dis
tricts some of which are larger than an English count, 
and as they rise with the official tide, they carry with 
them the accumulations of their earlier training-. 
They generally seem to have a peculiar ethics of their 
own in which conciliation is tabooed as a sign of week
ness and popularity as a disqualification. They love 
more to be dreaded than to be respected. Such is the 
obstinacy of tbeirinfallibility that once a suspect always 
a suspect. A man may be honourably acquitted by' • 
the highest tribunal in the land; but if he is fortunate 
enough not to be rearrested upon some other charge as 
soon as he leaves the dock, he. is sure to be dogged 
all the rest of his life until that life becomes a burden 
to him t\Dd he is goa:led to desperation. The success 
and delight of the administration seem to consist 
more in chasing the criminal than in reforming the 
society. In every civilised country, the CO]Oiirts of jus
tice have the last word on every difference between an 
administration and the people; but here in India the 
bureaucracy seems to have very little scruple to sit at 
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times in judgment over His Majesty's judges, and 
committees and commissions of the members of the 
Service who are ordinarily subordinate to them are 
sometimes appointed to review the decision of even the 
highest tribunals in the land. The specbacle is neither 
decent nor dignified which slowly undermines all respect; 
for tbe administration of justice in the country. All this 
constitutes what is termed the efficiency of the adminis
tration. These may be called little accidents; but 
they mark the trend of a decaying Service and point 
to the source of the unpopularity ib bas so largely earned. 
The greatest loss which England has suffered in 
her connection with India is perhaps the moral de
terioration she is silently undergoing -in the manly 
dignity of her national character in AXchange for her 
material gains. It is neither army nor commerce, but 
it is moral greatness, that constitutes the most valuable 
and enduring asset of a nation, and if England bas to-,,,, 
fear from any quarter it is mostly from the "voluntary .· 

• exiles" who having passed the best portions of their 
lives in the enervating climate of India and getting 
themselves practically divorced from lofty British prin
ciples, every year go to.swell the colonies at Chelmsford 
arld Bayswater. 

It is persistently claimed for the Indian Civil 
Service that it is the best Service whieh human 
ingenuity bas ever devised for the administration of any 
country in this world. The Indians have, however, no 
experience of any other syHtem, and as such they are 
equally precluded from either implicitly accepting or 
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summarily rejecting such a strong verdict. It seems, 
·however, incomprehensible to the average Indian intellecli 
what peculiar charm there may be in any pa.rticular stiff 
examination in certain subjeciJs, which are taught all 
over the civilised world, so as to make every one 
successfully passing that examination proof against all 
lapses and failures in practical life. It cannot be argued 
that there is anything mysterious 'in the method or 
manner of that examination which necessarily sifts the 
grain from the chaff in British society and turns out 
what is best or noblest in Brftish life. And where is 
the evidence that any other system of recruitment for 
the Indian Civil Service would not have served the 
purpose equally well if not better? Is the Civil Service 
in Great Britain less effiaient because it is not trained 
in the methods of a close bureaucracy? Then what 
becomes of the hollow fallacy underlying this boasted 
claim for the Indian Civil Service when the open 
.competitive examination for the Subordinate Civil 
Serviee was found after a brief experiment not to be 
congenial to the Indian administra.tiou? Probably it 
will be urged that what is sauce for the goose is f!Ot 
sauce for the gander. 

The real crux of the case, however, appears to be 
this: The Indian Civil Service, however glorious its past 
record may be, is, after all, one of the services of the 
State and it ought never to have been allowed to usurp 
the function of the State itself. The duties of a service 
are to carry out the policy of a government and to dis
charge with efficiency and devotion the .. functions 
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,entrusted to it in the general distribution of work of 
tb.e State. In the Indian administration the covenanted 
·Civil Service not only administers the work, hut also 
dictates the policy, distributes the work and supervises 
it. In short, the State is merged in the Service and all 
·distinction between the Service and the State has 
practically disappeared: The best candidates who 
successfully pass the Civil Service Examination every 
year are generally retained for the Horne Service and 
yet they are nowhere in the Government and have no 
hand in determining the policy of the State. In India, 
however, the term Service is a misnomer : for the Service 
and the State are interchangea.ble, or, more correctly 
speaking, the one is entirely lost in the other. Wherever 
such a condition prevails, principles of constitutional 
.government fly through the windows and the establish
ment of bureaucratic rule becomes an imperative 
.necessity. 

The most orthodox argument invariably advanced 
in support of the Indian Civil Service is that experience 
h!\s shown that it is best suited to the condition of the 
·country and that its past achievements are a guarantee 
to its fttture success." But in this it is apparently 
ignored that the country itself bas undergone stupendous 
changes in point of education, political training and 
economic development. An entirely new generation 
has come into existence inspired by a lofty sense 
of duties and responsibilities, as well as of the rights 
and privileges, of true citizenship ; while there is no 
·dearth of men who, by their education, training and 
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character, are quite capable of holding their own against. 
the best men in the Service. The· ideas of rights and: 
liberties, as well as of self-respect, of this new genera
tion of men is quite different from those of their 
predecessors who were content to eke out their exist
ence purely under of-ficial patronage, The overdrawn 
picture of Lord Macaulay has not the slightest resem·· 
blanca to the present condition of tl1e country and its. 
people, who have undergone a complete transformation 
within the last half a centlilry of which the British 
nation ought to be justly proud instead of being either 
jealous or nervous. And is it to be supposed that,. 
amidst all these changes and evolutions of time, the 
one Service in which the Government of the country 
has been vested since the days of Tippoo Sultan and. 
Lord Cornwallis is to remain immutable aqd unchange
able? Granting that the Indian Civil Service has a, 

splendid record behind it and admitting that it has· 
produced in the past excellent public servants whose 
"devotion to duty is unparalleled in the history of the 
world," do not the marked changes which both the· 
people and the Government have undergone during tqa 
life-time of two generations call f~r even a revision of, 
that Service ? The Indian Civil Service was ~rganised 
in 1858, and can it be decently contended that ·any 
human institution, particularly an administrative· 
machinery, can be so perfect as not to admil; of some 
modification in more than fifty years at lea~t to adapb 
itself to its shifting environments? n would evidently 
be a most. extravagant claim even for a scientific inven
tion or discovery. 
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The indictments thus preferred against the proud· 
Service, wh.ich forms the pivot of the Indian adminis
trative machinery and which a recent Royal Commis
sion has been asked to reeognise as the accepted basis 
of its investigation, may be regarded in some quarter 
as rather too strong. But whether strong or mild, the 
indictments are not perhaps an unfaithful reflex of the· 
Indian view of the situation; and if Gdvernment is 
really anxious to ascertain public opinion on the merits 
of its administration, they may not be regarded as· 
either offensive or altogether gratuitous. Then, these 
charges do not appear to be altogether unsupport
ed by facts and arguments to which competent. 
opinions, other than Indian, have also from time to. 
time subscribed in no uncertain language. Mr. 
D. S. White, the late president of the Eurasian ana: 
Anglo-Indian Association, who but for his premature 
death would have certainly adorned, like Mr. George 
Yule, the distinguished roll of the Congress presidents, 

• was present among the distinguished visitors at the first 
Congress held, in 1885. Speaking, however, on the 
question of the Indian Civil Service which was being 
hotly discussed by the delegates, M.r. White said :-

"The proposition contains an application for raising the 
eompetitive age in England of candidates for the Civil Service, and 
for holding examinations simultaneous in India. On both the 
points I differ. I do not think the remedy is in raising age, but in 
procuring the gradual aboliti'ou of the Civil Service. What we· 
need, I think, is that the futme importation of boys should be pnt 
a stop to. The real education of these boys takes p!a.ce in India 
and the State is put to enormous expense in connect,ion therewith, 
while there is no need for the expenditure, The State now has at . 
hand indigenous talent, educated a.t its own expense, either locally 
or in England and should taka advantage of it, and if it requires . 
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special talent tr'om England it may import it just as men ready-
' made are imported for the Educational Deparoment. For the 
Judicial Service, the Bar in India offers itself, and why boy
civilians should be paid for years to learn to become judges is a 
matter not easily understood." 

Mr. White was clearly of opinion that the compe
titive system should be abolished and that "men of 
eminence and skill alone, in any profession, should be 
brought out on limited covenants." This was said 
thirty years ago by a man who was universally respected 
for his sobriety of views and dispassionate judgment, It 
cannot be disputed that both India and the Government 
of India to-day are as different from what they were 

• in 1885 as the butterfly is from lihe catterpillar, and yet 
how strange that methods, arrangements and conditions 
which were considered ill-adapted even to the rearing 
of the larva are sought; to be applied without any amend
ment for its nourishment in its full-grown form. Sir 
Henry Cotton, who with just pride recalls that for 
a hundred years 'his family have been members of the 
Indian Civil Service and himself a most distinguished • 
member of that service, who by sheer force of his 
character and abilities rose to the position of the 
head of a provincial admi,nistration, has quite 

, recently again brought the question promi'hently to 
the notice of the public. It is now nearly thirty years 
that Sir Henry with his characteristic frankness and 

, intimate knowledge of the Indian administration raised 
his warning voice that "the Indian Civil Service as ati 
present constituted is doomed." Then in 1888, while 
giving evidence before the Indian Public Service 
Commission, be formulated a reco'u8huctive policy ; 
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but be was brushed aside as a " visionary," Now that 
another Royal Commission bas been appointed to 
enquire into the Indian Public Services, Sir Henry 
Cotton has again returned to his charge. Writing in 
the Contemporary Review and commenting on the· 
terms of reference to the Commission, which apparently 
assume the existing constitution as the permanent basis 
of Indian administration, Sir Henry Cotton says : 

" But what is wanted now is no scheme for bolstering up the 
decaying fabric of a Service adapted only to obsolete conditions. 
which have passed away and never can return." 

Calmly considered, without passion or prejudice, 
the question would appear to be no longer one of 
repair, but of reconstruction. A sudden drastic change·· 
may, however, be found as impracticable as it may 
be inexpedient. At tbe same time it should be recog
nised that any attempt to revitalize a system which 
has long run its normal course by means of a variety 
of make-shifts, proposed by those wbo are naturally 

• interested in anyhow preserving tbe ancient monu
ment to which they are deeply attached by tradition 
ahd sentiment as weli as by t.he supreme instinct of 
self-love, is bound to be a costly failure. The in
adaptabiiity of that system to the present condition of 
the country is writ large in almost every page of the 
records of' an administration extending over the life
time of a generation, and !instances are neither few nor 
far between where a truly benevolent Government has 
often incurred unnecessary odium owing chiefly to its 
lingering affection for a spoilt service. That affection· 
has now practically grown into a blind superstition 
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under the spell of which none dare take any serious 
step towards its correction. Speaking of the momle of 
the administration, Sir Henry Cotton frankly observes : 

" When once the sacred name of prestige has been sounded as a 
civi!ia.n war-cry by suoh a bnreaucraoy as we have in India, with 
vested iuterests clamouriug for protection, it is no simple matter 
t,o solvfl >my problem of reconstruction. No Viceroy has hitherto 
beon soroug enough to de .. J wit)l the question." 

]'or thirty years the people have cried hoarse for the 
sepllration of judici<J.l from executive functions. Succes
sive Viceroys and Secretaries of State have repeatedly 
declared themselves in favour of this "counsel of per
fection.'' But successfully has the Indian bureaucracy 
IJ'osisted the proposal upon the sola ground th111i it would 
impair its prestige, the only other plea of double expense 
having been neatly disposed of by the various practical 
schemes formulated by the different provinces for au 
effective separa,tion of the two functions. This prestige, 
however, the India~ public understand as meaning 
nobhing more than the immunity which the bureau
cracy enjoys in the exercise of its arbitrary powers and 
-~he protection which the unholy combination affords 
against its incompetency to carry• on the administration 
'in the ordinary way. Nowhere is this inco:'npetency 
more glaringly disclosed than in the judicial adminis~
tration _of the country. If the queer experiences of 
practising lawyers in the country could be collected 
and published it would form a very amusing, though 

·somewhat grotesque and humiliating, catalogue of the 
strange vagaries and colossal ignorance of the young 
·civilian judges as regards the law and procedure of the 
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·country ; and these young civilians are as a rule ca.lled 
·upon not only to control the subordinate judiciary, but 
also to sit in judgment over the decisi0ns of veteran 
Indian officers of establis bed reputation and long experi
·ence. The disastrous result of such a syshem may easily 
be imagined. 

"The Bar in India," says the high authority just quoted, "is 
daily becoming stronger than the bench, and the ignorance of Jaw 
and practise exhibited by junior civilians who are called. ou to 
,:Preside over the judicial administration of a district-not to speak 
of the executive tendencies which are the inevitable accompaniment 
of their earlier training-has become a source of danger which 
will not be remedied by a year's study in a London barrister's 

·chamber, or by passing the final examination at an inn of court." 

Like all old orthodox institutions, the Indian Civil 
:'Service has become saturated with strong prejudices 
against all populae aspirations and even the rawest 
·recruits for that Service are not often free from con
·oeited notions of ·their superiority and importance much 
above their desert. It may be no flxaggeration to say 

·that like Narcissus of old that Service is so enchanted 
with the loveliness of its ow u shadow that it haos noithor 
the leisure nor the inclination to contemplate beauty in 
others. Its devotion te duty may be unquestioned . 
but its superstitious veneration for its own prestige i~ 
'much stronger. It is generally opposed to change and 
is always afraid of being regarded as weak. It bas 
acquired all the characteristics of an antiquated insti
tution which, unable to adapt itself to its modem 
environments, is always great in the worship of its great 
past. "The Indian Civil Service," says Sir Henry Cotton,. 
" is moribund and must pass away after a prolonged 
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period of magnificent· work to be replaced by a more 
popular sytem which will perpetuate its efficiency while 
avoiding its defects;" Rightly ul!derstood there is no· 
censure or disparagement in this ; for every human 
institution bas its rise, its progress and its decay and the 
world is ever matching onwards through a process of 
changes and ev.olutions. 

It is admitted on all hands that the Indi&on ad- ~ 

ministration is the most costly and elaborate in the 
world and unless means are devised for an early revi-
sion of this huge and expensive machinery it stands 
the risk of being threatened with a collapse. The most 
obvious remedy lies in the reconstruction of the entire 
Civil Service. by gradually replacing the Covenanted 
Service by uncovenanted indigenous materials which 
may be found cheaper and not less efficient. There is 
no longer any dearth of such materials in the country 
although the bureaucracy is naturally ever so loud in 
their disparagement and in the advertisement of its. 
own superior stuff. There is scarcely a department of 
th,e civil administration where, given the opportunity,. 
the Indians have not proved their fitness and capacity 
to hold their owu against; foreign compe&ition. Of 
course where any special qualification o:r expert know· 
ledge may be needed it may be imported on a limited 
covenant ; but· surely no country can be in such an awful 
plight as to be unable to do for a century without an 
army of covenanted officers on extravagant salaries wibh 
Exchange Compensation Allowances for the administra-
tion of its domestic concerns, 
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It is suggested that as a first step towards the 
reconstruction of the Indian Civil Service, the, Judicial 
branch should be completely and effectively separated 
from the Executive branch of the service and the 
former recruited from the Bar as in England, though 
other sources must also be availed of at the experl· 
mental sbage to avoid violent disrupf;ion as well as 
possible injustice to existing vested interests. The 
subordinate civil Judiciary is no doubt; at present 
primarily recruited from the Bar, though it is after
wards crysf;allized into a rigid orthodox body beyond 
the charmed circle of which its members cannot move~ 
But the original recruitment being mostly from among 
the inferior and inexperiencd elements of the Bar, 
the subsequent outturn of the present system neces
sarily fails, with of course honourable excepf;ions, 
either to command the respect and confidence of the 
public, or adequately to sauisfy the demands of the 
public service, The subordinate criminal judiciary, 

• as at pre,;ent constituted, is still more unsatisfactory. 
The competitive examination which annually used to 
introduce into the service a fair leaven of distinguished 
graduates of the Universities having been abolished, 
for reas~ns widely known throughout the country, 
that service is now entirely founded on the patronage· 

· · of bhe bureaueraey .nat~rall¥ Jeadit:J&,. to _ 3, st_(l,te _ of 
demoralization which bas practically reduced the rank 
and file into three-quarters executive and only one
quarter judicial officers of the State. As a preliminary 

1 

therefore, to the reorganisation of the Indian Civil Service 
the judicial service being completely separated and re·· 

21 
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constructed on the lines indicated above, the entire 
Judicial administration, should be, veshed in the High 
Courts, which to be worthy of the British constitution 
should be at once freed from the trammels of bureaucratic 
proviincial administrations. The administration of British 
justice, more than the British arms, has been the bulwark 
of the British Empire in the East, and they are the 
greatest enemies of that Empire who either direct-
ly or indirectly work towards undermining that baeal 
strength of its greatness. If the Indian Nationalist wants 
to make definite progress and to secure himself against 
disappointment even after a victory, be must go to the 
roots of the question and boldly fa.ce the situation 
however stiff the fight may be. The Indian National 
Congress bas at last arrived at a stagG when it can no 
longer burke the question of the reorganisation of the 
Indian Civil Service, and if it has necessarily to proceed 
step by step, it cannot afford to loose sight of its real 
objective and avoid the great struggle as well as the 
great secrifices to which it has committed itself and • 
,t;he nation. 

CHAPTER XX. 

INDIAN REPRESENTATION IN BRITISH PARLIAMENT,! 

The reform of the Legislative Councils is no doubt . 
justly regarded as a great triumph of the Ionian 
National Congress. It has for the first time recognised 
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<the elective principle in the government of this coun· 
try and invested these councils with the form, though 
not the substance, of representative institutions. But 
although it may be somewhat premature to hazard an 
opinion as to the probable outcome of this scheme, the 
·Comparative ease and freedom with which it has been 
.allowed to be circumscribed, mutilated and crippled in 
its operation at the hands of . a nervous bureaucracy, 
have furnished no small excuse for the disappointment 
and scepticism evinced by a section of the people as 
·regards the ultimate result of such au experiment. 
Apart from its immediate results, the value of which 
·need not be either under-rated or over-estimated, it 
seems fairly permissible to these critics to ask, whether 
any further expansion of these councils, ot;~ the only 
lines upon which such expansion appears to be possible 
dn the existing temper of the bureaucracy, can be very 
much counted upon to lead to a substantia! reform of 
the administration, or to any appreciable development 

• .of the political status of the people ? That the reform 
-scheme pointed to suoh an aim there can be no mistake, 
an'd that it was fully intended to operate towards thali 

-end there need be no dotlbt. But the point is, does the 
.reform scheme, as actually carried out, really provide a 
-~oustitution which in its normal development is likely 
to bring about the desired improvement either in the 
one or the other ? Lord· Morley quite superfluously 
observed, that he could not give us the moon; for no 

.one in this country ever asked for lihe moon. But has 
his Lordship ever enquired, whether the great scheme 

·Of reform which he took SO much pains to carrr through 
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both the Houses of Parliament has or has not been• 
practically converted into stone when the people cried, 
for bread ? Supposing, for instanc'e every district in a,. 
province were allowed, in 90urse of a gradual expansion 
of thiR reform, to return a member to the local coun.cil· 
anil the number of members fqr: the Supreme OouncH1 
were raiRed from 75 to 750, would the people gain 
or the bureaucracy lose an inch of ground under such· 
an expl\.mlion if tbe official element were always to, 
maintain its corresponding level proportionate ho this 
increase? Then again the right of interpellation and:. 
the right of moving. resolutions are no doubt valued 
rights; but even if the representatives of the people· 
were to be armed with the right of moving a 
vote of want of confidence in the Government,. 
would these rights mean much unless they were 
capable of influencing the policy of the administration ? 
A resolution carried is as good as a resolution lost 
when it carries no binding force with it and all the 
animated discussion in a council. serves only the purpose • 
of let.t,ing out a quantity of extm steam or of gratifying 
a Govt:lrnor's admiration for eloquence. If the power 
of the purse is ever to remain a. forbidden fruit to the 
people, oi what earthly good is it for their repre"sentatives 
to annually enter into a mock-fight over the budget?· 
The whole atmosphere of the reformed councils as they 
stand is one of unreality and largely of dramatic interest. 
The normal expansion and/development of such rights 
and privileges for any length of time cannot, therefore, 
be calculated very much either to advance the status of 
the people, or to popularize the administration. A 
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•proper exercise of such rights may no doubt occasionally 
·produce a certain amount of moral pressure; but moral 
·pressure by itself is of very little consequence in pr~Q

tical politics, particularly such politics as are commonly 
practised by a bureaucratic administration in a subject 

·Country. Lastly, the in..Jalculable mischief which the 
Regulations have done, by providing water-tight com
partments in representation and creatiug vested inter
ests, is a serious blow to the national development from 
which the country is nob likely to recover either very
·soon, or without the united efforts of the people. 

The wholesome changes initiated by,'Lord Morley's 
Act of 1909 and the impetus it has generated in 
the body politic in this country must, therefore, be 
·supplen;tented by other forces not only to counteract 
the retrograde policy of the Regulations, but also 
to prevent the reforms gr~nted, like so many other 
·reforms neutralised almost· in their inc"'eption, from 
·relapsing into a lifeless, r.igid official formula to be 
mechanically repeated for another generation without 
any variatiou and in compliance with the letter 
w"ithout the spirit of these reforms. The most effective 
of these f.orces must; no· doubt come from within and not 
without. The people must train themselves in the art 
of evolving constructive policies and not merely indulge 
themselves in destructive cri~icisms. They must learn 

·Calmly to weigh the two sides of a question and take the 
.most practical and not the mas~ dramatic view of a 
situation. And, above all, they must be thoroughly 
characterised by honesty of purpose and firmness of 
·determination and inspired by a spirit of lofty, patriotic 
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self-sacrifice which is calculated to sink all differences. 
and merge all personal considerations into the common 
well-being of the nation. Proper discipline is as much. 
needed in national development as in military organisa
tion, and the Indian bureaucracy furnishes the mosl;., 
striking object-lesson of the value of such discipline. Tha 
evolution wrought by the national movement during the 
last thirty years is no doubt very remarkable ; but it 
would be a grievous error not to recognise the seriouf!. 
defects which still underlie our national character and 
consmute its weakness. - A robust, healthy pubiic. 
opinion, divested of prejudice and passion and founded 
upon impartial observation and careful study, carries with
it not only a highly educative effect; but is the most 
potent safeguard against national demoralization. If; 

is the only censor of all lapses and aberrations in· 
public life. It is as useless, as it is harmful, to dis
guise the faab, that the public in this country are stiU 
much given to carping cdticism and abuse. Self-confidence 
is indeed a virtue, but self-conceit is a vice which, like • 
a slow deleterious poison imperceptibly undermines 
the intellectual and moral constitution of an individu·ar 
as well as of a nation. The •habit of thinking the 

. oneself is indeed to be diligently cultivated;' but the· 
practice of immature young men sitting in judg
ment over the decisions of veteran public men and 
lightly formulating chimerical ideas of which they can 
have DO clear COnception is Very DfUCh to be deprecated 
in their own interest as well as in the interest of the
public of whom they are the future asset. Honest emula· 
tion is indeed to be desired, but not arrogance. True-
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patriotism is not a mere passive sentiment, but an 
active energy which in its proper exercise strengthens 
the nerves, stimulates the will, broadens the vision and 
purges nature of. all its dross. It is the most valuable 
asse.t of national existence. With the loss of this one· 
supreme virtue, India had once lost nearly all the glo
ries of her past and with its revival dawns her present 
regeneration. At this renaissance there is indeed no· 
lack of bright examples of patriotic devotion to duty; 
but it cannot be denied, that there is also no want of 
cracked coins still in circulation in this country. These 
;false currencies are not only a deception but also a sure· 
token of the moral trupitude of a nation. In an enlight
ened community thoroughly imbuqd with a stern sense
of public responsibility, it should be practically 
impossible for all milksops and blotting papers to 
secure public trust as a means to their personal 
advancement at the sacrifice of public interest. For all 
these, the people themselves must be held responsible, 
and the pace of their progress must be graduated by 
the scale of their development of these natwnal virtues. 

But while it is perfectly true that most nations get 
ae good a government as they deserve, it cannot be disput
ed that"th~ conditions of a subject people are materially 
different from those of a free country, and that as such 
the development of both cannot be governed precisely by 
the same rules. In a free country the government itself 
is based upon public opinion and cannot but be guided by 
that opinion in its adaptation to the demands of public .. 
interest which is the very essence of its existence. In a 
subject country, particularly where the overning 
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·class and the governed are perfect aliens to each other, 
there is always some amount of colliding interest which 
naturally precludes a fusion of the two elements and 
trus deters the progress of the people which accord
ingly becomes more largely dependent on the sup
port of the Government. vVhere the State is per
fectly independent of the people, the political advance
ment of the latter bocomes almost an impossibility 
without proper facilities and opportunities afforded by 
·the former. The people must, therefore, look to the 
supreme authority from which has emanated the pre
sent reforms for their future growth and expansion. I 
It is the British Parliament which must apply the neces
sary force to correct the defects of tbe present system 
and remove the various impediments which have been 
thrown to arrest the progress uf its future development. 
The British public are mostly ignorant of the actual 
state of affairs in this country, while the British Par
liament is naturally disposed to content itself with the 
thought that when a reform has once been granted, it is 
bonnd to take its usual course and that the administra
tions in India may be fully depended upo11 loyally to 
carry out its policy. Uufortunatelf, however, such is not 
the case, and the Indian public are driven to tbt:~ neces
.sity of constantly knocking at the gate of the House 
which is always so carefully guarded by some well-trained 
Cerberuses, not a few of. whom have fattened themselves 
upon the salt of India, but owe no allegiance to her, that 
their most reasonable complaints are easily drowned in-

• the bowling raised by these watch-dogs. But the people 
must knock aud knock, until the gate is opened to them . 
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If India is to be redeemed through British connection, 
the battle of India must be fought on British and not 
Indian soil. H is to the British public and the British 
Parliament that India must look for her uHimate 
redemption. 

The best means therefore of having Indian's voice 
heard in England is to have some persons directly 
to represent her in Parliam~nt. As has already been 
pointed out, Henry Fawcett was the first to assume the 
title of •· Member for India,'' although he too had to 
apologise to his constituency for devoting some portion 
of his time and attention to the affairs of India. Next 
came Charles Bradlaugh, to whom the title was 
conceded by his colleagues more as a nickname than as a 
genuine compliment. But perhaps the highest representa
tion which India ever obtained in the House of Commons 
was through the Parliamentary Committee which was 
so successfully organise"! mainly through the efforts of 
the much-abused British Committee of the Congress. 

• This Committee at one time counted upon its roll no less 
than 200 members of Parliament, and a careful student 

. of" Indian politics will have no difficulty in finding that 
they were a tower of• sbrength to India and that the 
persistent• agitations which they kept up in the House 
were at the root of most of the reforms which have 
recently been inaugurated in the administration of this 
country. Those were the halcyondays of the Congress· 
But that Committee has been dissolved and it has 
naturally ceased to exist under a Liberal Parliament and 
is not likely to be fully revived even under the next 
<Conservative Government. 
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The question of direct representation for India h1l· 
the British House of Commons therefore comes to the· 
forefront of the future programme of the Congress. 
The question is not altogether a new one. It was first 
noticed by Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji in hiR presidential• 
address at the Lahore Congress of 1893. But for ten 
years the Congress apparently took no notice of it until• 
1904 when it unanimously adopted the following:· 
Resolution :-

"That in the opinion of the Congress the time has arrived. 
when the people of this country should be allowed a. larger voice in. 
the administra-tion and control of the affairs of their country by 
(a) the bestowa.l on each Province or Presidency of India of the 
franchise of returning at least two members to the British House 
of Commons." · 

The Resolution was tacked on to the mora imme~ 
diate questions of the expansion of the Legislative 
Councils and the appointment of Indian members to 
the India Council as well as to the 'Executive 
Councils of the Government of India and the Presi
dency Governments of Bombay and Madrl!s. It wa!'} • 
again repeated in 1905 ; but owing partly t~ the· 
immediate pressure of reforms nearer at home and 
partly because of the serious tumbles into which the· 
country was plunged since 1905 this impor~nt ques·· 
tion was allowed to ba dropped from the programme of· 
all subsequent Congresses. But the spirit in whioh 
the expansion of the councils has been carried out 
and the manner in which effect has been given to the 
reform of the Executive Councils, from which popular 
leaders of exceptional abilities appear to have been 
carefully excluded for reasons which are not perhapg. . 
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too far to seek and which the bureaucracy apparently 
does not care much to conceal, would s.eem to call for· 
the revival of the question with all the the vigour and 
earnestness which it obviously demands. It is the 
high pressure of Parliament which is absolutely needed 
to keep an obstructive bureaucracy abreast of the times 
and to enforce ungrudging compliance with its supreme· 
mandates. And it goes without saying, that such a 
pressure can be generated only by India's own repre
sentatives in the House. If it be true, that " it is not . 
England's heart that is steeled against India, but it is 
her ear that is deaf to her cries," then it follows that 
the highest endeavour of the Indian nationalist should 
not be confined to the loudest cries raised in India, but 
directed towards their gaining access to the ear of · 
England. 

The tremendou,; influence of Parliamentary repre
sentation may be judged from two sources. The 

• labours of Sir Henry Cotton, Sir William Wedderburn, 
and the other members of the unofficial Indian Parlia
mentary Committee are well known to the public and 
it inust be remembered that they were all Britishers. 
and cons~itutionally represented certain British consti
tuencies only. Mr. Dadabdai N aoroji was the first. 
Indian who ever sat in a British Parliament. He too 
sat not for Bombay, but for Central Finsbury. But. 
such was tbe moral influence of the presence of this 
''black man" in the House that it at once excited the 
jealousy and nervousness of a conservative premier and· 
l~d to the hasty return of another black man who was . 
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none the whiter because he was set up in the conser
vative interest. 

The other and 
furnished by Ireland. 

the more potent example is 
Ireland like India has been 

fighting for her national emancipation for a much 
, longer time and with much greater determination and 
unquestionably with incomparably superior advantages 

. on her Ride. Yet Ireland, with Parnell on one side of 
. the Irish Channel and Gladstone on the other, was 
. unable to make' one-tenth of the impressiou which she 
has now made upon Great Britain with Redmond in 
Ireland and A>!quith in England. Nobody would ever 
venture b suggest that the pl'esent great leader of the 
Irish Party and the present distinguished premier of 
England are stronger person ali ties than the " uncrown
ed kitJg of Ireland " and the '' Great Commoner " of 
England ; but nevertheless the success of the former is 

. more decided and remarkable than the failure of the 

.latter. It is the seventy odd Nationalist members in • 
the House who holding the balance of power in their 

, hands have turned the scale and decided the question 
of Irish Home Rule. It is practically the same question 
whh which the Indian Nationalist is con<!erned :
It is National Self-Government within the Empire, or 
Home H.ule tor India. And the Indian people must 
be armed with similar weapons. to carry the struggle 
to a successful conclusion. If two dozens of Indian 
representati vas were to be admitted into the British 
House of Commons, tbey would not only by themselves 

Aorm an important factor in tba House , but a. party 
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would naturally grow round them which would undoubt
edly exercise considerable influence in shaping the · 
policy of Government and doing adequate justice to 
India. H would then be impracticable for the 
Indian bureaucracy to tamper or tinker with the 
wholesome provisions of any Parliamentary statute or 
to impede the normal growth of Indian nationalism. _ 
Bureaucracy may shudder at the prospect of such 
an jnnovation, but true statesmanship can hardly fail 
to realise that it would form a permanent cement and 
a bond of indissoluble union between England and 
India, the value of which, as the most precious assets 
of Great Britain, even the most blatant jingo would be · 
bound to admit. It must be a process of gradual fusion 
and not of increasing dominance that, will permanently 
secure British rule in India. 

India certainly desires British connection ; bu~ it .. 
is a connection of co-partnership based upon mutual 
trust and confidence and comradeship in rights and 

• responsibilities but not of permanent subjection which 
she aims at. The kind of ootmection commonly 
known as liege-lordism was sought to be enforced by 
Western qivilisation rn America, Africa and in other 
dark corners of the world, and it led to the extirpation 
of the weaker races. But India possesses a civilisation . 
and literature older than that of Greece and Rome and 
even older than that of Egypt and Phcenicia which are · 
still the admiration of the modern world. She still 
boasts of cities and towns which flourished before Baby
lon and Nineveh came into existence. She has with
stood the ravages of time and revolutions of ages which 
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have swept over her often leaving their deep scars upon 
her; but neither the one nor the other have succeeded 
:in wiping her out qf existence, or even in disfiguring 
her beyond identification. She possesses a wonderful 
vitality which has, on the contrary, assimilated and 
absorbed most of the civilisations which qame in· con
tact with her and which she was unable either to resist 
or counteract. And to-day she is the common ·home 
of the Hindu, the Mussalman, the :Parsi, the Jain, the 

.Buddhist; and the Christian. Such a country may be 
eonquered, but not held in prepetual bondage. None 
of her many conquerors succeeded in doing so, and it 
would be a grievous mistake if Great Britain should 
eibher intend oralitempt to make such an experiment. 
Militarism can subjugate countries, but cannot enslave a 
civilised people. India, emancipated and consolidated 

'into a federal unit, will constitute the strongest cement of 
the British Empire ; whereas emasculated, impoverished, 

, distrusted and discontented, she is bound ~o be a standing 
•menace to her true greatness and is likely to prove her • 
greatest weakness in au hour of danger, England must 

. be prepared to admit India into the Councils of the Empire 
if she is to be honeshly treated -as an integral part ef 

. that Empire. She must cease to be her • greatest 
Dependency !j,Ud rise to the dignity of her foremost 
·Dominion, and her people should be treated not as 
paying subjects but as privileged citizens of that Empire. 
The misfortune is that so few Englishmen know much of 
ancient Indian History and fewer still command an 
•insight into ancient Indian oivil,isation and have, therefore • 
• so little sympathy and respect for Indian aspirations . 
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:Reverting to the immediate question of Parlia
·mentary representation, it may be pointed out that 
·-from the Queen's Proclamation down to the latest 
Royal declaration of George V, there was not a single 
authoritative pronouncement made which did not hold 
out the hope that the Indian people would be treated in 
.all respects as "equal subjects " of Great Britain and 
entrusted with rights and privileges of British citizen
ship to which they by their position and education may 
be found eutibled : and the people would naturally 
resent it as an evasion of these solemn pledges if, after 
they have been tried and found not unworthy of repre

·sentative institutions, they should be still debarred from 
their legitima~e position of representing thei~ country's 
interest in the supreme Legislative assembly of the 
Empire of which they ·form such an important factor. 
Besides, if France has found no diffi.cuHy in extending 

.such an important franchise to her ~andful of Indian sub
jects and thereby recognising them as fre~ citizens and 

• co-partners of the great Republic, it is no small or 
fancied grievance of the three hundred and odd millions 

.of· British Indian subjects, that they should stand care
fully excluded from a fair participation in the rights of 
the British Empire although they have to bear more 
,than a fair share of its responsibilities. It cannot be, 
-and will perhaps never be, contended that Ohandernagore 
is more advanced than Calcutta, Pondicberry than 
Madras, or Mahe than Bombay; or, that French 
"Government have lost either in strength or prestige or 
efficiency by reason of the admission of their Indian 

.a,nd African subjects, either in the army or in the 
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Chambet· of Deputies. Vigorous efforts should, there
fore, be made to secure proper and adequate repesenta
tion for India directly in the British House of 
Commons. 

. CHAPTER XXI. 

INDIA IN PARTY POLITICS. 

There is another question of difficulty which must 
shortly engage the attention of the 'Congress and~ 
its members. As oHen as an imporhant question 
of Indian 'reform is raised for discu~sion, a studied,. 
stereotyped cry is invariably raised both in the British 
Parliament as well as in the British Press, that India 
must be kept outside the pale of party polities in Eng
land. This earnest >~olicitude can evidently mean 
one of two things : H may either mean that India • 
is regarded as too " great and solemn a, trust of Provi
dence" to be entrusted to the wrangling and rancorous 
spirit of the two hostile political parties which 
decide the fate of the rest of the British Empi1"6; or it. 
may mean, that India· is a rich preserve in common 
held under a common agreement and for the benefit of 
both the padies which cannot, therefore, be allowed to 
be an apple of discord between them. Whatever may 
be the correct interpretation of the plea thus advanced, 
its one effect has always been to perpetuate India's 
wrongs and to defer Indian reforms by either party 
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in England. The grim humour of the situation, how
ever, lies in the fact th'a,t India must alternately come 
under a Liberal or Conservative Government and be 
ruled by a Liberal or Conservative Secretary of State,. 
while the anomaly is sometimes allowed to assume a 
most awkward _position when a conservative Viceroy 
is permitted to govern India under a Liberal Govern
ment in England. The result of such an arrangement. 
has invariably bee-n found to involve a partial surrender 
of Liberal principles and a consequent sacrifice o~ 

India's best interests. Individual members may have 
occasionally nobly fought for justice to India; bun 
seldom has Parliament risen to the height of such 
occasions for an adequate redress of her wrOngs. The 
best of fights for India on the floor of the House has 
in recent years ended in a compromise where neither 
party has suffered any defeat and both parties hav6 
come out triumphant, as in a mock military tour~a
ment, at the sound of the warning note of 'party poli
tics.' The story, however, is as old aR the severeignty 
of the British Crown in India. In 1858, when Lord 
P.almerston introduced his first India Bill for the reform 
of the Indian administration, Mr. Disraeli, who was 
then the '!leader of the Opposition in the House of Com
mons, elaborately dwelb on the desirability of having 
'' the representative principle applied to the Govern 
ment of India," and objected to the Bill on the ground 
that it did not provide sufficient check for the protec
t-ion ~f Iudia''s interest and for "that redress of the 
grievances under which she suffered which British 
protection ought to ensure." But soon after when 

22 
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upon the sudden defeat of Lord Pah:nerston, fJord Derby 
came into power, the same Benjamin Disraeli in in~ro

ducing his India Bill " regretted that the unsettled 
state of the country did not; admit of a representation 
·of the people in India," and both sides of the House 
complacently agreed to his dictum. The same process 
of "promising to the ear and breaking to the hope" 
has long been repeated with unfaiiing precision and 
uniformity by both parties in Parliamer)t in dealing 
with India and the Indian people : and it was this 
painful display of a tragi-comic farce that led Mr. 
George Yule candidly to observe Ghat " the 650 odd 
members who ware to be tbe palladium of India's 
rights and liberties have thrown 'the great and solemn 
trust' of an inscrutible Providence' back upon tbe 
hands of Providence to be looked after as Providence 
itself thinks best." It was the same sophistry to which 
in more recent years Sir Henry Fowler gave utterance, 
when as the Minister for India he said that every one 
·of the said 650 odd members in the House, whether 
liberal or conservative, was a Member for India," 
which (according to the trite old saying that everybody'.s 
business is nobody's business) in simple unsophisticated 
Indian phraseology, was as much as to say that as in 
a letter so in spirit there was. absolutely no member for 
India in the British Parliament. These platitudes have 
Ied not a few Indians, however erroneous they may be, 
honestly to believe, that the British people are entirely 
liberal as far as Great Britain is concerned ; they are 
divided into liberals and conservatives when Ireland 
comes ia~o ques~ion, and wUh few honourable exceptions, 
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'they close the!r ranks and stand solid as conservatives 
when the fate of India has to be decided. 

The question, therefore, whether India should be 
drawn into English party politics does not appear to be 
free from difficulties. Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji speaking 
,go early as 1885 said, tqat " the Conserva·tives are not 
·so bad as that they will never do a· good thing, nor are 
the Liberals so good that they never did a bad thing. 
J:n fact, we owe good to both and we have nothing to do 
with them yet as parties." This may be perfectly cor
·rect; but it seems equally clear that whenever the Con
servatives have done a good thing by India, they have 
·mostly done so under pressure from the other side. It 
is also commonly pqint;ed out that the great Proclama
tion was the gift of a Conservative Government, though 
.subsequent acts and declarations of responsible minis
.ters of the Conservative rank have shown, that it is 
~hardly accepted by them as the gift of any Govern
ment, but that of a female Sovereign addressing her 
,.distant alien subjects upon her assumption of power 
.after a great revolution, and it did not probably 0ost a 
.Gonservativa minister much to draw up a liberal mani~ 
.festo in his '·inimitable style" under the express dic
tation cJf that Sovereign, If that Proclamation bas 
.ever been respected as a sacred document, it has been 
so done only by liberal ministers and administrators. 
Current of events in recent times has, however, brought 
. .home to the Indian mind, that although it may not 
matter much to India which of the two parties is in 
actual authority in England, it mat!iers a good deal 
·Whether the members who form the Government for 
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either party are or are not individually men of more
generous instincts, wider sympathies and broader states
manship in dealing with the affairs of an Empire which 
covers nearly one-sixth of this ha'bitable globe. It is 
the saying of one of the greatest political ph.ilosophers. 
the world has prod uceu that " a great Empire and a 
little mind go ill together.'' Then India being a sub· 
ject country without any voice in her own aftiairs, it is 
only natural that those that are imbued with. liberal, 
principles and democratic ideas, "Little Englanders" 
as they are called, who are more likely to be in sym
pathy with her than the lordly Impearialist who unre
servedly talks of India having been conctuered by the· 
sword and who openly preaches that it must be· 
retained by the sword. 

Lord Cromer, who ,was perhaps the first open aqvo
cate of this doctrine of Indian neutraliby, bad no doubt 
his reaso.ns for the occasion when be asked the House· 
not to drag India into a party question ;. but is India 
really kept outside party politics? Is it not a fact, that 
althongh Great Britain is alternately governed on· 
Liberal or Conservative principles, Ind-ia is permanentl'y 
ruled on Conservative lines"! Parties rise and fall,. 
ministers change 'and Viceroys come· and go;· but ~he 
bureaucracy in which tbe Indian adrninisitration is. 
permanently vested, is an essentially conservative insti
tution as unchangeable in its methods as it is unimpreg
nable in its policy. A time must, therefore,. come when, 
the Congress will have to face the situation and decide. 
the question whether it should not openly cast in helll· 
lot with one of the political parties in England.· 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

THE EDUCATIONAL l"ROBLEM. 

The highest problem for solution in the evolution 
·of a nation is perhaps Education. As it is the essence 
.of civilization, so it is the very backbone of progressive 
.humanity ; while the force and stamina of a national 
life, as much as its longevity and capacity for action, 
are largely determined by the nature and extent of the 
development and expansion of its educational system. 
Education is the 'main stock-in-trade of a civilized 
people and the working capital ofits administration. 
In every well-regulated country, therefore, the State 
assumes the charge and control of public education as 
its paramount duty toward~> ibs subjects. Adminis
tratioa of justice and protection of life and property 
are no doubt among the primary functions of a 
Government; but these are discharged in one shape 
or another by every form of government that cares for 
it,; own existence. Even in early stages of society 
these elementary duties were fully recognised in all 
communal or feudal systems of administration where 
the educMed few held the ignorant many in bondage 
in return for the 'peace and security guaranteed to 
them. It is, however, the highest aim of civilization to 
·emancipate humanity from this forced subjection and 
restore to it the rights and liberties which are the 
common heritage of mankind. And education is the 
only means towards that end : It is the only weapon 
with which to fight out the intellectual slavery and the 
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moral turpitude of a people. As it is the sole test of a 
people's fitness to participate in the management of its 
own concerns, so it is the only stanqard by which a 
civilized government is to be judged and justified in 
its assumption of authority to rule over its destinies· 
The highest claim of Britain to the gratitude of the 
people of this country is, therefore, not founded either 
upon its elaborate system of efficient administration, or 
upon its extensive railways or other means of communi
cation, Nor is that claim based upon the development 
of the country's resources and the expansion of its· 
trade. All these are no doubt fully appreciated as th& 
blessings of a.civilized and enlightened rule ; but the 
people know and feel that these blessings are purchased 
not without the payment of a price for each and all of 
them. The real source from which that gratitude flows 
lies deeper and is to be traced to the Educational 
policy which the British Government; solemnly under
took to carry out, and which it bas to no small extenb 
carried out in the administration of this country ever 
since the assumption of its sovereignty. In recent years 
the educational policy of the Government has admittedly 
undergone remarkable changes leading to a considerable· 
divergence of opinion, ae-- regards not only the ~im, but 
also the effect of that policy upon the general' educa
tion of the country. While the Government main
tains that these changes are intended to improve edu
cation, the people are unable to divest themselves of 
the belief that they are all retrograde measures calcu· 
lated seriously to restrict and hamper educational pro
gress. A brief survey of the history of that policy, 
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tberefere, appears to be necessary for a clear under• 
standing of the issues involved in the discussion, as also. 
of the merits of the contention on both sides. 

It is a grievous mista.ke to assume, as not a few 
among the Englishmen have rather too hastily assumed,. 
that when India passed into the bands of England she 
was found sunk deep in one unbroken darkness of 
ignorance and superstition ; that public education was 
foreign to the instinct a,nd tradition of the people, and 
that educational institutions were imported from the 
West with the advent of the British, India was neither 
South Africa, nor the West Indies. Older than Rome 
and Greece and even older than Egypt and Pbamecia,. 
India was in the dim and distant past the only one 
bright spot when the rest of the world was enveloped 
in darkness. She was the cynosure of all eyes and in 
spite of all the fanciful attempts of modern researches 
to prove the contrary, she still stands out in bold relief 
as the centre of all the earliest culture and enlighten
ment of the world. Even in later periods Chinese 
travellers from the East, and Grecian a.nd Roman 
travellers from the West bore eloquent testimony to the 
unrivalled advancement and civilization of the Indian 
people. ·coming down to modern times the Mahome
dan historians have also ungrudgiugly testified to their 
superior knowledge and culture. Since the Mahome
dan conquest, India made further acquisition of Arabic 
ii.nd Persian enlightenment, and it seems absurd to. 
suppose that towa.rds the middle of the eighteenth cen
tury all this civilization and culture of ages were sud
denly swept away by some mysterious agency, leaving the 
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country involved in one impenetrable darkness. India 
with her vanished glories still retained the hall-mark 
·Of her proud and peculiar civilisation when she 
·came in contact with the modern civilization of the 
West. She was even then rich in her Saf)skrit and 
Persian literature, not to speak of the various Verna
·cular dialects of thef:!e classical languages, and though 
very much deficient in the knowledge of applied sci- ""' 
·ences, she possessed au indigenous system of education, 
hotb primary as well as secondary, spread throughout 
the country as the decaying fabric of the past-the 
crumbling relic of the vanished glories of. her N alanda 
and other Universities. We have it on the authority 
of the Education Commission of 1882, that prior to 1854, 
when the :first Educational Despatch of Sir Charles 
Wood was issued, there were more than 900,000 or nearly 
a million of boys in British India, receiving elementary 
education in reading, writing and arithmetic including 
surveying, mensuration, square and cubic measures 
as well as equation. These primary instructions were 
systema,tically iq:Iparted in Patshalas and "Afuktabs ; 
while higher education in literature, philosophy, logic, 'II 

theology, medicine and astronomy was amply provided 
for in 'l'ols and Madrassas established throughout the 
country, unsupported by any State-grant and uncon
trolled by any State-agency, The customary recitation 
of the historical epics on festive and other occasions 
was another means of popular education. Medical 
science, including anatomy, surgery and chemistry, 
which is one of the h~ghest products of civilization, had 
reached such a degree of efficiency, that in recent 
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·years with increased knowledge of ancient Indian 
·civilization it bas extorted the wonder and admiration 
.of European scientists; while, in the domain of astro
nomy, although the latter-day Indians had ceased to 
,make any fresh discoveries, the precision and accuracy 
with which they were still able to utilise their old stock 
-of knowledge for the purpose of calculations and the 
many observatories which were in existence at Benares 
.and other places down to the eighteenth centmry bore 
uo mean evidence of the people's acquaintance wibh the 
wonders of the stellar world. Indian music still holds 
·its place among tbe nne arts of the civilized world; 
while India's architecture and sculpture, of which 
eloquent testimony is still borne by the Taj at Agra, 
so well described as a. " dream in marble, designed by 
Titans and finished by jewellers," and the grand mauso
leum at Chunar which Bishop Heber characterised as 
"embroidery in stone," and by the numerous caves 
and temples still extant in Orissa. as well as in Central 
.and Southern India, gave unquestionable evidence of 
her technical knowledge of no mean order. The futile 

r-4 -a'ttempts of Western pride to attribute these wonderful 

works of art to either European or Byzantine civiliza
,tion only add to their matchless glory and unrivalled 
-superiority. India's maritime trade even in tbe six
teenth century was not inconsiderable; while ber far
,famed textile fabrics, particularly of cotton and silk, 
were largely in demand in the courts of Europe even 
in the eighteenth century. Scientific appliances she 
,had none; buli it was want of patronage, more than 
the competition of superior scientific machineries ·of 
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Europe, which crushed her finer industries and over
powered her in the end. Such wa11 the country that. 

'was practic1tlly ceded to Great Britain towards the· 
middle of the eighteenth century by a people torn by 
internal dissensions, distracted by mutual jealousy and 
spite, and tired of the misgovernment of a hundred. 
ineflicient principalities and adminislirations which had 
become accusliomed to look more to their own pomp and. 
grandeur than to the comforts and well-being of their 
subjects, and which had, as such, systematically neglect
ed public instruction as a State duty. Of course the. 
system of education at the time was very defective as 
there was hardly any method in the system ; while the 
higher studies ware generally of a.n unprofitable character. 
All this was due to the fact; that; there was no autboriliy 
to guide or control education, and the people were lefh 
entirely to their own initiative and resource to edu
cate their children as bast as they could and M! the
circumstances of the country either permitted or· 
required. The .genius and aptitude of the people for 
education was, however, never extinct. 

The government of the East Ionia Company, 
which was mainly directed by purely mercantile 
considerations and· from the highest to the lowest. 
animated by a spirit of exploitation, naturally marked: 
a very slow and elight advance in the direction of 
Education. The Board of Control from time to time 
no doubt urged for larger provisions being made for the 
education of the people, yet the largest grant aver 
made in any one year for education was not more than 
one lakh of rnpeAR, which the Board strongly insisted 
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on being put down in onfl of the Budgets of the 
Company towards the close of its administration. FulV 
twelve years were taken in deciding the controversy 
which raged between those who were called the ' Orienta-
li~ts' aud the ' Anglicists,' that is, persons who were· 
opposed to the introduction of English education and 
urged for the encouragement of the study of the Oriental
languages, and those on the other side, who advocated 
Western education and as such insisted. on the
English language being accepted as the medium of 
education in India. In this vital controversy, Rajah Ram
mohun Roy, strongly supported by David Hare, took 
a leading part and threw himself heart and soul 

·at the forefront of the Anglicist party. We may 
not at this distance of time fully agree with the·· 
great Indian reformer in all that he said against the 
study of Sanskrit and Arabic languages which be· 
strongly denounced as being barren and unprofitable 
studies, and we may even doubt if he actually antici-

• pated the remarkable changes which his mother-country 
would unr1ergo in the next hundred years ; but that his 

'If prophetic vision clearly foresaw that India's future des·
tiny lay in the acquisition of modern knowledge and that 
such knowledge could be adequately and efficiently 
purveyed only through the medium of a living Western 
language cannot certainly be disputed. The question
was finally decided during the government of Lord 
William Bentinck, when by a Resolution dated the 7th· 
May, 1835, it was declared that although elementary 
education was to be confined to the Vernacular 
languages, higher education in India· must be imparted' 
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in .the English la.ngua.ge. lt was a roost decisive point 
, gained which paved the way for .the future evolution of 
Indian Nationalism by providing a common language 

·for the whole country. The Company, however, 
still moved at a very slow pace towards the eduoa.tional 
development of•the country when, worried and we~tried 

, by the system9,tic evasion of its mandates, the Board at 
t,be in'!tance of Parliament at last laid down a definite 
policy of education to be pursued in India. The famous 

'Despatch of the 19th July of 1854, commonly known 
as the despatch of Sir Charles Wood, afterwards T.Jord 
Halifax,-then PresiJeut of the Board of Control
was the first declaration of that Policy and it is justly 
reg:trded as the great charter of education in India. 

'The Desp11tch opened with an unreserved declaration of 
the Government accepting the responsibility of educa
tion of the people as a State duty. The declaration 

'runf! a,s rollows :-
" 1G is one of our most sacred duties to be the means, as far a.s in 

us lies, of conferring upon the natives of India those vast moral • 
and m>tterhtl blessings which flow frnm the ganeml diff•Ieinn nf 

'knowledge and which India m>ty under ProVIdeuce derive from 
her oouneotion with England." 

" Tf1e Despa.tch, after formulating its general scheme, 
went on to prescribe the following means for the attain

, roent of its objects :-(i) The establishment of Univer
sities at the Presidency cities ; (ii) the constitution of a 
Department of ·Education for each Presidency; 

· (iii) the maintenance of the existing Colleges and High 
:Schools whose number was very small and the (ncrease 

of their number; (iv) the establishment of middle 
• schools and o£ training institutions for tea.chers; (v) 

• 
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provisions for increased facilities towards the expansion 
of elementary education among the masses; and (vi), 
the introduction of a grant-in-aid system for the deve· 
lopment of education. Provision was also recommended 
for a system of S~ate scholarships to connect the lowel' 
schools with the higher, and the higher schools with, 
the colleges. 

It was a grand and comprehensive scheml:l, and· 
one now naturally feels inclined to inquire as to 
how far it has been carried out. Three years 
after this programme was taken in hand and imme· 
diately as the first university was established in 
Calcutta, the Mutiny broke out which again set in 
motion a retrograde policy and caused a set-back 
in education. A party of Anglo-Indians, who were 
never so zealous in the cause of education, if they were 
not actually opposed to it from the very beginning, 
came forward to denounce education as being mainly 
responsible for the attempted revolution. The question 
was neatly disposed of by Sir Frederick Halliday, the 
first Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, in a minute of 1858· 

:f oO: a letter of Lord Ellenborough, as President of tbe 
Board of Control, to the Court of Directors, who had 
found in the disturbance ample excuse for reverting to, 
their old policy of inaction and issuing a peremptory 
order upon the Government in India not to "sanction. 
any increase of expenditure in any part of India in 
connection ·with Education '' without their authority 
previously obtained, l::lir Frederick Halliday wrote : 

"On the question of the connection between education anoh 
the rebellion, our wisdom, no less than our duty, is to persevere· 
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in what we have begun and not to turn our backs upon Bihar 
or any other parts of our territory, because there is difficulty 
or danger in the path of improvement. It is certain, how-

. ever, that both the difficulty and the danger are exaggerated 
and look imposing only to those who keep at a distance from 
them and view them through the delusive mist of prejudice and 
mis-information, As t.o difficulty, the progress of Bengal, even 
within the memory of living witnesses, is a proof of the aptitude 
of the people and of their plastic docility. And though it is not 
uncommon in these days to attribute the recent mutinies to our 
educ>ttional operations, and even to propose to draw back from 
them for fe,.r of similar consequences in future, the error of this ~ 
opinion is like thr>t of a man who »her unwisely and iucr>utiously · 

·exposing a tJH.rrel of gun powder to alL kinds of d>tngerous influences 
and h>tving by good luck, r>nd in spite of br>d m>tn»gemen-f, long 
escaped without an accident, should, at last, when the fatal and 
inevitable explosion titkes place, blame neither the gunpowder nor 
his own rashness and indiscretion, but rather lay the whole 
mischief to account of'some one of many little sparks flying 
about, and talk of limiting the use of fire and candle in futuro to 

'prevent similr>r occurrences." 

No more statesmanlike view of the situation or 
crushing reply could have been advanced, and the Gov
ernment of Lord Canning made a firm stand against the 
insensate, hysteric cry of an alarmist crowd. It will be 
seen a little later on, that the same cry has again been • 
raised in recent years and has contributed not a little 
to the shaping of the present educational policy of the 

'Government, with this difference that there is neither 
a Halliday nor a Canning to take a dispassionate 
perspective of the situation and boldly adbere to the 
·noble policy of 1854:. By Statute 21 and 22 Victoria, 
passed on the 2nd August, 1858, the weak and vacillat· 
ing misgovernment of the East India Company was 
brought to an end and on the 1st November of the same 
·year, the great Proclamation was issued from Allahabad 
notifying the assumption of. the Government of India. 
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-directly by the Crown. That Proclamation is universally 
'regarded as the Mag.na Charta of British India. 

The second great Despatch on Education was issued 
on the 7th April, 1859, shortly after the transfer of the 
·Government from the Company to the Crown. After 
reviewing the working of the earlier Despatch, the poli~y of 
which it whole-heartedly re-affirmed and ac~epted as the 
·policy of the Crown, it went on to point out that although 
much had been done to stimulate a desire for education 
and the people had evinced a great aptitude for \A,7 estern 
:knowledge, the progress made was indeed very slow and 
inadequate; and while fully endorsing the policy of 
·encouraging all indigenous efforts towards the expan
sion of education, . the practice of educational officers 

·demanding contributions from .the people, which had 
largely come to a vogua as a condition precedent to 
the establishment of Vernacular schools, was declared 
both undignified and inexpedient. Doubts were also 
expressed as to the suitability of ·the grant-in-aid 

• ·system for the supply of Vernacular education to tbe 
masses of the population, which, it was suggested, 
should be provided by the direct efforts of the State. 
The question of levying an educational rate for the 
·provision of elementary education was also recommended 
by this Despatch of the careful consideration of the 

·Government. 
At this period, the Christian Missionaries acted 

as strong auxiliaries towards the spread of education, 
and though their primary object was to facilitate the 
propagation of the Christian Gospel, the schools and 
colleges which they founded in connection with the 
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Universities became powerful adjuncts to the cause of 
secular education also. But by far the greatest efforts. 
were perhaps made by the people themselves, particul
arly as regards secondary and high education, though 
they failed largely to co-operate with the Government 
in promoting elementary education among the masses. 
A number of enlightened Indian gent.lemen, mostly 
inspired by the lofty teachings of Rajah Rarnmohun 
Roy, one after another took the field in different parbR 
of the country which became soon studded with sohooh. 
and colleges, some of which to this day stand as the 
proudeat monuments o£ their patriotic labours and 
self-sacrifice·. The names of Pandit Iswar Chandra 
Vidyasagar, Prisonno Coomar Tagore, Gow Mohan 
Addy, Bhudev Mukherjee, Peary Churn Sircar, Maho
med Moshin, Mah'aranee Swarnamoye and many others 
in Bengal, of Dababhai N aoroji, Bal Gangadhar Shastri, 
Roychand Premohand and Mabadev Govinda Ranade· 
in Bombay, of Sir Syed Ahmed in the United Provinces 
of Pachyappa Mudaliar and Gopal Row in Madras and • 
of the saintly educationist Dayananda Swarasw.a'ti in 
Benares are embalmed in the grateful memories of the.ir 

countrymen. 
The next landmark in our educational histhory· 

was the Education Commiss~on of 1882, appointed by 
the Governmenfi of Lord Ripon under the presidency of 
Sir William Hunter, which reviewed the progress. 
the country had made duriug a period of thirty years 
since the first Education Despatch of 1854. Although 
the province of Bengal was found to be much ahead of 
the other provinces, defects were noticed in the entire 
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11ystem which lou:lly called for the earnest attention oi 
the Government. The number of schools and colleges. 
was still found to be inadequate and the provision for 
education insufficient. It was recommended by the. 
Commiss4on that the support and countenance afforded 
by the Government to indigenous school&, whethet· 
of elementary or of higher instruction, and the encour
agement given to private enterprise by grant-in-aid rules 
,·,'Quid be furliher extended; that the Government. 
,,ibuld be reluctant to open Government institutions. 

whenever private institutions could be expected or 
encouraged to do the work; that more liberal rates of 
aid should be granted to private colleges; and that 
primary education having been still very much neglected 
closer supervision and larger grants were needed for the 
ei),ucation of tl:!e mass of the population. The Commis
slbn proposed an increased expenditure of 10 lakhs of 
rupees a year for the promotiqn of primary education. 
All these recommendations were of course generously 

• accepted on principle ; buti only such effect could be given. 
to them in practice as was possible under the eternal cry 
of finncial difficulties, though of course neither the. 
increase of the administrative machinery, universally 
·admitted to be the cosHiest in the world, nor of tba. 
army, nor of the Home charges could afford, to wait for 
their periodical expansion in an unfailing progressive 
ratio. And the official reports almost invariably winded 
up with the euphemistic platitude that "tbe recommen· 
dations of the Commission received thefullest attention 
compatible with the necessity of avoiding any consider-

t able inore<J,se of expenditure." Comment upon the rhyme· 
23 
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and reason of lan,guage like this is perfectly auper
tluous. 

Then came the Local Self-Government scheme of 
Lord Ripon, and the Government found an opportunity 
of relieving itself of the charge of prim~try education 
which, with certain petty and fluctuating receipts, was 
transferred to the Municipalities, tbe District, and the 
Taluqa Boards. This was no doubh a wise measure 
taken towards the development of elementary education ; 
but its efficiency was largely impaired by the odppled 
il:"esources of the local bodies overburdened by an army of 
inspecting establishment which in some· placflS swallow
ed up nearly 45 per cent. of the grants for education. 

Having thus largely relieved itself of the charge of 
Primary Eiiucation, the Government set to deal with 
higher education. A tendency bad b"lcome manifest 
for some time past to view high education with a degree 
of suspicion and distrust and in cettain qua.ders even 
with positive disfavour. It was the educated commu·· 
nity which clamoured for increasoo rights and privi
leges and it was their agitation which was supposed· to 
be responsible for the increased diffiaulties of the 
administration. The smoothness with which that 
administration was carried on from the middle of the 
eighteenth to nearly three-quarters of the nineteenth 
century was very much disturbed by the growing 
consciousness of a people who, in the prophetic words 
of Lord Macaulay, having their mind.s and ideas ex
panded by Western education, were aspiring to Western 
iusLi~utions and methods of administration. IIi was 
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rindeed the dawning of the " proudest day " of England 
~hough unfortunately, however, the just pride of British 
.-rule in India. was at this stage slowly, though perceptibly, 
"deteriorating into unworthy jealousy and spite, and 
ctbe lessons of broad statesmanship gradually yielding 
to the dictates of a narrow, short-sighted policy. In 
1902 Lord Curzon appointed a Universities Commis
,.sion, and the U uiversities Act of 1904 was the outcome 
"lf the recent retrograde policy of edacation in India. 
With the ostensible view of securing efficiency, for 
which the government of Lord Curzon stood in every 
-department of the administration, the Universities 
were offi.cialized and their growth and expansion at 

.once curbed to. suit the purposes of the general ad
ministration. While It was apparently intended to 
,.secure a serene atmosphere of pure study, free from all 
political influences, it was entirely a political move to 
checkmate the Nationalist party who were the bugbear 
of the Indian bureaucracy. The whole programme of 

• ·education was recast and the existing inshibutions were 
.. forced to conform themselves to a se.t of Regulations 
w-hich placed them, as it were, upon tbe bed of Pro
·crastes if they meant to exist. Some of the institu
tions died out on account of the stringent operation of 
.•these Rsgulations ; while the growth of new ones was 
tightly fettered by their expensive requirements in a 
·Country notorious for its extreme poverty. To jusGify 
the new. policy, the aim of which was unmistakably 
·to re-,trict high education, it was pointed out that 
·education was expanding in area at the sacrifice 
.-of depth and that in not a few cases it was con1,ucted 
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by private enterprise more as commercial business' 
than as philanthrophic underfiakings. It was further· 
urged that in the case of both the colleges as well as 
the high schools, the majority of the students lived 
in a suspicious atmosphere of uncontrolled ana unres
tricted independence incompatible with the healthy· 
growth of their moral and intellectual development. 
Above all, it was contended thali the U ni varsities stood• 
in urgent need of thorough overhauling both as regards. 
the subjects of sliudies as well as the conditions of affi
liation of colleges and recognition of high schools; while, 
it was fairly proposed that if it was actually impossible 
to convert the existing Universities into teaching insti
tutions like those of ENrope, it should be the aim of a 
Round policy gradually to impad such a character to. 
them by opening out fresh avenues for researches and! 
post-graduate studies and estabHshing new chairs an,il: 
professorships directly under these Universities. Most. 
of these arguments were perfectly plausible, whHe some· 
of them were simply unasssailable; and the sud'den • 
change in the educational policy of the Government. 
would not have been unwelcome to the people and 
become subject to much adverse public criticism if it 
had not been eviden,tAy dicta·ted by a political object to· 
divest the U nivensities of their popular character and 
place them entirely under bureaucratic control, and to. 
restrict high education and sap the growth of indigen
ous enterprise which had largely contributed towards 
the expansion of education in the country. The new 
policy· was, to all intents and purposes, a retrograd& 
mov~ent, and behind its _charming frontispiece there, 
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wa.s the same lurking sl;lspicion and distrust of education 
·and of the educated community which manifested them
selves aft.er the Mutiny of 1857, with this difference that 
while the old servants of the Company, who were largely 
-responsible for the outbreak, were then kept well in 
hand by superior British statesmanship, the servants 
·Of the Crown forming an invincible bureaucracy now 
.got the upper band o,f that statesmanship, and under 
more favourable auspices succeeded in compietely re
versing the policy of Government. H is not denied 
that in certain directions the policy of 1904 has acbiev
e'd remarkable progress, while at least one of the Uni-

·versHies has, under the guidance of a very capable and 
·energetic Vice-Chancellor, aided by the philanthropy and 
patriotism of some of its noblest products, well-nigh 
·risen to the rank of a teaching Universi~y of high 
order ; but in the estimation of the public, these solitary 
,advantages are completely overshadowed by the sinis
ter spirit of that policy which seeks to improve by 

• ~:~:-eduction and foster by curtailment of education in a 
country whose educational requirements are admittedly 
,so··vast and yet whose educational status is still indis
putably so weak and miserable, 'compared with the rest 
of the civilized world. Under the policy of 1854 the 
>Government, fully conscious of its own weakness, wa,; 
most anxious to supplement its efforts by offering all 
possible encouragements to private enterprise; but 
.under the new policy of 1904 it assumed the full 
.control of education not only without making any 
.adequate provision for its progress, but by actually 
<forging serious restrictions to its normal expansion 
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and development. If the earlier policy was purely 
educational in its character, the later policy bas been. 
politico-educational in its essence as wall as sub
sta,nce. Even the large subsides which it has in soma 
eases forced upon private bodies and individuals have 
been influenced rather by political than educational 
considerations· If the redeeming features of suuh a,, 

policy have failed to commend themselves to tha 
appreciation of the people, it is more their misfortune 
than their fault. The improvements effected in certain 
directions are naturally regarded in the light of the im
provised Chinese shoes for the improvement of Chinese· 
beauty however maimed and crippled the subjects may
be under its painful operations. 

The next important step, in the history of educa
tion in the country, was the creation of a separate port
folio of Education in 1910 with an independent 
minister in charge of it. Although the Despatch of 
1854: bad established a separate Education Department 
for each of the provinces, it occupied a subordinate· 
position where, in the words of M:r. Gokbale, '' educa
tional interests rubbed shoulders with jails and tiha· 
police in the all-comprehensive change of the Home 
Department." For the first time in 1910, Education 
received its due recognition as an import.ant and· 
independent department of the State. But the fullest
results of the working of this departmenh can hardly 
be expected until it is released from ~he fetters. 
of the policy of 1904. Sir Harcourt Butler's Educa· 
tional Resolution of 1913 clearly emphasises tb& 
necessity at'teast of a partial revision and relaxation ofi . 
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that policy, a.nd ibis perfectly clear tl:iat if the creation 
of a new ministry for education is to have any meaning, 
the minister in charge must have a wider scope and 
greater freedom of action than the polioy of 1904 appa· 
reutly allows. 

Lord Hardinge's scheme for the establishment of 
a residential and teaching University at Dacca is no
doubt a movement 'in the right direction if the pro
posed University is to be conduc!ied on the lines of tb& 

Universities of Great Britain. But if it is to have any 
territorial jurisdiction, however small, its uoefulness 
will be considerably reduced ; w.hile if its standard in 
any way becomes lowered, it is bound to aot as a set· 
back ra.tber than as an impetus to the >~.dvancement of 
high education in the country. The demand for high 
education is so great in the country that both the 
Hindus and the Mussalmans have come forward to 
found two independent Universities of their own. Their 
aim and scope have become the subject of considerable 
speculation among the people; but these attempts 
are a proof positive of the fact that the number of 

} Universities in the country is too small ho satisfy the 
demand of the people and that there is large room for 
additional adjuncts for the advancement of high educa
tion in the country. 

The above is a short summary of the history of the 
educational policy of British rule in India, the ne& 
results of which up-to-date may now be briefly discuss
ed. These results may broadly be considered under 
three beads : (1) High Education, (2) Secondary ~duca
tion, and (3) Primary or Elementary Education. The 
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first and second may be taken tog~ther as the one is 
·complimentary to the other. High education is imparted 
under the control of five examining U niversitiea of 
which the first was established in Calcutta in 1857, the 
second and third in Madras and Bombay in 1858, 
·the fourth at Lahore in 1882 and the J:ifth at Allahabad 
in 1887. The five Universities between them com
mand 128 Ads Colleges for males and 10 · Arhs Colleges 
for fema.les. These Colleges are fed by 1,278 High Schools 
[or boys and 144 High Schools for girls. According 
to the statements furnished by the Hon'ble Member 
for Education in M11rch, 1914, the number of scholars 
in the 138 Arts Colleges (both for males and females) 
amounted in 1912-13 to 33,249, and the 1,422 High 
'Schools counted on their rolls a population of 446,697 
pupils and students. As regards the products of the 
:five Universities it will be found, counting only onc0 
graduates holding "more than one degree, that the 
Calcutta University has so f!tr turned out about :!1,000, 
Bombay J 2,000, Madras another 12,000 and the two 
youngest Universities of Lahore and Allahabad; about 
three to four thousand graduates in Art, Science, 
Law, Medicine and Engineering. The total number 
-of graduates turned out by the five Universities 
during the last 57 years does not, therQfore, come up 
·eVen to 50,000. These figures standing by themselves 
may not appear to be altogether inappreciable ; bub 
taken with the vast extent and population of a country 
which, compared with the countries of Europe, with the 
-exception of Russia, looms as large as a continent, they 
become practically lost. to the view. Taking the total 
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;po·pulation of the country under the last census at 255 
millions, the percentage of scholars in Colleges, eli min at· 
ing the odd figures on both sides, would be about '012, 
and that of the students in the High Schools 17 4 per cent. 
·of the population ; while the percentage of graduates of 
more than half a century hardly works upto '018 only. 
This is the result of nearly 60 years' labours, and it has 
to be noticed that the highest increase in high education 
has been attained only in recent years. Now, in the face 

·Of this stunted growth and o;low progress of the :lountry 
in hi.gb education, can it be reasonably argued that the 
:time has arrived for the appli!Jation of the pruning knife? 
Pruning is good; but pruning before a plant has struck 
.deep its roots and sufficiently put forth superfluous off
shoots and branches can only help in hastening its des
truction. So it bas been with high education in India. 
With a total number of graduates which yields no per
·ecntage to the population until it is pursued down to two 
places of decimal fraction, an alarm has been sound
ed that the country is swamped by an anny 
·Of " discontented graduates'' and that a remedy 
:must be provided against the yearly influx of these 
"disappointed place-seekers." To justify these retro

.grade movements, a responsible minister of the Gov
ernment has openly enunciated a principle, which, in its 
originality no less thau in its boldness, bids fair to mark 
a new departure in the history of the civilized world. It 

•is confidently stated that " it is n~t in the interest of a 
·poor people to receive high education.'' It is gene
;rally recognised in all civilised societies that poverty 
<is no crime for which a special penaHy need be provid-
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ed by any Government; while it can hardly be dis
puted, that not many centuries ago, most of the advance
~d countries in the West were as poor as, if not much 
poorer than, India and that it is only through the 
falling off of education in the one case and advance
ment in the other that their economic conditions have· 
become reversed. Germany since her prostration ab . 
. J en a ftnd France after her crushing defeat at Sedan· 
would not have been the Germany and France of to-day 
but fo1~ the expansion and develppment of high educa
tion, which made such rapid strides in these countries. 
since the disasters which overtook them alternate
ly ; while the continued prosperity and strength of 
Great Britain are to he traced primarily to_ her Oxford 
and Cambridge, Leeds and Bermingham, Edinburgh. 
11nd Glasgow, and Sandhurst and Woolwich. Poverty 
and ignorance may be ha.nd-maids to each other, but. 
they are neither inherent in nor in separable accidents. 
of tho climatic condition of a people : these are condi
tions imposed upon a nation by the invasion of ignor
ance or of superior knowledge and culture. Bes'ides, 
iii would be the barest pretension on the part of. 
any Government to evince such overwhelming anxiety 
for its poor subjects as not to further impoverish
them by allowing them to, have higher education without;. 
making adequate provision for their employment. 
Nobody expects the Governmenh to make such a provi
sion for a multitudinous population even on temporary 
occasions of drought, famine or flood, and far less is it;. 
reasonable to hope that Government should be able 
to absorb mora than a very sm&;U percentage of the: 
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educated community into its limited services. Edu
cation has a value of its own, and even where it is 
no~ sought for its own sake, it somehow solves the 
economic problem of itq possessor. It may be use· 
ful to remember that more than two-thirds of the 
colleges and nearly four-fifths of the high schools 
are private institutions, and where tt1e people are so 
eager for education it is not for the State indirectly to 
impede its progress even if it cannot directly tlOntribnte 
towards its advancement. 

The School Final Examination, which has, already 
been introduced in some of the provinces and is sought 
to be introduced in others, is another standing menace 
to high education. It is already diverting a con· 
siderable number of boys from the Universities under 
the inducement of petty employments at small expense· 
and is working a double mischief. As it is on the one 
hand weakening the colleges, so it is on the other hand 
impairing the efficiency of the minor services. Tbe 
improvement of these services, which were at one time, 
notoriously corrupt and inefficient, has been the work 
of generations during which ~-the Government has
systematically raised the standard of educational quali· 
fication and increased the value of the services, so that 
it is now the pride of not a few of them to count among_ 
their ranks graduates and under-graduates of the 
Universities. To discount the vahB of education and 
reverse the forward movement would be to undo a noble
work done and demoralize the services as well as the 
people to no small extent. The people are afraid that,. 
with the r.estrietions already imposed on tbe expansion, 
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·of high education and the school final thrown in as a 
sop to a poor people, accompanied with a transfer of 
nhe power of recognition of the high schools from the 
Universities to the Education Departments of Govern
ment, the prospect of high education may be regarded 
as sealed. Government has Itt no time like Japan or 
•China either very materially helped or encouraged the 
people in receiving higher education in foreign countries, 
while signs are not wanting that even in the ~ritish 
Universities, the Indian students are often regarded with 
racial jealousy and spite. How inten~ely the serene 
,atmosphere of Education bas become saturated with racial 
and politic~tl considerations may be judged from the fact 
that tbe colour bar still sharply divides even the educa
tional Service into what are called Imperial and Pro
vincial branches, and distinguished Indians whose fame 
for original researches and discoveries in the domain of 
·scienee has travelled to Europe and America are made to 
wear the badge of this invidious distinction apparently 
·for no other offence than the colour of their skis. Owing 
to a most regrettable manifestation of lawlessness among 
a certain class of misguided young men in the country, 
into which immature school-boys were treacherously 
decoyed in some plaees, the high schools have been 
,placed under a s·tate of surveillance, the effecfi of which 
•is equally demoralising to the teachers as well as to the. 
taugbt. On the whole, the serenity of the educational 
~tmosphere bas been disturbed, the growth and expan
-sion of colleges and high Sl}hools impeded, and the entire 
>system of education has been largel} 3ubordinated to the 
politica.l exigencies of the Sfiate . 

• 
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As regards Primary or Elementary Education, the 
subject was completely threshed out with remarkable 
ability by Mr. G. K. Gokhale in connection with the 
famous Resolution which he moved in the Suprema. 
Legislative Council in 1910 and the Elementary Edu
cation Bill which, in the following year, he introduced. 
in the sa.me Council. Himself a devoted educationist, 
who voluntarily sacrificed his high material prospects
to his ardent love for education and a saintly politician 
wh'o to serve his country declined an unsolicited 
honour for which many may be secrer; candidates 
and. not a few would gla.dly sacrifice all that they 
possess if they eould only attain it, Mr. Gokbale dealt; 
with the subject so luminously and with such characteris
tic force that his remarkable exposition drew the unstint
ed admiration of the whole Council, while Sir Guy 
Fleetwood Wilson, then Finance Minister, went so far as 
to compare him with Mr. Gladstone in his mastery of 
facts and marsh~lling of figures. Mr. Gokhale pointed. 
out that in 1882 (the year of Lord Ripon's Education 
Commission) there were 85,000 Primary Schools recog-

·, nised by the Department with about 2,150,000 pupils 
attending these schools, which, with another 350,00(} 
attending the unrecognised indigenous schools, gave a. 
total ,of 2,500,000 of boys and girls receiving elementary 
education in the whole country at the time. That means. 
that only 1'2 per cent. of the entire pnpulatiln were at 
school in 1882. In 1910 the number of Primary Schools 
rose to 113,000 and the number of pupils in recognised 
schools to ·3,900,000 which, with another 1,600,00(} 
attending unrecognised schools, made the figure stan& at;. 
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4,500,000 or only 1'9 per cent. of the total population. 
'Speaking in 1910, Mr. Gokhale had necessarily to take 
the census return of 1901 for the basis of his calculation ; 
but if the population of 1910 had been available to biro, 
he could have shewn that this percentage was still less. 
Bowever,,tbat may be, we are now in a position to 
consider the state of elementary education in the further 
light of the census of 1911 and the Educational State
ments of 1912-13 as furnished by the Member for 
Education in March, 1914. According to these state
ments, there are at present 113,955 primary schools 
for boys and 13,694 schools for girls giving a total of 
127,649 schools with a total strength of 5,261,493 
boys and girls receiving instruction iri these schools. 
This works out to little over 2 per cent. of the entire 
population. There has been some slight improvement 
in the other provinces; but in Bengal, tbe most 
forward province in point of education, there has been a 
steady falling off in mass education. Mr. Hornell's 
Report for 1912-13 shows a loss of 513 schools with a 

,decrease of 17,292 boys and 2,974 girls among Hindus 
and 5,42l boys and 1,588 girls among Mahomedans:· 

, The proportion of pupils to children of school-going 
age (reckoned at 15 per cent. of the population) is little 
over 18 per cant.; that is nearly five out of every six 
children are allowed to grow up in ignorance. That is 
,,how elementary education stands in the country after 
150 years of British rule in India, and yet Mr. Gokhale's 
modest Bill was thrown out with a few complimentary 
platitudes. 

• 
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Now, taking the total number of scholars in 
>public institutions of all grades (both for males and 
females),'the figures stand at 6,488,824, and the grand 
total including unrecognised institutions amounts to 
'7,149,669. This gives a percentage of 2'8 to the 
whole population of the country. This then is the net 
Tesult of more than half a century during which the 
Crown has assumed the supreme control of education 
and systematically tried to foster it. It took nearly 
thirty years to raise the percentage to 1·2 in 1882 and 
it bas taken another thirty years to increase it by 1'6 
per cent. in 1913. Thus even with a normal increase 
in population, this rate of educational progress in 
the country must prove a veritable race between the 
hare and the tortoise to enable the one to overtake 
the other; and how many generations must pass before 
even hal£ the ·population can be rescued from absolute 
darkness! Mr. Gokhale conclusively pointed out that 
whether it be the extent of literac:y among the popula
tion, or the proportion of those a1:tual!y under instruc
tion, or the system of education adopted, India lags far 

.. behind any other civilised country in the world. She 
occupies a worse position than even the Philippine 
Islands, which came under American rule only fifteen 
years ago, and Ceylon and the principality of Baroda, 
while the small State of Mysore may alse be shortly 
-expected ~o beat; her in the race. According to the 
last census, barley 7 per cent. of the population of India 
&re literate, while in Russia, the most backward of 
European countries, the proportion of literates is more 
.than 2a per cent. In the Philippines the propertion 
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of children at school is 6 per cent. and in Ceylon it 
is 6'6 per cent. of the entire population: while in 
India it is little over 2 per cent. only. In the State· 
of Baroda in the year 1912-13 about 80 per cent, 
of the boy~:' and 48 per cent. of the girls of school
going age were at school, as against 28 per cent. p£ 
boyH and 5 per cent. of girls in British India as shown 
in the statement of March 1914 referred to above. 
The Report of Mr. Masani; Director of Public Instruc
tion, Baroda., on the educational progress of the· 
State in 1913-14, reveals a still more remarkable·. 
advance made in all branches of education. Durin~! 

the year, as reported by the Bombay Chronicle, the
educational institutions of all descriptions in the 
State rose from 3,045 to 3,088, the tot11.l number of 
pupils at tending them rose from 207,913 to 229,903: 
or an acquisition of 22,000 new pupils, which is a 
remarkable record indeed for a single year for such a 
small State as Baroda. Out of this total, 550 were in 
the Arts Colleges, 8,079 in the secondary schools, and: 
the remaining 221,274 attending Primary Schools. Of 
the total number of children, 147,413 were boys and·· 
82,490 were girls. The number of Primal'y Schools 

"' increased by 39 and the number of pupils attending 
primary institutions by 21,680. The remarkable in-· 
crease in a single year was mainly due to the raising 
during the year of the statutory age limit for boys to 
14 and that for the girls to 12 and the statutory stand
dard limit from the Fourth to the Fifth Standard. 
The result of this reform bas been that "fully 93'2 per
cent of the boys of the school-going age are attending_ 

• 
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· school to-day in Baroda,"-a state of things which 
is far, far in advance of the conditions in British India 
or any of even the most progressive States. The State· 
spent on education about; 1"9 per cenb. of the total 
revenues, which must be pronounced to be a fair, or even 
more than fair, proportion for spending on education. 
What a sad commentary this to the state of things in 
British India ! 

As regards the State expenditure on education, Mr. 
Gokbale's statement showed that while Russia spent 
7ld per bead of population, the Indian expenditure 
was barely one penny. · H must be admitted that in 
recent years educational grants have been largely aug• 
mented by the Government of India and the Education 
Member's statement quoted above, gives the total expen• 
diture on Education from all sources in 1912-13 at 
Rs. 9,02,09,000, which would out work at about 4d· 
per head of the population, But with reference to this 
large increase it has to be borne in mind, that it hae 
~~>ne more towards the increase of inspecting establ,ish· 
ments, improvements of school buildings and subsidies 
to existing institutions thau to the increase of schools 
and colleges or to other extension of existing facilities 
for further development of education. The objects to 
which the hulk of these increased grants have been 
devoted may be perfectly legitimate ; but in a country 
where education is at such low level, every available 
income should be utilised more towards extension and 
expansion of education than towards the supervision 
of the inspecting staff and the improvement of 

24 
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buildings, Indians are accustomed to receive instmc
tions even under the open sky, sitting iu the cool shade 
of a village tree or temple ; and although a decent 
and well-ventilated school bouse' is a! ways preferable, 
India is in more urgent need of extended facilities than 
.of improved but limited accommodation for education, • Supervision is no doubt wanted ; but an army of 
inspecting officers, out of all proportion to the number 
of institutions and of the pupils, constantly in motion 
.recording statistics and indulging in criticisms; each 
in support of his own fad, is a serious obstacle to real 
progress if not a positive nuisance. The whole systell). 
is working like a machinery without any life or spirit 
to inspire it to a higher ideal or nobler aim ; while 
underlying that system there seems to be a secret 
dread of higher as well as universal education for the 
people. Repeatedly has the Crown solemnly declared 
its policy of trust and confidence in the people and its 
·earnest desire to sweeten their homes with the bles
sings of education, and at no time perhaps was such 
aeclaration marked by greater solemnity or inspired br 
more profound solicitude for the true well-being of the 
teeming millions of this vast country than when in 
December 1911, His Gracious Majesty George V 
announced from the Dtirbar ·Throne at Delhi, the 
choicest of his boons-the grant of 50 lakhs of rupees 
for the education of his Indian subjects. Unfortun
ately, however, whether it be the fault or misfortune of 
India, the veil of suspicion and distrust bas never 
been wholly removed from her administration. Even 
<!lonceding for argumeuL's sake that there are dark 

• 
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"llOrners here and there requiring to be carefully watched, 
it is :clearly the duty of a wise Government to clear 
·them up by throwing. in more light than to deepen the 
·gloom by withdrawing all light from them. Education 
is certainly to the body-politic what light and air are to 
.living organism. With the increase of education the 
Indians will no doubt clamour for greater rights and 
.privileges ; but with the growth of education they are 
-also bound to grow in theit· intelligent attachment to the 
;British connection. It is the educated community which 
bas a correct appreciation of Britigh rule, which is in a 
,position to form a comparative estimate of the relative 
.strength, status and genius of other civilized Govern
ments, and however unsparing or disagreeable its com
ments and criticisms at times may be, it is this commu
nity alone which can and does weigh the serious conse
,quences of a change of hands in the Government ofthe 
country. It is the dictates of self-interest-the highest 
of impulses in humiJ.n nature-which draw the educated 
Indians towards the British connection. Theirs may 

,not be love and loyalty in the sense in which an 
\English man loves England and is loyal to her : 
but it; is through the British connection that educat
ed India aspires to rise in the scale of civilized 
·nations and rank herself as a component part of 
·the Empire, united by common ties of partner
ship and consolidated into a federation with the other 
units of that Empire on terms of equal rights and 
responsibilities of British citizenship. She aims not 
at separation but union, not a,t independence but amal

gamation. She indeed wants to throw off the badge of \li 
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Dependency but only to be ranked as a Dominion of thS.. 
British Crown. Education is the only cement of that. 
union, and if ever a crisis comes it will then be recognised' 
bow valuable an asset. education is to British rule in 
India. 

Nor can the J ndian National Congress have a. 
nobler aim or a higher destiny than the educational 
regeneration of the multitudinouis population, wbofile.· 
interest and well-being it seeks to represent. Edu· 
cation is the problem of problems before it, and if 
the Congress can satisfactorily solve this one problem, 
the other problems will solve out themselves in no 
time. It is the main engine which gives motion to 
all the other wheels, and according as it moves backward 
or forward, the entire machinery is bound to have either 
a retrograde or progressive motion. With the engine· 
reversec1, neHher wind nor tide, however favourable, will, 
enable the nation to reach its destinat.ion. It is neither 
11, dream nor a phantom t?at is alluring Educated and 
NAw TndiR: it is the glorious vision of a reality that ins
pires hP.l' in the evolution which has already set in and 
is silently shaping her destiny in the noiseless march oi 
Time. 

• 
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CHAPTER XXIII. r 

--
INDIAN RENAISSANCE. 

Although it bas been found somewhat difficult to 
,,~iva a precise definition of Renaissan~e, it has been 
'8-ptly and significantly described as the spring-time 
·of a nation's life. However different may be their dura
tions, as well as their intensities, in differect latitudes 
·and longitudes, every civilized nation has its budding 
spring, its bright summer, ilis leafless autumn and its 
·<frosty winter. Again the description is also quite 
'apposite in as much as the evolution of the world bas 
not followed from the dawn of creation in one uninter
rupted line of progress ; but it has spun out itself 
in cycles of revolutions which have come and gone like 
waves of seasonal changes. The absurd hypothesis of 
<Christian speculation which assigned to creation a brief 
age of only four thousand years has long been 

·exploded even by Western scientific investigations, and 
it is now almost universally admitted that there were 
ancient civilizations which, having repeatedly attained 
a much higher elevation than many of the modern 
European States, had as often to pass through their 
autumn and winter, leaving their treasures hurried under 
the debris of a ruined past unknown to later ages, or 
'ruthlessly destroyed by the rushing tides of ignorance 
and barbarism which have again and again flooded the 
world and enveloped her in the abyss of darkness. Egypt, 
tCarthage1 Assyria, Phenrecia and Persia-all had their 
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palmy days; while the Celestial EmJ:)ire, possessing th& 
greatest longevity· among the living nations of the
earth, has undergone a succession of revolutions during 
a periud within which the world has witnessed the 
meteoric rise and fall of hundreds of smaller nations on 
her surface. In Europe, Platonism was succeeded by 
the barren subtleties of the schoolmen, which wet·e in 
their turn overthrown by Roman civilization, which 
sibed its lustre oyer the entire old world for centuries 
until the great Empire itself was over-run by Teutonic· 
and Celtic barbarism. Then there followed a dark and, 
dismal period gradually developing into what is now 
known as the Middle Ages with its feudalism, its 
knight-errantry, its papacy and its monasteries, until 
the Reformation came before whose dawnhig light 
the •misty twilight of the Middle Ages slowly faded 
away. It was the commencement of modern Euro
pean Renaissance, and since then Europe has stel) 
by step risen to the pinnacle of her material greatness 
and established her supremacy over the four continents 
of the habitable globe. She has no doubt long passed 
her vernal equinox ; but whether the shadows of autumn 
have begun to fall upon her, or she bas yet to pursue 
a longer summer course to attain the solstitial altitude 
of her greatness, time and events alone can prove. 
She has, however, evolved through Soience a system 
of materialism, the resources of which seem to be 
almost inexhaustible, and as spiritualism appears to play 
such an insignificant part in this evolution, it seems 
extremely problematical if her. attention will be readily 
directed to a higher evolution. of her destiny until sh$> 
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is over!iaken in her mad but majesliic career by some 
catastrophe which will open her eyes to the yawning 
gulf which lies immediately below the lofty precipice· 
upon which she has taken her stand. 

India of all ancient countries ha,s passed through 
vicissitudes of changes perhaps unparalleled in th& 
history of mankind. She has, in her evolution, under
gone strange transformations through cycles of ages of 
which there is hardly any authentic or chronological 
record besides such as may be gleaned through th& 
pages of her vast and ancient literature and the silent. 
testimony of her widely-scattered stone monuments. 
Beginning with the sublime revelations of the Upa
nishads and ending with the profound philosophy of 
the Geeta, it covered a glorious period of Aryan civili
sation. After the great War of Kurukshetra, India 
was over-run by barbarism and her high civiliza
tion was almost wiped out by successive waves of 
vandalism such as in later .years dismembered the 
Roman Empire. She again reared her head and attain

.;ed the highest summit of her material grandeur during 
the Buddhistic period, when her imperial sway not 
only influenced the Asiatic continent, but also ex
tended beyond the seas. It; was the Augustan period 
of Indo-Aryan civilizahion. Her arts and commerca 
travelled far and wide, while her culture and civiliza
tion attracted to her courts Greek historians from the 
West and the Chinese travellers from the East. She 
was at this period the Queen of the habitable globe. 
But after nearly four cet;~turies of her undiminished 
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splendour, she had to., suffer another relapse during 
which she gradually again sunk into the depths of a. 
terrible degeneration, losing all her arts and sciences, 
·her culture and civilization. It was at this period that 
a decadent people, unable to maintain its pristine 
greatness, began, like the schoolmen in Europe, to 
revel in dogmas, absurd theories, crudities and sub
tleties, which, in absence of any chronological accu
racy, were in latter years jumbled up with the higher 
civilization of an earlier age. All this furnished easy 
and ostensible grounds for the ill-informed, hasty and 
·egotistic antiqu~j-rians of the West summarily to dispose 
of one of the highest civilizations the world has ever 
attained as being only a confused conglomeration of 
dreamy ideas, phantasies, visions, inconsistencies, ab
surdities and monstrosities and to characterize the pro
foundest philosophy that human mind has yet evolved 
as 1" the babblings of child humanity," The object of 
these remarks, however, is not either to establish the 
superiority of ancient Indian civilization or to encour
age vanity in a usele;s retrospect of its vanished 
glories. They are intended only to draw attent.ion t~. 
the fact that the evolution of the world is not marked 
by one continuous line of progress in which each suc
cessive step bas been an advance over the past; but 
that it has been the result of a succession of alternate 
changes not unlike its diurnal course passing thrgugh 
darkness to light and light to darkness. India has not 

been an exception to this universal law of nature: She 

too had gone through several such revolutions before 

she came in contact with Vvestern civilization for her 
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'.third or fourth re-birth in the evolution of her national 
'life. 

Modern Indian Renaissance may be said to have 
·-Commenced from the time of Rammohun Roy, As in 
the morning of the world light travelled from the East 
to the West, so towards the beginning of the last 
·Century the returning light began to proceed from 
the West to the East. The present Renaissance of 
India is essentially a product of Western civiliza

"tion. Every Renaissance has several aspects,-religious, 
social, literary, economic and politicaL Rammohun 
Roy primarily took up the first three for his pro-

,gramme. The first be attempted to build upon the 
sacred scriptures of the ancient Hindus, while the 
·second and the third he would construct upon the 
model of modern Europe. But. his one great idea was 
·to ingraft and not to supplant. In the task of 
religious reformation he was closely followed by the 
saintly Maharshi Devendranath Tagore, Keshab 

• Chandra Sen and Dayanand Saraswati, the founder of 
·the Arya Samaj; while on the social and the educa
ti-onal sides his mantle fell upon the renowned Pundit 
Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar, Prosouno Coomar Tagora, 
Mahomed Moshin, Sir Syed Ahmed, Roychand Prem-

. cband, Bal Gangadhar Sashri, Gopal Row and many 
other distinguished men who, in quick succession, took 
up and advanced the great master's work. But the 
Educational Renaissance was firmly established in 
the country with the creation of the Universities in 
1857-58, which, besides imparting Western knowledge, 
were largely instrumental in reviving the Vernacular 
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languages and stimulating literary activities of remarkable· 
vitality and fecundity. The economic or industrial( 
Renaissance may be said to date from the time of the 
AmericaN Civil War when, as has already been 
stated, Bombay made a dashing attempt to turn, 
the cotton crisis of the world to her ad vantage. She· 
at first no doubt paid the penalty of her wreckless. 
misadventure; but the energies of a renovated people 
succeeded in shortly rehabilitating their equilibrium· 
and inaugurating an epoch of industrial enterprise
which has seized the popular mind throughout the 
country. Madras, Bengal and the Punjab have all 
awakened to a full oonsciousness of the economic pros
tration of the country and each in her own way is strug
gling to revive her trade and industry into fresh life and 
activity. The progress so far achieved may not be much· 
but the spirit evoked and the energies roused withoufl. 
the legitimate support of the State are sufficiently eo,.. 
couraging for a period of healthy and vigorous Renais~ 
sauce. 

The political Renaissance of modern India is of< 
later growth. Although clearly foreshadowed by the 
unerring vision of the great reformer of Modern India,,, 
and heralded by a number of polibical evangelists. 
among whom may be mentioned men like Ramgopal• 
Ghose, Hurrish Chandra Mukherjee, Kristodas Pal, .. 
Digumbar Mitter, Juggonauth Sunkersett and Naoroji, 
Furdoonji, that Renaissance did not clearly dawn until 
the birth of the Indian N a tiona! Congresl'!~ The· 
Congress has, as has already been pointed out, awaken· 
ed a new consciousness in the country, united its . 
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scattered units, infused into them a new life and spirit,. 
generated new forces and evolved a nationaJity out of 
a chaos. The Gospel it bas preached bas become the-' 
accepted creed of a country' ten times · the size of 
France and containing five times· the population of 
Great Britain and Irtlland. Whatever the future 
destiny of the country may be, there can be no deny
ing of the fact that it has roused a slumbering people· 
from the torpor of ages, opened out to their astonished 
gaze the world's panoramic progress towards Liberty,. 
Equality and. Fraternity, and sounded the trumpet-call 
to them to join in the march for a fair share in the 
common heritage of mankind. 

At this momentous period of transition, there are· 
not a few dangers and difficulties which cannot be too 
carefully watched, nor too zealously guarded against. 
At a time of regeneration the fresh energies and the· 
new impulses of a renovated people have in the 
exuberance of a new consciousness a tendency to 

• run to excesses. Impatient idealism sharpens the 
imagination and soaring ambition warps the judg
ment of youthful minds. There are no more bidden 
rocks or drifting icebergs in the ocean than in the 
wide expanse of the political field. The slightest 
deviation from the charted line may gradually lead 
to the widest divergence in its course and ultimately 
end in disasters to even the stoutest n.atiolial life, 
Unfortunately, however, at this early period .of her· 
Renaissance, India was not able completely to a.voi&. 
the shock of this impatient idealism. From whatever· 
causes it may /be, an ugly development manifested itseUc< 
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in the country when a. few bands of misguidecl young 
fanatics got out of band, ran amook and gave way to 
violence and dastardly outrages. It was the spirit of 
anarchism imported along with many other commodities 
from the West. Like the mythical Empedocles, these 
political famttics rashly attempted to leap into the flame 

I 

in the false delusion of being returned to the gods, little 
reckoning that the gods in their wrath were capable of 
drawing the ent.ire people to the crater and throwing 
them into the consuming fire. If they really had any 
political object in view they apparently overlooked the 
fact, that history does not present a single instance 
where a righteous cause has ever been advanced by un
righteouR methods, and that, either anarchism, or nihilism 
has anywhere succeeded in achieving its desired end. 
"These pests of society and avowed enemies of order and 
progress in the country were, however, promptly dug 
out like rats from their dens and the.~r gangs broken up 
thonr~h no~ without considerable damage done to the 
country and the people who innocently suffered in the • 
operat,ion. There are now only the scattered remnantt:~ 

' 

of these secret organisations which still haunt the 
people like plague and pestilence which die hard wherever 
they once find their way. 

Without entering into any unprofitable discussion / 
about the genesis of this pestilential development, or " 
indulging in any a"l:>portioument of the responsibility 
<between the Government and the people, it may be 
permissible to express some regret for the attitude 
which the bureaucracy still maintains towards the 
•perfectly legitimate political movement in the country 
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and the eagerness with which it seizes every oppor
tunity to cry it down by ingenuously associating it with 
this ugly development. An official communique, a 
gubernatorial speech and a general administration 
report-all find in it a target for criticism and a wid& 
mark for its indiscriminate fling. Recently a com
mittee of civilians was appointed to advice Government 
upon its pre-arranged plan of partitioning some of 
the bigger districts in the re-united province of BengaL. 
The Committee's report does not contain a single 
suggestion which was not a foregone conclusion, or 
which throws any new light on the administrative 
problems of the country; but this District Administra
tion Committee, as it; was styled, has made quite an 
original discovery that anarchism was confined to the· 
Hindus. What secret satisfaction they derived from 
this ethnological analysis, or what connection it had 

~ with the geographical boundaries of a few districts, it 
• is not possible for the outside public to discover ; but 

the propriety of raking up the dying embers of a contro
VI'l!BY which was supposed to have been long buried may 
be seriously questioned. True statesmanship nobody 
expects from an old and effete bureaucracy of the kind 
and quality as is established in India ; but an exercise of 
bare common sense and discretion would have disclosed 
not on!y the ab8urdity, but also the mischievous cha
racter, of such a generalization. Because. a handful of 
fanatics at one time. and under a pe.culiar circum
st.ance be.longed to a particular community, there.fore· 
that kind of fanaticism is the characteristic of that 
community, is a piece of logic which will probably he 
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difficmlt for any other people outside the Indian Civil 
·:Service ea.sily to swallow. Then was it historically true 
tha.t anarchism in India was confined to the Hindus 
who had unforttmately fallen on evil times and upon 

·evil tongues? Without intending in the least to cast 
the l!l!ighest reflection on any community, it may be 
pointed out .that the first assassin who drew his da.gger 
.against 11 popular Chief Justice in the country was not 
·a Hindu, nor the yet more desperate :miscreant who 

I 

assassinated a noble Viceroy. The Rye House Plot 
and the story of Guy Fawkes are matters of history, 
and were not three abortive attempts made within 
living memory even on the sacred life. of the most vir• 
tuous Queen that ever adorned the British Throne? 
It is apparently overlooked that these anarchists in 
'fact belong to no country, nationality or community. 
They are a race which stands by itself and is the 
common enemy of humanity throughout the world. 

·They are monster-births and, whether owing to any • 
·abnormal condition in their phrenological structure, or 
any convolutions of their brains, they belong •o t)le 
destructive elements of nature. The deadly spirit may 
have travelled from the West to the East; but these 

·scourges' of society are neither Europeans or Asiatics, nor 
Bengalees or Mahrattas. They are neither American, 
nor Italian, nor Indian in their origin, The Iudiat~ anar
chist belongs po the same stock to which the murderers 
of Garfield, Lincoln and Sadi Carnot belonged, and it 
would be positively as unfair to brand the Hindus, or 
the Bengalees and the Mahrattas, with anarchism as 
to charge the Christians, or the Americans and tha • 
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. nalians, with it. Civilized humanihy in all ages and 
in all countries has positively refused to recognise the 
'kinship and brotherhood of secret murderers and dast
ardly assassins, and no men probably have greater 
reasons than the Indian public to deplore the present 
·situation which has not only cast a deep stain on their 
,national character, but has also considerably reduced 
the security of their lives .and properties and, above all, 
-cruelly blasted the splendid opportunities which they 
bad created with patient labours and sacrifices of a com
plete generation for the orderly progress and development 
.of their national We; and those who lavishly indulge in 
indiscreet and light-hearted criticisms of that situation, 
wounding the feelings and alienating the people, simply 
add insult to injury without serving any useful purpose 
·either to the administration or towards the proper solu
tion of that situation. 

But if the people have. their grievances they can-
• •not divest themselves of the responsibility which 

belongs to them in helping the administration for 
e:(fectively eradicating the evil which has secured such 
a pestilential foothold in the country. There have 
•been enough of complaints and protestations on both 
sides. The authorities have not been tired of acuus
ing the public of apathy, indifference and want of 
·CO-oparation, while the public have not been eithet 
slow o1· remiss ·in charging the authorities with want 
of sympathy, trust and confidence. Wherever the true 
line of demarcation may lie, it ought not to be at all 
·difficult in laying down a via med·ia where both sides 
may meet half way. The Government has certainly a 
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righb to expecb co-operation from the people; but ths· 
people have also a just claim to the ways and means
which Government alone can supply towards successful 
co-operation. The people must be treated as useful> 
adjuncts of the administration before they can be· 
axpected to co-operate for its success. Take the case of 
lawlessness which has become the ground of universal 
complaint. It; is as ridiculous on the part of the authori
ties to urge the public to face armed gangs of desperate" 
assassins and robbers with bows, arrows, brickbats and 
other primitive weapons of defence, as it would be 
extravagant on the part of the public to ask Government. 
to divest itself of all legitimate control over the adminis-

r 
tration. A reasonable relaxtion and not the abrogation of 
the very stringent provisions o£ the Indian Arms Act seems 
to be urgently demanded.by the exigencies of the situation. 
There are obvious objections to the granting of free and· 
unrestricted licences to all people, and no reasonable man 
could ask for such a free band in the matter. What,. 
however, seems to be necessary is a reasonable modifi-· 
cation and relaxation of the very shrict rules und~r 
which licences are so very sparingly granted only to au 
extremely limited number of the people and that under 
conditions which practically operate as a wholesale 
disarmament of the public. But there seems to be no· 
disposition either on the part of Government. or of 
the authorities to treat the question with any degree 
of consideration. Real co-operation is begotten of 
mutual trust and confidence. It can never be the 
product of one-sided activity, nor can it be manu
factured to order. H seems as absurd to try to extort; . 

• 
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·heart~ co-operation where there is no conciliation, as 
an attempt to extract honey out of a hornet's nest .. 
Probably what the Government really wants is not eo
operation, but .passive submission. All the same, the 
people are bound to reckon with the existing condition of 
things and try to make the best of the slender opportuni
ties presented to them to help the administration. In an 
their trials and tribulations, vexations and disappoint
ments, let them beware of desperate thoughts and let New 
India at this renaissance always remember thai; with aU 
the progress they have made they have· yet, to.tra,vel very 
long dist.anees through dreary moors and arid deserts before 
the promised land can be in their sight and that the path 
is not free from the treacherous ignis fatuus or the delusive• 
mirage which can neither guide them to their proper destin
ation, nor afford them any shelter or relief, but can only 
tempt them to danger and disaster. 

There is another danger which requires careful
circumspection at this period of Renaissance. The 
current of a rising national life, like _that of a river, 
generally seeks its old bed. Every revivalism has a 
tendency to revert to old ii1stitutions and every nation 
tilat h11s a past tries to rebuild its future on the ruins 
of its departed greatness. This tendency has generally 
the effect of introducing. the good with the bad, the 

'· pure with the baser metal, into the composition of Rt 

revived national life. The temptation is too greaG 
and 'the tendency too .strong, and a conservatwe 
reaction has burst upon this country with all the force 
and impetuosity. of youthful imagination. It would be 
absurd to claim perfection for any system of civiiiza.tiou. 

!15 
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Besides, in India, successive revolutions have at dif· · 
ferent times introduced different forms of thought, 
observances, and practices, and all that should not be 
allowed to &o down as the expression of the highest 
Indian culture and enligl;ttanment. No - attempt to 
revive all these dirts and filths of a dark and dismal 
period under ingenuous explanations and interpretations 
-can by any means further the cause of progress or be 
credited to true patriotism. These attempts may feed 
vaniliy and pander to the boast of ancestry ; but can 
never conduce to legitimate pride or true national ad· 
vancement. On the contrary, such a frame of mind 
may run riot and serve to create a distaste for fresh 
investigation and a contempt for superior intelligence. 
Ah the present momentous period of transition, this 
tendency to reproduce the past without any am~ndment 
.appears to have been very excessive, and people are not 
wanting who would fain revive many of &he objectionable 
practices which have grown like parasi~ea round the 
-civilization of the ancients and give currency to many a 
counterfeit in the grea.t demand that has arisen for old • 
coins in the country. Nothing should honestly be 
done to counteract the influence of the new spitit 
which has not only opened out the political vision 
-of a long disenfranchised people ani inaugurateti 
,industrial enterprise in au exhausted aud impoverished 
agricultural country, but also silently worked out a 
revolution in their social organisation under the spell 
of which even the old hide-bound caste system has 
become cqnsiderably relaxed and the orthodox pre• 
judices of a conservative people are rapidly crumbling 

• 
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·i;O pieces. Where the dead body of a '1'-ili youth could 
1be carried for cremation on the shoulders of Brahmins, 
Va.id)laS and Kayasthas in a procession of thousands of 
people eager to do honour to real or supposed martyr
dom and to defeat the last indignity of the law, the 
depth aa'd intensity of the force of the new spirit 
may be easily conceived, and it would be neither wige 
nor patriotic to suppress or divert; this rising spirit. 
Prejudices are said to die hard ; but hhey often die 
violent death in the hands of those who have long 
~harboured them. 

There is another class of people who in their 
·imperfect knowledge of the world seem t,o believe that 
. all the discoveries of modern sciences and arts were 
anticipated by the ancients. They are ready to prove 

··that electricity, magnetism, steam-engine and even 
wireless telegraphy and aerial navigation were not 

-quite unknown to the ancient Hindus. In fact, in 
their fertile imagination they are able to trace every 

·invention, as it is advertised, to the genius of their 
mythical ancestors. But what avail these academic 
disquisitions when we have to learn these mysteries 

·O' nature either from the past or the present, unless 
their aim and object, as well as their tendency, be 
'to stimulate our energies to a fresh acquisition of 
their knowledge and use ? There are irrefra-gable 
. evid~nces that in certain branches of knowledge both 
the Hindu and Islamic culture had at one time attain

·ed a high level of perfection. If, in some branches of 
useful knowle<l,ge, they had few their equals and none 
<their superiors in the ancient world, it can by no means. 
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be a reflection on their genius that thousands of years" 
after them, other people have added to the stock; 
of human knowledge and made fresh acquisitions in· 
the domain of applied sciences. The higher philosophy 
of life evolved by the ancients still remains unexplored~ 

by modern culture, while many of their arts are admit
ted to have been lost. It is the world's evolution 
in course of which yet higher culture and nobler· 
civilization must be the heritage of unborn ages. lf we· 
are really anxious to elevate ourselves and participate 
in the world's progress, we must think more of the· 
present and the future than of the past. A legitimate 
'pride of ance01try is no doubt a noble source of inspira
tion : but no nation can be truly great only in the blind 
worship of a great paRt. 

On the other hand, any attempt to Europeanize 
India would be a grea.t disaster and a failure. Herbert 
Svencer's advice to the Japanese applies with equal, if,; 
not greater, force to the Indians. Every great. nation 
has a genius of its own, and its renovation to be 
perm anon t and effective must be based upon that 
genius. Material~ may be imported from otht'lr 
sources and knowledge gathered from other peopfe ;. 
but no nation can be recast in an altogether new 
mould. Man is no doubt an imitative creature; but. 
imitation without assimilation produces a kind of 
mental and moral indigestion which gradually iq1pairs 
and ultimately breaks down the national constitution. 
H is physically impossible for one people to divest itselF 
of its essential characteristics and complptely assimilate

... tbose of a.notber~born, bred and brought up under·' 
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'different climatic conditions, nurtured for centuries on 
·different modes of thoughts, ideas and sentiments and 
•acclimatized for ages to a different moral, intellectual 
and social a.tmosphere. Nature itself would be opposed 
to such a transformation. Foreign dress and style 
·may be adopted, certain habits and manners may be 
·changed, and even some outlandish forms and fashions 
may be cultivated; but it is no more porosible to change 
the character of a peopie completely than to evolve 

•quite a new species of animal out of a different one 
by any process of culture, Besides, even European 
testimony is not wanting, that Western civilization, 
with all its recommendations, bas failed in many respects 
.particularly on the social and moral sides, and India 
·cannot wholly profit by a radical tram.formation even if 
it were possible. No doubt that which is really good in 
::European civilization and particularly those virtues 
which have made Europe what it is at the present day 
ought to be cultivated by our people ; huh they must be 
ingrafted on our national genius and made'' to grow on 
"o.ur ancient civilization. It is only those characteristics 
of Western culture which are of universal application 
and those traits of Western civilization which can be 
properly assimilated into our national system that are 
deserving of our closest attention, and we cannot be too 
·carefl}l in sifting the grain born the chaff and the metal 
iroro the dross in all our importations from the West, 
Above all, in our craze for the cheap chemical manu

·iactures of European civilization, let us not throw away 
the real gold that is in our own system because it does 
11llOt possess the lustre of a finished article . 
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The present is no doubt the age of European<· 
supremacy, and in the wheel of fortune that has been 
incessantly turning round since the dawn of the· 
world's civilization, Europe bas admittedly come to
occupy the uppermost position to-day and everything 
bearing the hall-mark of European civilization has 
t.herefore a charm and attraction for the rest of the· 
world. But where European civilization has admittedly 
failed to satisfy the highest claims of human nature· 
and in cases where even Europeans themselves, in the· 
miil'st of their superior culture and enlightenment, have 
come to realise and proclaim the failure of their insti
tutions as a n!eans to human progress and happiness, it. 
would be a grievous mistake for the Indians to discar& 
even that which is good in their own system and· 
blindly ftdopt a garb which the Europeans themselves. 
after a fair trial would fain throw away. The true 
European ifl neither in the dress nor in the colour of 
tl~e skin; nor yet in his manners and customs; but in 
those qw1lit,es of the head and heart which have made 
him what he is. These virtues are no monopolies o.f 
any climate, or new acquisition to humanity, but the· 
common natural heritage of mankind which, in tha. 
usual vicissitudes of time, have passed away from the
East to the West. It is these virtues which should be 
cuiHvated, fostered and assimilated in our own S"S;stem' 
where, ingrafted on the spirituality of that system, they 
are bound to evolve a higher and nobler civilization 
not only for the regeneration of a fallen race, but also as 
a further step in advance towards that; co-ordination of 
the Mind, Mattet and Spirit which is so. essential for the> 
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es~ablishment of true Libe:ty, Equality and Fraternity 
throughout the civilized world. 

CHAPTER XXIV. 

THE AIM AND GOAL OF THE CONGRESS. 

Again and again it bA.s been asked both by friends. 
as well as critics,-what is the ultimate goal of the· 
Indian National Congress and what is the final destiny 
of India which it seeks to attain? Does the Congress
aim at sovereign independence for India, or does it seek 
to secure only adequate peace, security, justice and pros
perity for the people as a permanent subject race? Whafi
there may be in the womb of invisible time and in the
dispensation of an inscrutable providence no one can fore
tell : but again and a.gain bas the Congress declared in 
no uncertain voice, that neither the one nor the other is 
its final object in view, The real aim of the Congress is 
to attain Self-Government wit.hin the Empire and tha
d~stiny of India which it professes to secure is a great. 
Federa(Union under the mgis of the British Crown,-tbe 
establishment of a United States of India as an indepen
dent unit and an equal partner of the British Empire. 
With. a truly representative legislative assembly for each 
province, from which the lion's share by nomination shall 
be wholly excluded, and with a popular Executive 
Council, not an autocratic official hierarchy which once 
ereated at once becomes the unaccountable and irresisti
ble master of the situation, but a representative Council 
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strictly responsible to and controlled by the legislative 
assembly, dealing freely and independently with their 
respective provincial concerns, the establishment of a 
federal Parliament holding the reins of the supreme 
-Government by and for tbe people under the suzerainty 
of Great Britain is the id.eal which the Indian nation
alist cherishes with pious hope and confidence. It is in 
this hope and confidence that he lives, works and 
suffers, and it is this hope and confidence which bear 
him up in the great struggle into which he has deliber
ately plunged himself and solemnly committed his 
'posterity. 

There have been " birds of evil presage " who have 
often shaken their beads and gravely observed that the 
idea is a dream and an impossibility. But they appa· 
rently forget that there can be no dream without a 
·substratum of reality behind it and that the history of 
the world bears repeated testimony to the fact that the 
·dream of one age has been the reality of another. The 
Roman Empire must have been a dream when Romulus 
built bis mud walls on the Palatine Rill, and was not 
the British Empire also a dream when the Anglo-Saxo~ 
Barons wrested the Magna Oha1·ta from an unwilling 
English sovereign on the field of Runneymede ? If more 
than a dozen principalities of Germany, with all their . 
·differences of laws, customs, constitutions and even of 
dialects, could, after centuries of internecine strif~ and 
>Struggle coalesce and form in to one_ of the strongest powers 
in modern times ; if Canada inhabited 'hy a people of 
French, Dutch a,nd British descent could constitute a self
governing dominion in the new worlo ; if the Boer and the 
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'Briton could, even after a sanguinary conflict, establish 
a Union Gove~nment in the dark continent; and, why 
go further, if England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland, 
with their distinct and different nationalities, could after 
centuries of mutual jealousies and conflict's be blended 
into one Kingdom, perhaps the mightiest in the world, 
·then is there any insurmountable difficulty why India 
-India of the Hindus, Mussa!mans and Parsis_:_ 
cannot be brought into a federation under a com
·mon rule ? The Indian people have a common 
interest and are guided by common aspirations. In 
·each province they already form a.n autonomous 
·entity and there is no reason why, with further 
·spread of education, development of national ideas, 
growth of patriotic sentiments and the cultivation of 
•mutual trust and confidence, they cannot form into a 
harmonious, if r:ot a homogeneous, whole. If the ques
tion of Ulster can be solved, as it will be solved, by a 
grant of Home Rule within Home Rule, the solution of 
the Indian problem cannot be regarded as beyond tbe 
·t:~gion of practical politics. 

The British Empire itself is a mighty federation 
of diverse peoples, and a strong .tide has already set 
in for the autonomous and independent development 
·Of its component parbs. It is in this far-sighted, 
vigors>us policy that the British constitution proposes 
to differentiate itself from the Roman Empire and 
build itself upon a firmer basis. Once the Irish Home 
Rule is effected, the grant of Home Rule for Scotland, 
Wales and even England cannot be long deferred. If 
;the whole of the Empire be thus spilt up into its separate 
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autonomous units, can it be reasonably contended> 
that India alone will remain to a distant day a common 
pasture for the rest of Empire ? And then to which of 
the three parent states, supposing Home Rule is. 
granted also to England, Scotland and Wales, will 
India form an appendage? It must cease to be~a khas 
rnehal o£ all if it is to cease to be such to any one of 
tberu. If the immobility of the present stiff bureaucracy 
once breaks qown and the short-sighted policy of 
divide·et-impera fails, as it is bound to fail at no
distant date, the blind superstition about the so-called 
eternal difference between the East and the West 
will be dissipated and the federation of British India 
under one union parliament will no longer appear as a. 
nightmare in a dream. And what a glorious federation 
it would be, more glorious than South Afric&. and· 
Austrr1lia and even more glorious than the Dominion of 
Of1nada, when with the vast and almost illimitable 
resources which she has at her command and with the· 
inspiriting tradition which is behind her teeming millions 
to guide and stimulate their renovated energies, Indil!t 
would march towards the consummation of her destined 
goal to the eternal triumph of Justice and Truth, as weU 
as to t.be glory of England. 

Bombay, the cradle of modern Indian industries. 
and enterprise and the gate to the world's comqterce• 
with the East; the obscure island city, the gift of a 
marriage dower of a foreign princess, which within two 
hundred years has, from the collection of ·a few fishing. 
hamlets, risen to the proud 'position of thA " Star of ths 
East," and which, with its magnificent harbour and its . 
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splendid lagoons and causeways, is stronger than Boston 
and more beautiful than Venice; the presidency which 
is the home of the wealthy Bhatia and the enterprising 
Guzerati. of the adventurous Parsi and the intellectual, 
Mahratta and is justly proud of Poona, the centre of 
Mahratta activity and the capital of tbe Peshwas, of 
Surat, " the treasury '' of the immortal Shivaji, of 
Ahmedabad, the industrial centre of the " garden of 
Western India" and of Karachi, the glory of Sindh and 
the future emporium of India, as also the probable 
terminus of tbe Trans-Persian Railway connecting the 
East with the West; Bombay of J amsetji N usservanj Tata, 
Jamestjee Jeejeebhoy, Naorojee Furdoonji, MangaBas 
:Nathubhoy and Juggonath Sunkarsett; Bombay of 
Da.dabhai Naoroji, Kasbinatb Trimbak Telang, Budruddin 
Tyabji, Pherozeshah Mencharjee Mehta and Dinshaw 
Edulji Wacha ; of Mahadev Govinda Ranade, Gopal 
Krishna Gokhale, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Ibrahim Rahirn
tullah, Behramji Malabari, Ramakrishna Bhandarkar,. 
Narayan Ganesh Chandttvarkar, Balchandra Krishna, 
R P. Paranjpye and last not least Bombay of Mohandas 
Karamchand Gandhi, the liberator of Indian Settlers in 
South Africa, -where can you find a province and a. 
people so rich, so industrious, so practical, so patriotic' 

· and so philanthropic ? 

If the Congress was born in Bombay and met its. 
gr,Jve at Surat, it attained its resurrection in Madras
ii'aaras where the first light came from the West; where 
in modern times the Dutch, the French and the English 
eootested for supremacy ia India and where the first-
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British flag was planted within an enclosed factory built; 
.upon the first territorial possession of England in India 
and christened as Fort St. George ; sober and steady 
Madras .-~1adras, the home of Ramanuja and Sankara 
and the land of temples and sanctuaries ; Madras of 
'Sir. Salar Jung and Sir T. Madhava Rao, of Pachyappa 
Mudaliar and Gopal Rao, of Bhashyam Iyengar, 
:Subramania lyer, Ananda Charlu, Subba Rao, Krishna· 
swami lyer, Sankaran Nair, Syed Mahomed, 
Sabapathi Mudaliar, Veerara.gha.va and Vijayara.ghava. 
Achariar, of Sivalai Ramaswami Muda.liar and of G. 
Subramania Iyer who turned the first sod on the Con· 
gress soil by moving the first Resolution of the first 
·Congress ;-where can you find a people at once so 
devoted and unostentatious, so firm and resolute, so 
c:~utious, yet so steadfast and untiring in its onward step? 

The Punjab, the sacred land of the five rivers, th(l 
ancient home of the Aryan settlers where the pilgrim 
·f~~.thers came chanting the Vedas and carrying the first 
implements of civilization in the early morning of this 
world; Punjab of Guru Nanak and Gu.ru Govin~ 

:Singh who firsb preached the gospel of unity and 
fraternity in modern India, and organised a wonderful 
brotherhood, combining religion with politics ; the 
Punjab of the brave Pathans and the valiant Sikhs; 
Punjab of Prithwi Raj and the lion-hearted R!!njeet 
~Singh, of Sirdar Dayal Singh Mejhatia, Lala Lajput 
Rai, Lala Murlidbar and Mahomed AU ; Punjab of 
Kurukshettra and Punipat, of Indraprastha and Delhi, 

. ' of Amritsar and Taxita ; Punjab of the Gurukul and the 
.Arya Samaj which have created a revolution in modern 
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Hindu society and for the first time broken the charmed 
circle of an ancient exclusive religious organisation and 
evolved out of it a wide and comprehensive proselytising. 
movement, reviving, as it were, the inspiration of the
long lost treasures of the Vedic times; Punjab hoary 
with her ancient glories and bearing testimony to the ris& 
and fall of countless dynasties ;-where is to be foun!l 
such a cradle of the brave and the true? 

The United Provinces of Oudh and Agra contain
ing the holy city of Benares, older than Babylon an& 
Nineveh, the seat of a bygone University which 
Phoonix-like is about to rise out of its ashes; Benares,, 
the centre of Hindu civilization and culture for untold 
centuries, and which sanctified with the memories of 
the learned and of the saints, that carry back human 
imagination to the dim and distant past when the rest 
of the habitable globe was involved in darkness, still 
holds its u ndiminisbed sway upon the life and teach-

• ings of one of the oldest, if not the oldest, branch 
of the Aryan family ; Benares, the heart of Hinduism, 
tqe nursery of ancient philosophy, of the Vedas and 
the Vedantas ; the province which is proud of one 
of the Seven Wonders of the World and other relics o£ 
Hindu and Moghul greatness; a province which is justly 
proud of men like Dayan and Saraswati, Pundit Ajudhya. 

---·~ Gangaprasad Varma, Sundarlal, Madan Mohan 
Malaviya and Wazir Hossain ;-where can you find a 
place and a people in whom loyal conservatism is so 
happily blended with robust liberalism in such strang& 
harmony and co-ordination ? 
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Behar. the· youngest of the self-contained provinces 
and yet one of the oldest in its traditionary greatness; 
Behar the Jfaqhad and Videha of the ancienbs, tha 
birthplace of Buddha Goutam, the greatest and mightiest 

-of inspired reformers the world has ever produced, whose 
lofty teachings govern the lives of more than one-fifth 
of the entire population of this planet of ours ; Behar of 
Chandra Gupta and Asoka' of the Mauryan dynasty, 
whose dominions extended beyond the seas and in whose 
court Megasthenes sat and Pliny wrote ; Behar of 
Pataliputra and Nalanda; Behar which has in recent 

·times produced men like Luchmeswal' Singh, Mazr-ul
Haque, Tejnarain Singh, Ali Imam and Hassan Imam; 
-where can you .find a province where Hindus and 
Mussahnans live in such amity and concord, working 
·hand in hand for the common motherland? 

As Europe is ~nthinkable without F1·ance, so India. 
would be unthinkable without Bengal. If the people 

-of the Western and Southern presidencies are more .. 
like the level-headed Britons, the people of the Gao- • 
getic delta are more like the dashing French. In 
their passionate love and pride for their country, ~n 
their fiery impetuosity, in their originality of ideas and 
quickness of perception, in their fervid eloquence and 
~lowing imagination and in their sensitiveness as well as 
.fickleness, the Bengalees present a much nearer approach 
to the great Latin race than any other people of ~
Alert, keen-sighted, enthusiastic, acute, fiery, go:ahead 
Bengal is the fountainhead of ideas and the centre of 
patriotic inspiration. Bengal where six centuries before 

.Jimutvahana, the eminent Judge under the Sen kings of 
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· Hengal, rebelling against the orthodox 1\iitakshara, the 
' ·0 e de Napoleon of India, laid down.~dvanced legis

lati ; where five hundred years ago Sri Chaitanya 
proclai d the message of love, fratenity ~nd equality 
from the Ganges to the Narbadda; Bengal where the 
·famous twelve chieftains made the last brave stand 
for independence against the great Moghul in the 
seventeenth century ; Bengal where the ruins of 
Gour bear testimony to her departed glories and where 
the "City of Palaces," homaged by the splendid 
shippings of all nations and guarded by the grim fortress 
of Fort William, rears her proud head as the Queen of 
the East ; Bengal where Gadadhar established the subtle 
Naya philosophy and Gangadhar resuscitated the rusted 
medical science of the ancient Hindus ; Bengal the 
.granary of India where Nature has poured her boun
ties from the highest mountains in the world and 
.artistically laid a magnificent network of highways for 
trade and commerce; Bengal of Ram Mohan Roy, of 
lswar Chandra Vidyasagar and Mahomed Moshin, of. 
Krishna Mohan Banerjee and Rajendralal Mitra, of 
Dwarkanath and Romesh Chunder Mitter, of Woomesh 
Chunder Bonnerjee and Romesh Chunder Dutt, of 
Devendra N ath Tag ore and Keshab Chandra Sen, of 
Ramgopal Ghose, and Surendra Nath Banerjee, of 
Harish Chandra Mukerjee, Kristodas Pal and Shishir 

~u~ar Ghose ; of Monomohau Ghose and Anand 
IV.m'fmn Bose, of Taraknath Palit and Rashbehary 
Ghose, of Gurudas B~tnerjea and Ashutosh Mukerjee, 
of Michael Madhusudan Dutt and Hem Chandra 
J3anerjea, of J agodish Chandra Bose and Praphulla. 
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Cha.ndra' Roy\ of Raimkrishna and Viveka.nanda. ;:,,· ":_, 
where can you find a land so fertile and a people:?.!o s . xP:· ~ 
in intellect, so subtle in perception, so per si~~o 

in eloquence, so cosmopolitan in ideas and so angnin~· 
in patriotic fervour? With all her faults and frailties
Bengal has always held the beacon-light to the rest. of· 
modern Ind.ia and marched at the van of all movements..:.... 
religious, social and political. 

For a country possessed of such potential units
and. such vast and varied resources, both economic as
well· as :nora;l and intellectual, a country which on 
account of its diverse physical features and climatiq.·. 
conditions, va;rying from the torrid to. the frigid region, 
wilih ·its magnificent rivers and sublime mountains,. 
before which the highest peaks in other continents 
appear like ant-hills, with all its products comprising, 
the varieties of different countries and climates, h&.s
justly been described by competent authorities as an 
"Epitome of the World," the attainment of a political
federation cannot be a dream or a phantom of hope. 
Whatever fanciful theories may be invented by interested• 
politicians for the justification of unjustifiable wroQgs,. 
and however much obdurate pessimism may indulge 
in the convenient belief that the East is by nature· 
an uncongenial soil for the growth of democratic 
institutions, it cannot; be denied that it is from the· 
East th .. at light travelled to tb~ Wesb and that it is_!~~ 
Asia that civilization marched to Europe and bweti'Ce· . 
to the rest of the world. If religion is the, supreme teelt 
of a nation's moral and intellectual capacity, it cannof;;. 
be honestly denied that both Islatnism and Hinduism 
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their essential concaptiops ri,re the most democ'rahie 
:rei "ons llhe .civilised world; has yet. evolved. The two 
reltgio which have successfully 'ritoulded. bhe life, 
thought and conduct of its followers· to a wonderful 
disregard of .. m:aterial prosperity,. levelling ·princes and 
peasants to. :a:·· uniform standard of judgment and' 
inculcating passive submission to temporal .powers only 
as a rriearis .to .secure peace and order and not for 
conquest of territories or fo•r extinction of.·o.ther' people· 
but for the attainment of spiritual ·welfare and for 
the expansion of God's Kingdom on earth, ought not 
to be lightly condemned as being incompatible with 
democratic ideas and institutions. If the followers. 
of these two religions have through centuries yielded 
ungrudging submission to the will of their despotic 
sovereigns, they have always offered greater .allegiance 
to tbeir saints who, in their humble cottagas, have not. 
unoften defied crowned heads in their fortified palaces; 
A merely supedici·al knowledge of the inner life 
and civilization of the Hindus and the Musaalmans1. 

coupled with the too hasty generalisations of a spirit of 
arrogan(}e which marks the undisputed and indisput
able superiority of mo.dern Europe in the physical .world, 
is largely responsible .for the .Mcentuation of 11 number 
of fallacies aud sophistries which have.grown up round 

uperstition about a supposed or assumed inherent 
nee between the East and the West. There. ca:U 

be no rational charm in tbe point of a circular compass 
wbera the East in one way is the West in another, 
Besidas, whel'e. is the charter of Providence by which a 
monopoly of civic rights and institutions is reserved 
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within certain geographical limits and circumscrib 1 
by either climatic or racia.l considerations, or, fo a 
matter of that, defined by the colour of the ski What 
was Europa before the fifteenth century when the " 
whole Christ.andom prostrated before the Pope and even 
trhe crowned heads trembled on their thrones for fear 
'Of an autocratic Pontificate ? Where was democracy in 
the land of the Saxons or the Franks, of the Teutous 
or the Slavs, when the people stood absolved frottt their 
allegiance to their sovereign as the mandate of the Bull 
or Dispensation? Brahminical hierarchy, however galling 
it ma,y appear to-day, was never ha,lf so tyrannical in 
the exercise of its arbitrary powers as the papacy of 
Europe up to the thirteenth century of lihe Christian 
era. Then, besides Grea.t Britain and France, is there 
4LDY country even now in Ettrope where democratic 
instincts are better developed than in India? What 
was Italy up to the middle of the eighteenth century'! 
The Germans who are supposed to be the most intel
lectuttl and progressive peopl.e in Europe are still a • 
·congeries of nations living under the domination of a 
military despotism which does not admit of a civilian 
citizen, no, not even of a civil judge or a magistrate, 
£roiling at a suba.ltern in his uniform. In spite of her 
universities, her scieaces and 'her arts, there seems to be 
very little of true democracy in the constituti~:~ ,. 
Germany as has been amply demonstrated by the ,nt 
Zabern incident. That constitution stiU ".turns hel
mets intoorowns and sabres into so!'1ptres." In point 
of fact, the supremacy of Russia, Ge· many and Austria 
<Jonsists not in any great democrat ll development of 
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those '!itiountries, but upon their material resources and 
mU:t.ary strength. The defeat of the strongest power 
:among t.hem has raised the "little J ap" in the estima
tion of the world and no achievement is now deemed too 
·high for his brains or arms. If China can successfully 
stand on her legs, the " heathen Chinee '' will also be 
•recognised as fit for the highest form of democratic 
~nstitutions. 

Then, where stands the false generalisation about 
the East and the West and the differentiation between 
the coloured races and the white as regards democratic 
institutions ? Difference there is at the present; 
moment between the Orient and the Occident, but 
such difference is due to difference in condition, 
.training and opportunities, and not to any organic 
.peculiarity. It may be the just pride of England thab 
·she has been training India in the art of self-govern~eul; 
and that she has sown the seeds of democratic institu
tions on an Eastern soil; but it seems a mistake to 
·suppose that she is making a desperate experiment of 
cultivating them altogether in a hot-house. India is by 
no means a more uncongenial soil for the growth of 
free institutions than any other part of His Majesty's 
Dominions beyond the seas. There is the latest testi
mony of no less an authority than .Lord Glastone who, 

-' -~Jrom his high place as the Governor-Genera.l of Soutli 
Africa, recently oserved, that 

"He had made spe<Joial study of Indian history and had later 
'Visited India. He wished more South Africans could go there, and 
iJy so· doing rise to the highest appreciation of what the Indians 
were, They would then think less af India. aa a country which 
'aeuds its coolies to the S0uth African coa.st. In fa.ct 1 India had. 
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developed perhaps fa:r above the line attained by some part11 of the<· 
British Empire in its civilization and efforts to rise ~o a higher· 
life." 

Nor is it reasonable to attribute the aspirations .. 
of !;he Indian people to a want of proper apprecia
tion of the manifold blessings which t.he British rule·· 
has already conferred upon them. Those aspirations, 011< 

the contrary, are an open acknowledgment of the· 
benevolent spirit of that rule and a declaration of 
the confidence reposed in ita justice and generosity,. 
It is England which has deliberately created those .. 
aspirations in the minds of a people whose destiny 
1\ mysterious Providence is said to have committed 
to her oare, and, however muoh she may tug and twist,. 
she cfl.nnot wriggle out of a position into which she· 
bas thrust herself either voluntarily or in her absent
mindedness. Now the fate of India and of England· 
is indissolubly linked together, and it would be a futile 
attempt to maintain the existence of the one at the· 
expense of the other. Let England cheerfully rise to, 
the height of her greatness which she owes in no small, 
mea.sure to her connection with India, and the horrid· 
spectre which at times seems to haunt her imagination: 
will at onoe vanish. King George, who appea~s to be· 
a greater statesman than his party ministers, truly 
observed on a historic occasion that there is no people.· 
e-asier to govern tha.n the Indians. Love, affection and• 
gratilmde play a more important part in the life ana-:-#· 
conduct of a people who are mystic in their idea.s, 
romantic in their conceptions, and intensely spiritual.in· 
t.beit r-ims aDd aspirations. Tho~>e who lightly talk of 
"drivi11g discontent underground" seem not to-
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qoealise that it is England's moral greatness more than 
.ner military strength that laid the foundation of her 
ITndian Empire, and it is that greatness alone which can 
ensure its 'existence broad-based upon the love and 
affection of a contented and grateful people. 

To even a superficial observer it will appear that a 
world-wide current has set in throughout tbe four 

,qua.rters of the habitable globe. From armed and 
aggressive Europe to the peaceful Philippines in the 
Pacific Ocean, everywhere there is a ceaseless struggle 
;going o'n for existence, and every people is seized 
with a buming desire to assert itself in a world which 

ds rapidly changing every day. The most despotic 
cgovernments which have withstood the rava.ges of 
immemo~ial ages are crumbling to pieces, and empires 
and monarchies which have stood the test of revolutions 
of centuries are in the course of a single revolution of 
the earth in its diurnal motion quietly surrendering to 
'"'ow pop?di, the hereditary occupants of the thrones 
taking their exits as in a dramatic stage without a strug
.gle and without shedding either a tear or a drop of blood. 
-~he bloodless revolutions which have in recent years 
taken place in Spain and Portugal, in Norway and 
·Sweden and above all, in Turkey, Persia and China, 
would have been unthinkable J only a hundred years 

"ago, and it would be simply unreasonable to expect 
'that India alone could have escaped being caught 
'in the current of this universal tide. Fortunately 
r.for India it is neither a bore, nor a sweeping rush of 
:the sea ; but a slow rising tide quite normal in its 
•condition and una.larming in its volume or intensity • 
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That tide has, however, entered every creek and estuarl'~ 
of Indian life, leading to answering movements ill' 
almost every directi_on. It is the duty of a wise
government to place itself at the head of these move
ments and judiciously and sympathetically guide them, 
into proper and useful channels rather than imperiously 
command, " thus far and no farther." 

CONCLUSION. 

It was probably[tba late Lord Salisbury who observ
ed that the success of a people who know how to wait
was always assured. Patience is truly the secret of 
success, while impa.tience is another nama for weakness. 
The Congress is welf conceived and is being guided on, 
right and soundJines. It is the duty of those on whom. 
its mantle now rests as well as of those who form its. 
rank and file to work harmoniously and vigorously to
push on its work and extend its healthy influence to the. 
masses with the gradual spread of education among them •. 
The Mabomedans have been galvanized into life and they 
have awakened t~emselves to a sense of self-conscious~ 
ness. They are visibly coming on in a line with the, 
Congress movement, and if the two great communities of· 
the Indian people can unite, as they will and must unite. 
at no distant date, ''there is no force on the surface of the.· 
earth,'' as Sir Ibrahim Rahimtnllah observes, ''which. 
can resist its just and legitimate demands." It may bs, 
necessa~y for the Moslem League to work independently 
for some time for the consideration of the special require-
ments of its own community; but in the meantime a. 
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rapprochement between the Congress and the League· 
should be sedulously fostered by the members of both 
the organisations on the basis of mutual goodwill and 
co-operation. n may be found useful to constitute a 
joint Board to settle all differences between the two 
communities which unfortunately still lead to occasional 
friction and misunderstanding. It is, however, a most> 
humiliating spectacle for either of the communities. 
to have always recourse to the authorities for the 
settlement of their social and religious differences and 
even to go so far as to apply for a legislative measure 
for their control. If a '' Conciliation Board " is necessary. 
why not establish it among ourselves'! While it is 
difficult to gain an inch of ground in the political world, 
it is certainly not expedient or politic to voluntarily 
abdicate our birthrights even in matters of our social 
and religious observances and ceremonies and call for 
official interference. What a commentary this on our 
claim for self-government and what a sharp weapon in 
the ha.nds of our ad versa.ries ! " United we stand and 
divided' we all" is a trite old maxim which is never so 
strikingly illustrated as in the case of national evolution. 

lt is through reverses that success is often achieved 
in this world and a people tha.t has made up its mind to 
rise must 'be prepared, to take many a defeat before it 
can ma.ke a.ny tangible adva.nce. It has been justly ob
served, tha.t true greatness does not consist in never 
falling, but in rising every time we fall. It is only in 
the nature ·of weak people to be always highly 
e alculating and where courage fa.ils, to take shel
ter either under philosophic indifference or absolute. 
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-hopelessness. Many people would fain pass for wise 
men and even as prophets when in reality they 
are unable manfully to grapple with difficulties of 
1\ situation. If .optimism sometimes errs in raising 
·enhavagant 'hopes and ideas, pessimism is largely 
responsible for creating depression and fostering scepti
cism by magnifying dangers and difficulties beyond 
their real proportions, With a virile people a defect 
only serves to stiffen their backs. It should be re
membered that in nature the struggle for existence is 
·only a war of exhaustion and those that can endure 
the 1 longest are bound to triumph in the end. The 
Indian nationalists ought to know that the journey 
they have under~aken through a wilderness under a 
divine call is steep and long, and that tha promised 
Jand must continue to be completely out of their sight, 
though they may be all the same advancing· by 
degrees, until they are within a measunthle distance 
from it, !tnd it would be a grievous mistake to abandon 
the march because at. every step some faint outlines of 
its magnificent columns and spires are not visible to 
the naked eye to encourage them. Their sacred E~orip. 

ture ~ayfl-Thou only canst work and shalt live by work ; 
~tnd the Indian oationR.lists must be prepared devotedly to 
work in the. spirit of that scripture if the ultimate result 
ill to come to those who are coming after them as a. 
reward for their labours. 

It was truly observed by tbe great " Father of 
the Congress 1

' that ''every nation gets almost ~s good 
a. governmenli as it deserves.~' A civilised govetnment 
4lan and often does educate the people and sbimul~te 

• 
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iheir energies towards a healthy development of their 
•national existence; but the civic rights and liberties of a 
people have always to be acquired and can never be 
the subject of free gift from a Governmeu t. Under a 
despotic rule they are often attained through revolu· 
-tion, while under a constitutional Government they are 
acquired th~qugh a process of evolution'; But in both 
.cases it is the people who must work out their own 
destiny. Self-help is the key to success in individual as 
well as national life, and whether the weapon employed 

1be active pressure or paseive resistance, a people that 
wants to rise in the scale of nations must learn to 
stand on its own legs, Abo.ve all,. we must be true to 
ourselves. Tho,se who are false to themselves can 
·never expect others to be true to them. Confidence 
•in one's own self and tru~t in righteousness constitute 
'nearly half the success of a cause. However difficult 
the voyage may be, those who Lave launched,out in the 
name of god and the Motherland cannot afford to turn 

• ·back. Rolling and pitching, tempest-tossed and even 
with masts broken and riggings gone, they are bound to 
.proceed onwards. Resolute in their purpose, firm and 
unswerving in their devotion and invincible in their faith, 
they must be pledged to sacrifice themselves in the cause 
.of the country, looking for no other reward for their 
.labours than the blessing of God and the approbation of 
their own conscience. Mutual jealousy and spite, sus
picion and distrust, and envy and malice are the cankers 
·of national life, and these secret pests have to be care
fully guarded ~tgainst, pa.rtfcula.rly in the early stage of 
•its growth. To the Indian Nationalists, the country 
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must be hbeir religioo "taught by no priests, bu~ by 
the beating hearbs,'' and her welfare ~heir aommon 
faith " which makes the many one.'' And the one
prayet" in which they should ever join in a spirit of 
sincere humility is contained in the touching words of 
that; pious divine who cheerfully sacrificed himself in· 
the cause of suffering humanity :-

"Lead kindly light amid the encircling gloom. 
Lead thou me on! 

The night is dark and I am far from home, 
Lead thou me e>n! 

Keep thou my feet, I do not ask to see 
The distant path, one step's enough for me." 

CHAPTER XfCV. 

POSTSCRIPT. 

INDIA AND THE WAR. 

Since the foregoing chapters were mainly written· 
and partly· placed in the hands of the publishers, ·a. 
terrible war has broken out in Europe which in its dave· 
lopments has drawn all the five continents of the globe· 
into the vortex of a titanic struggle unparalleled in the· 
history of the world. As in the middle ages the Goths 
and Vandals overran the Roman Empire and towards
the middle of the fifteenth century the Tartar hordes 
of Czenghis Khan carried fire and desolation through 
Central and Southern Asia., so has German militarism, 
backed by a. Teutonic confederacy, raised a. world-wid& 
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conflagration in its insatiable thirst for a world-widec 
Empire. Solemn treaties have been openly flouted as, 
mere ''scraps of paper," sacred rights of inoffensive 
neutrality wantonly vi~lateJ under the infernal maxim· 
that 11 necessity knows no law" and a 11 chosen people," 
the boasted "salt of the earth," hurled into the fray, 
like herds of dumb driven cattle, to sweep away centu
ries of civilization by the sheer dint of the 

11 

mailed
fist" and the '' shining armour." The shrieks of 
agonizing humanity and of outraged civilization all 
over the world have risen above the thunder of roaring: 
guns and the clashing of steels, while land, sea and air' 
are all filled with infernal engines of destruction, the· 
proudest products of Western culture. European civili
zation which has ruled the , world for centuries has at 
last stood unmasked in its grim nakedness. The out
standing figures of this terrible game up to the present; 
form a rule of three K's-Kaiser, Krupp and Kultur
uhe unknown value of the fourth quanuity of which has-. 

• yet to be solved. England and France; while sharing in 
no small degree the gluttonous appetite of Europe for 
territorial aggrandisement and glory, are the only two 
countries which have ever stood in defence of Freedom's. 
cause and the just rights of .other nations, and both of 
them have flung themselves at the brunt of this conflict, 
as much in their own vital interest as in justice to. 
universal humanity and for the peace of the world •. 
India, true to her genuine devotion to the British con
nection, has, fol'getting all her domestic differences, risen. 
as one man in defence of the Empire. From the princes. 

to the peoples all are animated by a. spirit ~f chivalry,, 
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·self -sa'crifice and patriotism, and as a )result there has 
been such an outburst of loyal enthu*iasm, throughout 
the country as has almost ftstaggered the British public. 

·That public had long been treated to highly coloured 
rigmaroles about huking treason in India as a plausible 
jusLification of the repressive methods of it!'! administra
tion. The absurdities of these stories were largely 

·exposed during the King's visit; to this country in 
1911, and whai; remained of the figments of ·these 
gross lies and libels have. been completely swept away 
by the wave of enthusi.asm whioh is now surging from 

·One end of the country to the other. This spontaneous 
outburst of loyalty has not only for the time being 

·silenced the Indian bureauoracy, but has come as a com
plete surprise upon the deluded British public. The grim 
humour of the situation is not, however, without its 

·lessons. The reactionaries who had so' long cried 
sedition to jtlstify a repressive polioy have now come 
forward singing hallelujahs over. the efficienoy and 
popularity of hhe Indian administration which it is now • 

· olaimed to have evoked such gushing loyalty to the 
British Throne. When the cry of sedition . could no 
longer be sustained, these resourceful cri~ios" cleverly 
turned round to say, lo and behold! how much the 

·bureaucratic rule in India has done to evoke such ~ 
·sentiment throughout the counbr_y I They seem to be 
perfect adepts in the art of burning the candle at both 

,ends and in playing the well-known game of " head I 
win, tail you lose." But wihh the better minds of 
;England the surprise must be not a. little 'due to a. 
~living consci~usness, if not a sincere conviction, that· 
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bow little that administration has aqbually done to 
produce such a thrilling vibration throughout the 
country. Even the Times, the leading organ of con
servative opinion in England, bas been struck at this 
unexpected demonstration and ,frankly admitted that 
the Indian problem must be henceforth looked at from 
a different point of view. "On our part," says the great· 
journal, "when we have settled account wi6h the enemy,. 
India . must be allowed a more ample place in the 
counoil~;~ of the Empire." Men like Sir Valentine· 
Chirol and Lord Curzon, who are so well-known ex
ponents of conservative policy and such staunch advo
cates of bureaucratic interests, have naturally become. 
alarmed at the note sounded from such an unexpected 
quarter and have promptly entered their caveat, lest. 
judgment should hereafter go against them either by 
default or non-traverse. Evidently conscious of the 
weakness of their hollow claim for the success. of the 
bureaucratic rule they hava also reliurned to their old, 

• favourite charge against the educated community as a 
second string to their bow, and have taken upon them
selves to inform the British public that that commu
nity have no influence with the masses (they should 
have spoken with some r,eservation to conveniently meet 
some other contingency) and are altogether unaffected 
by the wave of the popular enthusiasm evoked by the 
war. These pronounced exponents of uncompromising 
imperialism are of course not insidious Gern:.an spies ; 
but their reckless utterances require to be as strictly 
censored as those of the correspondents at the front. 
At a critical time like tbe present, every other 
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·consideration, whether present or prospective, should be 
subordinated to the supreme needs of th6 Empire, and 
any one indulging in foolish diatribes calculated to 
wound the feelings and alienate the sympathies of a.ny 
section or community within that Empire must be 
guilty of a mosfi unpatriotic conducfi. Any honest man 
who bas the slightest claim to Indian experience would 
•readily admit that the distinction between the masses 
and the classes in India in matters political is not as 
sharply drawn as in Western countries and that the 
loyalty of the Indian masses who are densely ignprant 
is a passive sentiment, the active expression of which is 
·furnished by the intelligent and educated section of the 
population. The masses know as much of the Germans 
·as of the man in the moon, and if German militarism were 
to win, they would settle down as quietly under the 
''mailed fist" as they are securely ensconced behind 
the British Lion. It is the educated community that 
•know and understr;.nd the difference between the two 
and it is this section of the people alone who feel that • 
the future destiny of India can only be attained under 
a democratic constitution and not under an il!ltlat·ed 
junker rule. If it is the educated men of India who 
adversely critic,ise the Government, it is because they 
alone are capable of appreciating the spirit of the 
British constitution and are desirous of improving the 
indian administration by bringing it into line with that 
constitution and thereby securing a permanency for it. 
And at this time of imperial calamity it is these res- . 
ponsible people who are keeping the masses straight, 
-disabusing them of disquieting rumours, and inspiring 
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them with confidence in the strength as well as the 
justiue of the British cause. The educated commu
nity in India is mainly composed of the middle 
·classes, and it is these classes whom the war h.as bit 
the hardest. Yet these are the very people who 
have been most forward in not only offering their 
services to the Crown, but also in raising throughout 

. the country as much \Var relief as was possible within 
·the sr:ope of their limited resources. The Hospital Ships 
fitted up by Madras and Bombay and the Ambulance 
Corps raised in Bengal for service in Mesopotamia are 
mainly the works of the educated community and of the 
.middle classes. It is deeply to be regretted that men 
pretending to having a wide Indian experience and who 
.ought to have known better should only to serve an 
ulterior object, come forward at this juncture to feed fat 
their ancient grudge against educated India. 

It is all very well for blind imperialists to flatter 
.themselves upon t!:J.eir shortsighted and retrograde 
policy based upon old-world ideas of Government; but 
it is a matter of no small gratification to learn that 
;responsible British statesmanship is fully alive and equal 
to the situation. Both Mr. Mnntagu and Mr. Roberts, 
as Under-Secretary for India, have from time to time 
expressed themselves in no '·uncertain voice as to tbe 
correct lines upon which the Indian administration 
~equires to be revised and modified. Mr. Montagu's 
honest interpretation of Lord Hardinge's despaGch of 
August 1911 is well-known; while Mr. Roberts, s·peak
ing from his place in the House of Commons, has hankly 
.acknowledged that with the intellectual classes in Indi.a. 
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-~ this outburst of loyalty iEI "a reasoned sentiment based' 
upon considerations of enlightened self-interest," and has. 
at the same time asked the Brihisb public to alter "the· 
angle of vision " in their perspective of the Indian pro· 
blem. Following the Times, the Review of Reviews, has 
in one of its latest numbers, fairly admitted that : 

"In din, to-day occupies t1 higher place in the Empire than 
ever before, and has materially advanc.ed her claims towa.rds self. 
government, and it is inevitable that, after the war her out
standing demands should receive the most sympathetic considera
tion." ''We have", the Review adds, "made promises of self
govGrnment to Egypt, and it is ip.conceivable that we should deny 
the same privileges to India. At present India is not prossing her 
claim, but patiently awaits her just due, not as a reward, but as.· 
a right which her conduct has shown her worthy of possessing." 

IJord Haldane, a prominent member of the last 
Liberal Cabinet, at a recepbiou by tbe India~ students 
in England, said:-

"The Indian soldiers were :fighting for the liberties of huma
nHy, as much as we ourselves. India had freely given her lives 
and treasure in humanity's groat cause, hence things could not be 
loft as they were. We had been thrown together in the mighty 
struggle and had been mu.de to r:oalise out oneness, so producing 
relations between India and England which did not exist before. 
Our victoty would be victory for tho Empire as a whole .and could 
not fail to raise it to a higher level." 

These pronouncements eepresent a correct apprecia
tion of the Indian situation, and in arriving at a real and 
correct solution of .the pbe,nomenal demonstration of 
Indian loyalty. England must first thoroughly disabuse 
herself of her pre-conceived prejudices, abandon an 
ostrich-like policy and direct her vision more to the· 
future than to the past. 

The demonstration proceeds from two causes both 
potential in their nature, though one is positive while> 
the other is negative in its character. India's aii:ns 
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and aspirations are indissolubly bound up with demo· 
cratic ideas and institutions, and the people are· 
thoroughly convinced that it is the gradual development 
of these ideas and institutions which alone can enabh 
her to realise her destiny in the evolution of her national: 
life. Starting from this hypothesis, one of these causes 
is not far to seek. Before the outbreak of the war· 
the world was full of admiration for German culture,. 
Ger,PJaD enterprise and German erudition ; but educat
ed India was not very much impressed with German 
democracy, The inability of Germany to conciliate
and Germanize two of her conquered provinces equally 
civilized within a period of nearly bali a century, and thEY 
disgraceful incident which recently took place at Zab<ll'n 
incontestably proved that amidst all her grandeur and 
greatness a<quired since the war of 1870, Ge1rnany 

possessed little or nothing of popular liberty. Her 
Reichstag is only a mock imitation of the Briti&h Parlia
ment or the French Chamber and a little better thau an, 
enlarged edition of the Indian Legislative Councils which
can freely indulge in academic discussions, ask questior~s 
.and move resolutions, but for practical purposes cau no 
more shape the policy of .a despotic government than it 
can control tho action of a still more oespot)c sovereign. 
Tbe morai strength as well as the political status of a 
people must be extremely doubtful whom it is possi
ble to dupe in this age of reason and common sense by 
one man, how high his position and bowev'er strong 
his hold upon their imagination may be, by openly 
announcing that "the spirit of the Lord bas descerded, 
upon him" to lead his ":chosen people" to victory 

ll7 
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'like the wandering Israilities of old and whose blas
phemous tongue is not afraid of declaring, as it is re
,ported to have declared on the memorable 3rd of 
August, that : 

"It iR my imperial :1nd royal intention to give consideration 
to the wishes of God wi ch reg<ud to Belgium when I shall have 
oxccutecl my imperial ancl royal will with regard to France and 
the pestilent and contemptible J<Jnglish." 

Vanity of vanities before High Heavens I His im
perial and royal Majesty may be perfectly fr~ to 
,execute, if be can, his imperial and royal will as regards 
the future of France and "contemptible England"; but to , 
have the hardihood to sR.y that it is his imperial a.nd 
royal intention so to condescend as to vouchsafe his kind 
"consideration to the wishes of God " must be regarded, 
if the report be true, as the height of a menta.I derange
ment boroering on dangerous lunacy. It has been truly 
said tbali pride goeth before fall and vanity before destruc
tion, Even the great Napoleon, whose equal in military 
genius bhe world bas not yet produced, was never guilty 
of suuh arrogance not to sp(:mk of ~:~uch profanation, 
alLho<tgh kiugdom ttfter kingilom, · iucluding Germany, 
fell prostrate before him and his invincible legions 
with tmch astounding rapidity as the world has never 
witnesseil whether in 'ancient or modern times. 
'BLth aftor a,U what must be the rnor(tle and the stat\1s 
of a pflople who can believe in the superman, merge their 
existence into the State surrendering all their personal 
rights ttnd liberties and ungrudgingly acquiesce in the 
methods of military despotism ? Question of barbarism 
ap>trt, whiub seems to be no insignificant feature of 
German militarism, these facts constitute a severe 
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~ndictment of German culture and enlightenment. Indian 
·loyalty may not proceed from an affection for British 
.rt;tle, but it certainly proceeds from a dread of something 
·very much worse under German militarism. Here lies 
the negative origin of the phenomenal demonstration 

which has taken place in this country irrespective ,Of 
·colour, caste and creed. 

On the positive side, there is much to be sa.id in 
:favo~r of. the British constitution though not in favour 
of the Anglo-Indian atlminisuration. H is of course 
not to be supposed even for a moment that a people 
who have for the life-time of t1 generation bitterly 

.complained a.gainst the methodil of a bureaucratic rule 
have been suddenly transformed into an admiring erowd 
by the magic wand of a repressive policy. On the 

.contrary, their opposition to the bureaucracy is only a 
·milder reflex of their stronger hatred for German despo
tism. Bub tbe people are thoroughly impressed with t,he 
superiority of the Bt"itish constitution 'and the morality 
of the British nation. That constitution, being essenti-
ally democratic, naturall'y appeals to the sentiment and 
i.magiuatiou of a people whose national ev9Lution is. so 
largely dependent upon the gt'owth and development of 

democratic ideas and insuitutions, and which can only' be 
Jostered by a people who have thems(>lves fought for 
.personal rights and liberties and tasted the swee!n,; of free 
.citizenship. Edt1cated [ndia knows and understands tbaG 
with all its faults the British nation as a whole is inspired 
with a sense of justice and regard for truth. If in 
times past there ever was ruthless apoliation in India, 

,;it had also been occasionally followed by releutless 
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impeachmeph in England. If in the roll of Indian' 
Viceroys there h~.ve been reactionaries like Lord Dal"· 
houRie and Lord Ourzon, there have been also brilliant~ 

names like those of Canning, Bentinck, Ripon and 
Hardinge. It is a nation for whom Milton wrote and' 
Sidney died not in vain, and in whom the spirit oi 
How>trd and Wilberforce still works with undiminished· 
SWl~V. That nation cannot be fairly judged by the spirit 
of the Indian bureaucracy or the Anglo-Indian l?.ress. 
If the repeated vexations and disappointments of India 
ba.ve been very great, her hope'and confidence in England 
am still greater. The t1~sk of ameliorating her condition 
is not ftn easy one. What a mass of prejucHces bave· 
grown round hhe policy of the administration of the 
country, what an ac(lumulation of superstitions have 
found pbce in the tradition of the government, bow 
IDMlY vested interc3st>~, nob unoften incompatible with thtJ 
true well-hf'linl{ o~ the people, have asserted them~elves 
in places of power and authority, what an invin,cible 
entanglement of lHtrbed wire-fencings have been drawn 
for the protection of those interests at every assailable 
point, what an atmosphere of suspicion and distrust ha.s
been created, how deep and wide trenches have been 
dug out to keep the people outside the pale of an offi
cial hierarchy, and above all, what a solid bureaucracy 
governing tbe body-politic from top to bottom has been 
firmly established. These enormous difficulties have to, 
be overcome for a satisfactory solution of the Indian 
problem. The war. bas opened unforeseen conditions and 
a splendid opportunity .for the solution of that problem .. 
It bas at onctl dissipated the dark and threatening 
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·clouds of suspicion and distrust ann cleared the vision 
·Of the British public. lt has inspired the Indian mind 
with hope and confidence in the fruition of her long
·deferred destiny within the Empire, and it is in this 
hope and confidence that a correct explanation bas to 
be sought for the positive side of the Indian demon
stration and not in the achievements of an effete and 
uopopular bureaucracy which has so far rather bin dered 
tha,u• helped the growth of Indian attachment to the 
tlritish connection. Correctly understood, the present 
attitude of India is a s!;rong and successful protest 
against the theories and principles of that bureaucracy, 
1nrd Crewe apparently made a great mistake in addres
sing a number of young recruits for the Indian Civil 
Service in the old orthodox style that he did on a recent 
occasion. The extravagant tribute he prtid to that 
-·service was alto~ether wide of the mark and has given 
·great offence to' the people of this country. If he really 
•believes that the unique outburst of loyalty which the 
,great Wftr hfts called fodh in India is due to the bureau
cratic administration, tlaen his LcHcdship must b~ve 

·c.ompletely misread the history of the Indian adminis
·tra~ion during the last thirty years or more. The Indian 
princes are beyond the pale of the Indian Civil Service; 
while during the whole of that period there has been a 
·continuous stand-up fight between the people and the 
bureaucracy, Whatever merits that bureaucracy may 
·claim as re~ards their efficiency in other directions, con· 
ciliation is certainly not one of them. Indeed they have 
nevet· cared to conciliate the peopl!'l and have always spo· 
lken contemptuously of driving discontent underground . 
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They have throughout cried sedition'and sought to repress.
Repre'ssion may coerce, but cannot manufacture loyalty 
and partieularly such an outburst of that sentiment as. 
is flWaying the Indi<uJ mind at the present moment. 
]'or a responsible minister of the Crown, who holds in 

hiH ba.nd tbe reins of tbe Indian Government, to get 
np :-tn unnecessary ceremony to compliment the bureau
cracy i•t such a style and at r.mch a time was, to say 
the least of it, highly impolitic, and people are not "'ant
ing who have received it a.s a great disappointment., if 

not as rude shock, to their sentiments. Taking the· 
various pronouncements recently made in England both· 
for n,nrl against their cherished hopes and aspirations 
a.nd reading between them in the light of the fate of 

Lord Crewe's Bill for the refot·m of the India Council 
an(l or tbe Royal Proclamation for the establishment of an 

Execur.ive Conneilfor tbe Unilied Provinces, the people 
are !Lpt to take !t somewhat gloomy and despondent view 
of the situation, and not unnaturally apprebend thab it 
may all end in f1.uot.her repetition of what. is known as 
breaking to t,he hope while promising to the ear. But 
after all the pronouncement of t!Je Secretary of Stat.e 
may be nothing more than a convenbionnl compliment 
intended more to encourage a batch of young men in 
the honest discharge of their duty than to operate as a 
judgment on .the pending issues between the people 
and the bureaucracy. People of the Ohirol-Ourzon 
School may no doubt enter their protests in antici
pation; but the educated community in India who 
have studied the British constitution and' closely 
followed thtl trend of the British democracy may yet . 
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possess their souls in patience and confidunbly await a 
fair and impartial decision in their case when it is ripe 
for judgment. 

Good oftelil cometh out of evil and calamitous as 
the war is, it is not without its lessons for the future· 
of the world. It has dissipated the wildest dreams of 
the materialist for the establishment of universal peace· 
upon the basis of international commerce and the 
fondest hopes of the sociaiisll to establish universal: 
brotherhood by preaching agamst increase of armaments 
of war. Both these prescriptions have served only to 

aggravate the w!ftr-fever and intensify international 
jealousy and spite. A system of armed neutrality was 
devised under the cloak of which all the powers ;~. 

Europe _were running. a constant ra,ce for politimtl 
supremacy in the name of progress and enlightenment. 
Civilization, culture and even religion were made to 
contribute to that one end, and while every one cried 
peace, all were intent on disiiurbing the peace of the 

world. A fierce collision under such circumstance 
was inevitable and the armed powers of Europe have 
at last met to play the last I!>Cene of the tragic drama 
which they had so long laboured to pnt on the stage. 
The war has revealed in a ghastly ligbt the overwhelm
ing preponderance of barbarism which tbe world 
still retains amidst all her progress and advancement, 
and has clearly demonstrated tbat both the conception 
as well as the ideal of modern civilization must be 
thoroughly revised by those who profess to bold the 
future of the world in their hands if they really aim at 
peace, prosperity and happiness of God's creation. They: 
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must, to begin with, curb their consuming ajllbition and 
·gluttonous .appetite which have so far served to civilise 
the world hrgely by a proee8s of exploitation and ex
·tinetion and by substituting specimens of refined sa,va
gery for inoffensive barbarism of weaker people. Pillage, 
pltltH'Ier, incendiarism, masEHtcre and other unutterable 
·and shocking offemces on womHn and children are as 
rtunpant in modern warfare aR they were in the d~~oys 

of Alexander, and if the Thracian robber h;~n h9Em living 
to-<'lay he might well have hf'lsitahed to choo~e between 
the ancient M>~cedonian and the modem Teuton. f.Jooking 
from the stannpoint of universal hnrn'ltnity and a higher 
'ld£~al of human evolution it must be painfully admitted 
t.hn,t; modem science and nivilisation have contributed 
more to the material than to the moral progress. of the 
world; and if the present WRr succeeds in revealing to 
the West some of the higher aspects of the philosophy 
of the East, its appa,lling sacrifices in ~nan, money and 
treasures of art will not fmve been incurred wholly 
'in Vltin. 

The first; outstandiug f,mture of the war is the 
co-operation and fellowship of bhe different units of a 
consolidated Empire. It has dissipated the longstand
ing colour prejudices under which Europe claimed an 
inherent and permanent superiority over the inhabit
ants of Asia and Afriea and refused comradeship with 
them even in the grave. France, which seems to have 
·developed the highest power of assimilation, has derived 
no small advantages from her solid possessions in Africa, 
as Great Britain bas done from her vast territories in 
!t!d!a. TnrcoR, :Zuaves, Moors and the Senegalese have ... 
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added as much weight to the French army as the Sikhs, 
the Gurkhas, the J ats and the Pathans have strengthen
ed the British Expeditionary Force to the Continent. 
Fighting side by side with and against white races, these 
brave soldiers of Afdca and India have incontestably 
proved bhat the colour of the skin is enUrely due to 
climatic conditions and does not at all'connote any essen
tial distinction in the physical, intellectual and moral 
·fabrib of any race whether residing in the torrid or the 
tropical zone. Differences no doubt exist; but they are 
mostly the result of forced conditions and artificial bar
riers irrespective of all consideration·s of latitudes and 
longitudes. For the first time in the history of Europe the 
martial races of India have been ~dmitted into comrade
Rhip with the British and the colonial forces of the 
Empire and the entire population of India made to take 
a noble pride in the defence of that Empire. The war 
has made the Indian people recognise their position as 
well as their responsibility as a distinct unit-not merely 
a dependency, but a component part-of the huge fabric 
which goes by the name of the British Empire. In 
f~ct, the imperial conception of that fabric is based 
upon the posflession of India, and India naturally 
·i!xpects to be recognised as an equal partner both iH 

the rights and liabilities of the Imperial Federation 
which the war is likely to bring about, a,s the psycho
logical development and the highest strength of tbe 
'British Empire. Without the cement of fellowship and 
·equality no union can be either solid or lasting; 
·and weak in one point, whether at the base or in the 
,superstructure, the hugest fabric devised by hum an 
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skill is liable to collapse either in course of natural decay 
or whenever subjected to a test of Hs strength. 

In the next place it bas to be considered that it is
nei.ther possible nor desirable for India to aim at sovereign 
independence IJ.t the present stage of her evolution, and 
whether such a state is or is not attainable at iilOme· 
remote future period need not very much concern us at 
vresent; while it seems extremely doubtful if consistently 
with her higher aspiration for the establishfneht 
of an All-Indian Nationalism, India can ever attempt 
at such a consummation without the disruption and 
disintegration of those forces with which she has' set to 
work in building an Indian nation, It is no doubt 
along and laborious task requiring patience ~tnd perse
veranco. In the work of nation-building every genem-· 
tiou hu:s its appropl'iate task and if every generation 
wero only to contemplate tbe carvings and mouldings 
for the finishing touch of the edifico, where would 
be the less !\ttraetive foundation underground and 
tlH~ barren superstructure upon it? The work must 
be built up from the base to the top and no rational 
people can thiuk of reversing the proces~. There may 
be revolutionaries who, in their inability to grasp 
this higher conception of an All-India Confedentcy, 
dream of perfect independence as the goal of the.ir 
nationalism; while people are not wanting who seem 
to indulge in the belief tbat in the fullness of time 
Eoglan,d herself will out of her free will retire from the 
field leaving tbe people to govern the country as a free· 
and independent nation. The idea is perfectly Utopian 
and if those who entertain it are at all sincere in their 

• 
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expression, they must be quite mistakeri in their viewso 
No nation in tk!is world, whether in ancient or modern 
times, has ever shown such an example of philanthropy, 
and the British people cannot b'e expected to do that 
which is not in human nature. Besides, nations are 
not born, but by themselves a.re made. If the people· 
of India do not by degrees learn to govern themselves, 
it is ·inconceivable that a time should ever come when 
the ptlople of Great Brita,in will find an opportunity of 
relievi~g themselves of the ''white man'g burden," or 
of fulfilling "the sacred trust of Providence" of which 

so much has been said and written. Freedom and 
independence cannot be the gift of one people to 
another. They have to be acquired and sometimes, 
also extorted ; but they can never form the subject of 
a voluntary conveyance. Gi~Bn the · opp.ortnnitles 
presented by the situation created by the European 
War, it should :be tbe highest endeavour of the Indian 
nationalists calmly and vigorously to press f()rward for 
an adjustment of their outstanding claims· as well as. 
for a fair apportionment of their liabilities and res
p'onsibilities arising out of that situation. Tbo highest 
statesmanship in England should also fnwk!y recognise 
the necessities of that situation and be ready to consoli
date t;be Empire on firmer basis. Tbe Government is 
certainly bound to proceed with caution and circumspec
tion; but it is also expected to proceed with genuine 
trust and eonfidence in the people, It is not enough· 
that justico should be done to them, but the people 
should be made to feel that they do not live under a 
foreign domination. O'ne Ind·ian administrator bas told, 
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us tlntt it would be inconf:listent with Eastern character 
and tradition to expect a reward for humble and loyal 
services rendered at the present; juncture. He has of 
course not gone the l~ngth of reminding us of the 
story of the Lion and the Crane; but the appeal is 

·quite characteristic of the bureaucratic sympathies for 
the hopes and aspirat;ions of the Indian people. But 
whftt; people are there in this world who do not naturally 
oxpects a reward for their services ? Basides, the ~laim 
of lihe India.ns for self-government is not in the nature of 
ft reward for their pardcipation in the present war, bub 
as of right which they had f\dVanced long before this Wfl.r 

·broke out. There may be people who are eager to seize 
Avery opportnnity to work upon the spiritua1ism of the 
Indif1tl character to turn its attention from the material 
aspect of a sitna.tion ; but they must be very much 
mil:!tftken to think tbat the Indians of to-day can be 
made to reconcile thr~mBelves to their lot with the mere 
bribe of eternity. iTingland must be prepared in her 
own interest tio admit India into an equal partnership of 
the I~mpire. 

As words without thoughts never go to heaven, so 
promises without performance ca.n never' touch the heart 
of a people. In fact, in practical politics, promise un

·redeemed is much worse thau no promise at all. England 
has plunged herself into a desperate struggle for the 
honour and sanctity of a "scrap of paper." The Charter 

.Act of 1833, the (,Jaeeu's Proclanl!l.tion of 1858 and the 
two gracious messages of Edward VII. and George V. all 
demand that they should not be allowed to be considered 

"in any quarter as mere "scraps of paper." Now an 
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opportuniby has arrived for the redemption of the solemn 
pledges which have been so often repeated but never 
fuifilled. A great nation's #WOrd is its bona and England 
cannot consistently with her honour and greatness resile 
from the position to which she has voluntarily 
committed herself. Judging however by the fate of Lord 
Crewe's India Council Bill and of Lord Hardinge's Pro
clamation for the establishment of a Council Government 
for the U oited Provinces, not an inconsiderable section . 
of the Indian people are getting nervous as to the ulti-
mate result of the many promises held out to them 
recently in England. Tbe "angle o£ vision" may be 
changed after the war; but whether it is the angle of 
vision of the Indians or of the British people that may 
have to be altered, events, alone can prove. If the former 
be the case, it may not require too much of the gift of 
prophecy to say that the result will be simply disastrous. 
Of course there are those who sincerely indulge in the 
belief that as India bas b'een won by the sword so it 

mast be maintained by the sword, and that the grant of 
autonomy to India would be the first notice to quit 
given, to England. On the ohher band, there are those 
who with equal emphasis, though not with equal 
a.uthority, maintain that a permanent occupation of 
India by En gland is only possible upon grounds of 
perfect reciprocity as in the case of the colonies. History 
does not present a single instance where one nation 
however powerful has succeeded in permanently holding· 
another nation under subjection except through a process 
of assimilation and amalgamation. The Dominion of 
Canada, the Commonwealth· of Australia and th& 
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·Union of South Africa, which have now materially 
contributed to the strength of Great Britain, all 
furnish a striking contrast to the results of a policy 
of coercion 'IIThich Edmund Burke .in . his prophetic 
vision so clearly foresaw and to avert which be v~tinly 

. pl011ded for conciliation of America. 

THE NEW SPIRIT AND SlllLF·GOVEHNMgNT 

FOR INDIA. 

H has already been shewn that with the inaugura.
tion of the rea.ctionary policy of Lord Curzon, a New 
Spirit, ~Hose in the country. It is a serious mif!tall:e to 
confusH this new spirit with the ugly developments which 
took place ~tbout this time as a result of that policy. For 
!t long time the people had lost confidence in the progres
sive character of the adrninistm~ion and a feeling was 
sta1~nily g>l,ining ground in certain quarters that bha 

p:tssivo method of the .Oongregs bad exh~usted all its 
reHources. .And no furhher ~esulh could be expected to 
flow from it. The futility of petitions ari'd prayers was 
advanced as a strong argament to undermine the consti· 
tution of the Congress and weaken its hold upon the 
public mind. The position of the leaderB at thi8 period 
was one of extreme difficulty and embarrassment. On the 

· one hand they had to contend against opposing forces 
working from within and on the other to repel incessant 

. bureaucratic assaults delivered from without. 'l'be fhm· 
~ess and fortitude with which they however held th~ir 

·.position at this critical stage bear remarkable evidence 

• 
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·of their judgment, political insight and capacity of 
no mean order. Although the Congress from its very 
inception had started with the basel Idea of repre
·sentative institutions for India, it began with the 
·internal reforms of the administration hoping to build 
·up from the bottom to the top, For twer;ty years 
•it was mainly engaged in spade work, clearing the 
ground rmd removing the roots and branches of all 
·the tyoruy questions that beset the situation, The very 
•indifferent and inadequate success which a.ttended this 
•lahour coupled with an unsympathetic and reactionary 
policy naturall v led to a state of unrest . and largely 
-contributed to the growth of the new spirit, which has 
now manifested itself in a clear and open demand for 
·self-government. Those who complacently advise the 
.people stilt to work at the base apparently forget t.hat 
they want them to retrace their step and prpceed upon 
a line which has long been tried and found infractuous. 
,Congressmen have found to their bitter experience that 
all attempts at irrigating and fructifying the plain with
out securing the supply of the fountain-head and re
moving the impediments and obstructions to an un
interrupted flow of the stream are vain and delusive; 
,for strike as hard as you can and dig as long as you 
may choose, if the SC!Urce spring will refuse its supply 
all your efforts are bound to end in disappointment, 
"The constitution of a government is the only key to un
·fold its internal administration. It is the "open sesame" 
to a bureaucratic rule whose iron portals will yield 
neither to " open wheat " nor "open Barley " however 
,patiently and persistently u may cry it, 
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The Congress which had so long urged for an ex-· 
pansion of the Legislative Councils DOW acquired a. 
deeper insight and grasped a more definite idea for the· 
realization of its aims. In 1904 it formulateli a resolu
tion for an effective Representation of the people in the· 
higher administration of the country and this resolution 
was re-affirmed in the Congress o~ 1905. But it was 
not until the memorable session of 1906 that a formal 

· demand for Self-Government within the Empire W<\S • 
plainly and definitely put forward. The Partition of 
Bengal proved to be the last straw on the camel's. back 
and the New Rpirit burst forth throughout the country. 
Small section of fiery youngmen seized with the ideas of 
tbe Irish Sein Fein got out of ·hand and a series of repres
sive measures followed in quick succession. Tbe 
Congress, however, held on firm and unassailable. The 
split at Surat no doubt weakened its rank; but tho New 
spirit which was perfectly legitimate and quite a!l wide 
of any revolutionary ideas as the poles as under continued 
to gather strength both in and outside the Congress 
in spite of the many adverse circumstances which bese~ 

it. H inspired both the moderates and extremists and 
recognised self-government as the only remedy for the 
evils from which the country suffered. The waning 
enthusiasm for the Congress was however not due to 
the operation of the repressive measures but to two other 
causes both internal in their charactec. In the first 
place, it was the suicidal defection of one entire wing of 
the Nationalist party, and in the second place the serious 
aloofness which still possessed the important Mahome
and community. .Attempts were however made from' 
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time to time' both through the' press as well as the 
platforms to remove the~e causes until the Allahabad 
Congress of 1910 when Sir William Wedderburn made a 
vigorous effort not only to reunite both the wings of 
the Nationalists, but also to remove the wedge 
which had been driven deep to split up the Hindu 
and the Mussalman communities en bloc, The com
munal representation in the one case and the con
vention creed' in the other were the two main stumbling 
blocks in the way of the settlement of these vexed 
questions. The labours of some of the advanced and 
patriotic Mahomedan leaders towards the solutior;. of 
the Hindu-Mabomedan question were most helpful to 

- the common cause. The first step towards an effec· 
tive rapproachment was however not taken until 1915 
when the Congress under the presidency of Sir S. P. 
Sinha and the Moslem League under the presidency 
of Mr. Mazar-ul-H~que 1cimuHaneously held their 
session in Bombay. But though this was a decisive 
step in advance, an unforeseen incident for which 
neither the Hindus nor the Moslems were respon· 
sible advanced th~ cause of union still further. The 
local authorities, as is often the case with a short-sighted 
and nervous bureaucracy, most imprudently interfered 
with the proceedings of the League and this at once 
dispelled what remained of the fantastic delusion of 
the Moslem community for a separate and independent 
realization of their destiny. Both the League and the 
Congress now formed Committees 
common scheme for the attainment 
destiny within the Empire. 

28 
• 

to formulate a 
of their common 
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At this stage a masterful personality appeared on 
hhe scene. Mrs. Annie. Besanb who bad long conse
crated her life to Lhe services of Ler adoptive motherland 
now came out with Ler proposal for starting J:ll Home 
Rule League for India. In 1915 she consulted a 
riumber of Congress leaders, many of whom approved of 
the idea and ad vised her not to launch it as a distinctly 
independent organization but only as supplementary to 
and working in harmony with the Congress move~ent. 
To this she readily agreed and a number of Congress
men, including the Grand Old Man, expressed their 
adherence to this plan of her campaign. '!'here were of 
course some among the old Congressmen who• regarded 
her as being extremely impulsive and viewed her 
method with distrust, although none questioned the 
honesty, integrity and sincerity of her purpol:le. 

The new spirit; thus g1~ined ~o)miderable strength 
from different sources and directions ; while a devastat
ing war broadened its vitlion a8 rtJgurds the immediate 
future destiny of the count,ry as u component unit of 
the Empire. Self-Government Lad long been the aim 
of the Congress as boiug the trutJ reml:ldy for the grave 
situation in this country. It uow ,became its watchword 
and battle-cry in the bloodless evolution which was 
silently marking its progress upon the dial of its destiny, 

During the following 'year both the All-India Con
gress Committee, in consultation with its various Provin
cial Committees, and the representatives of the All-India 
Moslem League worked strenuously and after many a 
stormy debate. arrived at a solution of the vexed question 
of communal representation which was raised in some 

• 
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of the Provinces and nowhere wasthis thorny question 
more hotly contested or keenly debated than in the 
Uniten Provincefl. Tho whole scheme was finally sub· 
mitted to the decision of a joint Conference of the. leaders 
of all 'the communities, which met at Lucknow on the 
eve of the thirty-first. session of the Congress and the 
ninth session of the All-India Moslem League. 

In the meantime the Government of Lord ChelmB· 
ford-was understood to have arrangeil for a despatch to 
the Secretary of State for India touching some of the post
war reforms for this country and the non-official mem
bers of the Imperial L'lgislative Council who wore then 
at Delhi at once hastened to Anbmib to .the Governmenb 
a memorandum based on the lines formulated by the 
various Committees of the Congress and the League. The 
finishing touch to this new movement inaugurated by a 
new spirit was however reserved for the nexb session of 
the Indian N ationa.l Congress which was the most bril
liant se~sion aver held since its birth. The 31st Indian 
National Congress h<illd at Imcknow on the 28th, 29th, 
~Oth and 3bt Da0ember 1916 war; nat only an epoch· 
making session, hnt it; fully indicated its title as a truly 
national as8embly. The Hinilus and Mussalmans for 
the first time openly joiner1 hands cand the moderates 
anil. ex~rernists who rnd parted company since the Surat 
split lJ,gain closed their ranks to make a united demand 
for selF-government; under the &Jgifl of the Briliish Crown. 
Men like Sir R:tshhehary Ghos'l, Snrenil.ra Nath Banerjee, 
Ma!lan Mohan Malaviyq,., Bhupen!lra Na!;h Basn and 
N. M. S:uoarbh sat side by side with 1}1:esst·s. Tilak, 
J{haparde, Govinda Raghava Iyer and others ; while thE} 
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indomitable Mrs. Annie Besant who had grown gray in 
the service of her adoptive Motherland, came there 
accompanied by her trusted disciples Messrs. Arundale 
and Wadia and true to her Celtic blood raised the cry of 
"Home Rule for India". Mahomedan leaders like the 
patriotic Rajah of Mahmudahad, Mr. Mazar-ul-Haque, 
Mr. A. Rusaul and Mr. Mahomed Ali Jinnah worthily 
represented their community. The two South African 
heroes, Messrs, Gandhi and Polak, were also thenf and 
then took an active part in its deliberations. Thus it was 
a unique session of the Congress in which all classes .and 
communities, as well as every political school in the 
n'onntry, were fully represented. An entire day was given 
for the discussions of the Subjects Committee which 
finally settled the scheme of self-government formulated 
by the committees of the Congress and the League and 
very nearly the whole of a day was taken in the Congress 
by a fnll-dressed debate upon this vital question. The 
scheme was read clause by clau'Ae and almost all the 
leading men in the varioml provinces took active part in 
the discussion. At the dose of the prolonged and interest
ing debate a resolution, embodying the scheme which laiii 
down the demands of the peopl<J to be given effect to in 
the readjustment of the Empire after the close of the 
war was unanimously adopted, the whole of the vast 
assembly of delegates and visitors standing in response to 
a call from the chair and cheering with repeated and deaf
ening shouts of Bande IY!atararn. On the following day 
this scheme was also adopted by tb.e All-India. Moslem 
League without a division. ,Th~ Congress adopted a further 
resolution calling upon the.v~u·jous Congress Committees 

• 
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and other organised bodies and associations to start 
propagandist work throughout the country to give effect 
to the scheme. The whole country at once caught the fire 
and rang with the cry o{ seH-govern1:11ent and no province 
took up the question earlier or with greater earnestness 
than Madras under the auspices of the Home Rule 
League of which Mrs. Besant was the central figure and 
the guiding spirit. 

l>ts in Bombay so at Luck now an unpleasant incident 
· took place which was quite illustrative of the nervous 
meddlesomenese of the Indian bureaucracy whieh like 
the proverbial tiger, bas the habit of aggravating its own 
sore by con stan tl.y licking it. Shortly before the Congress 
week a most gratuitous and offensive letter was issued 
from the U. P. Government Secretariat warning the 
Chairman of the Reception Committee and its General 
Secretary againRt the use of any serlitious speeches at 
the Congress and apparently so great was the anxiety of 
the authorities that a copy of this letter was served also 
on the President-Eleet through the Governmenb of 
Bengal. The Chairman and the Secretary gave a 
fit:m and pertinent reply to this uncalled for communica
tion, while the President took no notice of iii, JullgiLJg 
from the reeent strange proceedings of the Bombay 
and the Berar Governments prohibiting Mrs. Annie 
Besant from entering their territories mai1y were the 
people who apprehended that this letter of the U. P. 
Government was only a prelude to a still more untoward 
development at Lucknow. The good sense of the 
Lieutenant-Governor, however, prevailed and averted 
any further unpleasantness. On the second dny Sir 
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James Meston accompanied by T.JfLily Meston and 
attended by his staff eame to the Congress. The Presi· 
dent gave hirn a fitting welcome on behf1lf of tbe 
Congress anr1 Sit· Ja.rn(~S gave a most syrnpl).thetic reply, 
Thus the !aRt lingering mist of swwicion and irritation 
which still hung over the delegates was at once removed, 
a.nd the work of the Congress, as well as the League, 
to which also Sir James Meston paid a similar visit, 
went off' smoothly and without a hiteh. 

The remarkable succegg of the historic se'ssion of the 
Con~gress was as far as its local interest was concerned 
largely due to the untiring ZeA,J an(! patriotic devotion 
of two men-the R>tjah of Mahmudabail, one of th~ 

premier Taluqdars of Oudh, and Mr. Gokarftn Nath 
Misra, the energetic General Secretary of the Reception 
Committee, who stumped the whole province and roused 
the people to a pitch of en!;husiasm unsurpassed in the 
history of the Congress. Mr. Bishen Narain Dhar who 
had been fitly selected !tB tho Chairman of thl~ Reception 
Committee suddenly clicd and Mr. Jaga,t N1u·ain, another 
sound and silent worker in tho cause of the OongrllRR, at 
once stepped to fill the vaca,nt ch:\ir and worthi.ly 
did he fill it. But above all it was the visible 
manifest:ttion of. the new spirit, which had taken a full 
decH.de slowly but steadily to develop itself amidst 
repeated defeats and disappointments that at last burs.t 
upon the country 'l'ith a world-wide struggle between 
Imperialism and Democracy and rftised the cry of con
stitutionnl freedom for India within the cba,rmed circle 
of the great British Empire, as boing the only rational 
solution of the Indian problem and the concrete basifi of 
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a permanent settlement of the indissoluble link between 
Great Britain and India. 

It ought to be fairly recognised that India disen· 
franchis<:Jd, emasculated and discontented is a source of 
weakness to Great Britain. India is no doubt the most 
valuable asset of her imperial greatness ; but aH her 
immense internal resources both in men as well as 
materials stand at present practically as a dead stock in 
her bali-nee-sheet. A vast counLry like India with her 
teeming millions numbering five times the population of 
Germany should alone !}ave furnh:had at; the present 
juncture au effective reply to German militarism and 
closed all discussion about compulsory military .service 
in Great Britain. These facts never received any serious 
consideration until the present crisis forced them upon 
the attention of responsible men in England. At a 
meeting of the Royal Col'onial Institute presided over by 
the Right lion' ble Mr. Hobhouse, vv bo was the President 
of the Royal Commissio,n on Deceutralization and not 

• long ago a member of the Cabinet, Colonel .Sir Francis 
Younghusband wit,h his intimate knowledge of India 
and the characteds liic frankness of a soldier' said, that 

• " as regards the future of India it could safely be predict
ed that new conditions would arise, the old demand of 
Indians for commissions in , the army would be 
pressed ; there would be demt\nds for a more definite 
share in the Councils of the Empire, a larger part in 
the managG<ment of their own affairs, right to bear 
arms and to volunteer and a more equal social position." 
Then at a recent meeting held at Guildhall at the instance 
of the Lord Mayor, Mr. Asquith, the premier, and Mr • 
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Bonar Law, the rest while leader of the Opposition and 
both now united in a coalition ministry, have given a 
joint pltJdgefor the rmtdjustmen!; of India's position in 
the Councils of the I!lmpire after the war is over. But, 
to quote the words of Mr. Bomu Law, why the thing 
'should not be done " while the metal was still glowing 
red-hot from the furnace of tho war,'' and the promised 
rewards o£ India's comradeship and co-operation should 
be all relegated to the indefinite future and not one ~f them 
even shadowed forth in the present programme of the 
Imperial Government, seems to be inexplicable; while 
here in India there seems to be not the slightest indica
tion of a disposition to treat the situation otherwise than 
as quite normal in its conditions and requirementiil, 
Scrlptics are not, therefore, altogether wanting in this 
count.ry who grftvely shake their beads at the future 
prospects supposea to hrwe been at last opened out by 
this terrible revolutionary war and warn the bulk of 
the people not ~o be over-sanguine in t.beir expectations 
to 11void the rude Rhock of a biLter di8appointrnout. 

The military cttreer which after 30 years of V~J-in 

but persistent e.fforts has recently been opened to the 
Indians is a great step in advance towards the forma
tion of a natioual militia and it would be a fatal blunder 
if the people notwithstanding all the defects, disabili
ties and discour~gements of the system do not ungrudg
ingly seize this opportunity to establish their first claim 
to a legitimate and adequate share in a responsible 
government for the country. 

Everything turns on the question of mutual trust 
a.nd confidence. If England really 'believes in the fidelity 
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of India and is more deeply inspired by 'a higher 
policy of prospeotive greatness than by any short· 
sighted consideration of immediate loss and gain, the 
dichanes of self-interest alone will induce her care
fully to tend and nourish the goose that lays the golden 
egg. Bub if, on the other hand, her feeling towards 
fndia be such as to dispose her to hand her over even 
to her worst enemies rather than to the Indians them
selVOIS, no amount of argument will satisfy her that 
she bas not muddied the water and need not, therefore 
be condemned to the lat~t penalty for her action. H is: 
ho\vever, only fair to presume that a nation that sacri
ficed millions upon millions for the liberation of enslav
ed humanity and which has always stood forth to defend 
freedom's cause wherever threatened by the vaulting 
a.mbitionof military despotism, is not likily easily to 
go back upon its solemn pledges, falsify it;; best tradi
tions and stultify itself before the eyes of the world. 
Great Br.itain does not appear to have passed the 
meridian of . her greatness and a nation in its ascend
ing node with all its lapses bas always a motion up· 
wards. Besides, if the longivity of a nation, like that 
of an individual, is to be judged by its achievements 
and not simply by its earthly duration, the question 
easily yields to but one solution. Then if at some 
:remote period in the fullness of time and in the dis
pensation of Providenae the inevitable hour should come 
.when Great ,Britain must fall, may she so fall fulfilling 
her "divine mission" and covered with imperishable 
glory blazing forth through distant ages in 'the annals 
of an emancipated people. Bande Mataram . 
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CONSTITUTION 
OF THE 

INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS ORGANISATION. 

(.As •adopted by the Oongnss of 1908, amended by the 
Congress of 1911, and further amended 

by the Oong1·ess of 1.912.) 

ARTICLE I. 
OBJECTS, 

The objects of the Indian National Congress are the attain· 
ment by the people of India of a system of government similar to 
that enjoyed by the self.governing members of the British Empire 
and a participation \Jy them in the rights and respon~ibilitit'S of 
the Empire on equal terms with ~hose members. These objects 
are to be achieved by constitutional maans by bringing about a 
steaay reform of the existing system of administration and by 
promoting national unity, fostering public spirit and developing 
and organising the intellectual, moral, economic and industrial 
resources of the country, 

·ARTICLE II. 
Every delegate to the Indian National Congress shall express 

in writing his acceptance of the objects of the Congress as laid 
down in Article I. of this Constitution and his willingness to abide 
by this cons~itution and by the rules of the Congress hereto 
appended. 

SESSIONS OF THE CONGRESS. 
ARTICLE III. 

(a) The Indian National Congress shall ordinarily meet 
once every year during Christmas holidays at such town as may 
have been decided upon at the previous session of the Congress. 

(b) If no such decision has been arrived at, the All-India 
Congress Committee shall decide the matter, 
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(c) An extraordinary ses~ion of the Congress may be sum
moned by the All-India Congress Committee, either of its own 
motion or on the requisition of a majority of the Pwvincial Con
,gress Committees, .wherever and whenever it may deem it advisa.ble 
to hold such session. v 

(d) It shall be open to the All-India Cong~ess Committee 
to change the venue of the Congress to some other town .when 
such change is deemed by it to be neoessary or desirable owing to 
serious or unforeseen difficuhies or other contingencies of a like 
nature, 

COMPONENT PARTS OF THE ORGANISATION. 

ARTICLE IV. 
The Indian National Congress Organisation will consist of:
(a) The Indian Nationa.l Congress. 
(b) Provincial Congress Committees. 
(o) District Congress Committees. 
(d) Sub-divisional or Taluka Congress Committees affiliated 

to the District Congress Committees. 
(e) Politio~tl Asspoiations or Public Bodies recognised by 

the Proviuoial Congress Committees. 
(j) The All-India Congress Committee. 
(g) The British Committee of the Congress; and 
(h) Bodies formed or organised periodically by a Provin

<lia.l Congress Committee, such as the Provincial or District Con
ference or the Reception Committee of the Congress or Confe
rence for the year. 

ARTICLE V. 
No person shall be eligible to be a member of any of the Pro

vincial or District or other Congress Committees unless he has· 
1itttained the age of 21 and expresses in writing his acceptance of 
the objects of the Congress as laid down in Article I. of this Con
stitution aud his willingness to abide by this constitution and by 
the)ules of the Congress hereto appended. 

PROVINCIAL CONGRESS COMMITTEES, 

ARTICLE VI. 
(a) To act for the Province in Congress matters and for 

organising Provincial or Di~trict Conferences in su.oh manner as 
it may deem proper, there shall be a Provincial Congress Commit
tee with its headquarters at the chief town of the Province in eaoh 
of the following nine Provinces :-
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1. Madras. II. Bombay. III. United Bengal, IV. United 
!Provinces. V. :Punjab (including N. W. Frontier Provinces). 
'VI. Central Provinces. VII. Behar and Orissa. VIII. Berar; 
.and IX. Burma. 

ARTICLE VII. 

Every Provineial Congress Committee will consist of :-
(a) Such persons in the Province as may have attended as 

many sessions of the Congress as delegates as may be determined 
by each Provincial Congress Committee for its own Province. 

(b) Representatives eiected in accordance with its terms of 
,affiliation by every affiliated District Congress Committee. 

(~) As many representatives of recognised Political Associa
tions or Public Bodies referred to in Clause (e) of Article IV. as 

··each Provincial Congress Committee may think fit to determine. 
(d) All such ex-Presidents of the Congress or ex-Chairmen 

·of Reception Committees of the Congress as ordinarily reside 
within the jurisdiction of the Provincial Congress Committee and 
'may not have been enrolled as members of the said Committee in 
.accordance with Clause (b) of Article VI. or by virtue of the 
provisions .contained in any of the foregoing Clauses of this 
Article. 

(e) The General Secretary or Secretaries of the Congress 
·ordinarily residing within th~ jurisdiction o! the Provincial Con
,gress Committee, such General Secretary of Secret.nies being 
added as ex officio member or members of t;he said Committee, 

ARTICLE VI1I. 

Every member of the Provincial Congress Committee shall 
'pay an annual subscription of not less th11n Rs. 5. 

DISTRICT OR OTIIER CONGRESS COMMITTEES OR ASSOCIATIONS, 

-ARTICLE IX. 

The Provincial Congress Committee shall have affiliated to 
itself a District Congress Committee or Association for each Dis

·trict, wherever possible, or for such other areas in the Province as 
it deems proper, subject to such conditions or terms of affiliation 
·as H may deem expedient or necessary. It will be the duty of the 
District Congress Committee or Association to act for the District 
·in Congress matters wi&h the eo-operation of any Sub-divisional 
.or Taluka Congress Committoos which may be organised and 
affiliated to it, subject in all cases to &he general control and 

-a.pproval of the Provin.aial Congress Committee; 
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ARTICLE X. 
Every member of the District Congress Committee or Asso• 

oiation shall either be a resident of the District or shall have a.. 
substantial interest in the District and shall pay an annual sub
scriptirm of not less than one Rupee. 

ARTICLE XI. 
No District Congress Committee or Association or Public· 

Body referred to in Chmses (c) & (e) of Article IV. shall be entitled 
to return representatives to the Provincial Congress Committee 
or Delegates to the Congress or to the Provinci>tl Conference un
less it contributes to the Provincia, Congress Committee such· 
annual subscription as may be determined by the latter. • 

ARTICLE XII. 
Each Provincial Congress Committee shall frame its own· 

rules not inconsistent with the constitution and the rules of the· 
Congress. No District or other Congress Committee or Associ a. 
tion mentioned in Article IX shall frame any rules inconsistent 
with those framed by the Provincial Congress Committee to which· 
it is affiliated. 

THE ALL-INDIA CONGRESS COMMITTEE. 
ARTICLE XIII. 

The All-India. Congress Committee shall, as far as possible, be· 
constituted as hereinbelow laid down:-

15 Representatives of Madras. 
15 ., ., Bombay. 
20 , United Bengal (incluiling Assam). 
15 , , United Provinces, · 
13 , , Punjab (including N. W. Frontier· 

Provinces). 
7 , , Central Provinces, 

15 , Behar and Orissa. 
5 , Berar ; and 
2 , , Burma 

provided, as far as possible, that 1/5th of the total number of 
representatives shall be Mahomeda.ns. 

All ex-Presidents of the Congress residing or present in 
India, and the General Secretaries of the Congress, who shall also· 
be ex-officio General Secretaries of the All-India Congress Com
mittee, shall be ex-officio members in addition, 

ARTICLE XIV. 
'l'he representatives of each Province shall be elected by its 

Provincial Congress Committee at a meeting held, as far as· 
possible, before the 30th of November for each year, If any 
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lProvinoial Congress Committee fail to elect its representatives, the 
said representatives shall be elected by the delegates for thali 
Province present at the ensuing Congress. In either case, the 
representatives of each. province shall be elected from among the 
'members of its Provincial Congress Committee, and the election 
shall be made, as far as possible, with due regard to the proviso 
in Article XIII, 

.ARTICLE XV. 
The names of the representatives so elected by the different 

Provinces shall be communicated to the General Secretaries. 
These together with the names of the ex officio members shall be 
.annoinced at the Congress. 

ARTICLE XVI. 
The President of the Congress at which the All-India Congress 

Committee comes into existence shall., if he ordinarily resides in 
India, be ex officio i'resident of ~he All-India Congress Committee, 
In his absence ~he members of the All-India Congress Commi~tee 
may elect their own President. 

ARTICLE XVII. 
(a) The All-India Congress Committee so constituted shall 

'hold office from the date of its appointment au the Coagress till 
the appointment of the new Committee. 

(b) If any va.oanoy arises by death, resignation or otherwise 
•the rema.ining members of the Province, in respect of which the 
vacancy has arisen, shall be competent to fill it up for the remain
.ing period. 

ARTICLE XVIII. 
(a~ It will be the duty of the All-India Congress Committee 

~o taKe such st~ps as it may deem expedient and practicable to 
·carry on the work and propaganda. of the Congress and it shall 
·have the power to deal with all such matters of great importance 
·Or urgency as may require to be disposed of in the name of and 
for the p!lrposes of the Congress, in addition to matters specified 
in this oonsuiGuuion as fallmg within its powers or funcuions. 

(b) The decision of the All-India Congress Committee shall, 
in every case a.bove referred to, be final a.nd binding on the 
'Congress and on the Reception Committee or the Provincia.!· 
·Congress Committee, as the case may be, that may be affected by 
it. 

ARTICLE XIX. 
On the requisition in writing of not less than 20 of its 

members, the General Secretaries shall convene a meeting of the 
All-India Congress Committee at the earliest possible time • 
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ELECTORATES AND DELEGATES·. 
ARTIOLE XX. 

The right of electing delegates to the lndian National' 
Congress shall vest in (1) the Btitish Committee of the Congress ;-' 
(2) Provincial or District or other .Congress Committees or 
Associations formed or affiliated as hereinabove laid down ; (31 
suoh Politic.al As&ooiations or Public Bodies of more than two 
years' standing as may be recognised in than behalf by the 
Provincial Congress Committee of the Province to which the 
Political Association or Public Body belongs ; (4) Political Associa
tions of British Indians resident outside British India of morae 
tha.n two years' standing Ncogniaed by tbe Ali-IndiR. Congress 
Committee, <1nd (5) Public Meetings convened by Provind'lal or 
Disttiot Congress Committees or other recognised bocilies. ' 

ARTICLE XXI. 
All delegates to the Indian National Congress shall pay a fe& 

of Rs. 10 e:tah and shall be not less than Ill years of age at the 
date of election·, 

RECEPTION COMMITTEE OF THE CONGRESS. 

ARTICLE XXII. 
(a) The Provincial Congress Committee of the Province in 

which the Congress is to be held shall take steps to form a Recep
tion Committee for the Congress. Everyone, who ordinarily 
tesides in the Province, fulfils the conditions laid down in Article 
V. q£ this Constitution and pays such contribution as may be 
determined by the Provinoia.l Congress Committee, shall be· 
eligible to be a member of the Reception Committee. 

(bl No one who .is only a member of the Reception Committee 
but not .a delegate, shall be allowed to vote or take part in the 

, debate at the Congress, 
(c) The Reception Committee shall be bound to provide the 

necessary funds for meeting all lrhe expenses of the Congress as 
also the oost of preparing, priJ?.ting, publishing, and dis~tibuting 
the Report of the Congress. 

ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT. 
ARTICLE XXIII. 

(a) The several Provincial Congress Committees shall by the 
end of June suggest to the Reception Committee the names of 
persons whol are in their opinion eligible for the Presidentship of 
the Congress, and the Reception Committee shall in th9 first week 
of July submit to all the Provincial Congress Committees the 
names as suggested for their final recommendations, provided tbali 
such final recommendation will be of any one'but not more of suolil 
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names, and the Reception Committee shall meet in the month of 
August to consider such recommendations. If the person reeom
mended by a majority of the Provincial Congress Committees is 
accepted by a majority of the members of the Reception Cammit~ee
present at a special meeting called for the purpose, that pers,on shaU 
be the President of the next Congress. If, however, the Receptiou 
Committee is unable to accept the President recom;:nended by the 
Provincial Congress Committees or in the case of emergency by 
resignation, death or otherwise of the President elected in mann9r· 
the matter aforesaid shall forth with be referred by it; to the All
India Congress Committee, whose decision sh"'ll b~ arrived at, as. 
far as possible, before the end of September. In either case, the· 
election shall be final : 

Provided that in no case shall be person so elected President. 
belong to the Province in which the Congress is to be held. 

(b) There shall be no formal election of the President by or
in the Congress, but merely the adoption (in accordance with the 
provisions in that beh~,lf laid crown in Rule 3, Clause (b) of the 
"Rules'' hereto appended) of a form>tl resolution requesting the· 
.President, already .elected in the manner hereinabove laid down,. 
to take the chair. 

SUBJECTS COMMITTEE. 

ARTICLE XXIV. 
The Subjects Committee to be appointed at each session of 

the Congress to settle its· programme of business to be transacted 
shall, as far as possible, consist of:·-

Not more than 15 Representatives of Madras. 
, 15 Bombay. 
, 20 , United Bengal. 

. " 
" 
" 

15 United Provinces. 
13 Punjab (including 

7 
15 

5 
2 
5 " " 

N. W. F. Province). 
Central Provinces. 
Behar and Orissa, 
Berar. 
Burma, 
British Committee of the 

Congress. 
And additional 10 

" the Province in which 
the Congress is held. 

All the above:mentioned renresent.atives being elected in ac
cordance with Rule 9 of the "Rnles" hereto appended, by the 
delegates attending the Congress from the respective Provinces. 

The President of the Congress for the year, the Chairman of 
the Reception Committee of the year, all ex-Presidents of the 
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'Congress and ex-Chairmen or'Recepthm Committees, the General 
·secretaries of the Congre~s, the local Secret<Hies of the Congress 
•for the year, nor. exceedingsix in number, and all the members of 
·the All-India Congress Committ.ee for the year, shall in addition 
be ex officio members of the Subjects Committee, 

ARTICLE XXV, 
The President of the Congress for the year shall be ex1 nfficio 

,Chairm1\n of the Subjects Committee, and he may nomiwHe 5 
delegates to the Subjects Committee to represent minorities or to 
make up such defioienoiea as he may think necessary. 

ARTICLE XXVI. 

CONTENTIOUS SUBJECTS 

AND 

INTERESTS OF MINOHITIES. 

• 

(a) No subject shall be passed for discussion by the Subjects 
·Committee or allowed to be disou'!!sed at any Congress by the 
President thereof, to the introduction of which the Hindu or 
Mahomedan delegates, as a body, object by a majority of ~ths of 
•thnir number; and if, after the discussion of any subject, whioh 
has..)leen admitted for discussion, io shall appear that the Hindu 
·Or Mahomedan delegates as a body, are by a ma.jority of ~ths of 
their number opposed to the resolution whioh it is proposed to 
·pass thereon, such resolution shall be dropped ; provided tba~ in 
both these oases the ~ths mentioned above shall n<Dt be less than a. 
4th of the total numoer of delegates assembled at the Congress, 

(b) In any representations which the Congress may make or 
in any demands which it may put forwa.rd for the larger associa
tion of the people of India with the administration of the country, 
,the interests of minorities shall be duly safeguarded. 

VOTING AT THE CONGRESS, 

ARTICLE XXVII. 
Ordinarily, all questions shall be decided by a majority of 

'Votes as laid down in Rule 21 of the "Rules" hereto appended, 
but in oases falling under Article XXX. of this Constitution or 

'whenever a division is duly asked for in aocordanoe with Rule 2! 
·of the" Rules" hereto appended, the voting at the Congress shall 
be by Provinces only. In cases falling under Clause (1) of Article 
XXX, each Province shall have one vote to be given as determin
ed by a. majority of its delegates present at th•e Congress. In 
all other oases of voting by Provinces, the vote of each Province, 
determined as aforesaid, shail be equivaient to the number of 
representatives assigned to the Provmce in constituting the All
India Congress Committee . 
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THE BRITISB COMMITTEE OF THE CONGRESS, 

.ARTICLE XXVIII. 
The Reception Committee of the Province, in which the 

Congress is held, shall remit to the British Committee of the 
<Congress through the General Secretaries of the Congress half 
the amount of the fees received by it from delegates, subject to a 
'minimum of Rs. (3,000) ~hree thousand. 

GENERAL SECRETARIES, 

. ARTICLE XXIX. 
(a• The Indian National Congress shall have two General 

Secreliaries who shall be annually elected by the Congress. They 
, shall be responsible for the preparation, publication and distribu
tion of the Report of the Congress, and they shall submit a full 
account of the funds which may come into their hands and a 
·report of the work of the year to the All-India Congress Commit
tee at a meeting to be held at the place and about the time of the 

·session of the Congress for the year; and copies of such account 
and report shall be previously sent to all lihe Provincial Congress 

, Committees. 
(b) Tbe All-India Congress Committee shall make adequate 

provision for the expenses of the work devolving on the General 
Secretaries, either out of the surplus at the disposal of the Re

. caption Committee or by calling upon the Provincial Congress 
•Committees to make such contribution as it may deem fit to 
.apportion among them, 

CHANGES IN THE CONSTITUTION OF RULES . 

. A.RTIOLE XXX. 

No addition, alteration or amendment shall be made (1) in 
.ArLicle I. of this Constitution except by annanimous vote of all 
the Provinces, and (2) in the rest of this Constitution or in the 
"Rules ,. hereto appended except by a majority of not less than 
two-thirds of the votes of the Provinces, provided, in either case, 
that no motion for any such addition, aheration or amendment 

, shall be brought before the Congress unless it has been previously 
accepted by the Subjects Committee of the Congress for the 

:year, 
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RULES 

FOR THE CONDUCT AND REGULATION 

OF THE 

INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS MEETING 

(As adopted by the Congress of 1908, 1911 and 19J.2.) 

1. The Indian National Congress shall ordinarily hold an 
annual session at such place as may have been decided upon in 
accordance with Article III. of the "Constitution " and on such 
days during Christmas week as may be fixed by the Reception Com
mittee. An Extraordinary Session of the Congress shall be held at 
such town and on such days as the Ali.India Congress Committee 
may determine. 

2. Each Congress Session shall open with a meeting of the 
delegates at such time· and place as may be notified by the Reoep
tiqn Committee. The time and place of subsequent sittings of the 
Session shall be fixed and announced by tb.e President of the 
Congress. 

3. The proceedings on the opening day and at the ftirst sit
ting of each Congress Session shall, as far as .possible, consist 
of:-

(a) The Chairman of the Reception Committee's inaugnrl).~ 
address of welcome to the delegates. 

(b) The adoption of a formal resolution, to be moyed. second
ed and supported by suoh delegates as the Chairman of 
the Reception Committee invites or permits, t'equesting 
the President elected by the Reception Committee ot 
the All-India Congress Committee, as the case may be, 
to take the chair, no opposition by way of a motion for 
amendment, adjournment or otherwise baing allowed 
to postpone or prevent the carrying out of the said: 
resolntion. 

(c) The President's taking the chair and his inaugural 
address. 

(cl) Reading or distribution of the Report, if any, of the· 
All-Iadia. Congress Committee ,and any statement tb.at, 
the General Secretaries may have to make . 
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(e) Any formal motions of thanks, congratulations, condo
lence, eto. ,.as the Presiden~ o! the Congress may choose 
to move from the chair, 

(/) The adjournment of the Congress for the appointment. 
of the Subjects Committee and the announcement by 
the Presiden~ of the time and place of the meetings of 
the delegates .of the different Provinces for the election 
of the members of the Subjects Committee and also of 
the first meeting of the Subjects Committee. 

4. No other business or motior:.s in any form shall be allowed. 
at the opening sitting of the Congress Session. 

5 .• The Chairman of the Reception Committee shall preside 
over the assembly at the first sitting until the Eresideilt takes the 
chair. The President of the Congress shall preside at all sittings 
of the Congress S'ession aH well as at all meetinga of the Subjects. 
Committee. In oase of his absence and during such absence, any 
ex-President of the Congress present, who may be nominated by 

-the President, and in case no.ex:-President is a\'lailable, the Chair
man of the Reception Committee shall preside at the Congress 
sitting; provided that the Hubjects Committee may in such cases 
choose its own Chairman. 

6. The President or the Chairman shall have, at all votings, 
one vote in his individual capacity and also· a casting vote in case· 
of equality of V')tas. ' 

7. The President or Chairman shall decide all points of 
order and procedure summarily and his decision shall be final and 
binding, 

8. The President or Chairman shall have the power, in cases 
of grave diwrder or for any other legitimate reason, to adjourn 
t~e Congress either to a definite time or sine die. 

9. The eleatio:.; of the members of the Subjects Committee· 
shall take place at meetings of the delegates of the different. 
provinces held at such place and time as may be announced by the .. 
President~ Each such meeting, in case of contest shall have a 
Chairman who will first receive nominations, each nomination 
being made by at least two ·delegates, and then after announcing 
all the nominatigns he may ask each delegate to give in a list of 
the members he votes for, or he may put the nominated names to, 
the vote in such order as he pleases, or if there are only two rival 
lists, he shall take votes on these lists and announce the'result of 
the election and forthwith communicate the same to the General 
Secretaries of the Congress. 

10. The Subjects Committee shall deliberateupon and prepare, 
the agenda . paper for the business to be transacted at the next , 
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Congress sitting. The General Secretaries shall, as far as praoti
·cable, distribute among the delegates a printed copy of the agenda 
paper for each sitting before the sitting commences. 

11. At each sitting of the Congress, the order in which 
· business shall be transacted shall be as follows:-

(a) The resolutions recommended for adoption by the 
Subjects Committee. 

(b) Any substantive motion not included in (a) but which 
does not fall under Article XXX, of the "Constitution" 
and which 25 delegates request the President in writ
ing before the commencement of the day's sitting to 
be allowed to place before the Cong'ress, pr._vided, 
however, that no such motion shall be allowed unless i~ 
has been previously discussed at a meeting of the 
Subjects Committee and has received the support of at 
least a third of the members then present. 

12, Nothing in the foregoing rule shall prevent the President 
from changing the order of the resoluti9ns mentioned in Rule 11 · 

· (a) or from himself moving from the chair formal motions of 
thanks, congratulations, condolences or the like. 

13. The proposers, seconders and supporters of the Resolu
tions recommended for adoption by the Subjects Committee shall " 
be delegates and shall be selected by the said Committee. The 
President may allow other delegates to speak on the resolutions at 

• his discretion and may allow any distinguished visitor to address 
the Congress. Nothing in the foregoing, however, shall prevent 
the President from movmg from the chair such resolutions as he 

· may be authorised to do by the Subjects Oommittee. 
14. An amendment may be mo\·ed to any motion provided 

that the ~ame is relevant to the question at issue, Lhat; it; does uut 
raise a question alrea.dy decided or >tnticipate any quesuion embrao
ed in a resolution on the agenda paper for the day and that it is 

· couched in proper langua.ge aud is not >tntagonistio to the funda
mental principles of the Qongress. Every amendment• must be 
in the form of a proposition complete in itself. 

15. When amendments are moved to a motion, they shall be 
put to the vote in the reverse order in which they have been 
moved. 

16. A motion for au adjournment of the debate on a propo· 
sition may be made at any time and so also, with the consent of 
the President or Chairman, a motion for an adjournment of the 
House. The President or Chairman shall have the power to 

:·decline to put to vote any motion for adj')urnmem if he considers 
·it to be vexatious or obstructive or an abuse of the rules and 

'· .regulatiouR. 
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17. All motion·s, substantive or by way of amendment,. 
adjournment, etc,, shall have to be seconded, failing which they 
shall fall. No motions, whether those coming under Rule 11 (b) 
or for amendment, adjournment, closure, etc., shall be allowed to 
be moved unless timely intimation thereof is sent to the'President 
with the motion clearly stated in writing over the sig~atures of 
the proposer and seconder with the name of the Province from• 
which they have been elected as delegates. 

18, No one who has taken part in the debate in Congress-
on a resolution shall be allowed to move or second a motion tor· 
adjournment or amendment in the course of the debate'. on that. 
resolution. If a mocion for adjournment of the debate on »ny 
proposoition is carried, the debate on the said proposition shall 
then cease and may be resumed only after the business on the 
agenda paper for the day is finished. A motion for adjournment 
of the House shall state definitely the time when the House is to 
resume business. 

19. A motion for a closure of the debate on a proposition. 
may be moved at any time after the lapse of half an hour from the 
time the proposition wa.s moved. And if such motion for closure 
i~arried, all discussion upon the original proposition or amend
ments proposed to it shall at once stop and the President shan 
proceed to take votes. 

20. No motion for a closure of the debate shall be moved 
whilst a speaker is duly in possession of the House. 

21. All questions shall be decided by a majority of votes, 
subject. however, to the provisions of Artieles XXVII. and XXX. 
of the "Constitution." Votes shall ordinarily be taken by a show 
of hands or by the delegates for or against standing up in their· 
place in turn to have the numbers counted. 
. 22. In oases not; falling under Article XXX. of the "Consti

tution" any twenty members of a Congress sitting may demand a. 
division within 5 minutes of the declaration of the result of the 
voting by the President and such division shall be granted. 
Thereuplft:J the delegates of each province shall meet at such time 
and place as the President may direct and the Chairman of each 
such m'leting shall notify to the President the vote of the Province 
within tbe time specified by the President. · 

23. Every member of a sit;ting of the Congress or of the 
Subjects CommitteA shall be bound (a) to occupy a seat in the 
block allotted to his Provinces, save as provided for in Rule 30; (b) 
to maintain silence when the President rises to speak or when 
another member is in possession of the House; (c) to refrain from 
hisses or interruptions of any kind or indulgence in improper an& 
and un-Parliamentary language; (d) to obey the chair; (e) to with· 
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··draw when hie own conduct is undet debate aftet he has heard 
·the charge aild been heard thereon, and tf) generally to conduct 
•himself with propriety and decorum. · 

24. No member shall have the right at a Congress sitting to 
speak more than once on any mo~ion except for a personal expla
nation or for raising a poim of order. But the mover of a 
substantive motion (not one for amendment or a.djournment) shall 
bltve the right of reply •. A person who ha.s taken part in a deba.te 
ma.y speak upon an amendment· or motion for adjournment 
moved after he had spoken. The President or Chairman shall have 
tha right to file a time-lhnit upon all speakers, as a.lso to call to 
order or stop any speal~er from further continuing his speech even 
·before the time-limit expires, if he is guilty of tedious repetitions, 
improper expressions, irrelevant remarks, etc., and persists in 

·them in spite of the warning from the President. 
25. If a person J.oes not obey the President's or the Chair

man's orders or if he is guilty of disorderly conduct the President 
.,ahall have the right, with a warning in uhe first instance, and 
wilhout a warning in case of contumacious disregard of his 
authority, to ask such member to lea.ve the precincts ot the House 
a.nd on such requisition the member so ordered shall be bound.1!o 
·withdraw and shall be suspended from his functions as a member 
during the day's sitting. 

26. If the President considers that the punishment he can 
inflict according to the foregoing section is not sufficient, he may, 
.tn addition to it, ask the· House to award suoh punishment as the 
House deems proper. The Congress shall ha.ve the· power in such 

·oases of expelling the member from the entire Congress Session. 
27. The Reception Committee sha.ll organise a body of such 

persons aa it may deem fit for the purpose of keeping order during 
the meeting of the Congresa or of its Subjeo&s Committee or a& 

·.divisions. There shall be a. captain at the head of this body a11d 
he shall carry out the orders of the President or the Chairman. 

28. Visitors may be allowed at the sitting of the Congress 
'·on such terms and conditions as the Reception Commiftee deter

mines. They may a.t any time be asked to withdraw by the 
'President. They shall be liable to be summa.rily ejected from the 
House if they enter the area ma.rked out for the delegates, or if 
they disobey the Chair, or if they are guilty of disturba.nce or ob
·struction, or if they are in anywise disorderly in their behaviour. 

29. The meetings of the Subjects Committee sha.ll be open 
only to the membets of tha.t Committee a.nd the meetings of the 
·delegaMs of each Province at divisions shall be open to the 
·delegates of that Province only, subject in either case tq the pro
·visions of Rule 27. 
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30. The Chairman of the Reception Committee and' the 
President as well as the Secretaries may, at their discretion, ac
commodate on the Presidential platform : (1) Leading members of 
the Congress. (2) Distinguished visitors. (3) Members of the Re
ception Committee. (4) Ladies, whether delegates or visitors, and 
{5) Members of the All-India Congress Committee. 

31. The foregoing rules shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to 
the Provincial or District Conferences organised by the Provincial 
·Congress Committees as provided for in Article VI. of the 
" Constitution." 

• 
CONSTITUTION 

OF THE 

INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS 

{Adopted at the Meeting of the Convention Committee held 
at Allahabad on the 18th and 19th April, 1908.) 

ARTICLES I-XX.X. Same as in the Constitution sub<
·quently adopted by the Congress and as set forth a" .vd. 

TRANSITORY PROVISIONS. 

ARTICLE XXXI. 
(a) The Committee appointed by the Convention at Surat on 

28th December 1907 for drawing up a constitution for the Congre6S 
shtmld exercise all the powers of the All India Congress Committee 
till the formation of the IaUer at the next session of the Congress. 

(b) The Secretaries of the said Cenvention Committee shall 
discharge ~he duties of the General Secretaries of the Congress 
till the dissolution of the next session of the Congress. 

(c) ry•he President and Secretaries of the Convention Com-
1 mittee should, in consultation with the Secretaries of the several 

Provincial Sub-Committees, arrange for the holding of a meeting 
of the Congress during Christmas next in accordance with this 
·Constitution. 

(d) . For the year 1908, the Reception Committee, may in 
electmg the President, consult the Provincial Congress Committees 
in the beginning of October, before the end of which month, the 
Provincial Congress Committees, on being so consulted, shall make 
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their recommendations and the rest of the procedure prescribed ia 
Article XXIII, should be followed, and completed, as far as possible, 
before the end of November, Y 

RASHBEHARY GHOSE, 

President, Convention Committee. 

DINSHA W EDULJI WACHA, 
DAJI ABAJI KHARE, 

Hony. Secretaries, Convention Committee •. 

The rules for the conduct and regulations of the Consress as 
framed by the Convention Committee were substantially the same· 
as those subsequently adopted by the Congress and as set forth. 
above. 

• 
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TENTATIVE RULES 
IN REGARD TO CERTAIN MATTERS CONNECTED 

WITH THE 

• 

INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS 

(Framed by the Committee appointed by 
Resolution I. of 1887.) 

L 

There shall be yeQrly, during the last fortnight of each Calen~ 
dar year, a meeting of the delegates of the people of India whicb 
shall bear the name of The Indian National Congress. 

II. 
It; shall from year to year assemble at such places and on 

such dates as shall have been resolved on by the last preceding 
Congress; it being, however, left open to the Reception Committee 
(Rule XII.) (should any real necessity for this arise) to change, in 
consultation with the several StandhJg Congress\ Committees 
(Rule III.), the place fixed by the Congress for some other locality. 

III. 

· There shall be, as resolved at the 2nd National Congress 
. (XIII. of 1886}, Standing Congress Committees at all i:niportanl; 
centres. These Committees are at present as in AppBndix I., but 
the Congress may at any sitting add to or diminish the number of 
these Committees, or alter their jurisdiction. The delegates from 
any jurisdiction attending a Congress shall form the Standing 
Congress Committee for that jurisdiction for the ensuing year 
and they shall have power to add to their number and ».ppoint 
their ow41l' executive. There is at present a General Secretary 
holding office at the pleasure of the several Congress Cowmittees 
but henceforth a General Secretary shall be elected at each Con. 
grass for the ensuing fear. 

IV. 

It shall be the primary duty of all Standing Congress Commit
tees to promote the poli~ical education of the people of their 
several junsdiotions throughout th_e year, and to endeavour, by 
the circulation of brief and simple tracts and catechisms written 
in the vernacular of that people, by the holding of public meetings 

b . 
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at important centres and by sending competent men round to 
lecture and explain these subjects, 11>nd by all other open and 
·l!tudable means, to imbue the intelligent a.nd respectable classes 
everywhere with a healthy sense of their duties and rights as good 
citizens. Care has to be especially taken to impress the people 
with a conviction, 1st, of the immense benefits that the country 
has derived from British rule, and of the sincere desire that 
pervades the British'natiou to do the very best they can for the 
people of Indi~t ; 2ndly, with the same idea of the more important 
shortcomings of that rule, due partly to the un~tvoida.ble ignora.noe 
·of the rulers of the real condition of the ruled, and .partly to the 
failure of these latter to make known in a definite and intelligible 
form their wants and wishes, and Brdly, with the knowledg~ that 
all defeotg in the existing form of the !l.dministro.tion may surely, 
though perhaps slowly, be amended, if the people will only unite 
in loyal, temperate and persistent demands for the redress of 
grievances through such peraO'DB as they may cho0sa as exponents 
'llf their views, 

v 
To enable the several Committees to carry out his great work 

successively, they are empowered to create as many sub-committees, 
(to each of whom a definite sphere of action be !I.Ssigned), within 
their jurisdictions, as may be necessary and possible. and they are 
further empowered to associate themselves with any existing 
Associations and work with them and through their various 
branches and sub-committees. 

VI 
Eaoh year, each Standing Congress Committee shall report 

fully the work that it has done during the year, accompanying th~ 
·same, aa far as may be practicable, by English translations of all 
the tracts, leatlet.s and the like that it may have issued dnting the 
year; such reports shall be in English, and shall be so despatched 
as to reach the Secretary of the Reception Committee (Rule XIL) ' 
on or before the 15th of December, and shall be laid bilfore the 
,Congress and duly considered thereat. 

VII 
c 

It shall be the duty of all Standing Congress Committees, in 
,consultation with their Sub.Committees, and as many of the lead
ing men resident therein as may be possible, to divide their several 
jurisdictions into such electoral circles as may to them seem to be 
most likely in the existing state' of the country to secure a fait 
uprasentation of the intelligent portion of the community, with
out distinction ot creed, caste, ra.ce or colour. Such circles may 
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'·be territorial, or where local circumstances require this, may each 
·include one or more castes, or professions, or Associations of any 
•kind. Except in the cases of Associations, a.ll delega.tes shall be 
·elected a.t Public Meetings held for the purpose. In the case of 
Associations, delegates shall be elected at General Meetings 

·specially convened on that behalf. 

VIII 

Delegates may ~e of any creed, caste .or nationality, but must 
·be residents in India and not less than 25 years of age. 

IX 

lit shall be the duty of all Standing Congress Committees to 
, send out, three months before the date fixed for the Congress, 
special notices to each of their electoral divisions calling upon each 
to elect the number of delegates assigned under their scheme to 

·l!uoh :division. as also one or more provisional delegates who 
will, in case of the death oc inability to attend to any of the elecG
ed delegates, taka the places of these without further election, ::.nd 

• to forwa.rd to them-the Congress Committee-a full list of such 
delegates with all particulars in the form given in Appendix II . 

. It will be the duty of the Standing Congress Committees not only 
to issue sach notices, -but see that they are acted upon, deputa
tions from their number procet:>ding, where necessary, to the 
centres of the divisions. f'rovided that in case any electoral 
division fails to elect the required delegates, the Ce>mmittee is 
empowered to cancel such division and create in its place another 
division more ready to do its duty. Each Standing Congress 
Committee shall forward a complete list (in the form given in 
Appendix III.) of all delegates ana provisional Jelegates elected for 
their entire jurisdicbion to the Reception Committee, so that the 
sj1.me may reach the latter on or before the 15th of December, and 
it shall be the duty of the Reception Committee to remind the 
Standing Committee that they are due, and failing to receive 
these listS to telegraph for them persistently and to bring to tha 

"notice of~he Congress any serious neglect of tHis rule.: 

X 

It shall be the duty of sach Standing Congress Committee, at 
least one mouth before the date :fh:ed for the Congress, to ascertain 
the cheapest and best routes and modes of conveyance by which 
tile several delegates of their jurisdictions can rt]aoh the Congress, 

, the time that will be occupied in transit, and the cost of the jomney 
by both 1st and 2nd class, single and return, and to notifY 

'the same to each of the delegates and provisional delegat&!l elected 
-within their jurisdiction. 
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XI 

It shall be the duty of each Standing Congress Committee to-
nohify, so that such notification shaJl reach the Reception Com
mittee on or before the 1st of November, the subjects that the-· 
people of their several jurisdictions desire to see discussed, 
Provided that such subjects shall be of a national character, that. 
is to ~fty, of a nature affecting the whole count,·y, and not provin
cial, and that in regard to ertch subject the ex11,ct resolution which 
it is desired to pass be also transmitted, along with, whenever the· 
latter is practicable, the names of the gentlemen who are prepared
to propose or support such resolutions. 

XII • 
The Standing Congress Committee of the jurisdiction in. 

which the Congrese is to be held shall, not Jess than six months ... 
before the date fixed for the Congress, associate with itself all the.-· 
leading inhabitants of the place where the Congress is to be held. 
who may be willing to take part in the proceedings, and with ... 
them constitute itself a Reception Committee. 

XIII 

It shall be the duty of the Reception Committee (a) to notify, 
to all the Standing Committees their appointment, and to invite· 
them to proceed to call for delegates an,d to send in before the· 
appointed date the list of the subjects which the people of their 
jurisdiction desire should be discussed as required by Rule XI; {b) 
t,o collect, and provide the funds necessary for the entertainment of. 
the delegates and other purpoHes essential to the holding of the· 
Congress; t" a.rrange for a suitable Meeting Hall; for the suit
able loilgmont of the delegatas of other jurisdictions; for the food 
of the ilelPga.tes during their stay, due regard being had to tb'll 
customs, loca,J: or religious, of each, and generally to arrange for' 
everything necessary for their convenience and comfort, and (c) 
to mainta-in a copstant correspondence with all the ~tanding, 
Con!(ress Committees, and generally, so far as may be, assure 
th~mselves that the necessary work is duly proceeding in aU 
jurisdictions. 

XIV 

It shall be the duty of the Reception Committee to obtain, 
from the severn} Standing C0mmittees the list of subjects referred 
to in St>ltute XI. reminding them and giving them ample warning. 
i.hat lists net !'Nleived bv the 1st of November cannot be attended 
to, and on the 1st of November to proceed to consider such lists, 
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cand after eliminating all subjects (if there be any such) of a clear
<'ly provincial character, or unsupported by definite resoluuions 
intended to be proposed in regard to them, to compile the rest 
·into one list in the form given in Appendix IV, and print and des-
· patch the same by the !5th of November in sufficient numbers 
·to the several Standing Committees to enable these to distribute 
··copies to each delegate and provincial delegate, and the several 
St~nding Committees shall be responsible for their immediate 

·distribution accordingly. 

XV 

It shall be the duty of the Reception Committee, as soon as 
·possrhle after its constitution, to select and communicate to the 
·several Standing Congress Committees the names of those gentle
men whom it considers eligible for the office of President, and in 
correspondence with them to settle who shall be invited to fill 
that office, and thereafter when," and agreement thereon has been 
-come to, to communicate with the gentlemen finally approved by 
all, or a considerable majority of the Standing Committees, and 
.generally to do all that may be necessary to settle the question of 
~;he Presidentship at least one month before the Congress meets, 

XVI 

Of the subjects circulated under Rule XIV, for information, 
.only those shall be brought forward and discussed at the Congress 
which shall bH finally approved by a committee (to be called the 
Subjects Committee) consisting of the President-Elect and one or 
more representll.tives of each jurisdiction (selected by all deleg;~.tes 
who may be th~n present at the Congress station) which shall 

.meet on the day previous to the inaugural sitting of the Con
. grass. Provided also that this Committee shall be empowered to 

add any subjects to those included in this list that may for any 
. reasons appear to them specially deserving of discussion, framing 
at the ~arne time the resolutions that they desire to see proposed 
in regard to them, and further, to modify as may appear to them 
necessary, any of the resolutions propounded in regard to the 
subjects included in the list which they have accepted for discus
sion. Provided further, that the Committee shall at the same time 

·settle, so far as may be possible, those gentlemen who are to be 
invited to propose, second and support the Resolutions, and shall 
put themselves into communication with them, and that they shall 
at once frame a list of the approved subjects and resolutions in 
the form given in Appendix V. and shall print the same so tha~ 
a copy may, if possible, be placed in the hands of each. delegate a.j;. 

'the inaugural sitting of the Congress • 

• 
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XVII, 

It shall be the duty of the Chairman of the Reception Com-· 
mittee to preside at &he commencement of the inaugural sitting'· 
of the Congress, and after delivering such address as he and the 
Reception Committee may consider neceS3!try to call upon the 
assembled delegates to elect a President and after such election to, 
instal the said President in the chair of office. 

From and after the installation of the PreRident, he shall direct 
and guide the entire proceedings of the assembly, he being empower
ed in all cases, except as hereinafter provided, in which differen
ces of opinion arise or doubts occur, either himself, to rule what 
course should be taken whe,n his ruling shall be final,, or to Mke a 
vote from the assembly, when the decision of the majority shall 
be fin~tl. 

Umil the subject~ and ~esolutions approved by the Subjects 
Committee have been discussed t(and this in such order as the 
President may direct) and disposed of by the adoption, rejection 
or modification of such resolutions, no other business shall be, 
brought before the Congress. But after this, if there be time for 
this, any delegate who shall have given notice in writing at the 
oommencement.of the sitting to the President, of his desire to, 
have "particular subject discussed, and definite resolution, which 
he sets forth, proposed shall have a right and a delegate who at any 
time previous to rising shall have given suob notice may, with the 
permission of the President rise and ask the President to take 
the sense of the assembly as to whether tmCJh subject shall be dis· 
cussed. No speaking at this stage shall be allowed. The Presi· 
dent shall simply read out the subject and the proposed resolution 
and make any such rem:uks as he considers essential and take a. 
vote of the assembly as to whether the subject shall or shall not be, 
dJqcussed. If the vote is in the affirmative the proposer shall then· 
set forth the subject and the resolution he therein proposes with 
such explanations as he considers necessary, and then, after dus., 
discussion, the question shall be disposed, of in the usual way. lfc 
the vote is in the negative, the subject shall be at once dropped. 



ADDENDA. 

ADDENDUM TO RULE XII. 

It is to be distinctly understood that the Reception Committee· 
cannot provide accommodation or food for any one but delegates. 
and at most for one servant each for any delegates who absolute
ly require such attendance. All delegates who can do without a 
special servant of their own should do so, the Reception Committee· 
will ~rovide attendance for their guests. If any delegate desires 
to bnng with him friends or fa,mily or more than one servant be 
must notify the same at least 20 days before the· Congress me11ts 
to the Reception Committee, stating the number of persons he 
intends to bring, the number of rooms or the kind of bouse he 
requires and the amount he is willing to pay for the same, and 
the Committee will endeavour to have the required accomm£9dation 
ready. Unless such timely notice be given, the Committee, though 
they will still try to assist. their guest's friends, can take no res
ponsibility in regard to them. Under no circumstances can any one· 
not a delegate, or the one servant of a delegate, be accom'Dodated 
in any of the quarters provided by the Reception Committee fot" 
the delegates. 

RULE XVI.-(Revised). 

Of the subjects circnlat.ed under Rule XIV. for information, 
only those shall be brought forward and discussed at the Congress 
which shall be finally approved by a Committee (hereinafter desig. 
nated the Subject Committee) consisting of the 'President-Elect, 
the General Secretary and one or more of the revresentatives of 

·each jurisdiction which shall meet as early as possible on the day 
previous to the inaugural sitting of the Congress and with neces· 
sa.ry intervals for food and rest continue sitting until the work 
is oom~leted. It shall be the duty of each Standing Congress 
Committee to select specially and a.rrange for the despatch of one 
or more of its delegates, so that he or they may arrive in good 
time for and represent th8ir views at the Subject Committee, 
which besides these specially select,ed delegates may include a 
limited number of gentlemen selected by the other delegates 
present at the time, should the President-Elect consider this 
necessary to ensure an adequate representation of all sections of 
the community. It shall not be open to any delegate or. body of 
de1Pgates or any Standing Congress Committee, nob present ot" 
represented at the opening 'of the Subject Committee to question 
later on, its proceedings or demand that the work of selecting 

• 
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•subjects be done over again, but it will be open t!J any and all who 
may be dissati~fied with the programme of the Committee to 
propose amendments to any or all the resolu~ions they have ap
proved, or when all the subjects approved by them have been 
disposed of, to move for the discussio~ for other subjects, as provided 
in other rules. The Subject Committee is empowered to add any 
·subjeots·to those included in the last circulated under Rule XIV. 
that may for any reasons appear to them specially deserving of 
·discussion, framing at the same time the resolutions that they 
desire to see proposed in regard to them, and further, to modify aa 
may appear to them necessary, any of the resolutions propounded 
in regard to the subjects included in the list, which they have 
accepted for discussion. The Committee shall at the same .tima 
'Settle, so far :ls may be possible, those gentlemen who are to be 
invited to propose.,. second and support the resolutions, and shall 
put themselqes into communication with them, and they shall, 
before separating, frame a list of the approqed subjects and 
resolutions in form given in Appendix Y. and shall print the same 
flO that a copy may, if possible, be placed in the hands of eaob 
delegate a.t the inaugural sitting of the Fongress. 

RULE XVIII.-A 
It is desirable tohat the President should have, sitting with him 

'on the platform, and constituting a sort of Council, that he oan 
consult in cf!.se of necessity, one or more of the leading delegates 
ftom each jurisdiction. Ther·e are places on the platform aocord
iug to the standard plan, for 22 such Councillors, and these shall 
be apportioned as follows to the jurisdictions of the seven} 
Standing Congress Committees, viz , to that of Calcutta 4 of 
Bankipore 1, of Benares and All«h»bad bken together 2, of 
Lucknow 2, of Lahore 2, of Karachi 1, of Surat 1, of Bombay 
3, of Poona 1, of Nagpore 1, of Ml1dras 4. The delegates of 
each jurisdiction presem on the morning of the inaiJgural sitting,· 
must elect these their repr<Jsentatives and notify their names be
fore noon on the day of such si tt.ing to the Secretary of the 
Reception Committee. The Chairman of the ReceptiOn (}ommit
tee and a special Secretary, to be selected by the President, will 
also occupy the platform on the immediate right and left of the 
President, 

RULE XVIII.-B 

On or before noon of tha day of the inaugural sitting, the 
President-Eleo~, in consultation with the Chairman of the ~ecep
tion Committee, shall nominate, 8 or more gentlemen not them
selves delegates, as wardens of the assembly and shall invest them 
with a con~piouous badge and a wand of office. It shall be the 
duty of these wardens throughout the Congress to see that the 
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"delegates take the places assigned to them; tha.t the pathways are 
;kept clear, the arrangements of the Reception Committee rigidly 
respected and generally order maintained in all particulars. It 
·shall be the duty of all delegates to comply at once and unhesitat
ingly with any requests made to them by the wardens. 

RULE XVIII-C 
No one, not a delegate, shall be allowed to address the Cong

ress or vote on any m&.tter before it, No delegate shall be allowed 
to address the assembly except from the platform. The Subject 
Committee will usually have arranged for proposers, seconders, 
and supporters, and at times {or other speakers on each resolution, 
aud these will, when no amendment is proposed, have precedence 
of othtr persons who desire ~o speak, but after these have spoken, 
t·hese others shall be called on to speak in the order in which they 
may have submitted their names (very clearly ·.written in full, in 
ink) to the President. Provided that when it seems clear that the 
Congress is of one mind on any subject and does not desire further 
speaking·, the President may, at the close of any speaker's address 
take the sense of the assembly as to whether further discussion is 
necessary and proceed accordingly. When one or more amend
ments have been duly notified, then after the proposer and 
s·econder of the original resolutions have spoken, the proposers 
and second<lrs of the am:endmen ts shall be called on in the order 
in which the amendments were filed, and after this the supporters 
of the original resolution and the amendments shall speak in turn, 
and after these, again, all other speakers in the order in which 
their names have been registered. 

No original proposer of a resolution shall, without the express 
permission of the President, previously obtained, speak for more 
than 15 minutes, No other speaker shall, without the express 
permission of the ;;arne officer previously obtained, speak for ruore 
than 10 minute~ and, as a rule, speakers are expected to confine 
themselves to five minutes. The President will touch a gong once 
to warn each speaker when the time allotted to him is drawing to 
a close, :end he will touch it a second time when that period has 
elapsed and he considers that the speaker 5hould cease speaking, 
and when the President does thus a second time touch his gong, 
the speaker shall thereupon, then and there close his address and 
leave the platform unless called upon by the assembly generally to 
proceed. Each speaker on ascending the platform for the purpose 
of speaking shall give one card on which his name is ve~ry clearly 
written in full in English, as also the name of the jurisdiction to 
which he belongs, to the Short-hftnd Reporter employed by th0 
Congress and similar card to the President's Secretary, and the 
latter shall read it out distinctly to the assembly before the speech 
{)Ommences. 
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RULE XVIII.-D 
When considerable difference of epinion is proved, by the,. 

course of the discussion, to exist in the assembly in regard td any 
question before it, the President may, at any time, temporarily 
suspend business and inviting to the platform such other delegates . 
as he considers necessary, with these and his Ooncillors, as a 
Special Committee, proceed to endeavour to work out a. solution 
of the difficulty which will commend itself to all parties, or to the 
great ffiftjority of these. Should this prove impracticable he will 
resume business !tnd take the sense of the assembly as to whether 
further discussion shall be allowed or the ~eveml amendments (the 
last, first, and so on) put in the usu!ll way. But should, as will 
generally be the case, a compromise he arrived at by the ~ecial 
Committee, unanimously or by majority of at least two-thirds hs · 
shall, on resuming the ohair, first read out the resolution thuii 
arrived at and then either himself explain its bearings on the 
matters in dispute, or call upon some one else to do so, and after 
such explanation put this at once to the assembly. If it be not 
carried, he will proceed 9.S above directed, but if oarried, the dis
cussion will he considered olosed and assembly will proceed to 
the next subject and resolution on the programme. Such resolu
tions will appear in the summary, as " Proposed by a Special 
Committee and carried by a majority unanimously, or, by acclama.-· 
tion"·-as the oase may be. 

Rur,E XIX.-A 
Without the s-pecial permission of the President, which shall 

only be granted, when this appears to him eseentially necessary, . 
no amendment shall be proposed, of which due notice in writing 
signed by at least five delegates ~hall not have been given to the 
President ftt the time of his taking the chair or before business 
commences, on the day on which the resolution which it is 
proposed to amend is discussed. The notice shall set forth the 
resolution, to which it is proposed to move an amendmant, the .. 
exact words of the amendment, and the whole resolution as it 
would stand were the amendment carried. Iri introducing each 
resolution for discussion the President shall mention fu,ly each 
amendment thereon of which he has received notwe, so that a.ll · 
deleg::~tes may clearly realise the points which are to be in debate, . 
and all including•the proposers, etc., of the original resolution· 
frame their speeches accordingly, 

RULEXIX.-B 
To allow for the preRentation of notices of amendment and · 

the like, including general protests by all the Hindu, or Mabo
medan delegates as a body against the proposing of any particular · 
resolution, the President shall always take his seat one half hour · 
before businesr !'Ommences . 
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RULEXIX.-C 

The President may at any time during a debate himself explain 
or call upon the proposer, or any other delegate, to explain more 
fully the whole or any .portion of an original resolution, which 
appears tEl him to be being misunderstood by the speakers or the · 
asaembly, 

RULE XIX-D. 

It may sometimes occur that in the hurry and heat of debates 
where but little time can be conceded to each subject, (especially 
where amendments on amendments are admitted by the President) 
that t);le resolution actually passed by Congress, though perfectly 
clear and intelligible, are yet needlessly involved, tautological, or 
otherwise verbally defective. It shall, therefore, be the duty of 
the President, in consultation with the General Secretary, if pos
sible, day by day, otherwise at any rate immediately at the close· 
of the session, to review most carefully each of the resolution aud 
while preserving intaot their meaning, to correot so far as m:a.y 
a-ppear to him really necessary, all literary and verbal oversights, 
retaining in,all oases so much of the exact original wording as 
may be possible, consistent with the proper discharge of the duty· 
above imposed upon him, 

SUGGESTIONS * 
FOR THE 

STANDING CONGRESS COMMITTEE 

(1) The Standing Congresi Committee must, under the 
Tentative Rules, consist. in the first instance of all those delGgates 
who attended the la.st Congress, and these should associate with· 
themselves all those gentlemen who attended as delegates at any 
previous Congress and all other leading members of the circle 
who syml!athize in the movement. Of course the large body thus 
formed cannot be expected to work at details. The majority of the 
members have not the time to attend to a huge series ol these. If 
any matter of great importance arises, they must of course assist 
with advice, and if required money also, but the regular routine 

* These suggestions are the result of the practical experience" 
gained in working out the electoral system in Madras and must of 
course be only taken quantum valeant and open to such 
modifications as each Standing Committee finds necessary or" 
~xpedient. 
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work, of which there will necessarily be a good deal, muijt be done 
by a small number of real workers whom the committee musli 

, appoint: men whose circumstances permit to give a fair share of 
time and attention to the work, and who are so really and earnestly 

··interested in this that they will not grudge either, 
(2) The first point, then for every Standing Congress Com

·.mitt.ee, as soon as it is constituted, is to appoint a secretary or 
secretaries !lind a small, strong, Exeoutive Committee-all of them 
·men of the class just referred to-with instructions to hold a meet
ing without fail, one every week, on a fixed day, at a fixed hour, 

. at a fixed place, two to form a quorum. All work pertaining to 
the Standing Congress Committee to be disposed of by these 
weekly meetings, by such members of the Executive Committee as 
.are at presen~. No one should afterwards be competent to question 
·such decisions on the score, that only 2 or 3 were present; if 
.more were not present, that is their own fault, and all must cheer
fully accept, and be bound by the decision of those who did take 
trouble to be present. 

(3) Tb.e most important work of the Executive (lommittee is 
·to crea~e (if this has not already been done) and consolidate the 
. elector&! division. The electoral divisions must be so arranged as 
to cover overy portion of the circle • and include every section of 
·the community. One main object in elaborating them is to insure 
that delegates shall fairly represent every creed, class, raoe, and 
section of the community inhabiting the circle, This can only be 
achieved in most circle• by constituting electoral divisions of two 

, cJ,.sses, viz., firs~;, territorial, each to include, (a) a portion of a 
·city, or (b) a whole city or town (c) with a portion of distritlt 
ildjaceut to it, or td) a town with the entire distdct to which it 
pert~ins, or (e) in very backward pottious of the cournry, a town 
together with 2 or more neighbouring districts, and, second, 

.sectional, each to include a special community or an a,ssooiation, 
or groups of either of these. A glance at the Appendix will show 
how this has been managad at Madras, it being noted that the 
divisions Brinted in lt,.lics, though duly constituted, hitje not yet 
agreed LO act, but letters have been addressed to them which with 

, such replies as they may elicit, will later be published. 
Of course the divisions must, as a rule, be worked out in con

. sultation with le,.ders in each, and these must be constituted Sub
Committees; The very esseQce of the scheme is that there should 
be a worlcing local Sub-Oommitte<;J in and directly rssponsible for 
each division, whether Territorial or Sectional, and as the divi

, sions are created so must there Sub-Committees be ci'eated. 

* The circle is that tract of country over which the standing 
· Congr~ss Committee bas jurisdiotion • 
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In constituting divisions, regard must be had to the men 
available for Sub-Committees. The smaller and more manageable· 
the divisions, the better no doubt-but then it is no use constitut
ing a division Uf!less you have in it men who will form a Su~
Committee and work the division, Very often, therefore, divi
sions will have to consist of entire districts at the headquarters 
of which alone can men of the requisite education and public· 
spirit be found. 

The divisions settled, the numbers of delegates that each-. 
should return as a minimum (which each is ab$olutely pledged to 
send, no matter how far off the Congress be held), should be 
fixed by dividing the total number for the circle (at 3 per million 
for the total population thereof) over the several divisions with 
drie advertence to their relative importance and the advance that 
they have made in political and general education and then add
ing thereto as will be necessary in all metropolitan circles at
any rate, such additional delegates as may be essential to secure a 
really comprehensive representation of all the interests embraced 
in the circle, I 

It may be that some of the divisions such, for instance, as the~ 
European Chambers of Commerce, the Jewish Community in 
Bombay, the Armenian Community in Calcutta, the European 
Planters in Assam, Sylhet aud Caohar-the Universities (which
are to a great extent official, the fellows being nominated by 
Government, and nat elected by the gradu<ttes as they should be), 
9tc., may decline to co-operate and act, but they must be none the 
less invited and pressed to do this and constitute divisions. Only, 
in the schedule, those declining to act must be printed in Italics. 

The schedule thus prepared should have the formal assent 
of the entire Standing Congress Committee, or if every member 
cannot, as often happens, be got hold of, of a large majority 
thereof-a copy of it should then be sent to the General Secre
tary. This schedule will represent what the circl'e is pledged to; 
it will be opeu ,to the circle, until at any rate the entire Congress 
rule ot~erwise hereafter, to send as mariy more delegates on any 
occasion it finds necessary or desirable, 

The schedule thus worked out, the Executive Committee next 
have to bring home to eaoh Sub-Committee* its responsibility for 

* Each Sub-Committee can add to its numbers such leading
residents of its division as are willing to co-operate heartily in 
the work, and each must appoint a Secretary for correspondence· 
with the Executive Committee. 
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its divl.siou making it clear to them that there are two main 
b~anches of their respousibility-(a) ia regard to delegates, (b) in 
regard to the education of the people. 

As to (a), they are .answerable for causing the selection, net in 
a hmry at the last moment, but, outing the yea.r, after tha consult
ation with all the most influential and intelligent of the inhabit
ants of their division of really suitable delegates to attend the 
Congress. They must in this selection weigh all matters ; they 
must look to position, influence, intelligence, education an~ 

·unblemished character. They must try ana have all oornl.lined; 
but if this be not possible, they must remember that the last is the 

·most important, the last but one the next most important, and so 
on, They must, of course, arrange either that the delegates ;elect. 

-ed are well able to bear the expense of the ljoumey, eto .. , or that 
the necessary funds for the purpose are duly collected in the 
division. 

So far as may be possible all persons selected as delegates 
·should understand English sufficiently well to be able to take an 
intelligent part in the proceedings of tl;le Congress, without the 
need of any one to explain or interpret to them. 

Beside the 1, 2, or 3 delegates that they are required to send 
up from their division by the electoral soheme, the Sub-Committees 
should !•lso always select one or more extra or provisional delegates, 
wbo, in case of death, sickness. or other restraining cause, pre
venhing the attendance of any delegate, may be prepared at once, 
without further action, to take the defaulter's place, 

Of course, in a.ll places where there are a good number of 
Mahomedans, they should endeavour to have at least one delegate 
a Mahomedan. 

As to (b) they should charge themselves with the political 
educatiop of all t.he respectable inhabitants of their 'division. They 
need not, at present, trouble themselves with the quite igno;ant low 
caste people, labourers. and the like, who have virtually no stake in 
the country, and no sufficiently developed intelligence to be as yet 
associated in the work ; but all res;Pectable ryots, petty shopkeepers, 
artiza.us, as well as the higher classes, should be made to under
stand something of their rights and duties as good citizens-some
thing of the leading political question of the day-something of 
the support that in their own interest they are bound to accord 
to those who are endeavouring to secure for their fellow-country
'men a,ud themselves, rights, privileges and pcwer, that will enable 
them te do away with ma.ny of the ohief grievances of which the 

--oonntry now justly complains • 
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Now they can do this partly by the wide circulation of ele
c:mentary tr.aots, and partly by going round their divisions and 
lecturing from place to place on these matters. 

As to tracts, the Congress Catechism, in simple language, in 
all the vernaculars of the circle,< will be provided for them by the 
Executive Committee, but they will have to realise and pay to this 

·Committee the 10 or 20 Rs. that the 1,000 to 2,000 copies that 
they will need for their divisions will cost. As to lecturing they 
muet enliAt in the work every competent man within their 

"divisions, and arrange amongst themselves, 80 that at least every 
town and village that contains 500 inhabitants and upwards, is 
visited and lectured in by some one not less than once a year. 

Ttese are the principal duties of the Sub,Oommittees but 
>besides: this they must keep themselves in communication with 
the Executive Committee, and carefully carry out all subsidiary 
instructions th><t they receive from them. 

(4~ The Executive Committee should arrange lor holding a 
·Conference at some suitable central locality of all the Sub
. Committees and take care that these are all made to understand 
and realise thoroughly their duties and their responsibility to their 
country and countrymen for the due performance of these. 

(5) The Executive Committee must at once arrange for the 
translation of the catechism into all the vernaculars of its circle, 
taking care that· the language is simple, and adapted to the com
prehension of the ordinary ryot, and adding in the last two re
plies, all such local matter as they consider necessary for the 
guidance of their people, They must get these clearly printed, 
and as cheaply as possible (the cost ought not to exceed Rs. 10 
per 1,000. and they mu~L !;hen insist on the Sub-Committees 
speedily providing the funds for the number of copies requisite 
for their several divisions, which will range from one to two 
thousands, probably according to number and degree of advance
ment of their people. 

(6) eEach member of each Standing Committee must 
contribute a small sum of Rs. 5 or 10 each. as may be settled 
looa1Jy, to the Executive Committee to put them in funds for 
printing these catechism and other papers, and where copies are 
obtained from other Executive Committees, paying for these. But 
as expl~ined, the major portion of this will be recovered from· the 
Sub-Committees, so that it will not often be necessary to apply to 
the Standing Congress and it is believed that no member of this 
will gruri!ge this small donation once in a way-

(7) The Executive Comp1itte!'l Rhould draw up a regular 
'scheme so as to ensure every single electoral divisien being visited • 
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at least once in every twelve months, by a competent member of 
its own body or of the General Standing Committee, who should• 
deliver one or more lectures at its headquarters, and satisfy 
himself that the Sub-Committees are really doing their duty or if 
not, put them in the right way. If there be any difficulty in 
getting members, each to attend to, say one division once in the
year, it will be a matter for deep regret. Every true-born son of 
India ought to be proud of the opportunity of thus promoting the· 
enlightenment of his fellpw-countrymen, and strengthening hie·. 
co-untry's cause, even at some minute sacrifice of time, comfort. 
a.nd convenience, sunh a.s the required work entails, 

(8) Further the Executive Committee, in consultation from· 
time to time with the members of the Sta.nding Committe~ must 
thoroughly mature a scheme for raising, when the time comes to 
make a. call for this. "' Permanent Congress Fund, at a rate of not 
less than Rs. 3,000 or more than Rs. 5,000 per million of popula
tililn. 

(9) It will be observed, that, realising the fact that th& 
Standing Congress Committees will, in many places, mainly 
consist of leading public mBn already fully occupied, these sug
gestions contemplate relieving them of all detail work, and of aU 
compulsory attendance (though each and all when able to do so,. 
can attend and take part in the regular fixed :;veekly meetings of 
the Executive ,Committee) at o!dinary meetings .. But it is expected 
of thorn that they shall, once in a way, when they can afford the 
leisure, satisfy themselves.th>tt the Executive Committee are· 
really ottrrying out the work efficiently that-they shall individu
ally be at all times ready to afford to the Secretary, or the member 
of the Executive Committee, advice on any special point, or the 
support of their influence in any special matter-and that they 
shall at the outset make a small donation to place the Executive· 
Committee in funds for their printing works. 

In the case of any really important matters having to be· 
decided, "' general meeting of the Standing Congress Committee· 
will be mtlled by the Ex:eoutive Committee after personal'tlnquiries 
from as many of the members as possible, so as to ensure the· 
fixing of the most ~enera.lly convenient d>Lte and hour. One such 
meeting will certainly he required some time before the next. 
Congress takes place and possibly, one o~ two others, but the 
Standing Committee will be troubled as little as possible, only in 
bet when it is really nece>Jsary and when consequently none of 
them will grudge either the time or the trouble. 

If at any time any 3 of the members of the Standing Com
mittee consider, for any reason, that a general meeting should be· 
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oalled, they will notify the s:a.roe to the Executive Committee, 
explaining their reason for the same in writing and the Com
mittee will arrange accordingly. 

On the 1st of May, and each succeeding month, the Execu
tive Committee will report progress, succinctly circulating the 
report, which should ba informal, confidential and as brief as pos. 
sible; to each member of the Standing Congress Committee, who 
shall be answerable for reading and promptly sending it on. 

It is very desirable that a copy of this Report should be· 
simultaneously sent to the General Secretary lor record and lor:· 
the information, where necessary, of other circles • 

• 

• 

c 



APPENDIX B-SURAT PAPERS. 

I. THE CONVENTION. 

After the adjournment of the 23rd Indian National Congress 
"Sine die under the most painful circumstances on the afternoon of 
the 27th Daoember, a large number of the leading delegates met 
the same evening at. about 4 p.m. in Sir P. M. Mehta's qu,rters 
•to consider what stGps should be ta.ken to oontinue the work of 
the Congress. 

At this meeting it W>1B 11nanim~mly resolved that a Na.tional 
·Convention be held at Surat on the next day (28~h Deo. ,) and the 
following notice C'I.IJiUg the Convention was issued : 

The 23rd Iudia.u N.,tiona.l Congress having been Buspended 
sine die under painful oiroumatanoes the undersigned have resolved 
with a view to the orderly conduct of future political work in the 
country to call a Convention of those delegates to the Congress 
who are agreed:-

(1) That the attainment by India of S9!f-Government similar 
to that enjoyed by the self.goveming members of the Bdtish 
Empire and participation by her in the rights and responsibilities 
of the Empire on equal terms with those Members is the goal of om 
politioa.l aspirations. 

(2) That the advance towards this goal is to be by strictly 
constitutional means by bringing about a steady reform of ox:. 
·isting system of administration and by promoting National Unity, 
fostering public spirit, and improving the condition of the mass· 
of the people. 

(3\ And that all meetings he"Jd for the promotion of the aims 
a.nd objects above indicated have to be conducted in an•orderly 
ma.nner with due submissioP to the authority of those that are · 
entrusted with the power to control their procedure, and they are 
-re<l(nested to attend at I P.M. on Saturday the 28th December 1907 
in the Pl!llldallent for the purpose by the Working Committee of 
the Reception Committee of the 23rd Indian National Congress. 

(Signed} R'lshbehari Ghose. Pheroz3shah M. Meht:J.. 
Surendranath B'l.nerjee. G. K. GJkhale. D. E. Wacha. 
Narendranath San. Ambala.l Sakerlal D~sa.i. V. Krishnaswami 
Iyer. Tribhovandas N. #(alvi. Madan Mohan Malaviya. D.~ji 

• 
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Aba.ji Kbare, N. M.'13a.marth. Gokulda.s K. Parakb. Chidtanlal 
JH. SetaJwad. Hari Sitaram Dikshit. Ambiaa Charan Mullumda.r. 
A. Chowdhury. Ganga Pers&d Varma.. Mulchand Fessumul, 
Abbas Tayabji. Tulsidas Shewandas. A. Nundy. S, Sinha. 
Bhalahandra Krishna. Gokarau Nath Misra. Sangamlal. 

''Goviud Sahay Sharma. Teji Bahadur Sapru. V. Ryru Nambiar. 
Deora Vinayak. Hussain Tya.bji. l\1£. V .. Joshi. R.N. Mudholkar. 

,J, F. D'Mello. J. B. Petit. Ish war Sha Ran. Parmeshvar LaH. 
N. Subba Rau. Krishna Kumar Mitra. J. Chowdhry. A. H. 
'Ghazanavi. L. R. Gokhale. C. V. Vaidya. Ram Garudh. R. 
,p, Karandikar and others . 

.. II. THE EXTREMISTS' VERSION. 
A Press Note containing an official narrative of the proceed

ings of the '.!3rd Indian National Congress at Surat has been 
·published* over the signatures of some of the Congress officials. As 
this Note contains a number of one sided and misleading state
'ments, it is thought desirable to publish the following account of 
·the proceedings :-

PRELIMINARY. 

Last year ·when the Congress was held at Calcutta under the 
presidency of Mr. Dadabha.i Naoroji, the Congress, consisting of 
Moderates and Nationalists, unanimously resolved to have for its 

.-goal !')waraj or Self-Government on the lines of the Self.Governing 
Colonies, and passed certain resolutions on Swadeshi, Boycott and 
'National Education. The Bombay Moderates, headed by Sir P. M. 
"Mehta, did not at the time raise any dissentient voice, but they 
·seem to have felt that their position was some"{hat compromised 
by these resolutions, and they had since then been looking for
ward to an opportunity when they might return to their old 
position regardwg ideals and methods of poHtical progress in India. 
In the Bombay Provincial Conference held at Surat in April last, 
Sir P.M. Mehta succeeded by his personal influence in exlcuding 
the pro!l@lsitions of Boycott and National Education from the 
programme of the Conference. And when it was decided to change 
the venue 'lf the Congress from Nagpur to Sura.t, it afforded 
the Bombay Moderate leaders the desired-for opportunity to 
carry out their intentions in this respect. The Reception Com
mittee at Surat was presumably composed largely of Sir Pheroe
shah's followers, and it was cleverly ~rranged by the Hon. 
Mr. Gokhale to get the Committee nominate Dr. R. B. Ghosh 
to the offiae of the President, brnshing aside the, proposal 

• For this Official Note, see page 109 • 

• 
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for the nomination of Lala I,ajpat Rai, the-n happily re-
leased, on the ground that "we cannot dford to :flout Govern-· 
ment a.G this stage, the authorittes wotRld throttle our movement .. 
in no time." '!'his was n1:.turally regarded as an insult to the· 
public feeling in the con? try, and Dr. Ghosh must have received• 
at least a hundred telegrams from different parts of India request
ing him to generously retire in Lala Lajpat Rai's favour. But 
Dr. Ghosh unfortunately decided to ignore this strong expression' 
of public opinion. Lala Lajpat Rai, on the other land, publicly 
declined the honour. But this did not satisfy the people who. 
wished to disown the pl:inciple of selecting a Congress Pre~iden$
;Jn the above ground, believing as they did that the most effective 
protest against the repreBsive policy of Government would be to· 

, elect Lala L11jpat Rai to the chair. • 

The Hon. Mr. Gokhale was entrusted by the Reception Com"' 
mittee, at its meeting held on 24th November 1907 for nominating, 
the President, with the work of drafting the resolutions to be 
placed before the Congress. But neither Mr. Gokhale nor the· 
Reception Committee supplied a copy of draft resolutions to any 
delegate till 'J-30 P.M, on Thursday the 26th December, that is to· 
sa.y, till the actual commencement of the Congress Session. Thet 
public was taken into confidence only thus far that a list of the· 
headings of the subjects likely to be taken up for discussion by the· 
Surat Congress was officially published a week or ten days before 
the date of the Congress Session. This Jist did not include the, 
subject of Self-Government, Boycott and National Education, on 
all of which clistinct and separate resolut.ions were passed at 
Calcutta l<tst year. This omission naturally strengthened thEY 
suspicion that the Bomb>ty Moderates really intended to go back, 
from the position taken up by the Calcutta Congress in these 
matters. The press strongJy commented upon this omission, and 
Mr. Tilak, who reached Surat on the morning of the 23rd Decem: 
her, denounced such retrogression as suioi!}al in the interests of 
the country, more especially at the present juncture, at a large 
mass meeting held that evening, and appealed to the Surat public: 
to help the Nationalists in their endeavours to maintain at least
the status quo in these matters. The next day a Conference of 
about five hundred Natianalist Delegates was held at Surat under· 
the chairmanship of Srijut Arabindo Ghose where it was decided 
that the Nationalist should prevent the attempted retrogression
of the Congress by all constitutional means, even by opposing the 
election of the president if necessary ; a.nd a letter was 
written to the Congress Secretaries requesting them to make. 
arrangements for dividing the bol)se, if need be, on every contest-. 
ed proposition including that of the election of the President. 
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In the meanwhile a press note signed by Mr. Gandhi, as Hon. 
\Secretary, was iss·ued to the effect that the statement, that certain 
resolutions adopted last yeat at Calcutta were omitted from the 

·Cqngress programme prepared by the Surat Reception Commit
tee, was wholly unfounded; but the draft resolutions themselves 
were still withheld from the public, though some of the members 
oi the Reception Committee had already asked for them some 

.days before. On the morning of 25th December, ::\ir. Tilak 
happened to get a copy of the draft of the proposed constitution 
of the Congress prepared by the Hon. Mr. Gokhale. In this draft 
the object of the Congress was thus stated; "The Indian National 

'Congress has fer its ultimate goa1 the attainment by India of Belf
Govel'nmen,t similar to that enjoyed by the other members of the 
British Empire" and etc. Mr. Tilak addressed a rnee\;ing of the 
·delegates the same morning at the Congress Camp at about 9 A.M. 
explaining the grounds on which he believed that the Bombay 
]\federate leaders were ·bent upon receding from the position 
tll>ken up by the c~.loutta Congress on Swaraj, Boycott and 
·National Education. The proposed constitution, Mr. Tilak 
pointed out, was a d.ireot attempt to tamper with the ide11l of Self
·Government on the lines of the Self-Governing Colonies, as settled 
at Calcutta and to exclude the Nationalists from the Congress by 
making the acceptance of this new creed an indispensable condi
·tion of Congress membership. Mr. Tilak further stated in plain 
terms that if they were assured that no sliding back of the Con

·gress would be attempted the opposition to the election of the 
·President would be withdrawn. The delegates at the meeting were 
also asked to sign a letter of request to Dr. Ghosh, the Presia.ent.

.Elecc requesting him to have the old propositions on Swaraj, 
Bwadeshi, Boycott and National Education taken up for reaffirma
tion this year; and some of the delegates signed it on the spot.. Mr. 

·G, Subramania Iyer of Madras, Mr. Kharandikar of Satara and 
csevera! others wero present at this meetiug a.nd. e;x:cepting a few 
.a,!! the rest admitted the reasonableness of Mr. Tilak's proposal. 

• 
Lala Lajpat Rai, who arrived at Surat on the morning of that 

day, saw Messrs. Tilak and Khaparde in the afternoon and 
:intimated to them his interit,ion to arrange for a Committee of a 
few leading delegates from each side to settle the question in 
·dispute. Messrs. Tilak and Khaparde having agreed, he went to 
Mr. Gokhale to arrange for the Committee if possible ; and 
·Messrs. Tilak and Khaparde returned to the Nationalist Confer
·ence which was held that evening (25th December). At this 
Conference a Nationalist Committee consisting of one Nationalist 
delegate from each Province was appointed to carry on the . 

. negotiations with the leaders on the other side; and it wa.s decided 

• 
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that if the Nationalist Committee failed to obtain any assurancEl" 
from responsible Congress officials about the status quo being., 
maintained, the Nationalists should begin their opposiLion from.• 
the election of the President. For the retrogression of the 
Congre'ss was a serious step, not to be decided upon 'only by a. 
bare accidental majority of any party, either in the Subjects 
Committee or in the whole Congress (as at present constituted), 
simply because its session happens to be held in a particular place 
or province _in a particular year ; and the usual unanimous accept
ance of the President would have, under such exceptional cir
cumstances, greatly weakened the point and force of the opposi
tion. No kind ef intimation was received from Lala L>tjpljot Rai. 
this night or even the next morning regarding the proposal of a 
Joint Committee of reconciliation proposed by him, nor was a. 
copy of the draft resolutions supplied to Mr. Tilak, Mr. Khaparde, 
or any other delegates to judge if no sliding back from the old· 
position was really intended, 

On the morning of the 26th December, Messrs. Tilak, Khap
arde, Arabindo Ghose and others went to Babu Burendranath· 
Banerjee at his residence. They were accompanied by Babu, 
Motilal Ghosh of the Amrita Bazar Patrika who had arrived t)l.e 
previous night. Mr. Tilak then informed Babu Surendranath that 
the Nationalist opposition to the election of the President would 
be withdrawn, if (:!.) the Nationalist party were assured that the 
status quo would not be disturbed; aPd (2) if some gr:tceful ~aliu
sion W<ts made by ftny one of Lho speakers on the resolution <tbout 
the election of the Preside•1t to the desir,e of the public to have 
La.la L~<jpnt Ra.i in the chair. Mr. Banerjee agreed to the latter 
propos:>! as he S<lid he was himself to second the re~olution ; while· 
as regards the first, though he gave an assura,noe for himself and 
Bengal, he asked Mr. Tilak to see Mr. Gokhale or Mr. Malvi. !t
volunteer was accordingly sent iu a carriage to invite Mr. Malvi, 
the Chait·man of the Reception Committee, to Mr. Bannerji's resi
dence, but the volunteer brought a reply that Mr. Malvi had no 
time to come as he was engaged in religious practices. ~r. Tilak 
then returned to his camp to take his meals as iL was alrettdy 
about 11 A.M. ; but on returning to the Congress p~.ndal an hour 
later, he made persistent attempts to get access to Mr. Malvi but 
could not find him anywhere. A little before 2-30 P.M., a word 
was brought to Mr. Tilajl: that Mr. Malvi was in the President's 
camp, and Mr; Tilak sent a message to him from an adjoin
ing tent asking for a short interview to which Mr. Malvi replied·· 
that he could not see Mr. Tilak as the presidential procession was 
being formed. The Nationalist Delegates were waiting in the 

·panda! to hear the result of the endea.vours of their Committee to· 
obhin an assurance about the maintenance of the status quo from' 

• 
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some responsible Congress official, and Mr. V. 8. Khare of Nasik 
now informed them of the failure of Mr. Tilak's attempt in the 
matter. 

FIRST DAY. 

It has become necessary to state these facts in order that the
position of the two parties, when the Congress commenced its pro. 
ceedings on Thursday the 26th December at 2-30 P.M., may b& 
clearly understood. The President.Eleot and other persons had 
now taken their seats on the plateform ; and as no assurance from, 
any responsible official of the Congress about the maintenance of 
the status quo was till then obtained, Mr. Tilak sent a slip to Babu 
Suret'ldranath intimating that he should not make the proposed 
allusion to the controversy about the presidential election in his 
speech. He also wrote to Mr. lVIalvi to supply him with a copy of 
the draft resolutions if ready, and at abut 3 P.M. while Mr. Mal vi 
was reading his speech, Mr. Tilak got a copy of the draft resolu
tions which he subsequently found were published the very evening 
in the Advocate of India in Bombay clearly showing that the 
reporter of the paper must have been supplied with a copy at least 
a day earlier. The withholding of a copy from Mr. Tilak till3 P.M. 
that day cannot, therefore, be regarded as acciaeutal. 

There were about thirteen hundred and odd delegates at this 
time in the pandal of whom over 600 were nationalists, and the 
Moderate majority was thus a bare majority, After the Chair
man's address was over, Dewan Babadur Ambalal ~akarlal propos
ed Dr. R. B. Ghosh to the chair in a speech which though evoking 
occasional cries of dissent, was heard to the end. The declaration 
by the Dewan Babadur as well as by Mr. Malvi that the proposition 
and seconding of the resolution to elect the President was only a 

.formal business, led many delegates to believe that it was not 
improbable that the usual procedure of taking votes on the pro
position might be dispensed with ; and when Babu Surendranath 
Banerji, whose rising on the platform seems to have reminded 
some o!' the delegates of the Midnapur incident, commenced his 
speech, there was persistent shouting and he was asked to sit down. 
He made .another attempt to speak but was not heard, and the ses
sion had, therefore, to be suspended for the day, The official press· 
note suggests that this hostile demonstration was pre-a-rranged. 
But the suggestion is unfounded. For though the nationalists did 
intend to oppose the election, they •had at their Conference held 
the previovs day expressly decided to do so only by solidly and 
silently voting against it in a constitutional manner. 

In the evening the Nationa.lists again held their Conference 
and authorised their Committee, appointed on the previous day, to· 

• 
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further carry en the negotiations for having the status quo main
tained if possible, failing which it was decided to oppose the election 
of Dr. Ghose by moving such amendment as the Committee might 
decide or by simply voting against his election. The Nationalists 
were further requested, and unanimously agreed, not only to 
abstain from joiningJin any such demonstration as led to the suspen
sion of that day's proceedings, but to scrupulously avoid any, even 
the least, interruption of the speakers on the opposite side, so that 
both p:1rties mlght get a p'l<tient hearing. At night (about 8 P.M.) 
Mr. Chuni Lal Saraya, Mamtger of the Indi;tn Specie Bank aud 
Vice-Chairman of the Sur.at Reception Committee, accompanied 
by two other gentlemen, went in his un-official Cilpacity and on 
his own fl.ccount to Mr. Tilak and proposed that he iuGend•d to 
anctnge for a meeting that night between Mr.Tilak and Mr. Gokhale 
atthe residence of a leading Congressman to settle the differences 
between the two parties. Mr. Tilak agreed and requested Mr. 
Chuni Lal if an interview could be arranged to fix: the time in 
consultation with Mr. Gokhale, adding that he, Mr. Tilak, would be 
glad to be present at the place of the interview at any hour of the 
night. Thereon Mr. Ohuni Lal left Mr. Tilak, but unhappily no 
word was received by the latter that night, 

SECOND DAY. 

On the morning of Friday 27th (11 A.M.) Mr. Chnni t,al Saraya 
;tgrtin saw Mr. Tilak and requested him to go in company with 
Mr. Kh;tpa.rde to Pwf. Grtjjar's bungalow near' the Congress 
Pc>nd:•l, wher(' by r1ppointment they were to meet Dr. Rutherford 
who was trying for a renonoiliation. Messrs. Tih.k and Khapar.de 
went to Prof. Gajjar's, bnt Dr. Rutherford could not come then 
owing to his other engagements. Prof. Gajjar then asked Mr. Tilak 
what the htter intended to do; and Mr. Tilak stated that ilf no· 
setblernent was :1.rrived at privately owing to evefy leading Con
gressman being unwilling to take any responsibility in the matter 
upon·himself, he (Mr. Tilak) would be obliged to bring an.if'mend. 
ment to the proposition of electing the President alGer it had been 
'Seconded. The amendment would be to the effect that the busi
ness of election should be adjourned, and a Committee, consisting 
of one leading Modera,te and one leading Nationalist from each 
·Congress Province, with Dr. Rutherford's name added, be 
appointed to consider and settle the differences between the two 
>parties, both of which should accept the Oomnlittee's deoision as 
'final and then proceed to the unanimmts election of the President. 
Mr. Tilak even supplied to Prof. Gajjar the names of the dele
gates, who in his opinion should form 1the Committee, but left a 
tree hand to the Moderates to change the names of their representa-
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·tives if they liked to do so.* Prof. Gajjar and Me. Chunni Lal 
·undertook to convey the proposal to Sir P. M. Mehta or 
De. Ru~;herford in the Congress Camp and asked Messrs. Tilak 
oand Khaparde to go to the panda! and await their reply. After 
half an hour Prof. Gajja.r and Mr. Saraya returned and told 
Messrs. Tilak and Khaparde that nothing could be done in the 
·matter, Mr. Baraya adding that if both the parties proceeded oon
stitutiona.lly there would be no hitch, 

It was about 12-30 at this time, and on the receipt of the 
above reply Mr. Tilak wrote in pencil the following note to 
Mr. Malvi, Chairman of the Reception Committee;-

,, Sir,--I wish to address ~he delegates on the proposal of the 
·electi~n of the President after it is seconded. I wish to move an 
adjournment with a constructive proposal. Please announce me. 

Yours Sincerely, 
B. G. TILAK, 

Deccan Delegate (Poona)." 
This note, it is admitted, was put by a volunteer into the' 

bauds of Mr. Malvi, the Chairman, as he was entering the pandal 
with the Prooident-Elect in p:ocession. 

The proceedings of the day commenced at 1 PJ\1:., when Babu 
·Bureudranath B>1nerji was called upon to resume his speech, 
seconding the election of the President. Mr. Tiiak was expect
ing a reply to his note but not having received one up to this 
time asked Mr. N. C. Kelkar to send a reminder. Mr. Kelkar 
thereupon sent a chit to the . Chairman to the effect that 
"Mr. Tilak requests a r'eply to his note," But no reply was 
received even after this reminder, and Mr. Tilak who thought he 
was allotted a seat on the platform was sitting in the front row 
of the delegates' seats near the platform-steps, rose to go up the 
.platform immediately after Babu Surendranath, who was calmly 
heard by all, had finished his speech. But he was held back by a 

• Tlae names given to Pro. Gajjar were as follows :-United 
Bengal-Babu Surendranath Bannerjee, A. Chaudhari, Ambika

·oharan Mazumdar, Arabindo Ghose, Ashwinikumar Dutt. United 
Provinces-Pandit Madan Mohan, Jatindranath Sen. Punjab
Lala Harkisenlal, Dr. H. Mukerji. Central Provinces-Roaji 
'Govind, Dr. Munje. Berars-R. N. Mudholkar, Khaparde. Bombay 
-Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale, B. G. Tilak. Madras-V. Krishn.,swami 
Iyer, Chidambaram Pillai; Dr. Rutherford. This Committee was 
to meet immediately and decide on the question at issue. The 
names of the Nationalist representatives in the above list, except 
Mr. A. K. Dutt, were those of the members of the Committee 
appointed at the Nationalist Conference on the previous day . 

• 
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volunteer in the way. Mr. Tilak, however, asserted his right to· 
go up and pushing aside the volunteer succeeded in getting to the 
platform just when Dr. Ghosh was moving to take the President's 
chair. The Official Note says that by the time Mr. Tilak came· 
upon the platform and stood in front of the President, the motion 
of the election of Ghose had been passed by an overwhelming 
majority; aud Dr. Ghose being installed in the Presidential chair; 
by loud and prolonged applause, had risen to· begin his address. 
All this, if it did take place as alleged, could only have been done 
in a deliberately hurried manner with a set purpose to trick. 
Mr. •rilak out of his right to 2.ddress the delegates and move an 
amendment as previously notified. According to the usual proce
dure Mr, Malvi was bouncl to announce Mr. ·Tilak, or if btl con
sidered the amendment out of ordor, declare it so publicly, and to 
ask for a show of jlands in favour of or against the motion. But 
nothing of the kind was done; nor was the interval of a few 
seconds sufficient for a prolonged applause as alleged. As. 
Mr. Tilak stood up on the platform he was greeted with shouts of 
disapproval from the Membe~:s of the Reception Committee on 
the platform, and the cry was taken up by other Moderates. 
Mr. Tilak repeatedly insisted up on his right of addressing the 
delegates, and told Dr. Ghose, when he attempted to interfere, 
thltt he was not properly elected. Mr. Maivi said that he bad 
ruled Mr. Tilak's amendment out of order to which Mr. Tilak 
replied that the ruling, if any, was wrvng amd Mr. Tilak had a 
right to appeal to the delegfl.tes on the same. By this time there 
was t~ general uproar in the· panda!, the JYfod·e:ates ·shouting at 
Mr. Tilak and asking him to sit dawn and the Nationalists 
deumnding th:tt he should bo heard. At this stage Dr. Ghose and 
Mr. M:tlvi said that Mr. Tilak shonld be removed from the plat
form; and a young gentleman, holding the important office of a 
Secretary to tho Reception Committee, touched Mr, Tilak'~ 
person with a view to carry out the Chairman's order. Mr. Tilak. 
pushed the gonbleman aside and again asserted his right of being 
heard, declaring that he would not leave the platfo~m unless 
bodily removed. Mr. Gokhale seems to have here ail'lred the 
above mentioned gentleman not to touch Mr. Tilak's person. But 
there were others who were seen threatening a·n assault on his. 
person though be was calmly standing on the platform facing the 
delegates with bis arms folded over his cheat. 

It was during this confusion that a shoe hurled on to the 
platform hit Sir P. M, Mehta on the side of the face after touch
ing Babu Surendranath Bannerii, both of whom were sitting with
in a yard of Mr. Tilak on the other side of the uable. Chairs were 
now seen being lifted to be thrown at Mr. Tilak by persons on 
and below the platform, and some of the Nationalists, the~efore, . 

• 
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-rushed on to tbe platfo(m to his rescue. Dr. Gbose in the 
meanwhile twice att<:lmpted to rea.d his addnlss, but was 
stopped by cries of " no, no" from all sides in the pa.ndal,. 
and the confusion became still worse. It must be stated that 
the Surat Reception Committee, composed of ModeratM. 
had made arrangements the ptevious night to dismiss the 
Nationalist Volunteers ttnd to hire Bohrah or Mahomedan goondas 
fot the day. TheM with lat;his were stat;ioned at various placejl in 
the panda! atld their presenc:ewa.s detected and protested against 
by the Nationalist Delegates before the commencement of the 
Congtess proceedings of the day, BuL though one or two were 
removed from ~he pandal, the rest who remained therein now took 
part 1n the scuffie on behalf of their masters. It was to urad im
possible to arrest the progress of disorder and proceedings were 
then suspoonded sine die; and the Congress officials retired in 
confusion to a tent behind the pandal, The police, who seem to 
ha.ve been long ready under a requisition, now entered into ~nd 
eventually cleared the panda! ; while the Natioualist Delegat~s 
who had gone to the platform !!afely escorted Mr. Tilak to an 
adjoining tent, It renutins to be mentioned that copies of au 
inflammatory leaflet i~ Guj~a- asking the Gujrathi people to rise· 
ag~tinst Mr, Tilak were largely"I:Hstrihuted in the panda! before the 
commencement of the day's proceedings. 

It would he seen from the above account that the statement 
in the official note to the effect that Dr. Ghosa was elected Presi
dent amid lopd a.nd prolonged ;:~,ppbuse before Mr. Tilak appeared 
on tha pl<ttforl:n, and that Mr. Tilak wanted to move au adjourn
ment of the whole Congress are entirely misleading aud unfound-
ed. What he demanded, by way of amendment, was an adjourn
ment of the business of the Glectiou of the Presideut in order to 

. have th<:l dl:fferencell settled by a joint Conciliatory Committee of 
leading delegates from both sides. Whether this was in order or 
otbecwise, Mr. Tilak had oert:>iuly a right to appeal to the dele
gates and it wfis this consciousness that lEd Mr. Mal vi and his 
advise!! to hastily wi11d up the election business without sending 
a reply to Mr. Tilak or calling upon him to address the, deleg~ttes. 
It was a trick by which they intended to deprive Mr. Tilal• of the 
right of moving an amendment and addressing the delegates 
theteon. As for the beginning of the a(ltual rowdyir;m on the aay 
some of the members oi the Reception Committee itself were Nil· 
ponsible. The silent heating given by ~he .Nationalist/! to Mr. 
Surendranath on the one hand, ~tnd tile circulation of the inflam
matory le&:flefi and the hiring of tbe goond1111 on the other, fmther· 
prove that if theta was any p:re-arrangemel!lt &nywhere for the pur
pose of orea.ting a row in the panda.l, it was on the part; ot the
Moderates themselvee. l3ut for their rowdyism there was every,-
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likelihood of M~. Tilak's a.m~udments being lla.rded by a. large 
·mll.jority and the eleccion of President a.ite~wa.rds taking pla.oe 
smoothly and uoll.nimously. But n4!lther Dr. Ghose not any othel! 
·Con~ress officials ~eemed willing to taatfully manage the business 
as Mr. Da.dabha.i NaoNji did, last year. 

Dr. Ghose's speech though undelivered in the Congresa pa.nda.l 
·bad been by thi.s tir.n<l published in the C:tlouhta pa.pera, and 
telograms from Ol'\.loutta ~eoeived in the evening showed that he 
ha.d m>1dil ••n iuoffeushe attaek on the Na.tiou>'tlist p~J>rty thereon. 

'':!'his added to the setts:~ticm In the N:•tionfl>Jist camp tha-t evening, 
but the ~itua.tirm was not such as to preclude all hopa of ratJoucilia· 
tion. Srijnt Motilal Gbosa of the Pattika, Mr. A. 0. Moiltra of 
R~>jslv'>hi, 1\l!r. B. C. Ohattetji o[ Ca.lcuttr~ and Lala Hll.rkiseu Lal 
!rom L3.horo accordingly tried their best to bting about a compro. 
mise, ~<nil, if posgiblo, to have the Congress sessiotl revived the 
next day. They went to Mr, Til:;;k on the, uighG of 27th "'ud the 
:mornin~ of 28th to ascertain the view~ of hia party, and to each of 
thilm Mr. Tila.k gave thil following assuranoe iu wdtiog ·-

,;;~mat, 28th December, 1907. 

"Dear Sir,-With ref<lrenoe to our conversation and prin
, oipally iu the best interests of the Congress, I and my party are 
prc,pared to waive out opposition to the eleotion of Dr. Rii>sh 
Behari Ghose ><s President of 23rd Indian National Congrees, and 
rtro ptepared to aa~ in the spirit of forget and for~tive, provided, 
firstly the las~ yeae's resolutions ou Swa.raj, Swadeshi, Boycotli 
and National Eduoatiion are a.dhe:red to a.nd each expressly re. 
affirmed; Secondly, auoh pr:u!sages, if a.ny, in Dr. Ghose's speech 
as may he offensive to the Nationa.lists P~~>rty are omitted,, 

f 
\ 

Yours'&<~ .. B. G, T!LAl':.'' ' ~ 

·:rhis letter was taken by the gentlemen to whom it-was ad
-dressed to tbe :1\~oderate leaders bu~ no compromise was arrived at 
·as the Moderates were all along bent upon the retrogression of 
the Congress at ll.ny eost. A Convention of the Moderates was, 
therefore, held in the pandal the next day where Nationalists were 
not allowed to go eveln when aome of th~m were tea.dy a.nd offered 
to sign the declaration requited. On the tlther hand, those who 
did not wish to go back fram the position taken up at the Calcutta 
Congress and honestly desired to work furthiir r:m the sa.me lines 
wet in a separate pla.oe the some evening to consider what steps 
might be takeu to oontiuue the wozk of the Congress in future. 

'Thus ended the p~oceedings of the g()rd Indian National Congress; 
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and we leave it to the public to judge of the conduct of tbe two 
parties in this afiair from the statement of facts hereinbefore·. 
given. 

SURAT. } 
31st December, 1917. 

B. G. TILAK, 
G. S. KHAPARDE. 

ARABINDO GROSE. 

H. MUKERJEE. 
B: 0. CHATTERJEE. 

.. 
Appondix to the Extremists Version. 

HOW THEY WANTED To GO BACK • 

THE CONGRESS IDEAL. 

At the Calcutta Congress, 
under the presidentship of Mr. 
Dadabhai Naorc,>ji, it was re
solved that the goal of the Con
gress should be Swaraj on the 
lines of the Self-governing 
British Colonies, and this goal 
was accepted by all Moderates 
and Natioualista without a single 
disseliltient voice. The resolu
tion 'on Self-Government passed 
there is as follows :-

" Self-Government :-This 
Congress is of opinion that the 
system of Government obtaining 
in the Self-Governing British 
Colonies should be extended to 
India and that ali! steps leading 
to it, urges that the following 
reforms •hould be immediately · 
carried out." (Here followed 
certain administrative reforms 
such as simultaneous examina
tions in England and India, re
form of Executive and Legisla
tive Councils, and of Local and 
:Municipal Boards.) 

The Congress Reception Com
mittee at Sura.t did not publish. 
the draft Resolution till the· 
commencement of the Congress 
Sessions : but a Draft Constitu
tion of the Congress, prepared 
by% the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale, 
was published a day or two 
earlier. In this draft; the goal, 
of the Congress was defined as 
follows:-

"The Indian National Cong
ress has for its ultimate g;.Jal · 
the attainment by India of 
Self-Government similar to that¥ 
enjoyed by other members of 
the British Empire and a parti
cipation by her in the privileges. 
and responsibilities of the, 
Empire on equal terms with the 
other members ; and it seeks to 
advance towards this goal by 
strictly constitutional means,by 
bringing about a steady reform 
of the existing system of ad
ministration, and by promoting 
national uni;y, foste,ring public
spirit ana improving the condi
tion of the mass of the people." 

• 
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"Those who accept the fore~ 
going creed of the Congress, 
shall be members of the Provin
cial Committee." 

"All who accept the foregoing 
creed of the Congress , 
shall be entitled to become mem
bers of a District Congress 
Committee," 

"From the year 1908, dele
gates to the Congress shall be 
elected bv Provincial and Dist
rict Congress Committees ~ly." 

Remarks :-It will at once be seen that the new Constitution 
,intended to convert the Congress from a national into a sectional 
movement. The goal of Swaraj on the lines of the Self-governing 
oolnni<as as settled l11st year, was to be given up: and in its stead 
Self-Government similar to that enjoyed by other members (not 
necessarily self-governing) of the British Empire was to be set 
up as the ultimate goal evidently meaning that it was to be 
considered as out of the pale of practical politics. The same view 
is expressed by Sir .Pberozeshah Mehta in,hia interview with the 
correspondent of the Times of India. published in the issue of 
the Times dated 30th December, 1907. The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale 
must ha.ve taken his eue from the same source. The reform of 
the existing system of administration, and not its gradual replace
ment by a popular system; was to be the immediate object of the 
Congress according to this constitution ; and further no one, who 
did not aMept this new creed, was to be I\ member of provincial 
or district committees or possibly even a delegate to the Congress 
after 1908, This was the chief feature of retrogression, which Sir 
P. M. Mehta and his party wanted to carry out this year at a safe 
place like Surat. It is true that the old resolution on Self-Govern
ment was subsequently includAd in the Draft Resolutions published 
only after the commencement of the Congress Session. ~ut the 
Draft Oonstitutio!l was never _withdrawn. 

SWADESHI MOVEMENT . 

. The Calcutta Resolution on 
the Swadesi Movement was as 
follows:-

,. The Congress accords its most 
,,cordial support to the Swadeshi 
Movement and calls upon the 

• 

At Surat, the Draft Resolution 
on the subject was worded as 
follows:-

"This Congress accords its 
most cordial support to tha 
Bwadeshi l\!Iovemeut, a.nd calls 
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'Penple of the country to labour upon the people of the country 
·for its suocess by making earnest to labour for its success by 
.and sustained efforts to promote e2.rnest and sustained efforts to 
the growth of indigenous indus- promote the growth of indigen-
tries, and to stimulate the pro- ous industries and stimulate the 
·duction of indigenous articles consumption of indigenous 
by giving them preference over articles by giving them prefer-
imported commodities even at ence, where possimle, over im-
·some sacrifice." ported commodities." 

Remarks :-Last year the words "even at some sacrifice" 
were introduced at the end after the great discussion and as a com. 
promise between the two parties, The Hon. Mr. Gokhale or Sir 
P.M. Mehta now wanted to have these words expunged, converting 
the ~d resolution into a mete appeal ~or preference for the 
-indigenous over imported goods. 

BOYCOTT MOVEMENT. 

The Calcutta Resolution was The proposed Resolution at 
as follows:- Su~at was:-

" Ha.viug regard to the fact' "Having regard to the facil 
that the people of this country that the people of the country 
'have little or no voice iJ:I its ha,ve little or no voice in its 
administration and that their administration and that their 
representations to Government rccpresentatives to the Govern-
do not receive due considera- ment do not receive due con-
tion, this Congress is of opinion sideration, this Congress is of 
that the Boycott Movement in- opinion that the boycott ef 
augurated in Bengal by way of foreign goods resorted to in 
'protest against partition of Bengal by way of protest 
that province was and 1," against the partition of that 
legitimate." Province was and is legitimate." 

Remarks :-This subject was not included in the list of sub
jects published at first but seems t.o have been subsequently inserted 
in the Draft Resolutions, when i>he first omission in the list 
was severely noticed in the preS'L The words Boycott Movement 
in the o~ Resolution have, however, beeu changed into Boycott 
of foreign goods. 

NATIONAL EDUCATION. 

The Calcutta Resolution was 
as follows ;-

"In the opinion of this Con
gress the time has arrived for the 
people all over the country 
earnestly to take up the question 
-of National Education for both 

The proposed resolution at 
Sumt runs thus :-

" In the opinion of this Con. 
grass the time has arrived for the 
people all over the country 
earnestly to take up the question 
of National Educatiop for both 
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boys and girls and organise a 
system of education-Literary, 
Scientific, Technical-suited to 
the requirements of the coun
try on National lines and under 
National control." 

boys and girls and organise ~n 
independent system of educa
tion, Literary. Scientific, Tech
nical-suited to the require·· 
mcnts of the country." 

Remarks :-The change is significant inasmuch aR the word 
" on National lines and under National control'' are omitted in the· 
Surat draft, for " control" is the most important factor in this 
matter. The''phrase "an independent system" does not convey aU 

that is desired. 
K,P,P. 

• 

• 
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III. MR. GOKHAJ~E AND THE 
EXTREMISTS' VERSION. 

The Extremist version of what occurred at Surat, which was 
under preparation has at last been published. It is full of gross 
mis-statements, some of which concern me personally, and these, 
with your permission, I would like to seG right in your columns. 

1. The version says :-"It was clearly arranged by the Hon. 
Mr. Gokhale to get the (Reception) Committee to nominate Dr. 
R. B. Ghose to the office of President, bmshing aside the proposal 
for lahe nomination of Lala Lajpat Rai." Dr. Ghose had been 
nominated for the office of President by all the Provinces consult
ed except Berar. The overwhelming preponderance of opinion 
in the Reception Committee at Surat was also in his favor. The 
reason why I attended the meeting of the R~ception Committee at 
which the nomination took place was that rowdyism had been threat
ened to make its preoeedings impossible as at Nagpur unless the 
proposal of the Extremists to elect Lala Lajpat Rai was accept
ed. The Reception Committee had barely a month at its disposal 
for making the required preparations, and any hostility to, H on the 

'part of a seo~ion however small would have meant abandoning the 
Congress Session at Surat. I went there as Joint General Secre
tary of the Congresq in the interests of harmony, and for the time 
may appeal to those who wanted i;o bring forward Lala Lajpat Rai's 
name proved effective. The harmony brought about lasted 
till Mr. Tilak's emissaries from Nagpur repaired to Snrat and stir
red up trouble about a week after the meeting of the Reception 
Committee. 

2. I am charged with" brushing aside the proposal for the 
nomination of Lala Lajpat Rai" on the ground that " we cannot 
afford to flout the Govewment at this stage. The authorities would 

- throttle our movement in no time." This unscrupulous distortion 
of stray ,jlentences from a private conversation, taken apart from 
their context, has now been pushed to such lengths that it is neces
sary to put aside the feeling of delicacy that has hitherto restrained 
me in the matter. The conversation was with two Extremist gentle
men of Surat with whom I discussed the situation at some length 
prior to toe meeting of the Reception Committee on the 2Hh 
'\foverober. I pointed out to these gentlemen the unwisdom o( 
bringing fotwa,rd Lala La.jpat R>ti's name for the Presidentship of 
the Congress, and this I did on three grounds:-

First, that with only a month >tt disposal of the Reception 
Committee for mo,king arrangements which, in other places, bail 

d 
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taken at least three to four months, any division among the work
·llrB at Surat was most un1esirable as it was sur~ to hamper the 
progress of their work.' 

Secondly, that there was absolutely no chance of their carrying 
.their proposal about Lala Lajpat Rai, their strength being only five 
.or six out of about .two hundred, who were expected to aotend that 
.afternoon' a meeting and that the rejection of Mr. Lala Lajpat Rai 's 
.name would only be a painful and wanton humiliation for him and 
thirdly and lastly, that though Lala I.u~jpat Rai had been 
personally restored to freedom, the larger question of principle 
'involved in his deportation had yet to be fought out, and it would 
best be fought out by keeping up the feeling of the country united 
and intact behind him, and that this feeling was sure to be divided 
H one section of the Congress tried to run him aa a party oandi. 
·date. I next poin~ed out that there were other ways in whioh we 

, •could all honour Mr. Lajpat Rai, and then I added, "if your object 
,is simply to :flout the Government, I can understand your 
proposal." To this one of the two gentlemen said, "Yes, even if 
we do nothing else, we w:int to show that .ve are prepared to :flout 
the Government." I thereupon said, "I don't believe in such 
flouting. The Congress n\.ust, of course, express its condemnation 
of Government measures when necessH.ry, but it bas other import
ant work to do, We cannot do without the help and co-operation 
of Government in many matters at our present stage." The 
oonvers:ttion then turned to wh<tt our goal should be, and what the 
·Congress should try to do. And the gentleman ia question-a 
young man who had only recently returned from England.-urged 
on me his view that the Congress should work for absolute inde
.pendence, and that it should try to te»ch the people of the country 
to hate the presetlt foreign Government ~1s much as possible. It 
was in reply to this that I S>~id, "you do not realise the enormous 
reserve of power behind the Government. If the Congress were 
·to do anything such as you suggest., the Government will have n6 
difficulty in throttling it in five minutes." It is out of this 
.conversation that the story which has been kept going for some 
time pa.st with a hundred variations has been concooteA. There 
were about twenty people present when the above conversation 
took plaoe. 

3. "The Han. Mr. Gokhale was entrusted by the Reception 
Committee at its meeting held on the 24th November 1907, for 
nominating the President with the work of drafting the R.esolu• 
tions before the Congress." ,. 

Thi9 is not correct. No resolution whatever was passed on 
the matter at the meetiug of the Reception Committee. About the 
beginning of December, when I went to Bombay from Poona, I 
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'"'"Was informed by one of the Secretaries of the Reception Commit
;tee, Mr.. l'ibuubhai Nanabhai, ohali the Working Commit>ee had 
decided to ask me to undertake the drafting of the Reso
·lutions to be laid before the Subjeclis Committee. I was at that 
·time pressed wioh other work, and so I suggested that the drafli 
.should, in the first inst'l>nce, be prepar~d by either Mr. Manubhai 
himself or by his colleague Mr. Gandhi, and that I would then touch 
them up if required. Mr. Gandhi wrote back at once to say that 
tha.t he could not uudenake t;he work as he had no time. Mr. 
J'vianubhai began to collect the material necessa.ry for drafting lihe 
resolutions, but he was so terribly overworked that he too could not 

.give any time to the actual work of preparing the drafts, and at 

.last about the 15Gb December, he told me that I should have to do 
the '\vhole work in that respect myself. 

4. "Neither Mr. Gokhale nor the Reception Committee 
supplied a copy of the Drafli Resolutions to any delegates till 2-30 

,p.M. on Thursday, the 26th December." This was due to the fact 
that printed copies were not till then available, On the 15th 
December, I settled the headings of the Resolutions in Bombay, but 
I could ge~ no quiet there for the work of drafting, and so I went 

:to Pooua on the 19th December to prepare the drafts. It w;;s by 
no means easy work. The Resolution that gave thfl greatest 
trouble was about the proposed reforms. I wrestled with it as 
well as I could in Poona, but I could not produce a satisfactory 
dra.ft. When I arrived in Surat on the morning of the 24t;h, the 

.Draft Resolution on the proposed Reforms was still not ready. I 
then gave the other drafts to Mr. Gandhi, Secretary of the Recep
tion Committee, in charge of this work, who immediately sent 
them to the press. 

For the draft on the Reform proposals I asked for a day more. 
·There were, however, a thcG:oand thiags to distract one's attention 
and though I gave to the draft all the time l could sp-.re on the 
24th and the morning of the 25th I was not able to finish it. 

-So, with much regret, I asked Mr. Gandhi to get the other drafts 
printe.r leaving a blank in the place of the Resolution on Reform 

·proposals. Now Surat is~ small place and its printil:g resources 
are not equal to those of Calcutta, Bombay or M»dras, 11nd the 
press took a. day to give printed copies of the drafts to Mr. Gandhi. 
It was only when I went to the panda! at 2-30 P.M. on the 
26th that I learnt from M:r. Gandhi that copies had arrived 
from the press, and the first printed copy which I myself saw was 
the one which I procured from Mr. Gandhi to pass on to Mr. 
Tllak who had just t.hen asked Mr. Malvi for a copy, The copies 
were available in good time for the deliberations of the Subjects 
Committee which, in the usual oourse, was expeotlld to sit tha!i 
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afternoon and for whose use alone the draft.s have always been· 
prepared. 

Tbree things must here be noted. First, though the Draft. 
Resolutions have in previous years been published beforehand, 
whenever there has been time 'to do so, it is not true that they 
have always been. so published. Last year, for instance, at Cal
cutta, some of the Draft Resolutions were not ready till the last 
minute, and this, in spite of the fact that our Calcutta friends
had much more time at. their disposal than 1.he one month in. 
which Surat had to make its preparations. 

Secondly, never before in the hist.ory of the Congress was an. 
attempt made as at Sura.t to attach an absurdly ex:tggerated im
portance to the Draft Resolution~. Everyone knows that tlaese · 
dra.fts bind nobody, and that they are merely material laid before 
the Subjects Committee for it to work upon. I don't remember a 
single Congress at which the Subjects Committee did not make, 
important and sometimes even wholesale alterations in the drafts. 
pl:tced before it by the Reception Committee. The final form in 
which Resolutions have been submitted to the Congress has 
always be,en determined by the Subjects Committee and tho· 
Subjects Committee alone. 

Thirdly, no Recept.ion Committee has ever in the past merely 
reproduced the Resolutions of the previous Congress on its agenda 
paper for the Subjects Committee, The Calcutta Reception Com
mittee of last year did not merely reproduce the Benares 
Resolutions, neither did the Bena.res Committee reproduce the 
Bombay Resolution. l!lvery Reception Committee has exereised· 
its own judgment as to the wording of the Draft Resolutions, an de 
the Surat Committee or those who were working for it were 
merely following tho established practice when they prepared their 
own dmfts. 

5. ·"While Mr. Malvi was reading his speech, Mr. Tilak. 
got a copy of the Dra.ft Resolutions, which he subsequently found 
were published the very evening in the Advocate of ltltliia in 
Bomba.y, clearly showing that the reporter of the paper must
h><ve been snpplied with a copy at least a clay earlier." The report
er must ha.ve procured a copy from Mr. Gandhi M soon as copies 
arrived from the press and must have wired the Resolutions to his 
pa.per, or it is possiule that he fifty h!tve obtained a proof from· 
the press before copies were printed. Certainly no printed copies 
were available to me till I went to the pandal on the 26th. I 
wanted to give a copy to Lala La.jpat Rai that morning, hut. 
could not ~o so as no copies had arrived from the press till then. 

I nnw come to the wording of the Draft Resolutions . 
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assure the leaders on that side that they were under a mis
apprehension about the resolutions a.nd that they would find them:. 
all on tbe agenda paper when it arrived from the press. I readily 
agreed and Lala Lajpat Rai went and gave the assurance, Tha,t same 
evening I .-ddresaed about; 200 delegates in the Madras tent of the .., 
Congress camp, especially for the purpose of removing the mis-· 
apprehensions and there I not only assured them that the resolu-
tions were 11ll on the ~>genda paper, but also mentioned th'! exact 
verbal ><l!:eratious th><t had been made. About 11 P.M. that night 
I met B.-bu Ashwani Kumar Dutt of B.-risa.\ a.t the President's 
residence, and I repeated to him what 1 had told the Madras 
delegates and he expressed himself satisfied. The next day, i.e, r 
on the 26&h, on going to the panda! as soon as I heard of Lhe dbpies 
having arrived from the press, I prqoured and gf>Ve one to Mr. 
Tilak 1t~ I have mentioned in my last letter, The Hon. Pandit 
Madan Mohan Mala'11iya Wf18 sitting by Mr. 'filak at the time and I. 
heltrd it afterwards from him that he asked Mr. Tihk if he was 
satisfied th>~t the resolutions were all there and Mr. Tilak bad to 
adroit that it was so. Only the slight verbal alterations that had 
been made would have to be amended, And now as regards the 
wording of the four Resolutions :-

(a) Taking Self-Government first the Extremists' version says: 
" At tbe Oaloatta Congress, under the Presidentship of Mr. 
D><dabhai Naoroji, it was resolved that the goal of the 
Congress should be Swaraj on the line~ of self-governing 
British Colonies." This is not accur~tte. The word Swaraj 
was not used in any of the resolutions of the Congress 
last year though it was used by Mr. Dadhabhai in his own 
speech. Neither W!\S there any mention oi a goal in nny of 
bat ye><r's resolutions. What last year's Congress had done· 
was to prefix a preamble about Self-Government to certain 
specific proposals of reform and that preamble was in ·" 
these words :-'· This 0on!J:ress is of opinion that the· 
system of government obtaining in t.he Sell. Governing Colonies. 
should be extended to India and th>~t, as steps l~ading to 
it, it urges that the following reforms should be immediately 
carded out." ·Now a reference to this year's draft resolu-
tions will show that the whole of this resolution, preamble, 
and all, was reproduced by the Reoeption Committee on the· 
agenda paper with only a sl1ght alteration in one of the clauses. 
rendered necessary by the appointment of two Indians to the· 
Secretary of State's Council, Mr. Tilak, however, compares last~ 
year's resolution on Self-Govern.ment, not with this year's draft. 
xesolution on the same subject, but with the preamble to an-
<>ther. dra.ft resolution-that on the constitution of the Congress, .. 
and he cha.rges the Recep~iou Committee with "a direct attempt-

\ 
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to tamper with the ideal of Self~Government on the lines of the· 
Self-Governing Colonies as settled at Calcutta." Now tbe por
tion of the preamble to the proposed constitution referring tQ Self
Government was as follows: "'!;he Indian National Congress has, 
for its ultimate goal, the attainment by India of Sell-Govern
ment similar to that enjoyed by other members of the British 
Empire and a participation by her in the privileges and responsi-
bilities of the Empire on equal terms with the other members.,. 
This is interpreted by Mr. Tilak as meaning that •' the goal of 
Swarai on the lines of Self-Goyerning Colonies, as settled last
year, was to be given· up and in its stead Self-Government simila.r 
to that enjoyed by other mem hers (um uecessarily self-govern ing,l· 
of.\;~ British Empire was to set up as the ultimate goal." I 
should have thought it incredible that any one with any pre
tention to a knowledge of practical politics could put such an 
atrocious misconstruction on the preamble of the draft consti
tution, but for the fact that Mr. Tilak has actually done it. 

Whoever talks of the form of Government obtaining in the 
Crown Colonies or Dependencies of the British Empire as Sell
Government? Whoever talks o! their partcipatiug in the pri
vileges of the Empire? However, as soon as Mr. Tilak's construc
tion was brought to my notice, I at once altered the expression. 
" Self. Government enjoyed by other members of the British
Empire," to'' Self-Government enjoyed by the Self-Governing 
members of the British Empire," so as to lea-ve no room for his 
ludicrous objection and it will be seen that the Convention after
wards used this wording for its creed. In this connection, ] 
would like to observe that it is most curious that Mr. Tilak should 
charge me with a desire ou abo,i1don the idea. of Sell-Government,. 
as in the British Colonies, being the goal ol our aspirat-ion. Ever 
since I began to take an active interest in the nat;icnal affairs-

. this has been a part of my political faith. In the prospectus of 
the Servants of India Society which was started in June 
1905, I have mentioned this goal in clear and explicit terms. 
" Self-t!overnment on the lines of English Colonies," the pros
pectus says, " is our goal." From the Presidential Chair of the 
Congress at Benares in December 1905, I declared the sama 
thing. "The goal of the Congress," I then stated, '' is that India 
should be governed in the interests of the Indians themselves 
and that, in course of time, a form of Government should be 
attained in this country similar to what exists in the Self
Goveruing Colonies of the British Empire.'' In 1906, in a Paper 
read before the East India Aslwciation in London, on ''Self 
Government for India" I elaborated the same idea. On the 
other hand, Mr. TilaK has not always known his own mind in 
this matter. After the Bei)ares Congress, Mr. Shyamji Krishna· 

• 
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-varroa denounced roe in his Indian Sociologist for roy idea of 
Self-Government on C,olonial lines A.nd later on Mr. Tilak follow
ing Mr. Shyaroji's lead joined in that denunioa,tion in his Kesari. 
Last year, however, Mr. Tilak veered round to the position that 
the goal of our political works was of equality for the Englisb
ma.n and the Indian in the British Empire, but this yea.r again at 
the Extremist~' Conference he coquetted with the views of the 
Bengfll School of Extremist politicia.ns and yer. it is 1\l[r. Tila.k who 
.attri b11tes to me a desire to alter the resolution of last; year on this 
·subject. 

(bi AA rega,rds Swadeshi, there never was the least intention 
to alter a single word in last yeA.r's resolution A.nd it was by a 
mere accid<mt that the words, "even at some sacrifice," happ~n
ed to he left ont in the Reception Committee's drafts. It happen
ed this W>•Y· The report of thP O>tloutfia Congress was not out 
when the draft· resolution were prep~tred, So far the text of 
la.st year's resolutions I h>1d to rely on a newspaper file. Now, the 
only file I had wi•h me conta,ining those resolutions was of the 
jour.oal India which had published all tbe resol.utions of I .. st 
year in its issue of 1st February 1907. As no change of even a 
word was contemplated in the resolution on Swadeshi, I had got 
one of my a•sistants merely to copy it from the India a.nd inclnde 
it among .the drafts. Unfortunately the text f1S published in 
India wa.~ defective and did not contain the words, "eYen at some 
sacrifice," >1S a reference to the issue of that journal of lst Febru
a.ry, 1907, will show, 

And tbe omission, perfectly unintentional, remained un
noticed till the meeting of the inf.ormal Conference which followed 
the Onnvontiou when the words which had b~en left out were at 
once restored. It is unnecessary to say that they would have 
·been simil>1orly restored if the Agenda paper had gone as usual to . 
the Subjects Oommittee.for consideration. 

(c) In the resolution on Boycott, the only verbal alteration 
made was to substitute the words "the boycott of forei!f~U goods 
resorted to in Bengal " for the words " the boycott movement 
inaugurated in Bengal" and the resolutioq was placed under 
Partition as the Boycott A.pptoved was " by way of protest 
ag>1oinst the Partition."' The change in the wording had been 
Tendered necessary by the unf>1oir and unjustifiable attempt made 
by an Extremist leader from the Congress platform last year and. 
by Mr. Tilali: and others in the Press throughout the year to 
construe the phraseology employed last year as approving a 
universal boycott of all forms of assoohttion with the Government. 

(d) In regard to National Education the slight alteration 
made was only with the object of improving the phra.seology with-

• 
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·aut altering the met<tning in any way. It must be mentioned here 
that the wording adopted host year on this subject bad not been 
,eonsider"d in the Subjects Committee, thme being no time for doing 
eo, In la.st year's resoln&ion, the word "National" appeared 
three times-naticnal edcwation on uational line!! and undet 
national control. It appeared to me that r,he words, "a system of 
.national education" suited to the requirements of the couotry and 
"independent of Government " really expressed i>,Jl that had to be 

·expressed and r.ha!i ~his phraseology was more restraiued aod more 
in accord wi~h what was being actually attempted in different 
parts of India, It will thus be seen that, in drawing up its dra.ft 

(l:esolmions on the four subjects, the Surat Committe" had not 
inteJ'!ded or atLempted any alteration in meanin~, though verbal 
changes had been ma,de here and there to remove ambiguity or to 
improve the phraseology. I have already pointed out thaG in 

-ma,king such changes, it was only following the practice of previous 
,yearg, Moreover, as I ha.ve stated in my las& letter, there were 
only drafts that bound nobody and the Subjec~s Committee would 
,have determined the final form in wbioh they were to be I!Ubmitted 
to the Congress. All tbe storm raised in connection with them was 
really more to discredit tht1 Surat Oommi~tee than tor furthering 

.any national interests, real or fancied. 

The EJ;tremist Statement speaks of certain attempts made 
·by oenain gentlemen to anange ''a compromise" and it mentions 
three gentlemen as having undertaken to speak to me-Lala Lajpat 

!lta.i, Mr. Snrendra Nath Banerjee and :M:r. Chtmiln.l D. Suraya. 
·Of these, :M:r. Cbunllal never saw me in any such connection. 
Lala Lajpa.t Rai had a hritli talk with me-it was on the 25th 
tDecemb<u: in the evening at the Railway Station when we had 
gone there to receive the Presiden~-about a proposal made 

•. by Mr. 'Tilak that five men on his side and five men on the othet 
aide should meet together and setLle the wording of the difler
·ent resolutions, I pointed out to Mr"Lajpat Ra.i uh.at iG wa.s the 
business of th'l Subjeats Committee to settle the wording and 
that a tlommittee such as Mr. Tilak suggested had naver been 

.app<]inted before. Moreover it was easy for Mr. Tilak, whose 
followers were meeting in a Conference day M~er day to 
nominate· five men to represent his side, but amidet the· e;gcite. 
-ment and bitterness ot feeling the[\ prevailing, what five men, I 
asked, could claim the authority or undertake the reaponeibility 
to act in the name of the other delegates ? And I said to him, 

.• , let the Subjects Oommittee meet to-mor:row alid let us see if any 
differences remain to be adjusted, And, if auy remain, you can 
make this proposal to the Subjects Oo,mmiiitae/' Lala Lajpa~ Rai 
saw the force of this and did not ~ress the suggestion further, 
.Mr. Sutendra Nath Banerjee ll;l.entioned t.o me on the opening rlay 

• 
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of the Congress, only a few minutes before going to the P!kndal,. 
tha.t he had hll.d a. Mnv•nsatiou that morning with Mr. Tilak and' 
that Mr. Tilak ha.d said to him that if he {Mr. Ba.ne>·jee} .. ud. 
myself gu>1ranteed the passing of the fou~ ·resolutions in the same· 
form as la~t yell.~, there would be no trouble in connect ion with• 
the Ptesid<Hn'a ele<:ltiou. I pointed out to Mr. Ba,nerjee how Mr. 
Tih>k h".d shifted his ground-how, till the previous evening, the 
cry w>ts for au asiiUr!HHle that the four resolunions would be on the 
agenda p>tper and how he now demanded a guarantee that they 
would be pa~sed in t.he ~ame form as last yea.r 1\nd I said, " it ia 
outrageous r.h!tt Mr. Tilak should rnake HUch a deml>nd >tnd 
threa~en now with trouble. How O!tll any iodividuttlm<imber with 
any a<.nse of r"sponsibility gw>rautee whl>t would be donfJOo by 
Subjecus Committee no~ yet appointed or by a Congress of sixteen 
hundted del8gates ? These men denounce us in one breath for auto
cracy and, in tho next, they ask us to take upon ourselveO! suoh a.n 
impossible respomdbility." The conversation then ended. BMore 
passing awa:y from this point, I would like to oontr\\diot here, 
iu the most omphatio man:;er possible, the report to which such 
wide outrenoy hM been giveu, th»t Mr. '[ilak Hied three times 
M Sumt to aee me a.t\d that every time I declined to see him. 
There is n6t ·~ WDtd of truth in this repo~t. Mr. Tilak neve~ 
gave r-, ·n nuderstand dire<:tly or indirectly that he wanted to 
meet me at 8ttra.t. He lH•ver wrote to me or sent me word 
with any one to exptess aueh a desire. He never oa:me to my 
place a.nd to my J::uowledge he never tried to moet me anywhere· 
elae, 

Only one more lnlltter in th<l Extremists' Statement ooneerna 
me personally. It is the vorsion th>tt it gives of what t::>Ok place 
flrat between Mr. Mal vi and Mr. Tilak and then' between Dr, 
Ghosh a.nd M~. Tilak, when Mr. Tibk o>~om" to th{J plazi<>Ynl to 
move the adjournment of the Congres~. This version ia in dir~ot 
oonfli<Jt with the offi<Jia.l version issued immediately after the 
break-up ot thli1 Congress ov<;r the aigu!i.tures of Dr. Ghosh,. 
Mr. :Malvi, M~. Wa.oha and mysell. Now, all four of~s had 
hea.rd. every word of the conver~ation that took place bl'ltween Mr, 
Tilak on one side a.nd Mr. Malvi and Dr, GbOE!h on the other, 
Ou the othet hand, though the Extremist version is signed by 
five gentlemen, four of the five were no~ on the pl•Hform and 
could not have heard a syllable of what was said. The confiiot 
between the two 'lleraions thus means the word of us four i~. 
against the word of Mr. Tilak and there I am conf.ent to let it 
s'and. Here I must close and I would do so with one obaervation, 
The Eeoeption Committee of Surat had not depa.rted in a single 
pl1>rtieuia.r from the 8$tablished p~>tcti<:Je of the last twenty-tw<l 
yeaTs. It hail ma.de its ar~angemeflts for the holding of tbe Ccu- · ,. 
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gress and for the comfort of the delegates in the usual way. It had. 
prepared the agenda paper for the Subjects Committee in the· 
usual way. It bad elected the President under a special rule· 
adopted by the Congress itself last year. Faviug made these 
preparations in the course of single month, for which cities 
like Calcutta and Bombay have taken three to four months
having turned its nights into days for the .purpose-it awaited for· 
the Congress meeting and conducting ·its deliberations in the· 
usual way. On the other hand, all the innovations were on Mr. 
Til,ak's side. He set up a separate camp of his own followers, 

. He harrangued them daily about the supposed intention of the 
Reception Committee and the high-handedness of imaginary 
bureai.lcracv in the Congress.· He made from day to day wild 
and wreckless statements, some of which it is difficuh to charac
terise properly in terms of due restraint. 

He created a pledge- bound party to vote with him Jil~e a 
machine, whatever the personal views of individual delegates 
might be. He demanded guarantees from individual members on 
the other side unheard of in the history of the Congress. On the 
first day some of his followers by sheer rowdyism compelled the 
sitting to be suspended. On the second day when the sitting was. 
resumed there was no expression of regret forthcoming for the dis
creditable occurrence of the previous day and though one da.y out 
of threQ had been already lost, Mr. Tibk himself came forward to 
interrupt the proceedings again by a motion of adjurnment, 
Under the mildest construction this was a move of obstruc
tion, pure and simple, for as long as the rule under which the· 
Reception Committee had elected Dr. Ghosh remained unrescind
ed, there was no possible way to get that election Ret aside. On the· 
paltform. Mr. Tilak openly and persistently defied the authority 
of the Chair. Over the painfal incidents that followed, it is. 
perhaps b~st now to throw a pall. But in all this, I do not see· 
where the responsibility of the Reception Committee comes in . 

• 

CALCUTTA, } 
13th January, 1908. G. K. GOKHALE. 
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IV. EXTREMISTS' VERSION 

CONTRADICTED. 

It is with great reluctance that I take up my pen to write on 
an event, the tragical nature of which cannot be felt more acutely 
by any one than by those who for ~>he last twenty years a.nd more 
have been devoting their best energies to the one grea.t national 
institution, which ;;a.ve hope of a better future, and who struck 
steadfastly to it when the le;1ders of the newly arisen new p~tny 
were trying to st>tb it by ridicule, misrepresentation aud oa.lu~uy, 
Ha.viug bee11 >1n eye-witness of all t,ha\; happened on the two 
memorable days, the 26th and the 27th of December, I thought 
that deplorable, disgraceful an<i. utterly unworthy of gentlemen 
as !'hose occurrences were,even tho&e who bad so far forgotten what 
they owe to themselves, to the country and to posterity as to have 
indulged in rowdyism and opeu violence, would, despite party 
passions, admit the real fa.cts and express their sorrow for the 

·grievous mistakes committed by them. It is therefore humiliat
i Hg-nay, disgusting t::> see that men of educa.tion and position, who 
must be regarded as representatives, have shown an open disregard 
for truth which augurs ill for tb3 progress of our motherland. 
Whatever room for misapprehension there might have been as to 
the intentions and plans •;f the Bombay leaders and whateve·r 
scope one or two unintentional acGs or omissions might have afforded 
tor criticism there could bE> those who would not wilfully disregard 
the evidence of their senses. No doubt the whole rowdyism, un
seemly squabbles and resort t.o sticks and physica.l violence, which 
dis"r>tc9d the last session of the Congress, W>J.s due to the Extre
mists and that the responsibility for the fracas lies upon the lead

, ers of that parGy. It appears that M~. G. Subramania Iyer has 
written to the Hindu stating that he bas modified the views which 
be had first expressed. I have not seen the latter, but, if thj criti
cism which the Indu P>·akash makes on it is well based, I must 
say, it is curious if Mr. Iyer throws on the Moderates any responsi
bility for the disorderly scenes on the 26th and the attack of the 
27hh. He was sitting next to me on the first day and when the 
din of cries, shouts and unparliamentary term~ was raised against 
Mr. Burendranatb Banerjee by some Nagpurians, Benarees and 
Madrasis, be beoa.me very angry and exclaimed excitedly:" This is 
most disgraceful, most shameful. This is all due to Tilak and Kha
parde, They are responsible for all this." He further said to me 

'"this is all the doing of your Central Provinces. Nag pur bas brought 
troubles on the Oougress." I felt that taunt and replied sharply 
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"your rebuke is, I must admit; sorrowfully true so far as men• 
of my province are concerned , but are there not 8 or 10 Madrasis, 
who are even wilder than they?" On the 27th, he was, again, not 
far from me and saw all the incidents and when we met again· 
shortly afterwards he threw the whole blame on those sam!' 
persons. On both occasions, the remarks were voluntari.ly made. 
On the following days. I remonstrated with several Berar Extre
mists and told them what Mr. G. Subramaniya Iyer bad said, 
leader though he was till late of the Extremist party of the· 
Madras Presidency. 

Every one, who ha;; the least regard for truth, will unbesitat· 
ingly say that every word in the statement issued under the signa· 
tures.,f Dr. Ghosh and Messrs. Malvi, Wacha and Gokhale i8 

true. It is now well known from what quarteJC the shoe came and 
that it was aimed at Sir P. M. Mehta. It is a wicked lie to say 
that it was aimed at Mr. Tilak. It can be proved by the testimony 
of hundreds of eye-witnesses that signals were gi;en by prominent 
Extremists and that thereon a number of persons from the Central 
Provinces and Berar, some of whom were delegates and some· 
visitors, rushed to the platform wielding big long sticks. When 
Mr. Tilak was escorted, he was surrounded by more than 50 of 
his followers armed with these la.thies. Is it usual for delegates or 
even visitors to carry about lathie8? One fact throws a most lurid 
light on the affair. Amo11g the Extremist delegates and visitors 
taken from Berar were gymnastic teachers, gymna.stis. proclaimed 
touts, workmen from factories, fitters, oilmen, etc. There were, I 
am told, barber delegates from Nagpur, who for the money spent on 
them, made some small return by shaving the Nationalist delegates. 
These men are too poor to pay their travelling expenses, much 
less, their delegation fee. Who supplied the money and what was 
the object in takiDg such persons? For, most of them do not 
know English and have never taken part in public matters. With 
my own eyes, I saw Extremist delegates, holding two degrees, 
brandishing long and powerful sticks or rushing wildly and franti
cally at ~e occupants of the platform. I myself stopped the 
progress of a chair which was hurled at either the President or 
Sir Pherozeshah. The man picked up another and I snatched it 
away from him. He was then thrown down by some Gnjarati 
gentlemen. He was a visitor from these provinces. Why did he 
rush on the platform? I rebuked sharply ~orne C.P. graduates who 
were rushing towards Sir P. M. Mehta, who was being taken out 
by the hind entrance. They said, "we have no grievance against 
you. We want to pnniRh these Parsee rascals." What again is 
the meaning of Mr. Khaparde rushing to the platform with a 
thicJ' stick uplifted? OnJy half an hour previously he had like 
Mr. Tilak declined to take his seat in the chair reserved . 

• 

• 
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dor him on the da.is. Two Patels from the Akote Ta.luq 
who were sta.yiog in my quarters received on the 27th a.t 
about noon a warning from two men of their caste who lived in 
the Nationalist oamp that di!.y there would tJe enacted scenes 

rfar worse than those of uhe previous day and advised them 
either to stay away or to oooupy baok seats, These gentlemen 

-'tried to communicate the warning to me but they could not suc
ceed, A well-known Extremist of these provinces has been taking 

, oredili tnat ne sent me word " begging" me to leave the prominent 
seat I occupied on the platform. The word never reached me 

•and even if it had I would not have left my place. All the se.me 
the fact. is significant. Then ag11.in soan the list of Nagpar dele

. gates and their oMupations and literary qualifications. Not that 
the educated graduates were behind the uneducated rowdl'lls in 

, c~eating disturbance. But the extraordinary advent of uhe un
ruly element leaves littile room for doubt that the whole disturb
ance had been planned, organised and deliberately brought 
, about. 

To me it is small comport that hooliganism was shown by 
'Extremists and not by Moderates, and I would not have written a 
word for publication in n'g>Hd to these disgraceful performil.noes, 
but for th~ monstrous lies that are studiously being circulated by 

·the foolish, misguided sinner <>nd their culpable and designing 
leaders. Rowdyism :.nd violence are bad enough but to add wick
ed untruthfulness to it is unfamous. The faots are all plain and 
lie on the sndace and if people wou~d only drive away the cloud of 
dust whion the breal!:ers of the pMoe purposely raise in order to 
conce"l tho re>ll issues, there would be little room for doubt as to 
wqere the guilt lies. 

' 
The <"tmp,tign of vilifiofl>tion of the Moderate party WitS com. 

me need in the firgt fortnight of January lfl>st by Mr. Tilak at; 
Alif>h»bad where the people and especially the young men were 
exhorted to pull down their leaders and tho high ideal wa~ impre3s
ed upon them th"t momlity h!td no place in poli"ics. !)f.r. Kha
p,.td<; followed in a few days by a most outragon" speech at 
N<tgpllt in which the Modemt;e le>tders were called" infa.mous," 
"the most debased of huma.n kind,"'er.c., ltnd the fraternity of men 

, who ventured to hold views different from those of the "New 
School" was questioned, In about 4 weeks more oame the meet
ing at Nagpur for the formation of the working Committee 

, when a respected old C. P., leader of 60 years of age was greeted 
with a shoe, burnirrg powder was sent in a. letter to the President 
of the meeting, Dr. Gout·, and threatening letters were sent to some 

,other prominent men. Simultaneously with this 1\nd four montha 
after this, the Kesafi at Poona and the 'Deshasewak at Nagpur 

• 
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·cCarried on a regular crusade against those members of the Moderate 
party whose opposition to Mr. Tilak's Presidentship was feared 
by them. Week after week and month after month men like 
Mr. Gokhale became the subjects of the foulest calumnies and 
most wanton perversions of truth. It would be well if the articles
in these papers and others of that school are translated word for 
word so that the whole India.n world might know how low have 
fallen those from whom much was expected. It is disspiriting to 

•See the literary and moral garbage on which the new generation of 
Maharashtra is sought to be brought up. ' 

· The ocourrences of 22nd September at Nagpur (which were 
•the direct offspring of the spirit created and fed by these writings) 
are-.vell known. The concerted rowdyism within the hall, the 
pre-arranged hooliganism outside and worse than all the shameless 
effrontery with which these proceedings are white wa.shed and 
defended (which are the most distressing developments of the 

c4' New Spirit") need not be recounted, 

Then came the All-India Congress Committee's meeting in 
which after refusal by Messrs. Tilak and Khap11rde to adhere to 
the compromise which thay had accepted only three or four hours 
previously, the resolution was arrived at to transfer the venue 
of the Congress to Surat. And then followed the most vitriolic, 
venomous and bitter attacks on Sir P. M. Mehta, Mr, Golrhale and 
the Surat people. the language of which would put to shame even 
the street brawlers. It deservs to be noted thM the Deshasewak 
alld other Tilakite papers distinctly used the threat that no efforts 
would be spared to make a Congress at Surat impossible. 

First, a difficulty is sought to be created by dragging in 1\ir. 
Lajpat R~:u's name agains~ his expressed wishes, Even when he 
definitely and openly puts his foot down, attempts to prevent 
Dr. Ghosh frc;m taking the presidential chair is persevered in and 
carried out. Finding that Mr. Lajpa,l, Rn,i would not allow 
himself to be made a catspaw the story is next invented and 
studiously spread that the Reception Committee wanted to go 
back o1l the propositions in regard to Self-Government, Swadeshi, 
Boycott in Bengal and National Education. On the evening of 
the 24th I told a number of delegates that there was no valid basis 
for this assertion and that propositions on the subjects substan
tially the lilame in spirit as those of last year would be put before 
th~ Subjects Committee. On the 25th at noon when Mr. N. C. 
Kelkar was at the place where I was putting up, I told him the 
same thing and begged that scenes and split be avoided. That 
day in the evening, Mr. Gokbale made a detailed statement to 
the delegates in the Congress Camp. About 150 attended and he 

•told them the exact wording of the Resolution drafted by him as 

' • 
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the draftsman of the Subjects Committee. Mr. R. P. Karandikar· 
of Satara and other friends of Mr. Tilak were present au the occa
sion. In spite of this conclaves were held in the Nationalist Oamp· 
and the resolution arnved a~ to oppose the election of the 
:j?resident and other obstruction and organise rowdyism at every 
stage of the proceedings. On the 26th, when thousands were 
present in the Congress Panda!, Mr. Khltre of Nasik went on 
shouting from block to block tha.t Mr. Tilak had sent word that 
the electiotl of the President was t,o be prevented. In the face of 
all t.bese facts, can thore be any doubt leH that the rowdyism and 
voilence carried out had been delibemtely pl:nmed and organisfld?" 
It is ~.dmittod th:lt before time for proposing the President 
came, Mr. Talik had in his possession a tJopy of the draft resolu
tions oont,.ining the ones on" Swamj," "Swadeshi," "Boyo<9Lt,"" 
and " National Education." And yet tbcJ row was made, carried 
on and persistod in and not the least efforts made to cheok it. It 
is sickening to see the ignoble tactics and dishonoumble methods 
adopted by the leaders of the rowdies, and the lies that were 
invented and busily spread, even after contradiction,, se, as to 
create prejudice against the Moderates in general and Mr. Gokhale· 
in particular. 

One word ~.nd I shall conclude this already too long, communi
caLion. What is said in the Manifesto issued by the Extremist 
leaders or by their very " impartial" ftiend >\nd ally Babu 
Motihtl Ghosh, is sufficient to prove the main charge that these 
people w:tnted to impose their will upon the Moderates who form
ed the m>1jC>ri>.y and if that oould not be done to create an uproar 
and to resort to the use of force. They only acted in obedience to 
a telegram which bad been received from their headquarters at. 
CalentL:J. ; " Blow up if every thing else fails." 

AMRAOTt, } 
Januan1, 1912. R.N. MUDHOLKAR. 

V. BENGAL PROTEST. 
-------- . 

A Her the rowdyism of the first day, the Bengal delegates met
at Bose's Bungalow in the evening, when the following Resolutiou 
was passed on the motion of Mr.Didnarayan Singh of Bhagalpur:-

" We, the undersigned deleg'lotes of United Bengal, deeply 
regret. the unseemly demonstration m:<de at the Congress Panda!• 
to-day, when Babu Surendranath Benerjee was seconding, the 
re•olution proposing the election of the Honourable Dr. Rash 
Behari Ghosh. and say tha.t we entirely dissociate ourselves frcm 
those that were guilty of such demonstration and irregular· 
proceedings," , 
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Calcutta. 

-'· ?ramatha Nath Banerji. 
2. Dedar Buksh. 
3. R. 0. Bonnerjee. 
4. Priyanath Sen, 
5. Mnjibur Rahman. 
6. Suahir Chandra Banerji, 
7. P. Ohaudhuti. 
8. Raj Chandra Chandra. 
9. J. Ghosal. 

10. Bhupendra Natb B~>sn. 
11. J. N. Roy, 

•12. R. C. Sen. 
13. Krishna.Kumar Mitra. 
14, Hem Chandra Sarkar. 
15. S.K, Choudhury. 
16. Akbay Kumar Dey, 
17. Surendra Nath Roy. 
18. Sachindra Prasad Bl1.su. 
19. Satyananda Bose, 
20. Pribhwis Chandm Rty. 
21. Nares Chandra Sen Gupt,., 
22. Sudhir Kumar Lahiri. 
23. J. Chaudhuri, 
24. A. Chaudhuri. 
25, Jyotindra Nath BoRe, 
26. Sukmar Mitra. 
27. Hem Chandra Sen. 
28. Md. l\·f,.nirazzaman. 
29. Tarau Krishna Naskar. 
30. Dasarathi Chakrabarti. 

24 PaT.ganas. 
1. Surendra Nath Mullick. 
1!. Surat Ch,.ndra Mukh~rjee. 
'fl. Paresnatb Rav Cbaudburv. 
<!. RaJ Jatindra Na.tb Cbaudburi. 
5. Tar" Pra's,.llna Mitr,., 

Howrah. 
1. Matangi Charan P;..lit. 
2. Gispati Rabyatirtha. 

Hoogl11. 
1. Bishnupada Chatterjee. 
2. Amunlya Chandra Dutt. 
3. J og~ndra N ath Chatterjee . 
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Burdwaro. 

1. N~\linaksha Basu. 
~. Samosh N. Bose. 

Sarat C. Basu. 
Debendr>t Nath Seu, (E:,."iraji Kalna. 

1). Upendra N;~th Sen, (K>1Vir»j) K>~lna. 

Barisal, 

1. Upendra Natb Sen. 
2. Saratkuma.r Guha. 
'l, Batis Chandra Chatterjee, 
•L R.ajani Kanta Chat.terji, I.Thalakati). 

Ji'a1·idpur. 

1. Ambika Ch».ran Mltznmd~r. 
'.l. Ma.nindr"' Kurn11,r Maznn1dn.r, 
:J. Krishn:t Da&• Ray. 

Ramqpnr. 

1. Atnth N~tt.b Chaudhuri. 
2. Satyondra M•Jban Ray, (Kakina.) 
a. KiRori Mohan Roy. 
4. HiraLd Ghosh. 
5. Baroda Govind Chaki. 

Din(l}pwr. 

1. ;Jotiudra Mohan Snp . 

.Dacca. 
1. }(;,.mini Mohan B"nerji. 
~!. Rrind>tban Chandra Bysf\k, 
iJ, Surj>l Kant>l B11Herji. 
4. Be pin Chandra Das, (Naraingunj<~). 

Mymensing. 

1. Sudbansu M. Bose.· 
2. A. H. Gh~tzunvi. 

Kh1.tlna. 

1. Nagendta Nath Sen. 

Tippera.. 

1. Upendra Chandra Ohakrav1utL 
2. Sasadhar Roy. 

• 
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V. JHtNGAL PHOTEST. 

Bajshahi. 

Aksbay Kumar Moitra. 
Eisori Moh~.n OhaudhurL 

Pttbna. 

Mahendra Nath Chakravarti. 
Mohini Mohun Lahiri. 

Midnapur. 

Sengraneshwar Sinha, (G-hatal). 
Nageswar Prasad Sinha, (Ghatal). 

Krishnagar1 

Nanda G-opal Bhaduri. 

ltfw·shidabad, 

.Nafur Ob. Roy, 

Puntea. 
Jogendra Nath Mukbe.iji, (Hon'ble). 

Bhagalpur. 

Dipnarain Singh. 

Ga.ya. 

1. Parmeshwar Lall. 

Beerbhum. 

1. Damodar Mohunt, (Joydepurl. 

Sylhet. 

1. Ram Mobitn Das, !Karimgnnj). 

S·u.rat. Decembm·, 26, 1907 . 
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Kppendix c.~The Presidel:t':-o.f the Cong~e,~~:l!.£~t 1885 to 
~~~~~· 

Year. i Plaoe. President. 
' 1916. 
·-·-;~, 

Number of 
Delegates. 

1 1885 'Bomba' ... ;·:c.rr. W.O. Bonnerjee ... ... ... 72 
H 1886 iCalcuti:a • ... i , Dad~bhai Naoroji ... ... ... 434 

Ill 1887 /Madras ... · ,, Budruddin Tyabji ... ... • ... 607 
IV 1888 !Allahabad ... ! , George Yule ... ... ... 1,248 
V 1889 Bombay ... !Sir William Wedderburn ... ... ... 1,889 

VJ 1890 ,Calcutta ... ·Mr. P .. M. :Mehta ... ... ... ... 677 
VII 1891 jNagpur ... ' , P. Ananda Charlu ... ... ... 812 

VIII 1892 !Allahabad ... \ , W.C. Bonnerjee ... ... ... 625 
IX 1893 )Labore ... i , Dadabbai Naoroji ... ... • ... 867 ~ 
X 1894 ;Madras ... ! , Alfred 'Webb· ... ... ... 1,163 

XI 1895 iPoona ... ; , Surendra Na~h Bannerjee ... ... 1,584 
XII 1896 icalcutt;a ... i , Rahimatullah Sayani ... ... ... 784 

XIII 1897 jAmraoti ... : , C. Sankaran Nair •.. ... ... 692 
XIV 1898 Madras ... : , AM. Bose ... ... ... ... 614 

XV 1899 lLuckuow .... , R.O. Dutt ... ... ... ... 739 
XVI 1900 Lahore ... i '.' N.C. Chaudavarkar ... ... ... 567 

XVII 1901 Calcutta ... ' ., D.E. Wacha ... ... ... 896 
XVIII 1902 Ahmedabad ... \ , Surendra Nath Bannerjee ... ... 471 
XI~ r 1903 M"'dr~s ... \ -" La! Mohan Ghose ... ... ... 538 
XX 1904 Bombay ... lSu Henry Cotton ... ... ... J ,UlO 

XXI I 1905 •Benares ... ,'Mr. G.R. Gokhale ... ... ... 756 
XXII 1 1906 'Calcutta ... . , Dadabhai Naoroji ... ... ... 1,663 

XXIII i 1907 :Surat ... 1Dr. R~sh Behary Gt.o;;e-Suepended .. . ... 1,600 
XXIH ~· 1908 ·

1

:Vhdras ... ! ,. Rash Behary Ghose ... ... ... 617 
XXIV / 1909 Lahore ... \Pundit Madan Mohan !llalaviya ... ... 243 
XXV 1910 !Allahabad ... /Sir William Wedderburn ... ... ... 636 
X~VI / 1911 loalcu.tta ... Pundit B1shen_ Narayan Dhar ... ... 446 

XXVII 1912 \Banktpore ... 1Ir. R N. 1Iaaholkar ... ... ... 207 
xxvnt I 1913 /Karachi ... :Nawab Syed JHahomed ... ... ... 349 

, XX!X 1914 ,Madras ... ,~Ir. Bupendr~ Nath Basu ... ... ... 866 
XXX I 1915 [Bombay ... r>tr S. P. SJnn"' ... ... ... ... 2,259 

II • XXXI 1916 [Lucknow ... •E{on'ble Am'lica Charan Mazumdar ... ,~-. 2,350 

~: . . , 
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APPENDIX D. 

CONGRESS AND MOSLEM LEAGUE'S 
SCHEME OF REFORMS . 

. TThe following is the scheme of .Reforms as a definite step towards 
Self-Government passed at the 31st Session of the [;uiia.n 
National Congress held at Lucknow, on the 29th December 
19.16, and also adopted by the All.Jndi'l Jfoslem League at its 
meet·ing held on the 31st December 1916:-] 

1.--J?ROVINCIAL LEGISLATIVE COUNCILS. 

1. Provincial Legisli!.tinl Councils shall consis·t of four-fifths 
·alected and of one-fifth nominated members. 

'2. Their sGrengl;h shall be not less nhmi 1'25 m,.embers in the 
·major provinces, 'tnd from 50 to 75 in t,he minor provinces. 

3. Tbe membars of Councils should ba elected directly by 
·the' people on as broad a, frauchise as possible: 

4. Adequ».t!l provision should be mi\de for the representation 
of important mmodties by eleofiion, and the l\:!:allOmedans should 

... be represemed through special electoranes on the Provincial Legis
dative Councils in the ioilowing proportions:-

Pt;·,~jai>-One-ha.lf of tho elected Indian M:em hers. 
United Provi1~es-80 per cent. , 
Bengal-40 per cent. , 
Behar-25 per cent. 
Central Provinces-15 per oent. 
Madras-15 per eent. 
Bombay-One-third 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

Provided that no Mahrnnedan shall partioipate iu anv of the 
. other elections GO uhe Impertal or Provincial Legisla•ive Councils, 
save and except those by electorwces representing speoia.l inter03i>s. , . . 

• , 
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Provided furt.ber that no bill, nor any clause thereof, nor a.•. 
resolution introduced by a non-officia.l member affecting one or the·· 
other community, which questwn is to be determined by the 
members of that community in the Legislative Council concerned, 
shall he proceeded wit;h, if three-fourths of the members of that 
communit.y in the particular Counoil, Imperial or Provincial, 
oppose the bill or any cla.use thereof or the resolution. 

5. The hea,il of the Provincial Government should not bA tbe · 
President of the Legislative Council but the Council should hrwe · 
the right of electin{'! its President. 

(;. ~'he right of asking supplemBnta.ry questions should not be 
restricted to tho m~mher putting the original question bm should· 
hA ;>lluwed to be exercised by any other member. • 

7. (a) gxcept onstnms, post, telegraph, mint, salt, opium, 
railwoty8, army and navy and tributes from ludifm Btates, ali 
othor sources of revenue should he Provin.oial. 

(b) '!~hero should be no divid<Jd heads of revenue, 'rhe 
GnvGrnment of India "hould bA provided with fixed contributions 
frnm tbe Provinoi><l Governments, such fixed contributions being·. 
liab!EJ Lo revision ,when extraordinMy and unforeseen contingencies· 
render such revision necessary. 

(c) Tho Provincial Cnuncil Qbould have full aut.hority to deal 
with >til nhtters affecting the internal administration of the 
province includit•g the power to raise loans, to impose :~nd alt.er· 
tax:t~oion, and to vote on the Budget •. All it.ems of expenditure >>nd 
;}Jl proposals concerning ways and moans for raising the necessary 
roventw should be embodioJd in Bills and submitted to ,the 
Proviucial Couneil for adoption. 

I 

(d) Hesolutious on all matt.erA withiM the pnrview of 
tbfl Vrovhocial Government should be allow~d fnr discussion 
in aeeordance with rules made in that behalf by tbo Council 
itself. 

(e) A resolution pa.ssed by the Provincial Legislative ~ounoil' 
shctll be binding on the Executive Government, Unless vetoed by the 
Governor in Council, provided however that 'f the resolution is. 
agetin passed by the Council after an interval of not less than one 
year, it must be given effect to. 

If~ A motion for adjo'urnment may be brought forward for the 
discussion of a definite matter of urgent public importance, if 
supported by not less than one-eighth of the members p~esent. 

8. A speoial meeting of the Provincial Council may be sum
moned on a requisition by not less than one-eighth of the members •. 

• 
, 
' 
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" 

9., A Bill, other than a Money Bill, may be introduced in 
·:Council in accordance with rules made in that behalf by the 
, Council itself, and the consent of the Government should not be 
required therefor. -

10. All Bills passed by Provincial Legislatures shall have to 
,,receive the assent of the Governor before they become law, but 
'-may be vetoed by the Governor-General. 

11. The term oi office of the members shall be five years. 

H.-PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS, 

.1. The head of every P£ovincial Gover;,ment shall be a 
•Governor who shall not ordinarily belong tCJ t;he Indian Civil 
Service or any of the permanent services. 

2. There shall' be in evenr Province an Executive Council 
which#' w:iub the Governor, shal(constitute the Executive G-overn
ment of the Province. 

3. Members of the Indian Civil Service shall not ordinarily 
be appoimed to t;he Executive Councils, 

4, Not less than one-half of the members of the Executive 
<Council shall consist of Indians to be else ted by th3 elocted mem
-bers of the Provincial Legislat;ive Council. 

5. The term of offiJe of the members shall be five years. 

Ili.---'IMPERIAL LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 

1. The strength of the Imperial Legislative Council shall be 
150. 

2. ]'our-fifths of the members shall be elected. 

3. The francb~se lor the Imperial Legislative Council should 
-~e wi~en~d as _far as possible , on t_he lines, of the electorates for 
lVlahomeaans lor tlle Pco"mC!al Leg1slat1ve Councils, and the 
elected members oJ the Provincial Legislative Councils should also 
iorm an electorate for the return of members to the Imperial 
Legislative Coll.nciL 

4. One-third of the Indian elected members should be Maho
<medans elected by separate Mahomedan electorates in t;be several 
Provinces, in the prop0rtion, as nearly as may be, in which they 
are represented on the Provincial Legislative Councils by separate 
Mahomedan electorates, 

>Vide provisos to seetion 1, clause 4. 

' , • 
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' 
5. The President of ths Council shall be elected by the> 

Coun.cil itself. 

, 6- The right of asking supplementary questions shall not be· 
restricted to the member putting t.he original question but
should be allowed to be exercised by any other member. 

7. A special meeting of the Council m~y be summoned on a 
requisition by not less than one-eighth of the members. 

8. A Bill, other th'an a Money Bill, may be introduced in 
Council in accordance with rules made in that behalf by the· 
CounCJI itRelf, ~.ncl. the consent of the Executive Government 

·should not be required therefor. 

9. All Dills pMsed by t.be Council shall have to receive•the 
as!'ent r•f tbe Goveruor-Gcnoral before they become ~<:w. 

10. All flnar;cirtl proposals relating to sources of income and· 
itemH of expenditure sball be embodied in Bills. Every such 
Bill ftnd the Budget as a whole sha-ll be submit.ted for the voto· 
of tho Imperial Legislative Council. 

11. The term of office of members shall be five years. 

12. The matterg mentioned herein below shall be exclusively·· 
un'dor tho control of the Imperial Legislative Council:- 1 

(a) Mrttters in regrtrd to which uniform legislation lor the 
whole of India is desi,rable. 

(b) Provincial legislation in so far as it may a:€fect inter
proviuci>tl fiseal relations. 

(c) Questions affecting pmoly Imperial Revenue, excepting: 
tribuO<Js from Indian Strtt€B. · 

(d) Questions affecr,ing purely Imperial expenditure except 
thtlt no resolution of t.he Imperial Legislative Council shall be
binding on the Governor-General in Council in respeet of Military 
charges for the defence of the country. • 

(e) The right of revising Indian tariffs an'\.cl!lstoms-duties, of· 
imposing, a!te.ring, or removing any tax or cess, modifying' 
the existing system of currency and bo.nking, and granting any 
aids or bounties to any or all deserving and nascent industries of-· 
the country. 

(f) Resolutions on all matters relating to the administration 
of the country a.s a whole. 

13. A resolution pa~sed by the Legislative Oouncil should be" 
bivding on the Executive GoverEmeiJL, unless vetced by tha· 

• 
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Governor-General in Council: provided, howeve>r, that if the· 
resolution is again pa8sed by the Council after an interval of not 
less than one year, 1t must be given e:ffect to. 

14. A motion for adjournment may be brought forward for 
the discussion of a definite matter of urgent public importa.nce, if 
supported by not less than one-eighth of the members present. 

15. When the Grown chooses to exercise its power of veto in 
regard to a Bill passed by a Provincial Legislative Council or by 
the Imperial Legislative Council it should be exercised w1thin 
twelve months from the date on which it is passed, and the Bill. 
shall cease to have effect as from the date on which the fact of 
snell veto is made known to the Legislative Council concemed. 

16. The Imperial L~gis!ative Council shall have JIO power to 
fnterfere with the Gon<n'ment of India's direction of \he mili•ary 
affairs an·d the foreign and political relations of Indin., iocluding: 
the declaration of war, the m~king of peace and the entering imo 
treaties. 

IV.-THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

1. The Governor-General of India will be the head of the 
Government of India. 

2. He will have an Executive Council, half of whom shall 
be Indians. 

3. The Indian members should be elected by the elected 
members of the Imperial Legislative Council. 

4. Members of the Indian Chi! Service shall not ordinBrily 
be a ppointed to the Executive Council of the Governor- General. 

5. The power of making all appointments in the Imperial 
Civil Services shall vest in the Government of India as constJtut.ed 
under this scheme, due regard being paid to existing interests,. 
subje~ to any Jaws that :may be made by the Imperial Legi&Jative 

Council. 

6. The Govetorl:ment of India shall not ordinarily interfere· 
ln tile local affairs of a province, and powers not specifically given 
to a Provincial Government, shall be deemed to be vested in the 
former. The authority of the ,Jovernment of India will ordinarily 
be limited to general supervision and superintendence over the' 

•. Provincial Governments. · 

7. In legislative and aoministrative mattera the Governmen~. 
of Inaia, as constituted under this scheme, shall, as far as poss1ble., 
be independent of the Secretary of State. 

\ • , 
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8. A system of independent audit of the aooouats of th& 
'Government of India should be instituted. 

V.-TIIE SECRETARY OF STA'l:E IN COUNCIL. 

1. The Council of the Semetary of State for India should be 
abolished. 

2. The salary of the Secretary of State. should be placed on 
the British Estimates. 

3. The Secretary of State should, as far as possible, occupy 
• the same position in rel~ttion to the Government of India, as the "" 

Secretary of State lor the Colonies does in relation to the Govern-
ments of the Self-Governing Dominions, • 

4. The Searot;~try of State for India should be asRisted by two 
porm:tneut Under-Secretaries, one of whom should always be ail 
Indian. 

VI.-INDIA AND THE EMPIRE. 

1. In any oounoil or other body which m••Y be constituted or 
convened for the settlement or control of Imperia.! affa.irs, India 
shall be adequately represented in like manner with the Domi
nions <tnd wtth equal rights. 

2. Indians should be placed on a footing of equality in 
rMpect of status ~tnd rights of citiz'mship with other subjects of 
His Majesty the King throughout the Empire.' 

VIL-MILITARY AND OTHER MATTERS. 

1. The military and navalservicM of His M~j~sty, both in 
their commissioned and •wu-oommissioned ranks, should be 
thr(>Wn open to Indi,tns and adequate provision should" be made· 

·for their selection, tr.tiniog and in8truol,ion in India. ' 

2. Indians should be allowed to enlist as volunteers. 

3. Ex:ecutive Offbers in India. shall have no j!ldioial l'owers 
·entrusted to them, a.nd the judicia-ry iu every Province sh<!.ll be 
"placed under the highest Court of that Provin~. 

• 
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